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The study of real analysis is indispensible for a prospective graduate student of pure or
applied mathematics. It also has great value for any undergraduate student who wishes
to go beyond the routine manipulations of formulas to solve standard problems, because
it develops the ability to think deductively, analyze mathematical situations, and extend
ideas to a new context. In recent years, mathematics has become valuable in many areas,
including economics and management science as well as the physical sciences, engineering,
and computer science. Our goal is to provide an accessible, reasonably paced textbook in
the fundamental concepts and techniques of real analysis for students in these areas. This
book is designed for students who have studied calculus as it is traditionally presented in
the United States. While students find this book challenging, our experience is that serious
students at this level are fully capable of mastering the material presented here.
The first two editions of this book were very well received, and we have taken pains
to maintain the same spirit and user-friendly approach. In preparing this edition, we have
examined every section and set of exercises, streamlined some arguments, provided a few
new examples, moved certain topics to new locations, and made revisions. Except for the
new Chapter 10, which deals with the generalized Riemann integral, we have not added
much new material. While there is more material than can be covered in one semester,
instructors may wish to use certain topics as honors projects or extra credit assignments.
It is desirable that the student have had some exposure to proofs, but we do not assume
that to be the case. To provide some help for students in analyzing proofs of theorems,
we include an appendix on "Logic and Proofs" that discusses topics such as implications,
quantifiers, negations, contrapositives, and different types of proofs. We have kept the
discussion informal to avoid becoming mired in the technical details of formal logic. We
feel that it is a more useful experience to learn how to construct proofs by first watching
and then doing than by reading about techniques of proof.
We have adopted a medium level of generality consistently throughout the book: we
present results that are general enough to cover cases that actually arise, but we do not strive
for maximum generality. In the main, we proceed from the particular to the general. Thus
we consider continuous functions on open and closed intervals in detail, but we are careful
to present proofs that can readily be adapted to a more general situation. (In Chapter 11
we take particular advantage of the approach.) We believe that it is important to provide
the student with many examples to aid them in their understanding, and we have compiled
rather extensive lists of exercises to challenge them. While we do leave routine proofs as
exercises, we do not try to attain brevity by relegating difficult proofs to the exercises.
However, in some of the later sections, we do break down a moderately difficult exercise
into a sequence of steps.
In Chapter 1 we present a brief summary of the notions and notations for sets and
functions that we use. A discussion of Mathematical Induction is also given, since inductive
proofs arise frequently. We also include a short section on finite, countable and infinite sets.
We recommend that this chapter be covered quickly, or used as background material,
returning later as necessary.
--- -- - - - - - -
- - -
vi PREFACE
Chapter 2 presents the properties of the real number system JR.The first two sections
deal with the Algebraic and Order Properties and provide some practice in writing proofs
of elementary results. The crucial Completeness Property is given in Section 2.3 as the
Supremum Property, and its ramifications are discussed throughout the remainder of this
chapter.
In Chapter 3 we give a thorough treatment of sequences in JRand the associated limit
concepts. The material is of the greatest importance; fortunately, students find it rather
natural although it takes some time for them to become fully accustomed to the use of E.
In the new Section 3.7, we give a brief introduction to infinite series, so that this important
topic will not be omitted due to a shortage of time.
Chapter 4 on limits of functions and Chapter 5 on continuous functions constitute
the heart of the book. Our discussion of limits and continuity relies heavily on the use of
sequences, and the closely parallel approach of these chapters reinforces the understanding
of these essential topics. The fundamental properties of continuous functions (on intervals)
are discussed in Section 5.3 and 5.4. The notion of a "gauge" is introduced in Section 5.5
and used to give alternative proofs of these properties. Monotone functions are discussed
in Section 5.6.
The basic theory of the derivative is given in the first part of Chapter 6. This important
material is standard, except that we have used a result of Caratheodory to givc. simpler
proofs of the Chain Rule and the Inversion Theorem. The remainder of this chapter consists
of applications of the Mean Value Theorem and may be explored as time permits.
Chapter 7, dealing with the Riemann integral, has been completely revised in this
edition. Rather than introducing upper and lower integrals (as we did in the previous
editions), we here define the integral as a limit of Riemann sums. This has the advantage that
it is consistent with the students' first exposure to the integral in calculus and in applications;
since it is not dependent on order properties, it permits immediate generalization to complex-
and vector-valued functions that students may encounter in later courses. Contrary to
popular opinion, this limit approach is no more difficult than the order approach. It also is
consistent with the general~zed Riemann integral that is discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
Section 7.4 gives a brief discussion of the familiar numerical methods of calculating the
integral of continuous functions.
Sequences of functions and uniform convergence are discussed in the first two sec-
tions of Chapter 8, and the basic transcendental functions are put on a firm foundation in
Section 8.3 and 8.4 by using uniform convergence. Chapter 9 completes our discussion of
infinite series. Chapters 8 and 9 are intrinsically important, and they also show how the
material in the earlier chapters can be applied.
Chapter 10 is completely new; it is a presentation of the generalized Riemann integral
(sometimes called the "Henstock-Kurzweil" or the "gauge" integral). It will be new to many
readers, and we think they will be amazed that such an apparently minor modification of
the definition of the Riemann integral can lead to an integral that is more general than the
Lebesgue integral. We believe that this relatively new approach to integration theory is both
accessible and exciting to anyone who has studied the basic Riemann integral.
The final Chapter 11deals with topological concepts. Earlier proofs given for intervals
are extended to a more abstract setting. For example, the concept of compactness is given
proper emphasis and metric spaces are introduced. This chapter will be very useful for
students continuing to graduate courses in mathematics.
Throughout the book we have paid more attention to topics from numerical analysis
and approximation theory than is usual. We have done so because of the importance of




We have provided rather lengthy lists of exercises, some easy and some challenging.
We have provided "hints" for many of these exercises, to help students get started toward a
solution or to check their "answer". More complete solutions of almost every exercise are
given in a separate Instructor's Manual, which is available to teachers upon request to the
publisher.
It is a satisfying experience to see how the mathematical maturity of the students
increases and how the students gradually learn to work comfortably with concepts that
initially seemed so mysterious. But there is no doubt that a lot of hard work is required on
the part of both the students and the teachers.
In order to enrich the historical perspective of the book, we include brief biographical
sketches of some famous mathematicians who contributed to this area. We are particularly
indebted to Dr. Patrick Muldowney for providing us with his photograph of Professors
Henstock and Kurzweil. We also thank John Wiley & Sons for obtaining photographs of
the other mathematicians.
We have received many helpful comments from colleagues at a wide variety of in-
stitutions who have taught from earlier editions and liked the book enough to express
their opinions about how to improve it. We appreciate their remarks and suggestions, even
though we did not always follow their advice. We thank them for communicating with us
and wish them well in their endeavors to impart the challenge and excitement of learning
real analysis and "real" mathematics. It is our hope that they will find this new edition even
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In this initial chapter we will present the background needed for the study of real analysis.
Section 1.1 consists of a brief survey of set operations and functions, two vital tools for all
of mathematics. In it we establish the notation and state the basic definitions and properties
that will be used throughout the book. We will regard the word "set" as synonymous with
the words "class", "collection", and "family", and we will not define these terms or give a
list of axioms for set theory. This approach, often referred to as "naive" set theory, is quite
adequate for working with sets in the context of real analysis.
Section 1.2 is concerned with a special method of proof called Mathematical Induction.
It is related to the fundamental properties of the natural number system and, though it is
restricted to proving particular types of statements, it is important and used frequently: An
informal discussion of the different types of proofs that are used in mathematics, such as
contrapositives and proofs by contradiction, can be found in Appendix A.
In Section 1.3 we apply some of the tools presented in the first two sections of this
chapter to a discussion of what it means for a set to be finite or infinite. Careful definitions
are given and some basic consequences of these definitions are derived. The important
result that the set of rational numbers is countably infinite is established.
In addition to introducing basic concepts and establishing terminology and notation,
this chapter also provides the reader with some initial experience in working with precise
definitions and writing proofs. The careful study of real analysis unavoidably entails the
reading and writing of proofs, and like any skill, it is necessary to practice. This chapter is
a starting point.
Section 1.1 Sets and Functions
To the reader: In this section we give a brief review of the terminology and notation that
will be used in this text. We suggest that you look through quickly and come back later
when you need to recall the meaning of a term or a symbol.
If an element x is in a set A, we write
xEA
and say that x is a member of A, or that x belongs to A. If x is not in A, we write
x ~ A.
If every element of a set A also belongs to a set B, we say that A is a subset of B and write
ACB or B:)A
We say that a set A is a proper subset of a set B if A S; B, but there is at least one element
of B that is not in A. In this case we sometimes write
A C B.
-- -- --
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1.1.1 Definition Two sets A and B are said to be equal, and we write A = B, if they
contain the same elements.
Thus, to prove that the sets A and B are equal, we must show that
ACB and B CA.
A set is nonnally defined by either listing its elements explicitly, or by specifying a
property that determines the elements of the set. If P denotes a property that is meaningful
and unambiguous for elements of a set S, then we write
{x E S : P(x)}
for the set of all elements x in S for which the property P is true. If the set S is understood
from the context, then it is often omitted in this notation.
Several special sets are used throughout this book, and they are denoted by standard
symbols. (We will use the symbol := to mean that the symbol on the left is being defined
by the symbol on the right.)
· The set of natural numbers ~:= {I, 2, 3, .. .},· The set of integers Z := {O,1, -1,2, -2, .. .},
The set of rational numbers Q := {m/n : m, n E Z and n =1=OJ,
· The set of real numbers JR.
The set IRof real numbers is of fundamental importance for us and will be discussed
at length in Chapter 2.
1.1.2 Examples (a) The set
{x EN: x2 - 3x + 2 =O}
consists of those natural numbers satisfying the stated equation. Since the only solutions of
this quadratic equation are x = 1 and x = 2, we can denote this set more simply by {I, 2}.
(b) A natural number n is even if it has the fonn n =2k for some kEN. The set of even
natural numbers can be written
{2k : kEN},
which is less cumbersome than {n EN: n = 2k, kEN}. Similarly, the set of odd natural
numbers can be written
{2k - 1 : kEN}. o
Set Operations
We now define the methods of obtaining new sets from given ones. Note that these set
operations are based on the meaning of the words "or", "and", and "not". For the union,
it is important to be aware of the fact that the word "or" is used in the inclusive sense,
allowing the possibility that x may belong to both sets. In legal terminology, this inclusive
sense is sometimes indicated by "and/or".
1.1.3 Definition (a) The union of sets A and B is the set
A U B := {x : x E A or x E B} .
- -----
.
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(b) The intersection of the sets A and B is the set .
A n B := {x : x E A and x E B} .
(c) The complement of B relative to A is the set
A\B := {x : x E A and x ~ B} .
AUB!TIID A\B ~
Figure 1.1.1 (a) A U B (b) A n B (c) A \B
The set that has no elements is called the empty set and is denoted by the symbol 0.
Two sets A and B are said to be disjoint if they have no elements in common; this can be
expressed by writing A n B = 0.
To illustrate the method of proving set equalities, we will next establish one of the
DeMorgan laws for three sets. The proof of the other one is left as an exercise.
1.1.4 Theorem If A, B, C are sets, then
(a) A \(B U C) = (A \B) n (A \C),
(b) A \(B n C) = (A \B) U (A \C).
Proof. To prove (a), we will show that every element in A\(B U C) is contained in both
(A \B) and (A \C), and conversely.
If x is in A\(B U C), then x is in A, but x is not in B U C. Hence x is in A, but x
is neither in B nor in C. Therefore, x is in A but not B, and x is in A but not C. Thus,
x E A \B and x E A \C, which shows that x E (A \B) n (A \C).
Conversely, if x E (A \B) n (A \C), then x E (A \B) and x E (A \C). Hence x E A
andbothx ~ B andx ~ C. Therefore,x E A and x ~ (B U C), so that x E A\(B U C).
Since the sets (A\B) n (A\C) and A\(B U C) contain the same elements, they are
equalby Definition1.1.1. Q.E.D.
There are times when it is desirable to form unions and intersections of more than two
sets. For a finite collection of sets {AI' A2, . . . , An}' their union is the set A consisting of
all elements that belong to at least one of the sets Ak, and their intersection consists of all
elements that belong to all of the sets Ak' .
This is extended to an infinite collection of sets {A I' A2, . . . , An' . . .}as follows. Their
union is the set of elements that belong to at least one of the sets An' In this case we
write
00
U An := {x : x E An for somen EN}.
n=1
--- - -
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Similarly, their intersection is the set of elements that belong to all of these sets An' In this
case we write
00nAn := {x : x E An for all n EN}.
n=l
Cartesian Products
In order to discuss functions, we define the Cartesian product of two sets.
1.1.5 Definition If A and B are nonempty sets, then the Cartesian product A x B of A
and B is the set of all orderedpairs (a, b) witha E A and b E B. That is,
A x B := {(a, b) : a E A, b E B}.
Thus if A = {I, 2, 3} and B = {I, 5}, then the set A x B is the set whose elements are
the ordered pairs
(1, 1), (1,5), (2, 1), (2,5), (3, 1), (3,5).
We may visualize the set A x B as the set of six points in the plane with the coordinates
that we have just listed.
We often draw a diagram (such as Figure 1.1.2) to indicate the Cartesian product of
two sets A and B. However, it should be realized that this diagram may be a simplification.
For example,if A := {x E JR: 1 :::x :::2} and B := {y E JR: 0 < y ::: 1 or 2 :::y :::3},
then instead of a rectangle, we should have a drawing such as Figure 1.1.3.
We will now discuss the fundamental notion of afunction or a mapping.
To the mathematician of the early nineteenth century, the word "function" meant a
definite formula, such as f(x) := x2 + 3x - 5, which associates to each real number x
another number f(x). (Here, f(O) = -5, f(1) = -1, f(5) = 35.) This understanding

















Figure 1.1.2 Figure 1.1.3
- - - - - - -- - - -
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As mathematics developed, it became clear that a more general definition of "function"
would be useful. It also became evident that it is important to make a clear distinction
between the function itself and the values of the function. A revised definition might be:
A function f from a set A into a set B is a rule of correspondence that assigns to
each element x in A a uniquely determined element f (x) in B.
But however suggestive this revised definition might be, there is the difficulty of interpreting
the phrase "rule of correspondence". In order to clarify this, we will express the definition
entirely in terms of sets; in effect, we will define a function to be its graph. While this has
the disadvantage of being somewhat artificial, it has the advantage of being unambiguous
and clearer.
1.1.6 Definition Let A and B be sets.Then a function from A to B is a set f of ordered
pairs in A x B such that for each a E A there exists a unique b E B with (a, b) E f. (In
other words, if (a, b) E f and (a, b') E f, then b = b'.)
The set A of first elements of a function f is called the domain of f and is often
denoted by D(f). The set of all second elements in f is called the range of f and i.s
oftendenotedby R(f). Note that, althoughD(f) = A, we onlyhave R(f) C B. (See
Figure 1.1.4.)
The essential condition that:
(a, b) E f and (a, b') E f implies that b = b'
is sometimes called the vertical line test. In geometrical terms it says every vertical line
x = a with a E A intersects the graph of f exactly once.
The notation
f:A-+B
is often used to indicate that f is a function from A into B. We will also say that f is a
mapping of A into B, or that f maps A into B. If (a, b) is an element in f, it is customary
to write




Figure 1.1.4 A function as a graph
--
~
- -- - -- -
-+ . ---
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If b = f(a), we often refer to b as the value of f at a, or as the image of a under f.
Transformations and Machines
Aside from using graphs, we can visualize a function as a transformation of the set D(f) =
A into the set R(f) C B. In this phraseology,when (a, b) E f, we think of f as taking
the element a from A and "transforming" or "mapping" it into an element b = f(a) in
R(f) C B. We often draw a diagram, such as Figure 1.1.5, even when the sets A and B are





Figure 1.1.5 A function as a transfonnation
There is another way of visualizing a function: namely, as a machine that accepts
elements of D(f) = A as inputs and produces corresponding elements of R(f) C B as
outputs. If we take an element xED (f) and put it into f, then out comes the corresponding
value f (x). If we put a differentelementy E D(f) into f, thenout comes f (y) whichmay
or may not differ from f(x). If we try to insert something that does not belong to D(f)
into f, we find that it is not accepted, for f can operate only on elements from D(f). (See
Figure 1.1.6.)
This last visualization makes clear the distinction between f and f (x): the first is the
machine itself, and the second is the output of the machine f when x is the input. Whereas
no one is likely to confuse a meat grinder with ground meat, enough people have confused
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Direct and Inverse Images
Let f : A --+ B be a function with domain D(f) = A and range R(f) C B..
1.1.7 Definition If E is a subset of A, then the direct image of E under f is the subset
f(E) of B given by
f(E) := {f(x) : x E E} .
If H is a subset of B, then the inverse image of H under f is the subset f-l (H) of A
given by
f-l(H) := {x E A : f(x) E H}.
Remark The notation f-l (H) used in this connection has its disadvantages. However,
we will use it since it is the standard notation.
Thus, if we are given a set E C A, then a point Yl E B is in the direct image f(E)
if and <:>nlyif there exists at least one point xl E E such that y1 = f (x 1). Similarly, given
a set if C B, then a point Xz is in the inverse image f-l (H) if and only if yz := f (xz)
belongs to H. (See Figure 1.1.7.)
1.1.8 Examples (a) Let f : IR--+IR be definedby f(x) := xz. Then the direct image
of the set E := {x : 0 :::: x :::: 2} is the set f(E) = {y : 0 :::: y < 4}.
If G := {y : 0 :::: y :::: 4}, then the inverse image of G is the set f-l (G) = {x : -2 <
x :::: 2}. Thus, in this case, we see that f-l(f(E» -=1= E.
On the other hand, we have f (f-l(G») = G. But if H := {y : -1 :::: y :::: I}, then
we have f (f-l(H») = {y: 0:::: y ::::I} -=1= H.
A sketchof the graphof f mayhelp to visualizethese sets.
(b) Let f : A --+ B, and let G, H be subsetsof B. We will show that
f-l(G n H) C f-l(G) n f-l(H).
For, if x E f-l(G n H), then f(x) E G n H, so that f(x) E G and f(x) E H. But this
implies that x E f-l(G) and x E f-l(H),whencex E f-l(G)nf-l(H).Thusthestated
implication is proved. [The opposite inclusion is also true, so that we actually have set
equality between these sets; see Exercise 13.] 0





Figure 1.1.7 Direct and inverse images
--
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Special Types of Functions
The following definitions identify some very important types of functions.
1.1.9 Definition Let I : A -+ B be a function from A to B.
(a) The function I is said to be injective (or to be one-one) if whenever xl =I x2' then
I(xl) =I l(x2).1f I is an injective function. we also say that I is an injection.
(b) The function I is said to be surjective (or to map A onto B) if I(A) = B; that is, if -
the range R (I) = B. If I is a surjective function, we also say that I is a surjection.
(c) If I is both injectiveand surjective,then I is said to be bijective. If I is bijective,we
also say that I is a bijection.
In order to prove that a function I is injective, we must establish that:
for all Xl' x2 in A, if I(xl) = l(x2), then Xl = x2.
To do this we assumethat I (x 1) = I (x2) and show that Xl =X2.
[In other words, the graph of I satisfies the first horizontal line test: Every horizontal
line y = b with b E B intersects the graph I in at most one point.]
· To prove that a function I is surjective, we must show that for any b E B there exists at
least one X E A such that I(x) = b.
[In other words, the graph of I satisfies the second horizontal line test: Every horizontal
line y = b with b E B intersects the graph I in at least one point.]
1.1.10 Example Let A := {x E IR: X =I I} and define I (x) := 2x / (x - 1) for all x E A. -
To show that I is injective, we take xl and x2 in A and assume that I(xl) = l(x2). Thus
we have
2x1 _ 2x2---,
x -1 x-I1 2
which implies that xl (X2 - 1) =x2(xI - 1), and hence xl = x2. Therefore I is injective.
To determine the range of I.we solve the equation y = 2x/(x - 1) for x in terms 0:
y. We obtainx = y/ (y - 2), which is meaningful for y =I 2. Thus the range of I is the se
B := {y E IR: y =I2}. Thus, I is a bijection of A onto B. C
Inverse Functions
If I is a function from A into B. then I is a special subset of Ax B (namely. one passin~
the vertical line test.) The set of ordered pairs in B x A obtained by interchanging tht
members of ordered pairs in I is not generally a function. (That is, the set I may not pas
both of the horizontal line tests.) However, if I is a bijection, then this interchange doe
lead to a function. called the "inverse function" of I.
1.1.11 Definition If I : A -+ B is a bijection of A onto B. then
g := {(b, a) E B x A : (a, b) E f}
is a function on B into A. This function is called the inverse function of I.and is denote
by 1-1. The function1-1 is also calledthe inverse of I.
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We can also express the connection between f and its inverse I-I by noting that
D(/) = R(/-I) and R(/) = D(/-I) and that
b = I(a) if and only if a = I-I (b).
For example, we saw in Example 1.1.10 that the function
2x
I(x) := -x-I
is a bijection of A := {x E JR: x =1=I} onto the set B := {y E JR : y =1=2}. The function
inverse to I is given by
for y E B.
Remark We introducedthe notation I-I (H) in Definition 1.1.7.It makes senseeven if
I does not have an inverse function. However, if the inverse function I-I does exist, then
I-I (H) is the direct imageof the set H C B underI-I.
. Composition of Functions
It often happens that we want to "compose" two functions I, g by first finding I (x) and
then applyingg to get g(/(x»; however,this is possible only when I(x) belongs to the
domainof g. In order to be able to do this for all I(x), we must assume that the range of
I is contained in the domain of g. (See Figure 1.1.8.)
1.1.12 Definition If I : A -+ B and g : B -+ C, and if R(/) C D(g) = B, then the
composite function go I (note the order!) is the function from A into C defined by
(g 0 I)(x) := g(/(x» for all x EA.
1.1.13 Examples (a) The order of the composition must be carefully noted. For, let I
and g be the functions whose values at x E JRare given by
I(x) := 2x and g(x) := 3x2 - 1.
Since D(g) = JR and R(/) C JR = D(g), then the domain D(g 0 I) is also equal to JR,and
the composite function g 0 I is given by





Figure 1.1.8 The composition off andg
-- -- - ------
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On the other hand, the domain of the composite function fog is also JR,but
(f 0 g)(x) = 2(3x2 - 1) =6x2 - 2.
Thus, in this case, we have g 0 f 1= fog.
(b) In considering g 0 f, some care must be exercised to be sure that the range of f is
contained in the domain of g. For example, if
f(x):= 1-x2 and g(x):= ~,
then, since D(g) = {x : x 2: O},the composite function go f is given by the formula
(g 0 f)(x) = ~2
only for x E D(f) that satisfy f(x) 2: 0; that is, for x satisfying -1 ~ x ~ 1.
We note that if we reverse the order, then the composition fog is given by the formula
(f 0 g)(x) = 1 - x,
but only for those x in the domain D(g) = {x : x 2: O}. o.
We now give the relationship between composite functions and inverse images. The
proof is left as an instructive exercise.
1.1.14 Theorem Let f : A ~ B and g : B ~ C be functions and let H be a subset of
C. Then we have
Note the reversal in the order of the functions.
Restrictions of Functions
If f : A ~ B is a function and if Ai C A, we can define a function fi : Ai ~ B by
fi (x) := f(x) for x E Ai.
The function fi is called the restriction of f to Ai. Sometimes it is denoted by fi = flAi.
It may seem strange to the reader that one would ever choose to throwaway a part of a
function,but there are some goodreasonsfor doing so. For example,if f : JR~ JRis the
squaring function:
f(x) := x2 for x E JR,
then f is not injective, so it cannot have an inverse function. However, if we restrict f to
the set Ai := {x : x 2: O},then the restriction flAi is a bijection of Ai onto Ai. Therefore,
this restriction has an inverse function, which is the positive square root function. (Sketch
a graph.)
Similarly, the trigonometric functions S(x) := sin x and C(x) := cos x are not injective
on all of R. However, by making suitable restrictions of these functions, one can obtain
the inverse sine and the inverse cosine functions that the reader has undoubtedly already
encountered.
- - - - ----
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Exercises for Section 1.1
1. If A and B are sets, show that A ~ B if and only if An B = A.
2. Prove the second De Morgan Law [Theorem 1.1.4(b)].
3. Prove the Distributive Laws:
(a) A n (B U C) = (A n B) U (A n C),
(b) AU (B n C) = (A U B) n (A U C).
4. Thesymmetric differenceof twosets A and B is the set D of all elementsthatbelongto either
A or B but notboth.RepresentD with a diagram.
(a) Showthat D = (A \B) U (B\A).
(b) Show that D is also given by D = (A U B)\(A n B).
5. For each n EN, let A = {(n + l)k : kEN}.n
(a) What is Al n A2?
(b) Determine the sets UlAn : n E N} and n{An : n EN}.
6. Draw diagrams in the plane of the Cartesian products A x B for the given sets A and B.
(a) A = {x E IR: 1 :::x :::2 or 3 :::x :::4}, B = {x E IR: x = 1 or x = 2}.
(b) A = {I, 2, 3}, B = {x E IR: 1 :::x ::: 3}.
7. Let A := B := {x E IR: -1 :::x ::: I} and considerthe subset C := {(x, y) : x2 + l = I} of
A x B. Is this set a function? Explain.
8. Let I(x) := l/x2, x ;6 0, x E R
(a) Determine the direct image I(E) where E := {x E IR: 1 :::x :::2}.
(b) Determinethe inverseimageI-I (G) where G := {x E IR: 1 :::x :::4}.
9. Let g(x) := x2 and I(x) := x + 2 forx E R and let h be the composite function h := g 0 I.
(a) Find the direct image h(E) of E := {x E IR: 0::: x ::: I}.
(b) Find the inverse image h-I(G) of G := {x E IR: 0::: x ::: 4}.
10. Let I(x) := x2 for x E IR,and let E := {x E IR: -1 :::x ::: O}and F := {x E IR: 0::: x ::: I}.
Show that En F = (OJ and I(E n F) = (OJ, while I(E) = I(F) = {y E IR: 0 ::: y ::: I}.
HenceI (E n F) isapropersubsetof f (E) n I (F). Whathappensif 0 is deletedfromthe sets
E and F?
11. Let I and E, F be as in Exercise10.Find the sets E\ F and I (E) \1 (F) andshowthat it is not
true that I(E\F) ~ I(E)\/(F).
12. Show that if I : A -+ B and E, F are subsets of A, then I(E U F) = I(E) U I(F) and
I(E n F) ~ I(E) n I(F).
13. Show that if I: A -+ Band G, H are subsets of B, then I-I(G U H) = l-l(G) U 1-1 (H)
and I-I(G n H) = I-I (G) n I-I(H).
14. Show that the function I definedby I(x) := x/Jx2 + 1,x E IR, is a bijection of IR onto
{y : -1 < y < I}.
15. For a, b E IRwitha < b, findan explicitbijectionof A := {x : a < x < b} onto B := {y : 0 <
y < I}.
16. Give an example of two functions I, g on IRto IRsuch that I :f:g, but suchthat log = g 0 I.
17. (a) Show that if I: A -+ B is injective and E ~ A, then 1-1(f(E» = E. Givean example
to show that equality need not hold if I is not injective.
(b) Show that if I : A -+ B is surjective and H £ B, then I (f-l (H» = H. Givean example
to showthat equalityneednot holdif I isnotsurjective.
18. (a) Suppose that I is an injection. Show that I-I 0 I(x) = x for all x E D(f) and that
10 1-1(y) = y for all y E R(f).
(b) If I is a bijectionof A onto B, showthat 1-1 is a bijectionof B onto A.
-- -- ---- --
.
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19. Provethat if / : A ~ B is bijective and g.: B ~ C is bijective,then the compositego/ is a
bijective map of A onto C.
20. Let / : A ~ B and g : B ~ C be functions.
(a) Show that if go/ is injective, then / is injective.
(b) Show that if go/ is surjective, then g is surjective.
21. Prove Theorem 1.1.14.
22. Let /, g be functions such that (g 0 f)(x) = x for all x e D(f) and (f 0 g)(y) = y for all
y e D(g). Prove that g = I-i.
Section 1.2 Mathematical Induction
Mathematical Induction is a powerful method of proof that is frequently used to establish
the validity of statements that are given in terms of the natural numbers. Although its utility
is restricted to this rather special context, Mathematical Induction is an indispensable tool
in all branches of mathematics. Since many induction proofs follow the same formal lines
of argument, we will often state only that it.result follows from Mathematical Induction
and leave it to the reader to provide the necessary details. In this section, we will state the
principle and give several examples to illustrate how inductive proofs proceed.
We shall assume familiarity with the set of natural numbers:
N := {I, 2, 3, ...},
with the usual arithmetic operations of addition and multiplication, and with the meaning
of a natural number being less than another one. We will also assume the following
fundamental property of N.
1.2.1 Well-Ordering Property of N Every nonempty subset of N has a least element.
A more detailed statement of this property is as follows: If S is a subset of N and if
S -=1=0, then there existsm E S such that m :s k for all k E S.
On the basis of the Well-Ordering Property, we shall derive a version of the Principle
of Mathematical Induction that is expressed in terms of subsets of N.
1.2.2 Principle of Mathematical Induction Let S be a subset of N that possesses the
two properties:
(1) The number 1 E S.
(2) For every kEN, if k E S, then k + 1 E S.
Then we have S = N.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S -=1= N. Then the set N\S is not empty, so by the
Well-Ordering Principle it has a least element m. Since 1 E S by hypothesis (1), we know
that m > 1. But this implies that m - 1 is also a natural number. Since m - 1 < m and
since m is the least element in N such that m fj S, we conclude that m - 1 E S.
We now apply hypothesis (2) to the element k := m - 1 in S, to infer that k + 1 =
(m - 1)+ 1 =m belongsto S. But this statementcontradictsthe fact thatm fj S. Since m
was obtainedfromthe assumptionthatN\S is not empty,we haveobtaineda contradiction.




The Principle of Mathematical Induction is often set forth in the framework of proper-
ties or statements about natural numbers. If pen) is a meaningful statement about n E N,
then P (n) may be true for some values of n an~ false for others. For example, if PI(n) is
the statement: "nz = n", then PI(1) is true while PI(n) is false for all n > 1, n E N. On
the other hand, if Pz(n) is the statement: "nz > I", then Pz(1) is false, while Pz(n) is true
for all n > 1, n E N.
In this context, the Principle of Mathematical Induction can be formulated as follows.
Foreachn E N, let pen) be a statement about n. Suppose that:
(1') P(1) is true.
(2') For every kEN, if P (k) is true, then P (k + 1) is true.
Then pen) is true for all n EN.
The connection with the preceding version of Mathematical Induction, given in 1.2.2,
is made by letting S := {n EN: pen) is true}. Then the conditions (1) and (2) of 1.2.2
correspond exactly to the conditions (1') and (2'), respectively. The conclusion that S = N
in 1.2.2 corresponds to the conclusion that pen) is true for all n E N.
In (2') the assumption "if P (k) is true" is called the induction hypothesis. In estab-
lishing (2'), we are not concerned with the actual truth or falsity of P(k), but only with
the validity of the implication "if P(k), then P(k + I)". For example, if we consider the
statements pen): "n = n + 5", then (2') is logically correct, for we can simply add 1 to
both sides of P (k) to obtain P (k + 1). However, since the statement P (1): "1 = 6" is false,
we cannot use Mathematical Induction to conclude that n = n + 5 for all n E N.
It may happen that statements P (n) are false for certainnatural numbersbut then are
true for all n :::: no for some particular no' The Principle of Mathematical Induction can be
modified to deal with this situation. We will formulate the modified principle, but leave its
verification as an exercise. (See Exercise 12.)
1.2.3 Principle of Mathematical Induction (second version) Let no E N and let P (n)
be a statementfor eachnaturalnumbern :::: no' Suppose that:
(1) The statement P (no) is true.
(2) For allk :::: no' the truthof P(k) implies the truth of P(k + 1).
Then pen) is true for all n :::: no'
Sometimes the number no in (1) is called the base, since it serves as the starting point,
and the implication in (2), which can be written P(k) :::}P(k + 1), is called the bridge,
since it connects the case k to the case k + 1.
The following examples illustrate how Mathematical Induction is used to prove asser-
tions about natural numbers.
1.2.4 Examples (a) For each n E N, the sum of the first n natural numbers is given by
1+ 2 + ... + n = !n(n + 1).
To prove this formula, we let S be the set of all n E N for which the formula is true.
We must verify that conditions (1) and (2) of 1.2.2 are satisfied. If n = 1, then we have
1 = ! . 1 . (1 + 1) so that 1 E S, and (1) is satisfied. Next, we assume that k E S and wish
to infer from this assumption that k + 1 E S. Indeed, if k E S, then
1 + 2 + . . . + k = !k(k + 1).
-, ~"": ""'-'.. - -~...
-----
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If we add k + 1 to both sides of the assumed equality, we obtain
1 + 2 + . . . + k + (k + 1) = ~k(k + 1) + (k + 1)
=~(k + 1)(k + 2).
Since this is the stated formula for n = k + 1, we conclude that k + 1 E S. Therefore,
condition (2) of 1.2.2 is satisfied. Consequently, by the Principle of Mathematical Induction,
we infer that S = N, so the formula holds for all n EN.
(b) For each n E N, the sum of the squaresof the firstn natural numbersis givenby
12+ 22 + ... + n2 = 1n(n + 1)(2n + 1).
To establish this formula, we note that it is true for n = 1, since 12= 1. 1 . 2 . 3. If
we assume it is true for k, then adding (k + 1)2to both sides of the assumed formula gives
12+ 22 + . . . + k2+ (k + 1)2= 1k(k + 1)(2k + 1) + (k + 1)2
= 1(k + 1)(2k2+ k + 6k + 6)
=~(k + l)(k + 2)(2k + 3).
Consequently, the formula is valid for all n E N.
(c) Given two real numbers a and b, we will prove that a - b is a factor of an - bn for
all n E N.
First we see that the statement is clearly true for n = 1. If we now assumethata - b
is a factor of ak - bk, then
ak+1_ bk+1= ak+1 _ abk + abk _ bk+l
=a(ak - bk) + bk(a - b).
By the induction hypothesis, a - b is a factor of a(ak - bk) and it is plainly a factor of
bk(a - b). Therefore, a - b is a factor of ak+l - bk+l, and it follows from Mathematical
Induction that a - b is a factor of an - bn for all n EN.
A variety of divisibility. results can be derived from this fact. For example, since
11 -7 =4, we see that Iln _7n is divisible by 4 for all n EN.
(d) The inequality 2n > 2n + 1 is false for n = 1,2, but it is true for n = 3. If we assume
that 2k > 2k + 1, then multiplication by 2 gives, when 2k + 2 > 3, the inequality
2k+1> 2(2k + 1) = 4k + 2 = 2k + (2k + 2) > 2k + 3 = 2(k + 1)+ 1.
Since 2k + 2 > 3 for all k > 1, the bridge is valid for all k > 1 (even though the statement
is false for k = 1, 2). Hence, with the base no =3, we can apply Mathematical Induction
to conclude that the inequality holds for all n 2: 3.
(e) The inequality 2n ~ (n + I)! can be established by Mathematical Induction.
We first observe that it is true for n = 1, since 21 = 2 = 1 + 1. If we assume that
2k ~ (k + I)!, it follows from the fact that 2 ~ k + 2 that
2k+1 = 2. 2k ~ 2(k + I)! ~ (k + 2)(k + I)! = (k + 2)1.
Thus, if the inequality holds for k, then it also holds for k + 1. Therefore, Mathematical
Inductionimplies that the inequalityis true for all n EN.
(1) If, E JR,, :f: 1, and n E N, then
2 1 - ,n+11 + , +, +... +,n = .
1-,
-- - - - - -
--
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This is the fonnula for the sum of the tenns in a "geometric progression". It can
be established using Mathematical Induction as follows. First, if n = 1, then 1 + r =
(1 - r2)f(1 - r). If we assume the truth of the fonnula for n = k and add the tenn rk+l to
both sides, we get (after a little algebra) .
1 - rk+1 1_ rk+2
1+ r + rk + . . . + rk+1= + rk+l = ,
l-r l-r
which is the fonnula for n = k + 1.Therefore,MathematicalInductionimpliesthe validity
of the fonnula for all n EN.
[This result can also be proved without using Mathematical Induction. If we let
sn := 1 + r + r2 + ... + rn, then rSn = r + r2 + ... + rn+l, so that
(1 - r)sn = sn - rsn = 1 - rn+1.
If we divide by 1 - r, we obtain the stated fonnula.]
(g) Careless use of the Principle of Mathematical Induction can lead to obviously absurd
conclusions. The reader is invited to find the error in the "proof' of the following assertion.
Claim: If n E N andif themaximumof thenaturalnumbersp andq is n, thenp.:- q.
"Proof." Let S be the subset of N for which the claim is true. Evidently,1 E S since if
p, q EN and their maximum is 1, then both equal 1 and so p = q. Now assume that k E S
and that the maximum of p and q is k + 1. Then the maximum of p - 1 and q - 1is k. But
since k E S, then p - 1 = q - 1 and therefore p = q. Thus, k + 1 E S, and we conclude
that the assertion is true for all n EN.
(h) There are statements that are true for many natural numbers but that are not true for
all of them.
For example, the fonnulap(n) := n2 - n + 41 givesaprimenumberforn = 1,2, ".,
40. However, p(41) is obviously divisible by 41, so it is not a prime number. 0
Another version of the Principle of Mathematical Induction is sometimes quite useful.
It is called the" Principle of Strong Induction", even though it is in fact equivalent to 1.2.2.
1.2.5 Principle of Strong Induction Let S be a subset olN such that
(I") 1 E S.
(2") For every kEN, if{l, 2, . .. , k} C S, then k + 1 E S.
Then S = N.
We will leave it to the reader to establish the equivalence of 1.2.2 and 1.2.5.
Exercises for Section 1.2
1. Provethat 1/1 .2+ 1/2.3 + ... + l/n(n + 1) = n/(n + 1) for all n EN.
2. Provethat 13+ 23+... + n3 = [4n(n + 1)]2for all n EN.
3. Provethat 3 + 11+ . . . + (8n - 5) = 4n2 - n for all n E N.
4. Provethat12+ 32+... + (2n- 1)2= (4n3- n)/3 for alln EN.
5. Provethat 12- 22+ 32+... + (_l)n+1n2 = (_1)n+1n(n+ 1)/2 for alln EN.
-
- -- ---
- _.- _.- -- ---
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6. Prove that n3 + 5n is divisible by 6 for all n EN.
7. Prove that 52n- 1 is divisible by 8 for illn EN.
8. Prove that 5n - 4n - 1 is divisible by 16 for all n EN.
9. Prove that n3 + (n + 1)3 + (n + 2)3 is divisible by 9 for all n E N.
10. Conjecture a fonnula for the sum III .3+ 1/3 .5+ . . . + 1/(2n - 1)(2n + I), and prove your
conjecture by using Mathematical Induction.
11. Conjecture a fonnula for the sum of the first n odd natural numbers 1 + 3 + . . . + (2n- I),
and prove your fonnula by using Mathematical Induction.
12. Prove the Principle of Mathematical Induction 1.2.3 (second version).





Prove that 2n < n! for all n 2: 4, n E N.
Prove that 2n - 3 ::: 2n-2 for all n 2: 5, n EN.
Find all natural numbers n such that n2 < 2n. Prove your assertion.
Find the largest natural number m such that n3 - n is divisible by m for all n EN. Prove your
assertion.
18. Prove that IIv'! + 1/../2 + + 1/..,1n> ..,Infor all n EN.
19. Let S be a subset of N such that (a) 2k E S for all kEN, and (b) if k E S and k 2: 2, then
k - 1 E S. Prove that S = N.
20. Let the numbers xn be defined as follows: xl := 1, x2 := 2, and xn+2 := ~(xn+1+ xn) for all
n EN. Use the Principle of Strong Induction (1.2.5) to show that 1 ::: xn ::: 2 for all n EN.
Section 1.3 Finite and Infinite Sets
When we count the elem~nts in a set, we say "one, two, three,. . .", stopping when we
have exhausted the set. From a mathematical perspective, what we are doing is defining a
bijective mapping between the set and a portion of the set of natural numbers. If the set is
such that the counting does not terminate, such as the set of natural numbers itself, then we
describe the set as being infinite.
The notions of "finite" and "infinite" are extremely primitive, and it is very likely
that the reader has never examined these notions very carefully. In this section we will
define these terms precisely and establish a few basic results and state some other important
results that seem obvious but whose proofs are a bit tricky. These proofs can be found in
Appendix B and can be read later.
1.3.1 Definition (a) The empty set 0 is said to have 0 elements.
(b) If n E N, a set S is said to have n elements if there exists a bijection from the set
Nn := {I, 2, ..., n} onto S.
(c) A set S is said to be finite if it is either empty or it has n elements for some n EN.
(d) A set S is said to be infinite if it is not finite.
Since the inverse of a bijection is a bijection, it is easy to see that a set S has n
elementsif andonly if there is a bijectionfromS ontothe set {I, 2, . . ., n}. Also, since the
compositionof twobijectionsis a bijection,we see that a set S}has n elementsif and only
-. . -. - . - . - - - - -. - - -. .- . -. - .. ----..
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if there is a bijection from Sl onto another set Sz that has n elements. Further, a set Tl is
finite if and only if there is a bijection from Tl onto another set Tzthat is finite.
It is now necessary to establish some basic properties of finite sets to be sure that the
definitions do not lead to conclusions that conflict with our experience of counting. From
the definitions, it is not entirely clear that a finite set might not have n elements for more
than one value of n. Also it is conceivably possible that the set N := {I, 2, 3, ...} might be
a finite set according to this definition. The reader will be relieved that these possibilities
do not occur, as the next two theorems state. The proofs of these assertions, which use the
fundamental properties of N described in Section 1.2, are given in Appendix B.
1.3.2 Uniqueness Theorem If S is a finite set, then the number of elements in S is a
unique number in N.
1.3.3 Theorem The set N of natural numbers is an infinite set.
The next result gives some elementary properties of finite and infinite sets.
1.3.4 Theorem (a) If A is a set with m elements and B is a set with n elements and if
A n B = 0, then A U B has m + n elements.
(b) If A is a set with mEN elements and C S; A is a set with 1 element, then A \ C is a
set with m - 1 elements.
(c) IfC is an infinite set and B is a finite set, then C\B is an infinite set.
Proof. (a) Let f be a bijection of Nm onto A, and let g be a bijection of Nn onto
B. We define h on Nm+n by h(i) := f(i) for i = 1, "', m and h(i) := g(i - m) for
i = m + 1, "', m + n. We leave it as an exercise to show that h is a bijection from Nm+n
onto A U B.
The proofs of parts (b) and (c) are left to the reader, see Exercise 2. Q.E.D.
It may seem "obvious" that a subset of a finite set is also finite, but the assertion must
be deduced from the definitions. This and the corresponding statement for infinite sets are
established next.
1.3.5 Theorem Suppose that Sand T are sets and that T S; S.
(a) If S is a finite set, then T is a finite set.
(b) .lfT is an infinite set, then S is an infinite set.
Proof. (a) If T = 0, we already know that T is a finite set. Thus we may suppose that
T =1= 0. The proof is by induction on the number of elements in S.
If S has 1 element, then the only nonempty subset T of S must coincide with S, so T
is a finite set.
Suppose that every nonempty subset of a set with k elements is finite. Now let S be
a set having k + 1 elements (so there exists a bijection f of Nk+1onto S), and let T c S.
If f(k + 1) ~ T, we can consider T to be a subset of Sl := S\{f(k + I)}, which has k
elements by Theorem 1.3.4(b). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, T is a finite set.
On the other hand, if f (k + 1) E T, then Tl := T\ {f (k + I)} is a subset of Sl' Since
Sl has k elements, the induction hypothesis implies that Tl is a finite set. But this implies
that T = Tl U {f(k + I)} is also a finiteset.
(b) This assertion is the contrapositive of the assertion in (a). (See Appendix A for a
discussion of the contrapositive.) Q.E.D.
-- -- - -
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Countable Sets
We now introduce an important type of irifinite set.
1.3.6 Definition (a) A set S is said to be denumerable (or countably infinite) if there
exists a bijection of N onto S.
(b) A set S is said to be countable if it is either finite or denumerable.
(c) A set S is said to be uncountable if it is not countable.
From the properties of bijections, it is clear that S is denumerable if and only if there
exists a bijection of S onto N. Also a set SI is denumerable if and only if there exists a
bijection from SI onto a set S2 that is denumerable. Further, a set TI is countable if and
only if there exists a bijection from TI onto a set T2 that is countable. Finally, an infinite
countable set is denumerable.
.
1.3.7 Examples (a) ThesetE:= {2n : n E N}ofevennaturalnumbersisdenumerable,
since the mapping f : N ~ E definedby f (n) := 2n for n E N, is a bijection of N onto E.
Similarly, the set 0 := {2n - 1 : n E N} of odd natural numbers is denumerable.
(b) The set Z of all integers is denumerable.
To construct a bijection of N onto Z, we map I onto 0, we map the set of even natural
numbers onto the set N of positive integers, and we map the set of odd natural numbers
onto the negative integers. This mapping can be displayed by the enumeration:
Z = {O, 1, -1,2, -2, 3, -3", .}.
(c) The union of two disjoint denumerable sets is denumerable.
Indeed, if A = {aI' a2, a3,...} and B = {bl' b2, b3,.. .}, we can enumerate the ele-
ments of A U Bas:
o
1.3.8 Theorem The set N x N is denumerable.
Informal Proof. Recall that N x N consists of all orderedpairs (m, n), wherem, n EN.
Wecan enumeratethesepairs as:
(1, 1), (1,2), (2, 1), (1,3), (2,2), (3, 1), (1,4), . . "
accordingto increasingsum m + n, and increasingm. (SeeFigure 1.3.1.) Q.E.D.
The enumeration just described is an instance of a "diagonal procedure", since we
move along diagonals that each contain finitely many terms as illustrated in Figure 1.3.1.
While this argument is satisfying in that it shows exactly what the bijection of N x N ~ N
should do, it is not a "formal proof', since it doesn't define this bijection precisely. (See
Appendix B for a more formal proof.)
As we have remarked, the construction of an explicit bijection between sets is often
complicated. The next two results are useful in establishing the countability of sets, since
they do not involve showing that certain mappings are bijections. The first result may seem
intuitively clear, but its proof is rather technical; it will be given iiI Appendix B.
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Figure 1.3.1 The set N x N
1.3.9 Theorem Suppose that Sand T are sets and that T c S.
(a) 1f S is a countable set, then T is a countable set.
(b) 1fT is an uncountable set, then S is an uncountable set.
1.3.10 Theorem The following statements are equivalent:
(a) S is a countable set.
(b) There exists a surjection of N onto S.
(c) There exists an injection of S into N.
.
Proof. (a) => (b) If S is finite, there exists a bijection h of some set Nn onto S and we





for k = I, . . ., n,
for k > n.
Then H is a surjection of N onto S.
If S is denumerable, there exists a bijection H of N onto S, which is also a surjection
of N onto S.
(b) => (c) If H is a surjection of N onto S, we define HI : S -+ N by letting HI (s) be
the least element in the set H-1(s) := {n EN: H(n) = s}. To see that HI is an injection
of S into N, note that if s, t E Sand nSI := HI (s) = HI (t), then s = H(ns,) = t.
(c) => (a) If HI is an injection of S into N, then it is a bijection of S onto HI(S) C N.
By Theorem 1.3.9(a), HI (S) is countable, whence the set S is countable. Q.E.D.
1.3.11 Theorem The set Q of all rational numbers is denumerable.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to observe that the set Q+ of positive rational numbers is
contained in the enumeration:
1 1 2 1 231
I' 2' I' 3' 2' I' 4'...'
which is another "diagonal mapping" (see Figure 1.3.2).However,this mappingis not an
injection,since the differentfractions ! and ~ representthe samerationalnumber.
To proceed more formally, note that since N x N is countable (by Theorem 1.3.8),
it follows from Theorem 1.3.IO(b) that there exists a surjection f of N onto N x N. If








Figure 1.3.2 The set Q+
g : N x N -+ Q+ is the mapping that sends the ordered pair (m, n) into the rational num-
ber having a representation m / n, theng is a surjectionontoQ+. Therefore,the composition
g 0 f is a surjection of N onto Q+, and Theorem 1.3.10 implies that Q+ is a countable set.
Similarly, the set Q- of all negative rational numbers is countable. It follows as in
Example 1.3.7(b) that the set Q =Q- U {OJ UQ+ is countable. Since Q contains N, it
must be a denu~erable set. Q.E.D.
The next result is concerned with unions of sets. In view of Theorem 1.3.10, we need
not be worried about possible overlapping of the sets. Also, we do not have to construct a
bijection.
1.3.12 Theorem If Am is a countable set for each mEN, then the union A := U~=l Am
is countable.
Proof. For each mEN, let CPm be a surjection of N onto Am' We define 1/1: N x N -+ A
by
1/1(m,n) := cpm(n).
We claim that 1/1is a surjection. Indeed, if a E A, then there exists a least mEN such that
a E Am' whence there exists a least n EN such that a = cpm(n).Therefore,a = 1/1(m,n).
Since N x N is countable, it follows from Theorem 1.3.10 that there exists a surjection
f : N -+ N x N whence 1/10 f is a surjection of N onto A. Now apply Theorem 1.3.10
again to conclude that A is countable. Q.E.D.
Remark A less formal (but more intuitive) way to see the truth of Theorem 1.3.12 is to
enumerate the elements of Am' mEN, as:
Al = {all,aI2,aI3,...},
A2 = {a21'a22,a23""}'
A3 = {a31,a32,a33," .},
.
We then enumerate this array using the "diagonal procedure":




The argument that the set Q of rational numbers is countable was first given in 1874
by Georg Cantor (1845-1918). He was the first mathematician to examine the concept of
infinite set in rigorous detail. In contrast to the countability of Q, he also proved the set JR
of real numbers is an uncountable set. (This result will be established in Section 2.5.)
In a series of important papers, Cantor developed an extensive theory of infinite sets and
transfinite arithmetic. Some of his results were quite surprising and generated considerable
controversy among mathematicians of that era. In a 1877 letter to his colleague Richard
IDedekind, he wrote, after proving an unexpected theorem, "I see it, but I do not believe it".
We close this section with one of Cantor's more remarkable- theorems.
1.3.13 Cantor's Theorem If A is any set, then there is no surjection of A onto the set
P(A) of all subsets of A.
_ Proof. Suppose that qJ: A ~ P(A) is a surjection. Since qJ(a) is a subset of A, either a
belongs to qJ(a) or it does not belong to this set. We let
D := {a e A : a ~ qJ(a)}.
Since D is a subset of A, if qJis a surjection, then D = qJ(ao)for some ao e A.
We must have either ao e D or ao ~ D. If ao e D, then since D = qJ(ao)' we must
have ao e qJ(ao)' contrary to the definition of D. Similarly, i~ (10~ D, then ao ~ qJ(ao) so
that ao e D, which is also a contradiction.
Therefore, qJcannot be a surjection. Q.E.D.
Cantor's Theorem implies that there is an unending progression of larger and larger
sets. In particular, it implies that the collection P(N) of all subsets of the natural numbers
N is uncountable.
Exercises for Section 1.3
1. Prove that a nonempty set T. is finite if and only if there is a bijection from T. onto a finite
set T2.
2. Prove parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.3.4.
3. LetS:= {I,2}andT := {a,b, c}. a .. f :- _
(a) DeterminethenumberofdifferentinjectionsfromS intoT.' i'
(b) Determine the number of different surjections from T onto S." <
4. Exhibit a bijection between N and the set of all odd integers greater than 13:"
5: Give an explicit definition of the bijection f from N onto Z described in Example 1.3.7(b).
6. Exhibit a bijection between N and a proper subset of itself.
7. Prove that a set T. is denumerable if and only if there is a bijection from T. onto a denumerable
set T2.
8. Give an example of a countable collection of finite sets whose union is not finite.
9. Prove in detail that if S and T are denumerable, then S U T is denumerable.
10. Determine the number of elements in P(S), the collection of all subsets of S, for each of the
following sets:
(a) S:= {I, 2},
(b) S:= {I, 2, 3},
(c) S:= {I, 2, 3, 4}.
Be sure to include the empty set and the set S itself in P(S).
11. Use Mathematical Induction to prove that if the set S has n elements, then P(S) has 2n elements.




In this chapter we will discuss the essential properties of the real number system JR.
Although it is possible to give a formal construction of this system on the basis of a more
primitive set (such as the set N of natural numbers or the set Q of rational numbers), we
have chosen not to do so. Instead, we exhibit a list of fundamental properties associated
with the real numbers and show how further properties can be deduced from them. This
kind of activity is much more useful in learning the tools of analysis than examining the
logical difficulties of constructing a model for JR.
The real number system can be described as a "complete ordered field", and we
will discuss that description in considerable detail. In Section 2.1, we first introduce the
"algebraic" properties-often called the "field" properties in abstract algebra-that are
based on the two operations of addition and multiplication. We continue the section with
the introduction of the "order" properties of JRand we derive some consequences of these
properties and illustrate their use in working with inequalities. The notion of absolute value,
which is based on the order properties, is discussed in Section 2.2.
In Section 2.3, we make the final step by adding the crucial "completeness" property to
the algebraic and order properties of JR.It is this property, which was not fully understood
until the late nineteenth century, that underlies the theory of limits and continuity and
essentially all that follows in this book. The rigorous development of real analysis would
not be possible without this essential property.
In Section 2.4, we apply the Completeness Property to derive several fundamental
results concerning JR,including the Archimedean Property, the existence of square roots,
and the density of rational numbers in JR.We establish, in Section 2.5, the Nested Interval
Property and use it to prove the uncountability of JR.We also discuss its relation to binary
and decimal representations of real numbers.
Part of the purpose of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 is to provide examples of proofs of
elementary theorems from explicitly stated assumptions. Students can thus gain experience
in writing formal proofs before encountering the more subtle and complicated arguments
related to the Completeness Property and its consequences. However, students who have
previously studied the axiomatic method and the technique of proofs (perhaps in a course
on abstract algebra) can move to Section 2.3 after a cursory look at the earlier sections. A
brief discussion of logic and types of proofs can be found in Appendix A at the back of the
book.
Section 2.1 The Algebraic and Order Properties of IR
We begin with a brief discussion of the "algebraic structure" of the real number system. We
will give a short list of basic properties of addition and multiplication from which all other
algebraic properties can be derived as theorems. In the terminology of abstract algebra, the
system of real numbers is a "field" with respect to addition and multiplication. The basic
22
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properties listed in 2.1.1 are known as the field axioms. A binary operation associates with
each pair (a, b) a unique element B(a, b), but we will use the conventional notations of
a + b and a .b when discussing the properties of addition and multiplication.
2.1.1 Algebraic Properties of JR On the set JRof real numbers there are two binary
operations, denoted by + and . and called addition and multiplication, respectively. These
operations satisfy the following properties:
a + b = b + a for all a, b in JR (commutative property of addition);
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c) for all a, b, c in JR (associative property of addition);
there exists an element 0 in JRsuch that 0 + a = a and a + 0 = a for all a in JR
(existence of a zero element);
for each a in JR there exists an element -a in JR such that a + (-a) = 0 and
(-a) + a =0 (existence of negative elements);
a .b =b .a for all a, b in JR (commutativeproperty of multiplication);
(a. b) . c = a . (b. c) for all a, b, c in JR (associative property of multiplication);
there exists an element 1 in JRdistinct from 0 such that 1 . a = a and a . 1=a for
all a in JR (existence of a unit element);
for each a # 0 in JRthere exists an element 1Ia in JR such that a . (1Ia) = 1 and
(lla) . a = 1 (existence of reciprocals);
a . (b + c) = (a . b) + (a . c) and (b + c) . a = (b. a) + (c . a) for all a, b, c in JR
(distributive property of multiplication over addition).
These properties should be familiar to the reader. The first four are concerned with
addition, the next four with multiplication, and the last one connects the two operations.
The point of the list is that all the familiar techniques of algebra can be derived from these
nine properties, in much the same spirit that the theorems of Euclidean geometry can be
deduced from the five basic axioms stated by Euclid in his Elements. Since this task more
properly belongs to a course in abstract algebra, we will not carry it out here. However, to
exhibit the spirit of the endeavor, we will sample a few results and their proofs.
We first establish the basic fact that the elements 0 and 1,whose existence were asserted











2.1.2 Theorem (a) If z and a are elements in JRwith z + a = a, thenz = O.
(b) Ifu and b # 0 are elements in JRwith u . b = b, thenu = 1.
(c) Ifa E JR,then a .0 = O.
Proof. (a) Using (A3), (A4), (A2), the hypothesisz + a = a, and (A4), we get
z = z + 0 = z + (a+ (-a» = (z+ a) + (-a) = a + (-a) = O.
(b) Using (M3), (M4), (M2), the assumed equality u . b = b, and (M4) again, we get
u = u . 1 = u . (b. (lIb» = (u . b) . (lIb) = b . (lIb) = 1.
(c) Wehave (why?)
a + a . 0 = a . 1 + a . 0 = a . (l + 0) = a . 1 = a.
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We next establish two important properties of multiplication: the uniqueness of recip-
rocals and the fact that a product of two numbers is zero only when one of the factors is
zero.
2.1.3 Theorem (a) If a;:/:O and bin JRare such that a . b = 1, then b = I/a.
(b) Ifa. b = 0, then either a = 0 orb = O.
Proof. (a) Using (M3), (M4), (M2), the hypothesis a . b = 1, and (M3), we have
b = 1 . b = «(l/a) . a) . b = (l/a) . (a . b) = (l/a) . 1 = I/a.
(b) It suffices to assume a;:/:O and prove that b = O.(Why?) We multiply a . b by 1Ia and
apply (M2), (M4) and (M3) to get
(l/a) . (a .b) = «(l/a) .a) .b = 1 .b = b.
Sincea . b =0, by 2.1.2(c) this also equals
(l/a) . (a .b) = (l/a) .0= O.
Thus we have b = O. Q.E.D.
These theorems represent a small sample of the algebraic properties of the real number
system. Some additional consequences of the field properties are given in the exercises.
The operation of subtraction is defined by a - b := a + (-b) for a, b in JR.Similarly,
division is defined for a, b in JRwith b ;:/: 0 by alb := a . (lIb). In the following,we
will use this customary notation for subtraction and division, and we will use all the
familiar properties of these operations. We will ordinarily drop the use of the dot to indicate
multiplication and write ab for a . b. Similarly,we willuse the usualnotationfor exponents
and write a2 for aa, a3 for (a2)a; and, in general, we define an+I := (an)a for n e N.We
agree to adopt the conventio~ that al =a. Further, if a ;:/:0, we write aO= 1 and a-I for
11a, and if n e N, we will write a-n for (l/a)n, when it is convenient to do so. In general,
we will freely apply all the usual techniques of algebra without further elaboration.
Rational and Irrational Numbers
We regard the set N of natural numbers as a sub.setof JR,by identifying the natural number
n e N with the n-fold sum of the unit element 1 e JR.Similarly, we identify 0 e Z with the
zero element of 0 E JR,and we identify the n-fold sum of -1 with the integer -no Thus,
we consider N and Z to be subsets of JR.
Elements of JRthat can be written in the form bIa where a, b e Z and a;:/:O are called
rational numbers. The set of all rational numbers in JRwill be denoted by the standard
notation Q. The sum and product of two rational numbers is again a rational number (prove
this), and moreover, the field properties listed at the beginning of this section can be shown
to hold for Q.
The fact that there are elements in JRthat are not in Q is not immediately apparent.
In the sixth century B.C. the ancient Greek society of Pythagoreans discovered that the
diagonal of a square with unit sides could not be expressed as a ratio of integers. In view
of the Pythagorean Theorem for right triangles, this implies that the square of no rational
number can equal 2. This discovery had a profound impact on the development of Greek
mathematics. One consequence is that elements of JRthat are not in Q became known
as irrational numbers, meaning that they are not ratios of integers. Although the word
t
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"irrational" in modem English usage has a quite different meaning, we shall adopt the
standard mathematical usage of this term.
We will now prove that there does not exist a rational number whose square is 2. In the
proof we use the notions of even and odd numbers. Recall that a natural number is even if
it has the form 2n for some n E N, and it is odd if it has the form 2n - 1 for some n E N.
Every natural number is either even or odd, and no natural number is both even and odd.
2.1.4 Theorem There does not exist a rational number r such that r2 = 2.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that p and q are integers such that (p /q)2 = 2. We
may assume that p and q are positive and have no common integer factors other than 1.
(Why?) Since p2 = 2q2, we see that p2 is even. This implies that p is also even (because
if p = 2n - 1 is odd, then its square p2 = 2(2n2 - 2n + 1) - 1 is also odd). Therefore,
since p and q do not have 2 as a common factor, then q must be an odd natural number.
Since p is even, then p = 2m for some mEN, and hence 4m2 = 2q2, so that 2m2 = q2.
Therefore, q2 is even, and it follows from the argument in the preceding paragraph that q
is an even natural number.
Since the hypothesis that (p /q)2 = 2 leads to the contradictory conclusion that q is
both even and odd, it must be false. Q.E.D.
The Order Properties of IR
The "order properties" of IRrefer to the notions of positivity and inequalities between real
numbers. As with the algebraic structure of the system of real numbers, we proceed by
isolating three basic properties from which all other order properties and calculations with
inequalities can be deduced. The simplest way to do this is to identify a special subset of IR
by using the notion of "positivity".
2.1.5 The Order Properties of IR There is a nonempty subset JIDof IR,called the set of
positive real numbers, that satisfies the following properties:
(i) If a, b belong to JID,then a + b belongs to JID.
(ii) If a, b belong to JID,then ab belongs to JID.
(iii) If a belongs to IR,then exactly one of the following holds:
a E JID, a =0, -a E JID.
The first two conditions ensure the compatibility of order with the operations of addI-
tion and multiplication, respectively. Condition 2.1.5(iii) is usually called the Trichotomy
Property, since it divides IR into three distinct types of elements. It states that the set
{-a : a E P} of negative real numbers has no elements in c mmon with the set JIDof
positive real numbers, and, moreover, the set IRis the union of ee disjoint sets.
If a E JID,we write a > 0 and say that a is a positive (or a stri Iy positive) real number.
If a E JIDU {OJ,we write a ::::0 and say that a is a nonnegative r al number.Similarly,if
-a E JID, we write a < 0 and say that a is a negative (or a stricti negative) real number.
If -a E JID U {OJ,we write a < 0 and say that a is a nonpositive re number.
The notion of inequality between two real numbers will now b defined in terms of the
set JIDof positive elements.
2.1.6 Definition Let a..b be elements of IR.
(a) If a - b E JID,then we write a > b or b < a.
(b) If a - b E JIDU {O},then we write a ::::b or b ::: a.
-- -- - - -- - -- - --
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The Trichotomy Property 2.1.5(iii) implie.sthat for a, b E JRexactly one of the follow-
ing will hold:
a> b, a =b, a < b.
Therefore, if both a :::: b and b :::: a, then a = b.
For notational convenience, we will write
a<b<c
to mean that both a < b and b < c are satisfied. The other "double" inequalities a :::: b < c,
a :::: b :::: c, and a < b ::::c are defined in a similar manner.
To illustrate how the basic Order Properties are used to derive the "rules of inequalities",
we will now establish several results that the reader has used in earlier mathematics courses.
2.1.7 Theorem Let a, b, c be any elements of JR.
(a) If a > b and b > c, then a > c.
(b) If a > b, then a + c > b + c.
(c) Ifa > band c > 0, then ca > cb.
Ifa > b andc < 0, thenca < cb.
.
Proof. (a) If a - b E JIDand b - c E JID,then 2.1.5(i) implies that (a - b) + (b - c) =
a - c belongs to JID.Hence a > c.
(b) If a - b E JID,then (a + c) - (b + c) = a - b is in JID.Thus a + c > b + c.
(c) If a - b E JIDand c E JID,then ca - cb = c(a - b) is in IPby 2.1.5(ii). Thus ca > cb
when c > O.
On the other hand, if c < 0, then -c E JID, so that cb - ca = (-c)(a - b) is in JID.Thus
cb > ca when c < O. Q.E.D.
It is natural to expect that the natural numbers are positive real numbers. This property
is derived from the basic properties of order. The key observation is that the square of any
nonzero real number is positive.
2.1.8 Theorem (a) If a E JRand a :/= 0, then a2 > O.
(b) 1 > O.
(c) Ifn E N, then n > O.
Proof. (a) By the Trichotomy Property, if a :/=0, then either a E JIDor -a E JID.1fa E IP,
thenby 2.1.5(ii),a2= a . a E JID.Also, if -a E JID,then a2 = (-a)( -a) E IP.We conclude
that if a :/=0, then a2 > O.
(b) Since 1 = 12, it follows from (a) that 1 > O.
(c) We use Mathematical Induction. The assertion for n = 1is true by (b).If we suppose the
assertion is true for the natural number k, then k E IP,and since 1 E JID,we have k + 1 E JID
by 2.1.5(i). Therefore, the assertion is true for all natural numbers. Q.E.D.
It is worth noting that no smallest positive real number can exist. This follows by
observing that if a > 0, then since! > 0 (why?), we have that
o < !a < a.
a.. _
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Thus if it is claimed that a is the smallest positive real number, we can exhibit a smaller
positive number ~a.
This observation leads to the next result, which will be used frequently as a method of
proof. For instance, to prove that a number a > 0 is actually equal to zero, we see that it
suffices to show that a is smaller than an arbitrary positive number.
2.1.9 Theorem If a E JRis such that 0 =::a < E for eveI)' E > 0, then a = o.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a > O.Then if we take EO:= ~a, we have 0 < EO< a.
Therefore, it is false that a < E for every E > 0 and we conclude that a = O. Q.E.D.
Remark It is an exercise to show that if a E JRis such that 0 < a =::E for every E > 0,
then a = o.
The product of two positive numbers is positive. However, the positivity of a product
of two numbers does not imply that each factor is positive. The correct conclusion is given
in the next theorem. It is an important tool in working with inequalities.
.
2.1.10 Theorem If ab > 0, then either
(i) a > 0 and b > 0, or
(ii) a < 0 and b < o.
Proof. First we note that ab > 0 implies that a =1= 0 and b =1= o. (Why?) From the Tri-
chotomy Property, either a > 0 or a < o. If a > 0, then l/a > 0 (why?), and therefore
b = (l/a)(ab) > o. Similarly, if a < 0, then l/a < 0, so that b = (l/a)(ab) < O. Q.E.D.
2.1.11 Corollary If ab < 0, then either
(i) a < 0 and b > 0, or
(ii) a > 0 and b < o.
Inequalities
We now show how the Order Propertiespresented in this section can be used to "solve"
certain inequalities.The reader shouldjustify each of the steps.
2.1.12 Examples (a) Determine the set A of all real numbers x such that 2x + 3 =::6.
We note that we havet
xEA {::::::} 2x + 3 =::6 2x =::3
Therefore A = {x E JR : x =:: ~}.
(b) Determinethe set B := {x E JR: x2 + x > 2}.
We rewritethe inequalityso thatTheorem2.1.10 can be applied.Note that
x E B {::::::} x2 + x - 2 > 0 {::::::} (x - l)(x + 2) > o.
Therefore, we either have (i) x-I> 0 and x + 2 > 0, or we have (ii) x-I < 0 and
x + 2 < O.In case (i) we musthaveboth x > 1 and x > -2, which is satisfiedif and only
tThe symbol <==} should be read "if and only if".
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if x > 1. In case (ii) we must have both x < 1 and x < -2, which is satisfied if and only
if x < -2.
We concludethat B = {x E 1R : x > I} U {x E 1R: x < -2}.
(c) Detennine the set
C :=
{






- 1 < 0 <==> - < o.
x+2 x+2
Therefore we have either (i) x-I < 0 and x + 2 > 0, or (ii) x-I > 0 and x + 2 < O.
(Why?)In case (i) we must have both x < 1 and x > -2, which is satisfiedif and only if
- 2 < x < 1. In case (ii), we must have both x > 1 and x < -2, which is never satisfied.
We conclude that C = {x E 1R: -2 < x < I}. 0
XEC
The following examples illustrate the use of the Order Properties of 1Rin establishing
certain inequalities. The reader should verify the steps in the arguments by identifying the
properties that are employed. . .
It should be noted that the existence of square roots of positive numbers has not yet
been established; however, we assume the existence of these roots for the purpose of these
examples. (The existence of square roots will be discussed in Section 2.4.)
2.1.13 Examples (a) Let a 2: 0 and b 2: O.Then
(1)
We consider the case where a > 0 and b > 0, leaving the case a =0 to the reader. It follows
from2.1.5(i) thata + b > O.Sinceb2 - a2 = (b - a)(b + a), it followsfrom2.1.7(c)that
b - a > 0 implies that b2._ a2 > o. Also, it followsfrom 2.1.10thatb2 - a2 > 0 implies
that b - a > o.
If a > 0 and b > 0, then..fa > 0 and ~ > O.Since a = (..fa)2 and b = (~2, the
second implication is a consequence of the first one when a and b are replaced by ..fa and
~, respectively.
We also leave it to the reader to show that if a 2: 0 and b 2: 0, then
(1') a ~ b <==> a2 ~ b2 <==> .JQ ~ ~
(b) If a and b are positive real numbers, then their arithmetic mean is !(a + b) andtheir
geometric mean is .../Cib. The Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality for a, b is
(2)
with equality occurring if and only if a =b.
To prove this, note that if a > 0, b > 0, and a =1= b, then..fa > 0, ~ > 0 and ..fa =1=
~. (Why?) Therefore it follows from 2.1.8(a) that (..fa - ~2 > O. Expanding this
square, we obtain
a - 2..hib+ b > 0,
whence it follows that
M < !(a+b).
-- - - -
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Therefore (2) holds (with strict inequality) when a =f: b. Moreover,if a = be> 0), then both
sides of (2) equal a, so (2) becomes an equality. This proves that (2) holds for a > 0, b > O.
On the other hand, supposethat a > 0, b > 0 and that M = ~ (a + b).Then,squar-
ing both sides and multiplying by 4, we obtain
4ab = (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2,
whence it follows that
0= a2 - 2ab + b2= (a - b)2.
But this equality implies that a =b. (Why?)Thus,equalityin (2) impliesthata =b.
Remark The general Arithmetic-GeometricMean Inequality for the positive real num-
bers a1 a2 ... a is, , 'n
( )
Iln a1 + a2 + . . . + an
a1a2...an :::: n
with equality occurring if and only if a1 = a2 = .. . = an'It is possible to prove this more
general statement using Mathematical Induction, but the proof is somewhat intricate. A
more elegant proof that uses properties of the exponential function is indicated in Exercise
8.3.9 in Chapter 8.
(3)
..
(c) Bernoulli's Inequality. If x > -1, then
(4) (1 + x)n ::: 1 + nx for all n E N
The proofuses Mathematical Induction. The case n = 1yields equality, so the assertion
is valid in this case. Next, we assumethe validityof the inequality (4) for kEN and will
deduce it for k + 1. Indeed, the assumptionsthat (1 + xl > 1 + kx and that 1 + x > 0
imply (why?) that
(1 + x )k+1 = (1 + x)k . (1 + x)
::: (1 + kx) . (1 + x) = 1 + (k + l)x + kx2
:::1+(k+l)x.
Thus, inequality (4) holds for n = k + 1.Therefore,(4) holds for all n EN. o
Exercises for Section 2.1
, c: ,- _ ( 0- ~ +- - '" +- <:;
1 If b 11]) th & 11 . -.~ f - , -</1 / -~../ _"A ) !,. l. a, E~, prove e 10 owmg. riM -Gj ~ --- Q, _::,. "_, ... t1
(a) If a + b =0, then b = -a, ~ t- ~ ~ (b) -(-a) =a, - ,,"
(c) (-I)a=-a, r-. (d) (-1)(-1)=1., ~~
2. Provethalli~,~~'k:ilieg L - , -- - 6 'L - ~'.. ,-.. .. ~ fr(j'tVI. J;, Sk. c
(a) -(a + b) = (-a) + (-b), (b) (-a). (-b) = a. b,
(c) 1/( -a) = -(l/a), (d) -(a/b) = (-a)/b if b i=O.
- 3. Solve the following equations, justifying each step by referring to an appropriate property or
theorem.
(a) 2x + 5 = 8, (b) x2 = 2x,
(c) x2 - 1 =3, (d) (x - l)(x + 2) =O.
4. If a E R satisfies a .a = a, provethateithera = 0 ora = 1.
5. If a i=0 and b i=0, show that 1/(ab) = (l/a)(l/b).
-- - -- ------ --- -
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~ U-sethe argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1.4 to show that there does not exist a rational
. . '){umber s such that s2 = 6.
7. Modify the proof of Theorem 2.1.4 to show that there does not exist a rational number t such
that t2 = 3.
8. (a) Show that if x, y are rational numbers, then x + y and xy are rational numbers.
(b) Prove that if x is a rational number and y is an irrational number, then x + y is an irrational
number. If, in addition, x =1=0, then show that xy is an irrational number.
9. Let K := {s + t-..li : s, t E Q}. Show that K satisfies the following:
(a) If xl' x2 E K, then xI + x2 E K and x1x2 E K.
(b) If x =1= 0 andx E K, then l/x E K.
(Thus the set K is a subfield of JR.With the order inherited from JR.,the set K is an ordered field
that lies between Q and JR.).
10. (a) If a < band e :::d, provethata + e < b + d.
(b) If 0 < a < band 0 :::e :::d, provethat0 :::ae :::bd.
11. (a) Show that if a > 0, then l/a > 0 and I/O/a) = a.
(b) Show that if a < b, then a < ~(a + b) < b.
12. Leta, b, e, dbenumbers satisfying 0 < a < bande < d.< O.Give an example whereae < bd,
and one where bd < ae.
13. If a, b E JR.,show that a2 + b2 = 0 if and only if a = 0 and b = O.
14. If 0 ::: a < b, show that a2 ::: ab < b2. Show by example that it does not follow that a2 < ab <
2 ..b.
15. If 0 < a < b, show that (a) a < .;ab < b, and (b) l/b < l/a.
16. Find all real numbers x that satisfy the following inequalities.
(a) x2 > 3x + 4, (b) 1 < x2 < 4,
(c) l/x < x, (d) l/x < x2.
17. Prove the followingform of Theorem2.1.9:If a E JR.is such that 0 :::a :::E for everyE > 0,
then a = O.
18. Let a, b E JR.,and supposethat for everyE > 0 we havea :::b + E.Showthata :::b.
19. Prove that [~(a + b)]2 ::: ~ (a2 + b2) for all a, bE IR.Show that equality holds if and only if
a =b.
20. (a) If 0 < e < 1, show that 0 < e2 < e < 1.
(b) If 1 < e, show that 1 < e < e2.
21. (a) Prove there is no n EN such that 0 < n < 1. (Use the Well-Ordering Property of N.)
(b) Prove that no natural number can be both even and odd.
22. (a) If e > 1, show that en 2: e for all n EN, and that en > e for n > 1.
(b) If 0 < e < 1, show that en ::: e for all n E N, and that en < e for n > 1.
23. If a > 0, b > 0 and n E N, show that a < b if and only if an < bn. [Hint: Use Mathematical
Induction].
24. (a) If e > 1 and m, n E N, show that em > en if and only if m > n.
(b) If 0 < e < 1andm, n E N, showthat em < en if andonlyif m > n.
25. Assuming the existence of roots, show that if e > 1, then e1/m < e1/n if and only if m > n.
26. Use Mathematical Induction to show that if a E JR.and m, n, EN, then am+n= aman and
(am)n = amn.
-- --
h _ .. ... _________
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Section 2.2 Absolute Value and the Real Line
From the Trichotomy Property 2.1.5(iii), we are assured'that if a E JR and a ¥= 0, then
exactlyone of the numbersa and -a is positive.The absolutevalueof a ¥= ° is definedto
be the positive one of these two numbers. The absolute value of ° is defined to be 0.





if a > 0,
if a = 0,
if a < 0.
For example, 151= 5 and 1- 81= 8. We see from the definition that lal ~ ° for
all a E JR,and that lal =° if and only if a =0. Also 1- al= lalforalla E JR. Some
additionalpropertiesare as follows.
2.2.2 Theorem (a) labI= lallbl for all a, b E JR.
(b) lal2 =a2 for all a E JR.
(c) lfe ~ 0, then lal ::::c if and only if -c ::::a ::::e.
(d) -Ial:::: a ::::lal for all a E JR.
Proof. (a) If either a or b is 0, then both sides are equal to 0. There are four other cases
to consider. If a > 0, b > 0, then ab > 0, so that labl = ab = lallbl. If a > 0, b < 0, then
ab < 0, so that labl = -ab =a( -b) = lallbl. The remaining cases are treated similarly.
(b) Since a2 ~ 0, we have a2 = la2,= laal = lallal = lal2.
(c) If lal ::::c, then we have both a ::::e and -a ::::c (why?), which is equivalent to -c ::::
a ::::c. Conversely, if -c ::::a ::::c, then we have both a ::::c and -a ::::c (why?), so that
lal:::: c.
(d) Take c = lal in part (c). Q.E.D.
The following important inequality will be used frequently.
2.2.3 Triangle Inequality lfa, bE JR,then la + bl ::::lal + Ibl.
Proof. From 2.2.2(d), we have -Ial ::::a ::::lal and -Ibl <.b ::::Ibl. On adding these
inequalities, we obtain
- (Ial + Ibl) ::::a + b < lal + Ibl.
Hence,by 2.2.2(c)we have la + bl ::::lal + Ibl. Q.E.D.
It can be shown that equality occurs in the Triangle Inequality if and only if ab > 0,
which is equivalent to saying that a and b have the same sign. (See Exercise 2.)
There are many useful variations of the Triangle Inequality. Here are two.
2.2.4 Corollary If a, b E JR, then
(a) lIal - Ibl! :::: la - bl,
(b) la - bl ~ lal+ Ibl.
Proof. (a) We write a = a - b + b and then apply the Triangle Inequalityto get lal =
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Ibl = Ib- a + al ~ Ib- al + lal,weobtain-Ia - bl = -Ib - al ~ lal-Ibl.lfwecom-
bine these two inequalities, using 2.2.2(c), we get the inequality in (a).
(b) Replaceb in theTriangleInequalityby -b to get la - bl ~ lal + I - bl. Since1- bl =
Ibl we obtain the inequality in (b). Q.E.D.
A straightforward application of Mathematical Induction extends the Triangle Inequal-
ity to any finite number of elements of JR.
2.2.5 Corollary If aI' az' . . . , an are any real numbers, then
la1+az+...+anl ~ lall+lazl+"'+lanl.
The following examples illustrate how the properties of absolute value can be used.
2.2.6 Examples (a) Determine the set A of x E JRsuch that 12x+ 31 < 7.
From a modification of 2.2.2(c) for the case of strict inequality, we see that x E A if
and only if - 7 < 2x + 3 < 7, which is satisfied if and only if -10 < 2x < 4. Dividing by
2, we conclude that A = {x E JR: -5 < x < 2}.
(b) Determinethe set B := {x E JR: Ix - 11 < Ixl}.
One method is to consider cases so that the absolute value symbols can be removed.
Here we take the cases
(i) x ::: 1, (ii) 0 ~ x < 1, (iii)x < o.
(Why did we choose these three cases?) In case (i) the inequality becomes x - I < x,
which is satisfied without further restriction. Therefore all x such that x ::: 1 belong to the
set B. In case (ii), the inequality becomes - (x - 1) < x, which requires that x > !.Thus,
this case contributes all x such that ! < x < 1 to the set B. In case (iii), the inequality
becomes -(x - 1) < -x, which is equivalent to 1 < O. Since this statement is false, no
value of x from case (iii) satisfies the inequality. Forming the union of the three cases, we
conclude that B = {x E JR: x > !}.
There is a second method of determining the set B based on the fact that a < b if
and only if aZ < b2 when both a ::: 0 and b ::: O. (See 2.1.13(a).) Thus, the inequality
Ix - 11 < Ixl is equivalent to the inequality Ix - 112 < Ix12. Since lal2 = a2 for any a by
2.2.2(b), we can expand the square to obtain x2 - 2x + 1 < x2, which simplifies to x > !.
Thus, we again find that B = {x E JR: x > !}.This method of squaring can sometimes be
used to advantage, but often a case analysis cannot be avoided when dealing with absolute
values.
(c) Let the function J be definedby J(x) := (2x2 + 3x + 1)/(2x - 1) for 2 ~ x ~ 3.
Find a constant M such that IJ(x)1 ~ M for all x satisfying 2 ~ x ~ 3.
We consider separately the numerator and denominator of
12x2+ 3x + 11
IJ(x)1 = .
From the Triangle Inequality, we obtain
12x2+ 3x + 11~ 21xl2+ 31xl+ 1 ~ 2.32 + 3.3 + 1 = 28
since Ixl < 3 for the x under consideration.Also, 12x- 11 > 21xl- 1~ 2.2 - 1=3--
since Ixl > 2 for the x under consideration. Thus, 1/12x - 11~ 1/3 for x ::: 2. (Why?:
Therefore, for 2 ~ x ~ 3 we have IJ(x)1 ~ 28/3. Hence we can take M = 28/3. (Not(_
----
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that we have found one such constant M; evidently any number H > 28/3 will also satisfy
If(x)1 ::::H. It is alsopossiblethat 28/3 is not the smallestpossible choice for M.) 0
The Real Line
A convenient and familiar geometric interpretation of the real number system is the real
line. In this interpretation, the absolute value la I of an element a in JRis regarded as the
distance from a to the origin 0. More generally, the distance between elements a and b in
JRis la - bl. (SeeFigure2.2.1.)
We will later need precise language to discuss the notion of one real number being
"close to" another. If a is a given real number, then saying that a real number x is "close to" a
should mean that the distance Ix - a Ibetween them is "small". A context in which this idea
can be discussed is provided by the tenninology of neighborhoods, which we now define.
2.2.7 Definition Let a E JRand E > 0. Then the E-neighborhood of a is the set Vs(a) :=
{x E JR: Ix -al < E}.
For a E JR,the statement that x belongs to Vs(a) is equivalent to either of the statements
(see Figure 2.2.2)
-E < X - a < E {==> a - E < X < a + E.
o
a-E a a+E
Figure 2.2.2 An e-neighborhood of a
2.2.8 Theorem Let a E JR.If x belongs to the neighborhood Vs(a) for every E > 0, then
x =a.
Proof. If a particularx satisfiesIx - a I < E for every E > 0, then it follows from 2.1.9
that Ix - al = 0, and hence x = a. Q.E.D.
2.2.9 Examples (a) Let U := {x : ° < x < I}. If a E U, then let E be the smaller of
the two numbers a and I-a. Then it is an exercise to show that V/a) is contained in U.
Thus each element of U has some E-neighborhood of it contained in U.
(b) If I := {x : ° :::: x :::: I}, then for any E > 0, the E-neighborhood V/O) of ° contains
points not in I, and so Vs(0) is not contained in I. For example, the number Xs := -E /2 is
in Vs(0) but not in I.
(c) If Ix - al < E and IY- bl < e;then the Triangle Inequality implies that
I(x + y) - (a + b)I= I(x - a) + (y - b)I
::::Ix- al + Iy - bl < 2e.
-- -- - - -- -- - - -- --
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
I I I I I I I I I
. I 1<-2)- (3)1 =5 I
Figure 2.2.1 The distance between a = - 2 and b = 3
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Thus if x, y belong to the e-neighborhoods of a, b, respectively, then x + y belongs to the
2e-neighborhood of a + b (but not necessarily to the e-neighborhood of a + b). 0
Exercises for Section 2.2
1. If a, b e JRandb =F 0, show that:
(a) lal = N, (b) la/bl = lal/lbl.
2. Ifa, be JR,showthat la+ bl = lal+ Iblif andonlyif ab :::O.
3. If x, y, z e JRandx ~ z, showthatx ~ y ~ zifand onlyif Ix - yl + Iy- zl= Ix- zl.Inter-
pret thisgeometrically.
4. Showthat Ix - a I < Eif andonlyif a - E < X < a + E.
5. If a < x < b and a < y < b, show that Ix - yl < b - a. Interprethisgeometrically.
6. Find all x e JRthat satisfy the followinginequalities:
(a) 14x- 51~ 13, (b) Ix2- 11~ 3.
7. Find allx e JRthat satisfythe equationIx+ 11+ Ix- 21 = 7.
8. Findallx e JRthatsatisfythefollowinginequalities. .
(a) Ix- 11> Ix + 11, (b) Ixl + Ix + 11< 2.
9. Sketch the graph of the equation y = lxi-Ix - 11.
10. Find all x e JRthat satisfy the inequality 4 < Ix + 21+ Ix - 11 < 5.
11. Find all x e JRthat satisfy both 12x- 31 < 5 and Ix + 11> 2 simultaneously.
12. Determine and sketch the set of pairs (x, y) in JRx JRthat satisfy:
(a) Ixl = Iyl, (b) Ixl+ Iyl= 1,
(c) Ixyl = 2, (d) Ixl- Iyl= 2.
13. Determine and sketch the set of pairs (x, y) in JRx JRthat satisfy:
(a) Ixl ~ Iyl, (b) Ixl + Iyl ~ 1,
(c) Ixyl ~ 2, (d) Ixl - Iyl:::2.
14. Let E > 0 and [, > 0, and a e R Show that VE(a) n V.s(a) and V/a) U V.s(a) are y-neighbor-
hoods of a for appropriate values of y.
15. Show that if a, b e JR,and a =Fb, then there exist E-neighborhoods U of a and V of b such that
U n V = 0.
16. Showthat if a, b e JRthen
(a) max{a, b} = 4(a + b + la- bl) and minta, b} = 4(a + b -Ia - bl).
(b) minta, b, e} = min{min{a, b}, e}.
17. Showthatifa, b, e e JR,thenthe"middlenumber"is mid{a,b, e} =min{max{a, b}, max{b, e},
max{e,an.
Section 2.3 The Completeness Property of R
Thus far, we have discussed the algebraic properties and the order p~operties of the real
number system JR.In this section we shall present one more property ofJRthat is often called
the "Completeness Property". The system Q of rational numbers also has the algebraic and
.
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order properties described in the preceding sections, but we have seen that ~ cannot be
represented as a rational number; therefore ~ does not belong to Q. This observation
shows the necessity of an additional property to characterize the real number system. This
additional property, the Completeness (or the Supremum) Property, is an essential property
of IR, and we will say that IR is a complete ordered field. It is this special property that
permits us to define and develop the various limiting procedures that will be discussed in
the chapters that follow.
There are several different ways to describe the Completeness Property. We choose to
give what is probably the most efficient approach by assuming that each nonempty bounded
subset of IRhas a supremum.
Suprema and Infima
We now introduce the notionsof upperbound and lowerbound for a set of real numbers.
These ideas will be of utmost importancein later sections.
2.3.1 Definition Let S be a nonempty subset of IR.
e..
(a) The set S is said to be bounded above if there exists a number U E IRsuch that s ::: U
for all s E S. Each such number u is called an upper bound of S.
(b) The set S is said to be bounded below if there exists a number wEIR such that w ::: s
for all S E S. Each such number w is called a lower bound of S.
(c) A set is said to be bounded if it is both bounded above and bounded below. A set is
said to be unbounded if it is not bounded.
.
For example, the set S := {x E IR: x < 2} is bounded above; the number 2 and any
number larger than 2 is an upper bound of S. This set has no lower bounds, so that the set
is not bounded below. Thus it is unbounded (even though it is bounded above).
If a set has one upper bound, then it has infinitely many upper bounds, because if u
is an upper bound of S, then the numbers u + 1, u + 2, ... are also upper bounds of S.
(A similar observation is valid for lower bounds.) .
In the set of upper bounds of S and the set of lower bounds of S, we single out their






lower bounds of S
V
upper bounds of S
....
Figure 2.3.1 inf S and sup S
2.3.2 Definition Let S be a nonempty subset of IR.
(a) If S is bounded above, then a number u is said to be a supremum (or a least upper
bound) of S if it satisfies the conditions:
(1) u is an upper bound of S, and
(2) if v is any upper bound of S, then u ::: v.
- - - -
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(b) If S is bounded below, then a number w is said to be an infimum (or a greatest lower
bound) OfS if it satisfies the conditions:
(1') w is a lower hound of S, and
(2') if t is any lower bound of S, then t < w.
It is not difficult to see that there can be only one supremum of a given subset S of IR.
(Then we can refer to the supremum of a set instead of a supremum.) For, suppose that
U1and Uz are both supr~ma of S. U u1 < uz' then the hypothesis that Uz is a supremum
implies that u'l cannot be an upper bound of S. Similarly~'we see that Uz < u1 is not
possible. Therefore, we must have U1 = uz. A similar argument can be given to show that
the infimum of a set is uniquely determined. .
If the supremum or the infimum of a set S exists, we will denote them by
.
sup S and inf S.
We also observe that if u' is an arbitrary upper bound of a nonempty set S, then sup S ::: u'.
This is because sup S is the least of the upper bounds of S.
First of all, it needs to be emphasiz~d that in order for a nonempty set S in IRto have
a supremum, it must have an upper bound. Thus, not every subset of IRhas a supremum;
similarly, 'not every subset of IRhas an infimum. Indeed, there are four possibilities for a
nonempty subset S of IR:it can
(i) have both a supremum and an infimum,
(ii) have a supremum but no infimum,
(iii) have a infimum but no supremum,
(iv) have neither a supremum nor an infimum.
We also wish to stress.that in order to show that u = supS for somenonemptysubsetS
ofIR, we need to show that both (1) and (2) of Definition 2.3.2(a) hold. It will be instructive
to reformulate these'statements. First the reader should see that the following two statements
about a number u and a set S are equivalent:
(1) u is an upper bound of S,
(1') s::: u for all s E S.
Also, the following statements about an upper bound u of a set S are equivalent:
(2) if v is any upper bound of S, then u ::: v,
(2') if z < u, then z is not an upper bound of S,
(2") if z < u. then there exists Sz E S such that z < sz' ¥(2"') if E > 0, then there ~xists S£'E S such that u - E < St'Therefore, we can state two alternate formulations for the,suprem m.
2.3.3 Lemma A number u is the supremumof a nonempty subset S of IRif and only ir
u satisfie$ the conditions:
(1) s::: u'for all s E S,
(2) if v < u, then there exists s' E S such that v < s'.
We leave it to the reader to write out the details of the proof.,
2.3.4 Lemma An upper bound u of a nonempty set S in IRis the supremum of S if ant
only if for every E > 0 there exists an s£ E S such that u - E < St'
- --
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Proof. If u is an upper bound of S that satisfies the stated condition and if v < u, then we
put E := U - v. Then E > 0, so thereexists se E S such that v = U - E < se' Therefore, v
is not an upper bound of S, and we conclude that U = sup S.
Conversely, suppose that u = sup S and let E > O.Since u - E < u, then u - E is not
an upper bound of S. Therefore, some element Se of S must be greater than U- E; that is,






Figure 2.3.2 u = supS
It is important to realize that the supremum of a set mayor may not be an element
of the set. Sometimes it is and sometimes it is not, depending on the particular set. We
consider a few examples..
2.3.5 Examples (a) If a nonempty set SI has a finite number of elements, then it can
be shown that Sl has a largest element u and a least element w. Then u = sup Sl and
w = inf Sl' and they are both members of Sl' (This is clear if Sl has only one element, and
it can be proved by induction on the number of elements in Sl; see Exercises 11 and 12.)
(b) The set S2 := {x : 0 ~ x ~ I} clearly has 1 for an upper bound: We prove that 1 is
its supremum as follows. If v < 1, there exists an element Sf E S2 such that v < Sf. (Name
one such element Sf.) Therefore v is not an upper bound of S2 and, since v is an arbitrary
number v < 1, we conclude that sup S2 = 1. It is similarly shown that inf S2 = O.Note that
both the supremum and the infimum of S2are contained in S2'
(c) The set S3 := {x : 0 < x < I} clearly has 1 for an upper bound. Using the same
argument as given in (b), we see that sup S3= 1. In this case, the set S3 does not contain
its supremum. Similarly, inf S3 =0 is not contained in S3' 0
The Completeness Property of JR
It is not possible to prove on the basis of the field and order properties of JRthat were
discussed in Section 2.1 that every nonempty subset of JRthat is bounded above has a
supremum in JR.However, it is a deep and fundamental property of the real number system
that this is indeed the case. We will make frequent and essential use of this property,
especially in our discussion of limiting processes. The following statement concerning the
existence .of suprema is our final assumption about JR.Thus, we say that JRis a complete
ordered field.
2.3.6 The Completeness Property of JR Every nonempty set of real numbers that has
an upper bound also has a supremum in JR.
This property is also called the Supremum Property of JR.The analogous property
for infima can be deduced from the Completeness Property as follows. Suppose that S is
a nonempty subset of JRthat is bounded below. Then the nonempty set S := {-s : S E S}
is bounded above, 'and the Supremum Property implies that u := sup S exists in JR.The
reader should verify in detail that -u is the infimum of S.
- - ---- - - - -- - - -
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Exercises for Section 2.3
1. Let Sl := {x e IR: x ::: OJ;Show in detail that the set Sl has lower bounds, but no upper bounds.
Show that inf Sl = O.
2. Let S2 = {x e IR: x > OJ. Does S2 have lower bounds? Does S2 have upper bounds? Does
inf S2exist? Does sup S2exist? Prove your statements.
3. Let S3= {i/n : n eN}. Showthat supS3= 1 and inf S3:::O.(It will followfrom the Archi-
medean Property in Section 2.4 that inf S3= 0.)
4. Let S4:= {I - (_I)n In : n eN}. Find inf S4and sup S4'
5. Let S be a nonempty subset oflR that is bounded below. Prove that inf S = - sup{-s: s e S}.
6. If a set S ~ IRcontains one of its upper bounds, show that this upper bound is the supremum of
S.
7. Let S ~ IRbe nonempty. Show that u e IRis an upper bound of S if and only if the conditions
t e IRand t > u imply that t rFS.
8. Let S ~ IR be nonempty. Show that if u = sup S, then for every number n e N the number
u - 1In is not an upper bound of S, but the number u + IIn is an upper bound of S. (The
converse is also true; see Exercise 2.4.3.)
9. Show that if A and B are bounded subsets of IR, then AU B is a bounded set. Show that
sup(A U B) = sup{sup A, sup B}.
10. Let S be a bounded set in IRand let Sobe a nonempty subset of S. Show that inf S ::: inf So :::
sup So ::: sup S.
11. Let S ~ IRand suppose that s* := supS belongs to S. If u rFS, show that sup(SU {u}) =
sup{s*,u}.
12. Show that a nonempty finite set S ~ IRcontains its supremum. [Hint: Use Mathematical Induc-
tion and the preceding exercise.]
13. Show that the assertions (1) and (1') before Lemma 2.3.3 are equivalent.
14. Show that the assertions"(2), (2'), (2"), and (2"') before Lemma 2.3.3 are equivalent.
15. Write out the details of the proof of Lemma 2.3.3.
Section 2.4 Applications of the Supremum Property
We will now discuss how to work with suprema and infima. We will also give some very
important applications of these concepts to derive fundamental properties of JR.We begin
with examples that illustrate useful techniques in applying the ideas of supremum and
infimum.
2.4.1 Example (a) It is an important fact that taking suprema and infima of sets is com-
patible with the algebraic properties of JR.As an example, we present here the compatibility
of taking suprema and addition.
Let S be a nonempty subset of JRthat is bounded above, and let a be any number in
JR.Definethe set a + S := {a + s : S E S}. We will prove that
sup(a + S) = a + supS.
- --- - -- - - - - -
-...
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If we let u := sup S, then x ~ u for all x E S, sothata + x ~ a + u. Therefore,a + u
is an upper bound for the set a + S; consequently, we have sup(a + S) < a + u.
. Now if v is any upper bound of the set a + s, then a + x ~ v for all XES. Con-
sequently x < v - a for all XES, so that v - a is an upper bound of S. Therefore,
u = supS ~ v - a, which gives us a + u ~ v. Since v is any upper bound of a + s,
we can replace v by sup(a + S) to get a + u ~ sup(a + S).
Combining these inequalities, we conclude that
sup(a + S) = a + u = a + supS.
For similar relationships between the suprema and infima of sets and the operations of
addition and multiplication, see the exercises.
(b) If the suprema or infima of two sets are involved, it is often necessary to establish
results in two stages, working with one set at a time. Here is an example.
Suppose that A and B are nonempty subsets of JRthat satisfy the property:
a~b for all a E A and all b E B.
We will prove that
supA ~ inf B.
For, given b E B, we have a ~ b for all a E A. This means that b is an upper bound of A, so
-J_ that sup A ~ b. Next, since the last inequality holds for all b E B, we see that the number
sup A is a lower bound for the set B. Therefore, we conclude that sup A ~. inf B. 0
-
Functions
The idea of upper bound and lower bound is applied to functions by considering the
range of a function. Given a function I : D ~ JR, we say that I is bQunded above if
the set I(D) = {/(x) : xED} is bounded above in JR;that is, there exists B E JRsuch
that I(x) ~ B for all xED. Similarly, the function I is bounded below if the set I(D)
is bounded below. We say that I is bounded if it is bounded above and below; this is
equivalent to saying that there exists B E JRsuch that II (x) I~ B for all xED.
The following example illustrates how to work with suprema and infima of functions.
-
2.4.2 Example Suppose that I and g are real-valued functions with common domain
D c JR. We assume that I and g are bounded.
(a) If/(x) ~ g(x) for all x E D, then sup I(D) ~ supg(D), which is sometimes written:
.....
sup I(x) ~ sup g(x).
xeD xeD
We first note that I(x) ~ g(x) ~ supg(D), which implies that the number supg(D)
is an upper bound for I (D). Therefore, sup I (D) ~ sup g (D).
(b) Wenote that the hypothesisI(x) ~ g(x) for all xED in part (a) does not imply any
relationbetween sup I(D) and inf g(D).
For example, if I(x) := x2 and g(x) := x with D = {x : 0 <x ~ I}, then I(x) ~
g(x) for all x E D.However,weseethatsup/(D) = landinfg(D) =O.Sincesupg(D) =
1, the conclusion of (a) holds.
- - - - - - - - - -- ---
___ __. n... .
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(c) If f(x) < g(y) for all x, y E D, then we may conclude that sup f(D) < inf g(D),
which we may write as:
sup f(x) :::: inf g(y):
xeD yeD
(Note that the functions in (b) do not satisfy this hypothesis.)
The proof proceeds in two stages as in Example 2.4. 1(b). The reader should write out
the details of the argument. 0




Because of your familiarity with the set JRand the customary picture of the real line, it may
seem obvious that the set N of natural numbers is not bounded in JR.How can we prove this
"obvious" fact? In fact, we cannot do so by using only the Algebraic and Order Properties
given in Section 2.1. Indeed, we must use the Completeness Property of JRas well as the
Inductive Property of N (that is, if n E N, then n + 1 EN).
The absence of upper bounds for N means that given any real number x there exists a
natural number n (depending on x) such that x < n.
2.4.3 Archimedean Property If x E JR,then thereexists nx E N such that x < nx .
Proof. If the assertion is false, then n ::::x for all n EN; therefore, x is an upper bound of
N. Therefore, by the Completeness Property, the nonempty set N has a supremum U E JR.
Subtracting I from U gives a number u - 1 which is smaller than the supremum u of N.
Therefore u - 1 is not an upper bound of N, so there exists mEN with u - 1 < m. Adding
1 gives u < m + 1, and since m + 1 E N, this inequality contradicts the fact that u is an
upper bound of N. Q.E.D.
2.4.4 Corollary If S := {l/n : n EN}, then inf S = O.
Proof. Since S #- 10is bounded below by 0, it has an infimum and we let w := inf S. It is
clear that w 2: O.For any E > 0, the Archimedean Property implies that there exists n E N
such that 1IE < n, which implies 1I n < E. Therefore we have
o ::::w ::::I/n < E.
But since E > 0 is arbitrary, it follows from Theorem 2.1.9 that w = O. Q.E.D.
2.4.5 Corollary 1ft> 0, there exists nt EN such that 0 < lint < t.
Proof. Since inf{l/n : n EN} = 0 and t > 0, then t is not a lower bound for the set
{l/n : n EN}. Thus there exists nt E N such that 0 < lint < t. Q.E.D.
2.4.6 Corollary lEy> 0, there exists ny E N such that ny - 1 :::: y < ny'
------- --------
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Proof. The Archimedean Property ensures that the.subset E := {m EN: y < m} of Ny
is not empty. By the Well-Ordering Property 1.2.1, Ey has a least element, which we denote
by ny' Then ny - 1 does not belong to Ey, and hence we have ny ~ 1 ::: y < ny' Q.E.D.
Collectively, the Corollaries 2.4.4-2.4.6 are sometimes referred to as the Archimedean
Property of JR.
The Existence of ..,fi
The importance of the Supremum Property lies in the fact that it guarantees the existence of
real numbers under certain hypotheses. We shall make use of it in this way many times. At
the moment, we shall illustrate this use by proving the existence of a positive real number
x such that x2 = 2; that is, the positive square root of 2. It was shown earlier (see Theorem
2.1.4) that such an x cannot be a rational number; thus, we will be deriving the existence
of at least one irrational number.
2.4.7 Theorem There exists a positive real number x such that x2 = 2.
Proof. Let S := {s E JR:0::: s, s2 < 2}. Since 1 E S, the set is not empty. Also, S is
bounded aboveby 2, becauseif ( > 2, then (2 > 4 so that ( ~ S. ThereforetheSupremum
Property implies that the set S has a supremum in JR, and we let x := sup S. Note that
x> 1. .
We will prove that x2 = 2 by ruling out the other two possibilities: x2 < 2 and x2 > 2.
First assume that x2 < 2. We will show that this assumption contradicts the fact that
x = sup S by finding an n E N such thatx + 1In E S, thus implying that x is not an upper
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then we get (x + I/n)2 < x2 + (2 - x2) = 2. By assumptionwe have 2 - x2 > 0, so that
(2 - x2)/(2x + 1) > O.Hence the Archimedean Property (Corollary 2.4.5) can be used to
obtain n E N such that
1 2 - x2- < .
n 2x+l
These steps can be reversedto showthat for this choice of n we have x + 1In E S, which
contradicts the fact that x is an upper bound of S. Therefore we cannot have x2 < 2.
Now assume that x2 > 2. We will show that it is then possible to find mEN such that
x-I Im is also an upper bound of S, contradicting the fact that x = supS. Todo this,note
that
(X _ .!.)2 =x2_ 2x + ~ > x2 _ 2x .m m m2 m
Hence if we can choose m so that
2x x2 _ 2,-<m
---- ---- ~ - -
~
.
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then (x - I/m)2 > X2 - (X2 - 2) = 2. Now by assumption we have x2 - 2> 0, so that
(x2 - 2)12x > O.Hence, by the Archimedean Property, there exists mEN such that
1 x2 - 2
-<
m 2x
These steps can be reversed to show that for this choice of m we have (x - 1Im)2 > 2. Now
if S E S, then s2 < 2 < (x - I/m)2, whence it follows from 2.1. 13(a) that s < x - 11m.
This implies that x-I Im is an upper bound for S, which contradicts the fact that x = supS.
Therefore we cannot have x2 > 2.
Since the possibilities x2 < 2 and x2 > 2 have been excluded, we must have x2 = 2.
Q.E.D.
By slightly modifying the preceding argument, the reader can show that if a > 0, then
there is a unique b > 0 such that b2 = a. Wecall b the positivesquare root of a anddenote
it by b = ..fa or b = a 1/2.A slightly more complicated argument involving the binomial
theorem can be formulated to establish the existence of a unique positive nth root of a,
denoted by ~ or al/n, for each n EN.
.
Remark If in the proof of Theorem 2.4.7 we replace the set S by the set of rational
numbers T := {r E Q : 0 ::: r, r2 < 2}, the argument then gives the conclusion that y :=
sup T satisfies y2 = 2. Since we have seen in Theorem 2.1.4 that y cannot be a rational
number, it follows that the set T that consists of rational numbers does not have a supremum
belonging to the set Q. Thus the ordered field Q of rational numbers does not possess the
Completeness Property.
Density of Rational Numbers in IR
We now know that there exists at least one irrational real number, namely .J2. Actually
there are "more" irrational numbers than rational numbers in the sense that the set of
rational numbers is countable (as shown in Section 1.3), while the set of irrational numbers
is uncountable (see Section 2.5). However, we next show that in spite of this apparent
disparity, the set of rational numbers is "dense" in IRin the sense that given any two real
numbers there is a rational number between them (in fact, there are infinitely many such
rational numbers).
2.4.8 The Density Theorem If x and y are any real numbers with x < y, then there
exists a rational number r E Q such that x < r < y.
Proof. It is no loss of generality (why?) to assume that x > O. Since y - x > 0, it
follows from Corollary 2.4.5 that there exists n E N such that I/n < y - x. Therefore,
we have nx + 1 < ny. If we apply Corollary 2.4.6 to nx > 0, we obtain mEN with
m - 1 ::: nx < m. Therefore, m ::: nx + 1 < ny, whence nx < m < ny. Thus, the rational
number r := mln satisfiesx < r < y. Q.E.D.
To round out the discussion of the interlacing of rational and irrational numbers, we
have the same "betweenness property" for the set of irrational numbers.
2.4.9 Corollary If x and y are real numbers with x < y, then there exists an irrational
number z such that x < z < y.
-- - -----
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Proof. If we apply the Density Theorem 2.4.8 to the.real numbersx /.J2 and y /.J2, we
obtaina rationalnumberr ¥= 0 (why?) such that
x y
.J2 < r < .J2'
Then z:= r.J2 is irrational (why?) and satisfiesx < z < y. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 2.4
1. Show that sup{1 - Iln : n eN} = 1.
2. If S := {lln - 11m:n, meN}, findinf S and supS.
3. Let S S; JRbe nonempty.Prove that if a number u in JRhas the properties:(i) for everyn e N
the numberu - 1In is not an upperbound of S, and (ii) for everynumbern e N the number
u + 1In is an upperbound of S, then u = sup S. (This is the converse of Exercise 2.3.8.)
4. Let S be a nonemptyboundedset in IR.
(a) Let a > 0, and let as := {as:s e S}. Provethat
inf(aS) = a inf S, sup(aS) = a sup S.
(b) Let b < 0 and let bS = {bs: s e S}. Prove that
inf(bS) = b sup S, sup(bS) = b inf S.
5. Let X be a nonemptyset and let f: X ~ JRhave boundedrange in IR.If a e JR,show that
Example 2.4.1(a) implies that
sup{a + f(x): x e X} = a + sup{f(x): x eX}
Show that we also have
inf{a + f(x): x e X} = a + inf{f(x): x e X}
6. Let A and B be bounded nonempty subsets of JR,and let A + B := {a + b: a e A, be B}.
Prove that sup(A + B) = sup A + sup B and inf(A + B) = inf A + inf B.
7. Let X be a nonempty set, and let f and g be defined on X and have bounded ranges in JR.Show
that
sup{f(x) + g(x): x eX} :s sup{f(x) : x eX} + sup{g(x) : x eX}
and that
inf{f(x) : x e X}+ inf{g(x) : x e X} :s inf{f(x) + g(x) : x eX}.
Give examples to show that each of these inequalities can be either equalities or strict inequalities.
8. Let X = Y := {x e JR:0 < x < I}. Defineh: X x Y ~ JRby h(x, y) := 2x + y.
(a) For each x e X, find f(x) := sup{h(x, y): y e Y}; then find inf{f(x): x eX}.
(b) For each y e Y, find g(y) := inf{h(x, y): x e X}; then find sup{g(y): y e Y}.Compare
with the result found in part (a).




o ifx < y,h(x, y).- 1 if x ~y.
10. LetX andY be nonemptysetsandleth : X x Y ~ JRhaveboundedrangeinJR.Let f : X ~ JR
andg : Y ~ JRbe definedby
f(x) := sup{h(x, y) : y e Y}, g(y) := inf{h(x, y) : x eX}.
- -- - --
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Prove that
sup{g(y) : y e Y} ::: inf{f(x) : x e X}
We sometimes express this by writing
supinfh(x, y) ::: infsuph(x, y).
y x x y
Note that Exercises 8 and 9 show that the inequality may be either an equality or a strict
inequality.
11. LetX and Y be nonemptysetsandleth : X x Y --+JRhaveboundedrangein R Let F: X --+ JR
and G : Y --+ JRbe definedby
F(x) := sup{h(x, y) : y e Y}, G(y) := sup{h(x, y) : x eX}.
Establish the Principle of the Iterated Suprema:
sup{h(x, y) : x eX, y e Y} = sup{F(x) : x eX} = sup{G(y) : y e Y}
We sometimes express this in symbols by
suph(x, y) = supsuph(x, y) = supsuph(x, y).
x,y x y y x
12. Given any x e JR,show that there exists a unique n e Z such that n - 1 :::x < n.
13. If y > 0, showthat thereexistsn eN suchthat 1/2n < y.
14. Modifythe argumentin Theorem2.4.7to showthat thereexistsa positivereal numbery such
that l = 3.
15. Modifythe argumentin Theorem2.4.7 to showthat if a > 0, then there exists a positivereal
number z such that r = a.
16. Modify the argument in Theorem 2.4.7 to show that there exists a positive real number u such
that u3 =2.
17. Complete the proof of the Density Theorem 2.4.8 by removing the assumption that x > O.
18. If u > 0 is any real number and x < y, show that there exists a rational number r such that
x < ru < y. (Hence the set {ru: r e Q} is dense in R)
Section 2.5 Intervals
The Order Relation on IRdetermines a natural collection of subsets called "intervals". The
notations and terminology for these special sets will be familiar from earlier courses. If
a, b e IRsatisfy a < b, then the open interval determined by a and b is the set
(a, b) := {x e IR: a < x < b}.
The points a and b are called the endpoints of the interval; however, the endpoints are not
included in an open interval. If both endpoints are adjoined to this open interval, then we
obtain the closed interval determined by a and b; namely, the set
[a, b] := {x e IR: a :s x :s b}.
The two half-open (or half-closed) intervals determined by a and b are [a, b), which
includes the endpoint a, and (a, b], which includes the endpoint b.
Each of these four intervals is bounded and has length defined by b - a. If a = b, the
correspondingopen intervalis the emptyset (a, a) = 0, whereas the corresponding closed





There are five types of unbounded intervals for which the symbols 00 (or +(0) and -00
are used as notational convenience in place of the endpoints. The infinite open intervals
are the sets of the form
(a, (0) := {x E JR: x > a} and (-00, b) := {x E JR: x < b}.
The first set has no upper bounds and the second one has no lower bounds. Adjoining
endpoints gives us the infinite closed intervals:
[a, (0) := {x E JR: a ::::x} and (-00, b] := {x E JR : x <b}.
It is often convenient to think of the entire set JRas an infinite interval; in this case, we write
(-00, (0) := JR..No point is an endpoint of (-00, (0).
Warning It must be emphasized that 00 and -00 are not elements of JR,but only conve-
nient symbols.
Characterization of Intervals
An obvious property of intervals is that if two points x, y with x < y belong to an interval I,
then any point lying between them ~so belongs to I. That is, if x < t < y, then the point t
belongs to the same interval as x and y. In other words, if x and y belong to an interval I,
then the interval [x, y] is contained in I. We now show that a subset of JRpossessing this
property must be an interval.
2.5.1 Characterization Theorem If S is a subset of IRthat contains at least two points
and has the property
(1) if x, yES and x < y, then [x, y] c S,
then S is an interval.
Proof. There are four cases to consider: (i) S is bounded, (ii) S is bounded above but
not below, (Hi) S is bounded below but not above, and (iv) S is neither bounded above nor
below.
Case (i): Let a := infS and b := supS. Then S C [a,b] and we will show that
(a, b) C S.
If a < z < b, then z is not a lower bound of S, so there exists XES with x < z. Also,
z is 'not an upper bound of S, so there exists yES with z < y. Therefore z E [x, y], so
property (1) implies that z E S. Since z is an arbitrary element of (a, b), we conclude that
(a, b) C S.
Now if a E Sand b E S, then S = [a, b]. (Why?) If a ft Sand b ft S, then S = (a, b).
The other possibilities lead to either S = (a, b] or S = [a, b).
Case(ii):Letb := supS.ThenS C (-00, b]andwe willshowthat (-00, b) C S. For,
ifz < b,thenthereexistx, y E Ssuchthatz E [x, y] C S.(Why?)Therefore(-oo, b) C S.
If b E S, then S = (-00, b], and if b ft S, then S = (-00, b).
Cases (iii) and (iv) are left as exercises. Q.E.D.
Nested Intervals
We say that a sequence of intervals In' n EN, is nested if the following chain of inclusions
holds (see Figure 2.5.1):
II ::>12 ::>. . . ::>In ::>In+1 ;2 . . .
--- ---









For example, if In := [0, I/n] for n E N, then In ~ In+1for each n EN so that this
sequence of intervals is nested. In this case, the element 0 belongs to all In and the
Archimedean Property 2.4.5 can be used to show that 0 is the only such common point.
(Prove this.) We denote this by writing n:'1 In = {Ole
It is important to realize that, in general, a nested sequence of intervals need not
have a common point. For example, if In := (0, I/n) for n EN, then this sequence of
intervals is nested, but there is no common point, since for every given x > 0, there exists
(why?) mEN such that 11m < x so that x f/ Jm. Similarly, the sequence of intervals
Kn := (n, 00), n EN, is nested but has no common point. (Why?) c;Yr' tJ,"+
However, it is an important property of IRthat every nested sequence of closed, bounded
intervals does have a common point, as we will now prove. Notice that the completeness
of IRplays an essential role in establishing this property.
2.5.2 NestedIntervalsProperty /fIn = [an,bnJ,n EN,isanestedsequenceofc1osed
bounded intervals, then there exists a number ~ E IRsuch that ~ E In for all n E N.
Proof. Since the intervals are nested, we have In C II for all n E N, so that an ::: bl for
all n E N. Hence, the nonempty set {an: n E N} is bounded above, and we let ~ be its
supremum. Clearly an ::: ~for all n E N.
We claim also that ~ ::: bn for all n. This is established by showing that for any particular
n, the numberbn is an upper bound for the set {ak:kEN}. We consider two cases. (i) If
n ::: k, then since In ~ Ik' we have ak ::: bk < bn. (ii) If k < n, then since Ik ~ In' we have
ak ::: an ::: bn"(See Figure 2.5.2.) Thus, we conclude that ak < bn for all k, so that bn is an
upper bound of the set {ak: kEN}. Hence, ~ ::: bn for each n EN. Since an < ~ < bn for
all n, we have ~ E In for all n EN. Q.E.D.
Figure 2.5.2 If k < n, then In ~ Ik
- -- - --- - -- - - --
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2.5.3 Theorem If I := [a ,b ], n EN, is a nested sequence ofc1osed, bounded intervalsn n n
such that the lengths bn - an of In satisfy
inf{bn-an: n E N} = 0,
then the number ~ contained in In for all n E N is unique.
Proof. If 17:= inf{bn : n EN}, then an argument similar to the proof of2.~.2 can be used
to show that an ~ 17for all n, and hence that ~ ~ 17. In fact, it is an exercise (see Exercise
10) to show that x E In for all n E N if and only if ~ ~ x ~ 17. If we have inf{bn - an : n E
N}=0, then for any E > 0, there exists an mEN such that 0 ~ 17- ~~ bm- am < E.
Since this holds for all E > 0, it follows from Theorem 2.1.9 that 17- ~= 0. Therefore,we
conclude that ~ = 17is the only point that belongs to In for every n EN. Q.E.D.
The Uncountability of 1R
The concept of a countable set was discussed in Section 1.3 and the countability of the set
Q of rational numbers was established there. We will now use the Nested Interval Property
to prove that the set 1Ris an uncountable set. The proof was given by Georg Cantor in
1874 in the first of his papers on infinite sets. He later published a proof that used decimal
representations of real numbers, and that proof will be given later in this section.
.
2.5.4 Theorem The set 1Rof real numbers is not countable.
Proof. We will prove that the unit interval I := [0, 1] is an uncountable set. This implies
that the set 1Ris an uncountable set, for if 1Rwere countable, then the subset I would also
be countable. (See Theorem 1.3.9(a).)
The proof is by contradiction. If we assume that I is countable, then we can enumerate
the set as I = {x I' x2. . . . ,xn' . . .}. We first select a closed subinterval II of I such that
xI ft II' then select a closed subinterval 12of II such that x2 ~ 12,and so on. In this way,
we obtain nonempty closed intervals
1:;/ :;...:;1 :;...1-2- -n-
such that In C I and Xn ~ In for all n. The Nested Intervals Property 2.5.2 implies that
there exists a point ~ E I such that ~ E In for all n. .Therefore ~ 1:xn for all n EN, so the
enumeration of I is not a complete listing of the elements of I, as claimed. Hence, I is an
uncountable set.' Q.E.D.
The fact that the set 1Rof real numbers is uncountable can be combined with the fact
that the set Q of rational numbers is countable to conclude that the set 1R\Q of irrational
numbers is uncountable. Indeed, since the union of two countable sets is countable (see
1.3.7(c)), if 1R\Qis countable, then since 1R= Q U (1R\Q), we conclude that 1Ris also a
countable set, which is a contradiction. 'Therefore, the set of irrational numbers 1R\ Q is an
uncountable set.
tBinary Representations
We will digress briefly to discuss informally the binary (and decimal) representations of real
numbers. It will suffice to consider real numbers between 0 and 1, since the representations
for other real numbers can then be obtained by adding a positive or negative number.
tThe remainder of this section can be omittedon a first reading.
- -- - - --
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If x E [0, 1], we will use a repeated bisection procedure to associate a sequence (an) of
Os and Is as follows. If x :f:. ~ belongs to the left subinterval [0, ~] we take al := 0, while
if x belongs to the right subinterval [~,1]we take al = 1. If x = ~,then we may take al
to be either 0 or 1. In any case, we have
al al + 1- <x< .
2 - - 2
We now bisect the interval [!al' ~(al + 1)]. If x is not the bisection point and belongs
to the left subinterval we take a2 := 0, and if x belongs to the right subinterval we take
a2 := 1. If x = * or x = ~,we can take a2 to be either 0 or 1. In any case, we have
al a2 al a2 + 1-+-<x<-+ .
2 22 - - 2 22
We continue this bisection procedure, assigning at the nth stage the value an := 0 if x is not
the bisection point and lies in the left subinterval, and assigning the value an := 1 if x lies
in the right subinterval. In this way we obtain a sequence (an) of Osor Is that correspond
to a nested sequence of intervals containing the point x. For each n, we have the inequality
al a2 an al a2 an + 1
(2) - + - + .. . + - < x < - + - + .. .+ .2 22 2n -.' - 2 22 2n
If X is the bisectionpoint at the nth stage, thenx = m/2n withm odd. In this case, we may
choose eitherthe left or theright subinterval;however,oncethissubintervalis chosen,then
all subsequentsubintervalsin the bisectionprocedureare determined.[Forinstance,if we
choose the left subintervalso that an = 0, then x is the right endpointof all subsequent
subintervals,and henceak = 1forallk 2:n + 1.Ontheotherhand,if wechoosetheright
subinterval so that an = 1, thenx is the left endpointof all subsequentsubintervals,and
hence ak = 0 for all k 2: n + 1. For example, if x = ~, then the two possible sequences for
x are 1,0,1,1, 1, ... and 1, 1,0,0,0, ]
To summarize: If x E [0, 1], then there exists a sequence (an) of Os and Is such that
inequality (2) holds for all n EN. In this case we write
(3)
and call (3) a binary representation of x. This representation is unique except when
x = m/2n for m odd, in which case x has the two representations
x = (.ala2 . . . an_l 1000 . . ')2 = (.ala2 . .. an_lOll 1 .. ')2'
one ending in Osand the other ending in 1s.
Conversely, each sequence of Osand Is is the binary representation of a unique real
number in [0, 1]. The inequality corresponding to (2) determines a closed interval with
length 1/2n and the sequence of these intervals is nested. Therefore, Theorem 2.5.3 implies
that there exists a unique real number x satisfying (2) for every n EN. Consequently, x has
the binary representation (.ala2 .. . an' . ')2'
Remark The concept of binary representation is extremely important in this era of digital
computers. A number is entered in a digital computer on "bits", and each bit can be put in
one of two states--either it will pass current or it will not. These two states correspond to
the values 1 and 0, respectively. Thus, the binary representation of.a number can be stored
in a digital computer on a string of bits. Of cours,e, ill actual practice, since only finitely




are used for a number x E [0, 1], then the accuracy is at most 1/2n. For example, to assure
four-decimal accuracy, it is necessary to use at least 15 binary digits (or 15 bits).
Decimal Representations
Decimal representations of real numbers are similar to binary representations, except that
we subdivide intervals into ten equal subintervals instead of two.
Thus, given x E [0, 1], if we subdivide [0, 1] into ten equal subintervals, then x belongs
to a subinterval [bI/I0, (bI + 1)/10] for some integer bI in {O,1, .. . , 9}. Proceeding as in
the binary case, we obtain a sequence (bn) of integers with 0 < bn < 9 for all n EN such
that x satisfies
bI b2 bn bI b2 bn + 1(4) -+-+...+-<x<-+-+...+_.
10 102 IOn - - 10 102
In this case we say that x has a decimal representation givenby
x = .bIb2... bn....
If x ~ 1 and if BEN is such that B ~ x < B + 1, then x = B.bIb2... bn ... where the
decimal representation of x - B E [0, 1] is as above. Negative numbers are treated similarly.
The fact that each decimal determines a unique real number follows from Theorem
2.5.3, since each decimal specifies a nested sequence of intervals with lengths 1/lan.
The decimal representation of x E [0, 1] is unique except when x is a subdivision
point at some stage, which can be seen to occur when x = m/lan for some m, n EN, 1 ~
m ~ 1an. (We may also assume that m is not divisible by 10.) When x is a subdivision
point at the nth stage, one choice for bn corresponds to selecting the left subinterval, which
causes all subsequent digits to be 9, and the other choice corresponds to selecting the
right subinterval, which causes all subsequent digits to be O. [For example, if x = ! then
x = .4999.. . = .5000. . " and if y = 38/100 then y = .37999... = .38000 ]
Periodic Decimals
A decimalB .bIb2. . . bn . . . is said to be periodic (or to be repeating), if there exist k, n E N
such that bn = bn+mfor all n ~ k. In this case, the block of digits bkbk+I...bk+m-I is
repeatedonce the kth digit is reached. The smallestnumberm with this property is called
the period of the decimal. For example, 19/88 = .2159090...90... has period m = 2
with repeating block 90 starting at k = 4. A terminating decimal is a periodic decimal
where the repeated block is simply the digit O.
We will give an informal proof of the assertion: A positive real number is rational if
and only if its decimal representation is periodic.
For, suppose that x = p / q where p, q E N have no common integer factors. For
convenience we will also suppose that 0 < p < q. We note that the process of "long
division" of q into p gives the decimal representationof p /q. Each stepin the division
processproducesa remainder that is an integer from0 to q - 1.Therefore,after at mostq
steps, someremainderwill occur a second time and,at thatpoint, the digits in the quotient
will begin to repeat themselves in cycles. Hence, the decimal representation of such a
rationalnumberis periodic.
Conversely,if a decimalis periodic, then it representsa rationalnumber.Theideaofthe
proof is best illustrated by an example. Suppose that x = 7.31414.. .14.. '. Wemultiply
by a power of 10 to move the decimal point to the first repeating block; here obtaining
lOx =73.1414 We now multiply by a power of 10 to move one block to the left
of the decimal point; here getting 1000x = 7314.1414.. '. We now subtract to obtain an
'":;:'"_.- -,.~.- -.. -p..-
-- -- - - .
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integer; here getting 1000x - lOx = 7314 - 73 = 7241,whencex = 7241/990,arational
number.
Cantor's Second Proof
We will now give Cantor's second proof of the uncountabilityof JR.This is the elegant
"diagonal" argumentbased on decimalrepresentationsof real numbers.
2.5.5 Theorem The unit interval [0, 1] := {x E JR: 0 ::::x ::::I} is not countable.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. We will use the fact that every real number x E [0, 1]
has a decimal representation x = 0.blbzb3 . .., where bi = 0, 1. . ,,9. Suppose that there
is an enumeration xl' Xz' X3 . . . of all numbersin [0, 1], whichwe displayas:
xl = O.bllb12b13" .bln...,
Xz = 0.bZlbzzbZ3 ... bZn "',
X3 = 0.b31b3Zb33... b3n . . "
We now define a real number Y := 0'YIYzY3. .. Yn. . . by setting YI:= 2 if bll ~ 5 and
YI := 7 if bll ::::4; in general,we let
if bnn ~ 5,
if bnn ::::4.
Then Y E [0, 1]. Note that the number Y is not equal to any of the numbers with two
decimal representations, since Yn "# 0, 9 for all n E N. Further, since Y and xn differ in
the nth decimal place, then Y "# xn for any n E N. Therefore, Y is not included in the
enumeration of [0, 1], contradicthig the hypothesis. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 2.5
1. If 1 := [a,b] and l' := [a',b'] are closedintervalsin JR,showthat 1 ~ l' if andonlyif a' :::a
andb :::b'.
2. If S ~ JRis nonempty,show that S is boundedif and only if there exists a closedbounded
interval1 suchthat S ~ 1.
3. If S ~ JRis a nonemptyboundedset, and Is := [infS, supS], showthat S ~ Is' Moreover,if J
is anyclosedboundedintervalcontainingS, showthat 1s ~ J.
4. In the proofof Case (ii) of Theorem2.5.1,explainwhyx, y exist in S.
5. Writeout the detailsof theproofof case (iv)in Theorem2.5.1.
6. If II 2 122 ... 2 In 2 ... is a nested sequenceof intervalsand if In = [an'bn], show that
a < a <... < a <... andb > b >... > b >....1-2- -n- 1-2- -n-
7. Let In := [0, Iln] forn EN. Provethat n:lIn = {OJ.
8. Let In := (0, Iln) for n EN. Provethat n:1 In = 0.
9. Let Kn := (n, 00) for n EN. Provethat n:1 Kn = 0.
-- - - - --
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10. With the notation in the proofs of Theorems 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, show that we have 17E n~1In'
Also showthat [~,17]= n~1 In'
11. Showthat the intervalsobtainedfromthe inequalitiesin (2) forma nestedsequence.
12. Give the two binary representations of ~ and i6'
13. (a) Give the first four digits in the binary representation of t.
(b) Give the complete binary representation of t.
14. Showthatif ak'bk E to, 1, "', 9} and if
al a2 an bl b2 bm-+- +...+- = -+-+...+-;f0
10 102 10" 10 102 10m'
thenn = m andak = bk for k = 1"", n.
15. Find the decimal representation of -~.
16. Express t and 129as periodic decimals.






Now that the foundations of the real number system 1Rhave been laid, we are prepared
to pursue questions of a more analytic nature, and we will begin with a study of the
convergence of sequences. Some of the early results may be familiar to the reader from
calculus, but the presentation here is intended to be rigorous and will lead to certain more
profound theorems than are usually discussed in earlier courses.
We will first introduce the meaning of the convergence of a sequence of real numbers
and establish some basic, but useful, results about convergent sequences. We then present
some deeper results concerning the convergence of sequences. These include the Monotone
Convergence Theorem, the Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem, and the Cauchy Criterion for
convergence of sequences. It is important for the reader to learn both the theorems and how
the theorems apply to special sequences.
Because of the linear limitations inherent in a book it is necessary to decide where
to locate the subject of infinite series. It would be reasonable to follow this chapter with
a full discussion of infinite series, but this would delay the important topics of continuity,
differentiation, and integration. Consequently, we have decided to compromise. A brief
introduction to infinite series is given in Section 3.7 at the end of this chapter, and a more
extensive treatment is given later in Chapter 9. Thus readers who want a fuller discussion
of series at this point can move to Chapter 9 after completing this chapter.
Augustin-Louis Cauchy
Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) was born in Paris just after the start
of the French Revolution. His father was a lawyer in the Paris police de-
partment, and the family was forced to flee during the Reign of Terror. As
a result, Cauchy's early years were difficult and he developed strong anti-
revolutionary and pro-royalist feelings. After returning to Paris, Cauchy's
father became secretary to the newly-formed Senate, which included the
mathematicians Laplace and Lagrange. They were impressed by young
Cauchy's mathematical talent and helped him begin his career.
He entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1805 and soon established a reputation as an excep-
tional mathematician. In 1815, the year royalty was restored, he was appointed to the faculty
of the Ecole Polytechnique, but his strong political views and his uncompromising standards in
mathematics often resulted in bad relations with his colleagues. After the July revolution of 1830,
Cauchy refused to sign the new loyalty oath and left France for eight years in self-imposed exile.
In 1838, he accepted a minor teaching post in Paris, and in 1848 Napoleon ill reinstated him to
his former position at the Ecole Polytechnique, where he remained until his death.
Cauchy was amazingly versatile and prolific, making substantial contributions to many areas,
including real and complex analysis, number theory, differential equations, mathematical physics
and probability. He published eight books and 789 papers, and his collected works fill 26 volumes.
He was one of the most important mathematicians in the first half of the nineteenth century.
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Section 3.1 Sequences and Their Limits .
A sequence in a set S is a function whose domain is the set N of natural numbers, and
whose range is contained in the set S. In this chapter, we will be concerned with sequences
in 1Rand will discuss what we mean by the convergence of these sequences.
3.1.1 Definition A sequence of real numbers (or a sequence in 1R)is a function defined
on the set N = {I, 2, . . .} of natural numbers whose range is contained in the set 1Rof real
numbers.
In other words, a sequence in 1Rassigns to each natural number n = 1, 2, . . .a uniquely
determined real number. If X : N -+ 1Ris a sequence, we will usually denote the value of X
at n by the symbol xn rather than using the function notation X(n). The values xn are also
called the terms or the elements of the sequence. We will denote this sequence by the
notations
X, (Xn : n EN).
Of course, we will often use other letters, such as Y = (Yk)' Z = (Zj)' and so on, to denote
sequences.
We purposely use parentheses to emphasize that the ordering induced by the natural
order of N is a matter of importance. Thus, we distinguish notationally between the se-
quence (xn : n EN), whose infinitely many terms have an ordering, and the set of values
{xn : n E N} in the range of the sequence which are not ordered. For example, the se-
quence X := «-1)" : n EN) has infinitely many terms that alternate between -1 and 1,
whereas the set of values {(-1)" : n E N} is equal to the set {-I, I}, which has only two
elements.
Sequences are often defined by giving a formula for the nth term xn' Frequently, it is
convenient to list the terms of a sequence in order, stopping when the rule of formation
seems evident. For example, we may define the sequence of reciprocals of the even numbers
by writing
X := (~, ~, ~, ~, ., -) ,
though a more satisfactory method is to specify the formula for the general term and write
or more simplyX = (lj2n).
Another way of defining a sequence is to specify the value of x I and give a formula
for xn+1 (n > 1) in terms of xn' More generally, we may specify xI and give a formula
for obtaining xn+1 from xI' x2' . . ., xn' Sequences defined in this manner are said to be
inductively (or recursively) defined.
3.1.2 Examples (a) If b E JR,the sequenceB := (b, b, b, .. '), allofwhosetennsequal
b, is called the constant sequence b. Thus the constant sequence 1 is the sequence
(1, 1, 1, .. .), and the constant sequence 0 is the sequence (0,0,0, ...).
-- -
-------.
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(b) If b E JR,then B := (bn) is the sequence B = (b, b2,b3, . . " bn, . . .).In particular, if
b = !, thenwe obtainthe sequence
(~ : n E N)= (! ! ! ... ~ . ..).2n 2' 4' 8' , 2n '
(c) The sequence of (2n : n EN) of even natural numbers can be defined inductively by
or by the definition
YI := 2, Yn+1:= YI+ Yn.
(d) The celebratedFibonacci sequence F := (in) is given by the inductive definition
il := 1, i2:= 1, in+1:= in-I' + in (n::: 2).
Thus each term past the second is the sum of its two immediate predecessors. The first ten
terms of F are seen to be (1, 1,2,3,5,8, 13,21,34,55, . . .). 0
The Limit of a Sequence .
There are a number of different limit concepts in real analysis. The notion of limit of a
sequence is the most basic, and it will be the focus of this chapter.
3.1.3 Definition A sequence X = (xn) in JRis said to converge to x E JR,or x is said to
be a limit of (xn), if for every e > 0 there exists a natural number K(e) such that for all
n ::: K(e), the terms xn satisfy IXn - xl < e.
If a sequence has a limit, we say that the sequence is convergent; if it has no limit, we
say that the sequence is divergent.
Note The notation K (e) is used to emphasize that the choice of K depends on the value
of e. However, it is often convenient to write K instead of K(e). In most cases, a "small"
value of e will usuallyrequire a "large" valueof K to guaranteethat the distance IXn- x I
between xn and x is less than e for all n ::: K = K(e).
When a sequence has limit x, we will use the notation
limX = x or
We will sometimes use the symbolism xn -+ x, which indicates the intuitive idea that the
values xn "approach" the number x as n -+ 00.
3.1.4 Uniqueness of Limits A sequence in JRcan have at most one limit.
Proof. Suppose that x' and x" are both limits of (xn). For each e > 0 there exist K' such
that IXn- x'i < e/2 for all n ::: K', and there exists K" such that IXn- x"l < e/2 for all
n 2: K". We let K be the larger of K' and K". Then for n ::: K we apply the Triangle
Inequalityto get
Ix' - x"l = Ix' - xn+ xn - x"l
:S Ix' - xnl + IXn- x"l < e/2 + e/2 = e.
Since e > 0 is an arbitrarypositivenumber,we concludethat x' - x" = O. Q.E.D.
- - - - -- - - .-- -.. ------- ----.-
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For x E JRand E > 0, recall that the E-neighborhoodof x is the set
Ve(x): . {u E JR : lu - xl < E}.
(See Section 2.2.) Since u E Ve(x) is equivalent to lu - xl < E, the definitionof conver-
gence of a sequence can be fonnulated in tenns of neighborhoods. We give several different
ways of saying that a sequence xn converges to x in the following theorem.
3.1.5 Theorem LetX = (xn) beasequenceofrealnumbers,andletx E JR.The following
statements are equivalent.
(a) X converges to x.
(b) For every E > 0, there exists a natural number K such that for all n > K, the terms xn
satisfy IXn- xl < E.
(c) For every E > 0, there exists a natural number K such that for all n 2: K, the terms xn
satisfy x - E < xn < x + E.
(d) For every E-neighborhood Ve<x) of x, there exists a natural number K such that for
all n 2: K, the terms xn belong to Ve(x).
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is just the definition. The equivalence of (b), (c),
and (d) follows from the following implications:
lu - xl < E {=:} -E < u - x < E {=:} X - E < u < x + E {=:} U E Ve(x).
Q.E.D.
With the language of neighborhoods, one can describe the convergence of the sequence
X = (xn) to the number x by saying: for each E-neighborhood Ve<x) of x, all but afinite
number of terms of X belong to Ve(x). The finite number of tenns that may not belong to
the E-neighborhood are the tenns x l' x2' . . . , X K -1 .
Remark The definition of the limit of a sequence of real numbers is used to verify that a
proposed value x is indeed the limit. It does not provide a means for initially determining
what that value of x might be. Later results will contribute to this end, but quite often it is
necessary in practice to arrive at a conjectured value of the limit by direct calculation of a
number of tenns of the sequence. Computers can be helpful in this respect, but since they
can calculate only a finite number of tenns of a sequence, such computations do not in any
way constitute a proof of the value of the limit.
The following examples illustrate how the definition is applied to prove that a sequence
has a particular limit. In each case, a positive E is given and we are required to find a K,
depending on E, as required by the definition.
3.1.6 Examples (a) lim(l/n) = O.
If E > 0 is given, then liE> O. By the Archimedean Property 2.4.5, there is a nat-
ural number K = K(E) such that IlK < E. Then, if n 2: K, we have I/n ::: II K < E.





;; - 0 =;; < E.
Therefore, we can assert that the sequence (l/n) converges to O.
- - -. ... ....-----
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(b) lim(I/(n2 + 1» =O.
Let E > 0 be given.Tofind K, we firstnote that if n E N, then
1 1 1
<- <-.
n2 + 1 n2 - n







n2 + 1 - n2 + tn.




Given E > 0, we wantto obtain the inequality
1


















n+l n+l n+l n+l n
Now if the inequality 1/ n < E is satisfied, then the inequality (1) holds. Thus if 1/ K < E,
then for any n 2: K, we also have 1/ n < E and hence (1) holds. Therefore the limit of the
sequence is 3.
(d) If 0 < b < 1, then lim(bn) = O.
We will use elementary properties of the natural logarithm function. If E > 0 is given,
we see that .
bn < E {::::::} n In b < In s {::::::} n > In E/ Inb.
(The last inequality is reversed because In b < 0.) Thus if we choose K to be a number such
that K > In E/ Inb, thenwewillhave0 < bn < Efor all n > K. Thuswe havelim(bn) = o.
For example, if b = .8, and if E = .01 is given, then we would need K > In .01/ In.8 ~
20.6377. Thus K = 21 would be an appropriate choice for E = .01. 0
Remark The K (E) Game In the notion of convergence of a sequence, one way to keep
in mind the connection between the Eand the K is to think of it as a game called the K (E)
Game. In this game, Player A asserts that a certain number x is the limit of a sequence (xn).
Player B challenges this assertion by giving Player A a specific value for E > O.Player A
must respond to the challenge by coming up with a value of K such that IXn- x I < E for all
n > K. If Player A can always find a value of K that works, then he wins, and the sequence
is convergent. However, if Player B can give a specific value of E > 0 for which Player A
cannot respond adequately, then Player B wins, and we conclude that the sequence does
not converge to x.
In order to showthat a sequenceX = (xn) does not convergeto the numberx, it
is enough to produce one numberEO> 0 such that no matter what natural number K is
chosen, one can find a particular n K satisfying n K 2: K such that IXn - x I2: EO. (ThisK
will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.)
-
~
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3.1.7 Example The sequence (0, 2, 0, 2, . ",0, 2, ...) does not converge to the
number O.
If Player A asserts that 0 is the limit of the sequence, he will lose the K(e) Game
when Player B gives him a value of e < 2. To be definite, let Player B give Player A
the value eo = 1. Then no matter what value Player A chooses for K, his response will
not be adequate, for Player B will respond by selecting an even number n > K. Then the
corresponding value is xn = 2 so that IXn- 01 = 2 > 1 = eo. Thus the number 0 is not the
limit of the sequence. 0
Tails of Sequences
It is important to realize that the convergence (or divergence) of a sequence X = (xn)
depends only on the "ultimate behavior" of the terms. By this we mean that if, for any
natural number m, we drop the first m terms of the sequence, then the resulting sequence
Xm convergesif and only if the originalsequenceconverges,andin this case, the limits are
the same. We will state this formally after we introduce the idea of a "tail" of a sequence.
3.1.8 Definition If X = (x l' X2' . . . ,Xn' . . .) is a sequenceof real numbers and if m is a
givennaturalnumber,then th~.m-tail of X is the sequence
Xm := (xm+n : n E N) = (xm+1' xm+2' . . .)
For example, the 3-tail of the sequence X = (2,4,6,8, 10, . . . , 2n, . . .), is the se-
quence X3 = (8, 10, 12, . . . , 2n + 6, . . .).
3.1.9 Theorem LetX = (xn : n EN) beasequenceofrealnumbersandletm EN. Then
the m-tail Xm = (xm+n: n EN) of X convergesif and only if X converges.In this case,
limXm = limX.
Proof. We note that for any pEN, the. pth term of Xm is the (p + m)th term of X.
Similarly, if q > m, then the qth term of X is the (q - m)th term of Xm.
Assume X converges to x. Then given any e > 0, if the terms of X for n ::::K(e)
satisfy IXn- xl < e, then the termsof Xm for k ::::K(e) - m satisfy IXk- xl < e. Thus we
can take Km(e) = K(e) - m, so that Xm also converges to x.
Conversely, if the terms of Xm for k :::: Km (e) satisfy Ixk - x I < e, then the terms of
X for n ::::K(e) + m satisfy IXn- xl < e. Thus we can take K(e) = Km(e)+ m.
Therefore,X convergesto x if and only if Xm converges to X. Q.E.D.
We shall sometimes say that a sequence X ultimately has a certain property if some
tail of X has this property. For example, we say that the sequence (3,4,5,5,5, . . . , 5, . ..)
is "ultimately constant". On the other hand, the sequence (3,5,3,5, . ..,3,5, . . .) is not
ultimately constant. The notion of convergence can be stated using this terminology: A se-
quence X converges to x if and only if the terms of X are ultimately in every e-neighborhood
of x. Other instances of this "ultimate terminology" will be noted below.
Further Examples
In establishing that a number x is the limit of a sequence (xn), we often try to simplify
the difference IXn- x Ibefore considering an e > 0 and finding a K (e) as required by the
definition of limit. This was done in some of the earlier examples. The next result is a more
formal statement of this idea, and the examples that follow make use of this approach.
- --- -- - -
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3.1.10 Theorem Let (xn) be a sequence of real numbers and let x E JR. If (an) is a
sequence of positive real numbers with lim(an) = 0 and if for some constant C > 0 and
some mEN we have .
Ix - x I < Can - n
then it follows that lim(xn) = x.
for all n > m,
Proof. If e > 0 is given, then since lim(an) = 0, we know there exists K = K (eIC) such
that n 2: K implies
an = Ian-01 < eiC.
Therefore it follows that if both n 2: K and n 2: m, then
IXn - xl < Can < C(eIC) = e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary,we conclude that x = lim(xn). Q.E.D.
3.1.11 Examples (a) If a > 0, then lim (
1
)= O.1 +na








-0 < - -
1+ na - a n
Since lim(1ln) = 0, we may invoke Theorem 3.1.10 with C = lla and m = 1 to infer that
lim(1/(1 + na)) = O.
(b) If 0 < b < 1, then lim(bn) = O.
This limit was obtained earlier in Example 3.1.6(d). We will give a second proof that
illustrates the use of Bernoulli's Inequality (see Example 2. 1.13(c)).
Since 0 < b < 1, we can write b = 1/(1 + a), where a := (1lb) - 1 so that a > O.
By Bernoulli's Inequality,we have (1 + a)n 2: 1+ na. Hence
111
0< bn = < < -.
(1 + a)n - 1 + na na
Thus from Theorem 3.1.10 we conclude that lim(bn) = O.
In particular,if b = .8, so thata = .25,andif we aregivene = .01, then the preceding .
inequality gives us K(e) = 4/(.01) =400. Comparing with Example 3.1.6(d), where we
obtained K = 25, we see this method of estimation does not give us the "best" value of K.
However,for the purpose of establishingthe limit, the size of K is immaterial.
(c) If c > 0, then lim(cl/n) = 1.
The case c = 1 is trivial, since then (cl/n) is the constant sequence (1, 1, . . .), which
evidentlyconvergesto 1.
If c > 1, then cl/n = 1 + dn for some dn > O. Hence by Bernoulli's Inequality
2.1.13(c),
for all n EN.
c = (1 +dn)n 2: 1 +ndn for n EN.
Therefore we have c - 1 2: ndn, so that dn ::: (c - 1)In. Consequently we have
1
jcl/n _ 11 = dn ::: (c -1)- for n EN.n
We nowinvokeTheorem 3.1.10 to infer that lim(cl/n) = 1 when c > 1.
- -- - - -
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Now suppose that 0 < e < 1; then el/n = 1/(1 + .hn) for some hn > O. Hence Ber-
noulli's Inequality implies that
1 1 1
e= <. <-
(1 + hn)n - 1 + nhn nhn'
from which it follows that 0 < hn < l/ne for n EN. Therefore we have
h 1
o < 1 - el/n = n < h <-
1 + hn n ne
so that
kl/n - 11 < (~) ~
WenowapplyTheorem3.1.10to inferthatlim(el/n)= 1when0 < e < 1.
(d) lim(nl/n) = 1
Since nl/n > 1 for n > 1, we can write nl/n = 1 + kn for some kn > 0 whenn > 1.
Hence n = (1 + kn)n for n > 1. By the Binomial Theorem, if n > 1 we have
n = 1+ nkn+ !n(n - l)k; + . . . > 1 + !n(n - l)k;, .
for n EN.
whence it follows that
n - 1 > !n (n - 1)k;.
Hence k; ~ 2/n for n > 1. If e > 0 is given, it follows from the Archimedean Property
that there exists a natural number Ne such that 2/ Ne < e2. It follows that if n 2: sup{2, Ne}
then 2/n < e2, whence
o < nl/n - 1 = kn ~ (2/n)I/2 < e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary,we deduce that lim(nl/n) = 1. o
Exercises for Section 3.1
1. The sequence (x ) is defined by the following formulas for the nth term. Write the first five termsn. .
in each case:
(a) xn:= 1+ (-It, (b) xn:= (_I)n In,
1 1
(c) x := 1 \ ' (d) X:= _2 .
n _1- I n + 2
2. The first few terms of a sequence (xn) are given below. Assuming that the "natural pattern"
indicated by these terms persists, give a formula for the nth term Xn'
(a) 5,7,9,11,"" (b) 1/2, -1/4, 118, -1116"",
(c) 1/2,2/3,3/4,4/5"", (d) 1,4,9, 16, ....
3. List the first five terms of the following inductively defined sequences.
(a) xI:= 1, xn+1= 3xn + 1,
'. I
(b) YI:= 2, Yn+1= 2"(Yn+ 2IYn),
(c) ZI:= 1, ~:= 2, zn+2:= (zn+1+ zn)/(zn+1- zn)'
(d) sl = 3, s2:= 5, sn+2:= sn + sn+I'
4. For any b E JR,prove that lim(bln) = O.
----
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5. Use the definition of the limit of a sequence to establish the following limits.










(c) lim 2n + 5 = 2' (d) lim 2n2 + 3 = 2'
7. Letxn := II m(n + 1) for n EN.
(a) Use the definitionof limit to showthat lim(x ) =O.n
(b) Find a specificvalueof K (8) as requiredin the definitionof limitfor each of (i) 8 = 1/2,
and (ii) 8 = 1/10.
8. Prove that lim(xn) = 0 if and only if lim(lxnI) = O.Give an example to show that the conver-
gence of (IxnI) need not imply the convergence of (xn).
9. Show that if xn ~ 0 for all n E.Nand lim(xn) = 0, then lim (A") = o.
10. Prove that if lim(x ) = x and if x > 0, then there exists a natural number M such that x > 0n n




)11. Showthatlim - - - =O.n n + 1
12. Show that lim(1/3n) = O.
13. Let bE JRsatisfy 0 < b < 1. Show that lim(nbn) = O. [Hint:Use the Binomial Theorem as in
Example 3. 1. 11 (d).]
14. Showthat lim ((2n)1/n)= 1.
15. Show that lim(n2In!) = O.
16. Showthat lim(2nIn!) = O.[Hint:if n ~ 3, then0 < 2nIn! :::2 (jr-2.]
17. If lim(xn) = x > 0, show that there exists a natural number K such that if n ~ K, then tx <
x < 2x.n
. Section 3.2 Limit Theorems
In this section we will obtain some results that enable us to evaluate the limits of certain
sequences of real numbers. These results will expand our collection of convergent sequences
rather extensively. We begin by establishing an important property of convergent sequences
that will be needed in this and later sections.
3.2.1 Definition A sequence X = (xn) of real numbers is said to be bounded if there
exists a real number M > 0 such that IXnI ::: M for all n e N.
Thus, the sequence (xn) is bounded if and only if the set {xn : n e N} of its values is a
bounded subset of JR.
3.2.2 Theorem A convergent sequence of real numbers is bounded.
- - -- -
6. Showthat
(a) lim(v'n1+ 7) = 0, . (2n )(b) lim n + 2 =2,
. () (d) lim ((_I)n n) = O.(c) lim n + 1 = 0, n2+ 1
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Proof. Suppose that lim(xn) = x and let e := 1. Then there exists a natural number
K = K (1) such that IXn - x I < 1 for all n :::: K. If we apply the TriangleInequalitywith
n > K we obtain .
If we set
M := sup {Ixtl, Ix21,..., IxK_tl, 1 + Ixl},
then it follows that IXnI < M for all n E N. Q.E.D.
We will now examine how the limit process interacts with the operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of sequences. If X = (xn) and Y = (Yn) are se-
quences of real numbers, then we define their sum to be the sequence X + Y := (xn + Yn)'
their difference to be the sequence X - Y := (xn- yn), and their product to be the se-
quenceX. Y := (xnyn).If e E JR, we define the multiple of X bye to be the sequence
eX := (exn). Finally, if Z = (zn) is a sequence of real numbers with zn i=° for all n E N,
then we define the quotient of X and Z to be the sequence X/Z := (xn/zn).
For example, if X and Y are the sequences
X := (2,4,6, . .. 2n, . "), Y .- (! ! ! ... ! .. .).- 1 ' 2' 3' , n ' ,
then we have
X + Y = (~ ~ 19 ... 2n2+ 1 .. .)l' 2' 3 ' , n ' ,
X _ Y = (! ~ 17 ... 2n2 - 1 .. .)l' 2' 3' , n ' ,
X . Y = (2,2,2,...,2, .. .),
3X = (6, 12, 18, . . ., 6n, . . .),
. 2
X/Y = (2,8,18,..., 2n ," .).
We note that if Z is the sequence
Z:= (0,2,0,,,.,1 + (_1)n,. "),
then we can define X + Z, X - Z and X . Z, but X/ Z is not defined since some of the
terms of Z are zero. .
We now show that sequences obtained by applying these operations to convergent
sequences give rise to new sequences whose limits can be predicted.
3.2.3 Theorem (a) Let X = (xn) and Y = (Yn) be sequences of real numbers that
converge to x and Y, respectively, and let e E JR.Then the sequences X + Y, X - Y, X . Y,
and eX converge to x + Y, x - y, xy, and ex, respectively.
(b) If X = (xn) converges to x and Z = (zn) is a sequenceof nonzerorealnumbers that
converges to Z and if Z i= 0, then the quotient sequence X/ Z convergestox / z.
Proof. (a) To show that lim(xn+ Yn)= x + Y, we need to estimate the magnitude of
I(xn+ Yn) - (x + y)l. To do this we use the TriangleInequality2.2.3 to obtain
I(xn + Yn) - (x + y)1= I(xn - x) + (Yn - y)1
:::: IXn-xl + IYn- yi.
-------- ---
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Byhypothesis,if e > 0 thereexistsanaturalnumberK1suchthatif n ::::Kl' then IXn- x I<
e12; also there exists a natural number K2 such that if n ::::K2' then IYn- yl < e12. Hence
if K(e) := sup{KI' K2},it followsthat if n ::::K(e) then
I(xn+ Yn)- (x + y)1 :::: IXn- xl + IYn- yl
< !e + !e = e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary,we infer that X + Y = (xn + Yn)convergesto x + y.
Precisely the same argument can be used to show that X - Y = (xn - Yn) converges
to x - y.
To show that X . Y = (xnYn) converges to xy, we make the estimate
IXnYn- xyl = !(xnYn - xny) + (xny - xy)1
:::: IX/Yn - y)1+ I(xn- x)yl
= IxnllYn - yl + IXn - xllyl.
According to Theorem 3.2.2 there exists a real number M1 > 0 such that IXnI ::::M1 for all
n EN and we set M := sup{MI' lyl). Hence we have the estimate
IXnYn- xYI ::::M!Yn - yl+ Mlxn- xl.
From the convergence of X and Y we conclude that if e > 0 is given, then there exist
natural numbers K 1and K2 such that if n ::::K 1then IXn- x I< e12M, and if n ::::K2 then
IYn- yl < e12M. Nowlet K(e) =sup{KI' K2};then, if n ::::K(e) we infer that
IXnYn- xYI :::: MIYn - yl + Mlxn - xl
< M(eI2M) + M(eI2M) = e.
.
Sincee > 0 is arbitrary, this proves that the sequence X . Y = (xnyn)convergesto xy.
The fact that eX = (cxn) converges to ex can be proved in the same way; it can also
be deduced by taking Y to be the constant sequence (c, c, c, .. .). We leave the details to
the reader.
(b) We next show that if Z = (zn) is a sequence of nonzero numbers that converges
to a nonzero limit z, then the sequence (l/zn) of reciprocals converges to I/z. First let
ex:= !Izi so that ex> O.Since lim(zn) =z, there exists a natural number Kl such that if
n ::::Kl then IZn- zi < ex.It follows from Corollary 2.2.4(a) of the Triangle Inequality that
-ex ::::-Izn - zi ::::IZnI - Izi for n ::::K l' whence it follows that! Izi = Izi - ex ::::IZnI for








zn z - znz - IZnz! n
2
:::: Izl21z - znl for all n:::: Kl'
Now, if e > 0 is given, there exists a natural number K2 such that if n ::::K2 then IZn- zl






Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that










__ - - :0<
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The proof of (b) is now completed by taking Y to be the sequence (1/ zn) and using the
fact that X . Y = (xn/zn) converges to x(1/z) = x/Z. Q.E.D.
Some of the results of Theorem 3.2.3 can be extended, by Mathematical Induction, to a"
finite number of convergent sequences. For example, if A = (an)' B = (bn), . . . , Z = (zn)
are convergent sequences of real numbers, then their sum A + B + ... + Z = (an + bn +
. . .+ zn) is a convergent sequence and
(1) lim(an + bn + . . . + zn) = lim(an)+ lim(bn)+ . . . + lim(zn)'
Also their product A . B . . . Z := (anbn . .. zn) is a convergent sequence and
(2)
Hence, if kEN and if A = (an) is a convergent sequence, then
(3)
We leave the proofs of these assertions to the reader.
3.2.4 Theorem If X = (xn) is a convergentsequenceof realnumbers and ifxn 2: 0 for
all n E N, then x = iiin(xn) 2: o.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is not true and that x < 0; then E := -x is positive. Since
X converges to x, there is a natural number K such that
x - E < xn < x + E for all n 2: K.
In particular, we have x K < X + E = X + (-x) = O. But this contradicts the hypothesis
that xn 2: 0 for all n E N. Therefore, this contradiction implies that x 2: O. Q.E.D.
We now give a useful result that is fonually stronger than Theorem 3.2.4.
3.2.5 Theorem If X = (xn) and Y = (Y~)are convergentsequencesof realnumbersand
ifxn :::: Yn for all n E N, then lim(xn) :::: lim(yn).
Prool". Let Z := Y - x so that Z := (z ) = Y - X and Zn > 0 for all n E N. It follows'J' n n n n -
from Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.2.3 that
o ::::lim Z = lim(yn)- lim(xn),
Q.E.D.
The next result asserts that if all the tenus of a convergent sequence satisfy an inequality
of the form a :::: xn < b, then the limit of the sequence satisfies the same inequality. Thus
if the sequence is convergent, one may "pass to the limit" in an inequality of this type.
3.2.6 Theorem If X = (xn) is a convergent sequence and if a :::: xn :::: b for all n EN,
then a :::: lim(xn) :::: b.
Proof. Let Y be the constantsequence(b, b, b, .. .).Theorem 3.2.5 implies that limX ::::
limY = b.Similarlyoneshowsthata :::: limX. Q.E.D.
The next result asserts that if a sequence Y is squeezed between two sequences that
converge to the same limit, then it must also converge to this limit.
--- - - --- - -
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3.2.7 Squeeze Theorem Suppose that X = (Xn),Y = (Yn),and Z = (zn) are sequences
of realnumberssuch that
, <:xn:::::Yn < zn for all n EN,
and that lim(xn) = lim(zn)' Then Y = (Yn) is convergent and
lim(xn) = lim(yn) = lim(zn)'
Proof. Let w := lim(xn) = lim(zn)' If E > 0 is given, then it follows from the convergence
of X and Z to w that there exists a natural number K such that if n ~ K then
IXn - wi < E
Since the hypothesis implies that
and
for all n EN,
it follows (why?) that
-E < Yn - w < B
for all n ~ K. Since E > 0 is arbitrary,this implies that lim(yn) = w. Q.E.D.
Remark Since any tail of a convergent sequence has the same limit, the hypotheses of
Theorems 3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.6, and 3.2.7 can be weakened to apply to the tail of a sequence.
For example,in Theorem 3.2.4, if X = (xn) is "ultimately positive" in the sense that there
exists mEN such that xn ~ 0 for all n ~ m, then the same conclusion that x ~ 0 will hold.
Similar modifications are valid for the other theorems, as the reader should verify.
3.2.8 Examples (a) The sequence (n) is divergent.
It follows from Theorem 3.2.2 that if the sequence X := (n) is convergent, then there
exists a real number M > 0 such that n = Inl < M for all n E N. But this violates the
Archimedean Property 2.4.3.
(b) The sequence « _I)n) is divergent.
This sequence X = « _I)n) is bounded (take M := 1), so we cannot invoke Theorem
3.2.2. However,assume that a := lim X exists. Let B := I so that there exists a natural
numberKI such that
I(-1) - a I < 1 for all n ~ K I'
If n is an odd natural number with n > KI, this gives 1- 1 - al < 1, so that -2 < a < O.
(Why?) On the other hand, if n is an even natural number with n ~ K I' this inequality
gives 11- aI < 1 so that 0 < a < 2. Since a cannot satisfy both of these inequalities,
the hypothesis that X is convergent leads to a contradiction. Therefore the sequence X is
divergent.
(c) lim(2n:I) =2.
If we let X := (2) and Y := (l/n), then «2n + I)/n) = X + Y. Hence it follows
fromTheorem3.2.3(a) that lim(X + Y) = limX + lim Y = 2 + 0 = 2.
(
2n+ 1
)(d) lim n + 5 = 2.
- - - - - - - - -- - - -- -
~.. -
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Since the sequences (2n + I) and (n + 5) are not convergent (why?), it is not possible
to use Theorem 3.2.3(b) directly. However, if we write
2n + I ~ 2 + I/n- ,
n+5 1+5/n
we can obtain the given sequence as one to which Theorem 3.2.3(b) applies when we
take X := (2 + I/n) and Z := (1 + 5/n). (Checkthat all hypothesesare satisfied.)Since
limX = 2 and limZ = I '# 0, we deduce that lim(2n + i)/(n + 5)} = 2/1 = 2.
(e) lim( 22n )= O.n + I
Theorem3.2.3(b)doesnot apply directly.(Why?)Wenote that
2n 2
--- ,
n2 + I n + I/n
but Theorem 3.2.3(b) does not apply here either, because (n + I/n) is not a convergent
sequence.(Whynot?) However,if we write
2n _ 2/ n
n2 + I - I + l/n2' .
then we can apply Theorem 3.2.3(b), since lim(2/n) = 0 and lim(1 + l/n2) = I '# O.





)_1m - - O.n
We cannot apply Theorem 3.2.3(b) directly, since the sequence (n) is not convergent
[neither is the sequence (sinn)]. It does not appear that a simple algebraic manipulation
will enable us to reduce the sequence into one to which Theorem 3.2.3 will apply. However,
if we note that -I ::: sin n ::: I, then it follows that
I sinn . I-- < - < -- -n n n for all n E N.
Hence we can apply the Squeeze Theorem 3.2.7 to infer that lim(n-I sinn) = O.(Wenote
that Theorem 3.1.10 could also be applied to this sequence.)
(g) Let X = (xn) be a sequence of real numbers that converges to x E JR.Let p be a
polynomial; for exainple, let
p(t) := aktk + ak_1tk-1 +... + alt + ao'
where kEN and aj E JRfor j = 0, I, "', k. It follows from Theorem 3.2.3 that the se-
quence (p(xn» converges to p(x). We leave the details to the reader as an exercise.
(h) Let X = (xn) be a sequence of real numbers that converges to x E JR.Let r be a
rational function (that is, r(t) := p(t)/q(t), where p and q are polynomials). Suppose
that q(xn) '# 0 for all n EN and that q(x) '# O. Then the sequence (r(xn» converges to
r(x) = p(x)/q(x). We leave the details to the reader as an exercise. 0
.1
We conclude this section with several results that will be useful in the work that follows.
3.2.9 Theorem Let the sequence X = (xn) convergeto x. Then the sequence (lxnDof
absolute values converges to Ixl. Thatis, if x = lim(xn), then Ixl = lim(lxnD.
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Proof. It follows from the Triangle Inequality (see Corollary 2.2.4(a» that
IIxnl - IxII:s IXn - xl forall n EN.
The convergence of (IxnI) to IxI is then an immediate consequence of the convergence of
(xn) to X. Q.E.D.
3.2.10 Theorem Let X = (xn) be a sequenceof realnumbers that converges to x and
suppose that xn ~ O. Then the sequence (JX:") of positive squareroots converges and
lim (JX:") = .jX.
Proof. It followsfromTheorem3.2.4thatx = lim(xn) ~ 0 so the assertion makes sense.
We now consider the two cases: (i) x = 0 and (ii) x > O.
Case (i) If x = 0, let E > 0 be given.Sincexn --+0 there exists a natural number K
such that if n ~ K then
o < x =x - 0 < E2.- n n
Therefore [see Example 2. 1.13(a)], 0 :s JX:" < E for n ~ K. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this
implies that JX:" --+ O. .
Case (ii) If x > 0, then ..;x >"0 arid we note that
A - ..;x= (JX:"- .jX) (JX:"+ .jX) = xn - X
n JX:"+ .jX JX:"+ .jX
Since JX:" + .jX ~ .jX > 0, it followsthat
The convergence of ..;xn --+ ..;x follows from the fact that xn --+ x. Q.E.D.
For certain types of sequences, .the following result provides a quick and easy "ratio
test" for convergence. Related results can be found in the exercises.
3.2.11 Theorem Let (xn) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that L :=
lim(xn+1/xn)exists. If L < 1, then (xn) convergesandlim(xn) = O.
Proof. By 3.2.4 it follows that L ~ O.Let r be a number such that L < r < 1, and let
E := r - L > O.There exists a number KEN such that if n ~ K then
IX;:'- LI < E.
Iffollowsfromthis(why?)thatif n ~ K, then
x
n+1< L + E = L + (r - L) = r.
xn
Therefore,if n ~ K, we obtain
O 2 n-K+1< Xn+l< xnr < xn_1r <... < xKr .
If we set C := xK/rK, we see that 0 < Xn+l< Crn+1for all n > K. Since 0 < r <
1, it follows from 3.1.11(b) that lim(rn) = 0 and therefore from Theorem 3.1.10 that
lim(xn) = O. Q.E.D.
-- -- - - -- - -- - -- - -
--
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As an illustration of the utility of the preceding theorem, consider the sequence (xn)
givenby xn := n/2n. Wehave .
xn+l = n + 1 . 2n=! (1+ !),x 2n+l n 2 nn
so that lim(xn+1/xn) = ~. Since ~ < 1, it follows from Theorem 3.2.11 that lim(n/2n) = o.
Exercises for Section 3.2
1. For xn given by the following formulas, establish either the convergence or the divergence of
the sequence X = (xn).
n (_I)n n
(a) xn:= n + l' (b) xn:= n + 1 '
n2 2n2 + 3
(c) x := -, (d) x:= ~ .
n n+l n
2. Give an example of two divergent sequences X and Y such that:
)
(a) their sum X + Y converges, (b) their product XY converges.
3. Show that if X and Y are sequences such that X and X + Y are convergent, then Y is convergent.
4. Show that if X and Y are sequences such that X converges to x =1= 0 and XY converges, then Y
converges.
5. Show that the following sequences are not convergent.
(a) (2n), (b) «-ltn2).
6. Find the limits of the following sequences:








)(c) 11mJii + 1 ' (d) 11m nJii .
7. If (b ) isaboundedsequence and lim(a ) = 0, show that lim(a b ) = o.Explain why Theoremn n n n
3.2.3 cannot be"'Med.
8. Explain why the result in equation (3) before Theorem 3.2.4 cannot be used to evaluate the limit
of the sequence (0 + l/n)n).
9. Let Yn := .Jm - Jii for n EN. Show that (Yn) and (JiiYn) converge. Find their limits.
10. Determine the following limits.
(a) lim(3Jii)1/2n), (b) lim(n + l)lfln(n+l)).
(
an+1 + bn+1
)11. If 0 < a < b, determine lim an + bn .
12. If a > 0, b > 0, showthat lim (v'(n + a)(n + b) - n) = (a + b)/2.
13. U~ethe SqueezeTheorem3.2.7to determinethe limitsof the following.
(a)~(n1/n2),", ","1/'1 (b) (n!)1/n2).
14. Show that if z := (an + bn)l/n where 0 < a < b, then lim(z ) = b.n n
- 15. Apply Theorem 3.2;11 to the following sequences, where a, b satisfy 0 < a < 1, b > 1.
(a) (an), .{-"" k- 'Zey ~ (b) (bn/2n), '-. b ~ > ~
(c) (n/bn), ~ . (d) (23n/32n). ?~ ,\- G "7" /"> .....
(" >( ( V
.
--- -.. .... .. -- :;:--
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16. (a) Give an example of a convergent sequence (xn) of positive numbers with lim(xn+1IXn) = 1.
(b) Give an example of a divergent sequence with this property. (Thus, this property cannot be
used as a test for convergence.)
17. Let X = (xn) be a sequenceof positivereal numberssuch that lim(xn+1Ixn)= L > 1. Show
that X is not a bounded sequence and hence is not convergent.
18. Discuss the convergence of the following sequences, where a, b satisfy 0 < a < I, b > 1.
(a) (n2an), (' ~ (b) (bn In2),
(c) (bn In!), (d) (n!/nn). ,
~ d
19. Let (xn) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that lim(x~/n) = L < 1. Show that there
exists a number r with 0 < r < 1 such that 0 < x < rn for all sufficiently large n e N. Use. n
this to show that lim(x ) = o.n
20. (a) Give an example of a convergent sequence (xn) of positive numbers with lim(x~/n) = 1.
(b) Give an example of a divergent sequence (xn) of positive numbers with lim(x~/n) = 1.
(Thus, this property cannot be used as a test for convergence.)
21. Suppose that (xn) is a convergent sequence and (Yn) is such that for any 8 > 0 there exists M
such that IXn- Ynl < 8 for all n ~ M. Does it follow that (Yn) is convergent?
22. Showthat if (xn)and (yn)are convergentsequences,then the sequences(un) and (vn)defined
by un := max{xn. Yn}and Vn := min{xn, Yn} are also convergent. (See Exercise 2.2.16.) .'
23. Show that if (xn), (yn), (zn) are convergent sequences, then the sequence (wn) defined by
W := mid{x , y ,z }is also convergent. (See Exercise 2.2.17.)n n n n
Section 3.3 MonotoneSequences
.
Until now,we have obtainedseveralmethodsof showingthat a sequenceX = (x ) of real. n
numbers is convergent:
(i) We can use Definition 3.1.3 or Theorem 3.1.5 directly. This is often (but not
always) difficult to do.
(ii) We can dominate IXn- x Iby a multiple of the terms in a sequence (an) known
to converge to 0, and employ Theorem 3.1.10.
(iii) We can identify X as a sequence obtained from other sequences that are known
to be convergent by taking tails, algebraic combinations, absolute values, or square roots,
and employ Theorems 3.1.9, 3.2.3, 3.2.9, or 3.2.10.
(iv) We can "squeeze" X between two sequences that converge to the same limit and
use Theorem 3.2.7.
(v) We can use the "ratio test" of Theorem 3.2.11.
Except for (iii), all of these methods require that we already know (or at least suspect) the
value of the limit, and we then verify that our suspicion is correct.
There are many instances, however, in which there is no obvious candidate for the limit
of a sequence, even though a preliminary analysis may suggest that convergence is likely. In
this and the next two sections, we shall establish results that can be used to show a sequence
is convergent even though the value of the limit is not known. The method we introduce in
this section is more restricted in scope than the methods we give in the next two, but it is
much easier to employ. It applies to sequences that are monotone in the following sense.
-- - --- -- -- - -
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3.3.1 Definition Let X = (xn) be a sequence of real numbers. We say that X is increasing
if it satisfies the inequalities .
XI < X2 < .. . < x < X I < . . . .- - - n - n+ -
We say that X is decreasing if it satisfies the inequalities
We say that X is monotone if it is either increasing or cJecreasing.
The following sequences are increasing:
(1,2,3,4, . . " n, . . '),
( 2 3 n )a,a ,a ,"',a ,'"
(1,2,2,3,3,3, .. '),
if a>1.
The following sequences are decreasing:
(1,1/2, 1/3, "', I/n, .. '), (1,1/2,1/22, "', I/2n-l, .. '),
(b, b2, b3, .. . , bn, .. .) if 0 < b < 1.
The following sequences are not monotone:
(+ 1, -1, ,: i, . . . , (_l)n+1, . . .) , (-1, +2, -3"", (_l)nn...)
The following sequences are not monotone, but they are "ultimately" monotone:
(7,6,2,1,2,3,4, ..0, (-2,0, 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, . . .).
3.3.2 Monotone Convergence Theorem A monotone sequence of real numbers is con-
vergent if and only if it is bounded. Further:
(a) If X = (xn) is a bounded increasing sequence, then
lim(xn) = sup{xn : n EN}.
(b) If Y = (yn) is a bounded decreasing sequence, then
lim(yn) = inf{Yn: n EN}.
Proof. It was seen in Theorem 3.2.2 that a convergent sequence must be bounded.
Conversely, let X be a bounded monotone sequence. Then X is either increasing or
decreasing.
(a) We first treat the case where X = (xn) is a bounded, increasing sequence. Since
X is bounded, there exists a real number M such that xn ::: M for all n EN. According to
the CompletenessProperty2.3.6, the supremumx* = sup{xn: n E N} exists in JR;we will
show that x* = lim(xn).
If £ > 0 is given, then x* - £ is not an upper bound of the set {xn : n EN}, and hence
there exists a member of set xK such that x* - £ < XK' The fact that X is an increasing
sequence implies that x K ::: xn whenever n ~ K, so that
.
x* - £ < XK ::: xn ::: x* < x* + £ for all n ~ K.
Therefore we have
for all n ~ K.
_ Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that (xn) converges to x*.
.. - ..-
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(b) If Y = (Yn)is a boundeddecreasing~equence,then it is clearthat X := -Y =
(- Yn) is a bounded increasing sequence. It was shown in part (a) that lim X = sup{- Yn :
n E N}. Now lim X = - lim Y and also, by Exercise 2.4.4(b), we have
sup{-Yn : n EN} = -inf{Yn : n EN}.
Thereforelim Y = -limX = inf{Yn: n EN}. Q.E.D.
The Monotone Convergence Theorem establishes the existence of the limit of a
bounded monotone sequence. It also gives us a way of calculating the limit of the se-
quence provided we can evaluate the supremum in case (a), or the infimum in case (b).
Sometimes it is difficult to evaluate this supremum (or infimum), but once we know that it
exists, it is often possible to evaluate the limit by other methods.
.
3.3.3 Examples (a) limO I..jn) =O.
It is possible to handle this sequence by using Theorem 3.2.10; however, we shall
use the Monotone Convergence Theorem. Clearly 0 is a lower bound for the set {I/..jn:
n E N}, and it is not difficult to show that 0 is the infimum of the set {Il..jn: n e N};hence
0= lim(1I..jn).
On the other hand, once we know that X := (I/..jn) is bounded and decreasing, we
know that it converges to some real number x. Since X = (1I ..jn) converges to x, it follows
from Theorem 3.2.3 that X . X = (1 In) converges to x2. Therefore x2 = 0, whencex = O.
(b) Letxn := 1+ 1/2 + 1/3 + ... + I/n forn EN.
Since xn+1 = xn + I/(n + 1) > xn'weseethat(xn) is an increasingsequence.By the
Monotone Convergence Theorem 3.3.2, the question of whether the sequence is convergent
or not is reduced to the question of whether the sequence is bounded or not. Attempts to use
direct numerical calculations to arrive at a conjecture concerning the possible boundedness
of the sequence (xn) lead to inconclusive frustration. A computer run will reveal the
approximate values xn ~ 11.4 for n = 50,000, and xn ~ 12.1 for n = 100,000. Such
numerical facts may lead the casual observer to conclude that the sequence is bounded.
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Since (xn) is unbounded, Theorem 3.2.2 implies that it is divergent.
The terms xn increase extremely slowly. For example, it can be shown that to achieve
xn > 50 would entail approximately 5.2 x 1021additions, and a normal computer perform-
ing 400 million additions a second would require more than 400,000 years to perform
the calculation (there are 31,536,000 seconds in a year). Even a supercomputer that can
perform more than a trillion additions a second, would take more than 164 years to reach
that modest goal. 0
Sequences that are defined inductively must be treated differently. If such a sequence





For example, suppose that convergence has been established for the sequence (xn)
defined by
. 1
xn+1= 2 + -, n eN.
xn
If we let x = lim(xn), then we also have x = lim(xn+1)since the I-tail (xn+1)converges
to the same limit. Further, we see that xn > 2, so that x :f:.0 and xn =1=0 for all n eN.
Therefore,we may applythe limit theorems for sequencesto obtain
. 1 1
x = lim(xn+1) = 2 + 1. ( ) = 2 +-.1m Xn X
Thus, the limit x is a solution of the quadratic equation x2 - 2x - 1 = 0, and sincex must
be positive, we find that the limit of the sequence is x = 1 + .J2.
Of course, the issue of convergence must not be ignored or casually assumed. For ex-
ample, if we assumed the sequence (Yn) defined by Yl := 1, Yn+1:= 2Yn + 1 isconvergent
with limit y, then we would obtain Y = 2Y + 1, so that Y = -1. Of course, this is absurd.
In the following examples, we employ this method of evaluating limits, but only after
- carefully establishing convergence using the Monotone Convergence Theorem. A<;lditional
examples of this type will be given in Section 3.5. .
3.3.4 Examples (a) Let Y = (Yn)be definedinductivelyby Yl := 1, Yn+1:= !(2Yn +
3) for n ::: 1. We shall show that lim Y = 3/2.
Direct calculation shows that Y2 = 5/4. Hence we have Yl < Y2 < 2. We show, by
Induction, that Yn < 2 for all n e N. Indeed, this is true for n = 1,2. If Yk < 2 holds for
- some keN, then
Yk+1 = !(2Yk + 3) < !(4 + 3) = ~ < 2,
so that Yk+l < 2. Therefore Yn < 2 for all n e N.
Wenowshow,byInduction,thatYn < Yn+1for alln eN. Thetruthof thisassertionhas
been verified for n = 1.Now suppose that Yk < Yk+1for some k; then 2Yk + 3 < 2Yk+l + 3,
whence it follows that
.
Yk+1 = !(2Yk + 3) < !(2Yk+1+ 3) = Yk+2.
Thus Yk < Yk+1implie~ that Yk+1 < Yk+2. TherefQre Yn < Yn+1for all n e N.
We have shown that the sequence Y = (Yn) is increasing and bounded above by 2.
It follows from the Monotone Convergence Theorem that Y converges to a limit that is
at most 2. In this case it is not so easy to evaluate lim(yn) by calculating sup{Yn: n eN}.
However, there is another way to evaluate its limit. Since Yn+l = !(2Yn + 3) for all n eN,
the nth term in the I-tail Y1of Y has a simple algebraic relation to the nth term of Y. Since,
by Theorem 3.1.9, we have Y := lim Y1 = lim Y, it therefore follows from Theorem 3.2.3
_ (why?)that
Y = !(2y + 3),
- from which it follows that Y = 3/2.
(b) Let Z = (zn) be the sequenceof real numbers definedby Zl := 1, zn+l := ..j2zn for
- 1 e N. We will showthat lim(zn) =2.
Note that Zl = 1 and ~ = .J2; hence 1 ::: Zl < Z2 < 2. We claim that the sequence
?: is increasing and bounded above by 2. To show this we will show, by Induction, that
-- --- - - -
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1 < Zn < Zn+l < 2 for all n EN. This fact has been verified for n = 1. Suppose that it is
true for n = k; then 2 ~ 2zk < 2zk+1 < 4, whence it follows (why?) that
1 < ..,fi ~ Zk+1 =A < zk+2 = J2Zk+1 < .J4= 2.
[In this last step we have used Example 2.1.13(a).] Hence the validity of the inequality 1 ~
zk < zk+1 < 2 implies the validity of 1 ~ zk+l < Zk+2< 2. Therefore 1 ~ zn < zn+l < 2
for all n EN.
Since Z = (zn) is a bounded increasing sequence, it follows from the Monotone
Convergence Theorem that it converges to a number Z := sup{zn}'It may be shown directly
that sup{zn}= 2, so that Z = 2. Alternatively we may use the method employed in part (a).
The relation zn+1 = J2zn gives a relation between the nth term of the I-tail Z 1of Z and the
nth term of Z. By Theorem 3.1.9, we have limZ1 = Z = limZ. Moreover, by Theorems
3.2.3 and 3.2.10, it follows that the limit Zmust satisfy the relation
Z = .J2Z.
Hence Zmust satisfy the equation z2 = 2z which has the roots z = 0, 2. Since the terms of
z = (zn) all satisfy 1 ~ zn ~ 2, it follows from Theorem 3.2.6 that we must have 1 < z ~ 2.
Therefore z = 2. 0.
The Calculation of Square Roots
We now give an applicationof the MonotoneConvergenceTheoremto the calculationof
square roots of positivenumbers.
.
3.3.5 Example Let a > 0; we will construct a sequence (sn) of real numbers that con-
verges to .,fa.
Let sl > 0 be arbitrary and define sn+l := !(sn + ajsn) for n EN. We now show that
the sequence (sn) converges to .,fa. (This process for calculating square roots was known
in Mesopotamia before 1500 B.C.)
We first show that s; ~ a for n ~ 2. Since sn satisfies the quadratic equation s; -
2sn+1sn+ a =0, this equation has a real root. Hence the discriminant 4S;+1- 4a must be
nonnegative;that is, s;+1~ a for n ~ 1.
To see that (sn)is u1t~ing, we note that for n > 2 we have
S - S = S _! (s + !:)= ! . (s; - a) > O.n n+1 n 2 n S 2 S -n n
Hence, sn+l ~ sn for all n ~ 2. The Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that S :=
lim(sn) exists. Moreover, from Theorem 3.2.3, the limit S must satisfy the relation
S = ~ (s+;),
whence it follows (why?) that S = ajs or S2 = a. Thus S = .,fa.
For the purposes of calculation, it is often important to have an estimate of how rapidly
the sequence (sn)convergesto .,fa. As above,we have .,fa ~ sn for all n > 2, whence it
follows that ajsn ~ .,fa ~ sn' Thus we have
o < sn- ,Ja ~ sn- ajsn = (s~- a)jsn for n > 2.




We conclude this section by introducing a sequence that convergesto one of the most
important"transcendental" numbersin mathematics,secondin importanceonly to 7f.
3.3.6 Example Let en := (1 + l/n)n for n EN. We will now show that the sequence
E = (en) is bounded and increasing;hence it is convergent.The limit of this sequenceis
the famousEulernumbere, whose approximatevalue is 2.718281828459045..., which
is taken as the base of the "natural" logarithm.
If we apply the BinomialTheorem,we have
(
1
)n n 1 n(n - 1) 1 n(n - l)(n - 2) 1e = 1+- =1+-.-+ .-+ .-n n 1 n 2! n2 3! n3
n(n - 1) .. .2 . 1 1+...+ '-.
n! nn
If we divide the powers of n into the terms in the numerators of the binomial coefficients,
we get
Similarly we have
e = 1+ 1+ 2. (1 - ~ )+ 2. (1 - ~ )(1 - ~ )n+l 2! n + 1 3! n + 1 n + 1
+ . .. + 2. (1 - ~ )(1 - ~ ). . . (1 - ~ )n! n+l n+l n+l
+ 1 (1 _ ~ )(1 - ~ )0. . (1 _ ~ ).. ...0 n+l n+l n+l
- Note that the expression for en contains n + 1 terms, while that for en+1 contains n + 2
terms. Moreover, each term appearing in en is less than or equal to the corresponding term
_ in en+1'and en+1has one more positive term. Therefore we have 2 ::: e1 < e2 < . .. < en <
en+1 < .. . , SOthat the terms of E are increasing.
To show that the terms of E are bounded above, we note that if p = 1,2, ..., n, then
-(1 - p/n) < 1. Moreover 2P-1 ::: p! [see 1.2.4(e)] so that 1/p! ::: 1/2P-1. Therefore, if
n > 1, then we have
t
1 1 1
2 < e < 1+ 1 + - + - + "'+-.
n 2 22 2n-1
-Since it can be verified that [see 1.2.4(f)]
1 1 1 1
-+-+...+-=1--<1
2 22 2n-1 2n-l'
we deduce that 2 < en < 3 for all n EN. The Monotone Convergence Theorem implies
Jhat the sequence E converges to a real number that is between 2 and 3. We define the
lUmber e to be the limit of this sequence.
By refining our estimates we can find closer rational approximations to e, but we cannot
-~valuate it exactly, since e is an irrational number. However, it is possible to calculate e to
as many decimal places as desired. The reader should use a calculator (or a computer) to
A.valuateen for "large" values of n. 0
------
. --
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Leonhard Euler
Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) was born near Basel, Switzerland. His clergy-
man father hoped that his son would follow him into the ministry, but when
Euler entered the University of Basel at age 14, his mathematical talent was
noted by Johann Bernoulli, who became his mentor. In 1727, Euler went
to Russia to join Johann's son, Daniel, at the new St. Petersburg Academy.
There he met and married Katharina Gsell, the daughter of a Swiss artist.
During their long marriage they had 13 children, but only five survived
childhood.
In 1741, Euler accepted an offer from Frederick the Great to join the Berlin Academy, where
he stayed for 25 years. During this period he wrote landmark books on calculus and a steady stream
of papers. In response to a request for instruction in science from the Princess of Anhalt-Dessau,
he wrote a multi-volume work on science that became famous under the title Letters to a German
Princess.
In 1766, he returned to Russia at the invitation of Catherine the Great. His eyesight had
deteriorated over the years, and soon after his return to Russia he became totally blind. Incredibly,
his blindness made little impact on his mathematical output, for he wrote several books and over
400paperswhileblind.Heremainedbusyand activeuntilthe dayof his death.
Euler's productivity was remarkable: he wrote textbooks on physics, algebra, calculus, real
and complex analysis, analytic and differential geometry, and the calculus of variations. He also
wrote hundreds of original papers, many of which won prizes. A current edition of his con.~ted
works consists of 74 volumes.
Exercises for Section 3.3
Let x I := 8 and xn+1:= tXn + 2 for n E N. Show that (xn) is bounded and monotone. Find the
limit.
Let x I > 1 and xn+I := 2 - 1/XIIfor n EN. Show that (xn) is bounded and monotone. Find the
limit. .
Let XI 2: 2 and xn+1:= 1 + JXn - 1 for n EN. Show that (xn) is decreasing and bounded
below by 2. Find the limit.
LetXI := 1andxn+1:= J2 + xn forn E N. Showthat (xn)convergesandfindthe limit.
Let YI := -JP, where.p > 0, and Yn+1:= Jp + Yn for n EN. Show that (Yn) converges and
find the limit. [Hint:One upper bound is 1 + 2-JP.]
Let a > 0 and let ZI > O.Define zn+1 := Ja + zn for n E N. Show that (zn) converges and find
the limit.
Let XI := a > 0 and xn+1:= xn + l/xn for n EN. Determine if (xn) converges or diverges.
Let (a ) be an increasing sequence, (b ) a decreasing sequence, and assume that a < b forn n n - n
alln E N.Showthatlim(an) ~ lim(bn),and therebydeducetheNestedIntervalsProperty2.5.2
from the Monotone Convergence Theorem 3.3.2.
9. Let A be an infinite subset of R that is bounded above and let u := sup A. Show there exists an
increasing sequence (x ) with X E A for all n EN such that u = lim(x ).n n n
10. Let (xn) be a bounded sequence, and for each n EN let sn := sup{xk : k 2: n} and tn := inf{xk :
k 2: n}. Prove that (sn) and (tn) are monotone and convergent. Also prove that if 1im(sn) =
lim(t ), then (x ) is convergent. [One calls limes ) the limit superior of (x ), and lim(t ) then n n n n
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11. Establish the convergence or the divergence of the sequence (Yn), where
1 1 1
Y:=-+-+"'+-
n n+l n+2 2n
12. Letxn:= 1/12 + 1/22 +... + I/n2 for each n eN. Prove that (xn) is increasing and bounded,
and hence converges. [Hint:Note that if k ::: 2, then 1/ k2 ::: 1/ k(k - 1) = I/(k - 1) - 1/ k.]
for n e N.
13. Establishthe convergenceandfindthe limitsof thefollowingsequences.
(a) (0 + I/n)n+1), (b) (0 + I/n)2n),
(c) ((1 + n ~ I)n). (d) (O-I/n)n).
14. Use the methodin Example3.3.5to calculate,.fi, correctto within4 decimals.
15. Use the methodin Example3.3.5to calculate,J5, correctto within5 decimals.
16. Calculatethe numberen in Example3.3.6forn = 2,4, 8, 16.
17. Use a calculator to compute en for n = 50; n = 100, and n = 1,000.
Section 3.4 _' Subsequences and the Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem
In this section we will introduce the notion of a subsequence of a sequence of real numbers.
Informally, a subsequence of a sequence is a selection of terms from the given sequence
such that the selected terms form a new sequence. Usually the selection is made for a definite
purpose. For example, subsequences are often useful in establishing the convergence or the
divergence of the sequence. We will also prove the important existence theorem known as
the Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem, which will be used to establish a number of significant
results.
3.4.1 Definition Let X = (xn) be a sequence of real numbers and let n1 < n2 < .. . <
nk < . . .beastri$ ~c~a~~ ~quenceofnaturalnumbers.ThenthesequenceX' = (xnk)
given by
t
is called a subsequence of X.
For example, if X := (t, ~, l, . . .), then the selection of even indexed terms produces
the subsequence
I (
1 1 1 1
)X = 2' 4' 6' .. " 2k' ... ,
where n1 = 2, n2 =4, "', nk = 2k, Other subsequencesof X = (lfn) are the fol-
lowing:
(~,~,~, "', 2k~ 1'..-), (;!' :!' ~!' "', (2~)!'''-)'
The following sequences are not subsequences of X = (lfn):
(~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, .. -) , (~, 0, ~,o, ~, 0, . . -) .
- -- - --- -
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A tail of a sequence (see 3.1.8) is a special type of subsequence. In fact, the m-tail
corresponds to the sequence. of indices
n1 = m + 1,n2 = m + 2, "', nk = m + k, .. '.
But, clearly, not every subsequence of a given sequence need be a tail of the sequence.
Subsequences of convergent sequences also converge to the same limit, as we now
show.
3.4.2 Theorem If a sequence X = (xn) of realnumbers convergesto a realnumberx,
then any subsequence X' = (xn ) of X also converges to X.k
Proof. Let e > 0 be given and let K(e) be such that if n ~ K(e), then IXn- xl < e.
Since n 1 < n2 < . . . < nk < . . . is an increasing sequence of natural numbers, it is easily
proved (by Induction) that nk ~ k. Hence, if k ~ K(e), we also have nk > k ~ K(e) so
that Ix - x I < e. Therefore the subsequence(xn ) also converges to x. Q.E.D.nk k
t
3.4.3 Example (a) lim(bn) = 0 if 0 <Jb < 1.
We have already seen, in Example3.1.11(b), that if 0 < b < I and if xn := bn, then
it follows from Bernoulli's Inequality that lim(xn) = O.Alternatively,we see that since
o < b < 1, then xn+1= bn+1< bn = xn so that the sequence (xn) is decreasmg. It is
also clear that 0 < xn ::: 1, so it follows from the MonotoneConvergenceTheorem 3.3.2
that the sequence is convergent.Let x := limxn. Since (x2n) is a subsequenceof (xn)
it follows from Theorem 3.4.2 that x = lim(x2n)'Moreover,it followsfromthe relation
x2n = b2n = (bn)2 = x; and Theorem3.2.3that
x = lim(x2n)= (lim(xn»)2= x2.
Therefore we must either have x = 0 or x = 1. Since the sequence (xn) is decreasing and
bounded above by b < 1, we deduce that x = O.
(b) lim(c1/n) = 1 for c > 1.
This limit has been obtained in Example 3.1.11(c) for c > 0, using a rather ingenious
argument. We give here an alternative approach for the case c > 1. Note that if zn := c1/n,
then zn > 1 and zn+1 < zn for all n EN. (Why?) Thus by the Monotone Convergence
Theorem, the limit Z := lim(zn) exists. By Theorem 3.4.2, it follows that Z = lim(~n)' In
addition, it follows from the relation .
~ = c1/2n = (c1/n)I/2 = z~/2
and Theorem 3.2.10 that
Z = lim(~) = (lim(zn») 1/2 = ZI/2.
Therefore we have r = Zwhence it follows that either z =0 or z = 1. Since zn > 1 for all
n EN, we deduce that z = 1.
We leaveit as an exerciseto the reader to considerthe case 0 < c < 1. 0
The following result is based on a careful negation of the definition of lim(xn) =x. It
leads to a convenient way to establish the divergence of a sequence.
3.4.4 Theorem Let X = (xn) be a sequence of real numbers. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) The sequenceX = (xn) doesnot converge to x E JR.-- -- --- -- --- --
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(ii) There exists an EO> 0 such that for any kEN, there exists nk E N such that nk ::: k
and IXn - xl> EO.k -
(ill) There exists an EO> 0 and a subsequence X' = (xn) of X such that IXnk- x I::: EO
for allkEN.
Proof. (i) => (ii) If (xn) does not converge to x, then for some EO> 0 it is impossible to
find a natural number k such that for all n ::: k the terms xn satisfy IXn- xl < EO.That is,
for each kEN it is not true that for all n 2: k the inequality IXn- x I< EOholds. In other
words,for each kEN there exists a natural numbernk 2: k such that IXn - x I::: EO.k
(ii) => (iii) Let EObe as in (ii) and let nl E N be such that nl > I and IXn - xl ::: EO.I
Nowlet n2 E N be such that n2 > nl and IXn2- xl ::: EO;let n3 E N be such that n3 > n2
and Ix - xl ::: EO.Continue in this way to obtain a subsequenceX' = (xn ) of X suchn3 k
that IXn - xl > EOfor all kEN.k
(iii) => (i) SupposeX = (x ) has a subsequenceX' = (xn ) satisfying the conditionn k
in (iii). Then X cannot converge to x; for if it did, then, by Theorem 3.4.2, the subsequence
X' would also converge to x. But this is impossible, since none of the terms of X' belongs
to the Eo-neighborhood of x. Q.E.D..
Since all subsequences of a convergent sequence must converge to the same limit,
we have part (i) in the following result. Part (ii) follows from the fact that a convergent
sequence is bounded.
3.4.5 Divergence Criteria If a sequence X = (xn) of real numbers has either of the
following properties, then X is divergent.
(i) X has two convergentsubsequencesX' = (xn ) and X" = (xr ) whose limits are notk k
_ equal.
(ii) X is unbounded.
3.4.6 Examples (a) The sequence X := «_In» is divergent.
The subsequenceX' := «_1)2n) = (1, 1, ...) convergesto 1, and the subsequence
X" := «_I)2n-I) = (-1, -1,...) convergesto -1. Therefore,we conclude from Theo-
rem 3.4.5(i)that X is divergent.
- (b) The sequence (1, !' 3, l, . ..) is divergent.
This is the sequence Y = (Yn), where Yn = n if n is odd, and Yn= I/n if n is even.
It can easily be seen that Y is not bounded. Hence, by Theorem3.4.5(ii), the sequenceis
divergent.
_ (c) ThesequenceS := (sinn) is divergent.
This sequenceis not so easy to handle. In discussingit we must, of course, makeuse
of elementary properties of the sine function. We recall that sin(1l'16)= ! =sin(51l'16)
--and that sin x > ! for x in the interval II := (1l'16,51l'16).Since the length of II is 51l'16-
1l'I 6 =21l'13> 2, there are at least two natural numbers lying inside II; we let n I be the
~firstsuch number. Similarly, for each kEN, sinx > ! for x in the interval
lk := (1l'/6 + 21l'(k - 1), 51l'/6 + 21l'(k- 1»).
Since the length of Ik is greater than 2, there are at least two natural numbers lying inside
/k; we let nk be the first one. The subsequence S' := (sinnk) of S obtained in this way has
the property that all of its values lie in the interval [!' 1].
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Similarly, if kEN and Jk is the interval
Jk := (77r/6 + 27r(k - I), 117r/6 + 27r(k - I»),
then it is seen that sin x < -! for all x E Jk and the length of Jk is greater than 2. Let mk
be the first natural number lying in Jk. Then the subsequence S" := (sin mk) of S has the
property that all of its values lie in the interval [-I, -!].
. Given any real number c, it is readily seen that at least one of the subsequences S'
and S" lies entirely outside of the !-neighborhood of c. Therefore c cannot be a limit of S.
Since c E 1Ris arbitrary, we deduce that S is divergent. 0
The Existence of Monotone Subsequences
While not every sequence is a monotone sequence, we will now show that every sequence
has a monotone subsequence.
3.4.7 Monotone Subsequence Theorem If X = (xn)is a sequenceof realnumbers,then
there is a subsequence of X that is monotone.
Proof. For the purPose of this proof, we will say that the mth term xm is a "peak" if
xm > xn for all n such that n ::: m. (That is, xm is never exceeded by any term that follows
it in the sequence.) Note that, in a decreasing sequence, every term is a peak, while in an
increasing sequence, no term is a peak.
We will consider two cases, depending on whether X has infinitely many, or finitely
many, peaks.
Case 1: X has infinitely many peaks. In this case, we list the peaks by increasing
subscripts: xm ,xm ' . . ., xm , Since each term is a peak, we have'2 k
a
Therefore, the subsequence (x .) of peaks is a decreasing subsequence of X.
mk
Case 2: X has a finite number (possibly zero) of peaks. Let these peaks be .listed by
increasing subscripts: xm ,xm ' . . . ,xm . Let sl := mr + 1be the first index beyond the last".]. r
peak. Since x s is not a peak, there exists s2 > sI such that x s < Xs . Sincexs is not a peak,
there exists S31> s2 such that Xs < Xs . Continuing in this' way, ~e obtain2an increasing2 3
subsequence (xs ) of X. Q.E.D.k
It is not difficult to see that a given sequence may have one subsequence that is
increasing, and another subsequence that is decreasing.
The Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem
We will now use the Monotone Subsequence Theorem to prove the Bolzano- Weierstrass
Theorem, which states that every bounded sequence has a convergent subsequence. Because
of the importance of this theorem we will also give a second proof of it based on the Nested
Interval Property.
3.4.8 The Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem A bounded sequence of real numbers has a
convergent subsequence.
First Proof. It follows from the Monotone Subsequence Theorem that if X = (xn) is
a bounded sequence, then it has a subsequenceX' = (x ) that is monotone. Since thisnk
-- -- --- -- - -----
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subsequence is also bounded, it follows from the Monotone Convergence Theorem 3.3.2
that the subsequence is convergent. Q.E.D.
Second Proof. Since the set of values {xn : n E N} is bounded, this set is contained in an
interval II := [a, b]. We take nl := 1.
We now bisect II into two equal subintervals If and If', and divide the set of indices
{n EN: n > I} into two parts:
Al := {n EN: n > nl' xn E la, BI = {n EN: n > nl' Xn Elf'}.
If Al is infinite, we take 12 := If and let n2 be the smallest natural number in AI' (See
1.2.1.) If Al is a finite set, then BI must be infinite, and we take 12 := I{' and let n2 be the
smallest natural number in B I'
We now bisect 12 into two equal subintervals I~ and I~', and divide the set {n EN:
n > n2} into two parts:
A2 = {n EN: n > n2, xn E I~}, B2 := {n EN: n > n2, xn E In
If A2 is infinite, we take 13 := I~ and let n3 be the smallest natural number in A2. If A2 is a
finite set, then B2 must be infinite, and we take 13 := I~' and let n3 be the smallest natural
number in B2.
We continue in this way to obtain a sequence of nested intervals II :> 12 :> . . . :> Ik :>
.. . and a subsequence (xn) of X such that xnk E Ik for kEN. Since the length of Ik is
equal to (b - a) /2k-1 , it follows from Theorem 2.5.3 that there is a (unique) common point
~ E Ik for all kEN. Moreover, since xn and ~ both belong to Ik' we havek
IXn - ~I::::: (b - a)/2k-l,k
whence it follows that the subsequence (xn ) of X converges to ~. Q.E.D.k
Theorem 3.4.8 is sometimes called the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theoremfor sequences,
because there is another version of it that deals with bounded sets in IR(see Exercise 11.2.6).
It is readily seen that a bounded sequence can have various subsequences that converge
to different limits or even diverge.For example, the sequence « _1)n) has subsequences
that converge to -1, other subsequences that converge to + 1, and it has subsequences that
diverge.
Let X be a sequence of real numbers and let X' be a subsequence of X. Then X' is a
sequence in its own right, and so it has subsequences. We note that if X" is a subsequence
of X', then it is also a subsequence of X.
8
3.4.9 Theorem Let X = (xn) be a bounded sequence of realnumbers and let x E IRhave
the property that every convergent subsequence of X converges to x. Then the sequence X
converges to x.
Proof. Suppose M > 0 is a bound for the sequence X so that IXnI ::::: M for all n E N.
If X does not converge to x, then Theorem 3.4.4 implies that there exist EO> 0 and a
subsequenceX' = (x ) of X such thatnk .
(1) IXnk - xl :::: EO for all kEN.
Since X' is a subsequence of X, the number M is also a bound for X'. Hence the Bolzano-
Weierstrass Theorem implies that X' has a convergent subsequence X". Since X" is also a
subsequence of X, it converges to x by hypothesis. Thus, its terms ultimately belong to the
Eo-neighborhood of x, contradicting (1). Q.E.D.-- - - - -
- ....
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.-}- "1Exercises for Section 3.4
::1.
K 1 ' aiv<:_~ ~~P1e of an unbounded sequence that has a convergent subsequence.
2. Use the method of Example 3.4.3(b) to show that if 0 < c < 1, then lim(cl/n) = 1.
3. Let Un) be the Fibonacci sequence of Example 3.I.2(d), and let xn := fn+,/fn. Given that
lim(x ) = L exists, determine the value of L.n._.
4. Show that the following sequences are divergent.
(a) (1 - (_1)n + l/n), (b) (sinmr/4).
5. Let X = (xn) and Y = (Yn) be given sequences, and let the "shuffled" sequence Z = (zn) be
defined by z, := xI' z2 := YI' "', z2n_1 := xn' ~ := Yn, Show that Z is convergent if and
only if both X and Y are convergent and 1imX = 1imY.
6. Let x := nl/n for n EN.n
(a) Show that xn+1< xn if and only if (1 + l/n)n < n, and infer that the inequality is valid
for n 2: 3. (See Example 3.3.6.) Conclude that (xn) is ultimately decreasing and that
x := lim(x ) exists.n
(b) Use the fact that the subsequence (x2n) also converges to x to conclude that x = 1.
7. Establishthe convergenceand findthe limitsof the followingsequences:
(a) ((1 + l/n2)n2), (b) ((1 + 1/2n)n), .
(c) ((1 + l/n2)2n2), (d) ((1 + 2/nt).
Determine the limits of the following.
(a) (3n) 1/2n), (b) ((1 + 1/2n)3n).
Suppose that every subsequence of X = (xn) has a subsequence that converges to O. Show that
limX = O.
Let (xn)be a boundedsequenceand for each n E N let sn := sup{xk:k 2: n} and S := inf{sn}'
Show that there exists a subsequence of (xn) that converges to S.
Supposethatxn 2: 0 for all n EN andthat lim (-ltxJ exists.Showthat (xn)converges.
Show that if (x ) is unbounded', then there exists a subsequence (x ) such that lim(1/x ) = O.
n nk nk
If xn := (_1)n In, find the subsequence of (xn) that is constructed in the second proof of the
Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem 3.4.8, when we take II := [-1, 1].
Let (xn) be a bounded sequence and let S := sup{xn:n EN}. Show that if S ffi{xn:n EN}, then
there is a subsequence of (xn) that converges to s.
Let (I ) be a nested sequence of closed bounded intervals. For each n E N, let x E I . Use then n n
Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem to give a proof of the Nested Intervals Property 2.5.2.
Give an example to show that Theorem 3.4.9 fails if the hypothesis that X is a bounded sequence
is dropped.
-- --
Section 3.5 The Cauchy Criterion
The Monotone Convergence Theorem is extraordinarily useful and important, but it has the
significant drawback that it applies only to sequences that are monotone. It is important for
us to have a condition implying the convergence of a sequence that does not require us to
know the value of the limit in advance, and is not restricted to monotone sequences. The
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3.5.1 Definition A sequence X = (xn) of real numbers is said to be a Cauchy sequence
if for every e > 0 there exists a natural number H (e) such that for all natural numbers
n, m 2: H(e), the terms xn' xm satisfy IXn- xml < e. .
The significance of the concept of Cauchy sequence lies in the main theorem of this
section, which asserts that a sequence of real numbers is convergent if and only if it is a
Cauchy sequence. This will give us a method of proving a sequence converges without
knowing the limit of the sequence.
However, we will first highlight the definition of Cauchy sequence in the following
examples.
3.5.2 Examples (a) The sequence (l/n) is a Cauchy sequence.
If e > 0 is given, we choose a natural number H = H(e) such that H > 2/e. Then
if m, n 2: H, we have l/n ::: 1/ H < e/2 and similarly l/m < e/2. Therefore, it follows




< ~+ 2. < :. + :. = e.
n m -n m 2 2
Since e ::>.0is arbitrary, we conclude that (1/ n) is a ~uchy sequence.
(b) The sequence (1 + (_I)n) is not a Cauchy sequence.
The negation of the definition of Cauchy sequence is: There exists eo > 0 such that for
every H there exist at least one n > H and at least one m > H such that IXn- xmI2:eo'
For the terms x := 1+ (_I)n, we observethat if n is even, then x = 2 and x +1 = O.Ifn n n
we take eo = 2, then for any H we can choose an even number n > H and let m := n + 1
~ to get
IXn - xn+ll = 2 = eo.
We conclude that (xn) is not a Cauchy sequence. o
Remark We emphasize that to prove a sequence (xn) is a Cauchy sequence, we may
not assume a relationship between m and n, since the required inequality IXn- xmI < e
must hold for all n, m 2: H(e). But to prove a sequence is not a Cauchy sequence, we may
specify a relation between nand m as long as arbitrarily large values of nand m can be
chosen so that IXn - xm I 2: eo'
.
Our goal is to show that the Cauchy sequences are precisely the convergent sequences.
We first prove that a convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence.
3.5.3 Lemma If X = (xn) is a convergent sequence of real numbers, then X is a Cauchy
sequence.
Proof. If x := limX, then given e > 0 there is a natural number K(e/2) such that if
-n > K(e/2) then IXn - xl < e/2. Thus, if H(e) := K(e/2) and if n, m > H(e), then we
have
IXn - xml = I(xn- x) + (x - xm)1
::: IXn - x I+ IXm- x I < e/2 + e/2 = e.
- Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that (xn) is a Cauchy sequence. Q.E.D.
..-- --
--.__. - __u
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In order to establish that a Cauchy sequence is convergent, we will need the following
result. (See Theorem 3.2.2.) .
3.5.4 Lemma A Cauchy sequenceof realnumbersis bounded.
Proof. Let X := (xn) be a Cauchy sequence and let e := 1. If H := H(1) and n 2: H,
then IXn - XHI < 1. Hence, by the Triangle Inequality, we have IXnI ::::IxHI + 1 for all
n 2: H. If we set
M := sup {lxII, Ix21,''', IXH_II,IxHI+ I},
then it follows that IXnI ::::M for all n e N.
We now present the important Cauchy Convergence Criterion.
Q.E.D.
3.5.5 Cauchy Convergence Criterion A sequence of real numbers is convergent if and
only if it is a Cauchy sequence.
Proof. We have seen, in Lemma 3.5.3, that a convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence.
Conversely, let X = (xn)be a Cauchy sequence; we will show that X is convergent to
some real number. First we observe from Lemma 3.5.4 that the sequence X is bounded.
Therefore, by the Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem 3.4.8, there is a subsequence X' = (xn )k
of X that converges to some real number x*. We shall complete the proof by showing that
X converges to x*.
Since X = (xn) is a Cauchy sequence, given e > 0 there is a natural number H(e/2)
such that if n, m 2: H(e/2) then
(1)
.
Since the subsequence X' = (xn ) converges to x*, there is a natural number K 2: H (e/2)k
belonging to the set {n I ' n 2' . . .}such that
IXK- x*1 < e/2.
Since K 2: H(e/2), it follows from (1) with m = K that
IXn - xKI < e/2
Therefore, ifn 2: H(e/2), we have
IXn- x*1= I(xn- xK) + (xK - x*)1
< IXn-xKI + IXK -x*1
< e/2 + e/2 = e.
for n 2: H(e/2).
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we infer that lim(xn) = x*. Therefore the sequence X is convergent.
Q.E.D.
We will now give some examples of applications of the Cauchy Criterion.
3.5.6 Examples (a) Let X = (xn) be defined by
1
xl := 1, x2 := 2, and xn := 2 (xn-2 + xn-I) for n > 2.
- -- - - - --- -
--
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. -.nbe shown by Induction that 1 ::::xn < 2 for all n E N. (Do so.) Some calculation shows
tat the sequence X is not monotone. However, since the terms are formed by averaging, it
;.~~adi1y seen that
1
IXn - xn+ll = 2n-1 for n E N.
Prove this by Induction.) Thus, if m > n, we may employ the Triangle Inequality to obtain










- 2n-1 2 2m-n-1 2n-2'
Therefore, given e > 0, if n is chosen so large that 1/2n < e/4 and if m 2: n, then it follows
t.h'lt IXn - xm I < e. Therefore, X is a Cauchy sequence in JR.By the Cauchy Criterion 3.5.5
.. ~ infer that the sequence X converges to a number x.
To evaluate the limit x, we might first "pass to the limit" in the rule of definition
-. = 4(xn-1 + xn-2) to conclude that x must satisfy the relation x = 4(x + x), which is
true, but not informative. Hence we must try something else. .
Since X converges to x, so does the subsequence X' with odd indices. By Induction,
Ulereader can establish that [see 1.2.4(f)]
1 1 1
x =1+-+-+...+-
2n+l 2 23 22n-l
= 1+ ~(1 - ~).3 4n
Jt follows from this (how?) that x = lim X = limX' = 1+ ~ = i.
~b) Let Y = (yn) be the sequence of real numbers given by
1 1 1 . 1 1 (_1)"+1
Yl := 1!' Y2:= 1! - 2!' "', Yn:= 1!- 2! + ... + ., ...
Clearly, Y is not a monotone sequence. However, if m > n, then
(_1)n+2 (_1)n+3 (_1)m+l
Ym - Yn = (n + 1)! + (n + 2)! +... + m! .
Since 2r-1 ::::r! [see 1.2.4(e)], it follows that if m > n, then (why?)
I 1 1
IYm-Ynl < 'n+ 1)! + (n+2)! +...+ m!
1 I 1 1
< 2n + 2n+1+... + 2m-1 < 2n-l .
Therefore, it follows that (yn) is a Cauchy sequence. Hence it converges to a limit y. At the
present moment we cannot evaluate Y directly; however, passing to the limit (with respect
-- to m) in the above inequality, we obtain
IYn- yl ::::1/2n-1.
Hence we can calculate Y to any desired accuracy by calculating the terms Yn for sufficiently
largen. The reader shoulddo this and showthat Y is approximatelyequal to 0.632120559.







)(c) The sequence - + - +... + - diverges.1 2 n
Let H := (hn) be the sequencedefinedby
111
h := - + - + .. .+ - for n E N
n 1 2 n '
which was considered in 3.3.3(b). If m > n, then
1 1
h -h =-+'''+-.
m n n+l m
Since each of these m - n tenns exceeds 11m, then hm - hn > (m - n)lm = 1 - nlm. In
particular,if m =2n we have h2n- hn > !.This showsthat H is not a Cauchy sequence
(why?); therefore H is not a convergentsequence. (In tenns that will be introduced in
Section3.7, we havejust provedthat the "hannonic series" L~l I/n is divergent.) 0
.
3.5.7 Definition Wesaythat a sequenceX = (xn)of real numbersis contractive if there
exists a constant C, 0 < C < 1, such that
IXn+2 - xn+11 :5 C IXn+1 - xn I
for all n § N. The number C is called the constant of the contractive sequence.
~ .3.5.8 Theorem vel}'contractivesequenceis a Cauchysequence, and thereforeis con-~/
Proof. If we successively apply the defining condition for a contractive sequence, we can
work our way back to the beginning of the sequence as follows:
IXn+2-xn+d:5 Clxn+l -Xnl:5 C21xn-xn-d
:5 C3lxn_1 - xn-21 :5 ... :5 cnlx2 - xII.
For m > n, we estimate IXm- .xn Iby first applying the Triangle Inequality and then using
the fonnula for the sum of a geometric progression (see 1.2.4(f». This gives
IXm- xnl :5 IXm- xm-d + IXm_1- xm-21+... + IXn+1 - xnl
:5 (Cm-2+ Cm-3+... + cn-l) IX2- xII
(
1 - cm-n
)=Cn-l 1- C IX2-xII
n-l (
1
) I:5 C 1 _ C IX2 - X I .
Since 0 < C < 1,we knowlim(Cn) = 0 [see3.1.11(b)].Therefore, we infer that (xn) is a
Cauchy sequence.It nowfollowsfromthe CauchyConvergenceCriterion 3.5.5. that (xn)
is a convergentsequence. Q.E.D.
In the process of calculating the limit of a contractive sequence, it is often very
important to have an estimateof the error at the nth stage. In the next result we give two
such estimates: the firstone involvesthe firsttwo tenns in the sequence and n; the second
one involves the difference xn - xn_l.
3.5.9 Corollary If X := (xn) is a contractive sequence with constant C, 0 < C < 1, and




(i) Ix. -xnl <
n-I
IC IX2- xI '- '--
C IXn- xn_ll.(ii)
Proof. From the preceding proof, if m > n, then IXm- xnl :s (Cn-I/(1- C»lx2 - xII.
If we let m -+ 00 in this inequality,we obtain (i).
To prove (ii), recall that if m > n, then
IXm - xnl :s IXm - xm-ti +... + IXn+1- xnl.
Since it is readily established, using Induction, that
IXn+k- xn+k-tI :::: Ck IXn - xn_ll,
we infer that
IXm- xnl < (Cm-n +... + C2+ C)lxn - xn_11
C< Ix -x I- 1 - C n n-I
We now let m -+ 00 in this inequalityto obtain assertion(ii). Q.E.D.
3.5.10 Example We are told that the cubic equation x3 -7x + 2 = 0 has a solution
between 0 and 1 and we wish to approximate this solution. This can be accomplished by
means of an iteration procedure as follows. We first rewrite the equation as x = (x3 + 2)/7
and use this to define a sequence. We assign to x I an arbitrary value between 0 and 1; and
then define
Xn+1 := ~(x~ + 2) for n E N.
Because 0 < XI < 1, it follows that 0 < xn < 1 for all n EN. (Why?) Moreover, we have





- I< ~I - I- 7 Xn+1 + Xn+IXn + Xn Xn+1 Xn - 7 Xn+1 xn'
Therefore,(xn)is acontractivesequenceandhencethereexistsr suchthat lim(xn) = r.1f we
pass to the limit on both sidesof the equalityxn+1= (x~+ 2)/7, we obtainr = (r3 + 2)/7
- and hence r3 - 7r + 2 =O.Thus r is a solution of the equation.
We can approximate r by choosing xI and calculatingx2' x3' ... successively.For
- example,if wetakexI = 0.5, we obtain (to nine decimal places):
.
X2 = 0.303571429,
x4 = 0.289 188016,
x6 = 0.289168571,
X3 = 0.289710830,
Xs = 0.289 169244,
etc.
- To estimate the accuracy,we note that IX2- x II < 0.2. Thus, aftern steps it followsfrom
Corollary 3.5.9(i) that we are sure that Ix. - xnl :s 3n-l/ (7n-2 .20). Thus, when n = 6,
- we are sure that
Ix. - x61:s 3s/(74.20) = 243/48020 < 0.0051.
Actually the approximation is substantially better than this. In fact, since IX6- xsi <
0.0000005, it followsfrom 3.5.9(ii)that Ix. - x61 :s ~lx6- xsi < 0.0000004. Hence the
- first fivedecimalplacesof x6 are correct. 0
-- ----
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Exercises for Section 3.5
1. Givean exampleof a boundedsequencethat is not a Cauchysequence. ( -l)





)(a) -, (b) 1+ ,. + .. .+,. .n . 2. n.
3. Show directly from the definition that the following are not Cauchy sequences.
( (l)n )(a) (_I)n), (b) n+-=;--, (c) (Inn).
Show directly from the definition that if (xn) and (yn) are Cauchy sequences, then (xn + Yn) and
(xnyn) are Cauchy sequences.
If xn := ..;n, show that (xn) satisfies lim IXn+1- xn I= 0, but that it is not a Cauchy sequence.
Let p be a given natural number.Give an exampleof a sequence(xn) that is not a Cauchy
sequence, but that satisfies lim Ixn+p - xn I= O.
Let (xn) be a Cauchy sequence such that xn is an integer for every n eN. Show that (xn) is
ultimately constant. .
Show directly that a bounded, monotone increasing sequence is a Cauchy sequence.
If 0 < r < 1 and IXn+1- xnI< rn for all n e N, showthat (xn)is a Cauchysequence.
If xI < x2 are arbitrary real numbers and xn := ~(xn_2 + xn_l) for n > 2, show that (xn) is
convergent. What is its limit?
If YI < Y2 are arbitrary real numbers and Yn := tYn-1 + jYn-2 for n > 2, show that (yn) is
convergent. What is its limit?
If xI > 0 and xn+1 := (2 + xn)-I for n 2: 1, show that (xn) is a contractive sequence. Find the
limit.
If xI := 2 and xn+1 := 2 + l/x~ for n 2: 1, show that (xn) is a contractive sequence. What is its
limit?
The polynomial equation x3 - 5x + 1= 0 has a root r with 0 < r < 1. Use an appropriate
contractive sequence to calculate r within 10-4.
Section 3.6 Properly Divergent Sequences
For certain purposes it is convenient to define what is meant for a sequence (xn) of real
numbers to "tend to :i:oo".
3.6.1 Definition Let (xn) be a sequence of real numbers.
(i) We say that (xn) tends to +00, and write lim(xn) = +00, if for every a E IRthere
exists a natural number K (a) such "thatif n .;:::K (a), then xn > a.
(ii) We say that (xn) tends to -00, and write lim(xn) = -00, if for every fJ E IR there
exists a natural number K (fJ) such that if n ;:::K (fJ), then xn < /3.
We say that (xn) is properly divergent in case we have either lim(xn) = +00 or
lim(xn) = -00.
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The reader should realize that we are using the symbols +00 and -00 purely as a con-
venient notation in the above expressions. Results that have been proved in earlier sections
for conventional limits lim(xn) = L (for L E JR)may not remaintrue whenlim(xn) = :1::00.
3.6.2 Examples (a) lim(n) = +00.
In fact, if a E JRis given,let K(a) be any natural number such that K(a) > a.
(b) lim(n2) = +00.
If K(a) is a natural number such that K(a) > a, and if n > K(a) then we have
n2 2: n > a.
(c) If c > 1, then lim(cn) = +00.
Let c = 1+ b, whereb > O.If a E JRis given, let K(a) be a natural number such that
K (a) > a/b. If n 2: K (a) it follows from Bernoulli's Inequality that
cn = (1 + bt 2: 1+ nb > I + a > a.
Therefore lim(cn) = +00. o
Monotone sequences are particularly simple in regard to their convergence. We have
seen"in the Monotone Convergence Theorem 3.3.2 that a monotone sequence is convergent
if and only if it is bounded. The next result is a reformulation of that result.
3.6.3 Theorem A monotone sequence of real numbers is properly divergent if and only
if it is unbounded.
(a) If(xn) is an unbounded increasing sequence, then lim(xn) = +00.
(b) If(xn) is an unbounded decreasing sequence, then lim(xn) = -00.
Proof. (a) Suppose that (xn) is an increasing sequence. We know that if (xn) is bounded,
then it is convergent.If (xn) is unbounded,then for any a E JRthere exists n(a) E N such
that a < xn(a). But since (xn) is increasing, we have a < xn for all n 2: n(a). Since a is
arbitrary, it follows that lim(xn) = +00.
Part (b) is proved in a similar fashion. Q.E.D.
The following "comparison theorem" is frequently used in showing that a sequence is
_ properly divergent. [In fact, we implicitly used it in Example 3.6.2(c).]
.
3.6.4 Theorem Let (xn) and (Yn) be two sequences of real numbers and suppose that
(1) for all n EN.
(a) If lim(xn) = +00, thenlim(yn) = +00.
(b) If lim(Yn) = -00, then lim(xn) = -00.
Proof. (a) If lim(xn) = +00, and if a E JRis given, then there exists a natural number
__ K(a) such that if n 2: K(a), then a < xn. In view of (1), it follows that a < Yn for all
n 2: K(a). Since a is arbitrary, it follows that lim(yn) = +00.
The proof of (b) is similar. Q.E.D.
Remarks (a) Theorem 3.6.4 remains true if condition (1) is ultimately true; that is, if
~ there exists mEN such that xn ::: Yn for all n > m.
""--- - - -- -- -- --- -
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(b) If condition (1) of Theorem 3.6.4 holds and if lim(yn) = +00, it does not follow
that lim(xn) = +00. Similarly, if (1) holds and if lim(xn) = -00, it does not follow that
lim(yn) = -00. In using Theorem 3.6.4 to show that a sequence tends to +00 [respectively,
-00] we need to show that the terms of the sequence are ultimately greater [respectively,
less] than or equal to the corresponding terms of a sequence that is known to tend to +00
[respectively, -00].
Since it is sometimes difficult to establish an inequality such as (1), the following "limit
comparison theorem" is often more convenient to use than Theorem 3.6.4.
3.6.5 Theorem Let (xn) and (Yn) be two sequences of positive real numbers and suppose
that for some L e JR,L > 0, we have
(2) lim(xn/yn) = L.
Then lim(xn) = +00 if and only if lim(Yn) = +00.
Proof. If (2) holds, there exists KeN such that
4L < xn/Yn < ~L for all n::: K.
Hence we have (4L) Yn < Xn < (~L) Yn foralln :::K. Theconclusionnowfollowsfrom
a slight modification of Theorem 3.6.4. We leave the details to the reader. Q.E.D.
The reader can show that the conclusion need not hold if either L =0 or L = +00.
However, there are some partial results that can be established in these cases, as will be
seen in the exercises.
Exercises for Section 3.6
1. Show that if (xn) is an unbounded sequence, then there exists a properly divergent subsequence.
2. Give examples of properly divergent sequences (xn) and (yn) with Yn :f:.0 for all n E N such
that:
(a) (xnIYn) is convergent, (b) (xnIYn) is properly divergent.
3. Show that if x > 0 for all n E N, then lim(x ) = 0 if and only if lim(1lx ) = +00.n n n
4. Establish the proper divergence of the following sequences.
(a) (v'ii), (b) (In+T),
(c) (~, (d) (nlJn+T).
5. Is the sequence (n sinn) properly divergent?
6. Let (xn) be properly divergent and let (yn) be such that lim(xnyn) belongs to R Show that (yn)
converges to O.
7. Let (xn) and (yn)be sequencesof positivenumberssuchthat lim(xnIYn)= O.
(a) Showthat if lim(xn) = +00, then lim(yn) = +00.
(b) Show that if (yn) is bounded, then lim(xn) = O.
8. Investigatethe convergenceor the divergenceof the followingsequences:
(a) (Jn2 + 2), (b) (v'iil (n2+ 1)),
(c) (Jn2 + IIv'ii), (d) (sinv'ii).
9. Let (xn) and (yn) be sequences of positive numbers such that lim(xnIYn) = +00,
(a) Showthat if lim(yn) = +00, then lim(xn) = +00.
(b) Showthat if (xn) is bounded,then lim(yn) = O.
10. Show that if lim(a In) =L, whereL > 0, then lim(a ) = +00.n n
- -- ---
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- Section 3.7 Introduction to Infinite Series .
We will now give a brief introduction to infinite series of real numbers. This is a topic
that will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, but because of its importance, we will
establish a few results here. These results will be seen to be immediate consequences of
theorems we have met in this chapter.
In elementary texts, an infinite series is sometimes "defined" to be "an expression of
the form"
(1) Xl + Xz + . . . + xn + . . . .
However, this "definition" lacks clarity, since there is a priori no particular value that we
can attach to this array of symbols, which calls for an infinite number of additions to be
performed.
3.7.1 Definition If X := (xn) is a sequence in JR,then the infinite series (or simply the
series) generated by X is the sequence S := (sk) defined by
Sl := xl
Sz :=Sl +Xz (=X1 +Xz)
.
_ The numbers xn are called the terms of the series and the numbers sk are called the partial
sums of this series. If lim S exists, we say that this series is convergent and call this limit
the sum or the value of this series. If this limit does not exist, we say that the series S is
- divergent.
It is convenient to use symbols such as
(2) or or
to denote both the infinite series S generated by the sequence X = (xn) and also to denote
the value lim S, in case this limit exists. Thus the symbols in (2) may be regarded merely as
a way of exhibiting an infinite series whose convergence or divergence is to be investigated.
In practice, this double use of these notations does not lead to any confusion, provided it is
understood that the convergence (or divergence) of the series must be established.
Just as a sequence may be indexed such that its first element is not Xl' but is xO'or Xs
or x99' we will denote the series having these numbers as their first element by the symbols
oror
~ It should be noted that when the first term in the series is XN' then the first partial sum is
denoted by SN.
Warning The reader should guard against confusing the words "sequence" and "series".
- In nonmathematicallanguage, these words are interchangeable; however, in mathematics,
- -- - - -- - --
,
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these words are not synonyms. Indeed, a series is a sequence S = (sk) obtained from a
given sequence X = (xn) according to the special procedure given in Definition 3.7.1.




L rn = 1 + r + r2 + . . . + rn + . . . .
n=O
We will show that if Irl < 1,then this series converges to 1/(1 - r). (SeealsoExample
1.2.4(f).) Indeed, if sn := 1 + r + r2 + . . . + rn for n ~ 0, and if we multiply sn by r and




S - - ---- ,
n l-r l-r





S -- < .
n l-r -Il-rl
Since Irln+l -+ 0 when Irl < 1, it follows that the geometric series (3) converges to
1/(1 - r) when Irl < 1.
(b) Considerthe seriesgeneratedby ( -1)n):o; thatis, theseries:
(4)
00
L(-l)n = (+1) + (-1) + (+1) + (-1) +....
n=O
, It is easily seen (by Mathematical Induction) that sn = 1 if n ~ 0 is even and sn =0if n is odd; therefore, the sequence of partial sums is (1, 0, 1, 0, . . .). Sincethis sequenceis
not convergent, the series (4) is divergent.
(c) Consider the series
00 1 1 1 1
L n(n + 1) = 1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 +....n=l(5)
By a stroke of insight, we note that
1 1 1
k(k + 1) = k - k + l'





whence it followsthat sn -+ 1.Thereforethe series (5) convergesto 1. o
We now present a very useful and simple necessary condition for the convergence of
a series. It is far from being sufficient, however.
---- - -- -
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3.7.3 The nth Term Test lithe series L xn converges, then lim(xn) = O.
Proof. By Definition 3.7.1, the convergence of LXn requires that lim(sk) exists. Since
xn = sn - sn_l' then lim(xn) = lim(sn) - lim(sn_l) = O. Q:E.D.
Since the following Cauchy Criterion is precisely a reformulation of Theorem 3.5.5,
we will omit its proof.
- 3.7.4 Cauchy Criterion for Series The series L xn converges if and only if for every
e > 0 thereexists M(e) eN such thatifm > n 2: M(e), then
- (6) ISm- snl = IXn+1+xn+2+... +xml < e.
The next result, although limited in scope,is of great importanceand utility.
3.7.5 Theorem Let (xn) be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. Then the series
L xn converges if and only if the sequence S = (sk) of partialsums is bounded. In this
case,
00
LXn = lim(sk) = SUP{Sk: keN}.
n=1
Proof. Since xn > 0, the sequence S of partial sums is monotone increasing:
By the Monotone Convergence Theorem 3.3.2, the sequence S = (sk) converges if and
- only if it is bounded, in which case its limit equals sUP{sk}. Q.E.D.
3.7.6 Examples (a) The geometric series (3) diverges if Irl 2: 1.
This follows from the fact that the terms rn do not approach 0 when Irl > 1.
- (b) The harmonic series t .!. diverges. .
n=l n
Since the terms Iln -+ 0, we cannot use the nth Term Test 3.7.3 to establish this
divergence. However, it was seen in Examples 3.3.3(b) and 3.5.6(c) that the sequence (sn)
of partial sums is not bounded. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.7.5 that the harmonic
series is divergent.
. ~ 1.
(c) The 2-senes L..J 2" IS convergent.
__ n=1 n
Since the partial sums are monotone, it suffices (why?) to show that some subsequence






s~ = 1+ 22 + 32 < 1 + 22 = 1+ 2'
and if k3 := 23 - 1 =7, then we have
(
1 1 1 1
)
4 1 1
sk3 = Sk2 + 42 + 52 + 62 + 72 < s~ + 42 < 1 + 2 + 22.
- By Mathematical Induction, we find that if kj := 2j - 1, then






< Sk. < + 2 + 2 +... + 2 .J




Since the tenn on the right is a partial sum of a geometric series with r = 4,it is dominated
by 1/(1 - 4)= 2, and Theorem 3.7.5 implies that the 2-series converges.
00 1
(d) The p-series L Ii convergeswhenp > 1.
n=1 n
Since the argument is very similar to the special case considered in part (c), we will
leave some of the details to the reader. As before, if kl := 21 - 1 = 1, then Sk = 1. If1






Sk2 = lP + 2P+ 3P < 1+ 2P = 1+ 2P-I'
Further, if k3 := 23 - 1, then (how?) it is seen that
4 1 1
Sk <s k + 4P
< 1+- 1 +- 1'
3 2 2P- 4P-
Finally, we let r := 1/2P-I; since p > 1, we have 0 < r < 1. Using Mathematical Induc-
tion, we show that if kj := 2j - 1, then
2 '-I 1
o < Sk < 1 + r + r +... + rJ < -.....
j 1 - r
Therefore,Theorem3.7.5 implies that the p-series convergeswhen p > 1.
(e) The p-series f:~diverges when 0 < p ::: 1.
n=1 n






Since the partial sums of the harmonic series are not bounded, this inequality shows that the
partial sums of the p-series' are not bounded when 0 < p ::::1. Hence the p-series diverges
for these values of p.
(f) The alternating harmonic series, given by
00 (_l)n+ 1 1 1 1 (-1 )n+1
(7) L = - - - + - - .. .+ + . ..
n=1 n . 1 2 3 n
is convergent.
The reader should compare this series with the harmonic series in (b), which is
divergent. Thus, the subtraction of some of the tenns in (7) is essential if this series is to
converge. Since we have
S = (! _ !)+ (! _ !)+ .. .+ ( 1 _ 2-)2n 1 2 3 4 2n-l 2n'
it is clear that the "even" subsequence (s2n)is increasing. Similarly, the "odd" subsequence
(s2n+1)is decreasing since
s2n+1 = ~ - (~ - ~) - (~ - ~) - .. . - (2~ - 2n~ 1) .
Since0 < s2n< s2n+ 1/(2n + 1)= s2n+1::: 1, both of these subsequencesare bounded
below by 0 and above by 1. Therefore they are both convergent and to the same value. Thus
-
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the sequence (sn) of partial sums converges, proving ~at the alternating harmonic series
(7) converges. (It is far from obvious that the limit of this series is equal to In 2.) 0
Comparison Tests
Our first test shows that if the terms of a nonnegative series are dominated by the corre-
sponding terms of a convergent series, then the first series is convergent.
3.7.7 Comparison Test LetX:= (xn) andY:= (yn) be real sequences and suppose that
for some KEN we have
(8) 0::: xn ::: Yn for n 2: K.
(a) Then the convergenceof L Yn impliestheconvergenceof LXn.
(b) The divergence of L xn imples the divergence of L Yn.
Proof. (a) Suppose that L Yn converges and, given e > 0, let M(e) EN be such that if
In> n 2: M(e),then
Yn+l + . . . + Ym < e..
If In > sup{K, M(e)}, then it follows that
O<x + ... +x < y + ... +y <e- n+l m - n+l m'
from which the convergence of L xn follows.
(b) This statement is the contrapositive of (a). Q.E.D.
Since it is sometimes difficult to establish the inequalities (8), the next result is fre-
quently very useful.
3.7.8 Limit Comparison Test SupposethatX := (xn) and Y := (yn) arestrictlypositive
sequencesand supposethat the following limit exists in JR:
(9) r := lim (~:) .
(a) If r :/=0 thenL xn is convergentif and only if L Yn is convergent.
(b) If r = 0 and if L Yn is convergent,then L xn is convergent.
Proof. (a) It follows from (9) and Exercise 3.1.17 that there exists KEN such that
~r ::: xn/Yn ::: 2r for n 2: K, whence
for n::: K.
If we apply the Comparison Test 3.7.7 twice, we obtain the assertion in (a).
(b) If r =0, then there exists KEN such that
for n::: K,
so that Theorem 3.7.7(a) applies. Q.E.D.
Remark The ComparisonTests 3.7.7 and 3.7.8 depend on having a stock of series that
one knows to be convergent(or divergent).The reader will find that tlie p-series is often
useful for this purpose.
--- ------------
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00 1
3.7.9 Examples (a) The series L 2 converges.
n=l n + n
It is clear that the inequality
1 1
o < 2 < "2 for n E Nn +n n
is valid. Since the series L I/n2 is convergent (by Example 3.7.6(c», we can apply the
Comparison Test 3.7.7 to obtain the convergence of the given series.
. ~ 1 .
(b) The senes ~ 2 ISconvergent.
n=l n - n + 1
If the inequality
1 1
(10) 2::: "2n -n+I n
were true, we could argue as in (a). However, (10) is false for all n EN. The reader can
probably show that the inequality
1 2
0< <-
n2 - n + 1 - n2
is valid for all n EN, and this inequality will workjust as well. However,it might take
some experimentationto think of such an inequalityandthen establishit.
Instead, if we take xn := I/(n2 - n + 1)andYn := I/n2, thenwe have
x n2 1
2.- - -*1
Yn - n2 - n + 1 - 1 - (l/n) + (l/n2) .
Therefore, the convergence of the given series follows from the Limit Comparison Test
3.7.8(a).
(c) The series f: k is divergent.n=l n + 1
This seriesclosely resemblesthe series L I/,Jii whichis a p-serieswithp = !;by
Example 3.7.6(e),it is divergent.If we let xn := I/.JnTI and Yn := I/,Jii, then we have
xn,Jii 1-- - -*1
Yn - .JnTI - .JI + I/n .
Therefore the Limit Comparison Test 3.7.8(a) applies.
(d) The series f: ~ is convergent.
n=l n!
It would be possible to establish this convergence by showing (by Induction) that
n2 < n! for n :::: 4, whenceit followsthat
1 1
o < - < "2 for n > 4.n! n -
Alternatively, if we let x := I/n! and Yn := I/n2, then (when n:::: 4) we have
xn n2 n 1o < - = - = < - -* O.
- Yn n! I.2...(n-I) n-2
Therefore the Limit Comparison Test 3.7.8(b) applies. (Note that this test was a bit trou-
blesome to apply since we do not presently know the convergence of any series for which
the limit of xn/Yn is really easy to determine.) 0
- -- -- - - -
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Exercises for Section 3.7
1. Let L an be a given series and let L bn be the series in which the tenns are the same and in
the same order as in L an except that the tenns for which an = 0 have been omitted. Show that
L an converges to A if and only if L bn converges to A.
2. Show that the convergence of a series is not affected by changing afinite number of its tenns.
(Of course, the value of the sum may be changed.)
3. By using partial fractions, show that
00 1




n=1n(n + IHn + 2) 4
4. If L xn and L Yn are convergent, show that L(Xn + Yn) is convergent.
5. Can you give an example of a convergent series LXn and a divergent series LYn such that
L(Xn + Yn) is convergent? Explain.
00 1 1
(b) L = - > 0, if a > O.
n=O(a + n)(a + n + 1) a
00
6. (a) Show that the series L cosn is divergent.
n=1
00
(b) Show that the series L(cosn)/n2 is convergent.
n=1 00 (_1)n
7. Use an argument similar to that in Example 3.7.6(f) to show that the series ~ ..;n is
convergent.
8. If L an with an > 0 is convergent, then is L a; alwaysconvergent?Eitherproveit or givea
counterexample.
9. If L an with an > 0 is convergent, then is L ;a:, always convergent? Either prove it or give a
counterexample.
10. If L an with an > 0 is convergent, then is L Janan+1 always convergent? Either prove it or
give a counterexample.
.
11. If L an with an > 0 is convergent, and if bn := (al + ... + an)/n for n EN, then show that
L bn is always divergent.
00
12. Let L a(n) be such that (a(n» is a decreasing sequence of strictly positive numbers. If s(n)
n=1 .
denotes the nth partial sum, show (by grouping the tenns in s(2n) in two different ways) that
! (a(1) + 2a(2) + . . . + 2na(2n» ::: s(2n) ::: (a(1) + 2a(2) + . . . + 2n-la(2n-I» + a(2n).
00 00
Use these inequalities to show that L a(n) converges if and only if L 2na(2n) converges.
n=1 n=1
This result is often called the Cauchy Condensation Test; it is very powerful.
00
13. Use the Cauchy Condensation Test to discuss the p-series L(1/nP) for p > O.
n=1
14. Use the Cauchy Condensation Test to establish the divergence of the series:
1 1
(a) Lnlnn' (b) L " ".. "
1
(c) L n(1nn)(lnlnn)(1nlnlnn)'
15. Show that if c > I, then the following series are convergent:
1 1




"Mathematical analysis" is generally understood to refer to that area of mathematics in
which systematic use is made of various limiting concepts. In the preceding chapter we
studied one of these basic limiting concepts: the limit of a sequence of real numbers. In this
chapter we will encounter the notion of the limit of a function.
The rudimentary notion of a limiting process emerged in the 1680s as Isaac Newton
(1642-1727) and Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) struggled with the creation of the Cal-
culus. Though each person's work was initially unknown to the other and their creative
insights ..yerequite different, both realized the need to formulate a notion of function and the
idea of quantities being "close to" one another. Newton used the word "fluent" to denote a
relationship between variables, and in his major work Principia in 1687 he discussed limits
"to which they approach nearer than by any given difference, but never go beyond, nor in
effect attain to, till the quantities are diminished in infinitum". Leibniz introduced the term
"function" to indicate a quantity that depended on a variable, and he invented "infinites-
imally small" numbers as a way of handling the concept of a limit. The term "function"
soon became standard terminology, and Leibniz also introduced the term "calculus" for
this new method of calculation.
In 1748, Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) published his two-volume treatise lntroductio in
Analysin lnfinitorum, in which he discussed power series, the exponential and logarithmic
functions, the trigonometric fun~tions, and many related topics. This was followed by lnsti-
tutiones Calculi Differentialis in 1755 and the three-volume lnstitutiones Calculi lntegralis
in 1768-70. These works remained the standard textbooks on calculus for many years. But
the concept of limit was very intuitive and its looseness led to a number of problems. Verbal
descriptions of the limit concept were proposed by other mathematicians of the era, but
none was adequate to provide the basis for rigorous proofs.
In 1821, Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) published his lectures on analysis in his
Cours d'Analyse, which set the standard for mathematical exposition for many years. He
was concerned with rigor and in many ways raised the level of precision in mathematical
discourse. He formulated definitions and presented arguments with greater care than his
predecessors, but the concept of limit still remained elusive. In an early chapter he gave the
following definition:
If the successive values attributed to the same variable approach indefinitely a
fixed value, such that they finally differ from it by as little as one wishes, this latter
is called the limit of all the others.
The final steps in formulating a precise definition of limit were taken by Karl Weier-
strass (1815-1897). He insisted on precise language and rigorous proofs, and his definition
of limit is the one we use today.
96
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Gottfried Leibniz
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) was born in Leipzig, Germany. He
was six years old when his father, a professor of philosophy, died and left his
son the key to his library and a life of books and learning. Leibniz entered the
University of Leipzig at age 15, graduated at age 17, and received a Doctor
of Law degree from the University of Altdorf four years later. He wrote
on legal matters, but was more interested in philosophy. He also developed
original theories about language and the nature of the universe. In 1672, he
went to Paris as a diplomat for four years. While there he began to study
mathematics with the Dutch mathematician Christiaan Huygens. His travels to London to visit the
Royal Academy further stimulated his interest in mathematics. His background in philosophy led
him to very original, though not always rigorous, results.
Unaware of Newtons's unpublished work, Leibniz published papers in the 1680s that pre-
sented a method of finding areas that is known today as the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. He
coined the term "calculus" and invented the dy /dx and elongated S notations that are used today.
Unfortunately, some followers of Newton accused Leibniz of plagiarism, resulting in a dispute
that lasted until Leibniz's death. Their approaches to calculus were quite different and it is now
evident that their discoveries were made independently. Leibniz is now renowned for his work in
philosophy, but his mathematical fame rests on his creation of the calculus.
- Section 4.1 Limits of Functions
In this section we will introduce the important notion of the limit of a function. The intuitive
idea of the function f having a limit L at the point c is that the values f (x) are close to
L when x is close to (but different from) c. But it is necessary to have a technical way of
working with the idea of "close to" and this is accomplished in the 8-8 definition given
below.
In order for the idea of the limit of a function f at a point c to be meaningful, it is
necessary that f be defined at points near c. It need not be defined at the point c, but it
should be defined at enough points close to c to make the study interesting. This is the
reason for the following definition.
~
4.1.1 Definition Let A C JR. A point c E JRis a cluster point of A if for every 8 > 0
there exists at least one point x E A, x =p c such that.Ix - cl < 8.
This definition is rephrased in the language of neighborhoods as follows: A point c is
a cluster point of the set A if every 8-neighborhood VIS(c) = (c - 8, c + 8) of c containsat
least one point of A distinct from c.
Note The point c mayor may not be a member of A, but even if it is in A, it is ignored
when deciding whether it is a cluster point of A or not, since we explicitly require that there
be points in VIS(c) n A distinctfrom c in order for c to be a clusterpoint of A.
For example, if A := {I, 2}, then the point I is not a cluster point of A, since choosing
8 := ! gives a neighborhood of I that contains no points of A distinct from I. The same is
true for the point 2, so we see that A has no cluster points.
4.1.2 Theorem A numberc E JRis a cluster point of a subset A of JRif and only if there
exists a sequence (an) in A such that lim(an) = c andan =Pc for all n E N.
-- - - - -
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Proof. If e is a cluster point of A, then for any n EN the (lln)-neighborhood VI/n(e)
contains at least one point an in A distinct from e. Then an E A, an =Ie, and Ian- el < I/n
implies lim(an) =c.
Conversely, if there exists a sequence (an) in A \{e} with lim(an) = e, then for any
8 > 0 there exists K such that if n > K, then an E V,s(e).Therefore the c5-neighborhood
V,s(e)of e contains the points an' for n ::::K, which belong to A and are distinct from e.
Q.E.D.
The next examples emphasize that a cluster point of a set mayor may not belong to
the set.
4.1.3 Examples (a) For the open interval Al := (0, 1), every point of the closed interval
[0,1] is a cluster point of AI' Note that the points 0,1 are cluster points of AI' but do not
belong to AI' All the points of Al are cluster points of AI'
(b) A finite set has no cluster points.
(c) The infinite set N has no cluster points.
(d) The set A4 := {IIn: n E N} has only the point 0 as a cluster point. None of the points
in A4 is a cluster point of A4'
(e) If I := [0, 1], then the set As := I n Q consists of all the rational ~umbers in I. It
follows from the Density Theorem 2.4.8 that every point in I is a cluster point of As' 0
Having made this brief detour, we now return to the concept of the limit of a function
at a cluster point of its domain.
The Definition of the Limit
We now state the precise definition of the limit of a function f at a point e. It is important
to note that in this definition, it is immaterial whether f is defined at e or not. In any case,
we exclude e from consideration in the determination of the limit.
4.1.4 Definition Let A C IR,and let e be a cluster point of A. For a function f : A ~ IR,
a real number L is said to be a limit of f at e if, given any e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such
that if x E A and 0 < Ix - el < 8, then If(x) - LI < e.
Remarks (a) Since the value of c5usually depends on e, we will sometimes write c5(e)
instead of 8 to' emphasize this dependence.
(b) The inequality 0 < Ix - eIis equivalent to saying x =I e.
If L is a limit of fat e, then we also say that f converges to L at e. We often write
L = lim f (x) or L = lim f.x-c x_c
We also say that "f(x) approaches L as x approaches e". (But it should be noted that the
points do not actually move anywhere.) The symbolism
f (x) ~ L as x~e
is also used sometimes to express the fact that f has limit L at e.
If the limit of f at e does not exist, we say that f diverges at e.
Our first result is that the value L of the limit is uniquely determined. This uniqueness
is not part of the definition of limit, but must be deduced.
- --- -
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4.1.5 Theorem If f : A ~ JRand if c is a cluster poi!1t of A, then f can have only one
limit at c.
Proof. SupposethatnumbersL andL' satisfyDefinition4.1.4. ForanyE > 0, thereexists
~(E/2) > o suchthatifx e A and0 < Ix - cl < ~(E/2),thenlf(x) - LI < E/2.Alsothere
exists t(E/2) such that if x e A and 0 < Ix - cl < ~'(E/2), then If (x) - L'I < E/2. Now
let ~ := inf{~(E/2), ~'(E/2)}. Then if x e A and 0 < Ix - cl < ~, the Triangle Inequality
implies that
IL - L'I :::IL - f(x)1 + If (x) - L'I < E/2 + E/2 = E.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that L - L' = 0, so that L = L'. Q.E.D.
The definitionof limit can be very nicely described in terms of neighborhoods.(See
Figure4.1.1.)We observethat because
V&(c)= (c -~, c +~) = {x : Ix - cl < ~},
the inequality 0 < Ix - cl < ~ is equivalent to saying that x # c and x belongs to the ~-
neighborhood V&(c)of c. Similarly, the inequality If (x) - LI < E is equivalent to saying
. that f(x) belongs to the E-neighborhood Ve(L) of L. In this way, we obtain the following







Figure 4.1.1 The limit of f at c is L.
4.1.6 Theorem Let f: A ~ JRand let c be a cluster point of A. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(i) lim f(x) =L.
x-+c
(ii) Given any E-neighborhood Ve(L) of L, there exists a ~-neighborhood V&(c)ofc such
that if x # c is anypoint in V&(c)n A, then f(x) belongs VS<L).
We now give some examples that illustrate how the definition of limit is applied.
4.1.7 Examples (a) lim b =b.x-+c
Tobe moreexplicit,let f(x) := b for all x e JR.We want to showthat lim f(x) = b.
x-+c
If E > 0 is given, we let ~ := 1. (In fact, any strictly positive ~ will serve the purpose.)
Then if 0 < Ix - cl < 1, we have If (x) - bl = Ib- bl= 0 < E. Since E > 0 is arbitrary,




(b) limx = c.
x-+c
Letg(x) := x for allx E JR.If e > 0,wechoosec5(e):= e. Thenif 0 < Ix - cl < c5(e),
we have Ig(x) - cl.= Ix - cl < e. Since e > 0 is arbitrary,we deducethat lim g =c.x-+c
(c) limx2=c2.
x-+c
Let h (x) := x2 for all x E JR.We want to make the difference
Ih(x) - c21 = Ix2 - c21
less than a preassigned e > 0 by taking x sufficiently close to c. To do so, we note that
x2 - c2 = (x + c)(x - c). Moreover,if Ix - cl < 1, then
Ixl:::: Icl + 1 so that Ix + cl ::::Ixl + lei ::::21cl + 1.
Therefore,' if Ix - cI < 1, we have
(1) Ix2- c21= Ix+ cllx - cl ::::(21cl + 1) Ix - cl. /
Moreover this last tenn will be less than e provided we take Ix - cl < el(2lcl + 1). Con-
sequently, if we choose
c5(e):= inf { 1, 21c~+ 1 } ,
then if 0 < Ix - cl < c5(e),it will follow first that Ix - cl < 1 so that (1) is valid, and
therefore, since Ix - cl < el(2lcl + 1) that
Ix2 - c21 ::::(21cl + 1) Ix - cl < e.
Since we have a way of choosing c5(e)> 0 for an arbitrary choice of e > 0, we infer that
lim hex) = lim x2 = c2.
x-+c x-+c
(d) lim.!. = .!.if c > O.
x-+cX c
Let (j)(x) := 1/x for x > 0 and let c > O.To show that lim (j) = 1/c we wish to make
x-+c
the difference








= 2-lx - cl
x c cx cx
for x > O. It is useful to get an upper bound for the tenn I/(cx) that holds in some
neighborhoodof c. In particular,if Ix - cl < 4c, then 4c < x < ~c (why?),so that
1 2 10<- < - for Ix- cl < -c.
cx c2 2
Therefore, for these values of x we have
(2) 1(j)(X) - ~I ~ ~ Ix - cl< ~
In order to make this last tenn less than e it suffices to take Ix - cl < ~c2e. Consequently,
if we choose
- - -
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then if 0 < Ix - el < 8(e), it will follow first that Ix - el < 4e so that (2) is valid, and
therefore,since Ix - el < (4e2) e, that
I~(X)- ~I = I~ - ~I < e.
Since we have a way of choosing 8(e) > 0 for an arbitrary choice of e > 0, we infer that
lim ~ = lIe.x-c
x3 - 4 4
(e) lim 2 = -.x_2 X + 1 5





15x3 - 4x2 - 241""(x) - - =5
15x2 + 6x + 121= .lx-21.
5(x2+ 1)
To get a bound on the coefficientof Ix - 21, we restrict x by the condition 1 < x < 3.
For x in this interval, we have 5x2 + 6x + 12 ~ 5 . 32+ {). 3 + 12= 75 and 5(x2 + 1) >





""(x) - - < -Ix - 21= -Ix - 21.5 - 10 2
Now for givene > 0, we choose
8(e) := inf {I, l~e}.
Then if 0 < Ix - 21 < 8(e), we have I""(x) - (4/5)1 ~ (15/2)lx - 21 < e. Since e > 0 is
arbitrary, the assertion is proved. 0
Sequential Criterion for Limits
The following important formulation oflimit of a function is in terms oflimits of sequences.
This characterization permits the theory of Chapter 3 to be applied to the study of limits of
functions.
4.1.8 Theorem (Sequential Criterion) Let I: A -+ JRand let e be a cluster point of A.
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) lim I = L.x-c
(ii) Forevery sequence (xn) in A that convergesto e such thatxn # e for all n EN, the
sequence (/(xn») convergesto L.
Proof. (i) =} (ii). Assume I has limit L at e, and suppose (xn) is a sequencein A with
lim(xn) = e and xn # e for all n. We must prove that the sequence (/(xn») convergesto
L. Let e > 0 be given. Then by Definition 4.1.4, there exists 8 > 0 such that if x E At
satisfies0 < Ix - el < 8, then I(x) satisfies I/(x) - LI < e. Wenowapplythe definition
of convergent sequence for the given 8 to obtain a natural number K (8) such that if n > K (0)
then IXn - el < o. But for each such xn we have I/(xn) - LI < e. Thus if n > K(8), then
I/(xn) - LI < e. Therefore,thesequence(/(xn») convergesto L.
--- - - -- - -- -
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(ii) => (i). [The proof is a contrapositive argument.] If (i) is not true, then there exists
an Eo-neighborhood V£ (L) such that no matter what c5-neighborhood of c we pick, thereo
will be at least one number x<'jin A n V<'j(c)with x<'j# c such that f(x<'j)~ V£(L). Henceo
for every n E N, the (l/n)-neighborhood of c contains a number xn such that
o < IXn- cl < l/n and xn E A,
but such that
for all n E N.
We conclude that the sequence (xn) in A \{c} converges to c, but the sequence (f(xn» does
not converge to L. Therefore we have shown that if (i) is not true, then (ii) is not true. We
conclude that (ii) implies (i). Q.E.D.
We shall see in the next section that many of the basic limit properties of functions can
be established by using corresponding properties for convergent sequences. For example,
we know from our work with sequences that if (xn) is any sequence that converges to a
number c, then (x;) converges to c2. Therefore, by the sequential criterion, we can conclude
that the function h(x) := x2 has limit lim h(x) = c2.x-+c.
Divergence Criteria
It is often important to be able to show (i) that a certain number is not the limit of a function
at a point, or (ii) that the function does not have a limit at a point. The following result
is a consequence of (the proof ot) Theorem 4.1.8. We leave the details of its proof as an
important exercise.
4.1.9 Divergence Criteria Let A C JR,let f: A -+ JRand let c E JRbe a cluster point
ofA.
(a) If L E JR,then f does not have limit L at c if and only if there exists a sequence (xn)
in A with xn # c for all n E N such that the sequence (xn) converges to c but the sequence
(f(xn» doesnot convergeto L. .
(b) The function f does not have a limit at c if and only if there exists a sequence (xn)
in A with xn # c for all n E N such that the sequence (xn) converges to c but the sequence
(f(xn» does not converge in JR.
We now give some applications of this result to show how it can be used.
4.1.10 Example (a) lim(l/x) does not exist in JR.x-+o
As in Example 4.1.7(d), let qJ(x) := l/x for x > O.However, here we consider c = O.
The argument given in Example 4.1.7(d) breaks down if c = 0 since we cannot obtain a
bound such as that in (2) of that example. Indeed, if we take the sequence (xn) with xn :=
l/n for n E N, then lim(xn) = 0, but qJ(xn)= 1/(l/n) = n. As we know, the sequence
(qJ(xn»)= (n) is not convergent in JR,since it is not bounded. Hence, by Theorem 4.1.9(b),
lim (1/ x) does not exist in JR.x-+o
(b) lim sgn(x) does not exist.x-+o





for x > 0,
for x = 0,
for x < O.
-
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Note that sgn(x) = x/lxl for x ::j:O. (See Figure 4.1.2;) We shall show that sgn does not
have a limit at x = O.We shall do this by showing that there is a sequence (xn) such that




Figure 4.1.2 The signum function.
Indeed, let xn := (_1)n / n for n E N so that lim(xn) = O. However, since
sgn(xn)= (_1)n for n E N,
it follows from Example 3.4.6(a) that (sgn(xn)) does not converge. Therefore lim sgn(x)x_o
does not exist.
(c) t lim sinO/x) does not exist in JR.x-o
Let g(x) := sinO/x) for x ::j:O. (See Figure 4.1.3.) We shall show that g does not
have a limit at c = 0, by exhibiting two sequences (xn) and (Yn) with xn ::j: 0 and Yn ::j: 0
for all n E N and such that lim(xn) = 0 and lim(yn) = 0, but such that lim (g(xn)) ::j:
lim (g(yn)). In view of Theorem 4.1.9 this implies that lim g cannot exist. (Explain why.)x_o
-------------------
Figure 4.1.3 The function g(x) =sin(1/x) (x :f: 0).
Indeed, we recall from calculus that sin t =0 if t =n7r for nEZ, and that sin t =
+1 if t = !7r + 27rn for n E Z. Now let xn := l/mr for n EN; then lim(xn) =0 and
g(xn) = sinn7r =0 for all n EN, so that lim (g(xn)) = O.On the other hand, let Yn :=
(!7r + 27rn)-1forn EN; thenlim(yn) =Oandg(yn) = sin(!7r + 27rn)= 1foralln EN,
so that lim (g(y )) = 1.We concludethat lim sin(1/x) does not exist. 0n x_o
tIn order to have some interesting applications in this and later examples, we shall make use of well-known
propertiesof trigonometricandexponentialfunctionsthatwillbeestablishedin Chapter8.
--- ---- - -- - - -
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Exercises for Section 4.1
1. Determinea conditionon Ix- 11that will assure that:
(a) Ix2 - 11 < ~, (b) Ix2 - 11 < 1/10-3,
(c) Ix2 - 11< l/n for a given n EN, (d) Ix3 - 11< l/n for a given n EN.
2. Determine a condition on Ix - 41 that will assure that:
(a) I~ - 21 < ~, . (b) I~ - 21 < 10-2.
3. Let c be a cluster point of A S; JRand let I: A -+ JR.Prove that lirn I(x) = L if and only if
x-+c
lirn II (x) - LI = o.x-+c
4. Let I : JR-+ JRand let c e IR.Show that lirn I(x) = L if and only if lirn I(x + c) = L.x-+c x-+o
5. Let I := (0,a) wherea > 0, and let g(x) := x2 for x E I. For anypointsx, eEl, showthat
Ig(x) - c21 ::: 2alx - cl. Use this inequalityto provethat lirnx2 = c2 for any eEl.x-+c
6. Let I be an interval in JR,let I : I -+ JR,and let eEl. Suppose there exist constants K and L
such that II (x) - LI ::: Klx - cl for x E I. Show that lirn I(x) = L.x-+c
7. Show that lirn x3 = c3 for any c E IR.x-+c
.
8. Showthatlirn~ = ~ for any c > O.
x-+c






(c) lirn - = 0,
x-+oIxl
10. Use the definitionof limit to showthat




1 + x = 2'x-+I
2 +1 1 I-L~.,~.-x -x __
(d)!~ x + 1 - 2'6= .I L J ~
x + 5 = 4.(b) lim + 3x-+-I 2x
11. Show that the following limits do not exist.
(a) lirn ~ (x > 0),x-+ox
(c) lirn(x+ sgn(x»,x-+o
(b) lirn ~ (x > 0),
x-+oV X
(d) lirn sin(l/x2).x-+o
12. Suppose the function I : JR-+ JRhas limit L at 0, and let a > O. If g : JR-+ JRis defined by
g(x) := I(ax) for x e JR,show that lirn g(x) = L.x-+o
13. Let c e JRand let I: JR-+ JRbe such that lirn(/(x»)2 = L.x-+c
(a) Showthat if L = 0, then lirn I(x) = o.x-+c
(b) Show by example that if L :F0, then I may not have a limit at c.
14. Let I : JR-+ JRbe defined by setting I(x) := x if x is rational, and I(x) = 0 if x is irrational.
(a) Show that I has a limit at x = o.
(b) Use a sequential argument to show that if c :F0, then I does not have a limit at c.
15. Let I : JR-+ JR,let I be an open intervalin JR,and let eel. If II is the restrictionof I to I,
show that II has a limit at c if and only if I has a limit at c, and that the limits are equal.
16. Let I : JR-+ JR,let J be a closed interval in JR,and let C E J. If 12 is the restriction of I to J,
show that if I has a limit at c then 12 has a limit at c. Show by example that it does not follow
that if 12 has a limit at c, then I has a limit at c.
-
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Section 4.2 Limit Theorems
We shall now obtain results that are useful in calculating limits of functions. These results
are parallel to the limit theorems established in Section 3.2 for sequences. In fact, in most
cases these results can be proved by using Theorem 4.1.8 and results from Section 3.2.
Alternatively, the results in this section can be proved by using E-8 arguments that are very
similar to the ones employed in Section 3.2.
4.2.1 Definition Let A C JR,let f: A ~ JR,and let c E JRbe a clusterpoint of A. Wesay
that f is bounded on a neighborhood of c if there exists a 8-neighborhood V,s(c)of c and
a constant M > 0 such that we have If(x)1 < M for all x E An V,s(c).
4.2.2 Theorem If A ~ JRand f: A ~ JRhas a limit at c E JR,then f is bounded on some
neighborhood of c.
Proof. If L := lim f, then for E = l, there exists 8 > 0 such that if 0 < Ix - cI < 8, thenx-+c
If (x) - LI < 1;hence (by Corollary2.2.4(a)),
If(x)1 - ILl ~ If (x) - LI < 1.
Therefore, if x E An V,s(c),x =I c, then If(x)1 ~ ILl + 1. If c fj A, we take M = ILl + 1,
while if c E A wetakeM := sup{If(c)l, ILl+ I}}.It followsthatif x E An V,s(c),then
If(x)1 ~ M. This shows that f is bounded on the neighborhood V,s(c) of c. Q.E.D.
The next definition is similar to the definition for sums, differences, products, and
quotients of sequences given in Section 3.2.
4.2.3 Definition Let A ~ JRand let f a~d g be functions defined on A to JR.We define
the sum f + g, the difference f - g, and the product f g on A to JRto be the functions
given by
(f + g)(x) := f(x) + g(x), (f - g)(x) := f(x) - g(x),
(fg)(x) := f(x)g(x)
for all x E A. Further, if b E JR,we define the multiple bf to be the function given by
(bf)(x) := bf(x) for all x E A.
Finally,if h(x) =I 0 for x E A, we definethe quotient f / h to be the functiongivenby
(
f
)(x) := f (x)h h (x) for all x EA.
4.2.4 Theorem Let A ~ JR,let f and g be functions on A to JR,and let c E JRbe a cluster
point of A. Further, let b E JR.
(a) Iflim f =L and lim g = M, then:x-+c x-+c
lim(f + g) = L + M,x-+c
lim (fg) = LM,x-+c
lim(f - g) = L - M,x-+c
lim (bf) = bL.x-+c
- - - -- - --- ---
- --- - - -- -.-------------
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Proof. One proof of this theorem is exactly similar to that of Theorem 3.2.3. Alternatively,
it can be proved by making use of Theorems 3.2.3 and 4.1.8. For example, let (xn) be any
sequence in A such that xn :/: c for n E N, and c = lim(xn).It followsfromTheorem4.1.8
that
On the other hand, Definition 4.2.3 implies that
for n EN.
Therefore an application of Theorem 3.2.3 yields
lim ((Ig)(xn») = lim (/(xn)g(xn»)
=[lim{/(xn»)] [lim{g(xn»)] = LM.
Consequently, it follows from Theorem 4.1.8 that
lim(lg) = lim((Ig)(xn»)= LM.
X-4C
The other parts of this theorem are proved in a similar manner. We leave the details to
the reader. Q.E.D.
Remarks (1) We note that, in part (b), the additional assumption that H = lirn h :/: 0 is
X-4C
made. If this assumption is not satisfied, then the limit
1. I (x)Im-
X-4C h(x)
mayor may not exist. But even if this limit does exist, we cannot use Theorem 4.2.4(b) to
evaluate it.
(2) Let A c JR,and let II' 12, . . . , In be functions on A to JR;and let c be a cluster point .of
A.1f
for k = 1, . . . , n,
then it follows from Theorem 4.2.4 by an Induction argument that
and
LI . L2 ... Ln =lirn(/1 . 12, .. In)'
In particular, we deduce that if L = lim f and n EN, then
X-4C




4.2.5 Examples (a) Some of the limits that were established in Section 4.1 can be
proved by using Theorem 4.2.4. For example, it follows from this result that since lim x = c,x_c
then lim x2 = c2, and that if c > 0, thenx_c
lim.!.= ~ = .!..
x_c x lim x cx_c
(b) lim(x2 + l)(x3 - 4) = 20.
x-2
It follows from Theorem 4.2.4 that
lim(x2 + 1)(x3 - 4) = (lim(X2 + 1»)(tim (x3 - 4))x_2 x_2 x_2





(c) lim 2 = -.
x_2 X + 1 5
If we apply Theorem 4.2.4(b), we have
3 _4 tim (x3 - 4) 4. X x_2hm = . = -.
x_2 x2 + 1 lim (x2 + 1) 5x_2
Note that since the limit in the denominator [Le., lim(x2 + 1) = 5] is not equal to 0, thenx-2
Theorem 4.2.4(b) is applicable.
x2 - 4 4
(d) lim = = -.
x_2 3x - 6 3
If we let 1(x) := x2 - 4 andh(x) := 3x - 6 forx E ~, thenwe cannotuse Theorem
4.2.4(b) to evaluate lim (I (x) / h (x» becausex_2
H = lim h(x) = lim(3x - 6)
x_2 x_.2
= 3 lim x - 6 = 3 . 2 - 6 = O.
x_2
However, if x =1=2, then it follows that
x2 - 4 (x + 2)(x - 2) 1= = -(x + 2).
3x - 6 3(x - 2) 3
Therefore we have





lim 6 = lim - (x + 2) = - hm x + 2 =-.x-2 3x - x_2 3 3 x_2 3
Note that the function g(x) = (x2 - 4)/(3x - 6) has a limit at x = 2 even though it is not
defined there.
(e) lim.!. does not exist in~.x-ox
Of course lim 1 = 1 and H := lim x = O. However,since H = 0, we cannot usex-a x_a
Theorem 4.2.4(b) to evaluate limO/x). In fact, as was seen in Example 4.1.10(a), thex_a
function ~(x) = l/x does not have a limit at x = O. This conclusion also follows from




(f) If p is a polynomial function, then lim p(x) = pee).x-c
Let p be a polynomial function on JRso that p(x) = anxn+ an_Ixn-1+... + alx +
ao for all x E JR.It follows from Theorem 4.2.4 and the fact that lim xk = ek, thatx_c
lim p(x) = lim [anxn+ an_Ixn-1 + .. . + alx + ao]x_c x_c
= lim (anxn)+ lim (an_Ixn-l) +... + lim (alx) + limaox_c x-c x_c x_c
n + n-l += ane an_Ie ... + ale + ao
= p (e) .
Hence lim p(x) = pee) for any polynomial function p.x_c
(g) If p and q are polynomial functions on JRand if q(e) :/: 0, then
lim p(x) = pee).
x_c q (x) q (e)
Since q(x) is a polynomialfunction, it follows from a theorem in algebra that there are
. at most a finite number of real numbers aI' . . ., am [the real zeroes of q(x)] such that





If e is not a zero of q(x), then q(e) :/: 0, and it follows from part (t) that lim q(x) =x_c
q(e) :/: O.Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.2.4(b) to conclude that
. p(x) !~p(x) pee)hm-= =-. 0
x_c q(x) lim q(x) q(e)x_c
The next result is a direct analogue of Theorem 3.2.6.
4.2.6 Theorem Let A ~ JR,let f: A -+ JRand let e E JRbe a cluster point of A. If
a :S f(x) :S b
and if lim f exists, then a :S lim f :S b.x_c x-c
for all x E A, x :/: e,
Proof. Indeed, if L = lim f, then it follows from Theorem 4.1.8 that if (xn) is anyx-c
sequenceof real numberssuch that e :/: xn E A for all n e N and if the sequence(xn)
convergesto e, then the sequence (f(xn)) converges to L. Since a :S f(xn) :S b for all
n E N, it followsfromTheorem3.2.6 thata :S L :Sb. Q.E.D.
We now state an analogueof the Squeeze Theorem 3.2.7. We leave its proof to the
reader.-
4.2.7 Squeeze Theorem Let A c JR,let f, g, h: A -+ JR,and let e E JRbe a clusterpoint
of A. If
f(x) :S g(x) :S hex)
and iflim f = L = lim h, then lim g = L.x_c x-c x_c







4.2.8 Examples (a) lim x3/2 =0 (x > 0).x-+o
Let f(x) := x3/2 for x > O.Since the inequalityx < xl/2 ~ 1 holds for 0 < x ~ 1
(why?), it follows that x2 ~ f (x) =X3/2 ~ x for 0 < x < 1. Since
limx2 =0 and limx = 0,
x-+O x-+O
it follows from the Squeeze Theorem 4.2.7 that lim x3/2 =O.
x-+O
(b) lim sinx = O.
x-+O
It will be proved later (see Theorem 8.4.8), that
-x ~ sinx ~ x for all x:::: O.
Since lim (:J:x) = 0, it follows from the Squeeze Theorem that lim sin x = O.
x-+O x-+O
(c) lim cosx = 1.
x-+O
It will be proved later (see Theorem 8.4.8) that
(1) 1- 4x2 ~ cosx ~ I forall x E JR.




We cannot use Theorem 4.2.4(b) to evaluate this limit. (Why not?) However, it follows
from the inequality (1) in part (c) that
- 4x < (cos x-I) / x ~ 0 for x > 0
.
and that
o ~ (cosx - I)/x ~ -4x for x < O.
Now let f(x) := -x/2 for x :::: 0 and f(x) := 0 for x < 0, and let h(x) := 0 for x :::: 0
and h(x) := -x/2 for x < o. Then we have
f(x) < (cosx - I)/x ~ h(x) for x ¥=o.
Since it is readily seen that lim f =0 = lim h, it follows from the Squeeze Theorem that
x-+O x-+O




)(e) lim - = 1.x-+O x
Again we cannot use Theorem 4.2.4(b) to evaluate this limit. However, it will be
proved later (see Theorem 8.4.8) that
Therefore it follows (why?) that
1 - !x2 < (sinx)/x < 1 for all x i: O.
But since lim(1 - !x2) = 1 - ! . lim x2 = 1, we infer from the Squeeze Theorem thatx-+O x-+O
~ lim(sinx)/x = 1.
x-+O
- -- - - ---
x - !x3 sin x x for x>O
and that
x sin x x - !x3 for x O.
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(I) lim (x sinO/x» =O.x-+o
Let I(x) = x sin(l/x) for x #- O. Since -I =ssinz =s 1 for all z E JR,we have the
inequality
-Ixl =sI(x) = x sinO/x) < Ixl
for all x E JR,x #- O. Since lim IxI = 0, it followsfrom the SqueezeTheoremthat
. x-+o
lim I = O.For a graph, see Figure5.1.3 or the coverof this book. 0x-+o
There are results that are parallel to Theorems 3.2.9 and 3.2.10; however, we will leave
them as exercises. We conclude this section with a result that is, in some sense, a partial
converse to Theorem 4.2.6.
4.2.9 Theorem Let A C JR,let I: A --+ JRand let c E JRbe a cluster point of A. If
lim I > 0 [respectively, lim I < 0],x-+c x-+c
then there exists a neighborhood V.s(c) of c such that I(x) > 0 [respectively, I(x) < 0]
for all x E A n V.s(c), x #- c. .
Proof. Let L := lim I and suppose that L > O.We take E = !L > 0 in Definition 4.1.4,x-+c
and obtain a number 8 > 0 such that if 0 < Ix - cl < 8 and x E A, then II (x) - LI < !L.
Therefore (why?) it followsthat if x E An V.s(c),x #- c, then I(x) > !L > O.
If L < 0, a similarargumentapplies. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 4.2
1. Apply Theorem 4.2.4 to determine the following limits:
(a) lim (x + 1) (2x + 3) (x E IR), (b) lim x~ + 2 (x > 0),
x~ 1 x~ 1 X - 2
(c) lim (~ - 2x
l
) (x > 0), (d) lim x2+ 1 (x E IR).x~2 X + 1 x~o x + 2
2. Determinethe followinglimitsand statewhich theoremsare used in eachcase. (Youmaywish
to use Exercise 14 below.)
. . .vI + 2x - ,Jl + 3x
3. PlOd lim ~ where x > O.
x~o x + 2x
4. Prove that lim cos(1/x) does not exist but that lim x cos(1/x) = o.x~o x~o
5. Let f, g be defined on A ~ JRto JR,and let c be a cluster point of A. Suppose that f is bounded
on a neighborhoodof c and that limg =O. Provethat lim f g = O.
x~c x~c
6. Use the definition of the limit to prove the first assertion in Theorem 4.2.4(a).
7. Use the sequential formulation of the limit to prove Theorem 4.2.4(b).
--- -
(a) lim J2x + 1
(x > 0), (b) lim x2 - 4 (x > 0),
x2 X 3 x2 X - 2
(c) lim (x + 1)2 - 1 (x > 0), (d) lim vZt - 1 (x > 0).
xo X x 1 x-I
~
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8. Let n eN be such thatn 2: 3. Derivethe inequality_x2 :s xn :s x2 for -1 < x < 1.Thenuse
the fact that lim x2 = 0 to show that lim xn = O. .
x_o x_o
9. Let I, g be defined on A to JRand let c be a cluster point of A.
(a) Show that if both lim I and lim (f + g) exist, then lirn g exists.x-c x_c x_c
(b) If lim I and lirn Ig exist, does it follow that lim g exists?x_c x_c x_c
10. Give examples of functions I and g such that I and g do not have limits at a point c, but such
that both I + g and Ig have limitsat c.
11. Determine whether the following limits exist in JR.
(a) lirn sin(1jx2) (x -# 0), (b) lirn x sin(1jx2) (x -# 0),x-o x_o
(c) lirn sgnsin(1jx) (x -# 0), (d) lim -IX sin(ljx2) (x > 0).x_o x-o
12. Let I: JR-+ JRbe suchthat I (x + y) = I (x) + I (y) for allx, y in R Assumethat lim I = Lx_o
exists. Prove that L = 0, and then prove that I has a limit at every point c e R [Hint:First note
that 1(2x) = I(x) + I(x) = 2/(x) for x e R Also note that I(x) = I(x - c) + I(c) for x,
c in R]
13. Let A ~ JR,let I: A -+ JRand let c e JRbe a cluster point of A. If lirn I exists, and if IIIx-c
denotes the function defined for x e A by III (x) := I/(x)l, provethat lirn III = llim IIx_c x_c
14. Let A ~ JR,let I : A -+ JR,and let c e JRbe a cluster point of A. In addition, suppose that
I(x) 2: 0 for all x e A, and let ff be the function definedfor x e A by (ff) (x) :=
v'/(x) . If lirn I exists, prove that lirn ff = {lirn I.x_c x-c x_c
Section 4.3 Some Extensions of the Limit Concept t
In this section, we shall present three ty.pes of extensions of the notion of a limit of a
function that often occur. Since all the ideas here are closely parallel to ones we have
already encountered, this section can be read easily.
One-sided Limits
There are times when a function f may not possess a limit at a point e, yet a limit does
exist when the functionis restricted to an intervalon one side of the cluster point e.
For example, the signum function considered in Example 4.1.10(b), and illustrated
in Figure 4.1.2, has no limit at e = O.However,if we restrict the signum function to the
interval (0, 00), the resulting function has a limit of 1 at e = O. Similarly, if we restrict the
signum function to the interval (-00, 0), the resulting function has a limit of -1 at e = O.
These are elementary examples of right-hand and left-hand limits at e = O.
4.3.1 Definition Let A E JRand let f: A -+ JR.
(i) If e E JRis a cluster point of the set A n (e, 00) = {x E A: x > e}, then we say that
L E JRis a right-hand limit of f at e and we write t
lirn f = L
x-+c+,
or lirn f(x) = Lx-+c+
tThis section can be largely omitted on a first reading of this chapter.
-- ---
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if given any e > 0 there exists a 8 =8 (e) > 0 such that for all x E A with 0 <
x - c < 8, then If(x) - LI < e. .
(ii) If c E JRis a cluster point of the set An (-00, c) = {x E A: x < c}, then we say that
L E JRis a left-hand limit of f at c and we write
lim f=Lx-+c- or lim f(x) = Lx-+c-
if given any e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that for all x E A with 0 < c - x < 0,
then If(x) - LI < e.
Notes (1) The limits lim f and lim f are called one-sided limits of f at c. It isx-+c+ x-+c-
possible that neither one-sided limit may exist. Also, one of them may exist without the
other existing. Similarly, as is the case for f(x) := sgn(x) at c = 0, they may both exist
and be different.
(2) If A is an interval with left endpoint c, then it is readily seen that f: A ~ JR has a
limit at c if and only if it has a right-hand limit at c. Moreover, in this case the limit lim f
x-+c
and the right-hand limit lim f are equal. (A similar situation occurs for the left-hand limitx-+c+
when A is an interval with right endpoint c.)
The reader can show that f can have only one right-hand (respectively, left-hand)
limit at a point. There are results analogous to those established in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for
two-sided limits. In particular, the existence of one-sided limits can be reduced to sequential
considerations.
4.3.2 Theorem Let A C JR, let f : A ~ JR, and let c E JR be a cluster point of A n
(c, (0). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) lim f = L.x-+c+
(ii) For every sequence (xn) that converges toe such thatxn E A andxn > c foralln EN,
the sequence (f(xn») converges to L.
We leave the proof of this result (and the formulation and proof of the analogous result
for left-hand limits) to the reader. We will not take ttIe space to write out the f~rmulations
of the one-sided version of the other results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
The following result relates the notion of the limit of a function to one-sided limits.
We leave its proof as an exercise.
4.3.3 Theorem Let A c JR,let f: A ~ JR,and let c E JRbe a cluster point of both of the
sets An (c, (0) and An (-00, c). Then lim f = L if and only if lim f = L = lim f.x-+c x-+c+ x-+c-
4.3.4 Examples (a) Let f(x) := sgn(x).
We have seen in Example 4. 1.1O(b) that sgn does not have a limit at O.It is clear that
lim sgn(x) = + 1 and that lim sgn(x) = -1. Sincethese one-sidedlimits are different,x-+o+ x-+o-
it also follows from Theorem 4.3.3 that sgn(x) does not have a limit at O.
(b) Let g(x) := e1/x forx t= O.(See Figure 4.3.1.)
-
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x
Figure 4.3.1 Graph of g(x) = el/x (x 1= 0).
We first show that g does not have a finite right-hand limit at c =0 since it is not
bounded on any right-hand neighborhood (0, 8) of O.We shall make use of the inequality
(1) o < t < et .' for t > 0,
which will be proved later (see Corollary 8.3.3). It follows from (1) that if x > 0, then
o < I/x < e1/x. Hence, if we take xn = I/n, then g(xn) > n for all n E N. Therefore
lim e1/x does not exist in JR.
x-+o+
However, lim e1/x = o. Indeed, if x < 0 and we take t = -I/x in (1) we obtainx-+o-
o < -I/x < e-1/x. Since x < 0, this implies that 0 < e1/x < -x for all x < O.It follows
from this inequality that lim e1/x = O.x-+o-
(e) Let hex) :=.1/(e1/x + I) for x =IO.(See Figure 4.3.2.)
We have seen in part (b) that 0 < I/x < e1/x for x > 0, whence
I I
0< .. <e1/x<x,




Figure 4.3.2 Graph of h(x) = 1/(el/x + 1) (x 1=0).
-- - -
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Since we have seen in part (b) that lim e1/x = 0, it follows from the analogue ofx-+o-





x~W- e1/x+ 1 = lim e1/x+ 1 = 0 + 1 = 1.x-+o-
Note that for this function, both one-sided limits exist in JR,but they are unequal. 0
Infinite Limits
Thefunctionf(x) := l/x2forx # o (see Figure 4.3.3) is not bounded on a neighborhood of
0, so it cannot have a limit in the sense of Definition 4.1.4. While the symbols 00 (= +00)
and -00 do not represent real numbers, it is sometimes useful to be able to say that
"f (x) = 1/x2 tends to 00 as x -+ 0". This use of :i:oo will not cause any difficulties,




Figure 4.3.3 Graph of
f(x) = 1/x2 (x # 0)
Figure 4.3.4 Graph of
g(x) = l/x (x # 0)
4.3.5 Definition Let A C JR,let f: A -+ JR,and let C E JRbe a cluster point of A.
(i) We say that f tends to 00 as x -+ c, and write
lim f = 00,x-+c
if for everyexE JRthere exists ~ = ~(ex) > 0 such that for all x E A with 0 < Ix - cI
< ~, then f(x) > ex.
(ii) We say that f tends to -00 as x -+ c, and write
lim f = -00,x-+c
iffor everyP E JRthere exists ~ = ~(P) > 0 such that for all x E A with 0 < Ix - cI <
~, then f(x) < p.
4.3.6 Examples (a) lim(1/x2) = 00.x-+o
For, if ex> 0 is given, let ~ := I/,Ja. It follows that if 0 < Ixl < ~, thenx2 < I/ex so
that l/x2 > ex.
(b) Let g(x) := l/x for x # O.(See Figure4.3.4.)
---
~
The functiong doesnottendtoeitherooor-oo as.x ~ O.For,ifa > Otheng(x) < a
for all x < 0, so that g does not tend to 00 as x ~ O.Similarly, if fJ < 0 then g(x) > fJ for
all x > 0, so that g does not tend to -00 as x ~ o. 0
. Whtlp ~nv of thp. t:P.~l1lt~in Sections 4 I and 4.2 have extensions to this limitingnotion, not au of them 00 SInce :f:00 are not real nUillDc:r:s.UIC lU.uuw1110 l\"~un J.~ .....
analogue of the Squeeze Theorem 4.2.7. (See also Theorem 3.6.4.)
4.3.7 Theorem Let A c JR,let I, g: A ~ JR, and let c E JR be a cluster point of A.
Suppose that I(x) :::: g(x) for allx E A, x =1= c.
(a) If lim I = 00, then lim g =00.x-+c x-+c
(b) Iflim g = -00, thenlim1= -00.x-+c x-+c
Proof. (a) If lim I = 00 and a E JRis given, then there exists 8(a) > 0 such that if
x-+c
o< Ix - cl < 8 (a) and x E A, then I(x) > a. But since I(x) ::::g(x) for all x E A,x =1= c,
it follows that if 0 < Ix - cl < 8 (a) and x E A, then g(x) > a. Therefore lim g = 00.x-+c
The proof of (b) is similar. Q.E.D.
The function g(x) = l/x considered in Example 4.3.6(b) suggests that it might be
useful to considerone-sidedinfinitelimits. We will defineonly right-handinfinitelimits.
4.3.8 Definition Let A ~ JRand let I : A ~ JR. If c E JRis a cluster point of the set
An (c, (0) = {x E A: x > c}, then we say that I tends to 00 [respectively, -00] as
x ~ c+, and we write
lim I = 00
[




if for every a E JRthere is 8 = 8(a) > 0 such that for all x E A with 0 < x - c < 8, then
I(x) > a [respectively, I(x) < a].
4.3.9 Examples (a) Let g(x) := l/x for x =1=O. We have noted in Example 4.3.6(b)
that lim
og does not exist. However, it is ~ easy exercise to show tha~x-+
lim (l/x) = 00x-+o+
and lim (l/x) = -00.x-+o-
(b) It was seen in Example 4.3.4(b) that the function g(x) := e1/x for x =1=Oisnotbounded
on any interval (0,8),8 > O.Hence the right-hand limit of e1/x as x ~ 0+ does not exist
in the sense of Definition 4.3.1(i). However, since
l/x < e1/x for x > 0,
it is readily seen that lim e1/x = 00 in the sense of Definition 4.3.8.x-+O+
o
Limits at Infinity
It is also desirableto definethe notionof the limit of a function as x ~ 00. The definition
as x ~ -00 is similar.
- - - --
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4.3.10 Definition Let A C JRand let f: A ~ JR. Suppose that (a, 00) C A for some
a E JR.We say that L E JRis a limit of f as x ~ 00, and write
limf=Lx-+oo
or lim f(x) = L,x-+oo
if given any e > 0 there exists K = K(e) > a such that for any x > K, then
If(x) - LI < e.
The reader should note the close resemblance between 4.3.10 and the definition of a
limit of a sequence.
We leave it to the reader to show that the limits of f as x ~ :i:oo are unique whenever
they exist. We also have sequential criteria for these limits; we shall only state the criterion
as x ~ 00. This uses the notion of the limit of a properly divergent sequence (see Definition
3.6.1).
4.3.11 Theorem Let A C JR, let f : A ~ JR, and suppose that (a, 00) C A for some
a E JR. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L = lim f.
x-+oo
(ii) For every sequence (xn) in A n (a, 00) such thatlim(xn) = 00, the sequence (f(xn»)
converges to L.
We leave it to the reader to prove this theorem and to formulate and prove the companion
result concerning the limit as x ~ -00.
4.3.12 Examples (a) Let g(x) := l/x for x =1=O.
It is an elementary exercise to show that lim (l/x) =0 = lim (l/x). (See Figurex-+oo x-+-oo
4.3.4.)
(b) Let f(x) := l/x2 for x =1=O.
The reader may show that lim (l/x2) = 0 = lim (l/x2). (See Figure 4.3.3.) Onex-+oo x-+-oo
way to do this is to show that if x 2: 1 then 0 ::: l/x2 ::: l/x. In view of part (a), this implies
that lim (l/x2) = O. 0x-+oo
Just as it is convenient to be able to say that f(x) ~ :i:oo as x ~ c for c E JR, it is
convenient to have the corresponding notion as x ~ :i:oo. We will treat the case where
x ~ 00.
4.3.13 Definition Let A C JRand let f: A ~ JR.Suppose that (a, 00) C A for some
a E A. We say that f tends to 00 [respectively, -00] as x ~ 00, and write
lim f = 00 [respectively, lim f = -00 ]x-+oo x-+oo
if given any a E JRthere exists K = K(a) > a such that for any x > K, then f(x) > a
[respectively, f(x) < a].
As before there is a sequential criterion for this limit.
4.3.14 Theorem Let A E JR, let f: A -+ JR, and suppose that (a, 00) C A for some
a E JR.Then the following statements are equivalent:
- -- - --
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(i) lim f = 00 [respectively, lim f = -00].x_co x_co
(ii) For every sequence (xn) in (a, (0) such that lim(xn) = 00, then lim (f(xn») = 00
[respectively, lim(f(xn» = -00].
The next result is an analogueof Theorem 3.6.5.
4.3.15 Theorem Let A C JR,let f, g: A ~ JR,and suppose that (a, (0) C A for some
a E JR.Suppose further that g(x) > 0 for all x > a and that for some L E JR, L =F0, we
have
lim f (x) = L.
x_co g (x)
- (i) If L > 0, then lim f = 00 if and only if lim g = 00.x_co x_co
(ii) If L < 0, then lim f = -00 if and only if lim g = 00.x_co x_co
Proof. (i) Since L > 0, the hypothesis implies that there exists a1 > a such that
1 f(x) 3 fio < '2L =::- < '2L or x > a1.
g(x)
Therefore we have (! L) g(x) < f (x) < (~L) g (x) for all x > ai' from which the conclu-
sion follows readily.
The proof of (ii) is similar. Q.E.D.
We leave it to the reader to formulate the analogous result as x ~ -00.
4.3.16 Examples (a) lim xn = 00 for n EN.
x_co
Letg(x) :=xnforx E (0, (0). Given.a EJR,letK :=sup{l,a}.Thenforallx > K,
we have g(x) = xn > X > a. Since a E JRis arbitrary, it follows that lim g = 00.x_co
(b) lim xn = 00 for n EN, n even, and lim xn = -00 for n EN, n odd.x-+-oo x--oo
We will treat the case n odd, say n = 2k + 1 with k = 0, 1, Given a E JR, let
K := inf{a, -I}. For any x < K, then since (x2)k 2: 1, we have xn = (x2)kx =::x < a.
Since a E JRis arbitrary, it follows that lim xn = -00.x_-oo
(c) Let p: JR~ JRbe the polynomial function
p(x) := anxn + an_1xn-1+... + a1x + ao.
Then lim p = 00 if an > 0, and lim p = -00 if a < o.x_co x-co n







)g (x) = an+ an-1 ~ +... + a1 xn-l + ao xn '
it followsthat lim (p(x)fg(x» = an.Since lim g = 00,theassertionfollowsfromThe-x_co x_co
orem 4.3.15.
(d) Let p be the polynomial function in part (c). Then lim p = 00 [respectively, -00]x_-oo
if n is even [respectively, odd] and an > O.
We leave the details to the reader. D
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Exercises for Section 4.3
Give an example of a function that has a right-hand limit but not a left-hand limit at a point.
Let f (x) := Ixl-1/2 for x :f:O.Show that lim f(x) = lim f (x) = +00.x-o+ x_o-
4. Let c E 1Rand let f be definedfor x E (c,oo) and f(x) > 0 for all x E (c, 00). Showthat




5. Evaluate the following limits, or show that they do not exist.
(a) lim ~ 1 (x :f: 1), (b) lim ~ (X:f: 1),x-l+X- x-lx-l
(c) lim (x + 2)/,JX (x > 0), (d) lim (x + 2)/..;x (x > 0),
x-O+ x_oo
(e) lim (v'X+T) Ix (x > -1), (t) lim (v'X+T) Ix (x > 0),x_o x-oo
..;x - 5 ..;x - x
(g) lim..;x (x > 0), (h) lim..;x (x > 0).x_oo x + 3 x_oo x + x
6. Prove Theorem 4.3.11.
7. Suppose that f and g have limits in JRas x -+ 00 and that f(x) ::5g(x) for all x E (a, 00).
Prove that lim f ::5 lim g.x-oo x_oo
8. Let f be defined on (0, 00) to JR.Prove that lim f(x) = L if and only if lim f(1lx) = L.x_oo x_o+
9. Show that if f: (a, 00) -+ JRis such that lim xf(x) = L where L E JR,then lim f(x) = O.x_oo x_oo
10. Prove Theorem 4.3.14.
11. Suppose that lim f(x) = L where L > 0, and that lim g(x) = 00. Show that lim f(x)g(x) =x-c x_c x_c
00. If L =0, show by example that this conclusion may fail.
12. Find functions f and g defined on (0, (0) such that lim f = 00 and lim g = 00, and lim (f -x_oo x_oo x_oo
g) = O.Can you find such functions, with g(x) > 0 for all x E (0, 00), such that lim fig = 01x_oo
13. Let f and g be defined on (a, (0) and suppose lim f = L and lim g =00. Prove thatx_oo x_oo
limfog=L.x_oo




We now begin the study of the most important class of functions that arises in real analysis:
the class of continuous functions. The term "continuous" has been used since the time of
Newton to refer to the motion of bodies or to describe an unbroken curve, but it was not
made precise until the nineteenth century. Work of Bernhard Bolzano in -1817and Augustin-
Louis Cauchy in 1821 identified continuity as a very significant property of functions and
proposed definitions, but since the concept is tied to that of limit, it was the careful work of
Karl Weierstrass in the 1870s that brought proper understanding to the idea of continuity.
We will first define the notions of continuity at a point and continuity on a set, and then
show that various combinations of coptinuous functions give rise to continuous functions.
Then in Section 5.3 we establish the f'imdamentalproperties that make continuous functions
so important. For instance, we will prove that a continuous function on a closed bounded
interval must attain a maximum and a minimum value. We also prove that a continuous
function must take on every value intermediate to any two values it attains. These properties
and others are not possessed by general functions, as various examples illustrate, and thus
they distinguish continuous functions as a very special class of functions.
In Section 5.4 we introduce the very important notion of uniform continuity. The
distinction between continuity and uniform continuity is somewhat subtle and was not fully
appreciated until the work of Weierstrass and the mathematicians of his era, but it proved to
Karl Weierstrass
Karl Weierstrass (= WeierstraB) (1815-1897) was born in Westphalia, Ger-
many. His father, a customs officer in a salt works, insisted that he study
law and public finance at the University of Bonn, but he had more interest
in drinking and fencing, and left Bonn without receiving a diploma. He then
enrolled in the Academy of MUnster where he studied mathematics with
Christoph Gudermann. From 1841-1854 he taught at various gymnasia in
Prussia. Despite the fact that he had no contact with the mathematical world
during this time, he worked hard on mathematical research and was able
to publish a few papers, one of which attracted considerable attention. Indeed, the University of
Konigsberg gave him an honorary doctoral degree for this work in 1855.The next year, he secured
positions at the Industrial Institute of Berlin and the University of Berlin. He remained at Berlin
until his death.
A methodical and painstaking scholar, Weierstrass distrusted intuition and worked to put
everything on a firm and logical foundation. He did fundamental work on the foundations of
arithmetic and analysis, on complex analysis, the calculus of variations, and algebraic geometry.
Due to his meticulous preparation, he was an extremely popular lecturer; it was not unusual for
him to speak about advanced mathematical topics to audiences of more than 250. Among his
auditors are counted Georg Cantor, Sonya Kovalevsky, Gosta Mittag-Leffler, Max Planck, Otto
Holder, David Hilbert, and Oskar Bolza (who had many American doctoral students). Through
his writings and his lectures, Weierstrass had a profound influence on contemporary mathematics.
- - - -- ....-
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be very significant in applications. We present one application to the idea of approximating
continuous functions by more elementary functions (such as polynomials).
The notion of a "gauge" is introduced in Section 5.5 and is used to provide an alter-
native method of proving the fundamental properties of continuous functions. The main
significance of this concept, however, is in the area of integration theory where gauges are
essential in defining the generalized Riemann integral. This will be discussed in Chapter 10.
Monotone functions are an important class of functions with strong continuity proper-
ties and they are discussed in Section 5.6.
Section 5.1 Continuous Functions
In this section, which is very similar to Section 4.1, we will define what it means to say
that a function is continuous at a point, or on a set. This notion of continuity is one of the
central concepts of mathematical analysis, and it will be used in almost all of the following
material in this book. Consequently, it is essential that the reader master it.
. 5.1.1 Definition Let A C JR,let f : A -+ JR,and let e E A. We say that f is continuous
at e if, given any number E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that if x is any point of A satisfying
Ix - el < 8, then If (x) - f(e)1 < E.
If f fails to be continuous at e, then we say that f is discontinuous at e.
As with the definition of limit, the definition of continuity at a point can be formulated
very nicely in terms of neighborhoods. This is done in the next result. We leave the
verification as an important exercise for the reader. See Figure 5.1.1.
c
VI)(c)
Figure 5.1.1 Given V.(f(c», a neighborhood V.s(c)is to be detennined.
5.1.2 Theorem A function f : A -+ JRis continuous at apoint e E A if and only if given
any E-neighborhood V/f(e» of f(e) there exists a 8-neighborhood V8(e) ofe such that if
x is any point of An V8(e), then f(x) belongs to V.(f(e», that is,
f(A n V8(e» C V£(f(e».
Remark (1) If e E A is a clusterpoint of A, thena comparisonof Definitions4.1.4 and
5.1.1 show that f is continuous at e if and only if






Thus, if e is a cluster point of A, then three conditions must hold for I to be continuous
at e:
(i) I must be defined at e (so that I(e) makes sense),
(ii) the limit of I at e must exist in JR(so that lim I(x) makes sense), and
x-+c
(iii) these two values must be equal.
(2) If e e A is not a cluster point of A, then there exists a neighborhood V.s(e)of e such
that A n V.s(e)= {e}.Thus we concludethat a function I is automatically continuous at a
point e e A that is not a cluster point of A. Such points are often called "isolated points"
of A. They are of little practical interest to us, since they have no relation to a limiting
process. Since continuity is automatic for such points, we generally test for continuity only
at cluster points. Thus we regard condition (I) as being characteristic for continuity at e.
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1.8 for limits yields the following
sequential version of continuity at a point.
5.1.3 Sequential Criterion for Continuity A function I : A --+ JRis continuous at the
point e e A if and only if for every sequence (xn) in A that converges to e, the sequence .
(/(xn») convergesto I(e).
The following Discontinuity Criterion is a consequence of the last theorem. It should
be compared with the Divergence Criterion 4.1.9(a) with L = I(e). Its proof should be
written out in detail by the reader.
5.1.4 Discontinuity Criterion Let A C JR, let I : A --+ JR, and let e EA. Then I is
discontinuous ate ifand only if there exists a sequence (xn) in A such that (xn) converges
to e, but the sequence (/(xn») does not converge to I(e).
So far we have discussed continuity at apoint. To talk about the continuity of a function
on a set, we will simply require that the function be continuous at each point of the set. We
state this formally in the next definition.
5.1.5 Definition Let A C JRand let I : A ~ JR.If B is a subset of A, we say that I is
continuous on the set B if I is continuous at every point of B. .
5.1.6 Examples (a) The constant function I (x) := b is continuous on JR.
It was seen in Example 4.1.7(a) that if e e JR,then lim I(x) = b. Since I(e) =b,x-+c
we have lim I(x) = I(e), and thus I is continuous at every point e e JR.Therefore I is
x-+c
continuous on JR.
(b) g(x):= x is continuous on JR.
It was seen in Example 4.1.7(b) that if e e JR,then we have lim g = e. Sinceg(c) = e,x-+c
then g is continuous at every point e e JR.Thus g is continuous on JR.
(c) h(x):= x2 is continuous on JR. .
It was seen in Example 4.1.7(c) that if e e JR,then we have lim h = e2. Since h(e)
x-+c
= e2, then h is continuousat everypoint e e JR.Thus h is continuouson JR.
- (d) q>(x):= I/x is continuouson A := {x e JR:x > O}.
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It was seen in Example 4.1.7(d) that if c E A, then we have lim (/J= I/c. Since
. x-+c
qJ(c) = I/c, this shows that qJis continuous at every point c E A. Thus qJis continuous
onA.
(e) qJ(x):= Ilx is not continuous at x = O.
Indeed, if qJ(x)= Ilx for x > 0, then qJ is not defined for x = 0, so it cannot be
continuous there. Alternatively, it was seen in Example 4.1.IO(a) that lim qJdoes not existx-+o
in JR,so qJcannot be continuous at x = O.
(1) The signum function sgn is not continuous at O.
The signum function was defined in Example 4. 1.1O(b), where it was also shown that
lim sgn(x) does not exist in JR.Therefore sgn is not continuous at x = 0 (even though sgn 0x-+o
is defined).
It is an exerciseto showthat sgn is continuousat everypoint c i= O.
(g) Let A := JRand let f be Dirichlet's "discontinuous ~nction" defined by
f(x) :=
{
I ~f x ~s~ati~nal,
o If x ISIrrational.
We claim that f is not continuous at any point of JR.(This function was introduced in 1829
by P. G. L. Dirichlet.) ..
Indeed, if c is a rational number, let (xn) be a sequence of irrational numbers that
converges to c. (Corollary 2.4.9 to the Density Theorem 2.4.8 assures us that such a
sequence does exist.) Since f(xn) = 0 for all n E N, we have lim (f(xn)) = 0, while
f (c) = I. Thereforef is not continuousat the rationalnumberc. . J
On the other hand, if b is an irrational number, let (yn) be a sequence of rational
numbers that converge to b. (The Density Theorem 2.4.8 assures us that such a sequence
does exist.) Since f(Yn) = I for all n E N, we have lim (f(Yn)) = I, while f(b) =O.
Therefore f is not continuous at the irrational number b.
Since every real number is either rational or irrational, we deduce that f is not
continuous at any point in JR.
(h) Let A := {x E JR:x > OJ.'For any irrational number x > 0 we define h(x) =O. For
a rational number in A of the form mln, with natural numbers m, n having no common
factors except I, we define h(mln) := Iln. (See Figure 5.1.2.)
o 0.5
Figure 5.1.2 Thomae's function.
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We claim that h is continuous at every irrational number in A, and is discontinuous
at every rational number in A. (This function was introduced in 1875 by K. J. Thomae.)
Indeed, if a > 0 is rational, let (xn) be a sequence of irrational numbers in A that
converges to a. Then lim (h(xn») = 0, while h(a) > O.Hence h is discontinuous at a.
On the other hand, if b is an irrational number and E > 0, then (by the Archimedean
Property) there is a natural number no such that I/no < E. There are only a finite num-
ber of rationals with denominator less than no in the interval (b - I, b + I). (Why?)
Hence 8 > 0 can be chosen so small that the neighborhood (b - 8, b + 8) contains no
rationalnumbers with denominator less than no. It then follows that for Ix - bl < 8, x E
A, we have Ih(x) - h(b)1 = Ih(x)1 ::::: I/no < E. Thus h is continuous at the irrational
number b.
Consequently, we deduce that Thomae's function h is continuous precisely at the
irrational points in A. 0
5.1.7 Remarks (a) Sometimes a function f: A --+ JRis not continuous at a point c
because it is not defined at this point. However, if the function f has a limit L at the point
c and if we define F on A U {c} -+ JRby
F(x) := {~(X)
for x = c,
for x E A,
then F is continuous at c. To see this, one needs to check that lim F = L, but this followsx_c
(why?),since lim f = L.x-c
(b) If a function g : A --+ JRdoes not have a limit at c, then there is no way that we can
obtain a function G : A U {c} --+ JRthat is continuous at c by defining
G(x) := {~(X)
for x = c,
for x EA.
- To see this, observe that if lim G exists and equals C, then lim g must also exist andx_c x_c
equal C.
- 5.1.8 Examples (a) The function g(x) := sin(1/x) for x =1=0 (see Figure 4.1.3) does
not have a limit at x = 0 (see Example 4. 1.10(c». Thus there is no value that we can assign
_ at x = 0 to obtain a continuous extension of g at x = O.
(b) Let f(x) = x sin(l/x) for x =1=o. (See Figure 5.1.3.) Since f is not defined at x = 0,
the function f cannot be continuous at this point. However, it was seen in Example 4.2.8(t)
- that' lim(x sin(1/x») = O. Therefore it follows from Remark 5.1.7(a) that if we definex-o
F : JR--+JRby
F(x) := {~sino/X)
for x = 0,
for x =1=0,






Figure 5.1.3 Graphof f(x) =x sinO/x) (x # 0).




3. Let a < b < c. Supposethat f is continuouson [a,b], that g is continuouson [b,c], and that
f(b) = g(b). Define h on [a, c] by h(x) := f(x) for x E [a, b] and h(x) := g(x) for x E (b, c].
Prove that h is continuous on [a, c].
4. If x E JR,we define [x) to be the greatest integer n E Z such that n ::: x. (Thus, for exam-
ple, [8.3) = 8, [1T) = 3, [-1T) = -4.) The function x t-+ [x) is called the greatest integer
function. Determine the points of continuity of the following functions:
(a) f(x):= [x) (b) g(x):= x[x),
(c) h(x):= [sin x), (d) k(x):= [1/x) (x # 0).
5. Let f be defined for all x E JR,x ::f.2, by f(x) = (x2 + x - 6)/(x - 2).Canf be defined at
x = 2 in such a way that f is continuousat thispoint?
6. Let A ~ JRand let f : A ~ JRbe continuous at a point CE A. Show that for any e > 0, there
exists a neighborhood V/j(c)of Csuch that if x, yEA n V/j(c), then If(x) - f(y)1 < e.
7. Let f : JR JRbe continuous at C and let f(c) > O. Show that there .exists a neighborhood
V/j(c)of c such that if x e V/j(c), then f(x) > O.
8. Let f : JR JRbe continuous on JRand let S := (x E JR: f(x) = O}be the "zero set" of f. If
(xn) is in S and x = lim(xn),showthatXES.
9. Let A ~ B ~ JR,let f: B ~ JRand let g be the restriction of f to A (that is, g(x) = f(x) for
x e A).
(a) If f is continuous at c e A, show that g is continuous at c.
(b) Show by example that if g is continuous at c, it need not follow that f is continuous at c.
10. Show that the absolute value function f(x) := Ixl is continuous at every point c e 1R.
11. Let K > 0 and let f : JR~ JRsatisfy the condition If (x) - f(y)1 ::: Klx - yl forallx, y E 1R.
Show that f is continuous at every point c e 1R.
12. Suppose that f : JR JRis continuous on JRand that f(r) =0 for everyrationalnumberr.
Prove that f (x) = 0 for all x e JR.
13. Define g : JR JRby g(x) := 2x for x rational, and g(x) := x + 3 for x irrational. Find all
points at which g is continuous.
- - -
- - -
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14. Let A := (0,00) and let k : A ~ JRbe definedas follows.For x e A, x irrational,we define
k(x) = 0; for x e A rational and of the fonn x = m/ n with natural numbers m, n having no
common factors except 1,we define k(x) := n. Prove that k is unbounded on every open interval
in A. Conclude that k is not continuous at any point of A. (See Example 5.1.6(h).)
15. Let 1 : (0, 1) ~ JRbe bounded but such that lim 1 does not exist. Show that there are two
X"'" 0
sequences (xn) and (yn) in (0, 1) with lim(xn) = ° = lim(yn), but such that lim (/(xn)) and
lim (I (yn)) exist but are not equal.
Section 5.2 Combinations of Continuous Functions
Let A C JR and let f and g be functions that are defined on A to JRand let b E JR. In
Definition 4.2.3 we defined the sum, difference, product, and multiple functions denoted
by f + g, f - g, fg, bf. In addition, if h : A ~ JRis such that hex) ::/:0 for all x E A,
then we definedthe quotient functiondenotedby f / h.
The next result is similar (0 Theorem 4.2.4, from which it follows.
5.2.1 Theorem Let A C JR, let f and g be functions on A to JR,and let b E JR.Suppose
that e E A and that f andg arecontinuousate.
(a) Then f + g, f - g, fg, andbf arecontinuousate.
(b) If h : A ~ JRis continuous at e E A and if h (x) ::/: 0 for all x E A, then the quotient
f / h is continuous at e.
Proof. If e E A is not a cluster point of A, then the conclusion is automatic. Hence we
assumethat e is a clusterpoint of A. .
(a) Since f and g are continuous at e, then
fee) = lim fx_c
and gee) = lim g.x_c
. Hence it follows from Theorem 4.2.4(a) that
(f + g)(e) = fee) + gee)= lim(f + g).x_c
Therefore f + g is continuous at e. The remainingassertionsin part (a) are proved in a ...
similar fashion. .
(b) Since e E A, then h(e) ::/: O.But sinceh(e) = lim h, it follows from Theorem 4.2.4(b)x_c
that
r f
f (c) = f (c) = x~ = lim (f ).h h (c) lim h x_c hx_c
Therefore f / h is continuous at e. Q.E.D.
The next result is an inunediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.1, applied to every point
of A. However, since it is an extremely important result, we shall state it formally.
-- --- - --
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5.2.2 Theorem Let A C JR, let f and g be continuous on A to JR, and let b E JR.
(a) The functions f + g, f - g, fg, and bf are continuous on A.
(b) If h : A -+ JRis continuous on A and hex) t= 0 for x E A, then the quotient fl h is
continuous on A.
Remark To define quotients, it is sometimes more convenient to proceed as follows. If




)(x) := f (x)qJ qJ(x) for x E A I.
If qJis continuous at a point c E AI' it is clear that the restriction qJI of qJ to Al is also
continuous at c. Therefore it follows from Theorem 5.2.t(b) applied to qJI that flqJl
is continuous at c E A. Since (flqJ)(x) = (flqJl)(x) for x E Al it follows that flqJ is
continuous at c E AI. Similarly, if f and qJare continuous on A, then the function flqJ,
defined on Al by (1), is continuous on AI.
5.2.3 Examples (a) Polynomial functions.
If p is a polynomial function, so that p(x) = anxn + an_Ixn-1 + ... + alx + ao for
all x E JR, then it follows from Example 4.2.5(t) that p(c) = lim p for any c E JR. Thusx_c
a polynomialfunction is continuouson JR.
(b) Rational functions.
If p and q are polynomial functions on JR,then there are at most a finite number
ai' . . . , am of real roots of q. If x ~ {ai' . . . , am}then q(x) t=0 so that we can definethe
rational function r by
p(x)
r(x):= - for x ~ {ai' ...,a }.
. q (x) m
It was seen in Example4.2.5(g) that if q(c) t=0, then
p (c) . p (x) .
r (c) = - = lim - = 11m r (x) .
q (c) x_c q (x) x_c
In other words, r is continuous at c. Since c is any real number that is not a root of q, we
infer that a rational function is continuous at every real number for which it is defined.
(c) We shall show that the sine function sin is continuous on JR.
To do so we make use of the following properties of the sine and cosine functions.
(See Section 8.4.) For all x, y, Z E JRwe have:
Isin Z I< Iz I, Icosz I ::: t,
sin x - sin y = 2 sin [!(x - y)] cos [! (x + y)] .
Hence if c E JR,then we have
Isinx -sincl < 2. !Ix -cl.t = Ix-cl.
Therefore sin is continuous at c. Since c E JRis arbitrary, it follows that sin is continuous
on JR.
(d) The cosine function is continuous on JR.
- ---
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We make use of the following properties of the. sine and cosine functions. For all
x, y, z e JR wehave:
Isinz I < Iz I, Isin i I ::s1,
cosx - cos y = -2 sin[!(x + y)] sin[!(x - y)].
Henceif c e JR,then we have
Icosx - coscl ::s 2.1 . !Ic - xl = Ix- cl.
Therefore cos is continuous at c. Since c e JRis arbitrary, it follows that cos is continuous
on JR.(Alternatively, we could use the relation cos x = sin(x + 7r/2).)
(e) The functions tan, cot, sec, csc are continuous where they are defined.
For example, the cotangent function is defined by
cosx
cot x := ---:--
smx
provided sinx ::/: 0 (that is, provided x ::/:n7r,n e Z). Since sin and cos are continuous
on JR,it follows (see the Remark before Example 5.2.3) that the function cot is continuous
on its domain. The other trigonometric functions are treated similarly. 0
5.2.4 Theorem Let A c JR,let I : A ~ JR, and let III be definedby III(x) := I/(x)1
forx EA.
(a) If I is continuousat apointc e A, thenIII is continuousat c.
(b) If I is continuouson A, then III is continuouson A.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Exercise 4.2.13. Q.E.D.
5.2.5 Theorem Let A c JR,let I : A ~ JR,and let I(x) 2: 0 for all x E A. We let../l
bedefinedforx E A by (.J1)(x) := ..jI (x).
(a) If I is continuousat a point c e A, then ../l is continuousat c.
(b) If I is continuous on A, then ../l is continuous on A.
Proof. This is an immediateconsequenceof Exercise4.2.14. Q.E.D.
Composition of Continuous Functions
We now show that if the function I : A ~ JRis continuous at a point c and if g : B ~ JR
is continuous at b = I(c), then the composition go I is continuousat c. In order to assure
that g 0 I is definedon all of A, we also need to assumethat I(A) S; B.
5.2.6 Theorem Let A, B C JRand let f : A ~ JRand g: B ~ JRbe functions such that
I(A) C B. If I is continuous at a point c e A and g is continuous at b = I(c) e B, then
the compositiong 0 I : A ~ JRis continuous at c.
Proof. Let W be an e-neighborhoodof g(b). Since g is continuousat b, there is a 0-
neighborhood V of b = I (c) such that if y e B n V then g (y) e W. Since f is continuous
at c, there is a y-neighborhood U of c such that if x e An U, then f(x) e V. (See
Figure 5.2.1.) Since I(A) C B, it follows that if x e An U, then I(x) e B n V so that
go f(x) = g(/(x» e W. But sinceW is an arbitrarye-neighborI1oodof g(b), this implies
that go f is continuous at c. Q.E.D.
-- - -- --








Figure 5.2.1 The composition of I andg.
5.2.7 Theorem Let A, B C JR, let I : A ~ JRbe continuouson A, andlet g: B -+ JRbe
continuouson B. If I(A) C B, then the compositefunctiongo I : A ~ JR is continuous
onA.
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the preceding result, if I and g are con-
tinuous at every point of A and B, i~spectively. Q.E.D.
Theorems 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 are very useful in establishing that certain functions are
continuous. They can be used in many situations where it would be difficult to apply the
definition of continuity directly.
5.2.8 Examples (a) Let gl (x) := Ixl for x E JR.It follows from the Triangle Inequality
that
Igl (x) - gl (c)1 :::::Ix - cl
for all x, c E JR.Hence g I is continuous at c E JR.If I: A ~ JRis any function that is
continuous on A, then Theor~m 5.2.7 implies that gl 0 I = IIIis continuouson A. This
gives anotherproof of Theorem5.2.4.
(b) Let g2(x) := ..;x for x ~ O.It follows from Theorems 3.2.10 and 5.1.3 that g2 is
continuous at any number c ~ O. If I: A ~ JRis continuous on A and if I (x) > 0 for
all x E A, then it followsfrom Theorem5.2.7that g20 1= -JJis continuouson A. This
gives another proof of Theorem 5.2.5.
(c) - Letg3(x) := sinx forx E JR.Wehave seenin Example5.2.3(c)thatg3 is continuous
on JR.If I : A ~ JRis continuouson A, then it followsfromTheorem5.2.7 that g3 0 I is
continuous on A.
In particular, if I(x) := l/x for x # 0, then the function g(x) := sin(1/x) is contin-
uous at every point c # O. [We have seen, in Example 5.1.8(a), that g cannot be defined
at 0 in order to become continuous at that point.] 0
Exercises for Section 5.2
1. Detennine the points of continuity of the following functions and state which theorems are used
in each case.
x2 + 2x + 1 J(a) I(x):= 2 (x e IR), (b) g(x):= x + -IX (x ~ 0),x + 1
.Jl + Isinxl J(c) h(x):= (x # 0), (d) k(x):= cos 1 + x2 (x e JR).x
--- - - - - - -
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2. Show that if f : A -+ ~ is continuous on A ~ ~ and if n e N, then the function fn defined by
fn(x) = (f(x»n for x e A, is continuous on A.
3. Give an example of functions f and g that are both discontinuous at a point e in ~ such that
(a) the sum f + g is continuous at e, (b) the product fg is continuous at c.
4. Let x H- [x] denote the greatest integer function (see Exercise 5.1.4). Determine the points of
continuity of the function f(x) := x - [x], x e R
5. Let g be defined on ~ by g(1) := 0, and g(x) := 2 if x -# 1, and let f(x) := x + 1for all x e ~.
Show that lim go f :f: (g 0/)(0). Why doesn't this contradict Theorem 5.2.6?x~o
6. Let f, g be defined on ~ and let e e ~. Suppose that lim f = b and that g is continuous
x~c
at b. Show that lim go f = g(b). (Compare this result with Theorem 5.2.7 and the preceding
x~c
exercise.)
7. Give an example of a function f : [0, 1] -+ ~ that is discontinuous at every point of [0, 1] but
such that If I is continuous on [0, 1].
8. Let f, g be continuous from ~ to ~, and suppose that f (r) = g(r) for all rational numbers r.
Is it true that f(x) = g(x) for all x e ~?
9. Let h: ~ -+ ~ be continuous on ~ satisfying h(m/2n) = 0 for all m e Z, n eN. Show that
h(x) = o forallx eR
10. Let f: ~ -+ ~ be continuous on~, and let P := (x e ~ : f(x) > OJ.If e e P, show that there
exists a neighborhood Vc5(e)~ P.
11. If f and g are continuous on~, let S := (x e ~: f(x) 2: g(x)}. If (sn) ~ Sand lim(sn) = s,
show that s e S.
12. A function f : JR-+ JRis said to be additive if f (x + y) = f (x) + f (y) for all x, y in R Prove
that if f is continuous at some point xo' then it is continuous at every point of R (See Exercise
4.2.12.)
13. Suppose that f is a continuous additive function on Rife := f (1), show that we have
f(x) = ex for all x e R [Hint: First show that if r is a rational number, then f(r) = cr.]
14. Let g : JR-+ JRsatisfy the relation g(x + y) = g(x)g(y) for all x, y in R Show that if g is
continuous at x = 0, then g is continuous at every point of R Also if we have g(a) = 0 for
somea e JR,theng(x) = 0 for all x e R
15. Let f, g : JR-+ JR be continuous at a point e, and let h(x) := sup (f(x), g(x)} for x e R
Show that h(x) = !(f(x) + g(x»)+ !If(x) - g(x)1 for all x e JR.Use this to show that his
continuous at e.
Section 5.3 Continuous Functions on Intervals
Functions that are continuous on intervals have a number of very important properties that
are not possessed by general continuous functions. In this section, we will establish some
deep results that are of considerable importance and that will be applied later. Alternative
proofs of these results will be given in Section 5.5.
5.3.1 Definition A function I : A -+ JRis said to be bounded on A if there exists a
constant M > 0 such that I/(x)1 :::: M for all x EA.
In other words, a function is bounded on a set if its range is a bounded set in JR.To
say that a function is not bounded on a given set is to say that no particular number can
- - -- ------ - --
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serve as a bound for its range. In exact language, a function I is not bounded on the set
A if given any M > 0, there exists a point xMEA such that II (x M)I> M. We often say
thatI is unbounded on A in this case.
For example, the function I definedon the interval A := (0,00) by I(x) := l/x is
not bounded on A because for any M > ° we can take the point xM := 1/(M + 1) in A
to get I (xM) = 1/xM = M + 1 > M. This exampleshowsthat continuousfunctionsneed
not be bounded. In the next theorem, however, we show that continuous functions on a
certain type of interval are necessarily bounded.
5.3.2 Boundedness Theorem' Let1:= [a,hIbea c~dded intervaland let
I: I~ JRbecontinuouson I. Then I is boundedonI. '
Proof. Suppose that I is notboundedon I. Then, for any n E N there is a number xn E I
such that II (xn)I > n. SinceI isbounded,thesequenceX := (xn)isbounded.Therefore,
the Bolzano-WeierstrassTheorem3.4.8impliesthat there is a subsequenceX' = (xn ) of Xr
that converges to a number x. Since I is closed and the elements of X' belong to I, it follows
from Theorem 3.2.6 that x E I. Then I is continuous at x, so that (/(x~ ») converges tor
I(x). We then conclude from Theorem 3.2.2 that the convergent sequence (/(xn ») mustr
be bounded. But this is a contradiction since
If (x.) I > n, 2:: r for r EN. ".
Therefore the supposition that the continuous function I is not bounded on the closed
bounded interval I leads to a contradiction. Q.E.D.
To show that each hypothesis of the Boundedness Theorem is needed, we can construct
examples that show the conclusion fails if anyone of the hypotheses is relaxed.
(i) The interval must be bounded. The function I (x) := x for x in the unbounded,
closed intervalA := [0,00) is continuousbut not bounded on A.
(ii) The interval must be closed. The function g(x) := l/x for x in the half-open
intervalB := (0, 1]is continuous'butnot boundedon B.
(iii) The functionmustbe continuous.The functionh definedon the closedinterval
C := [0, 1]by hex) := l/x forx E (0, 1] and h(O) := I is discontinuousand unbounded
onC.
The Maximum-Minimum Theorem
5.3.3 Definition .Let A £ JRand let I : A ~ JR. We say that I has an absolute maxi-
mum on A if there is a point x. E A such that
I(x.) ~ I(x) for all x EA.
We say that I has an absolute minimum on A if there is a point x. E A such tha~
I(x.) ~ I(x) for all x E A.
Wesay that x. is an absolutemaximumpoint for I on A, and thatx. is an absolute
minimum point for I on A, if theyexist.
tThis theorem, as well as 5.3.4, is true for an arbitrary closed bounded set For these developments, see Sections
11.2and11.3. .
- - ---
We note that a continuous function on a set A does not necessarily have an absolute
maximum'or an absolute minimum on the set. For example, I(x) := I/x has neither an
absolute maximum nor an absolute minimum on the set A := (0, (0). (See Figure 5.3.1).
There can be no absolute maximumfor 1 on A since 1 is not bounded above on A, and
there is no point at which 1 attains the value 0 = inf{/(x) : x E A}. The same function has
neither an absolute maximum nor an absolute minimum when it is restricted to the set (0, 1),
while it has both an absolute maximum and an absolute minimum when it is restricted to
the set [1, 2]. In addition, I(x) = I/x has an absolute maximum but no absolute minimum
when restricted to the set [1, (0), but no absolute maximum and no absolute minimum
when restricted to the set (1, (0).
It is readily seen that if a function has an absolute maximum point, then this point
is not necessarily uniquely determined. For example, the function g(x) := x2 defined for
x E A := [-1, +1] has the two points x =::1:1 giving the absolute maximum on A, and
the single point x = 0 yielding its absolute minimum on A. (See Figure 5.3.2.) To pick an
extreme example, the constant function h(x) := I for x E JRis such that every point of JR
is both an absolute maximum and an absolute minimum point for h.
.
x x
1 2 - 1 1
Figure 5.3.1 The function
I(x) = l/x (x > 0).
Figure 5.3.2 The function
g(x) = x2 (Ixl :::: 1).
3.3.4 Maximum-Minimum Theorem Let I := [a,b] be a closedboundedintervaland
Jet 1 : I -+ JRbe continuous on I. Then 1 has an absolute maximum and an absolute
minimum on I.
Proof. Considerthenonemptyset1 (1) := {I (x) : x E I} ofvaluesof 1 on I. InTheorem
j.3.2 it was establishedthat 1(1) is a boundedsubsetof JR.Let s* := sup1(1) and s* :=
inf 1(1). We claim that there exist points x* and x* in I such that s* = I(x*) and s* =
f(x*). Wewill establishthe existenceof the pointx*, leavingthe proof of the existenceof
x * to the reader.
Since s* = sup1(1), if n E N, then the number s* - 1/n is not an upper bound of the
~et 1(1). Consequently there exists a number xn E I such that
1
s* - - < I(x ) ::: s*n n.J) for all n EN.
:ince I is bounded, the sequence X := (xn) is bounded. Therefore, by the Bolzano-
Weierstrass.Theorem3.4.8, there is a subsequenceX' = (x ) of X that converges to somenr
umberx*. Since the elements of X' belong to I = [a, b], it follows from Theorem 3.2.6
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that x* E I. Therefore f is continuous at x* so that (lim f(xn)) = f(x*). Since it follows
from (1) that
1
s* - - < f (x )::: s*n nrr
for all r EN,
we conclude from the Squeeze Theorem 3.2.7 that lim(f(x » = s*. Thereforewe havenr
f(x*) = lim(f(xn ») = s* = sup f (I) .r
We conclude that x* is an absolute maximum point of f on I. Q.E.D.
The next result is the theoretical basis for locating roots of a continuous function by
means of sign changes of the function. The proof also provides an algorithm, known as
the Bisection Method, for the calculation of roots to a specified degree of accuracy and
can be readily programmed for a computer. It is a standard tool for finding solutions of
equations of the form f (x) = 0, where f is a continuous function. An alternative proof of
the theorem is indicated in Exercise 11.
5.3.5 Location of Roots Theorem Let I = [a, b] and let f : I ~ 1Rbe continuous on
I. If f(a) < 0 < f(b), or if f(a) > 0 > f(b), then there exists a numberc E (a, b) such
that f(c) = o.
Proof. We assume that f(a) < 0 < f(b). We will generate a sequence of intervals by
successive bisections. Let II := [aI' bl]' where a1 := a, b1 := b, and let PI be the midpoint
PI := !(a1 + bl). If f(Pl) = 0, we take c := PI and we are done. If f(Pl) =F0, then either
f(PI) > 0 or f(Pl) < O.If f(Pl) > 0, then we seta2 := al' b2 := PI' while if f(Pl) < 0,
then we set a2 := PI' b2 := b1. In either case, we let 12 := [a2,b2]; then we have 12C II
and f(a2) < 0, f(b2) > O.
We continue the bisection process. Suppose that the intervals 11'12,..., Ik have
been obtained by successive bisection in the same manner. Then we have f (ak) < 0
and f(bk) > 0, and we set Pk := !(ak + bk). If f(Pk) = 0, we take c := Pk and we are
done. If f(Pk) > 0, we set ak+1 := ak, bk+1:= Pk' while if f(Pk) < 0, we set ak+l :=
Pk' bk+l := bk. In either case, we let Ik+1 := [ak+1,bk+l];then Ik+1 C Ik and f(ak+1) < 0,
f(bk+l) > O.
If theprocessterminatesby locatinga point Pn suchthat f (pn) = 0, thenwearedone.
If the process does not terminate, then we obtain a nested sequence of closed bounded
intervals In := [an' bn] such that for every n EN we have
and
Furthermore, since the intervals are obtained by repeated bisection, the length of In is
equal to bn - an = (b - a)/2n-1. It follows from the NestedIntervalsProperty 2.5.2 that
there exists a point c that belongs to In for all n EN. Since an < c < bn for all n E N, we
have 0 < c - a < b - a = (b - a)/ 2n-l, and 0 < b - c < b - a = (b - a)/ 2n-1.- n-n n -n -n n
Hence, it followsthat lim(an) = c = lim(bn). Since f is continuousat c, we have
lim (f(an») = f(c) = lim (f(bn») .
The fact that f(an) < 0 for all n E N implies that f(c) =lim (f(an») < O.Also, the fact
that f(bn) 2: 0 for all n E N implies that f(c) =lim (f(bn») 2: O.Thus, we conclude that
f(c) = O.Consequently,c is axoot of f. Q.E.D.
- - -
-
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The following example illustrates how the Bisection Method for finding roots is applied
in a systematic fashion.
5.3.6 Example The equation f(x) = xeX- 2 = 0 has a root c in the interval [0, 1],
because f is continuous on this interval and f(O) = -2 < 0 and f(1) = e - 2 > O.We
construct the following table, where the sign of f( Pn) determines the interval at the next
step. The far right column is an upper bound on the error when Pn is used to approximate
the root c, becausewe have .
We have stopped at n = 7, obtaining c ~ P7 = .8515625 with error less than .0078125.
This is the first step in which the error is less than 10-2. The decimal place values of P7past
the second place cannot be taken seriously, but we can conclude that .843 < c < .860. 0
Bolzano's Theorem
The next result is a generalization of the Location of Roots Theorem. It assures us that a
continuous function on an interval takes on (at least once) any number that lies between
two of its values.
5.3.7 Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem Let I be an intervaland let f : I ~ JR
be continuous on I. If a, bEl and if k E JRsatisfies f(a) < k < f(b), then there exists a
point c E I between a and b such that f (c) = k.
Proof. Suppose that a < b and let g(x) := f(x) - k; then g(a) < 0 < g(b). By the
- Location of Roots Theorem 5.3.5 there exists a point c with a < c < b such that 0 =
g(c) = f(c) - k. Therefore f(c) = k.
If b < a, let h(x) := k - f(x) so that h(b) < 0 < h(a). Therefore there exists a point
c with b < c < a such that 0 = h(c) = k - f(c), whence f(c) = k. Q.E.D.
5.3.8 Corollary Let I = [a, b] be a closed, bounded interval and let f : I ~ JR be
continuous on I. If k E JRis any number satisfying
inf f(/) < k ::: sup f(/),
then there exists a number c E I such that f (c) = k.
Proof. It follows from the Maximum-MinimumTheorem 5.3.4 that there are points c*
and c* in I such that
inf f(/) = f(c*) ::: k ::: f(c*) = sup f(/)~
The conclusion now follows from Bolzano's Theorem 5.3.7. Q.E.D.
--
Ipn - cl ::: (bn - an) = 1/2n.
We will findan approximationPnwith error less than 10-2.
n an bn Pn f (p n) (bn - an)
1 0 1 .5 -1.176 .5
2 .5 1 .75 -.412 .25
3 .75 1 .875 +.099 .125
4 .75 .875 .8125 -.169 .0625
5 .8125 .875 .84375 - .0382 .03125
6 .84375 .875 .859375 +.0296 .015625 .
7 .84375 .859375 .8515625 - .0078125
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The next theorem summarizes the main results of this section. It states that the image
of a closed bounded interval under a continuous function is also a closed bounded interval.
The endpoints of the image interval are the absolute minimum and absolute maximum
values of the function, and the statement that all values between the absolute minimum
and the absolute maximum values belong to the image is a way of describing Bolzano's
Intennediate Value Theorem.
5.3.9 Theorem Let I be a closed bounded interval and let f : I -+ IR be continuous
on I. Then the set f(1) := {f(x) : x e I} is a closed bounded interval.
Proof. If we let m := inf f(1) and M := sup f(1), then we know from the Maximum-
MinimumTheorem5.3.4thatm andM belongto f (1).Moreover,wehave f (1) C [m, M].
If k is any element of [m, M], then it follows from the preceding corollary that there exists
a point eel such that k = f(c). Hence, k e f(1) and we conclude that [m, M] C f(1).
Therefore, f(1) is the interval [m, M]. Q.E.D.
Warning If I := [a,b] is an intervaland.! : I -+ IRis continuouson I, we haveproved
that f(1) is the interval [m, M]. We have not proved(and it is not alwaystrue) that f(1)





a x. x' b - x
Figure 5.3.3 f(l) =em,M].
The preceding theorem is a "preservation" theorem in the sense that it states that
the continuous image of a closed bounded interval is a set of the same type. The next
theorem extends this result to general intervals. However, it should be noted that although
the continuous image of an interval is shown to be an interval, it is not true that the image
interval necessarily has the same form as the domain interval. For example, the continuous
image of an open interval need not be an open interval, and the continuous image of an
unbounded closed interval need not be a closed interval. Indeed, if f(x) := 1/(x2 + 1)
for x e 1R, then / is continuous on 1R[see Example 5.2.3(b)]. It is easy to see that if
It := (-1, 1), then /(1t) = (!, 1], which is not an open interval. Also, if 12 := [0, (0),
then f(12) = (0, 1], which is not a closed interval. (See Figure 5.3.4.)
- ---
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1
Figure 5.3.4 Graph of I(x) = 1/(x2 + 1) (x E JR).
To prove the Preservation of Intervals Theorem 5.3.10, we will use Theorem 2.5.1
characterizing intervals.
5.3.10 Preservation of Intervals Theorem Let I be an interval and let f : I ~ 1Rbe
continuous on I. Then the set f (I) is an interval.
Proof. Let a, (3 E f(l) with a < (3; then there exist points a, bEl such that a = f(a)
and (3= f(b). Further, it follows from Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem 5.3.7 that
if k E (a, (3) then there exists a number eEl with k = f(c) E f(l). Therefore [a, (3] C
f(l), showing that f(l) possesses property (1) of Theorem 2.5.1. Therefore f(l) is an
interval. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 5.3
1. Let [ := [a, b] and let 1 : [ -+ JRbe a continuous function such that 1(x) > 0 for each x in [.
Prove that there exists a number ex.> 0 such that 1(x) :::ex.for all x E [.
2. Let I := [a, b] and let 1 : I -+ JRand g : [ -+ JRbe continuous functions on I. Show that the
set E := {x E [ : I(x) = g(x)} has the property that if (xn) ~ E and xn -+ xO'then Xo E E.
3. Let I := [a, b] and let 1 : I -+ JRbe a continuous function on I such that for each x in I there
exists y in I such that II(y)1 ~ !II(x)l. Prove there exists a point c in [ such that I(c) = o.
4. Show that every polynomial of odd degree with real coefficients has at least one real root.
5. Show that the polynomial p(x) := x4 + 7x3 - 9 has at least two real roots. Use a calculator to
locate these roots to within two decimal places.
6. Let 1 be continuous on the interval [0, 1] to JR and such that 1(0) = 1 (1). Prove that there
exists a point c in [0, 4] such that I(c) = 1 (c + 4). [Hint:Consider g(x) = 1(x) - 1 (x + 4).]
Conclude that there are, at any time, antipodal points on the earth's equator that have the same
temperature.
7. Show that the equation x = cosx has a solution in the interval [0, Jr/2]. Use the Bisection
Method and a calculator to find an approximate solution of this equation, with error less than
10-3.
8. Showthatthe functionI(x) := 2lnx + .jX - 2 has root in the interval [1, 2]. Use the Bisection
Method and a calculator to find the root with error less than 10-2.
9. (a) The function I(x) := (x - l)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x - 4)(x - 5) has five roots in the interval
[0, 7]. If the Bisection Method is applied on this interval, which of the roots is located?
(b) Same question for g(x) := (x - 2)(x - 3)(x - 4)(x - 5)(x - 6) on the interval[0,7].
10. If the Bisection Method is used on an interval oflength 1 to finetPn with error Ipn - cl < 10-5,
determine the least value of n that will assure this accuracy.
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11. Let I := [a, b], let f: 1-+ JRbe continuous on I, and assume that f(a) < 0, f(b) > O.Let
W := {x e I : f(x) < OJ,and let w := sup W. Prove that f(w) = o. (This provides an alter-
native proof of Theorem 5.3.5.)
12. Let I := [0, 7l'/2] and let f : I -+ JRbe defined by f(x) := sup{x2,cosx} for x e I. Show
there exists an absolute minimum point Xo e I for f on I. Show that Xo is a solution to the
equation cos x = x2.
13. Suppose that f : JR-+ JRis continuous on JRand that 1im f = 0 and 1im f = O. Prove thatx_-co x-co
f is bounded on JRand attains either a maximum or minimum on JR.Give an example to show
that both a maximum and a minimum need not be attained.
14. Let f : JR-+ JRbe continuous on JRand let (J e JR.Show that if Xo e JRis such that f(xo) < (J,
then there exists a IS-neighborhoodU of Xosuch that f(x) < (J for all x e U.
15. Examine which open [respectively,closed] intervals are mapped by f(x) := x2 for x e JRonto
open [respectively, closed] intervals.
16. Examine the mapping of open [respectively, closed] intervals under the functions g(x) :=
1/(x2 + 1) and h(x) := x3 for x e R
17. If f : [0,1] -+ JRis continuous and has only rational [respectively, irrational] values, must f
be constant? Prove your assertion. .
18. Let I := [a, b] and let f : I -+ JRbe a (not necessarily continuous) function with the property
that for every x e I, the function f is bounded on a neighborhood VeS(x) of x (in the sense of
;r
Definition 4.2.1). Prove that f is bounded on I.
19. Let J := (a, b) and let g : J -+ JRbe a continuous function with the property that for every
x e J, the function g is bounded on a neighborhood VeS(x) of x. Show by example that g is not
;r
necessarily bounded on J.
Section 5.4 Uniform Continuity
Let A C JRand let f : A -+ JR.Definition5.1.1 states that the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) f is continuous at every point u e A;
(ii) given e > 0 and u e A, there is a c5(e,u) > 0 such that for all x such that x e A
and Ix - ul < c5(e,u), then If(x) - f(u)1 < e.
The point we wish to emphasize here is that 15depends, in general, on both e > 0 and
u EA. The fact that 15depends on u is a reflection of the fact that the function f may change
its values rapidly near certain points and slowly near other points. [For example, consider
f(x) := sin(1/x) for x > 0; see Figure 4.1.3.]
Now it often happens that the function f is such that the number 15can be chosen to be
independent of the point u e A and to depend only on e. For example, if f (x) := 2x for
all x e JR,then
If (x) - f(u)1 = 21x - ul ,
and so we can choose c5(e,u) := e/2 for all e > 0, u e JR. (Why?)
On the otherhand if g(x) := I/x for x e A := {x e JR:x > OJ,then
u-x
(1) g(x) - g(u) = -.ux
--
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If u E A is given and if we take
(2)
then if Ix - ul < 8(e, u), we have Ix - ul < !u so that !u < x < ~u, whence it follows
that l/x < 2/u. Thus, if Ix - ul < !u, the equality (1) yields the inequality .
(3) Ig(x) - g(u)1 ::s(2/u2) Ix - ul.
Consequently,if Ix- ul < 8(e, u), then (2) and (3) imply that
Ig(x) - g(u)1 < (2/u2) (!u2e) = e.
We have seen that the selection of 8 (e, u) by the fonnula (2) "works" in the sense that it
enables us to give a value of 8 that will ensure that Ig (x) - g(u)1 < e when Ix - ul < 8
and x, u E A. We note that the valueof 8 (e, u) givenin (2) certainlydepends on the point
u E A. If we wish to consider all u E A, fonnula (2) does not lead to one value 8 (e) > 0
that will "work" simultaneously for all u > 0, since inf{8(e, u) : u > O}= O.
An alert reader will have observed that there are other selections that can be made
for 8. (Forexample we could also take 8.(e, u) := inf {tu, ~u2e}, as the reader can show;
however, we still haveJnf {8.(e, u): u > O}= 0.) In fact, there is no way of choosing one
value of 8 that will "work" for all u > 0 for the function g(x) = l/x, as we shall see.
The situation is exhibited graphically in Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 where, for a given
e-neighborhood ~(!) about! = 1(2) and ~(2) about 2 = I(!), the correspondingmax-
imum values of 8 are seen to be considerably different. As u tends to 0, the permissible







Figure 5.4.1 g(x) = l/x (x > 0). Figure 5.4.2 g(x) = l/x (x > 0).
5.4.1 Definition Let A C R andlet1 : A -* R. Wesaythat1 is uniformly continuous
on A if for each e > 0 there is a 8(e) > 0 such that if x, u E A are any numbers satisfying
Ix - ul < 8(e), then I/(x) - l(u)1 < e.
It is clear that if 1 is uniformly continuous on A, then it is continuous at every point of
A. In general, however, the converse does not hold, as is shown by the function g (x) = 1/x
on the set A := {x E IR: x > OJ.
It is useful to fonnulate a condition equivalent to saying that 1 is not uniformly
continuous on A. We give such criteria in the next result, leaving the proof to the reader as
an exercise.
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5.4.2 Nonuniform Continuity Criteria Let A C JRand let f : A -+ JR. Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:
(i) f is not unifonnly continuous on A.
(ii) There exists an EO> 0 such that for every 8 > 0 there are points x~, u~ in A such that
Ix~ - u~ I < 8 and If(x~) - f(u~)1 2: EO'
(iii) There exists an EO> 0 and two sequences (xn) and (un) in A such that
lim(xn - un) = 0 and If(xn) - f(un)1 2: EOfor all n E N.
Wecan applythis result to showthatg(x) := I/x is not uniformlycontinuouson A :=
{x E JR : x > O}. For, if xn := I/n and un := I/(n + 1), then we have lim(xn - un) = 0,
but Ig(xn) - g(un)1 = 1 for all n E N.
We now present an important result that assures that a continuous function on a closed
bounded interval I is uniformly continuous on I. Other proofs of this theorem are given in
Sections 5.5 and 11.3.
5.4.3 Uniform Continuity Theorem Let I be a closed bounded interval and let f : I -+
JRbe continuous on I. Then f is unifonnly continuous on I.
Proof. If f is not uniformly continuous on I then, by the preceding result, there exists
EO> 0 and two sequences (xn) and (un) in I such that IXn- un I < I/n and If(xn) -
f(un)1 2: EOfor all n E N. Since I is bounded, the sequence (xn) is bounded; by the
Bolzano- Weierstrass Theorem 3.4.8 there is a subsequence (x ) of (x ) that converges tonk n
an element z. Since I is closed, the limit z belongs to I, by Theorem 3.2.6. It is clear that
the corresponding subsequence (u ) also converges to z, sincenk
Now if f is continuous at the point z, then both of the sequences (f(xnk») and (f(unk»)
must converge to f(z). But this is not possible since
for all n EN. Thus the hypothesis that f is not uniformly continuous on the closed bounded
interval I implies that f is not continuous at some point z E I. Consequently, if f is
continuous at every point of I, then f is uniformly continuous on I. Q.E.D.
Lipschitz Functions
If a uniformly continuous function is given on a set that is not a closed bounded interval,
then it is sometimes difficult to establish its uniform continuity. However, there is a condi-
tion that frequently occurs that is sufficient to guarantee uniform continuity.
5.4.4 Definition Let A c JRand let f : A -+ JR.If there exists a constant K > 0 such
that
(4) If (x) - f(u)1 < K Ix - ul




The condition (4) that a function 1 : I ~ JRon an interval I is a Lipschitz function




< K, x, u E I,x =I: u,
x-u
r n the quantity inside the absolute values is the slope of a line segment joining the points
x, 1 (x») and (u, 1 (u) ). Thus a function 1 satisfies a Lipschitz.condition if and only if the
1npesof all line segments joining two points on the graph of y = 1(x)overI are bounded
'J some number K.
: 1.5 Theorem HI: A ~ JRis a Lipschitz function, then 1 is uniformlycontinuous
mA.
~,oof. If condition (4) is satisfied, then given £ > 0, we can take 8 := £/ K. If x, u E A
;iitisfyIx - ul < 8, then
£
II (x) - 1 (u)I < K . - = £.K
erefore 1 is unifonnly continuous on A. ..Q.E.D.
:-1.6 Examples (a) If I(x) := x2 on A := [0, b], where b > 0, then
I/(x) - l(u)1 = Ix+ ullx - ul < 2b Ix- ul
~all x, u in [0, b].Thus 1 satisfies(4) with K := 2b on A, and therefore1 is unifonnly
:ontinuous on A. Of course, since 1 is continuous and A is a closed bounded interval, this
. 11also be deduced from the Unifonn Continuity Theorem. (Note that 1 does not satisfy
1Lipschitz condition on the interval [0, 00).)
; ) Not every unifonnly continuous function is a Lipschitz function.
Let g(x) := ,JX for x in the closed bounded interval I := [0,2]. Since g is continuous
emI, it follows from the Unifonn Continuity Theorem 5.4.3 that g is unifonnly continuous
I. However, there is no number K > ° such that Ig(x)1::sKlxl for all x E I. (Why
110t?)Therefore, g is not a Lipschitz function on I.
I . The Unifonn Continuity Theorem and Theorem 5.4.5 can sometimes be combined to
establishthe unifonn continuityof a function on a set.
We consider g(x) :. ,JX on the set A := [0,00). The unifonn continuity of g on
I.u~interval I := [0, 2] follows from the Unifonn ContinuityTheorem as noted in (b). If
J := [1,00), then if both x, u are in J, we have
Ix -ul
Ig (x) - g(u)1 = 1v'X - ~I = r:: ~ < !Ix- ul.x+ u
'ulUSg is a Lipschitz function on J with constant K = !' andhenceby Theorem5.4.5,
1! is unifonnly continuous on [1,00). Since A = I U J, it follows [by taking 8(£) :=
f {I, 81(£),8J(£)}] that g is unifonnly continuous on A. We leave the details to the
reader. 0
The Continuous Extension Theorem
--'ehave seen examplesof functions that are continuousbut not unifonnly continuouson
open intervals; for example, the function I(x) = I/x on the interval (0, I). On the other
1.1I1d,by theUnifonn ContinuityTheorem,a functionthatiscontinuouson aclosedbounded
ustervalis alwaysunifonnly continuous.So the questionarises:Underwhatconditions is a
- - - --- ---
- ---.--------- -- - .
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function uniformly continuous on a bounded open interval? The answer reveals the strength
ofunifonn continuity, for it will be shown that a function on (a, b) is uniformly continuous
if and only if it can be defined at the endpoints to produce a function that is continuous on
the closed interval. We first establish a result that is of interest in itself.
5.4.7 Theorem Iff: A ~ JRis unifonnly continuous on a subset A of JRand if (xn) is
a Cauchy sequence in A, then (/(xn)) is a Cauchy sequence in JR.
Proof. Let (xn) be a Cauchy sequence in A, and let E > 0 be given. First choose 8 > 0
such that if x, U in A satisfy Ix - ul < 8, then II (x) - l(u)1 < E.Since (xn) is a Cauchy
sequence, there exists H(8) such that IXn- xml < 8 for all n, m > H(8). By the choice of
8, this implies that for n, m > H(8), we have If(xn) - l(xm)1 < E.Therefore the sequence
(f(xn)) is a Cauchy sequence. Q.E.D.
The preceding result gives us an alternative way of seeing that I(x) := I/x is not
uniformly continuous on (0, I). We note that the sequence given by xn := I/n in (0, I) is
a Cauchy sequence, but the image sequence, where I(xn) = n, is not a Cauchy sequence.
5.4.8 Continuous Exten-5ionTheorem A function 1 is unifonnly continuous on the
interval (a, b) if and only if it can be definedat the endpoints a and b such that the ex-
tendedfunction is continuouson [a,b].
Proof. ({=) This direction is trivial.
(=}) Suppose f is uniformly continuouson (a, b). We shall show how to extend 1
to a; the argument for b is similar. This is done by showing that lim 1(x) = L exists, andx_c
this is accomplishedby using the sequentialcriterion for limits. If (xn) is a sequence in
(a, b) with lim(xn) = a, then it is a Cauchy sequence, and by the preceding theorem, the
sequence (f(xn)) is also a Cauchysequence,and so is convergentby Theorem 3.5.5. Thus
the limit lim(/(xn)) = L exists.If (un) is anyother sequencein (a, b) that convergesto a,
then lim(un - xn) = a-a. = 0, so by the unifonn continuity of f we have
lim(f(un)) = lim(/(un) - I(xn)) + lim(f(xn))
=O+L=L.
Since we get the same value L for every sequence converging to a, we infer from the
sequential criterion for limits that 1 has limitL at a. If we definef(a) := L, then f is
continuousat a. The same argumentappliesto b, so we conclude that 1 has a continuous
extension to the interval [a, b]. Q.E.D.
Since the limit of f(x) := sin(1/x) at 0 does not exist, we infer from the Continuous
Extension Theorem that the function is not uniformly continuous on (0, b] for any b > O.
On the other hand, since lim x sin(1/x) = 0 exists, the function g(x) := x sin(1/x) isx_o
uniformly continuous on (0, b] for all b > O.
Approximation t
In many applications it is important to be able to approximate continuous functions by
functions of an elementary nature. Although there are a variety of definitions that can be
used to make the word "approximate" more precise, one of the most natural (as well as one of
tThe rest of this section can be omitted on a first reading of this chapter.
- - --- -
the most important) is to require that, at every point of the given domain, the approximating
function shall not differ from the given function by more than the preassigned error.
5.4.9 Definition Let I C R be an interval and let s : I ~ R. Then s is called a step
function if it has only a finite number of distinct values, each value being assumed on one
or more intervals in I.









is a step function. (See Figure 5.4.3.)
-2::::x < -1,
-1 < x :::0,
o < x < !'
! :::x < I,
1 ::::x ::: 3,




Figure 5.4.3 Graph of y = s(x).
We will now show that a continuous function on a closed bounded interval I can be
approximated arbitrarily closely by step functions.
5.4.10 Theorem Let I be a closed bounded interval and let f : I ~ R be continuous on
I. If e > 0, then thereexistsa stepfunctionsE : I ~ R suchthatIf (x) - SE(x) I< e for
allxeI.
Proof. Since (by the Uniform Continuity Theorem 5.4.3) the function f is uniformly
continuous, it follows that given e > 0 there is a number o(e) > 0 such that if x, y e I
and Ix - yl < o(e), then If (x) - f(y)1 < e. Let I := [a, b] and let meN be sufficiently
large so that h := (b - a)/m < o(e). We now divide I = [a, b] into m disjoint intervals
oflength h; namely, I} := [a, a + h], and It := (a + (k - l)h, a + kh] for k = 2, ..., m.
Since the length of each subintervalIt is h < 0(8), the differencebetween any two values
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so that s£ is constant on each interval Ik' (In fa~t the value of s£ on Ik is the value of I at
the right endpoint of Ik' See Figure 5.4.4.) Consequently if x Elk' then
II (x) - s/x) I= II (x) - f(a + kh)1< £.










Figure 5.4.4 Approximation by step functions.
Note that the proof of the preceding theorem establishes somewhat more than was
announced in the statement of the theorem. In fact, we have proved the following, more
precise, assertion.
5.4.11 Corollary Let I := [a, b] be a closed bounded interval and let I : I ~ 1R be
continuous on I. If £ > 0, there exists a natural number m such that if we divide I into
m disjoint intervals Ik having length h := (b - a)/m, then the step function s£ defined in
equation (5) satisfies II (x) - S£ (x) I < £ for all x E I.
Step functions are extremely elementary in character, but they are not continuous
(except in trivial cases). Since it is often desirable to approximate continuous functions by
elementary continuous functions, we now shall show that we can approximate continuous
functions by continuous piecewise linear functions.
5.4.12 Definition Let I := [a, b] be an interval. Then a function g : I ~ 1Ris said to be
piecewise linear on I if I is the union of a finite number of disjoint intervals II' . .., 1m'
such that the restriction of g to each interval Ik is a linear function.
Remark It is evident that in order for a piecewise linear function g to be continuous
on I, the line segments that form the graph of g must meet at the endpoints of adjacent
subintervals Ik, Ik+1 (k = 1, . . ., m - 1).
5.4.13 Theorem Let I be a closed bounded interval and let I : I ~ 1Rbe continuous on
I. If £ > 0, then there exists a continuous piecewise linear function g£ : I ~ 1Rsuch that
I/(x) - g£(x)1 < £ for all x E I.
Proof. Since I is unifonnly continuouson I := [a,bl, there is a number8(£) > 0 such




large so that h := (b - a) 1m < 8(8). Divide I = [a,b] into m disjoint intervals oflength
h; namely let II = [a,a + h], and let Ik = (a + (k - I)h, a + kh] for k = 2, ..., m. On
each interval Ik we define ge to be the linear function joining the points
(a + (k - I)h, f(a + (k - I)h)) and (a + kh, f(a + kh)).
Then ge is a continuous piecewise linear function on I. Since, for x E Ik the value f(x) is
within 8 of f(a + (k - I)h) and f(a + kh), it is an exercise to show that If(x) - ge(x)1 <
8 for all x E Ik; therefore this inequality holds for all x E I. (See Figure 5.4.5.) Q.E.D.
.
Figure 5.4.5 Approximationby piecewiselinear function.
We shall close this section by stating the important theorem of Weierstrass concerning
the approximation of continuous functions by polynomial functions. As would be expected,
in order to obtain an approximation within an arbitrarily preassigned 8 > 0, we must be
prepared to use polynomials of arbitrarily high degree.
5.4.14 Weierstrass Approximation Theorem Let I = [a, b] and let f : I -+ JRbe a
continuous function. If 8 > ° is given, then there exists a polynomial function Pe such
that If (x) - Pe(x) I < 8 for all x E I.
There are a number of proofs of this result. Unfortunately, all of them are rather
intricate, or employ results that are not yet at our disposal. One of the most elementary
proofs is based on the following theorem, due to Serge Bernstein, for continuous functions
on [0, I]. Given f : [0, I] -+ JR,Bernstein defined the sequence of polynomials:
(6)
The polynomial function Bn is called the nth Bernstein polynomial for f; it is a polynomial
of degree at most n and its coefficients depend on the values of the function f at the n + I
equally spaced points 0, 1/n, 2/n, ... ,kin, . .., I, and on the binomial coefficients
(
n
)= n! = n(n - I)... (n - k + I)k k!(n-k) 1.2...k .
----- -- - --
- - - - - ...
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5.4.15 Bernstein's Approximation Theorem Let f : [0, 1] ~ R be continuous and let
E > 0. There exists an nt E N such thatifn ~ nt' then we have If(x) - Bn(x)1 < E for all
x E [0, 1].
The proof of BernsteIn's Approximation Theorem is given in [ERA, pp. 169-172].
The Weierstrass Approximation Theorem 5.4.14 can be derived from the BernsteIn
Approximation Theorem 5.4.15 by a change of variable. Specifically, we replace
f : [a, b] ~ R by a function F : [0, 1] ~ R, defined by
F(t) := f(a + (b - a)t) for t E [0, 1].
The function F can be approximated by Bernstein polynomials for F on the interval [0, 1],
which can then yield polynomials on [a, b] that approximate f.
Exercises for Section 5.4
1. Show that the function I(x) := l/x is unifonnly continuous on the set A := [a, 00), where a
is a positive constant.
2. Show that the function I(x) := l/x2 is unifonnly continuous on A := [1,00), but that it is not
unifonnly continuous on B := (0,00).
3. Use the Nonuniform Continuity Criterion 5.4.2 to show that the following functions are not
unifonnly continuous on the given sets..,
(a) I(x):= X-, A:= [0,00).
(b) g(x):= sin(1/x), B:= (0,00).
4. Showthat the functionI(x) := 1/(1 + x2) for x E JRis unifonnlycontinuouson R
5. Show that if I and g are unifonnly continuous on a subset A of JR,then 1+ g is uniformly
continuous on A.
6. Show that if I and g are unifonnly continuous on A ~ JRand if they are both bounded on A,
then their product Ig is uniformly continuous on A.
7. If I(x) := x andg(x) := sinx, showthatboth I and g are unifonnly continuous on JR,but that
their product I g is not uniformly continuous on R
8. Prove that if I and g are each uniformly continuous on JR,then the composite function log is
uniformly continuous on JR.
9. If I is uniformly continuous on A ~ JR,and I/(x)1 2: k > 0 for all x E A, show that 1/1 is
uniformly continuous on A.
10. Prove that if I is uniformly continuous on a bounded subset A ofJR, then I is boundedon A.
11. Ifg(x):= .,jXforx E [O,I],showthattheredoesnotexistaconstantKsuchthatlg(x)l:::: Klxl
for all x E [0, 1]. Conclude that the unifonnly continuous g is not a Lipschitz function on [0, 1].
12. Show that if I is continuous on [0,00) and unifonnly continuous on [a, 00) for some positive
constant a, then I is uniformly continuous on [0, 00).
13. Let A ~ JRand suppose that I : A ~ JRhas the following.property: for each E > 0 there exists
a function gs : A ~ JRsuch that gt is uniformlycontinuouson A and If(x) - 8e(x)1 < 6 for
all x EA. Provethat I is uniformlycontinuouson A.
14. A function I: JR~ JRis said to be periodic on JRif there exists a number p > 0 such that
I (x + p) = I (x) for all x E JR.Prove that a continuous periodic function on JRis bounded and
uniformly continuous on R
- -- - -
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15. If fo(x) := 1 for x e [0, 1], calculate the first few BernsteIn polynomials for fo' Show that they
coincide with fo' [Hint: The Binomial Theorem asserts that
(a + b)n =t (n)akbn-k.]k=O k
16. If fl (x) := x for x e [0, 1], calculate the first few BernsteIn polynomials for fl' Show that they
coincide with fl'
17. If f2(x) := x2 for x e [0,1], calculate the first few BernsteIn polynomials for f2. Show that
Bn(x) = (1 - Ijn)x2 + (1jn)x.
Section 5.5 Continuity and Gauges
We will now introduce some concepts that will be used later-especially in Chapters 7
and lOon integration theory. However, we wish to introduce the notion of a "gauge" now
because of its connection with the study of continuous functions. We first define the notion
of a tagged partition of an interval.
5.5.1 Definition A partition of an intervalI := [a,b] is a collectionP = {II' . .., In} of
pon-overlapping closed intervals whose union is [a, b]. We ordinarily denote the intervals
by Ii := [Xi_I' Xi]' where
a = Xo < . . . < X. I < X. < . . . < X = b.1- 1 n
The points Xi (i = 0, . . . , n) are called the partition points of P. If a point ti has been
chosen from each interval Ii' for i = 1, . . . , n, then the points ti are called the tags and the
set of orderedpairs
P = {(ll' tl),..., (ln' tn)}
is called a tagged partition of I. (The dot signifiesthat the partition is tagged.)
The "fineness" of a partition P refers to the lengths of the subintervals in P.Instead of
requiring that all subintervals have length less than some specific quantity, it is often useful
to allow varying degrees of fineness for different subintervals Ii in P.This is accomplished
by the use of a "gauge", which .wenow define.
5.5.2 Definition A gauge on I is a strictlypositivefunctiondefinedon I. If 8 is a gauge
on I, then a (tagged)partition P is said to be 8-fine if
(1) t. E ]. C [to- 8(t.), t. + 8(t.) ] for i = 1,..., n.1 1 - 1 1 1 1
We note that the notion of ~-fineness requires that the partition be tagged, so we do not
need to say "tagged partition" in this case.
Xi_l
I I
ti - 0 (ti) t.I
Figure 5.5.1 Inclusion(1).
A gauge 8 on an interval I assigns an interval [t - 8(t), t + 8(t)] to each point t E I.
The 8-fineness of a partition P requires that each subinterval Ii of P is contained in the
__ interval d_eterminedby the_gauge 8 and the. tag t; for that subinterval. This is indicated
_.- .-.. ... .---.--
by the inclusions in (1); see Figure 5.5.1. Note that the length of the subintervals is also
controlled by the gauge and the tags; the next lemma reflects that control.
5.5.3 Lemma If a partition P of I := [a,b] is o-fine and x E I, then there exists a tag tj
in P such that Ix - tj I .::::o(tj).
Proof. If x E I, there exists a subinterval [Xj_1' Xj] from P that contains x. Since P is
o-fine, then
(2) t. - O(t.) < X. 1 < X < x. < t. + O(t.),1 1 - 1- - - 1 - 1 1
whence it followsthat Ix - tj I.::::0(tj)' Q.E.D.
In the theory of Riemann integration, we will use gauges 0 that are constant functions
to control the fineness of the partition; in the theory of the generalized Riemann integral,
the use of nonconstant gauges is essential. But nonconstant gauge functions arise quite
naturally in connection with continuous functions. For, let f : I ~ JRbe continuous on
I and let E > 0 be given. Then, for each point tEl there exists o/t) > 0 such that
if Ix - tl < 0e(t) and x E I, then If(x) - f(t)1 < E. Since 0e is defined and is strictly
positive pn I, the function 0e is a gauge on I. Later in this section, we will use the relations
between gauges and continuity to give alternative proofs of the fundamental properties of
continuous functions discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.5.4 Examples (a) If 0 and yare gauges on I := [a, b] and if 0 < o(x) .::::y(x) for all
x E I, then every partition P that is o-fine is also y-fine. This follows immediately from
the inequalities
tj - y(tj) .::::tj - o(tj) and tj + o(t) < tj + y(t)
which imply that
tj E [tj - o(tj)' tj + o(t)] C [tj - y(t), tj + y(tj)] for i = 1, . . " n.
(b) If 01 and O2are gauges on I := [a, b] and if
for all x E I,
then 0 is also a gauge on I. Moreover, since o(x) .::::01(x), then every o-fine partition is
01-fine. Similarly, every o-fine partition is also 02-fine.
(c) Suppose that 0 is defined on I := [0, 1] by
{
1~ if x = 0,
o(x) :=
~x if 0 < x < 1.
Then 0 is a gauge on [0, 1]. If 0 < t .::::1, then [t - o(t), t + o(t)] = [~t, ~t], which does
not contain the point O.Thus, if P is a o-finepartition of I, then the only subintervalin P
that contains 0 must have the point 0 as its tag.
(d) Let y be defined on I := [0, 1] by
{
1~ if x = 0 or x = 1,
y(x):= ~x if 0 < x < ~,
~(1 - x) if ~ < x < 1.
Then y is a gauge on I, and it is an exercise to show that the subintervals in any y-fine
partition that containthe points0 or 1 musthave these points as tags. 0
-- -- - - -
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Existence of 8-Fine Partitions
In view of the above examples, it is not obvious that an arbitrary gauge 8 admits a 8-fine
partition. We now use the Supremum Property of 1Rto establish the existence of 8-fine
partitions. In the Exercises, we will sketch a proof based on the Nested Intervals Theorem
2.5.2.
5.5.5 Theorem If 8 is a gauge defined on the interval [a, b], then there exists a 8-fine
partition of [a, b].
Proof. Let E denote the set of all points x E [a, b] such that there exists a 8-fine partition
of the subinterval [a, x]. The set E is not empty, since the pair ([a, x], a) is a 8-fine partition
of the interval [a, x] when x E [a,a + 8(a)] andx ~ b. Since E C [a, b], the set E is also
bounded. Let u := sup E so that a < u ~ b. We will show that u E E and that u = b.
We claim that u E E. Since u - 8(u) < u = sup E, there exists v E E such that u -
~(u) < v < u. Let PI be a 8-fine partition of [a, v] and let P2 := PI U ([v, u], u). Then
'P2 is a 8-fine partition of [a, u], so that u E E.
If u < b, let W E [a, b] be such that u < W < u + 8(u). If Ql is a 8-fine partition
of [a, u], we let Q2 := Ql U ([u, w], u). Then Q2 is a 8-fine partition of [a, w], whence
wEE. But this contradicts the supposition that u is an upper bound of E. Therefore u = b.
Q.E.D.
Some Applications
FollowingR. A. Gordon (seehis Monthly article),we willnowshowthat some of the major
theoremsin the two precedingsections can be provedby using gauges.
Alternate Proof of Theorem 5.3.2: Roundedness Theorem. Since 1 is continuous on
I, then for each tEl there exists 8(t) > 0 such that if x E I and Ix - tl < 8(t), then
I/(x) - 1(t)1 ~ 1. Thus 8 is a gauge on I. Let {(Ii' ti)}?=1be a 8-fine partition of (and
let K := max{l/(tj)1: i = I, ..., n}.ByLemma5.5.3,givenanyx E I there exists i with
Ix - tjI ~ 8(t), whence
I/(x)1 ~ II (x) - l(tj)1 + I/(t)1 ~ 1+ K.
Since x E I is arbitrary, then 1 is bounded by 1+ K on I. Q.E.D.
Alternate Proof of Theorem 5.3.4: Maximum-Minimum Theorem. We will prove the
existenceof x*. Let M := sup{/(x) : x E /} and suppose that I(x) < M for all:x E I.
Since 1 is continuous on I, for each tEl there exists 8(t) > 0 such that if x E I and
Ix - tl ~ 8(t), then I(x) < HM + I(t)). Thus 8 is a gauge on I, and if {(Ij' tj)}?=1is a
8-finepartitionof I, we let
- 1
M := 2 max{M + l(tl)' . ", M + l(tn)}'
ByLemma5.5.3,givenanyx E I, thereexistsi withIx- tj I~ 8(tj), whence
I(x) < ! (M + I(t)) ~ M.
Since x E I is arbitrary, then M« M) is an upper bound for 1 on I, contraryto the
definitionof M as the supremumof I. Q.E.D.
... Alternate Proofof Theorem 5.3.5:Location of Roots Theorem. Weassumethat1(t) =1= 0
for all tEl. Since 1 is continuous at t, Exercise 5.1.7 implies that there exists 8 (t) > 0
such that if x E land Ix -tl ~ 8(t), then I(x) < Oif/(t) < O,and/(x) > Oif/(t) > O.
Then 8 is a gauge on I and we let {(Ij' t) }7=1be a 8-fine partition. Note that for each i,
----
-- .- --. --- --~
--,
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either f(x) < 0 for all x E [xj_., Xj] or f(x) > 0 for all such x. Since f(xo) = f(a) < 0,
this implies that f(x.) < 0, which in turn implies that f(x2) < O.Continuingin this way,
we have f(b) = f(xn) < 0, contrary to the hypothesis that f(b) > O. Q.E.D.
Alternate Proof of Theorem 5.4.3: Uniform Continuity Theorem. Let 6 > 0 be given.
Since f is continuous at tEl, there exists 8(t) > 0 such that if x E I and Ix - tl :s 28(t),
then If (x) - f(t)1 ::::!6. Thus 8 is a gauge on I. If {(Ij' t)}?=. is a 8-fine partition of I,
let 8£ := min{8(t.), "', 8{tn)}' Now suppose that x, u E I and Ix - ul :::: 8£,and choose i
withIx- tj 1 ::::8 (tj)' Since
lu - tjl :::: lu - xl + Ix - tjl ::::8£+ 8(t) < 28{tj)'
then it follows that
If (x) - f(u)1 :::: If (x) - f(t)1 + If(t) - f(u)1 < 46 + 46= 6.
Therefore, f is uniformly continuouson I. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 5.5
.
1. Let 8 be the gauge on [0, 1] defined by 8(0) := ~ and 8(t) := ~t for t e (0, 1].
(a) Show that p. := {([O, ~], 0), ([~, ~], ~), ([~, 1], n} is 8-fine.
(b) Show that P2 := {([O. ~], 0), ([~, ~]. ~), ([~, 1], n} is not 8-fine.
2. Suppose that 8( is the gauge defined by 8. (0) := ~,8. (t) := ~t for t e (0, 1]. Are the partitions
given in Exercise 1 8.-fine? Note that 8(t) :s 8. (t) for all t e [0, 1].
3. Suppose that 82 is the gauge defined by 82(0) := .~ and 82(t) := (ot for t e (0, 1]. Are the
partitions given in Exercise 1 82-fine?
4. Let y be the gauge in Example 5.5.4(d).
(a) If t e (0, ~] show that [t - y(t), t + yet)] = [~t. ~t]~ (0, ~].
(b) If t e (~. 1) show that [t"- y(t), t + yet)] ~ (~, 1).
5. Let a < c < b and let 8 be a gauge on [a, b]. If P' is a 8-fine partition of [a, c] and if P" is a
8-fine partition of [c, b], show that P' UP" is 8-fine partition of [a, b] having c as a partition
point.
6. Let a < c < b and let 8' and 8" be gauges on [a, c] and [c, b], respectively. If 8 is defined on
[a, 6] by
(
8'(t) if t e [a, c),
8(t):= min{8'(c) , 8"(c)} if t = c,
8"(t) if te(c,b],
then 8 is a gauge on [a, b]. Moreover, if P' is a 8'-fine partition of [a, c] and P" is a 8"-fine
partition of[c, b], then P' UP" is a tagged partition of [a, b] having Cas a partition point. Explain. , . "
why PUP may not be 8-fine. Give an example.
7. Let 8' and 8" be as in the preceding exercise and let 8* be defined by
(
min{8'(t), ~(c - t)} if t e [a,c),
8*(t):= min{8'(c),8"(c)} if t = c,
min{8"(t), 4(t - c)} if t e (c, b].
Show that 8* is a gauge on [a, b] and that every 8*-fine partition P of [a, b] having c as a partition
point givesrise to a 8'-finepartition P' of [a,c] and a 8"-finepartition P" of [c,b] such that. . , . "
P=P UP.
-- - - -
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8. Let 8 be a gauge on I := [a, b] and suppose that I does not have a 8-fine partition.
(a) Let e := tea + b). Show that at least one of the intervals [a, e] and [e, b] does not have a
8-fine partition. .
(b) Construct a nested sequence (In) of subintervals with the length of In equal to (b - a)/2n
such that In does nothavea 8-finepartition.
(c) Let ~ E n~l In and let pEN be such that (b - a)/2P < 8(~). Show that
Ip ~ [~ - 8(~), ~ + 8(~)], so the pair (Ip,~) is a 8-finepartitionof Ip'
9. Let I := [a, b] and let f : I ~ R be a (not necessarily continuous) function. We say that f is
"locally bounded" at eEl if there exists 8(c) > 0 such that f is bounded on I n [e - 8(c), e +
8(e)]. Prove that if f is locally bounded at every point of I, then f is bounded on I.
ID. Let I := [a, b] and f : I ~ R. We say that f is "locally increasing" at eEl if there ex-
ists 8(e) > 0 such that f is increasing on In [e - 8(e), e + 8(e)]. Prove that if f is locally
increasing at every point of I, then f is increasing on I.
Section 5.6 Monotone and Inverse Functions
.
Recall that if A c JR,then a function f : A -+ JRis said to be increasing on A if whenever
x l' x2 E A and x I ~ x2' then f (x I) ~ f (x2). The function f is said to be strictly increasing
on A if whenever xI' x2 E A and xI < x2' then f(xl) < f(x2). Similarly, g : A -+ JRis
said to be decreasing on A if whenever xI' x2 E A and XI ~ x2 then g(xl) > g(x2). The
function g is said to be strictly decreasing on A if whenever x I' x2 E A and x I < x2 then
g(xl) > g(x2).
If a function is either increasing or decreasing on A, we say that it is monotone on A. If
f is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing on A, we say that f is strictly monotone
onA.
We note that if f : A -+ JRis in~reasing on A then g := - f is decreasing on A;
similarly if qJ: A -+ JRis decreasing on A then 1fr := -qJ is increasingon A.
In this section, we will be concerned with monotone functions that are defined on an
interval I c JR.We will discuss increasing functions explicitly, but it is clear that there are
corresponding results for decreasing functions. These results can either be obtained directly
from the results for increasing functions or proved by similar arguments.
Monotone functions are not necessarily continuous. For example, if f (x) := 0 for
x E [0, 1] and f(x) := 1 for x E (1,2], then f is increasing on [0,2], but fails to be
continuous at x = 1. However, the next result shows that a monotone function always has
both one-sided limits (see Definition 4.3.1) in JRat every point that is not an endpoint of its
domain.
5.6.1 Theorem Let I c JRbe an interval and let f : I -+ JRbe increasing on I. Suppose
that eEl is not an endpoint of I. Then
(i)
(ii)
lim f = sup{f(x) : x E I, x < e},x-+c-
lim f = inf{f(x) : x E I, x > e}.x-+c+
Proof. (i) First note that if x E I and x < e, then f(x) < f(e). Hence the set {f(x) :
x E I, x < e}, which is nonvoidsincee is not an endpointof I, is bounded aboveby f(e).
Thus the indicatedsupremumexists;we denote it by L. If E > 0 is given,then L - E is not
1 __J:.L':... 40 TT L --=-__ I'" 1 .1 . Y _ _f,. -.,). __ J
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Since f is increasing, we deduce that if 8e := C- Yeand if 0 < c - Y < 8e, thenYe < Y < c
so that
L - E < f(Ye) ~ f(Y) ~ L.
Therefore If(y) - LI < E when 0 < c - Y < 8e. Since E > 0 is arbitrary we infer that (i)
holds.
The proof of (ii) is similar. Q.E.D.
The next result gives criteria for the continuity of an increasing function f at a point c
that is not an endpoint of the interval on which f is defined.
5.6.2 Corollary Let I c 1Rbe an interval and let f : I ~ 1Rbe increasing on I. Suppose
that c E I is not an endpoint of I. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(a) f is continuous at c.
(b) lim f = f(c) = lim f.x_c- x_c+
(c) sup{f(x): x E I, x < c}= f(c) = inf{f(x) : x E I, x > c}.
This follows easily from Theorems 5.6.1 and 4.3.3. We leave the details to the reader.
Let I be an interval and let f : I ~ 1Rbe an increasing function. If a is the left
endpoint of I, it is an exercise to show that f is continuous at a if and only if
f(a) = inf{f(x): x E I,a < x}
or if and only if f(a) = lim f. Similar conditions apply at a right endpoint, and forx_a+
decreasing functions.
If f : I ~ 1Ris increasing on I and if c is not an endpoint of I, we define the jump of
fat c to be j f (c):= lim f - lim f. (SeeFigure5.6.1.) It followsfrom Theorem 5.5.1x-+c+ x-c-
that
jf(c) = inf{f(x) : x E I, x > c} - sup{f(x) : x E I, x < c}
for an increasing function. If the left endpoint a of I belongs to I, we define the jump of
f at a to be jf (a) := lim f - f (a). If the right endpoint b of I belongs to I, we definex_a+
the jump of fat b to be j f (b) := f(b) - lim f.x_b-
c
Figure 5.6.1 Thejump of f at c.
5.6.3 Theorem Let I c 1Rbe an interval and let f : I ~ 1Rbe increasing on I. If c E I,
then f is continuous at c if and only if jf(c) = o.
-----
--- --- _.- -- ------- --- --- .-- .- + --- -- -- -.
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Proof. If C is not an endpoint, this follows immediately from Corollary 5.6.2. If eel is
the left endpoint of I, then I is continuous at c if and only if I(c) = lim I, which isx~c+
equivalent to jf(c) = O.Similar remarks apply to the case of a right endpoint. Q.E.D.
We now show that there can be at most a countable set of points at which a monotone
function is discontinuous.
5.6.4 Theorem Let I c IRbe an intervaland let I : I ~ IRbe monotoneon I. Then the
set of points D c I at which I is discontinuous is a countable set.
Proof. We shall suppose that I is increasing on I. It follows from Theorem 5.6.3 that
D = {x e I : jf(x) =1=OJ.We shall consider the case that I := [a,b] is a closed bounded
interval, leaving the case of an arbitraryinterval to the reader.
We first note that since I is increasing, then jf(c) ~ 0 for all eel. Moreover, if
a ::: xl < ... < Xn < b, then (why?) we have
(1)
whence it follows that
jf (xl) + .. . + jf(Xn) < I(b) - I(a).
(See Figure 5.6.2.) Consequently there can be at most k points in I = [a, b] where jf(x) >
(I (b) - I(a))/ k. We conclude that there is at most one point X e I where jf(x) =
I(b) - I(a); there are at most two points in I where jf(x) ~ (/(b) - l(a))/2; at most
three points in I where jf(x) ~ (/(b) - l(a))/3, and so on. Thereforethere is at most a
countable set of points X where jf(x) > O.But since every point in D must be included in
this set, we deduce that D is a countable set. Q.E.D.
f(b)
f(b) - fla)
-- - -- - - - - -
- --- -. - -. .. -. - - -------. -.-
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Theorem 5.6.4 has some useful applications. For example, it was seen in Exercise
5.2.12 that if h : JR-+ JRsatisfies the identity
(2) h(x + y) = h(x) + h(y) for all x, y E JR,
and if h is continuous at a single point xO' then h is continuous at every point of JR.Thus,
if h is a monotone function satisfying (2), then h must be continuous on JR. [It follows
from this that h(x) = Cx for all x E JR,where C := h(l).]
Inverse Functions
We shall now consider the existence of inverses for functions that are continuous on an
interval I C JR. We recall (see Section 1.1) that a function f : I -+ JR has an inverse
function if and only if f is injective (= one-one); that is, x, y E I and x # y imply that
f(x) # f(y). We note that a strictly monotone function is injective and so has an inverse.
In the next theorem, we show that if f : I -+ JRis a strictly monotone continuous function,
then f has an inverse function g on J := f(l) that is strictly monotone and continuous
on J. In particular, if f is strictly increasing then so is g, and if f is strictly decreasing
then so is g.
.
5.6.5 Continuous Inverse Theorem Let I c JRbe an interval and let f : I -+ JRbe
strictlymonotoneandcontinuouson I. Then thefunctiong inverseto f is strictlymonotone
andcontinuouson J := f(l).
Proof. We consider the case that f is strictly increasing, leaving the case that f is strictly
decreasing to the reader.
Since f is continuous and I is an interval, it follows from the Preservation of Intervals
Theorem 5.3.10 that J := f(l) is an interval. Moreover, since f is strictly increasing on
I, it is injective on I; therefore the function g : J -+ JR inverse to f exists. We claim
that g is strictly increasing. In~eed, if Yl' Y2 E J with YI < Y2' then YI = f(xl) and Y2 =
f (x2) for some x I' x2 E I. We must have x I < x2; otherwise x I 2: x2' which implies that
YI = f(xl) 2: f(x2) = Y2' contrary to the hypothesis that YI < Y2' Therefore we have
g(YI) =xI < x2 = g(Y2)' Since YI and Y2 are arbitrary elements of J with YI < Y2' we
conclude that g is strictly increasing on J.
It remains to show that g is continuous on J. However, this is a consequence of the fact
that g(J) = I is an interval. Indeed, if g is discontinuous at a point c E J, then the jump
of g at c is nonzero so that lim g < lim g. If we choose any number x # g (c) satisfying
y-+c- y-+c+
lim g < x < lim g, then x has the property that x # g (y) for any Y E J. (See Figure
x-+c- x-+c+
5.6.3.)Hencex ~ I, whichcontradictsthe fact that I is an interval.Thereforewe conclude
that g is continuouson J. Q.E.D.
The nth Root Function
We will apply the ContinuousInverseTheorem 5.6.5 to the nth power function.We need
to distinguishtwocases: (i) n even, and (ii) n odd.
(i) n even. In order to obtain a function that is strictly monotone, we restrict our
attentionto theintervalI := [0,00). Thus, let f(x) := xn for x E I. (SeeFigure5.6.4.)We
haveseen (inExercise2.1.23)that if 0 < x < Y, then f (x) = xn < yn = f (y); therefore f
is strictlyincreasingon I. Moreover,it followsfromExample 5.2.3(a) that f is continuous
on I. Therefore,by the Preservationof IntervalsTheorem5.3.10, J := f(l) is an interval.
~





Figure 5.6.3 g(y) =/: x for y E J.
We will show that J = [0, 00). Let y > 0 be arbitrary; by the Archimedean Property, there
exists kEN such that 0 < y < k. Since
1(0) = 0 < y < k :::: kn = f(k),
it follows from Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem 5.3.7 that y E J. Since y 2: 0 is
arbitrary, we deduce that J = [0,00).
We conclude from the Continuous Inverse Theorem 5.6.5 that the function g that is
inverse to f(x) = xn on I = [0,00) is strictly increasing and continuous on J = [0,00).
We usually write
g(x) = xl/n or g(x) = VX
for x > 0 (n even), and call xl/n = 'Vi the nth root of x > 0 (n even). The function g is
called the nth root function (n even). (See Figure 5.6.5.)
Since g is inverse to 1 we have .
g(f(x») = x and I(g(x») =x for all x E [0,00).









Figure 5.6.4 Graph of
f(x) = xn (x ~ 0, n even).
Figure 5.6.5 Graph of
g(x) = xl/n (x ~ 0, n even).
- --
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(ii) n odd. In this case we let F(x) := xn for all x E JR;by 5.2.3(a), F is continuous
on JR.We leave it to the reader to show that F is strictly increasingon JRand that F(JR)=
JR.(See Figure 5.6.6.)
It follows from the Continuous Inverse Theorem 5.6.5 that the function G that is inverse
to F (x) = xn for x E JR,is strictly increasing and continuous on JR.We usually write
G(x) = x1/n or G(x) = Vi for x E JR, n odd,
and call x l/n the nth root of x E JR.The function G is called the nth root function (n odd).





for all x E JRand n odd.
y y
x x
Figure 5.6.6 Graph of
F(x) = xn (x e JR,n odd).
Figure 5.6.7 Graph of
G(x) = xl/n (x e JR,n odd).
Rational Powers
Now that the nth root functionshave been defined for n E N, it is easy to definerational
powers.
5.6.6 Definition (i) If m, n E N and x 2: 0, we define xm/n := (x1/n)m.
(ll) If m, n E N and x > 0, we definex-m/n := (x1/n)-m.
Hence we have defined xr when r is a rational number and x > O.The graphs of x ~ xr
depend on whether r > 1, r = 1,0 < r < 1, r = 0, or r < O.(See Figure 5.6.8.) Since a
rationalnumberr E Q canbe writtenin the formr =m/n with m E Z, n EN, in many
ways, it should be shown that Definition 5.6.6 is not ambiguous. That is if r = m/ n = p /q
withm, p E Zandn, q EN and if x > 0, then (x1/n)m = (x1/Q)P.We leave it as an exercise
to the reader to establishthis relation.
5.6.7 Theorem Ifm E Z, n E N, and x > 0, then xm/n = (xm)l/n.
Proof. If x > 0 and m, nEZ, then (xm)n = xmn= (xn)m. Now let y:= xm/n =
(x.1/n)m> 0 so that yn = (x1/n)m)" = (x1/n)nr = xm. Therefore it follows that y =
(xm)l/n. Q.E.D.
The reader should also show, as an exercise, that if x > 0 and r, S E Q, then
xr Xs = xr+s =Xsxr and (xry = xrs= (xsy.
---
~





Figure 5.6.8 Graphs of x -+ xr (x ~ 0).
Exercises for Section 5.6
1. If I := [a, b] is an interval and I : I -+ JRis an increasing function, then the point a [respectively,
b] is an absolute minimum [respectively, maximum] point for I on I. If I is strictly increasing,
then a is the only absolute minimum point for I on I. .
2. If I and g are increasing functions on an interval I ~ JR,show that I + g is an increasing
functionon I. If I is also strictly increasing on I, then I + g is strictlyincreasingon I.
3. Show that both I(x) := x and g(x) := x-I are strictly increasing on I := [0, 1], but that their
product I g is not increasing on I.
4. Show that if I and g are positive increasing functions on an interval I, then their product I g is
increasingon I.
5. Showthat if I := [a,b] and I : I -+ JRis increasingon I, then I is continuous at a if and only
if I(a) = inf{f(x) : x E (a, b]}.
6. Let I ~ JRbe an interval and let I : I -+ JRbe increasingon I. Supposethat eel is not an
endpointof I. Show that I is continuous at c if and only if there exists a sequence (xn) in I
such that x < c for n = 1,3,5, ...; x > c for n = 2,4,6, ...; and such that c = lim(x ) andn n n
I(c) = lim(J(xn».
7. Let I ~ JRbe an intervaland let I : I -+ JRbe increasingon I. If c is not an endpointof I, show
that thejump jt<c) of I at c is givenby inf{f(y) - I(x) : x < c < y, x, y E /}.
8. Let/,gbeincreasingonanintervalI ~ JRandlet/(x) > g(x) forallx E I.lfy e f(I) ng(I),
showthat I-I (y) < g-I (y). [Hint:First interpretthis statementgeometrically.]
9. LetI := [0,1]andletI : I -+ JRbe definedby I(x) := x forx rational,and I(x) := 1 - x for
x irrational. Show that I is injectiveon I and that I (f (x» = x for all x E I. (HenceI is its
owninversefunction!)Showthat I iscontinuousonlyat thepointx = !.
--
--+ -----
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10. Let I := [a,b] and let / : I -+ JRbe continuouson I. If / has an absolute maximum [respec-
tively,minimum]at an interiorpointc of I, showthat / is notinjectiveon I.
11. Let /(x) := x for x e [0, 1], and /(x) := 1 + x for x e (1,2]. Show that / and /-1 are strictly
increasing. Are / and /-1 continuous at every point?
12. Let / : [0, 1] -+ JRbe a continuous function that does not take on any of its values twice and
with /(0) < /(1). Show that / is strictly increasing on [0, 1].
13. Let h : [0, 1] -+ JRbe a function that takes on each of its values exactly twice. Show that h
cannot be continuous at every point. [Hint:If cI < c2are the points where h attains its supremum,
show that cI = 0, c2 = 1. Now examine the points where h attains its infimum.]
14. Let x e JR,x > 0. Showthat if m, p e ;E,n, q eN, andmq = np, then (xl/n)m = (xl/q)P.









Prior to the seventeenth century, a curve was generally described as a locus of points
satisfying some geometric condition, and tangent lines were obtained through geometric
construction. This viewpoint changed dramatically with the creation of analytic geometry
in the 1630s by Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665). In this
new setting geometric problems were recast in terms of algebraic expressions, and new
classes of curves were defined by algebraic rather than geometric conditions. The concept
of derivative evolved in this new context. The problem of finding tangent lines and the
seemingly unrelated problem pf finding maximum or minimum values were first seen to
have a connection by Fermat in the 1630s. And the relation between tangent lines to curves
and the velocity of a moving particle was discovered in the late 1660s by Isaac Newton.
Newton's theory of "fluxions", which was based on an intuitive idea of limit, would be
familiar to any modern student of differential calculus once some changes in terminology
and notation were made. But the vital observation, made by Newton and, independently, by
Gottfried Leibniz in the 1680s, was that areas under curves could be calculated by reversing
the differentiation process. This exciting technique, one that solved previously difficult area
problems with ease, sparked enormous interest among the mathematicians of the era and
led to a coherent theory that became known as the differential and integral calculus.
Isaac Newton
Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was born in Woolsthorpe, in Lincolnshire, Eng-
land, on Christmas Day; his father, a farmer, had died three months earlier.
His mother remarried when he was three years old and he was sent to live
with his grandmother. He returned to his mother at age eleven, only to be
sent to boarding school in Grantham the next year. Fortunately, a perceptive
teacher noticed his mathematical talent and, in 1661,Newton entered Trinity
College at Cambridge University, where he studied with Isaac Barrow.
When the bubonic plague struck in 1665-1666, leaving dead nearly
70,000 persons in London, the university closed and Newton spent two years back in Woolsthorpe.
It was during this period that he formulated his basic ideas concerning optics, gravitation, and his
method of "fluxions", later called "calculus". He returned to Cambridge in 1667 and was appointed
Lucasian Professor in 1669. His theories of universal gravitation and planetary motion were
published to world acclaim in 1687 under the title Philosophite Naturalis Principia Mathematica.
However, he neglected to publish his method of inverse tangents for finding areas and other work
in calculus, and this led to a controversy over priority with Leibniz.
Following an illness, he retired from Cambridge University and in 1696 was appointed War-
den of the British mint. However, he maintained contact with advances in science and mathematics
and served as President of the Royal Society from 1703 until his death in 1727. At his funeral,
Newton was eulogized as "the greatest genius that ever existed". His place of burial in Westminster




In this chapter we will develop the theoiy of differentiation. Integration theory, includ-
ing the fundamental theorem that relates differentiation and integration, will be the subject
of the next chapter. We will assume that the reader is already familiar with the geometrical
and physical interpretations of the derivative of a function as described in introductory
calculus courses. Consequently, we will concentrate on the mathematical aspects of the
derivative and not go into its applications in geometry, physics, economics, and so on.
The first section is devoted to a presentation of the basic results concerning the dif-
ferentiation of functions. In Section 6.2 we discuss the fundamental Mean Value Theorem
and some of its applications. In Section 6.3 the important L'Hospital Rules are presented
for the calculation of certain types of "indeterminate" limits.
In Section 6.4 we give a brief discussion of Taylor's Theorem and a few of its
applications-for example, to convex functions and to Newton's Method for the location
of roots.
Section 6.1 The Derivative
In this section we will present some of the elementary properties of the derivative. We begin
with the definition of the derivative of a function.
6.1.1 Definition Let I C JRbe an interval, let f : I -+ JR,and let eEl. We say that a
real number L is the derivative of fat c if given any e > 0 there exists o(e) > 0 such that
if x E I satisfies 0 < Ix - cl < o(e), then
(1)
I




In this case we say that f is differentiable at c, and we write f' (c) for L.
In other words, the derivative of f at c is given by the limit
f'(c) = lim f(x) - f(c)
x-+c X - C
(2)
provided this limit exists. (We allow the possibility that c may be the endpoint of the
interval.)
Note It is possible to define the derivative of a function having a domain more general
than an interval (since the point c need only be an element of the domain and also a cluster
point of the domain) but the significance of the concept is most naturally apparent for
functions defined on intervals. Consequently we shall limit our attention to such functions.
Whenever the derivative of f : I -+ JRexists at a point eEl, its value is denoted by
f'(c). In this way we obtain a function f' whose domain is a subset of the domain of f.
In working with the function f', it is convenient to regard it also as a function of x. For
example, if f (x) := x2 for x E JR,then at any c in JRwe have
, . f(x) - f(c) . x2 - c2 .
f (c) = hm = lim = hm (x + c) = 2c.
x-+c x - C x-+c X - C x-+c




We now show that continuity of f at a point- c is a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for the existence of the derivative at c.
6.1.2 Theorem If f: I ~ JRhas a derivative at c E I, then f is continuous at c.
Proof. For all x E I, x =/:.c, we have
(
f(X) - f(C)
)f(x) - f(c) = (x - c).x-c







)hm(f(x) - f(c)) = hm hm(x - c)x-c x-c X - C x_c
= f'(c). 0 = o.
Therefore, lim f(x) = f(c) so that f is continuousat c.x_c Q.E.D.
The continuity of f: I ~ JR at a point does not assure the existence of the deriv.ative
at that point. For example, if f(x) := IxI for x E JR,then for x =/:.0 we have (f(x) -
f (0)) / (x - 0) = Ix1/x which is equal to 1if x > 0, and equal to -I if x < o. Thus the limit
at 0 does not exist [see Example 4.1.IO(b)], and therefore the function is not differentiable
at O.Hence, continuity at a point c is not a sufficient condition for the derivative to exist
at c.
Remark By taking simple algebraic combinations of functions of the forrnx t-+ Ix - cl,
it is not difficult to construct continuous functions that do not have a derivative at a finite (or
even a countable) number of points. In 1872, Karl Weierstrass astounded the mathematical
world by giving an example of a function that is continuous at every point but whose
derivative does not exist anywhere. Such a function defied geometric intuition about curves
and tangent lines, and consequently spurred much deeper investigations into the concepts
of real analysis. It can be shown that the function f defined by the series
00 I
f(x) := L 11 cos(3nx)
n=O 2 .
has the stated property. A very interesting historical discussion of this and other examples of
continuous, nondifferentiable functions is given in Kline, p. 955-966, and also in Hawkins,
p. 44-46. A detailed proof for a slightly different example can be found in Appendix E.
There are a number of basic properties of the derivative that are very useful in the
calculation of the derivatives of various combinations of functions. We now provide the
justification of some of these properties, which will be familiar to the reader from earlier
courses.
6.1.3 Theorem Let I C JRbe an interval, let c E I, and let f : I ~ JRand g: I ~ JR
be functions that are differentiable at c. Then:
(a) If a E JR,then the function af is differentiable at c, and
(3) (af)' (c) = af'(c).
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The function f + g is differentiable ~t c, and
(f + g)' (c) = f'(c) + g'(c).
(Product Rule) The function fg is differentiable at c, and
(fg)'(c) = f'(c)g(c) + f(c)g'(c).
(Quotient Rule) If g(c) =F0, then the function fig is differentiable at c, and
(f )' (c) = f'(c)g(c) - !..(c)g'(c).g (g(c»)
Proof. We shall prove (c) and (d), leaving (a) and (b) as exercises for the reader.
(c) Let p := fg; then for x E I, x =Fc, we have
p(x) - p(c) = f(x)g(x) - f(c)g(c)
x -c x -c
_ f(x)g(x) - f(c)g(x) + f(c)g(x) - f(c)g(c)
x-c
= f(x).- f(c) . g(x) + f(c) . g(x) - g(c) .x-c x-c
Since g is continuous at c, by Theorem 6.1.2, then lim g(x) = g(c). Since f and g arex_c
differentiable at c, we deduce from Theorem 4.2.4 on properties of limits that
lim p(x) - p(c) = f'(c)g(c) + f(c)g'(c).x_c x - c
Hence p := f g is differentiable at c and (5) holds.
(d) Let q := fig. Since g is differentiable at c, it is continuous at that point (by
Theorem 6.1.2).Therefore, since g(c) =F 0, we know from Theorem 4.2.9 that there exists
an interval J C I with c E J such that g(x) =F 0 for all x E J. Forx E J, x =F c, we have
q(x) - q(c) = f(x)lg(x) - f(c)lg(c) = f(x)g(c) - f(c)g(x)
x - c x - c g(x)g(c)(x - c)




f(X) - f(c) .g(c) _ f(c) . g(x) - g(C)
]
.
g(x)g(c) x - c x - c
Using the continuityof gat c and the differentiabilityof f and gat c, we get
q'(c) = lim q(x) - q(c) = f'(c)g(c)- f(c)g'(c).
x_c X - C (g(c»)2
Thus, q = fig is differentiableat c and equation(6) holds. Q.E.D.
MathematicalInductionmay be used to obtain the followingextensionsof the differ-
entiation rules.
6.1.4 Corollary If fl, f2, . . . I fn arefunctionsonanintervalI toJRthatare differentiable
at eEl, then:
(a) The function fl + f2 + . . . + fn is differentiable at c and
(7) (fl + f2 +... + fn)'(c) = f{(c) + f;(c) +... + f~(c).
--
__ __ __ __ _ d
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(b) The function 11/2 . . . In is differentiableat c, and
(8) (/1/2... In)'(c) . f{(c)/2(c)... In (C)+ II(c)f~(c)... fn(c)
+. . . + 11(c) 12(C) .. . I~(c).
An important special case of the extended product rule (8) occurs if the functions are
equal, that is, 11 = 12 = . . . = In = I. Then (8) becomes
(9) (In),(c) = n(/(c»n-l I'(c).
In particular, if we take I (x) := x, then we find the derivative of g(x) := xn to be g' (x) =
nxn-l, n E N. The formula is extended to include negative integers by applying the Quotient
Rule 6.1.3(d).
Notation If I C JRis an interval and I : I ~ JR, we have introduced the notation I' to
denote the function whose domain is a subset of I and whose value at a point c is the
derivative I' (c) of I at c. There are other notations that are sometimes used for I'; for
example, one sometimes writes DI for I'. Thus one can write formulas (4) and (5) in the
form:
D(/+g) = DI+Dg, D(lg) = (D/) . g + I . (Dg).
When x is the "independent variable", it is common practice in elementary courses to write
dl/dx for I'. Thus formula (5) is sometimes written in the form
d
(
dl ) (dg )dx (/(x)g(x») = dx (x) g(x) + I(x) dx (x) .
This last notation, due to Leibniz, has certain advantages. However, it also has certain
disadvantages and must be used with some care.
The Chain Rule
We now turn to the theorem on the differentiation of composite functions known as the
"Chain Rule". It provides a formula for finding the derivative of a composite function g 0 I
in terms of the derivatives of g and I.
We first establish the following theorem concerning the derivative of a function at a
point that gives us a very nice method for proving the Chain Rule. It will also be used to
derive the formula for differentiating inverse functions.
6.1.5 Caratheodory's Theorem Let I be definedonan intervalI containingthepoint c.
Then I is differentiable at c if and only if there exists a function cpon I that is continuous
at c and satisfies
(10) I(x) - I(c) = cp(x)(x - c) lor x E I.
In this case, we have cp(c) = I' (c).
Proof. (=» If I' (c) exists, we can define cpby
{
I(x) - I(c)
cp(x) := x - c
I' (c)
for x '# c, x E I,
for x =c.
The continuity of cpfollows from the fact that lim cp(x) = I'(c). If x = c, then both sidesx_c
of (10) equal 0, while if x '# c, then multiplication of cp(x) by x - c gives (10) for all other
x E I. .
- -- ---~
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(<=) Now assume that a function epthat is continuous at e and satisfying (10) exists. If
we divide (10) by x - e =I0, then the continuity of epimplies that
( ) li ( ) li
f(x) - fee)
epe= mepx = m
x-+c x-+c X - e
exists. Therefore f is differentiable at e and f'(e) = ep(e). Q.E.D.
To illustrateCaratheodory'sTheorem, we consider the function f definedby f(x) :=
x3 for x E JR.For e E JR,we see from the factorization
x3 - e3 = (x2 + ex + e2)(x - c)
that ep(x) := x2 + ex + e2 satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Therefore, we conclude
that f is differentiable at e E JRand that f' (c) = ep(c) = 3e2.
We will now establish the Chain Rule. If f is differentiable at e and g is differentiable
at fee), then .the Chain Rule states that the derivative of the composite function go f at e
is the product (g 0 f)' (e) = g'(f(e» . f'(e). Note this can be written
(g 0 f)' = (g' 0 f) . f'. .
One approach to the Chain Rule is the observation that the difference quotient can be
written, when f(x) =I fee), as the product
g(f(x») - g(f(e») g(f(x») - g(f(e») f(x) - fee)= .
x - e f (x) - f (c) x - e
This suggests the correct limiting value. Unfortunately, the first factor in the product on
the right is undefined if the denominator f(x) - fee) equals 0 for values of x near e, and
this presents a problem. However, the use of Caratheodory's Theorem neatly avoids this
difficulty.
6.1.6 Chain Rule Let I, I be intervals in JR,let g : I -+ JRand f : I -+ JRbe functions
such that f (I) C I, and let eEl. If f is differentiableat e and if g is differentiableat
f (c), then the compositefunction g 0 f is differentiableat e and
(11) (g 0 f)' (c) = g'(f(e» . f'(e).
Proof. Since f'(e) exists,Caratheodory'sTheorem6.1.5 implies that thereexists a func-
tion epon I such that epis continuous at e and f(x) - fee) = ep(x)(x - c) for x E I,
and where ep(c) = f' (e). Also, since g' (f (c») exists, there is a function 1/1defined on I
such that 1/1is continuousat d := fee) and g(y) - g(d) = 1/1(y)(y- d) for y E I, where
1/1(d) = g'(d). Substitutionof y = f(x) and d = fee) then produces
g(f(x») - g(f(e») = 1/1(f(x»)(f(x) - fee») = [(1/1 0 f(x») .ep(x)](x - c)
for all x E I such that f (x) E I. Since the function (1/10 f) . epis continuous at e and its
value at e is g'(f(e» . f'(e), Caratheodory'sTheorem gives (11). Q.E.D.
If g is differentiableon I, if f is differentiableon I and if f(I) C I, then it follows
from the Chain Rule that (g 0 f)' = (g' 0 f) . f' which can also be written in the form
D(g 0 f) = (Dg 0 f). Df.
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6.1.7 Examples (a) If f : I -+ ~ is differentiable on I and g(y) := yn for y E JRand
n e N, then since g' (y) =nyn-l, it follows from the Chain Rule 6.1.6 that




Thereforewe have (fn) (x) =n f(x) f (x) for all x e I as was seen in (9).
(b) Suppose that f : I -+ JRis differentiable on I and that f (x) =I 0 and f' (x) =I0 for
x e I. If h(y) := l/y for y =I0, then it is an exercise to show that h'(y) = _I/y2 for
y e ~, y =IO.Therefore we have
(.!.)'(X) = (h 0 f)' (x) = h'(f(x»)f'(x) = _ f'(x)f (f(x») for x e I.
(c) Theabsolutevaluefunctiong(x) := IxIisdifferentiableatallx =I 0 and has derivative
g'(x) = sgn(x) for x =IO.(The signum function is defined in Example 4. 1.IO(b).) Though
sgn is defined everywhere, it is not equal to g' at x = 0 since g' (0) does not exist.
Now if f is a differentiable function, then the Chain Rule implies that the function
g 0 f = If Iis also differentiableat all pointsx where f (x) =I0, and its derivativeis given
by
Ifl\x) = sgn(f(x». f'(x) =
(
f'(x)
- f' (x )
if f(x) > 0,
if f(x) < o.
If f is differentiable at a point c with f(c) = 0, then it is an exercise to show that If I is
differentiable at c if and only if f'(c) = o. (SeeExercise7.)
For example, if f(x) := x2 - 1 for x e JR,then the derivative of its absolute value
Ifl(x) = Ix2 - 11is equal to Ifl'(x) = sgn(x2 - 1) . (2x) for x =11, -1. See Figure 6.1.1




Figure 6.1.1 The function 1!I(x) = Ix2- 11.
(d) It will be proved later that if S(x) := sinx and C(x) := cosx for all x E ~, then
S'(x) = cosx = C(x) and C'(x) = - sinx = -S(x)
for all x e ~. If we use these facts togetherwith the definitions
sinx 1
tanx := -, secx := -,
cosx cosx
---
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for x =/; (2k + I)]l'/2, k E Z, and apply the.Quotient Rule 6.1.3(d), we obtain
(cosx)(cosx) - (sinx)(- sin x)
)
2
Dtanx = ... = (secx ,
(cos x)
o- 1(- sinx) sinx
D secx = 2 = ...= (secx)(tanx)(cosx) (cosx)






for x =/;k]l', k E Z, then we obtain
D cotx = -(cscx)2 and Dcscx = -(cscx)(cotx)
for x =/;k]l', k E Z.
(e) Suppose that f is defined by
f(x) := ( ~2 sin(1/x)
for x =/;0,
for x = O.
If we use the fact that D sin x = cosx for all x E JRand apply the Product Rule 6.1.3(c)
and the Chain Rule 6.1.6, we obtain (why?)
f'(x) = 2x sin(1/x) - cos(1/x) for x =/;O.
If x = 0, none of the calculational rules may be applied. (Why?) Consequently, the deriva-
tive of f at x = 0 must be found by applying the definition of derivative. We find that
f
'
(O) - I' f(x) - f(O) _ I' x2 sin (I/x) - li
.
(1/ ) - 0- 1m - 1m - mx sm x - .x-o X - 0 x-o X x-o
Hence, the derivative f' of f exists at all x E JR.However, the function f' does not have a
limit at x = 0 (why?), and consequently f' is discontinuous at x = O.Thus, a function f
that is differentiable at every point of JRneed not have a continuous derivative f'. 0
Inverse Functions
We will now relate the derivative of a function to the derivative of its inverse function,
when this inverse function exists. We will limit our attention to a continuous strictly
monotone function and use the Continuous Inverse Theorem 5.6.5 to ensure the existence
of a continuous inverse function.
If f is a continuous strictly monotone function on an interval I, then its inverse function
g = f-l is defined on the interval J := f(l) and satisfies the relation
g{f(x») = x for x E I.
If eEl and d := f(c), and if we knew that both f'(c) and g'(d) exist, then we could
differentiate both sides of the equation and apply the Chain Rule to the left side to get








However, it is necessary to deduce the differentiability of the inverse function g from the
assumed differentiability of f before such a calculation can be performed. This is nicely
accomplished by using Caratheodory's Theorem.
6.1.8 Theorem Let I be an interval in JRand let f : I -+ JRbe strictly monotone and
continuouson I. Let J := f (l) and let g : J -+ JRbe thestrictlymonotone andcontinuous
function inverse to f. If f is differentiableate E I and f'(e) =1=0, then g is differentiable
atd := fee) and
(12) 1 --.! .
g'(d) = f'(e) = ~.
Proof. Given e E JR, we obtain from Caratheodory's Theorem 6.1.5 a function epon I
with properties that epis continuous at e, f(x) - fee) = ep(x)(x - c) for x E I, andep(e)=
f' (c). Since ep(e) =1=0 by hypothesis, there exists a neighborhood V := (e - 8, e + 8) such
that ep(x)=1=0 for all x E V n I. (See Theorem4.2.9.) If U := f(V n I), then the inverse
functiong satisfies f (g(y») = y for all y E U, so that
y - d = f(g(y») - fee) = ep(g(y»). (g(y) - g(d)}..
Since ep(g(y» =1= 0 for y E U, we can divide to get
1
g(y) - g(d) = ( ) . (y - d).ep g(y)
Since the function 1I (ep 0 g) is continuousat d, we apply Theorem 6.1.5 to concludethat
g'(d) existsandg'(d) = l/ep(g(d»)= l/ep(e)= IIf' (c). Q.E.D.
Note The hypothesis, made in Theorem 6.1.8, that f'(e) =1=0 is essential. In fact, if
f'(e) = 0, thenthe inversefunctiong is neverdifferentiableatd = fee), since the assumed
existence of g'(d) would lead to 1 = f (e)g' (d) = 0, which is impossible. The function
f(x) := x3 withe = 0 is suchan example.
6.1.9 Theorem Let I be an interval and let f : I -+ JRbe strictly monotone on I. Let
J := f(l) and let g : J -+ JRbe the function inverse to f. Iff is differentiableon I and
f' (x) =1=0 fo~x E I, then g is differenti~bleon J and
I 1
g = f'og'(13)
Proof. If f is differentiableon I, then Theorem6.1.2 implies that f is continuouson I,
and by the ContinuousInverse Theorem 5.6.5, the inversefunction g is continuouson J.
Equation(13)now follows from Theorem6.1.8. Q.E.D.
Remark If f and g are the functions of Theorem 6.1.9, and if x E I and y E J arerelated
by y = f(x) and x = g(y), then equation (13) can be written in the form
, 1 , 1
g (y) = "rl _ _ H.. '\ ' Y E J, or (g 0 f) (x) = f' (x) , x E I.
It can also be written in the form g' (y) = 1If' (x), provided that it is kept in mind that x
and yare related by y = f(x) and x = g(y).
-- -
-
6.1.10Examples (a) The function I : lR-+ lRdefinedby I(x) := x5 + 4x + 3 is con-
tinuousand strictlymonotoneincreasing(sinceit is the sumof two strictly increasing func-
tions). Moreover, I'(x) = 5x4 + 4 is never zero. Therefore, by Theorem 6.1.8, the inverse
function g = I-I is differentiable at every point. If we take c = 1, then since 1(1) = 8,
we obtain g'(8) = g'(/(I» = 1/1'(1)= 1/9.
(b) Let n EN be even, let I := [0, (0), and let I(x) := xn for x E I. It was seen at the
end of Section 5.6 that I is strictly increasing and continuous on I, so that its inverse
function g(y) := yl/n for y E J := [0, (0) is also strictly increasing and continuous on J.
Moreover, we have I' (x) = nxn-I for all x E I. Hence it follows that if y > 0, then g' (y)
exists and
1 1 1
g'(y) = I'(g(y») = n(g(y)r-I = ny(n-I)/n.




g y) = _y(1/n)-ln for y > o.
However, g is not differentiable at O.(For a graph of I and g, see Figures 5.6.4 and 5.6.5.)
(c) Letn E N,n:/: l,beodd,letF(x) :=xnforx E lR,andletG(y):= yl/nbeitsinverse
function defined for all y E lR. As in part (b) we find that G is differentiable for y:/:O
and that G'(y) = (1/n)y(1/n)-l for y :/: O. However, G is not differentiable at 0, even
though G is differentiablefor all y :/: O.(Fora graphof F and G, see Figures5.6.6and
5.6.7.)
(d) Let r := m/n be a positive rational number, let I := [0, (0), and let R(x) := xr for
x E I. (Recall Definition 5.6.6.) Then R is the composition of the functions I(x) := xm
and g(x) := x1/n, x E I. Thatis, R(x) = I(g(x» forx E I. If we applythe ChainRule
6.1.6 and the results of (b) [or (c), depending on whether n is even or odd], then we obtain
1
R'(x) = I'(g(x»)g'(x) = m(xl/n)m-l . _x(1/n)-ln
m
= _x(m/n)-l = rxr-1
on
for all x > O.If r > 1, then it is an exercise to show that the derivative also exists at x =0
and R' (0) = O.(For a graph of R see Figure 5.6.8.)
(e) The sine function is strictly increasing on the interval I := [-1f /2, 1f/2]; therefore
its inverse function, which we will denote by Arcsin, exists on J := [-1, 1]. That is, if
x E [-1f /2, 1f/2] and y E [-1, 1] then y = sin x if and only if Arcsin y = x. It was asserted
(without proof) in Example 6.1.7(d) that sin is differentiable on I and that D sin x =
cos x for x E I. Since cos x:/:O for x in (-1f /2, 1f/2) it follows from Theorem 6.1.8 that
.11
DArcsmy = =-D sinx cosx
1 1
- Jl - (sinx)2- Jl _ y2
for all y E (-1, 1). The derivative of Arcsin does not exist at the points -1 and 1. 0
Exercises for Section 6.1
1. Use the definition to find the derivative of each of the following functions:
(a) f(x):= x3 for x E JR, (b) g(x):= l/x for x E JR,x =/:0,




2. Showthat I (x) := x 1/3,x E JR,is not differentiable at x = O.
3. Prove Theorem 6.1.3(a), (b).
4. Let I :JR~' JRbe defined by I(x) := x2 for x rational, I(x) := 0 for. x irrational. Show that
I is differentiable at x = 0, and find I' (0).
5. Differentiate and simplify:
x
(a) l(x):=--"2'l+x
(c) h(x):= (sinxk)m for m, kEN, (d) k(x):= tan(x2)for Ixl < ,/1r/2.
6. Letn E N andlet I : JR--+JRbe definedby I(x) := xn forx ~ 0 and I(x) := 0 forx < O.For
whichvaluesof n is I' continuousat O? For whichvaluesof n is I' differentiableat O?
7. Suppose that I : JR--+JRis differentiable at c and that I(c) = O.Showthat g(x) := I/(x)1 is
differentiable at c if and only if I' (c) = o.
8. Determine where each of the followingfunctionsfrom JRto JRis differentiableand find the
derivative:
(a) I(x):= IxI+ Ix+ 11,
(c) h(x):= xlxl,
(b) g(x):= 2x + lxi,
(d) k(x):= Isinxl,
9. Prove that if I : JR--+JRis an even function [that is, I( -x) = I(x) for all x E JR]and has a
derivative at every point, then the derivative I' is an odd function [that is, I' (-x) = - I' (x)
for all x E JR].Also prove that if g : JR--+ JRis a differentiable odd function, then g' is an even
function.
10. Let g : JR--+ JRbe defined by g(x) := x2 sinO/x2) for x 1=0, and g(O) := O. Show that g is
differentiable for all x E JR.Also show that the derivative g' is not bounded on the interval
[-1,1].
11. Assume that there exists a function L : (0,00) --+ JRsuch that L'(x) = l/x for x > O.Calculate
the derivatives of the following functions:
(a) I(x):= L(2x + 3) for x > 0,
(c) h(x):= L(ax) for a > 0, x > 0, .
(b) g(x):= (L(x2»3 for x > 0,
(d) k(x):= L(L(x» when L(x) > 0, x > O.
12. If r > 0 is a rational number, let I : JR--+ JRbe defined by I(x) := xr sinO/x) for x 1=0, and
1(0) := O.Determine those values of r for which I' (0) exists.
13. If I : JR--+ JRis differentiable at c E JR,show that
I'(c) = lim(n{f(c + l/n) - I(c)}).
However, show by example that the existence of the limit of this sequence does not imply the
existence of I' (c).
14. Giventhat the functionh(x) := x3 + 2x + 1for x E JRhas an inverse h-I on JR,find the value
of (h-I)'(y) at the points corresponding to x =0,1, -1.
15. Given that the restriction of the cosine function cos to I := [0, 1l']is strictly decreasing and
that cos 0 = 1, cos 1l'= -1, let J := [-1, 1], and let Arccos: J --+JRbe the function inverse
to the restriction of cos to I. Show that Arccos is differentiable on (-1, 1) and DArccos y =
(-1) / (1 - i) 1/2for y E (-1, 1). Sho~ that Arccos is not differentiable at -1 and 1.
16. Given that the restriction of the tangent function tan to I := (-1l' /2, 1l'/2) is strictly increasing
and that tan(l) = JR,let Arctan: JR--+JRbe the functioninverseto the restrictionof tan to I.
Showthat Arctanis differentiableon R and that DArctan(y)= (1 + y2)-1 for y E JR.
17. Let I : I --+ JRbe differentiable at eEl. Establish the Straddle Lemma: Given e > 0 there
exists 8(e) > 0 such that if u, v E I satisfy c - 8(e) < u ::: c ::: v < c + 8(e), then we have
I/(v) - I(u) - (v - u)/'(c)1 :::e(v - u). [Hint: The 8(e) is given by Definition 6.1.1. Sub-
tract and add the term I(c) ~ cl'(c) on the left sideanduse the TriangleInequality.1 _ _ _
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Section 6.2 The Mean Value Theorem
The Mean Value Theorem, which relates the values of a function to values of its derivative,
is one of the most useful results in real analysis. In this section we will establish this
important theorem and sample some of its many consequences.
We begin by looking at the relationship between the relative extrema of a function
and the values of its derivative. Recall that the function I : I -+ IRis said to have a
relative maximum [respectively, relative minimum] ate E I if there exists a neighborhood
V := V.s(c)of c such that I(x) ::::I(c) [respectively, I(c) < I(x)] for all x in V n I. We
say that I has a relative extremum at eEl if it has either a relative maximum or a relative
minimum at c.
The next result provides the theoretical justification for the familiar process of finding
points at which I has relative extrema by examining the zeros of the derivative. However,
it must be realized that this procedure applies only to interior points of the interval. For
example, if I (x) := x on the interval I := [0, 1],thenthe endpointx = 0 yields the unique
relative minimum and the endpoint x = 1 yields the unique maximum of I on I, but neither
point is a zero of the derivative of I. .
6.2.1 Interior Extremum Theorem Let c be an interior point 01the interval I at which
I: I -+ IRhas a relative extremum.lfthe derivative 01I at c exists, then I'(c) = O.
Proof. We will prove the result only for the case that I has a relative maximum at c; the
proof for the case of a relative minimum is similar.
If I'(c) > 0, then by Theorem 4.2.9 there exists a neighborhood V C I of c such that
I(x) - I(c)
> 0 for x E V, x =Pc.x -c
If x E V and x > c, then we have
I(x) - I(c)
I(x) - I(c) = (x - c) . > o.x-c
But this contradicts the hypothesis that I has a relative maximum at c. Thus we cannot
have I'(c) > O. Similarly (how?), we cannot have I'(c) < O. Therefore we must have
I'(c) = O. Q.E.D.
6.2.2 Corollary Let I: I -+ IRbe continuous on an interval I and suppose that I has a
relative extremum at an interior point c of I. Then either the derivative of I at c does not
exist, or it is equal to zero.
Wenote that if I(x) := IxIon I := [-1, I],then/hasaninteriorminimumatx =0;
however,thederivativeof I fails to exist at x =O.
6.2.3 Rolle's Theorem Suppose that I is continuouson a closedintervalI := [a,b], that
the derivative I' exists at every point of the open interval (a, b), and that I(a) = I(b) = O.
Then there exists at least one point c in (a, b) such that I' (c) = O.
Proof. If I vanishesidenticallyon I, thenanyc in (a,b) willsatisfytheconclusionof
the theorem. Hence we suppose that I does not vanish identically; replacing f by - f
if necessary,we may suppose that I assumes some positive values. By the Maximum-
MinimumTheorem5.3.4, the function I attains the value sup{/(x) : x E I} > 0 at some
point c in I. Since I(a) = I(b) = 0, the point c must lie in (a, b); therefore I'(c) exists.
- - -
~
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f'(c) =0
c b
Figure 6.2.1 Rolle's Theorem
Since f has a relative maximum at c, we conclude from the Interior Extremum Theorem
6.2.1 that f'(c) = O.(See Figure 6.2.1.) Q.E.D.
As a consequence of Rolle's Theorem, we obtain the fundamental Mean Value
Theorem.
6.2;4 Mean Value Theorem Suppose that f is continuous on a closed interval I :=
[a, b], and that f has a derivativein the open interval (a, b). Then there exists at least one
point c in (a, b) such that
f(b) - f(a) = f'(c)(b - a).
Proof. Consider the function cpdefined on I by
f(b) - f(a)
cp(x) := f(x) - f(a) - b (x - a).-a
[The function cpis simply the difference of f and the function whose graph is the line
segment joining the points (a, f(a» and (b, f(b»; see Figure 6.2.2.] The hypotheses of
a x c
Figure 6.2.2 The Mean Value Theorem
-- ---- -- -
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Rolle's Theorem are satisfied by cpsince cpis continuous on [a, b], differentiable on (a, b),
and cp(a) = cp(b) = O.Therefore, there exists a point c in (a, b) such that
0 - '( ) _ f '( ) f(b) - f(a)-cp c - c - .b-a
Hence, f(b) - f(a) = f'(C)(b - a). Q.E.D.
Remark The geometric view of the Mean Value Theorem is that there is some point on
the curve y = f (x) at which the tangent line is parallel to the line segment through the
points (a, f(a)) and (b, f(b)). Thus it is easy to remember the statement of the Mean
Value Theorem by drawing appropriate diagrams. While this should not be discouraged,
it tends to suggest that its importance is geometrical in nature, which is quite misleading.
In fact the Mean Value Theorem is a wolf in sheep's clothing and is the Fundamental
Theorem of Differential Calculus. In the remainder of this section, we will present some of
the consequences of this result. Other applications will be given later.
The Mean Value Theorem permits one to draw conclusions about the nature of a
function f from information about its derivative f'. The following results are obtained in
this manner.
6.2.5 Theorem Suppose that f is continuous on the closed interval I := [a, b], that f
is differentiable on the open interval (a, b), and that f'ex) = 0 for x E (a, b). Then f is
constant on I.
Proof. We will show that f(x) = f(a) for all x E I. Indeed, if x E I, x > a, is given,
we apply the Mean Value Theorem to f on the closed interval [a, x]. We obtain a point c
(depending on x) between a and x such that f(x) - f(a) = f'(C)(X - a). Since f'(C) = 0
(by hypothesis), we deduce that f(x) - f(a) = O.Hence, f(x) = f(a) for any x E I.
Q.E.D.
6.2.6 Corollary Suppose that f and g are continuous on I := [a, b], that they are dif-
ferentiable on (a, b), andthat f'ex) = g'(X) for allx E (a, b). Then thereexists a constant
C such that f = g + C on I.
Recall that a function f : I -+ ~ is said to be increasing on the interval I if whenever
x I' x2 in I satisfy x I < x2' then f (x I) ::: f (x2). Also recall that f is decreasing on I if the
function - f is increasingon I.
6.2.7 Theorem Let f: I -+ ~ be differentiableon the intervalI. Then:
(a) f is increasingon I if andonly if f' (x) 2: 0 for allx E I.
(b) f is decreasingon I if and only if f' (x) :::0 for allx E I.
Proof. (a) Suppose that f'ex) 2: 0 for all x E I. If xl' x2 in I satisfy xl < x2' then we
apply the Mean Value Theorem to f on the closed interval J := [xl' x2] to obtain a point
c in (x I' x2) such that
---
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Since f'(e) 2::0 and x2 - xl > 0, it follows that' f(x2) - f(xI) 2::O. (Why?) Hence,
f(xI) ~ f(x2) and, since xl < x2 are arbitrary points in I, we conclude that f is in-
creasingon I. .
For the converse assertion, we suppose that f is differentiable and increasing on I.
Thus, for any point X :1=e in I, we have (f(x) - f(e»)/(x - e) 2::o. (Why?) Hence, by
Theorem 4.2.6 we conclude that
f'(e) = lim f(x) - f(e) > o.
x-+-c X - e
(b) The proof of part (b) is similar and will be omitted. Q.E.D.
A function f is said to be strictly increasing on an interval I if for any points x I' X2in
I such that x I < x2' we have f (x I) < f (x2). An argument along the same lines of the proof
of Theorem 6.2.7 can be made to show that a function having a strictly positive derivative on
an interval is strictly increasing there. (See Exercise 13.) However, the converse assertion
is not true, since a strictly increasing differentiable function may have a derivative that
vanishes at certain points. For example, the function f : JR-+ JRdefined by f(x) := x3 is
strictly increasing on JR,but f' (0) = O. The situation for strictly decreasing functions is
similar. .
Remark It is reasonable to define a function to be increasing at a point if there is a
neighborhood of the point on which the function is increasing. One might suppose that,
if the derivative is strictly positive at a point, then the function is increasing at this point.
However, this supposition is false; indeed, the differentiable function defined by
( ) .=
(
X + 2x2sin(1/x) if x:l=0,
g x. 0 .f - 01 X - ,
is such that g' (0) = 1, yet it can be shownthat g is not increasingin any neighborhoodof
x = o. (SeeExercise10.)
We next obtain a sufficient condition for a function to have a relative extremum at an
interior point of an interval.
6.2.8 First Derivative Test for Extrema Let f be continuouson theintervalI := [a,b]
and let e be an interiorpoint of I. Assume that f is differentiableon (a, e) and (e, b). Then:
(a) If there is a neighborhood (e --8, e + 8) C I such that f' (x) 2::0 for e - 8 < x < e
and f' (x) ~ 0 for e < x < e + 8, then f has a relative maximum at e.
(b) If thereis a neighborhood (e - 8, e + 8) C I such that f' (x) ~ 0 for e - 8 < x < e
and f' (x) 2::0 fore < x < e + 8, thenf hasa relativeminimumate.
Proof. (a) If x E (e - 8, e), then it follows from the Mean Value Theorem that there
exists a point ex E (x, e) such that f(e) - f(x) = (e - x)f'(ex). Since f'(ex) 2::0 we
infer that f(x) < f(e) for x E (e - 8, e). Similarly,it follows (how?) that f(x) ~ f(e)
for x E (e, e + 8). Therefore f(x) < f(e) for all x E (e-8,e+8)sothatfhasarelative
maximumat e.
(b) The proof is similar. Q.E.D.
Remark The converse of the First DerivativeTest 6.2.8 is not true. For example,there
exists a differentiablefunction f : JR-+ JRwith absoluteminimum at x =0 but such that
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I' takes on both positive and negativevalues on both sides of (and arbitrarily close to)
x = O. (See Exercise 9.)
Further Applications of the Mean Value Theorem
We will continue giving other types of applications of the Mean Value Theorem; in doing
so we will draw more freely than before on the past experience of the reader and his or her
knowledge concerning the derivatives of certain well-known functions.
6.2.9 Examples (a) Rolle's Theorem can be used for the location of roots of a function.
For, if a function g can be identified as the derivative of a function I, then betweenany two
roots of I there is at least one root of g. Forexample,let g (x) := cosx, then g is knownto
be the derivative of I(x) := sinx. Hence, between any two roots of sin x there is at least
one root of cosx. On the other hand, g'(x) = - sinx = - I(x), so another application of
Rolle's Theorem tells us that between any two roots of cos there is at least one root of sin.
Therefore, we conclude that the roots of sin and cos interlace each other. This conclusion
is probably not news to the reader; however, the same type of argument can be applied to
the Bessel functions In of order n = 0, 1, 2, . . . by using the relations
for x > O.
The details of this argument should be supplied by the reader.
(b) We can apply the Mean Value Theorem for approximate calculations and to obtain
error estimates. For example, suppose it is desired to evaluate ../105. We employ the Mean
Value Theorem with I(x) := ../i, a = 100, b = 105, to obtain
5
../105- ../100= ~2vc
for some number c with 100 ~ c < 105. Since 10 < -JC < ../105 < .JI2I = 11, we can
assert that
5
~ < ../105 - 10 < 2(10)'2(11)
whence it follows that 10.2272 < ../105 < 10.2500. This estimate may not be as sharp as
desired. It is clear that the estimate -JC < ../105 < .JI2Iwas wasteful and can be improved
by makinguseof ourconclusionthat ../105 < 10.2500.Thus, -JC < 10.2500andwe easily
determine that
5
0.2439 < _ __ _ < ../105 - 10.
Our improved estimate is 10.2439 < ../105 < 10.2500. o
Inequalities
One very important use of the Mean Value Theorem is to obtain certain inequalities.
Wheneverinformationconcerningthe rangeof the derivativeof a functionis available,this
informationcan be used to deducecertain properties of the function itself. The following







6.2.10 Examples (a) The exponential function f(x) := eX has the derivative f'(x) =
eX for all x E JR.Thus f' (x) > 1 for x > 0, and f' (x) < 1 for x < O.From these relation-
ships, we will derive the inequality
(1) for x E JR,
with equality occurring if and only if x =O.
If x = 0, we have equality with both sides equal to 1. If x > 0, we apply the Mean
Value Theorem to the function f on the interval [0, x]. Then for some c with 0 < c < x
we have
eX - eO= eC(x ~ 0).
Since eO= 1 and eC> 1, this becomes eX - 1 > x so that we have eX > 1 + x for x > O.
A similarargumentestablishesthe same strict inequalityfor x < O.Thus the inequality(1)
holds for all x, and equality occurs only if x = O.
(b) The function g (x) := sinx has the derivativeg'(x) =cosx for all x E JR.On the basis
of the fact that -1 < cos x < 1 for all x E JR,we will show that
(2) -x :::sinx :::x for all x::: O.
Indeed, if we apply the Mean Value Theorem to g on the interval [0, x], where x > 0, we
obtain
sin x - sin0 = (cos c)(x - 0)
for somec between0 andx. Since sin0 = 0 and -1 ::: cos c ::: 1, we have -x < sin x < x.
Since equality holds at x = 0, the inequality (2) is established.
(c) (Bernoulli's inequality) If a > 1, then
(3) (1 + x)a > 1 + ax for all x > -1,
with equality if and only if x = o.
This inequality was established earlier, in Example 2.1.13(c), for positive integer
values of a by using Mathematical Induction. We now derive the more general version by
employing the Mean Value Theorem.
If hex) := (1 + x)a then h'(x) = a(1 + x)a-l for all x > -1. [For rational a this
derivative was established in Example 6.l.l0(c). The extension to irrational will be dis-
cussed in Section 8.3.] If x > 0, we infer from the Mean Value Theorem applied to h on
the interval [0, x] that there exists c with 0 < c < x such that hex) - h(O) = h'(c) (x - 0).
Thus, we have
(1 +x)a - 1 =a(1 + c)a-1x.
Since c > 0 and a-I> 0, it follows that (1 + c)a-l > 1 and hence that (1 + x)a >
1 + ax. If -1 < x < 0, a similar use of the Mean ValueTheorem on the interval [x, 0]
leads to the same strict inequality.Since the case x = 0 results in equality, we conclude
that (3) is valid for all x > -1 with equality if and only if x = o.
(d) Let a be a real number satisfying 0 < a < 1 and let g(x) = ax - xa for x ::: O.
Then g'(x) = a(1- xa-1), so that g'(x) < 0 for 0 < x < 1 and g'(x) > 0 for x > 1.
Consequently, if x > 0, then g(x) > g(1) and g(x) = g(1) if and only if x = 1.Therefore,
if x ::: 0 and 0 < a < 1, then we have
xa ::: ax + (1 - a).
-- - - -
-
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If a > 0 and b > 0 and if we let x =ajb and multiplyby b, we obtain the inequality
aab1-a :Saa + (1 - a)b,
where equality holds if and only if a =b. o
The Intermediate Value Property of Derivatives
We conclude this section with an interesting result, often referred to as Darboux's Theorem.
It states that if a function f is differentiable at every point of an interval I, then the function
f' has the Intermediate Value Property. This means that if f' takes on values A and B, then
it also takes on all values between A and B. The reader will recognize this property as one of
the important consequences of continuity as established in Theorem 5.3.7. It is remarkable
that derivatives, which need not be continuous functions, also possess this property.
6.2.11 Lemma Let I C JRbe an interval, let f : I -+ JR,let eEl, and assume that f
has a derivative at e. Then:
(a) If f'(e) > 0, then there is a number 8 > 0 such that f(x) > f(e) for x E I such that
e < x < e + 8. .
(b) H f'(e) < 0, then there is a number 8 > 0 such that f(x) > fee) for x E I such that
e - 8 < x < e.
Proof. (a) Since
. f(x) - fee) = f'(e) > 0,hm
x~c x - e
it follows from Theorem 4.2.9 that there is a number 8 > 0 such that if x E I and 0 <




If x E I also satisfies x > e, then we have
f(x) - fee) = (x - c) . f(x) - fee) > o.x -e
Hence, if x E I and e < x < e + 8, then f(x) > fee).
The proof of (b) is similar. . Q.E.D.
6.2.12 Darboux's Theorem H f is differentiable on I = [a, b] and if k is a number
between f' (a) and f' (b), then there is at least one point e in (a, b) such that f' (c) = k.
Proof. Suppose that f'(a) < k < f'(b). We define g on I by g(x) := kx - f(x) for
x E I. Sinceg iscontinuous,it attainsa maximumvalueon I. Sinceg'(a) = k - f' (a) > 0,
it follows from Lemma 6.2.11 (a) that the maximum of g does not occur at x = a.Similarly,
since g' (b) = k - f' (b) < 0, it follows from Lemma 6.2. 11(b) that the maximum does not
occur at x = b. Therefore, g attains its maximumat some e in (a, b). Then fromTheorem
6.2.1wehave0 =g'(e) =k - f'(e). Hence,f'(e) = k. Q.E.D.
6.2.13 Example The function g: [-1, 1] -+ JRdefined by
{
I for 0 < x < 1,
g(x) := 0 for x = 0,
-1 for - 1 :Sx < 0,
-'--
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(which is a restriction of the signum function) clearly fails to satisfy the intermediate value
property on the interval [-1, 1]. Therefore, by Darboux' s Theorem, there does not exist a
functionI such that I' (x) = g (x) for all x E [-1, 1]. In other words, g is not the derivative
on [-1, 1] of any function. 0
Exercises for Section 6.2
1. For each of the followingfunctionson JRto JR,findpoints of relativeextrema,the intervalson
whichthe functionis increasing,and those on which it is decreasing:
(a) I(x):= x2 - 3x + 5, (b) g(x):= 3x - 4x2,
(c) h(x):= x3 - 3x - 4, (d) k(x):= x4 + 2x2- 4.
2. Find the points of relative extrema, the intervals on which the following functions are increasing,
and those on which they are decreasing:
(a) I(x):= x + l/x for x¥: 0,
(c) h(x):=..jX - 2..jx + 2 for x > 0,
(b) g(x):= x/(x2 + 1) for x e JR,
(d) k(x):= 2x + l/x2 forx¥: o.
3. Find the points of relative extrema of the following functions on the specified domain:
- (a) I(x):= Ix2-11 for -4::: x::: 4, (b) g(x):= 1- (x - 1)2/3forO::: x::: 2,
(c) h(x):= xlx2 - 121for -2::: x ::: 3, (d) k(x):= x(x - 8)1/3for 0::: x :::9.
4. Let ai' a2, "', an be real numbers and let I be defined on JRby
n
I(x) := L(ai - x)2
i=1
for x e JR.
Find the unique point of relative minimum for I.
5. Let a> b > 0 and let n eN satisfy n 2: 2. Prove that al/n - bl/n < (a - b)l/n. [Hint: Show
that I(x) := xl/n - (x - 1)I/n is decreasing for x 2: 1, and evaluate I at 1 and a/b.]
6. Use the Mean Value Theorem to prove that Isin x - sin y I ::: Ix - y Ifor all x, y in JR.
7. Use the Mean Value Theorem to prove that (x - 1)/x < In x < x-I for x > 1. [Hint:Use the
fact that D lox = l/x for x > 0.]
8. Let I: [a, b] -+ JRbe continuous on [a, b] and differentiable in (a, b). Show that if lim I'(x) =x_a
A, then I'(a) exists and equals A. [Hint: Use the definitionof I'(a) and the Mean Value
Theorem.]
9. Let I: IR-+ JRbe definedby I(x) := 2x4 + x4 sin(1/x) for x¥:O and 1(0) := O.Showthat
I has an absolute minimum at x = 0, but that its derivative has both positive and negative values
in every neighborhood of O.
10. Let g : JR-+ JRbe defined by g(x) := x + 2x2 sin(1/x) for x¥:O and g(O) := O. Show that
g'(O) = 1, but in every neighborhood of 0 the derivative g'(x) takes on both positive and
negative values. Thus g is not monotonic in any neighborhood of o.
11. Give an example of a uniformly continuous function on [0, 1] that is differentiable on (0, 1) but
whose derivative is not bounded on (0, 1).
12. If h (x) := 0 for x < 0 and h (x) := 1for x 2: 0, prove there does not exista function I : JR-+ JR
such that I' (x) =h(x) for all x e JR.Give examples of two functions, not differing by a constant,
whosederivativesequalh(x) for all x ¥: o.
13. Let I be an interval and let I : I -+ JRbe differentiableon I. Showthat if I' is positiveon I,
then I is strictlyincreasingon I.
14. Let I be an intervaland let I : I -+ JRbe differentiableon I. Showthat if the derivativeI' is
never0 on I, theneither I' (x) > 0 for all x e I or I' (x) < 0 for all x e I.
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15. Let I be an interval. Prove that if I is differentiable on I and if the derivative I' is bounded on
I, then I satisfies a Lipschitz condition on I. (See Definition 5.4.4.)
16. Let I: [0,00) -+ IRbe differentiable on (0, 00) and assume that I'(x) -+ b as x -+ 00.
(a) Show that for any h > 0, we have lim (I (x + h) - l(x» )1h = b.x-+oo
(b) Show that if I(x) -+ a as x -+ 00, then b = o.
(c) Show that lim (/(x)lx ) = b.x-+oo
17. Let I, g be differentiable on IRand suppose that 1(0) = g(O) and f'(x) ~ g'(x) for all x ~ O.
Showthat I(x) ~ g(x) for all x ~ O.
18. Let I := [a, b] and let I : I -+ IRbe differentiable at c E I. Show that for every e > 0 there
exists 8 > 0 such that if 0 < Ix - yl < 8 and a ~ x ~ c ~ y ~ b, then
I




19. A differentiablefunctionI : I -+ IRis saidto be uniformlydifferentiable on I := [a, b] if for
every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that if 0 < Ix - y I < 8 and x, y E I, then
I




Show that if I is unifonnly differentiable on I, then I' is continuouson I.
20. Suppose that I : [0,2] -+ IRis continuous on [0,2] and differentiable on (0,2), and that
1(0) = 0, 1(1) = 1,/(2) = 1.
(a) Show that there exists cl E (0, 1) such that I'(cl) = 1.
(b) Show that there exists c2 E (1,2) such that 1'(c2) = O.
(c) Show that there exists c E (0.2) such that I'(c) = 1/3.
Section 6.3 L'Hospital's Rules
The Marquis Guillame Fran~oisL'Hospital (1661-1704) was the author of the first calculus
book, L'Analyse des infiniment petits, published in 1696.He studied the then new differential
calculus from Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), first when Bernoulli visited L'Hospital's
country estate and subsequently through a series of letters. The book was the result of
L'Hospital's studies. The limit theorem that became known as L'Hospital's Rule first
appeared in this book, though in fact it was discoveredby Bem,oulli. .
The initial theorem was refined and extended, and the various results are collectively
referred to as L'Hospital's (or L'Hopital's) Rules. In this section we establish the most basic
of these results and indicate how others can be derived.
Indeterminate Forms
In the preceding chapters we have often been concerned with methods of evaluating limits.
It was shown in Theorem 4.2.4(b) that if A := lim f(x) and B := lim g(x), and if B 1=0,x-c x-c
then
lim f (x) = A.
x_c g(x) B
However, if B = 0, then no conclusion was deduced.It will be seen in Exercise 2 that if
B = ° and A 1= 0, then the limit is infinite (when it exists).
The case A = 0, B = ° has not been coveredpreviously.In this case, the limit of the

















not exist or may be any real value, depending on the particular functions f and g. The
symbolism % is used to refer to this situation. For example, if a is any real number, and
if we defineI(x) := ax and g(x) := x, then
1. f(x) 1. ax I"1m - = 1m - = 1ma =a.
x-+O g(x) x-+O X x-+O
Thus the indeterminate form % can lead to any real number a as a limit.
Other indeterminate forms are represented by the symbols 00/00, 0 . 00, 00, 100, 000,
and 00 - 00. These notationscorrespondto the indicatedlimitingbehaviorandjuxtaposi-
tion of the functions f and g. Our attention will be focused on the indeterminate forms 0/0
and 00/00. The other indeterminate cases are usually reduced to the form % or 00/00 by
taking logarithms, exponentials, or algebraic manipulations.
A Preliminary Result
To show that the use of differentiation in this context is a natural and not surprising
development, we first establish an elementary result that is based simply on the definition
of the derivative. .
6.3.1Theorem Let f and g be defined on [a, b], let f(a) = g(a) = 0, and let g(x) '# 0
for a < x < b. If f and g are differentiable at a and if g' (a) '# 0, then the limit of f / g at
a exists and is equal to f'(a)/g'(a). Thus
lim f(x) = f'(a).
x-+a+ g(x) g'(a)
Proof. Since f(a) = g(a) = 0, we can write the quotient f(x)/g(x) for a < x < b as
follows:
f(x) - f(a)
f(x) f(x) - f(a)- -- -
g(x) g(x) - g(a)
x-a
g(x) - g(a) .
x-a
Applying Theorem 4.2.4(b), we obtain
I" f(x) - f(a)1m
I" f(x) x-+a+ X - a1m -=





Warning Thehypothesisthatf(a) = g(a) = Oisessentialhere. Forexample,iff(x):=
x + 17andg(x).:= 2x + 3 forx E JR,then
lim f(x) = 17,
x-+O g(x) 3
while f' (0) 1
g'(O) = 2'
The preceding result enables us to deal with limits such as
lim x2 + x = 2.0 + 1 = ~.
x-+Osin2x 2cosO 2
To handle limits where f and g are not differentiable at the point a, we need a more general
version of the Mean Value Theorem due to Cauchy.
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6.3.2 Cauchy Mean ValueTheorem Let f and g be continuouson [a,b] and differen-
tiableon (a, b), and assume thatg'(x) :f:.0 for allx in (a, b). Thenthereexistse in (a,b)
such that
f(b) - f(a) f'(e)= --,-.
g(b) - g(a) g (e)
.
Proof. As in the proof of the Mean ValueTheorem, we introduce a function to which
Rolle's Theoremwill apply.First we note that since g'(x) :f:.0 forallx in (a,b), it follows
from Rolle's Theoremthat g(a) :f:.g(b). For x in [a, b], we now define
I(b) - f(a)
h(x):= ~b) _ g(a) (g(x) - g(a») - (f(x) - f(a»).
Then h is continuous on [a, b], differentiable on (a, b), and h(a) = h(b) = O. Therefore,
it follows from Rolle's Theorem 6.2.3 that there exists a point e in (a, b) such that
0= h'(e) = f(b) - f(a) g'(e) - f'(e).
g(b) - g(a)
Since g' (e) =1=0, we obtain the desired result by dividing by g' (e). Q.E.D.
Remarks The preceding theorem has a geometric interpretation that is similar to that of
the Mean Value Theorem 6.2.4. The functions f and g can be viewed as determining a curve
in the plane by means of the parametric equations x = f(t), Y = get) where a < t ::: b.
Then the conclusion of the theorem is that there exists a point (f(e), g(e» on the curve for
some e in (a, b) such that the slope g' (e)/ f' (e) of the line tangent to the curve at that point
is equal to the slope of the line segment joining the endpoints of the curve.
Note that if g(x) =x, then the Cauchy Mean Value Theorem reduces to the Mean
Value Theorem 6.2.4.
L'Hospital's Rule, I
We will now establish the first of L'Hospital's Rules. For convenience, we will consider
right-hand limits at a point a; left-hand limits, and two-sided limits are treated in exactly the
same way. In fact, the theorem even allows the possibility that a = -00. The reader should
observe that, in contrast with Theorem 6.3.1, the following result does not assume the
differentiability of the functions at the point a. The result asserts that the limiting behavior
of f(x)/g(x) as x ~ a+ is the same as the limiting behavior of f'(x)/g'(x) as x ~ a+,
including the case where this limit is infinite. An important hypothesis here is that both I
and g approach0 as x ~ a+.
6.3.3 L'Hospital's Rule, I Let -00 ::: a < b ::: 00 and let f, g be differentiable on (a, b)
such that g'(x) =1= 0 for all x E (a, b). Suppose that
(1) lim f(x) = 0 = lim g(x).
x-+a+ x-+a+
. f'(x) . f(x)
(a) If lim --,- = L E JR, then lim - = L.
x-+a+ g (x) x-+a+ g(x)
. I' (x) . f(x)
(b) If hm ,- =L E {-(X), oo}, then hm - = L.















Proof. If a < a < f3 < b, then Rolle's Theorem implies that g(f3) =1=g(a). Further, by
the Cauchy Mean Value Theorem 6.3.2, there exists u E (a, f3) such that
f(f3) - f(a) f'(u)
g(f3) - g(a) = g'(u).





whence it follows from (2) that
L f(f3) - f(a) L +-8< < 8
g(f3) - g(a)
for u E (a, c),
(3) for a < a < f3 < c.
If we take the limit in (3) as a --+ a+, wehave
L - 8 < f(f3) < L + 8
- g(f3) - for f3 E (a, c].
Since 8 > 0 is arbitrary, the assertion follows.
Case (b): If L = +00 and if M > 0 is given, there exists c E (a, b) such that
f'(u) > M
g'(u)
whence it follows from (2) that
.
for u E (a, c),
(4) f~)-f~»M
g~)-g~)
for a < a < f3 < c.
If we take the limit in (4) as a --+ a+, we have
f(f3) > M
g(f3) - for f3 E (a, c).
Since M > 0 is arbitrary, the assertion follows.
If L = -00, the argument is similar. Q.E.D.
6.3.4 Examples (a) We have





lim - = hm = hm 2.JXcosx = o.
x-o+ ~ x-o+ 1/ (2~) x_o+
Observe that the denominator is not differentiable at x = 0 so that Theorem 6.3.1
cannot be applied. However f(x) := sinx and g(x) := ~ are differentiable on (0,00)





(b) We have 1im 2 = hm _2 .x-o x x_o x
We need to consider both left and right hand limits here. The quotient in the second
limit is again indeterminate in the form 0/0. However, the hypotheses of 6.3.3 are again





1. sinx I" cos x 1m = Im-= Im-=-.
x-o x2 x_o 2x x_o 2 2
- --- - - -
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eX-I eX
(c) We have lim = lim - = 1.
x_o x x_o I











(d) We have lim - = 11m - = 1. 0
x_I x-I x_I 1
L'Hospital's Rule, n
This Rule is very similarto the firstone,exceptthat it treatsthecasewherethedenominator
becomesinfiniteasX -+ a+. Againwewillconsideronlyright-handlimits,butit ispossible
that a = -00. Left-hand limits and two-sided limits are handled similarly.
6.3.5 L'Hospital's Rule, n Let -00 < a < b ~ 00 and let f, g be differentiable on
(a, b) such that g'(x) # 0 for all x E (a, b). Suppose that
(5) lim g(x) = :1:00.
x_a+ . .
. f'(x) . f(x)
(a) If 11m -,- = L E JR, then 11m - = L.
x-a+ g (x) x_a+ g(x)
. f'(x) . f(x)
(b) If 11m -,- = L E {-oo, oo},then 11m- = L.
x-a+ g (x) x-a+ g(x)
Proof. We will suppose that (5) holds with limit 00.
As before, we have g(f3) # g(a) for a, 13E (a, b), a < 13.Further, equation (2) in the
proof of 6.3.3 holds for some U E (a, 13).
Case (a): If L E JRwith L > 0 and E > 0 is given, there is c E (a, b) such that (3) in
the proof of 6.3.3 holds when a < a < 13~ c. Since g(x) -+ 00, we may also assume that
g(c) > O. Taking 13= c in (3). we have
f(c) - f(a)
(6) L - E < ( ) < L + E for a E (a, c).g(c) - g a
Sinceg(c)/g(a) -+ 0 as a -+ a+, we may assumethat 0 < g(c)/g(a) < 1 for all a E
(a, c), whence it followsthat
g(a) - g(c) g(c)
g(a) = 1 - g(a) > 0 for a E (a, c).
If we multiply (6) by (g(a) - g(c»/g(a) > 0, we have
(7) (L - E) (1 _ g(C») < f(a) _ f(c) < (L + E)(1_ g(C»).g(a) g(a) g(a) g(a)
Now,sinceg(c)/g(a) -+ Oandf(c)/g(a) -+ Oasa -+ a+,thenforanyc5withO < c5< 1
thereexistsd E (a,c)suchthatO < g(c)/g(a) < c5andIf(c)l/g(a) < c5foralla E (a, d),
whence (7) gives
f(a)
(8) (L - E)(I - c5) - c5 < g(a) < (L + E) + c5.
If we take c5:= min{1, E,E/(ILI + I)}, it is an exercise to show that
f(a)
L-2E<-<L + 2E
- g(a) ~ .
- ---- -- - - -
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Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this yields the assertion. The cases L = 0 and L < 0 are handled
similarly.
Case (b): IfL = +oo,letM > 1be given andc E (a, b) be such that f'(u)lg'(u) > M
for all u E (a, c). Then it follows as before that
(9) f({3) - f(a) > M
g({3) - g(a)
for a < a < {3< c.
Since g(x) ~ 00 as x ~ a+, we may suppose that c also satisfies g(c) > 0, that
If(c)llg(a) < !' and that 0 < g(c)lg(a) < ! for all a E (a, c). If we take {3=c in
(9) and multiply by 1 - g(c)lg(a) > !' we get
f(a) - f(c) > M (1 _ g(C»)> 1Mg(a) g(a) 2'
so that
f(a) I f(c) I
->-M+->-(M-l) for aE(a,c).
g(a) 2 g(a) 2
Since M > 1 is arbitrary, it follows that lim f (a) 1g (a) = 00.
a a+
If L = -00, the argument is similar. Q.E.D.
6.3.6 Examples (a) We consider lim Inx.
x oo x
Here f(x) := Inx and g(x) := x on the interval(0,(0). If we applythe left-hand
. f 6 b . 1. Inx I 11xverSIon0 .3.5, we 0 tam 1m - = im - =O.
x OO X x OO 1
(b) We consider lim e-x x2.
x 00
Here we take f(x) := x2 and g(x) := eX on JR.We obtain
1
. X2 1. 2x li
2
1m - = .lm - = m - = O.




c WeconSl er m In .X 0+ x
Herewe take f(x) := In sinx and g(x) := Inx on (0, 1l').If we apply 6.3.5,we obtain
li
Insinx




m = 1m = 1m - . [cos x] .
x-+-o+ In X X 0+ 11X x o+ sin x
Since lim [x1sinx] = 1 and lim cosx = 1, we conclude that the limit under considera-
x o+ x-+-o+
tion equals 1. 0
Other Indeterminate Forms
Indeterminate forms such as 00 - 00, 0 . 00, 100, 00, 000 can be reduced to the previously
considered cases by algebraic manipulations and the use of the logarithmic and exponential
functions. Instead of formulating these variations as theorems, we illustrate the pertinent
techniques by means of examples.




)lim ---x-+-O+X sin x '
- --
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sinx - x cosx-I
Iim --- = Iim = Iim .
X~O+ x sin x X~O+ x sin x x~o+ sin x + x cos x
_ I. - sinx _ 0 _ 0- 1m --- .
X~O+ 2cosx - x sin x 2
(b) Let I := (0, (0) and consider Iim x Inx, which has theindetenninatefonn O. (-00).x~o+
We have
Ii In I. Inx Ii I/x 0m x x = 1m - = m = lim (-x) = .
x~o+ X~O+ 1/x x~o+ -1/ x2 x-.o+
(c) Let I := (0, (0) and consider Iim xx, which has the indetenninate fonn 0°.
X~O+
We recall from calculus (see also Section 8.3) that XX = eXInx. It follows from part (b)
and the continuity of the function y ~ eY at y =0 that lim XX = eO = 1.
x~o+
(d) Let I := (1, (0) and consider Iim (1 + I/x)X, which has the indetenninate fonn 100.x_oo
We note that
(10) (1 + I/x)X = ex1n(1+1/x).
Moreover, we have
I
. I (1 1/ ) I
" In(1 + I/x)1mx n + x = 1m
x_oo x_oo I/x
= Iim (1+ I/x)-1(-X-2) = Iim 1 = 1.
x-oo _x-2 x_oo 1 + I/x
Since y ~ eY is continuous at y = 1,we infer that Iim (1 + l/x)X = e.x~oo
(e) Let I := (0, (0) and consider Iim (1 + I/x)X, which has the indetenninate fonn 00°.
. X-O+
In view of fonnula (10), we consider
I. I (1 1/ ) I. In(1+ I/x) I
. 1
01mxn + X=lm =lm =.
X-O+ X_O+ I/x X-O+1 + I/x
Thereforewe have Iim (1 + I/x)X = eO= 1.X_O+ o
Exercises for Section 6.3
1. Supposethat1 and g are continuouson [a,b], differentiableon (a, b), that c E [a,b] and that
g(x) :f:0 for x E [a,b],x :f:c. Let A := lim 1 and B := lim g. If B = 0, and if lim I(x)/g(x)x-.c x-.c x-.c
exists in JR,show that we must have A = O. [Hint: I(x) = {/(x)/g(x)}g(x).]
2. In addition to the suppositionsof the precedingexercise, let g(x) > 0 for x E [a,b],x :f:c.
If A > 0 andB = 0,provethatwemusthavelimI(x)/g(x) = 00. If A < 0 and B = 0,provex-.c
that we must have lim I(x)/g(x) = -00.x-.c
3. Let I(x) := x2 sinO/x) for 0 < x ~ 1 and 1(0) := 0, and let g(x) := x2 for x E [0, 1].Then
both1 and g are differentiableon [0,1] and g(x) > 0 for x :f:O.Show that lim I(x) = 0 =x-.o
lim g(x) and that lim I(x)/g(x) doesnot exist.x-.o x-.o
---
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4. Let f(x) := x2 for x rational, let f(x) := ° for x irrational, and let g(x) := sinx for x e JR.
Use Theorem 6.3.1 to show that lirn f(x)/g(x) = 0. Explain why Theorem 6.3.3 cannot be
x--.o
used.
5. Let f(x) := x2 sin(1/x) for x ::I0, let f(O) := 0, and let g(x) := sin x for x e JR.Show that
lirn f(x)/g(x) = ° butthatlirnf'(x)/g'(x) doesnotexist.
X--'O x--.o
6. Evaluate the following limits, where the domain of the quotient is as indicated.
. In(x + 1) . tan x
(a) lirn. (0,11:/2), (b) lirn - (0,11:/2),
X--.O+ SInx X--.O+ X
. Incosx . tanx - x
(c) lirn (0,11:/2), (d) lirn 'I (0,11:/2).
X--.O+ X x--.o+ x
7. Evaluate the following limits:
. Arctanx
(a) hrn (-00,00),x--.o X
(c) lirn x31nxX--.O+
(b) lirn 1 "I (0, 1),
x--.o x (In x)
x3
(d) lirn x (0,00).x--.oo e(0,00),
(c) lirn xsinx (0,00), (d) lim (see x - tan x) (0,11:/2).
X--.O+ x--'1r/2-
11. Let f be differentiable on (0,00) and suppose that lirn (f(x) + f'(x» ) = L. Show thatx --.00







tl12. Try to use L'Hospital's Rule to nd the hffilt 0 - as x -+ (11:/2)-. Then ev uate lfec ysee x
by changing to sines and cosines.
Section 6.4 Taylor's Theorem
A very useful technique in the analysis of real functions is the approximation of functions
by polynomials. In this section we will prove a fundamental theorem in this area which
goes back to Brook Taylor (1685-1731), although the remainder term was not provided
until much later by Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736-1813). Taylor's Theorem is a powerful
result that has many applications. We will illustrate the versatility of Taylor's Theorem by
briefly discussing some of its applications to numerical estimation, inequalities, extreme
values of a function, and convex functions.
Taylor's Theorem can be regarded as an extension of the Mean Value Theorem to
"higher order" derivatives. Whereas the Mean Value Theorem relates the values of a
function and its first derivative, Taylor's Theorem provides a relation between the values
of a function and its higher order derivatives.
- -- -- - -
............ d
8. Evaluate the following limits:
(a) li Inx (0,00), (b) lirn Inx (0,00),rn-
x--.oo x2 . x--. 00 ,JX.
(c) lirn x In sinx. (0,11:), (d) lirn
x + Inx
(0,00).x--.o x--.oo x Inx
9. Evaluate the following limits:
(a) lirn x2x (0,00), (b) lim(1 + 3/x)X . (0, 00),X--'O+ X--'O
lirn (1 + 3/x)X (0,00), (d) . (1 1)
(0,00).(c) hm --x --.00 X--.O+ x Arctan x
10. Evaluate the following limits:
(a) lirn Xl/x (0,00), (b) lim (sin x)X (0,11:),
x --.00 x--.0+
. --- -- --. . .-- - - - ---
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Derivatives of order greater than one "areobtained by a natural extension of the dif-
ferentiation process. If the derivative f' (x) of a function f exists at every point x in an
interval I containing a point c, then we can consider the existence of the derivative of the
function f' at the point c. In case f' has a derivative at the point c, we refer to the resulting
number as the second derivative of f at c, and we denote this number by f"(C) or by
f(2) (c). In similar fashion we define the third derivative fill (c) = f(3)(c), ..., and the nth
derivative f(n) (c), whenever these derivatives exist. It is noted that the existence of the nth
derivative at c presumes the existence of the (n - 1)st derivative in an interval containing c,
but we do allowthe possibility that c might be an endpointof such an interval.
If a function f has an nth derivative at a point xo' it is not difficult to construct
an nth degree polynomial Pn such that Pn(xO)= f(xo) and p~k)(xO)= f(k)(xO) for k =
1,2, . . ., n. In fact,thepolynomial
. , f" (xo) 2
Pn(x) .= f(xo) + f (xo)(x - xo) + ,(x - xo)2.
f(n) (x )
+ . . . + 0 (x - xo)nn!
(1)
. has the property that it and its derivativesup to order n agree with the function f and its
derivativesup to order n, at the specifiedpoint xO. This polynomial Pn is called the nth
Taylor polynomial for f at xO.It is natural to expect this polynomial to provide a reasonable
approximation to f for points near xO' but to gauge the quality of the approximation, it
is necessary to have information concerning the remainder Rn := f - Pn.The following
fundamental result provides such information.
6.4.1 Taylor's Theorem Let n EN, let I := [a, b], and let f : I -+ JRbe such that f
and its derivativesf', f", . . . , f(n) are continuous on I and that f(n+l) exists on (a, b). If
Xo E I, then for any x in I there exists a point c between x and Xo such that
f" (x )
(2) f(x) = f(xo) + f'(xo)(x - xo) + 2!0 (x - xo)2
f (n) (x ) f (n+1)( )+ . . .+ 0 ( _ )n +
c
( _ )n+1., X Xo 1) ,x Xon. (n + .
Proof. Let Xoand x be given and let J denote the closed interval with endpoints Xoand x.
We define the function F on J by
(x - t)n
F(t) := f(x) - f(t) - (x - t)f'(t) - ... - ,f(n)(t)n.
for t E J. Then an easy calculationshows that we have
F'(t) = _ (x - tt f(n+1)(t).n!





G(t) := F(t) - F(xo)
x -xo
for t E J, then G(xo) = G(x) =O.An applicationof Rolle's Theorem6.2.3yields a point
c betweenx andxo such that
" (x - c)n
0= G (c) = F (c) + (n + 1) +1F(xo).
(x - xo)n
- -- ----
-.- - --- ~
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Hence, we obtain
1 (x x )n+1
F (xo)= - n + 1 ,- 0, n F'(c)
1 (x - x )n+1(x - c)n f<n+1)(c)- _ 0 f <n+1)(c) - (X _ X )n+l
- n + 1 (x - ct n! - (n + I)! 0'
which implies the stated result. Q.E.D.
We shall use the notation Pn for the nth Taylor polynomial (1) of f, and Rn for the
remainder. Thus we may write the conclusion of Taylor's Theorem as f(x) = Pn(x)+
Rn(x) where Rn is given by
(3) Rn(x) := f<n+1)(c)
(n + I)! (x - xo)n+1
for some point c between x and xo. This formula for Rn is referred to as the Lagrange
form (or the derivative form) of the remainder. Many other expressions for Rn are known;
one is in terms of integration and will be given later. (See Theorem 7.3.18.)
.
Applications of Taylor's Theorem
The remainder term Rn in Taylor's Theorem can be used to estimate the error in approx-
imating a function by its Taylor polynomial Pn. If the number n is prescribed, then the
question of the accuracy of the approximation arises. On the other hand, if a certain accuracy
is specified, then the question of finding a suitable value of n is germane. The following
examples illustrate how one responds to these questions.
6.4.2 Examples (a) Use Taylor's Theorem with n = 2 to approximate VI + x,
x > -1.
Wetakethefunctionf (x) := (1+ x) 1/3,thepointXo= 0, andn = 2. Sincef' (x) =
1(1 +x)-2/3 and f"(x) = 1 (-j) (1 +x)-5/3, we have f'(O) = 1 and f"(O) = -2/9.
Thuswe obtain
f(x) = P2(x) + R2(x) = 1+ 1x - !x2 + R2(x),
where R2(x) = i!f'" (c)x3 = il (1 + c)-8/3x3 for some point c between 0 and x.
For example, if we let x =0.3, we get the approximation P2(0.3) = 1.09for VI3.






R2(0.3) < - - = - < 0.17 X 10-2.- 81 10 600
Hence, we have 1VI3 - 1.091< 0.5 x 10-2, so that two decimal place accuracy is assured.
(b) Approximate the number e with error less than 10-5.
We shall consider the function g(x) := eX and take Xo= 0 and x = 1 in Taylor's
Theorem. We need to determine n so that IRn(I)1 < 10-5. To do so, we shall use the fact
that g' (x) = eX and the initial bound of eX ::: 3 for 0 ::: x < 1.
Since g' (x) = eX, it follows that g(k) (x) = eX for all kEN, and therefore g(k) (0) = 1
for all kEN. Consequentlythe nth Taylorpolynomial is givenby
x2 xn




and the remainder for x = 1 is given by "Rn(l) = eC/(n + I)! for some e satisfying
o < e < 1. Since eC< 3, we seek a value of n such that 3/(n + I)! < 10-5. A calcu-
lation reveals that 9! = 362, 880 > 3 x 105so that the valuen = 8 will provide the desired
accuracy; moreover, since 8! = 40, 320, no smaller value of n will be certain to suffice.
Thus, we obtain
1 1
e~ Pg(l) = 1+ 1+ - +... + - = 2.718282! 8! .
with error less than 10-5. o
Taylor's Theorem can also be used to derive inequalities.
6.4.3 Examples (a) 1 - !x2 :::cosx for all x E JR.
Use f(x) := cosx and Xo= 0 in Taylor'sTheorem,to obtain
1
cosx = 1 - 2x2 + R2(x),
where for some e between0 and x we have-
R2(x) = f"'(e) x3 = sinex3.3! 6
If 0 < x ::: Jr, then 0 ::: e < Jr; since e and x3 are both positive, we have R2(x) 2: O.Also,
if -Jr ::: x ::: 0, then -Jr ::: e ::: 0; since sin e and x3 are both negative, we again have
R2(x) 2: o. Therefore, we see that 1 - 4x2 ::: cos x for IxI ::: 7r. If IxI 2: 7r, then we have
1 - !x2 < -3 ::: cosx and the inequality is trivially valid. Hence, the inequality holds for
all x E JR.
(b) For any kEN, and for all x > 0, we have
1 2 1 2k 1 2 1 2k+1x - -x + ... - -x < In(1 + X ) < x - -x + ... + x2 2k 2 --..
Using the fact that the derivativeof In(1 + x) is 1/(1 + x) for x > 0, we see that the
nth Taylor polynomial for In(1 + x) with Xo = 0 is
1 2 n-l 1 n
p (x) = x - -x +... + (-1) - x
n 2 n
and the remainder is given by
( l )n n+l
R (x) = - e xn+1
n n+l
for some e satisfying 0 < e < x. Thus for any x > 0, if n =2k is even, then we have
R2k(x) > 0; and if n = 2k + 1 is odd, then we have R2k+1(x) < O.The stated inequality
then follows immediately. 0
Relative Extrema
It was established in Theorem 6.2.1 that if a function f : I -+ JRis differentiable at a point
c interior to the interval I, then a necessary condition for f to have a relative extremum at
e is that f'(e) = o. One way to determine whether f has a relativemaximumor relative
minimum [or neither] at e, is to use the First Derivative Test 6.2.8. Higher order derivatives,
if they exist, can also be used in this determination, as we now show.
~
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6.4.4 Theorem Let I be an interval, let Xobe an interior point of I, and let n 2: 2. Suppose
that the derivatives f', f", . . . , fen) exist and are continuousin a neighborhoodof Xoand
that f'(xo) = ... = f(n-I)(xo) = 0, but f(n) (xo) =1=o.
(i) If n is even and fen) (xo) > 0, then f has a relative minimum at xo.
(ii) If n is even and fen) (xo) < 0, then f has a relative maximum at xo.
(ill) If n is odd, then f has neither a relative minimum nor relative maximum at xo.
Proof. Applying Taylor's Theorem at xo' we find that for x E I we have
f(n) (c)
f(x) = Pn-I (x) + Rn_I (x) = f(xo) + ,(x - xo)n,n.
where c is some point between Xo and x. Since fen) is continuous, if fen) (xo) =1=0, then
there exists an interval U containing Xosuch that fen) (x) will have the same sign as fen) (xo)
for x E U. If x E U, then the point c also belongs to U and consequently f(n)(c) and
fen) (xo) will have the same sign.
(i) If n is even and fen) (xo) > 0, then for x E U we have fen) (c) > 0 and (x - xo)n >
o so that Rn_I (x) > O. Hence, f (x) 2: f (xo) for x E U, and therefore f has a relative
minimum at xo.
(ii) If n is even and fen) (xo) < 0, then it follows that Rn_I (x) < 0 for x E U, so that
f(x) < f(xo) for x E U. Therefore, f has a relative maximum at xo.
(iii) If n is odd, then (x - xo)n is positive if x > Xo and negative if x < xo. Conse-
quently, if x E U, then Rn_I(x) will have opposite signs to the left and to the right of xo.
Therefore, f has neither a relative minimum nor a relative maximum at xo. Q.E.D.
Convex Functions .
The notion of convexity plays an important role in a number of areas, particularly in the
modem theory of optimization. We shall briefly look at convex functions of one real variable
and their relation to differentiation. The basic results, when appropriately modified, can be
extended to higher dimensional spaces.
6.4.5 Definition Let I c JRbe an interval. A function f : I ~ JRis saidto be convex
on I if for any t satisfying 0 < t :s 1 and any points x I' x2 in I, we have
f ((1 - t)xI + tx2) < (1 -. t)f(xI) + tf(x2).
Note that if xl < x2' then as t ranges from 0 to I, the point (1 - t)xI + tX2 traverses
the interval from x I to x2. Thus if f is convex on I and if x I,x2 E I, then the chord joining
any two points (x I ' f (x I» and (x2' f (x2» on the graph of f lies above the graph of f.
(See Figure 6.4.1.)
A convex function need not be differentiable at every point, as the example f (x) := IxI,
x E JR, reveals. However, it can be shown that if I is an open interval and if f: I ~
JR is convex on I, then the left and right derivatives of f exist at every point of I.
As a consequence, it follows that a convex function on an open interval is necessarily
continuous. We will not verify the preceding assertions, nor will we develop many other
interesting properties of convex functions. Rather, we will restrict ourselves to establishing
the connection between a convex function f and its second derivative f", assuming that
f" exists.
--- - - -- - - --
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Figure 6.4.1 A convex function.
6.4.6 Theorem Let I be an open interval and let f : I ~ IRhave a second derivative
on I. Then f is a convexfunction on I if and only if f" (x) ~ 0 for allx E I.
.
Proof. (=>) We will make use of the fact that the second derivative is given by the limit
f
"
( ) - 1. f(a + h) - 2f(a) + f(a - h)a - 1m 2
h-+-O h
(4)
for each a E I. (See Exercise 16.)Givena E I, let h be such that a + h and a - h belong
to I. Then a = !{(a + h) + (a - h)}, and since f is convex on I, we have
f(a) = f (!(a + h) + !(a - h)} < !f(a + h) + !f(a - h).
Therefore,we have f(a + h) - 2f(a) + f(a - h) > O.Since h2 > 0 for all h # 0, we see
that the limit in (4) mustbe nonnegative.Hence,we obtain f"(a) ~ 0 for any a E I.
(-<=) We will use Taylor'sTheorem.Let x} , x2 be any two points of I, let 0 < t < 1,
andlet Xo:= (1 - t)x} + tx2. ApplyingTaylor'sTheorem to f at Xowe obtaina point c)
between Xoand x} such that
f(x}) = f(xo) + f'(xo)(x} - xo)+ !f"(c})(x} - xO)2,
and a point c2betweenXoandx2 such that
f(x2) = f(xo) + f'(xO)(x2 - xo) + !f"(c2)(x2 - xO)2.
If f" is nonnegativeon I, then the term
R := !(1 - t)f"(c})(x} - xO)2 + !tf"(c2)(x2 - xO)2
is also nonnegative. Thus we obtain
(1- t)f(x}) + tf(x2) = f(xo) + f'(xo) {(1- t)x} + tX2 - xo}
+!(1 - t)f"(c})(x} - xO)2+ !tf"(c2)(x2 - xO)2
=f (xo)+ R
> f(xo) =1((1- t)x} + tx2).
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Newton's Method
It is often desirable to estimate a solution of an equation with a high degree of accuracy. The
Bisection Method, used in the proof of the Location of Roots Theorem 5.3.5, provides one
estimation procedure, but it has the disadvantage of converging to a solution rather slowly.
-Amethod that often results in much more rapid convergence is based on the geometric
idea of successively approximating a curve by tangent lines. The method is named after its
discoverer, Isaac Newton.
Let I be a differentiable function that has a zero at r and let x I be an initial estimate of r .
The line tangent to the graph at (xl'/(xl» has the equation y = I(xl) + I'(xl)(x - xI)'
and crosses the x -axis at the point
I (x I)
x2 := xl - 1'(xl).
(See Figure 6.4.2.) If we replace xI by the second estimate x2' then we obtain a point x3'
and so on. At the nth iteration we get the point xn+1from the point xn by the formula
I (xn)
xn+l := xn - I'(x ).. . n
Under suitable hypotheses, the sequence (xn) will converge rapidly to a root of the equation




Figure 6.4.2 Newton's Method
6.4.7 Newton's Method Let [ := [a,b] and let I: [ ~ JRbe twice differentiableon [.
Suppose that l(a)/(b) < 0 and that thereare constantsm, M such that 1/'(x)1 > m > 0
and 1/"(x)1 < M for all x E [ and let K := M/2m. Then there exists a subinterval [*
containinga zero r of I such that for any xl E [* the sequence (xn) defined by
._ I (xn)
(5) xn+1 .- xn - I' for all n E N,(xn)
belongs to [* and (xn) converges to r. Moreover
(6) for all n EN.
----- --
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Proof. Since f(a)f(b) < 0, the numbers f(a) and f(b) have opposite signs; hence by
Theorem 5.3.5 there exists rEI such that f(r) = o. Since f' is neverzero on I, it follows
from Rolle's Theorem 6.2.3 that f does not vanish at any other point of I.
We now let x' E I be arbitrary; by Taylor's Theorem there exists a point c' between x'
and r such that
0= f(r) = f(x') + f'(x')(r - x') + ~f"(c')(r - x')2,
from which it follows that
- f (x') = f' (x') (r - x') + ~ f" (c')(r - x')2.
If x" is the number definedfrom x' by "the Newtonprocedure":
" , f(x')
x := x - f' (x') ,









2x =x+ r-x +- r-x
2 f'(x') ,
whence it follows that
,,_ _! f" (c')( , _ )
2
X r-2f,(x') x r .
Since c' E I, the assumed bounds on f' and f" hold and, setting K := M12m, we obtain
the inequality
(7)
We now choose 8 > 0 so small that 8 < II K and that the interval 1* := [r - 8, r + 8]
is contained in I. If xn E I*, then IXn- rl ~ 8 and it follows from (7) that IXn+1- rl ~
Klxn - rl2 ~ K82 < 8; hence xn E I* implies that xn+l E 1*. Therefore if xl E 1*, we
infer that xn E I* for all n E N. Also if xl E 1*, then an elementary induction argument
using (7) shows that IXn+1- rl < (K8)nlxl - rl for n EN. But since K8 < 1 this proves
that lim(xn) = r. Q.E.D.
6.4.8 Example We will illustrate Newton's Method by using it to approximate .Ji.
If we let f (x) := x2 - 2 for x E JR,then we seek the positive root of the equation
f (x) = O. Since f' (x) = 2x, the iteration formula is
f(xn)
xn+l = xn - f' (xn)
x; - 2 1 (
2
)=xn - ""xn = 2' xn + xn .
If we take xl := 1 as our initial estimate, we obtain the successive values x2 = 3/2 = 1.5,
x3 = 17/12 = 1.416666..., x4 = 577/408 = 1.414215..., and Xs = 665857/470832
= 1.414213 562374. . ., which is correct to elevenplaces. 0
Remarks (a) If we let en := xn - r be the error in approximating r, then inequality
(6) can be written in the form IKen+1 I~ IKen12. Consequently, if IKenl < 10-m then
- - - ---
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IKen+1I< lO-2m so that the number of significant digits in Ken has been doubled. Be-
cause of this doubling, the sequence generated by Newton's Method is said to converge
"quadratically". .
(b) In practice, when Newton's Method is programmed for a computer, one often makes an
initial guess x 1and lets the computer run. If x 1is poorly chosen, or if the root is too near the
endpoint of I, the procedure may not converge to a zero of f. Two possible difficulties are
illustrated in Figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4. One familiar strategy is to use the Bisection Method
to arrive at a fairly close estimate of the root and then to switch to Newton's Method for
the coup de grace.
x x
.
Figure 6.4.3 xn -+ 00. Figure 6.4.4 xn oscillates
between x 1and x2.
Exercises for Section 6.4
1. Let f(x) := cosax for x E JRwhere a :1=O.Find f<n)(x) for n EN, x E JR.
2. Let g(x) := Ix31for x E JR.Find g'(x) and g"(X) for x E JR,and glll(X) for x :1=O.Show that
gill(0) does not exist.
3. Use Induction to prove Leibniz's rule for the nth derivative of a product:
(fg)<n)(x) =t (n)f<n-k)(x)g<k)(X).k=O k
4. Show that if x > O,.then 1 + ~x - kx2 ::: .vI + -:X::: 1 + ~x.
5. Use the preceding exercise to approximate v'f2 and../2. What is the best accuracy you can be
sure of, using this inequality?
6. UseTaylor'sTheoremwithn = 2 to obtain more accurate approximations for v'f2 and ../2.
7. If x > 0 showthat 1(1+ x)1/3- (1 + 1x - ~x2)1::: (5/81)x3. Use this inequality to approxi-
mate Vf.2 and \12.
8. If f(x) := eX, show that the remainder term in Taylor's Theorem converges to zero as n -+ 00,
for each fixed Xoand x. [Hint:See Theorem 3.2.11.]
9. If g(x) := sinx, show that the remainder term in Taylor's Theorem converges to zero as n -+ 00
for each fixed Xoand x.
10. Let h(x) := e-1/x2 for x :1=0 and h(O) := O.Show that h(n)(0) = 0 for all n EN. Conclude that
the remainder term in Taylor's Theorem for Xo=0 does not converge to zero as n -+ 00 for
x :1= O.[Hint:ByL'Hospital'sRule, lim h(x)/xk = 0 foranykEN. UseExercise3 to calculatex-+O
h<n)(x) for x :1=0.]
---
._0- - . .0. ---
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In(1+x)- x--+-+...+(_l)n-l~ <-.2 3 n n+l
Use this to approximate In 1.5 with an error less than 0.01. Less than 0.001.
12. We wish to approximate sin by a polynomial on [-1, 1] so that the error is less than 0.001.





sin x - x - - + - < - for IxI < 1.6 120 5040 -
13. Calculate e correct to 7 decimal places.
14. Determine whether or not x = 0 is a point of relative extremum of the following functions:
(a) I(x):= x3 + 2, (b) g(x):= sin x - x,
(c) h(x):= sin x + ~x3, (d) k(x):= cosx - 1+ 4x2.
15. Let I be continuous on [a, b] and assume the second derivative I" exists on (a, b). Suppose
that the graph of I and the line segment joining the points (a, I(a» and (b, I(b» intersect
at a point (xo' I(xo» where a < Xo< b. Showthat there exists a point c E (a, b) such that
I" (c) = o.
16. Let I S;JRbe anopeninterval,letI : I --+ JRbe differentiableon I, and supposeI" (a) exists
at a E I. Showthat . .
I" (a) = lim 1(0 + h) - 2/~a) + I(a - h) .
h-+O h
Give an example where this limit exists, but the function does not have a second derivative at a.
17. Suppose that I S; JRis an open interval and that I" (x) ~ 0 for all x E I. If eEl, show that the
part of the graph of I on I is never below the tangent line to the graph at (c, I (c».
18. Let I S; JRbe an interval and let eEl. Suppose that I and g are defined on I and that
the derivatives I(n), g(n) exist and are continuous on I. If I(k) (c) = 0 and g(k) (c) = 0 for
k = 0, 1, "., n - 1, but g(n) (c) =1=0, show that
. I(x) I(n) (c)hm-= .
x-+c g(x) g(n) (c)
19. Showthat the functionI(x) := x3 - 2x - 5 has a zero r in the intervalI := [2,2.2]. If xI :=
2 and if we define the sequence (xn) using the Newton procedure, show that IXn+1- rl :::::
(0.7)lxn - r12.Show that x4 is accurate to within six decimal places.
20. Approximate the real zeros of g(x) := x4 - x - 3.
21. Approximatethe real zeros of h(x) := x3 - x-I. ApplyNewton'sMethod startingwith the
initialchoices(a)xI := 2, (b)XI:= 0, (c) XI:= -2. Explainwhathappens.
22. The equation lnx = x - 2 has two solutions. Approximate them using Newton's Method. What
happens if xI := 4 is the initial point?
23. The function I(x) = 8x3 - 8x2 + 1has two zeros in [0, 1].Approximate them, using Newton's
Method, with the starting points (a) XI := k, (b) xI := i. Explain what happens.
24. Approximate the solution of the equation x = cos x, accurate to within six decimals.
---- --- --- ---
CHAPTER 7
THE RIEMANN INTEGRAL
We have already mentioned the developments, during the 1630s, by Fennat and Descartes
leading to analytic geometry and the theory of the derivative. However, the subject we
know as calculus did not begin to take shape until the late 1660s when Isaac Newton
created his theory of "fluxions" and invented the method of "inverse tangents" to find areas
under curves. The reversal of the process for finding tangent lines to find areas was also
discovered in the 1680s by Gottfried Leibniz, who was unaware of Newton's unpublished
work and who arrived at the discovery by a very different route. Leibniz introduced the
terminology "calculus differentialis" and "calculus integralis", since finding tangent lines
involved differences and finding areas involved summations. Thus, they had discovered that
integration, being a process of summation, was inverse to the operation of differentiation.
During a century and a half of development and refinement of techniques, calculus
consisted of these paired operations and their applications, primarily to physical problems.
In the 1850s, Bernhard Riemann adopted a new and different viewpoint. He separated the
concept of integration from its companion, differentiation, and examined the motivating
summation and limit process of finding areas by itself. He broadened the scope by consid-
ering all functions on an interval for which this process of "integration" could be defined:
the class of "integrable" functions. The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus became a result
that held only for a restricted set of integrable functions. The viewpoint of Riemann led
others to invent other integration theories, the most significant being Lebesgue's theory of
integration. But there have been some advances made in more recent times that extend even
Bernard Riemann
(Georg Friedrich) Bernard Riemann (1826-1866), the son of apoor Lutheran
minister, was born near Hanover, Germany. To please his father, he enrolled
(1846) at the University of Gottingen as a student of theology and philosophy,
but soon switched to mathemtics. He interrupted his studies at Gottingen to
study at Berlin under C. G. J. Jacobi, P. G. J. Dirichlet, and F. G. Eisenstein,
but returned to Gottingen in 1849 to complete his thesis under Gauss. His
thesis dealt with what are now called "Riemann surfaces". Gauss was so
enthusiastic about Riemann's work that he arranged for him to become a
privatdozent at Gottingen in 1854. On admission as a privatdozent, Riemann was required to
prove himself by delivering a probationary lecture before the entire faculty. As tradition dictated,
he submitted three topics, the first two of which he was well prepared to discuss. To Riemann's
surprise, Gauss chose that he should lecture on the third topic: "On the hypotheses that underlie
the foundations of geometry". After its publication, this lecture had a profound effect on modem
geometry.
Despite the fact that Riemann contracted tuberculosis and died at the age of 39, he made
major contributions in many areas: the foundations of geometry, number theory, real and complex
analysis, topology, and mathematical physics.
--------
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the Lebesgue theory to a considerable extent. We will give a brief introduction to these
results in Chapter 10.
We begin by defining the concept of Riemann integrability of real-valued functions
defined on a closed bounded interval of JR,using the Riemann sums familiar to the reader
from calculus. This method has the advantage that it extends immediately to the case of
functions whose values are complex numbers, or vectors in the space JRn.In Section 7.2,
we will establish the Riemann integrability of several important classes of functions: step
functions, continuous functions, and monotone functions. However, we will also see that
there are functions that are not Riemann integrable. The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
is the principal result in Section 7.3. We will present it in a form that is slightly more
general than is customary and does not require the function to be a derivative at every
point of the interval. A number of important consequences of the Fundamental Theorem
are also given. In Section 7.3 we also give a statement of the definitive Lebesgue Criterion
for Riemann integrability. This famous result is usually not given in books at this level,
since its proof (given in Appendix C) is somewhat complicated. However, its statement is
well within the reach of students, who will also comprehend the power of this result. The
final section presents several methods of approximating integrals, a subject that has become
increasingly important during this era of high-speed computers. While the proofs ~f these
results are not particularly difficult, we defer them to Appendix D. .
An interesting history of integration theory, including a chapter on the Riemann inte-
gral, is given in the book by Hawkins cited in the References.
Section 7.1 Riemann Integral
We will follow the procedure commonly used in calculus courses and define the Riemann
integral as a kind of limit of the Riemann sums as the norm of the partitions tend to O.
Since we assume that the reader is familiar-at least informally-with the integral from a
calculus course, we will not provide a motivation of the integral, or disuss its interpretation
as the "area under the graph", or its many applications to physics, engineering, economics,
etc. Instead, we will focus on the purely mathematical aspects of the integral.
However, we first recall some basic terms that will be frequently used.
Partitions and Tagged Partitions
If I := [a, b] is a closed bounded interval in JR,then a partition of I is a finite, ordered set
p := (xo' Xl' . . . , Xn-l' Xn) of points in I such that
(See Figure 7.1.1.) The points of P are used to divide I = [a, b] into non-overlapping
subintervals
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Often we will denote the partition P by the notation P = {[xi_l'xi]};=I' We define the
norm (or mesh) of P to be the number
(1) IIPII := max{xi - xo' x2 - xI' . . . ,xn - xn_I}.
Thus the norm of a partition is merely the length of the largest subinterval into which the
partition divides [a, b]. Clearly, many partitions have the same norm, so the partition is not
a function of the norm.
If a point ti has been selected from each subinterval Ii = [xi-I ' Xi]' for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
then the points are called tags of the subintervals Ii' A set of ordered pairs
P := {([Xi-I' Xi]' t;) }:=I
of subintervals and corresponding tags is called a tagged partition of I; see Figure 7.1.2.
(The dot over the P indicates that a tag has been chosen for each subinterval.) The tags
can be chosen in a wholly arbitrary fashion; for example, we can choose the tags to be the
left endpoints, or the right endpoints, or the midpoints of the subintervals, etc. Note that an
endpoint of a subinterval can be used as a tag for two consecutive subintervals. Since each
tag can be chosen in infinitely many ways, each partition can be tagged in infinitely many
ways. The .Qormof a tagged partition is defined as for an ordinary partition and does not
depend on the choice of tags.
Figure 7.1.2 A tagged partition of [a, b]
If P is the tagged partition g~venabove, we define the Riemann sum of a function
1 : [a, b] -+ JRcorresponding to P to be the number
(2)
n
S(/; p) := L l(ti)(Xi - Xi-I)'
i=1
We will also use this notation when P denotes a subset of a partition, and not the entire
partition.
The reader will perceive that if the function 1 is positive on [a, b], then the Riemann
sum (2) is the sum of the areas of n rectangles whose bases are the subintervals Ii =
[Xi_I' Xi] and whose heights are I(t). (See Figure 7.1.3.)
Figure 7.1.3 A Riemann sum.
-- --
'1 '2 '3 'n
/ I / I / I . I I \. . . I. .
a=Xo xl X2 X3 Xn-l xn = b
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Definition of the Riemann Integral
We now define the Riemann integral of a function f on an interval [a, b].
7.1.1 Definition A function f : [a, b] --+ IRis said to be Riemann integrable on [a, b]
if there exists a number L E IR such that for every E > 0 there exists 8e > 0 such that if P
is any tagged partition of [a, b] with liP II< 8e, then
IS(f; p) - LI < E.
The set of all Riemann integrable functions on [a, b] will be denoted by R[a, b].
Remark It is sometimes said that the integral L is "the limit" of the Riemann sums
S(f; p) as the norm IIPII --+ O.However, since S(f; p) is not a function of IIPII,this limit
is not of the type that we have studied before.
First we will show that if f E R[a, b], then the number L is uniquelydetermined.It
will be called the Riemann integral of f over [a, b]. Instead of L, we will usually write
L = Ib f or Ib f(x)dx.
It should be understood that any letter other than x can be used in the latter expression, so
long as it does not cause any ambiguity.
7.1.2 Theorem Iff E R[a, b], then the value of the integral is uniquely detennined.
Proof. Assume that L' and L" both satisfy the definition and let E > O.Then there exists
8~/2 > 0 such that if PI is any tagged partion with liP III < 8~/2'then
. IS(f; PI) - L'I < E/2.
Also there exists 8;/2 > 0 such that if P2 is any tagged partition with liP 211< 8;/2' then
IS(f; P2) - L"I < E/2.
Now let 8e := min{8~/2'8;/2} > 0 and let P be a tagged partition with IIPII < ~e. Since
both IIPII < 8~/2and IIPII < 8;/2' then
IS(f; p) - L'I < E/2 and IS(f; p) - L"I< E/2,
whence it follows from the Triangle Inequality that
IL' - L"I= IL'- S(f; p) + S(f; p) - L"I
< IL'- S(f; P)I + IS(f; p) - L"I
< E /2 + E/2 = E.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that L' = L". Q.E.D.
Some Examples
If we use only the definition, in order to show that a function f is Riemann integrable
we must (i) know (or guess correctly) the value L of the integral, and (ii) construct a
8e that will suffice for an arbitrary e > O. The determination of L is sometimes done by
--- - -- - - - --
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calculatingRiemann sums and guessing what L mustbe. The determinationof ~£ is likely
to be difficult.
In actual practice, we usually show that 1 E R[a, b] by making use of some of the
theorems that will be given later.
7.1.3 Examples (a) Every constant functionon [a,b] is in R[a, b].
Let I(x) := k for all x E [a, b].UP := {([xi-I' Xj]' t)}7=1is any taggedpartitionof
[a, b], then it is clear that
n
S(/; p) =L k(xj - Xj-I) = k(b - a).
j=1
Hence, for any E > 0, we can choose ~£ := 1 so that if liP II < ~£' then
IS(/; p) - k(b - a) 1 =° < E.
SinceE > ° is arbitrary,weconcludethat1 E R[a, b]andJ:1 = k(b - a).
(b) Letg: [0, 3] ~ 1Rbe defined by g(x) := 2 forO:::: x < 1, and g(x) := 3 for 1 < x ::::
3. A preliminary investigation, based on the graph of g (see Figure 7.1.4), suggests that we3 .
might expect that Jo g = 8.
Let P be a tagged partition of [0,3] with norm < ~; we will show how to determine
~ in order to ensure that IS(g; p) - 81 < E.Let PI be the subset of P having its tags in
[0, 1] where g(x) = 2, and let P2 be the subset of P with its tags in (1, 3] where g(x) = 3.
It is obviousthat we have .
(3) S(g; p) = S(g; PI) + S(g; P2).
Since IIPII < ~, if U E [0, 1 - ~] and U E [xj_l, Xj]' then Xj_1 < 1 - ~ so that Xj < Xj_1 +
~ ::::1,whencethe tag tj E [0, 1].Therefore,the interval[0, 1 - ~]is containedin theunion
of all subintervals in P with tags tj E [0, 1]. Similarly, this union is contained in [0, 1 + ~].
(Why?) Since g(tj) =2 for these tags, we have
2(1 - ~) ::::S(g; PI) ::: 2(1 + ~).
A similar argument shows that the union of all subintervals with tags tj E (1, 3] contains the
interval [1 +~, 3] oflength 2 - ~,and is contained in [1 -~, 3] oflength 2 +~. Therefore,
3(2 - ~) < S(g; P2) < 3(2 + ~).
Adding these inequalities and using equation (3), we have






Figure 7.1.4 Graph of g.
-- .- - ....---
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whence it follows that
IS(g; p) - 81 ::: 58.
To have this final term < E, we are led to take 8e < E/5.
Makingsuchachoice(forexample,ifwetake8e := E/10), we can retrace the argument
and see that IS(g; p) - 81 < E when IIPII < 8 . Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we have proved
3 e
that g E R[O, 3] and that fo g = 8, as predicted.
(c) Let h(x) := x for x E [0, 1]; we will show that h E R[O, 1].
We will employ a "trick" that enables us to guess the value of the integral by considering
a particular choice of the tag points. Indeed, if {Ii}?=I is any partition of [0, 1] and we
choose the tag of the interval Ii = [Xi-I' Xi] to be the midpoint qi := 4(xi-1 + xi)' then
the contribution of this term to the Riemann sum corresponding to the tagged partition
Q := {(li' qi) };=I is
h(qi)(xi - Xi_I) = 4(xi + xi_l)(xi - Xi_I) = 4 (x; - X;-I)'
If we add these terms and note that the sum telescopes, we obtain
. n
S(h; Q) = L 4 (x; - X;-I) = 4(12 - 02) = 4.
i=1
Now let P := {(li' ti)};=Ibe an arbitrarytagged partition of [0, 1] with IIPII< 8 so
that Xi - Xi_I < 8 for i = 1, . . ., n. Also let Q have the same partition points, but where
we choose the tag qi to be the midpoint of the interval Ii' Since both ti and qi belong to
this interval, we have Iti - qi I < 8. Using the Triangle Inequality, we deduce
15(h; 'P) - 5(h; 12)1= It 'i(Xi - xi_I) - t q,<xi - Xi_I)1
n n
::: L Iti - qi 1(xi - Xi_I) < 8 L(xi - xi_I) = 8(xn- xo)= 8.
i=1 i=1
Since S(h; Q) = 4, we infer that ifP is any tagged partition with liP II < 8, then
.. I
IS(h, P) - 21 < 8.
Therefore we are led to take 8e ::: E. If we choose 8e := E, we can retrace the argument to
rl rl I
conclude that h E R[O, 1] and Jo h = Jo X dx = 2'
(d) Let F(x) := 1 for X = !' ~, ~, ~, and F(x) := 0 elsewhere on [0, 1]. We will show
that F E R[O, 1] and that fol F = O.
Here there are four points where F is not 0, each of which can belong to two subin-
tervals in a giventaggedpartitionP.Onlythesetermswill make a nonzero contributionto
S(F; p). Thereforewe choose8e := E/8.
If IIPII < 8e' let Po be the subset of P with tags different from !, ~, ~,~, and
let PI be the subset of P with tags at these points. Since S(F; po) = 0, it is seen
that S(F; p) = S(F; po) + S(F; PI) = S(F; PI)' Since there are at most 8 terms in
S(F; PI) and each term is < 1. 8e,we conclude that 0 ::: S(F; p) = S(F; PI) < 88e = E.
Thus F E R[O, 1] and fol F =O.
(e) Let G(x) := l/n for X = l/n (n EN), and G(x) := 0 elsewhere on [0, 1].
Given E > 0, let Ee be the (finite) set of points where G(x) ~ E, let ne be the number







Po be the subset of P with tags outside of Ee and let PI be the subset of P with tags in
Ee' As in (d), we have
o < S(G; p) = S(G; PI) < (2ne)8e= e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that G E R[O, 1] and fol G = O. o
Some Properties of the Integral
The difficulties involved in detennining the value of the integral and of 8e suggest that
it would be very useful to have some general theorems. The first result in this direction
enables us to form certain algebraic combinations of integrable functions.
7.1.4 Theorem Suppose that 1 and g are in R[a, b]. Then:
(a) 1fk E JR,the function kl is in R[a, b] and
lb kl = k lb I.
(b) The function 1 + g is in R[a, b] and
lb (I + g) = lb 1 + lb g.
(c) If I(x) ~ g(x) for allx E [a, b], then
lb 1 < lb g.
Proof. uP = {([Xi_I'Xi]' t) };=Iis a taggedpartitionof [a,b], then it is an easy exercise
to show that
. .
S(kl; P) = kS(/; P), S(I + g; p) = S(/; p) + S(g; p),
. .
S(/; P) ::: S(g; P).
We leave it to the reader to show that the assertion (a) follows from the first equality.
As an example, we will complete the proofs of (b) and (c).
Given e > 0, we can use the argument in the proof of the Uniqueness Theorem 7.1.2
to construct a number 8e > 0 such that if P is any tagged partition with liP II < 8e' then
both
(4) and
To prove (b), we note that
IS(I +g; p) - ([ f+ [ g)1 = IS(/; PH S(g;p) - [ 1 - [ gl
<IS(/;p)- [/1+IS(g;P)- t gl
< e/2 + e/2 = e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary,we conclude that 1 + g E R[a, b] and that its integral is the sum
of the integrals of 1 and g.
--
.. -- - ~
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To prove (c), we note that the Triangle Inequality applied to (4) implies
lb f - B/2 < S(f; p) and S(g;p) < lb g + B/2.
If weusethefactthatS(f; p) < S(g; p), wehave
lb f =::lb g + B.
But, since B > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that J: f =:: J: g. Q.E.D.
Boundedness Theorem
We now showthat an unbounded function cannotbe Riemannintegrable.
7.1.5 Theorem Iff E 'R[a, b], then f is bounded on [a, b].
Proof. Assume that f is an unbounded function in 'R[a, b] with integral L. Then there
exists ~ > 0 such that if P is any tagged partition of [a,b] with IIPII< 8, then we have
IS(f; P) - LI < 1, which implies that
(5) IS(f; P)I < ILl + 1.
Now let Q = {[xi_I' xiJ}:=1 be a partition of [a, b] with IIQII < 8. Since If I is not bounded
on [a, b], then there exists at least one subinterval in Q, say [xk_l. xk], on which If I is not
bounded-for, if If I is bounded on each subinterval [xi_I' Xi] by Mi, then it is bounded on
[a, b] by max{MI, . . . , Mn}.
We will now pick tags for Q that will provide a contradiction to (5). We tag Q by
ti := xi for i =/:k and we pick tk E [xk_l, xk] such that
IfCtk)(Xk- Xk_I)1> ILl + 1 + II: fCt)(xi - Xi_I)I.
i=j:k
From the Triangle Inequality (in the form IA + RI ::: IAI - IRD, we have
IS(.f; Q)I :::If(tk)(xk - xk_I)1-II: f(t)(xi - Xi_I)1> ILl+ 1,
i#
which contradicts (5). Q.E.D.
We will close this section with an example of a function that is discontinuous at every
rational number and is not monotone, but is Riemann integrable nevertheless.
7.1.6 Example We consider Thomae's function h : [0, 1] ~ JRdefined, as in Example
5.1.5(h),by hex) := 0 if x E [0, 1] is irrational, h(O) := 1 and by hex) := l/n if x E [0, 1]
is the rational number x = m / n where m, n E N haveno commonintegerfactorsexcept 1.
It was seen in 5. 1.5(h) that h is continuous at every irrational number and discontinuous at
every rational number in [0, 1]. We will now show that h E 'R[O, 1].
Let E > 0; then the set EE := {x E [0, 1] : h(x) ~ ej2} is a finiteset. Welet nEbe the
number of elements in EE and let 8E := e/(4nE).1f P is a tagged partition with IIPII < 8E,
let P I be the subsetof P having tags in EE and P2 be the subset of Phaving tags elsewhere
in [0, 1]. We observe that PI has at most 2ne intervals whose total length is < 2ne8e = B/2

















and that 0 < h (tj) ~ 1 for every tag in 1:I. Also the total lengths of the subintervals in P2
is < 1 and h (tj) < e/2 for every tag in P 2' Therefore we have
IS(h;P)I = S(h; PI) + S(h; P2) < 1 . 2neoe+ (e/2) . 1= e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we infer that h E R[O, 1] with integral O. o
Exercises for Section 7.1
1. If I := [0,4], calculate the norms of the following partitions:
(a) 1'.:=(0,1,2,4), (b) 1'2:=(0,2,3,4),
(c) l' 3 := (0, 1, 1.5,2,3.4,4), (d) 1'4:= (0, .5,2.5,3.5,4).
2. If I(x) := x2 for x e [0,4], calculate the following Riemann sums, where Pj has the same
partition points as in Exercise 1, and the tags are selected as indicated.
(a) 1'. with the tags at the left endpoints of the subintervals.
(b) 1'. with the tags at the right endpoints of the subintervals.
(c) l' 2 with the tags at the left endpoints of the subintervals.
. (d) 1'2 with the tags at the right endpoints of the subintervals.
3. Show that I: [a, b] ~ IRis Riemann integrable on [a, b] if and only if there exists L e JR
such that for every e > ° there exists 8£ > ° such that if P is any tagged partition with norm
IIPII ~ 8£, then IS(f; p) - LI ~ e.
4. Let P be a tagged parition of [0, 3].
(a) Show that the union V. of all subintervals in P with tags in [0, 1] satisfies [0, 1 - liP II]S;
V( S; [0, 1 + liP II].
(b) Show that the union V2 of all subintervals in P with tags in [1,2] satisfies [1 + liP II,
2 - IIPIIJ S; V2 S; [1 - liPII,2 + IIPII].
5. L~tP := {(Ij' Ij)}7=. be a tagged partition of [a, b] and let c. < c2.
(a) liub~toasubintervalIj whosetagsatisfiesc( ~ tj ~ c2,showthatcl -liP II ~ u ~
c2+IIPIi. ~
(b) If v E [lr,b] and satisfies c( + IIPII ~ v ~ c2 - liP II,then the tag Ij of any subinterval Ij
that contains v satisfies tj E [c.' c2].
6. (a) Let I(x) := 2 if ° ~ x < 1 and I(x) := 1 if 1 ~ x ~ 2. Show that IE R[O, 2] and
evaluate its integral.
(b) Lethex) := 2 ifO ~ x < 1,h(1) := 3 andhex) := 1if 1 < x ~ 2. Showthat h E R[0,2]
and evaluate its integral.
7. .Use Mathematical i'n(luction and Theorem 7.1.4 to show that if II"'" In are in R[a, b]
and if kl ' k" E JR, theh the linear combination 1= L7=1 k.f. belongs to R[a, b] and
b n.tJ \ 1 Ir I =~. I k. r ~..Ja ~I= 1Ja J,
8. If IE R[a, b] and I/(x)1 ~ M for all x E [a,b], show that If:II ~ M(b - a).
9. If I E R[a, b] and if (Pn) is any sequence of tagged partitions of [a, b] such that IIPnII~ 0,
b .
prove that fa I = limnS(f; 1'n)'
10. Letg(x) := ° if x E [0, 1] is rational and g(x) := l/x if x E [0, 1] is irrational. Explain why
g fj R[O, 1]. However, show that there exists a sequence (p ) of tagged partitions of [a, b] such. . n
that lI'PnII ~ 0 andlimn S(g; 1'n} exists.
11. Suppose that I is bounded on [a, b] and that there exists two sequences oftagged partitions of
[a, b] such that liP II~ ° and II QnII ~ 0, but such that limn S(I; Pn) :f: limn S(f; Qn)' Show
that I is not in R[a, b].
--- - - - ---
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__£_U£""..uu\,;uun,mtroduced in Example 5.1.5(g), defined by f(x) := I for
x e [0, 1] rational and f(x) := 0 for x e [0, 1] irrational. Use the preceding exercise to show
that f is not Riemann integrable on [0, 1].
13. Suppose that f : [a, b] ~ JRand that f (x) =0 except for a finite number of points c I' . . . , en
in [a, b]. Prove that f e 'R[a, b] and that J: f = O.
14. If g e 'R[a, b] and if f(x) = g(x) except for a finite number of points in [a, b], prove that
f e 'R[a, b] and that J: f = J: g.
15. Supposethat c :s d are points in [a,b]. If ({): [a,b] ~ JRsatisfies(()(x)= a > 0 forx e [c,d)
and({)(x) = o elsewhere in [a, b], prove that({) e 'R[a, b] andthatJ,b (()= a(d - c). [Hint: Given. a .
S > 0 let 8£ := sj4a and show that if 111'11< 8£ then we have a(d - c - 28£) :s S«({);1') :s
a(d - c + 28£).]
16. Let 0 :s a < b, let Q(x) := x2 for x e [a, b] and let l' := {[Xj_1'xj]}7=1be a partition of [a, b].




)3 xj + XjXj_1 + xj_1 .
(a) Show that qi satisfies 0 :s Xi_I :s qi :s Xj'
(b) Show that Q(qi)(Xi - xi_I) = t(x; - xLI)'
(c) If Q is the tagged partition with the same subintervals as l' and the tags qi' show that
S(Q; Q) = t(b3 - a3).
(d) Use the argument in Example 7.1.3(c) to show that Q e 'R[a, b] and
lb Q = lb x2dx = t(b3 - a3).
17. Let 0 :s a < b and meN, let M(x) := xm for x e [a, b] and let l' := {[Xi_I' xi]}7=1be a
partition of [a, b]. For each i, let qi be the positive mth root of
1 m m-I m-I m
m + 1 (Xi + xi Xj_1 + ... + XiXi_1 + Xi-I)'
(a) Show that qi satisfies 0 :s xi_I :s qi :s Xi'
(b) Show that M(qi)(Xi - xi_I) = m~1(x;n+1- X;':1I).
(c) If Q is the tagged partition with the same subintervals as l' and the tags qi' show that
S(M; Q) = -L I (bm+1 _ am+1).m+
(d) Use the argument in Example 7.1.3(c) to show that Me 'R[a, b] and
l
b
lb 1M = xm dx = _(bm+1 - am+I).a a m+l .
18. If f e 'R[a, b] and c e JR, we define g on [a + c, b + c] by g(y) := f(y - c). Prove that
g e 'R[a + c, b + c] and thatJ:::g = J: f. The function g is called the c-translate of f.
Section 7.2 Riemann Integrable Functions
We begin with a proof of the important Cauchy Criterion. We will then prove the Squeeze
Theorem, which will be used to establish the Riemann integrability of several classes of
functions (step functions, continuous functions, and monotone functions). Finally we will
establish the Additivity Theorem.
We have already noted that direct use of the definition requires that we know the value
of the integral. The Cauchy Criterion removes this need, but at the cost of considering two
Riemann sums, instead of just one.
- - --- -- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -
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7.2.1 Cauchy Criterion A function / : [a, b] ~ JRbelongs to R[a, b] if and only if for
every E > 0 there exists 1JE> 0 such that if P and Q are any tagged partitions of [a, b]
with liP II < 1JEand IIQII < 1JE,then
18(/; p) - 8(/; Q)I < E.
Proof. (::::})If / E R[a, b] with integral L, let 1JE := 8EI2 > 0 be such that if p, Q are
tagged partitions such that liP II <: 1JEand IIQII < 1JE,then
18(/; P) - LI < EI2 and 18(/; Q) - LI < E12.
Therefore we have
18(/; p) - 8(/; Q)I ~ 18(/; p) - L + L - 8(/; Q)I
< 18(/; p) - LI + IL - 8(/; Q)I
< E 12 + E 12 = E.
(<=) For each n E N, let 8n > 0 be such that if P and Q are tagged partitions with
nonns < 8n, then
18(/; p) - 8(/; Q)I <'I/n.
Evidently we may assume that 8n ::: 8n+1for n E N; otherwise, we replace 8n by 8~ :=
min{81' . . . , 8n}'. .
For eachn E N, let p" be a taggedpartitionwith lip" II < 8n' Clearly,if m > n then
both Pm and p" have nonns < 8n, so that
(1) 18(/; p,,) - 8(/; Pm)1< I/n for m > n.
Consequently, the sequence (8(/; Pm»~=l is a Cauchy sequence in JR.Therefore (by
Theorem 3.5.5) this sequence converges in JRand we let A := limm8(/; Pm)'
Passing to the limit in (1) as m ~ 00, we have
18(/; P") - AI ~ I/n for all n EN.
To see that A is the Riemann integral of /, given E > 0, let KEN satisfy K > 21E. If Q
is any tagged partition with II QII < 8K' then
18(/; q) - AI ~ 18(/; Q) - 8(/; PK)I+ 18(/; PK) - AI
~ II K + II K < E.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, then / E R[a, b] with integral A. Q.E.D.
. We will now give two examples of the use of the Cauchy Criterion.
7.2.2 Examples (a) Letg: [0, 3] ~ JRbe the function considered in Example 7.1.3(b).
In that example we saw that ifP is a tagged partition of [0,3] with nonn IIPII < 8, then
8 - 58 ~ 8(g; p) ~ 8 + 58.
Henceif Q is anothertaggedpartitionwith IIQII < 8, then
8 - 58 ~ 8(g; Q) ~ 8 + 58.
If we subtract these two inequalities, we obtain
18(g; p) - 8(g; Q)I ~ 108.
--- --------- --- --
-
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In order to make this final term < E, we are led to employ the Cauchy Criterion with
YJe:= E/20. (We leave the details to the reader.) .
(b) The Cauchy Criterion can be used to show that a function f : [a,b] ~ 1R is not
Riemann integrable. To do this we need to show that: There exists EO> 0 such that for
any YJ> 0 there exists tagged partitions P and Q with liP II < YJand IIQII < YJsuch that
IS(f; p) - S(f; Q)I ~ EO.
We will apply these remarks to the Dirichlet function, considered in 5.1.5(g), defined
by f(x) := 1if x E [0, 1] is rational and f(x) := 0 if x E [0, 1] is irrational.
Here we take EO:= ~. If P is any partition all of whose tags are rational numbers then
S(f; p) = 1, while if Q is any tagged partition all of whose tags are irrational numbers
then S(f; Q) = o. Since we are able to take such tagged partitions with arbitrarily small
norms, we conclude that the Dirichlet function is not Riemann integrable. 0
The Squeeze Theorem
The nextresultwillbe usedto establishtheRiemannintegrabilityof someimportantclasses
of functions.
'1:2.3 Squeeze Theorem Let f : [a, b] ~ nt Then f E n[a, b] if and only iffor every
E > 0 there exist functions ae and we in n[a, b] with




(3) (we - ae) < E.
a
Proof. (=}) Take ae = we = f for all E > O. .
({:::)Let E > O.Since ae and we belong to n[a, b], there exists 8e > 0 such that ifP
is any taggedpartitionwith liP II< 8e then
IS(ae; p) -lb ael < E
It follows from these inequalities that




In viewof inequality(2),wehaveS(ae;P) ~ S(f; P) < S(we;P), whence
lb ae - E< S(f; p) < lb we+ E.
If Q is another taggedpartitionwith IIQII < 8e, then we also have
lb ae - E< S(f; Q) < lbwe + E.
If we subtractthese two inequalitiesand use (3), we conclude that
IS(f;p) - S(f; Q)I< ib w, - ib01, + 28
=ib(w, - 01,) + 28 < 3£.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the Cauchy Criterion implies that f E n[a, b]. Q.E.D.
- - - -- ---- - - - - -
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Classes of Riemann Integrable Functions
. The SqueezeTheoremis oftenused in connectionwiththe class of step functions.It willbe
recalledfromDefinition5.4.9 that a functioncP : [a, b] ~ IRis a step function if it has only
a finite number of distinct values, each value being assumed on one or more subintervals
of [a, b]. For illustrations of step functions, see Figures 5.4.3 or 7.1.4.
7.2.4 Lemma If J is a subinterval of [a, b] having endpoints c < d and if CPJ(x):= 1
for x e J andCPJ(x) := 0 elsewhere in [a, b], then cpJe R[a, b] and J: cpJ= d - c.
Proof. If J = [c, d] with c :::: d, this is Exercise 7.1.15 and we can choose DE:= e/4.
A similar proof can be given for the three other subintervals having these endpoints.
Alternatively, we observe that we can write
CP[c,d)= CP[c,d] - CP[d,d]' CP(c.d] = CP[c,d] - cp[c.c] and CP(c,d) = CP[c,d) - cp[c,c)'
Since rb cp[ ] = 0, all four of these functions have integral equal to d - c. Q.E.D.Ja c,c
It is an important fact that any step function is Riemann integrable. - .
7.2.5 Theorem If cP: [a, b] ~ IRis a step function, then cP e R[a, b].
Proof. Step functions of the type appearing in 7.2.4 are called "elementary step functions".
In Exercise 5 it is shown that an arbitrary step function cPcan be expressed as a linear
combination of such elementary step functions:
(4)




cP = Lkj(dj - c).
a j=I
Q.E.D.
We will now use the Squeeze Theorem to show that an arbitrary continuous function
is Riemann integrable. . .
7.2.6 Theorem Iff: [a, b] ~ IRis continuouson [a, b], then f e R[a, b].
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.4.3 that f is uniformly continuous on [a, b]. Therefore,
given e > 0 there exists DE> 0 such that if u, v e [a,b] and lu - vi < DE'then we have
If(u) - f(v)1 < e/(b - a).
Let P = {Ii}7=Ibe a partition such that IIPII < DE'let ui e Ii be a point where f attains
its minimum value on Ii' and let vie Ii be a point where f attains its maximum value on Ii'
Let CiEbe the step function defined by CiE(X):= f(u) for x e [Xi-I' Xi) (i = 1"",
n - 1) and Cie(X):= f(un) for X e [xn_I' xn]' Let we be defined similarly using the points
v. instead of the u.. Then one has
I I
for all X e [a,b].
----
"""
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Moreover, it is clear that
Therefore it follows from the Squeeze Theorem that f E 'R.[a,b]. Q.E.D.
Monotone functions are not necessarily co~tinuous at every point, but they are also
Riemann integrable.
7.2.7 Theorem Iff: [a, b] ~ IRis monotone on [a, b], then f E IR[a,b].
Proof. Suppose that f is increasing on the interval [a, b], a < b. If E > 0 is given, we let
q E N be such that
h := f(b) - f(a) < ~.
q b-a.
Let Yk := f(a) + kh for k = 0,1,..., q and consider sets Ak := f-1([Yk_l' Yk» for
k = 1,..., q - 1 and Aq := f-1([yq_1' Yq)). The sets {Ak} are pairwise disjoint and have
union [a, b]. The Characterization Theorem 2.5.1 implies that each Ak is either (i) empty,
(ii) contains a single point, or (iii) is a nondegenerate interval (not necessarily closed)
in [a, b]. We discard the sets for which (i) holds and relabel the remaining ones. If we
adjoin the endpoints to the remaining intervals {Ak}, we obtain closed intervals Uk}. It
is an exercise to show that the relabeled intervals {Ak}k=l are pairwise disjoint, satisfy
[a, b] = Uk=l Ak and that f(x) E [Yk-l' Yk] for x E Ak.
We now define step functions cxeand we on [a, b] by setting
and for
It is clear that cxe(x) ~ f(x) < w/x) for all x E [a, b] and that
l
b q
(we - cxe)= L(Yk - Yk-l)(Xk - Xk_1)
a k=l
q
= L h . (Xk - Xk-1) = h . (b - a) < E.
k=l
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the Squeeze Theorem implies that f E 'R.[a,b]. Q.E.D.
The Additivity Theorem
We now return to arbitrary Riemann integrable functions. Our next result shows that the
integral is an "additive function" of the interval over which the function is integrated. This
property is no surprise, but its proof is a bit delicate and may be omitted on a first reading.
7.2.8 Additivity Theorem Let f : [a, b] ~ IRand let c E (a, b). Then f E 'R.[a,b] if
and only if its restrictions to [a, c] and [c, b] are both Riemann integrable. In this case
(6)
[f=[f+tfo
- -- -- --
=--
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Proof. (<=) Suppose that the restriction f1 of f t9 [a, c], and the restriction fz of f to
[c, b] are Riemann integrable to L 1and Lz, respectively. Then, given E > 0 there exists~' >
o such that if 1\ is a tagged partition of [a, c] with IIP111.< ~', then IS(f1; PI) - L11 < E/3.
Also there exists ~" > 0 such that if Pz is a tagged partition of [c, b] with IIPzll< ~" then
IS(fz; pz) - Lzi < E/3. If M is a bound for If I, we define ~£ := min{~', ~", E/6M} and
let Pbe a tagged partition of [a, b] with IIQII < ~. We will prove that
(7)
(i) If c is a partition point of Q, we split Q into a partition Q1 of [a, c] and a partition
Qz of [c,b]. Since S(f; Q) = S(f; Q1) + S(f; Qz), and since Q1has norm < ~' and Qz
has norm < ~", the inequality (7) is clear.
(ii) If c is not a partition point in Q = {Uk' tk)}k=l' there exists k ~ m such that
c E (xk_1, xk). We let Q1 be the tagged partition of [a, c] defined by
QI := {Ui' tI), "', Uk-I' tk_1), ([Xk_1,c], c)},
and Qz be the tagged partition of [c, b] defined by
Qz := {([c, xk], c), Uk+I.tk+I)' . . " Um, tm)}.
A straightforward calculation shows that
S(f; Q) - S(f; QI) - S(f; Qz) = f(tk)(xk - xk_I) - f(c)(xk - xk-1)
= (f(tk) - f(c» . (xk - xk-1),
whence it follows that
IS(f; Q) - S(f; QI) - S(f; Qz)1 ~ 2M(xk - Xk-I) < E/3.
But since IIQIII < ~ ~ ~' and IIQ211< ~ ~ ~", it follows that
and
from which we obtain (7). Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we infer that f E 'R.[a, b] and that (6)
holds.
(=» Wesupposethat f E 'R.[a,b] and, givenE > 0, we let 17£> 0 satisfy the Cauchy
Criterion 7.2.1. Let f1 be the restriction of f to [a, c] and let PI' Q1 be tagged partitions
of [a, c] with liP 111< 17£and IIQ111< 17£.By adding additional partition points and tags
from [c, b], we can extend PI and QI to tagged partitions P and Q of [a,b] that satisfy
IIPII < 17£and IIQII< 17£.If we use the same additional points and tags in [c, b] for both P
and Q, then
S(f1; PI) - S(fI; Q1) = S(f; p) - S(f; Q).
Since both P and Q have norm < 17£,then IS(f1; PI) - S(f1; QI)I < E. Therefore the
Cauchy Condition shows that the restriction f1 of f to [a, c] is in 'R.[a, c]. In the same way,
we see that the restriction fz of f to [c, b] is in 'R.[c,d].
The equality (6) now follows from the first part of the theorem. Q.E.D.
7.2.9 Corollary Iff E 'R.[a,b], and if[c, d] C [a, b], then the restriction off to[c,d]
is in 'R.[c, d].
- ---
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Proof. Since f E R[a, b] and CE [a,b],it followsfrom the theorem that its restriction
to [c, b] is in R[c, b]. But if d E [c, b], then another application of the theorem shows that
the restriction of f to [c, d] is in R[c, d]. Q.E.D.
7.2.10 Corollary If f E R[a, b] and if a = Co < c1 < . .. < cm= b, then the restric-
tions of f to each of the subintervals [cj-l' cj] are Riemann integrable and
Until now, we have considered the Riemann integral over an interval [a, b] where
a < b. It is convenient to have the integral defined more generally.
7.2.11 Definition If f E R[a, b] and if a, {J E [a, b] with a < {J,we define
and
7.2.12 Theorem Iff E R[a, b] and ifa, {J,y are anynumbers in [a, b], then
(8)
in the sense that the existence of any two of these integrals implies the existence of the third
integral and the equality (8).
Proof. If any two of the numbers a, {J,y are equal, then (8) holds. Thus we may suppose
that all three of these numbers are distinct.
For the sake of symmetry, we introduce the expression
L(a, p, y):= t f +f f + { f.
It is clear that (8) holds if and only if L(a, {J,y) =O.Therefore, to establish the assertion,
we need to show that L = 0 for all six permutationsof the argumentsa, {Jand y.
We note that the Additivity Theorem 7.2.8 implies that L(a, {J, y) = 0 when a < y <
{J.But it is easily seen that both L({J, y, a) and L(y, a, {J)equal L(a, {J,y). Moreover, the
numbers
L({J, a, y), L(a, y, {J), and L(y, {J,a)
are all equal to -L(a, {J,y). Therefore, L vanishes for all possible configurations of these
three points. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 7.2
1. Let f : [a, b] JR.Show that f ~ n[a, b] if and only if there exists 80 > 0 such that for every
n E N there exist tagged partitions Pn and Qn with liPn II < 1/n and II Qn II < 1/ n such that
IS(f; Pn) - S(f; Qn)1 ::: 80,
2. Consider the function h defined by h(x) := x + 1 for x E [0, 1] rational, and h(x) := 0 for
x E [0, 1] irrational. Show that h is not Riemann integrable.
___'Y
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3. Let H(x) := k for x = 1/ k (k e N) and H(x) := 0 elsewhere on [0,1]. Use Exercise 1, or the
argument in 7.2.2(b), to show that H is not Riemann integrable.
4. If a(x) := -x and w(x) := x and if a(x) ~ f(x) ~ w(x) for all x e [0, 1], does it follow from
the Squeeze Theorem 7.2.3 that f e 'R.[O,I]?
5. If J is any subinterval of [a, b] and if q1/x) := 1 for x e J and q1/x) := 0 elsewhere on [a, b],
we say that q1J is an elementary step function on [a, b]. Show that every step function is a linear
combination of elementary step functions.
6. If 1/1: [a, b] ~ JRtakes on only a finite number of distinct values, is 1/1a step function?
7. If S(f; p) is any Riemann sum of f : [a, b] ~ JR, show that there exists a step function
b .
q1 : [a, b] ~ JRsuch that fa q1= S(f; 'P).
8. Suppose that f is continuous on [a, b], that f(x) ~ 0 for all x e [a, b] and that f:f = O. Prove
that f(x) = 0 for all x e [a, b].
9. Show that the continuity hypothesis in the preceding exercise cannot be dropped.
10. If f and g are continuous on [a, b] and if f:f = f:g, prove that there exists c e [a, b] such
that f(c) = g(c).
11. If f is boundedby M on [a,b]andif therestrictionof f to everyinterval[c,b]wherec e (a, b)
is Riemann integrable, show that f e.'R.[a, b] and that I: f ~ J: f as c ~ a+. [Hint:Let
ac(x):= -Mandwc(x) :=Mforx e [a, c) and a/x) :=wc(x):= f(x) for x e [c,b].Apply
the Squeeze Theorem 7.2.3 for c sufficiently near a.]
12. Show that g(x) := sin(l/x) for x e (0, 1] and g(O) := 0 belongs to 'R.[O,1].
13. Givean exampleof a functionf : [a, b] ~ JRthat is in 'R.[c,b] for everyc e (a, b) butwhich
is not in 'R.[a, b].
14. Suppose that f : [a, b] ~ JR, that a = Co < CI < . .. < cm = b and that the restrictions of f to
[C;_I' c;J belong to 'R.[C;_I'c;] for i = 1, . . ., m. Provethat f e 'R.[a,b] and that the formula
in Corollary 7.2.10 holds.
15. If f is bounded and there is a finite set E such that f is continuous at every point of [a, b]\E,
show that f e 'R.[a,b].
16. If f is continuous on [a, b], a < b, show that there exists c E [a, b] such that we have f: f =
f(c)(b - a). This result is sometimes called the Mean ValueTheoremfor Integrals.
17. If f and g are continuous on [a, b] and g(x) > 0 for all x e [a, b], show that there exists
c e [a, b] such that f:fg = f(c) f:g. Show that this conclusion fails if we do not have






18. Let f be continuous on [a, b], let f(x) ~ 0 for x e [a, b], and let Mn:= fa fn . Show
that lim(Mn) = sup{f(x) : x e [a, b]}.
19. Supposethata > 0 and that f e 'R.[-a, a].
(a) If f is even(thatis, if f( -x) = f(x) for allx e [0,aD, showthat f~a f = 2 f; f.
(b) If f is odd (that is, if f(-x) = - f(x) for all x e [0, aD, show that f~af = O.
20. Suppose that f : [a, b] ~ JRand that n eN. Let'P be the partition of [a, b] into n subintervalsn .
having equal lengths, so that x,' :=a + i(b - a)/n for i = 0,1, ..., n.LetL (f) := S(f; 'P I)n n.
and Rn(f) := S(f; Pn.r)' where Pn.l has its tags at the left endpoints, and Pn.r has its tags at
the right endpoints of the subintervals [xj_l, Xj].
(a) If f is increasing on [a, b], show that Ln(f) ~ Rn(f) and that
( )
(b - a)
o ~ Rn(f) - Ln(f) = f(b) - f(a) . .
(b) Show that f(a)(b - a) ~ Ln(f) ~ f:f ~ Rn(f) ~ f(b)(b - a).
(c) If f is decreasing on [a, b], obtain an inequality similar to that in (a).
- - - -- -. -. - - - -. - -
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(d) If f e 'R[a, b] is not monotone, show that J: f is not necessarily between Ln (f) and
Rn(f).
21. If f is continuous on [-a, a], show that J~a f(x2) dx = 21;f(x2) dx.
22. Iff is continuous on [-1, 1], show that JOlr/2f(cosx)dx = J;/2f(sinx)dx = ~J; f(sinx)dx.
[Hint: Examine certain Riemann sums.]
Section 7.3 The Fundamental Theorem
We will now explore the connection between the notions of the derivative and the integral.
In fact, there are two theorems relating to this problem: one has to do with integrating a
derivative, and the other with differentiating an integral. These theorems, taken together,
are called the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Roughly stated, they imply that the
operations of differentiation and integration are inverse to each other. However, there are
some subleties that should not be overlooked.
.
The Fundamental Theorem (First Form)
The First Form of the Fundamental Theorem provides a theoretical basis for the method
of calculating an integral that the reader learned in calculus. It asserts that if a function
I is the derivativeof a function F, and if I belongs to R[a, b], then the integral f:I
can be calculated by means of the evaluation F I~:= F(b) - F(a). A function F such that
F'(x) = I(x) for all x E [a, b] is called an antiderivative or a primitive of Ion [a, b].
Thus, when I has an antiderivative, it is a very simple matter to calculate its integral.
In practice, it is convenient to allow some exceptional points c where F' (c) does not
exist in JR,or where it does not equal I(c). It turns out that we can permit afinite number
of such exceptional points.
7.3.1 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (First Form) Suppose thereis a finite set E
in [a,b] andfunctions I, F : [a, b] -+ JRsuch that:
(a) F is continuouson [a,b],
(b) F'(x) = I(x) fora1lx E [a, b]\E,
(c) I belongs to R[a, b].
Then wehave
(1) lb I = F(b)- F(a).
Proof. We will prove the theorem in the case where E := {a, b}. The general case can
be obtained by breaking the interval into the union of a finite number of intervals (see
Exercise 1).
Let e > 0 be given. Since I E R[a, b] by assumption (c), there exists ~E> 0 such that
if P is any tagged partition with II P II < ~£' then
(2)
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If the subintervals in P are [Xi_I' xi]' then the Mean .value Theorem 6.2.4 applied to F on
[xi-I' Xi] implies that there exists Ui E (Xi_I' x) such that
F(x) - F(xi_l) = F'(u) . (xi - xi_I) for. i = 1, "', n.
If we add these terms, note the telescoping of the sum, and use the fact that F' (u i) = I (u j ),
we obtain
n n
F(b) - F(a) =L (F(xj) - F(xj_I») = L I(u)(xi - xi-I)'
j=1 i=1
Now let Pu := {([xi-I' xi],.u)}7=1'so the sum on the right equals S(/; pu)' If we substi-
tute F(b) - F(a) = S(/; Pu) into (2), we conclude that
IF(b) - F(a) -lb II < E.
But, since E > 0 is arbitrary, we infer that equation (1) holds. Q.E.D.
Remark If the function F is differentiable at every point of [a, b], then (by Theorem
6.1.2) hypothesis (a) is automatically satisfied. If I is not defined for some point c E E,
we take I(c) := O.Even if F is differentiable at every point of [a, b], condition (c) is not
automatically satisfied, since there exist functions F such that F' is not Riemann integrable.
(See Example 7.3.2(e).)
7.3.2 Examples (a) IfF(x):= !x2forallx E [a,b],thenF'(x) =xforallx E [a,b].
Further, I = F' is continuous so it is in R[a, b]. Therefore the Fundamental Theorem (with
E = 0) implies that
lb Xdx = F(b) - F(a) = !(b2 - a2).
(b) If G(x) := Arctanx for x E [a,b], then G'(x) = 1/(x2 + 1) for all x E [a, b]; also
G' is continuous, so it is in R[a, b]. Therefore the Fundamental Theorem (with E = 0)
implies that
I lb 12 dx = Arctan b - Arctana.a X + 1 . .
(c) If A(x) := Ixl for x E [-10, 10], then A'(x) = -1 if x E [-10,0) and A'(x) = +1
for x E (0, 10]. Recalling the definition of the signum function (in 4.1.10(b», we have
A' (x) = sgn(x) for all x E [-10, 10]\ {O}.Since the signum function is a step function, it
belongs to R[-10, 10]. Therefore the Fundamental Theorem (with E = {On implies that
1
10
sgn(x)dx = A(10) - A(-10) = 10 - 10 = O.
-10
(d) If H(x) := 2JX for x E [0, b], then H is continuous on [0, b] and H'(x) = I/JX for
x E (0, b]. Since h := H' is not bounded on (0, b], it does not belong to R[O, b] no matter
how we define h(O). Therefore, the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 does not apply. (However,
we will see in Example 10.1.IO(a) that h is generalized Riemann integrable on [0, b].)
(e) LetK(x) := x2cos(1/x2)forx E (0, 1]andletK(O) := O.It followsfromtheProduct
Rule 6.1.3(c) and the Chain Rule 6.1.6 that
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Further, as in Example 6.1.7(d), we have K' (0) = O.Thus K is continuous and differentiable
at every point of [0, 1]. Since the first term in K' is continuous on [0, 1], it belongs to
R[O, 1]. However, the second term in K' is not bounded, so it does not belong to R[O, 1].
Consequently K' f/.R[O, 1], and the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 does not apply to K'.
(However, we will see in Example 10.1.10(b) that K' is generalized Riemann integrable.)
o
The Fundamental Theorem (Second Form)
We nowturn to the FundamentalTheorem(SecondForm)in whichwe wishto differentiate
an integral involvinga variableupper limit.
7.3.3 Definition If I E R[a, b], then the function defined by
F(z) := lz I(3) for z E [a, b],
is called the indefinite integral of I with basepoint a. (Sometimesa point other than a is
used as a basepoint; see Exercise 6.)
.
Wewill firstshowthat if I E R[a, b], then its indefinite integral F satisfies a Lipschitz
condition; hence F is continuous on [a, b].
7.3.4 Theorem The indefinite integral F defined by (3) is continuous on [a, b]. In fact,
ifl/(x)/ :s M for all x E [a, b], then IF(z) - F(w)1:s Mlz - wi for all z, w E [a, b].
Proof. The Additivity Theorem 7.2.8 implies that if z, w E [a, b] and w :s z, then
F(z) = lz I = lw I + iZ I = F(w)+ iZ I,
whence we have
F(z) - F(w) = iZI.
Now if -M :s I(x) :s M for all x E [a,b], thenTheorem7.1.4(c)impliesthat
-M(z - w) :s iZI ::: M(z - w),
whence it follows that
IF(z) - F(w)1 ::: liz II ::: Mlz - wI.
as asserted. Q.E.D.
We will now show that the indefinite integral F is differentiable at any point where I
is continuous.
7.3.5 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (Second Form) Let f E R[a, b] and let f be
continuous at apoint c E [a, b]. Then the indefinite integral, defined by (3), is differentiable




Proof. We will suppose that c E. [a, b) and consider the right-hand derivative of F at c.
Since f is continuous at c, given E > 0 there exists 17£> 0 such that if c :::;x < c + 17£,
then .
(4) f(c) - E < f(x) < f(c) + E.
Let h satisfy 0 < h < 17£.The Additivity Theorem 7.2.8 implies that f is integrable on the
intervals [a, c], [a, c + h] and [c, c + h] and that
l
c+h
F(c + h) - F(c) = c f.




(f(c) - E) . h < F(c + h) - F(c) = c f < (f(c) + E) . h.
If we divide by h > 0 and subtract f (c), we obtain
I F(c + h~- F(c) - f(C)1 < E.
But, since E > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that the right-hand limit is given by
1. F(c + h) - F(c) - f( )1m - c.h_O+ h
It is proved in the same way that the left-hand limit of this difference quotient also equals
f(c) when c E (a, b], whence the assertion follows. Q.E.D.
If f is continuous on all of [a, b], we obtain the following result.
7.3.6 Theorem If f is continuous on [a, b], then the indefinite integral F, defined by
(3), is differentiable on [a, b] and F'(x) = f(x) for all x E [a, b].
Theorem 7.3.6 can be summarized: If f is continuous on [a, b], then its indefinite
integral is an antiderivative of f. We will now see that, in general, the indefinite integral
need not be an antiderivative (either because the derivative of the indefinite integral does
not exist or does not equal f (x».
7.3.7 Examples (a) If f (x) := sgn x on [-1, 1], then f E 'R.[-1, 1] and has the indef-
inite integralF (x) := IxI - 1 with the basepoint -1. However,since F' (0) doesnot exist,
F is not an antiderivative of f on [-1, 1].
. . - - , _~u U£ I..L .u, UJCll .1l~ JllUCl1111Lt: IDlegnu
H(x) := f:h is identically 0 on [0, 1]. Here, the derivative of this indefinite integral
exists at every point and H'(x) = O.But H'(x) 1=h(x) wheneverx E Q n [0, 1], so that
H is not an antiderivative of h on [0, 1]. 0
Snhditntinn Thenrem
courses.
v , , v.&.& .&.&.&'-'.1'-'.11.1.'-'1.1a.c;u.]
. .=Ii
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7.3.8 Substitution Theorem Let J := [a, 13] and let ({J: J ~ JR have a continuous





f«({J(t» . ((J'(t)dt = f(x) dx.
a p~)
The proof of this theorem is based on the Chain Rule 6.1.6, and will be outlined in
Exercise 15. The hypotheses that f and ({J' are continuous are restrictive,but are used to
ensure the existence of the Riemann integral on the left side of (5).
(5)
7.3.9 Examples (a) Considerthe integral14 sin ii dt.
Here we substitute ({J(t):= ~ for t E [1,4] so that ((J'(t)= 1/(2~) is continuous
on [1,4]. If we let f(x) := 2 sinx, then the integrand has the form (f 0 ({J) . ({J' and the
Substitution Theorem 7.3.8 implies that the integral equals f122sinxdx = -2cosxli =




(b) ConsIder the mtegral 0 ~ dt.
Since ({J(t):= ~ does not have a continuous derivative on [0,4], the Substitution
Theorem 7.3.8 is not applicable, at least with this substitution. (In fact, it is not obvious
that this integral exists; however, we can apply Exercise 7.2.11 to obtain this conclusion.
We could then apply the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 to F(t) := -2cos ~ with E := to}
to evaluate this integral.) 0
We will give a more powerful Substitution Theorem for the generalized Riemann
integral in Section 10.1.
Lebesgue's Integrability Criterion
We will now present a statement of the definitive theorem due to Henri Lebesgue (1875-
1941) giving a necessary and sufficient condition for a function to be Riemann integrable,
and will give some applications of this theorem. In order to state this result, we need to
introduce the important notion of a null set.
Warning Some people use the term "null set" as a synonym for the terms "empty set"
or "void set" referring to 0 (= the set that has no elements). However, we will always use
the term "null set" in conformity with our next definition, as is customary in the theory of
integration.
7.3.10 Definition (a) A set 2 C JRis said to be a null set if for every E > 0 there exists
a countable collection {(ak, bk) J:l of open intervals such that
(6)
00




L(bk - ak) < E.
k=l
(b) If Q(x) is a statement about the point x E I, we say that Q(x) holds almost every-
where on I (or for almost every x E I), if there exists a null set 2 C I such that
Q(x) holds for all x E 1\2. In this case we may write
Q(x) for a.e. x E I.
It is trivial that any subset of a null set is also a null set, and it is easy to see that the
union of two null sets is a null set. We will now give an example that may be very surprising.
- ---
r
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7.3.11 Example The Q} of rational numbers in [0, 1] is a null set.
We enumerate Q} = {rl' r2, .. .}. Given e > 0, note that the open interval J} :=
(r} - ej4, r} + ej4) contains r} and has length ejZ; also the open interval J2 := (r2 -
ej8, r2 + ej8) contains r2 and has length ej4. In general, the open interval
Jk := (rk - Z:+1' rk + Zk:} )
contains the point rk and has length ejZk. Therefore, the union U~} Jk of these open
intervals contains every point of Q}; moreover, the sum of the lengths is L~} (ejZk) = e.
Since e > ° is arbitrary,Q} is a null set. 0
The argument just given can be modified to show that: Every countable set is a null
set. However, it can be shown that there exist uncountable null sets in IR;for example, the
Cantor set that will be introduced in Definition 11.1.10.
We now state Lebesgue's Integrability Criterion. It asserts that a bounded function on
an interval is Riemann integrable if and only if its points of discontinuity form a null set.
.
7.3.12 Lebesgue's Integrability Criterion A boundedfunction f : [a, b] --+IRis Rie-
mann integrableif and only if it is continuousalmosteverywhereon [a, b].
A proof of this result will be given in Appendix C. However, we will apply Legesgue's
Theorem here to some specific functions, and show that some of our previous results follow
immediately from it. We shall also use this theorem to obtain the important Composition
and Product Theorems.
7.3.13 Examples (a) The step function g in Example 7.1.3(b) is continuous at every
point except the point x = 1. Therefore it follows from the Lebesgue Integrability Criterion
that g is Riemann integrable.
In fact, since every step function has at most a finite set of points of discontinuity,
then: Every step function on [a, b] is Riemann integrable.
(b) Since it was seen in Theorem 5.5.4 that the set of points of discontinuity of a monotone
function is countable, we conclude that: Every monotone function on [a, b] is Riemann
integrable.
(c) The function G in Example 7.1.3(e) is discontinuous precisely at the points D :=
{I, IjZ, "', Ijn, . . .}. Since this is a countable set, it is a null set and Lebesgue's Criterion
implies that G is Riemann integrable.
(d) The Dirichlet function was shown in Example 7.Z.Z(b)not to be Riemann integrable.
Note that it is discontinuous at every point of [0, 1]. Since it can be shown that the
interval [0, 1] is not a null set, Lebesgue's Criterion yields the same conclusion.
(e) Let h : [0, 1] --+ IRbe Thomae's function, defined in Examples 5.1.4(h) and 7.1.6.
In Example 5.1.4(h), we saw that h is continuous at every irrational number and is
discontinuous at every rational number in [0, 1]. By Example 7.3.11, it is discontinuous on
a null set, so Lebesgue's Criterion implies that Thomae's function is Riemann integrable
on [0, 1], as we saw in Example 7.1.6. 0
We now obtain a result that will enable us to take other combinations of Riemann
integrable functions. _ ___ __ __
--- -- .--- -- .-- --. -- - --." ---- -- .-_.
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7.3.14 Composition Theorem Let f E R[a, b] with f([a, bD C [c, d] and leup : [c, d]
-+ IRbe continuous. Then the composition cp0 f belongs to R[a, b].
Proof. If f is continuous at a point u E [a, b], then cp0 f is also continuous at u. Since
the set D of pointsdiscontinuityof f is a null set, it followsthat the set Dl C D of points
of discontinuity of cp0 f is also a null set. Therefore the composition cp0 f also belongs
to R[a, b]. Q.E.D.
It will be seen in Exercise 22 that the hypothesis that cpis continuous cannot be dropped.
The next result is a corollary of the Composition Theorem.
7.3.15 Corollary Suppose that f E R[a, b]. Then its absolute value If I is in R[a, b],
and
lib fl ::::ib If I< M(b - a),
where If(x)1 ::::M for all x E [a, b].
Proof. We have seen in Theorem 7.1.5 that if f is integrable, then there exists M such
that If(x)1 ::::M for all x E [a, b]. Let cp(t) := It1for t E [-M, M]; then the Composition
Theoremimpliesthat If I= cp0 f E R[a, b]. The first inequality follows from the factthat
-If I :::: f :::: If Iand 7.1.4(c), and the second from the fact that If(x)1 ::::M. Q.E.D.
7.3.16 The Product Theorem Iff and g belong to R[a, b], then the product f g belongs
to R[a, b].
Proof. If cp(t) := t2 for t E [-M, M], it follows from the Composition Theorem that
f2 = cp0 f belongs to R[a, b]. Similarly, (f + g)2 and g2 belong to R[a, b]. But since
we can write the product as
it follows that fg E R[a, b]. Q.E.D.
Integration by Parts
We will conclude this section with a rather general form of Integration by Parts for the
Riemann integral, and Taylor's Theorem with the Remainder.
7.3.17 Integration by Parts Let F, G be differentiableon [a, b] and let f := F' and
g := G' belong to R[a, b]. Then
(7) ib b l
b
fG = FG I - Fg.a a a
Proof. By Theorem 6.1.3(c), the derivative (FG)' exists on [a, b] and
(FG)' = F'G + FG' = fG + Fg.
Since F, G are continuousand f, g belong to R[a, b], the ProductTheorem7.3.16 implies







FG I = (FG)' = fG + Fg,a a a a
from which (7) follows. Q.E.D.
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A special, but useful, case of this theorem is when f and g are continuous on [a, b]
and F, G are their indefiniteintegrals F(x) := f: f and G(x) := f:g.
We close this section with a version of Taylor's Theorem for the Riemann Integral.
7.3.18 Taylor's Theorem with the Remainder Suppose that f', ..., f(n), f(n+1) exist
on [a, b] and that f(n+1) E n[a, b]. Then we have
f'(a) f(n) (a) .
f(b) = f(a) + -(b - a) + ... + (b- a)n+ R11 n! n'
where the remainderis given by
1 l
b
Rn = , f(n+l)(t). b - t)n dt.n. a
(8)
(9)
Proof. Apply Integration by Parts to equation (9), with F(t) := f(n)(t) and G(t) :=





Rn = - f(n)(t) . (b - t)n + f(n)(t) . (b - at-1 dt
n! I=a (n - I)! a .
f (n) ( ) 1 l
b
= _ a. (b _ a)n + f(n)(t) . (b - t)n-l dt.
n! (n - I)! a
If we continue to integrate by parts in this way, we obtain (8). Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 7.3
1. Extend the proof of the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 to the case of an arbitrary finite set E.
2. If n eN and Hn(x) := xn+1j(n + 1) for x e [a, b], show that the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1
impliesthatJ: xn dx = (bn+1- an+l)j(n + 1).Whatis thesetE here?
3. If g(x) := x for Ixl ~ 1 and g(x) := -x for Ixl < 1 and if G(x) := tlx2 - 11. show that
J~2g(x)dx = G(3) - G(-2) = 5j2.
4. Let B(x) := -tx2 for x < 0 and B(x) := tx2 for x ~ O.Show that J: Ixldx = B(b) - B(a).
5. Let f : [a, b] ~ IRand let C e.R .
(a) If <I>: [a, b] ~ IRis an antiderivative of f on [a, b], show that <l>c(x):= <I>(x)+ C is also
an antiderivative of f on [a, b].
(b) If <1>1and <1>2are antiderivatives of f on [a, b], show that <1>1- <1>2is a constant function
on [a, b].
6. If f e n[a, b] and if c e [a, b], the function defined by Fe(z) := Jezf for z e [a, b] is called the
indefinite integral of f with basepoint c. Find a relation between F and F .a e
7. We have seen in Example 7.1.6 that Thomae's function is in n[O, 1] with integral equal to O.Can
the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 be used to obtain this conclusion? Explain your answer.
8. Let F(x) be defined for x ~ 0 by F(x) := (n - l)x - (n - l)nj2 for x e [n - 1, n), n eN.
Show that F is continuous and evaluate F'(x) at points where this derivative exists. Use this
result to evaluate J: [x] dx for 0 ~ a < b, where [x] denotes the greatest integer in x, as defined
in Exercise 5.1.4.
9. Let f e n[a, b] anddefineF(x) := f' f for x e [a, b].x a
(a) EvaluateG(x) := Je f in termsof F, wherec e [a,b].
(b) EvaluateH(x) := J; f in termsof F.
(sinx f
.
(c) Evaluate S(x) := Jx In terms of F.
:---,-~
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10. Let I : [a, b] -+ IRbe continuous on [a, b] and let v : [c, d] -+ IRbe differentiable on [c, d]
with v([c, d]) S; [a,b]. If wedefineG(x) := faV(X) I, showthat G'(x) = I(v(x)) . v'(x) for all
x E [c,d].
11. Find F' (x) when F is defined on [0, 1] by:
(a) F(x):= Jt(1 + t3)-1 dt. (b) F(x):= J:211+'f2 dt.
12. Let I : [0,3] -+ IR be defined by I(x) := x for 0 ~ x < 1, I(x) := 1 for 1 ~ x < 2 and
I(x) := x for 2 ~ x ~ 3. Obtain formulas for F(x) := J; I and sketch the graphs of I and F.
Where is F differentiable? Evaluate F' (x) at all such points.
13. If I : IR-+ IRis continuous and c > 0, define g : IR-+ IRby g(x) := J:~c I(t) dt. Show that
g is differentiable on IRand find g' (x).
14. If I : [0, 1] -+ IRis continuous and J; I = !xlI forallx E [0, 1], show that I(x) = 0 for all
x E [0, 1].
15. Use the following argument to prove the Substitution Theorem 7.3.8. Define F (u) := J;(a)I (x )dx





I(x) dx = F(q;(fJ)) = H(fJ) = I(q;(t))q;'(t)dt.
<fJ(a) a
16. Use the SubstitutionTheorem7.3.8-toevaluatethe followingintegrals.
(a) 11 t~ dt, (b) 12 t2(1+ t3)-1/2dt = 4/3,
t viI + -Jt (4 cos-Jt . .
(c) 11 -Jt dt, (d) 11 -Jt dt = 2(sm2 - sm 1).
17. Sometimes the Substitution Theorem 7.3.8 cannot be applied but the following result, called
the "Second Substitution Theorem" is useful. In addition to the hypotheses of 7.3.8, assume






I(q;(t)) dt = l(x)1/1'(x) dx.
a cp(a)
To prove this, let G(t):= J~ I(q;(s))ds for t E J, so that G'(t) = I(q;(t)). Note that
K(x) := G(1/1(x)) is differentiable on the interval q;(J) and that K'(x) = G'(1/1(x))1/1'(x) =
I(q; 0 1/1(x))1/1'(x)= l(x)1/1'(x). Calculate G(fJ) = K(q;(fJ)) in two ways to obtain the for-
mula.










(c) r.' (d) r. = Arctan(1) - Arctan(1/2).
1 1+",t 1 ",t(t+4)
19. Explain why Theorem 7.3.8 and/or Exercise 7.3.17 cannot be applied to evaluate the following
integrals, using the indicated substitution.
1
4 -Jt dt
(a) -Jt q;(t)= ..[i,o 1+
(c) i: J1+2ltl dt q;(t) = Itl,
t cos -Jt dt
(b) 10 -Jt q;(t) = ..[i,
1
1 dt
(d) ~ q;(t) = Arcsint.o v 1- t2
If Z1and Z2 are null sets, show that Z 1U Z2 is a null set.
More generally, if Zn is a null set for each n EN, show that U:I Zn is a null set. [Hint:
Given E > 0 and n EN, let {Jkn: kEN} be a countable collection of open intervals whose
union contains Zn and the sum of whose lengths is ~ E/2n. Now consider the countable







21. Let J, g e 'R[a, b].
(a) If t e JR,show that f:(tJ ::I::g)2~ O.
(b) Use (a) to show that 21f:Jgl ~ t f:J2 + (l/t) f:g2 for t > O.
(c) If f:J2 = 0, show that f:Jg = O.
(d) Now prove that I f:Jg 12 ~ <f: IJgl)2 ~ <f: J2) . <f: g2). This inequality is called the
Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwarz Inequality (or simply the Schwarz Inequality).
22. Let h : [0, 1] JRbe Thomae's function and let sgn be the signum function. Show that the
composite function sgn 0 h is not Riemann integrable on [0, 1].
Section 7.4 Approximate Integration
The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 7.3.1 yields an effective method of evaluating
the integral J: f provided we can find an antiderivative F such that F' (x) = f (x) when
x E [a, b]. However, when we cannot find such an F, we may not be able to use the Funda-
mental Theorem. Nevertheless, when f is continuous, there are a number of techniques for
approximating the Riemann integral J: f by using sums that resemble the Riemann sums.
One very elementary procedure to obtain quick estimates of J: f, basedon Theorem
7.1.4(c), is to note that if g(x) < f(x) ::::h(x) for all x E [a, b], then
[ g ~ [ f ~ [ h.
If the integrals of g and h can be calculated, then we have bounds for J: f. Often these
bounds are accurate enough for our needs.
For example, suppose we wish to estimate the value of Jo1e-x2 dx. It is easy to show
2
that e-x ::::e-x < 1 for x E [0, 1], so that
{I {I 2 {I
Jo e-x dx < Jo e-x dx < Jo 1dx.
Consequently, we have 1 - lie < Jo1e-x2 dx ::::1. If we use the mean of the bracketing
values, we obtain the estimate 1 - 1/2e ~ 0.816 for the integral with an error less than
1/2e < 0.184. This estimate is crude, but it is obtained rapidly and may be quite satis-
factory for our needs. If a better approximation is desired, we can attempt to find closer
approximating functions g and h.
Taylor's Theorem 6.4.1 can be used to approximate e-x2 by a polynomial. In using
Taylor's Theorem, we must get bounds on the remainder term for our calculations to have
significance. For example, if we apply Taylor's Theorem to e-Y for 0 ::::y ::::1, we get
e-Y = 1 - y + ~y2 - ~l + R3,
where R3 = y4e-C124 where c is some number with 0:::: c < 1. Since we have no better
information as to the location of c, we must be content with the estimate 0 < R3 < y4/24.
Hence we have
e-X2 = I-x2 + ~x4- ~x6+ R3'
. - -- -. -- - -- -- -- - - - - - - --_.--
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where 0 ~ R3 ~ x8/24, for x E [0, 1]. Therefore, we obtain
t 2 t . {I
10 e-X dx = 10 (1-x2 + !x4 - ~x6)dx + 10 R3dx
= 1 - ~ + /0 - 412+ 11 R3 dx.
Since we have 0 ~ fol R3 dx ~ 9.~4= 2~6 < 0.005, it follows that
{I 2
10 e-X dx ~ ~~ (~ 0.7429) ,
with an error less than 0.005.
Equal Partitions
If f : [a, b] ~ IR is continuous, we know that its Riemann integral exists. To find an
approximate value for this integral with the minimum amount of calculation, it is convenient
to consider partitions Pn of [a, b] into n equal subintervals having length hn := (b - a)/n.
HencePn is the partition:
a < a + hn < a + 2hn < . .. < a + nhn= b.
If we pick our tag points to be the left endpoints and the right endpoints of the subintervals,
we obtain the nth left approximation given by
.
n-I
Ln(f) := hn L f(a + khn),
k=O
and the nth right approximation given by
n
Rn(f) := hn L f(a + khn).
k=I
It should be noted that it is almost as easy to evaluate both of these approximations as only
one of them, since they differ only by the terms f (a) and f (b).
Unless we have reason to believe that one of Ln (f) or Rn(f) is closer to the actual
value of the integral than the other one, we generally take their mean:
'! (Ln(f) + R/f») ,
which is readily seen to equal
(1)
n-I
Tn(f) := hn(!f(a) + L f(a + khn) + !f(b»,
k=I
as a reasonable approximation to f:f.
However, we note that if f is increasing on [a, b], then it is clear from a sketch of the
graph of f that
(2)
In this case, we readily see that
It f - T.(f) I ::: !(R.(f) - L.(f)) b
= !hn (f(b) - f(a» = (f(b) - f(a» . ( ~ a).
- --
- --+ _ __u _ __ +__ ..
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An error estimate such as this is useful, since it gives an upper bound for the error of the
approximation in terms of quantities that are known at the outset. In particular, it can b.e
used to determine how large we should choose n in order to have an approximation that
will be correct to within a specified error E > o.
The above discussion was valid for the case that f is increasing on [a, b]. If f is
. decreasing, then the inequalities in (2) should be reversed. We can summarize both cases
in the following statement.
7.4.1 Theorem Iff: [a, b] -+ JRis monotone and if Tn(f) is given by (1), then
(3) It f - T.(f)1 < If(b) - f(a)1 . (b:-a).
7.4.2 Example If f(x) := e-x2 on [0, 1], then f is decreasing. It follows from (3)
that if n = 8, then Ifol e-x2 dx - Tg(f)1 < (1 - e-1)/16 < 0.04, and if n = 16, then
Ifol e-x2 dx - TI6(f)1 < (1 - e-1)/32 < 0.02. Actually, the approximation is consider-
able better, as we ",:i~lsee in Example7.4.5. 0
The Trapezoidal Rule
The method of numerical integration called the "Trapezoidal Rule" is based on approximat-
ing the continuous function f : [a, b] -+ JRby a piecewise linear continuous function. Let
n E N and, as before, let hn := (b - a) / n and consider the partition P n. We approximate f
by thepiecewiselinearfunctiongnthatpassesthroughthepoints(a + khn, f(a + khn»),
where k = 0, I, . . . ,n. It seems reasonable that the integralf:f will be "approximately
equal to" the integral f:gn when n is sufficiently large (provided that f is reasonably
smooth).
Since the area of a trapezoid with horizontal base h and vertical sides 11and 12is known
to be !h(11 + 12),we have
la+<k+l)hn gn = !hn . [f(a + khn)+ f(a + (k + l)hn)] ,a+khn
for k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Summingthese terms and noting that each partition point in P n
except a and b belongs to two adjacent subintervals, we obtain
t 8. =h.(!f(a) + f(a +h.) +... + f(a + (k -1)h.) + !f(b»).
But the term on the right is precisely Tn(f), found in (1) as the mean of Ln (f) and Rn(f).
We call Tn(f) the nth Trapezoidal Approximation of f.
In Theorem 7.4.1 we obtained an error estimate in the case where f is monotone; we
now state one without this restriction on f, but in terms of the second derivative f" of f.
7.4.3 Theorem Let f, f' and f" be continuous on [a,b] and let Tn(f) be the nth
TrapezoidalApproximation (1). Then thereexists c E [a,b] such that
(4) T.(f) - t f = (b~;)h; . f"(c).
A proof of this result will be given in Appendix D; it depends on a number of results
we have obtained in Chapters 5 and 6. --
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The equality (4) is interestingin that it can giveboth an upperbound and a lowerbound
for the difference Tn(f) - f:f. For example, if f" (x) 2: A > 0 for all x E [a, b], then (4)
implies that this difference always exceeds /2A(b - a)h~.lfwe only have f"(x) ::: 0 for
x E [a, b], which is the case when f is convex (= concave upward), then the Trapezoidal
Approximation is always too large. The reader should draw a figure to visualize this.
However, it is usually the upper bound that is of greater interest.




T (f) - lb f l < (b - a)h~ . B = (b - a)3 . Bn a - 12 2 I2n2 2
When an upper bound B2 can be found, (5) can be used to determine how large n must
be chosen in order to be certain of a desired accuracy.
2
7.4.5 Example If f(x):= e-x on [0,1], then a calculation shows that f"(x) =






~ = - < 0.003.
o 12 . 64 384
On the other hand, if n = 16, then we have
[I 2 1
ITI6(f) - 10 fl ~ 12.256 = 1536 < 0.00066.
Thus, the accuracy in this case is considerably better than predicted in Example 7.4.2 0
The Midpoint Rule
One obvious method of approximating the integral of f is to take the Riemann sums
evaluated at the midpoints of the subintervals. Thus, if P n is the equally spaced partition
given before, the Midpoint Approximation of f is given by
Mn(f) := hn (f(a + !hn) + f (a + ~hn)+... + f (a (n - !}hn))
n
(6) = hn L f (a+ (k - !)hn}.
k=1
Another method might be to use piecewise linear functions that are tangent to the
graph of f at the midpoints of these subintervals.At first glance, it seems as if we would
need to know the slope of the tangent line to the graph of f at each of the midpoints
a + (k - !hn) (k = 1,2, . . " n). However, it is an exercise in geometry to show that the
area of the trapezoid whose top is this tangent line at the midpoint a + (k - !)hn is equal
to the area of the rectangle whose height is f(a + (k - !)hn). (See Figure 7.4.1.) Thus,
this area is given by (6), and the "Tangent Trapezoid Rule" turns out to be the same as
the "Midpoint Rule". We now state a theorem showing that the Midpoint Rule gives better
accuracy than the Trapezoidal Rule by a factor of 2.
-- ---
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i(a + (k - ~)h)2
a + (k - l)k 1a + (k - - )h
2
a + kh
Figure 7.4.1 The tangent trapezoid.
7.4.6 Theorem Let f, f', and f" be continuous on [a, b] and let Mn(f) be the nth
Midpoint Approximation (6). Then there exists y E [a, b] such that .
lb f - Mn(f) = (b ~~)h~ . f"(y).(7)
The proof of this result is in Appendix D.
As in the case with Theorem 7.4.3, formula (7) can be used to give both an upper
bound and a lower bound for the difference f:f - Mn(f), although it is an upper bound
that is usually of greater interest. In contrast with the Trapezoidal Rule, if the function is
convex, then the Midpoint Approximation is always too small.
The next result is parallel to Corollary 7.4.4.




M (f) - lb f l < (b - a)h~ . B = (b - a)3 . B .n a - 24 z 24nz z
Simpson's Rule
The final approximation procedure that we will consider usually gives a better approxi-
mation than either the Trapezoidal or the Midpoint Rule and requires essentially no extra
calculation. However, the convexity (or the concavity) of f does not give any information
about the error for this method.
Whereas the Trapezoidal and Midpoint Rules were based on the approximation of f
by piecewise linear functions, Simpson's' Rule approximates the graph of f by parabolic
arcs. To help motivate the formula, the reader may show that if three points
(-h, Yo)' (0, Yl)' and (h, Yz)
are given, then the quadratic function q(x) := Ax2 + Bx + C that passes through these
points has the property that
--
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Now let f be a continuous function on [a, b] and let n E N be even, and let hn :=
(b - a)/n. On each "double subinterval"
[a,a + 2hn], [a+ 2hn,a + 4hn], ..., [b - 2hn, b],
we approximate f by n /2 quadratic functions that agree with f at the points
Yo := f(a), Yl:= f(a + hn), Y2:= f(a + 2hn), ..., Yn:= f(b).
These considerationslead to the nth Simpson Approximation, definedby
Sn(f) := ~hn(f(a) + 4f(a + hn) + 2f(a + 2hn) + 4f(a + 3hn)
(9) +2f(a + 4hn) + . . . + 2f(b - 2hn) + 4f(b - hn) + f(b»).
Note that the coefficients of the values of f at the n + 1 partition points follow the pattern
1, 4, 2, 4, 2, . . . , 4, 2, 4, 1.
We now state a theorem that gives an estimate about the accuracy of the Simpson
approximation; it involves the fourth derivative of f.
7.4.8 Theorem Let f, t, f", f(3) and f(4) be continuous on [a, b] and let n E N be
even. If Sn(f) is the nth Simpson Approximation (9), then there exists c E [a, b] such
that
(10)
A proof of this result is given in Appendix D.
The next result is parallel to Corollaries 7.4.4 and 7.4.7.
7.4.9 Corollary Let f, f', f", f(3) and f(4) be continuous on [a, b] and let If(4)(x)1 ::::
B4 for all x E [a, b]. Then
(11)
I
s (f) - lb f l < (b - a)h~ . B = (b - a)5 . B .n - 10(\ 4 1nr\4 4a
Successful use of the estimate (11) depends on being able to find an upper bound for
the fourth derivative.
2
7.4.10 Example If f(x) := 4e-x on [0, 1] then a calculation shows that
f(4)(x) = 4e-x2 (4x4 - 12x2+ 3),
whence it follows that If(4)(x)1 :::: 20 for x E [0, 1], so we can take B4 = 20. It follows






:::: 4 .20 = < 0.00003
o 180. 8
and that if n = 16 then
(I 1
ISI6(f) - 10 fl:::: --- - - < 0.0000017. 0
-- --
-.',0' ~ _ __..___ '"'"
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Remark The nth Midpoint Approximation Mn(f)-can be used to "step up" to the (2n)th
Trapezoidal and Simpson Approximations by using the formulas
and
that are given in the Exercises. Thus once the initial Trapezoidal Approximation Tl = Tl (f)
has been calculated, only the Midpoint Approximations Mn = Mn(f) need be found. That
is, we employ the following sequence of calculations:




Tz = !M1 + !Tl'
T4 = !Mz + !Tz'
Tg = !M4 + !T4,
Sz = ~M1 + !T1;
S4 = ~Mz + !Tz;
Sg = ~M4+ !T4;
Exercises for Section 7.4
1. Use the Trapezoidal Approximation with n = 4 to evaluate In 2 = J,2(1/x) dx. Show that
0.6866 :S In 2 :S 0.6958 and that
1 1
0.0013 < - < T4 - In 2 < - < 0.0105.768 - - 96
2. Use the Simpson Approximation withn = 4 to evaluate In2 = J,2(I/x) dx. Show that 0.6927 :S
In 2 :S 0.6933 and that
111
0.000016 < _5 . - < S4-ln2 < - < 0.000521.2 1920- - 1920
3. Let j (x) := (1 + x2)-' for x E [0, 1]. Show that j"(x) = 2(3x2 - 1)(1 + x2)-3 and that
Ij"(x)1 :S 2 for x E [0, 1]. Use the Trapezoidal Approximation with n = 4 to evaluate 1C/4=
Jo' j (x) dx. Show that IT4(f) - (1C/4)1:S 1/96 < 0.0105.
4. If the Trapezoidal Approximation Tn(f) is used to approximate 1C/4 as in Exercise 3, show that
we must take n ::: 409 in order to be sure that the error is less than 10-6.
5. Let j be as in Exercise 3. Show that j(4)(x) = 24(5x4 - IOx2 + 1)(1 + X2)-5 and that
1J<4)(x)1 :S 96 for x E [0,1]. Use Simpson's Approximation with n = 4 to evaluate 1C/4. Show
that IS4(f) - (1C/4)1 :S 1/480 < 0.0021.
6. If the Simpson Approximation Sn(f) is used to approximate 1C/4 as in Exercise 5, show that we
must take n ::: 28 in order to be sure that the error is less than 10-6.
7. If p is a polynomial of degree at most 3, show that the Simpson Approximations are exact.
8. Show that if j" (x) ::: 0 on [a, b] (that is, if j is convex on [a, b]), then for any natural numbers
m, n we have Mn(f) :S J: j(x) dx :S Tm(f). If j"(x) :S Oon [a, b], this inequality is reversed.
9. Showthat T2/f) = HMn(f)+ Tn(f)].
10. Showthat S2n(f) =~Mn(f) + ~Tn(f).
11. Show that one has the estimate ISn(f) - J: j(X)dxl:s [(b-a)2/18n2]B2, where B2:::
Ij"(x)1 for all x E [a, b].
- -- . - . . - --. ------ --- --
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12. Note that fo1(1- x2)1/2 dx = Tr/4. Explain why the error estimates given by formulas (4), (7),
and (10) cannot be used. Show that if h(x) = (1 - X2)1/2for x in [0, 1], then Tn(h) ::: Tr/4 :5
Mn(h). Calculate M8(h) and T8(h).
13. If h is as in Exercise 12, explain why K := fo1/..tih(x) dx = Tr/8 + 1/4. Show that Ih"(x)I :5
23/2 and that Ih(4)(x) I :5 9.27/2 for x E [0, 1/.J2]. Show that IK - Tn(h)1 :5 1/12n2 and that
IK - Sn(h)1 ~ 1/lOn4. Use these results to calculate Tr.
In Exercises 14-20, approximate the indicated integrals, giving estimates for the error. Use a calculator
to obtain a high degree of precision.
14. 12(1 + x4)1/2dx. 15. 12 (4 + x3)1/2 dx. 1
1 dx











o x o 1 + sin x .
20.




In previous chapters we have often made use of sequences of real numbers. In this chapter
we shall consider sequences whose terms arefunctions rather than real numbers. Sequences
of functions arise naturally in real analysis and are especially useful in obtaining approxi-
mations to a given function and defining new functions from known ones.
In Section 8.1 we will introduce two different notions of convergence for a sequence of
functions: pointwise convergence and uniform convergence. The latter type of convergence
is very important, and will be the main focus of our attention. The reason for this focus is
the fact that, as is shown in Section 8.2, uniform convergence "preserves" certain properties
in the 1Sensethat if each term of a uniformly convergent sequence of functions possesses
these properties, then the limit function also possesses the properties.
In Section 8.3 we will apply the concept of uniform convergence to define and derive
the basic properties of the exponential and logarithmic functions. Section 8.4 is devoted to
a similar treatment of the trigonometric functions.
Section 8.1 Pointwise and Uniform Convergence
Let A C JRbe given and suppose that for each n E N there is a function In : A -+ JR;we
shall say that (In) is a sequence of functions on A to JR.Clearly, for each x E A, such a
sequence gives rise to a sequence of real numbers, namely the sequence
(1)
obtained by evaluating each of the functions at the point x. For certain values of x E A
the sequence (1) may converge, and for other values of x E A this sequence may diverge.
For each x E A for which the sequence (1) converges, there is a uniquely determined real
number lim(ln(x». In general, the value of this limit, when it exists, will depend on the
choice of the point x E A. Thus, there arises in this way a function whose domain consists
of all numbersx E A for which the sequence (1) converges.
8.1.1 Definition Let (In) be a sequenceof functionson A C JR to JR,let Ao C A, and let
I : Ao -+ JR. Wesay that the sequence (In) converges on Ao to I if, for each x E Ao' the
sequence (In (x» converges to I (x) in JR. In this case we call I the limit on Ao of the
sequence (In)' When such a function I exists, we say that the sequence (In) is convergent
on Ao' or that (In) converges pointwise on Ao'
It follows from Theorem 3.1.4 that, except for a possible modification of the domain
Ao' the limit function is uniquely determined. Ordinarily we choose Ao to be the largest
set possible; that is, we take Ao to be the set of all x E A for which the sequence (1) is
convergent in JR.
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In order to symbolize that the sequence (In) converges on Ao to I, we sometimes
write
or
Sometimes,when In and I are givenby formulas,we write
for x E Ao' or for x E Ao.
8.1.2 Examples (a) lim(x In) = 0 for x E JR.
For n EN, let In(x) := xln and let I(x) := 0 for x E JR.By Example 3.1.6(a), we
have lim(1ln) = O.Hence it followsfromTheorem 3.2.3 that
lim(ln(x)) = lim(xln) = x lim(1ln) = x .0= 0
for all x E JR. (See Figure 8.1.1.)
(l,g(l »
f
Figure 8.1.1 fn(x) = x/no
(b) lim(xn).
Let gn(x) := xn for x E JR, n EN. (See Figure 8.1.2.) Clearly, if x = 1, then the
sequence (gn(1)) = (1) converges to 1. It follows from Example 3. 1.11(b) that lim(xn) = 0
for 0 < x < 1 and it is readily seen that this is also true for -1 < x < O.If x = -1, then
gn(-I) = (-1)\ and it was seen in Example 3.2.8(b) that the sequence is divergent.
Similarly, if Ixl > 1, then the sequence (xn) is not bounded, and so it is not convergent
in JR.We conclude that if
g(X):{~
for - 1 < x < 1,
for x = 1,
then the sequence (gn) converges to g on the set (-1, 1].
(c) lim{(x2+ nx)/n) = x for x e JR.
Let h/x) := (x2 + nx)ln for x E JR, n EN, and let h(x) := x for x E JR.(See Fig-
ure 8.1.3.) Since we have hn(x) = (x2In) + x, it follows from Example 3.1.6(a) and
Theorem 3.2.3 that hn(x) ~ x = h(x) for all x E JR.
--
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Figure8.1.3 hn(x) = (X2+nx)jn, Figure 8.1.4 Fn(x) = sin(nx + n)jn.
(d) lim{(l/n) sin(nx + n») = 0 for x E JR.
Let Fn(x) := (l/n) sin(nx + n) for x E JR, n EN, and let F(x) := 0 for x E JR.(See
Figure 8.1.4.) Since Isinyl ::: 1 for all y E JRwe have
(2) IFn(x) - F(x)1 = I~ sin(nx + n)1 :::.~
for all x E JR.Therefore it follows that lim(Fn(x» = 0 = F(x) for all x E JR.The reader
should note that, given any E > 0, if n is sufficiently large, then IFn(x) - F (x) I < E for all
values of x simultaneously! 0
Partly to reinforce Definition 8.1.1 and partly to prepare the way for the important
notion of uniform convergence, we reformulate Definition 8.1.1 as follows.
8.1.3 Lemma A sequence (In) of functions on A C JR to JR converges to a function
I : Ao ~ JR on Ao if and only if for each E > 0 and each x E Ao there is a natural number
K(E, x) such that ifn 2: K(E, x), then
(3)
We leave it to the reader to show that this is equivalent to Definition 8.1.1. We wish to
emphasize that the value of K (E,x) will depend, in general, on both E > 0 and x E Ao' The
reader should confirm the fact that hi Examples 8.1.2(a-c), the value of K(E, x) required
to obtain an inequality such as '(3) does depend on both E > 0 and x E Ao' The intuitive
reason for this is that the convergence of the sequence is "significantly faster" at some
points than it is at others. However, in Example 8.I.2(d), as we have seen in inequality (2),
if we choosen sufficientlylarge,we can make IFn (x) - F (x) I < E for all values of x E JR.
It is precisely this rather subtle difference that distinguishes between the notion of the
"pointwise convergence" of a sequence of functions (as defined in Definition 8.1.1) and the
notion of "uniform convergence".
Uniform Convergence
V _ #, V;' 'n / I I .~
8.1.4 Definition A sequence (in) of functions on A c JRto JRconverges uniformly
on Ao C A to a functionI : Ao ~ JRif for each E > 0 there is a natural number K (E)
(dependingon Ebut not on x E Ao) such that if n 2: K (E),then
(4) Iln(x) - l(x)1 < E for all x E Ao'
- -
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In this case we say that the sequence (In) is.uniformly convergent on Ao' Sometimes we
write
or for x E Ao'
It is an immediate consequence of the definitions that if the sequence (In) is unifonnly
convergent on Ao to I, then this sequence also converges pointwise on Ao to I in the sense
of Definition 8.1.1. That the converse is not always true is seen by a careful examination of
Examples 8.1.2(a-c); other examples will be given below.
It is sometimes useful to have the following necessary and sufficient condition for a





8.1.5 Le a A sequence(In) off unctions on A C JRto JRdoes not convergeunifonnly
on Ao C to a function I : Ao --+ JRif and only if for some EO> 0 there is a subsequence
(In) of (In) and a sequence (xk) in Ao such thatk
(5) link (Xk) - I (Xk) I > EO for all kEN.
The proof of this result requires only that the reader negate Definition 8.1.4; we leave
this to the reader as an important exercise. We now show how this result can be used.
8.1.6 Examples (a) Consider Example 8.1.2(a). If we let nk := k and xk := k, then
In (Xk) = 1 so that I/n (xk) - l(xk)1 = 11 - 01 = 1. Therefore the sequence (In) does notk k




(b) ConsIderExample8.1.2(b).Ifnk := k andxk:= '2 ,then
Ignk(xk) - g(Xk) I = 14 - 01 = 4.
Therefore the sequence (gn) does not converge uniformly on (-1, 1] to g.
(c) Consider Example 8.1.2(c). If nk := k and xk := -k, then hn (xk) = 0 and h(xk) =k
-k so that Ihn (xk) - h(xk)1 = k. Therefore the sequence (hn) does not converge uniformlyk
on JRto h. 0
The Uniform Norm
In discussing uniform convergence, it is often convenient to use the notion of the uniform
norm on a set of bounded functions.
8.1.7 Definition If A C JRand cp: A --+JRis a function,we say that cpis bounded on A
if the set cp(A) is a bounded subset of JR.If cpis bounded we define the uniform norm of
cpon A by
(6) IIcpliA:= sup{lcp(x)1: x E A}.
Note that it follows that if E > 0, then
(7) for all x EA.
8.1.8 Lemma A sequence (In) of boundedfunctions on A C JRconvergesunifonnlyon
A to I if and only if II In - IliA --+O.









"-.- -_. - J
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Proof. (=» If (In) converges uniformly on A to I, then by Definition 8.1.4, given any
e > 0 there exists K(e) such that if n ~ K(e) and x E A then
I/n(x) - l(x)1 ::::: e.
Fromthe definitionof supremum,it followsthat IIIn - IliA:::::e whenever n > K (e). Since
e > 0 is arbitrary this implies that II In - I II A --+O.
(*=) If IIIn - I II A --+0, then given e > 0 there is a naturalnumber B (e) such that if
n 2: B(e) then IIIn - IliA:::::e. It follows from (7) that I/n(x) - l(x)1 :::::e for all n > B(e)
and x E A. Therefore (In) converges uniformly on A to I. Q.E.D.
We now illustrate the use of Lemma 8.1.8 as a tool in examining a sequence of bounded
functions for uniform convergence.
8.1.9 Examples (a) We cannot apply Lemma 8.1.8 to the sequence in Example 8.1.2(a)
since the function In (x) - I (x) = xl n is not bounded on JR.
For the sake of illustration, let A := [0, 1]. Although the sequence (xln) did not
converge uniformly on JR to the zero function, we shall show that the convergence is
uniform on A. To see this, we observe that
1
II/n - IliA= sup{lxln- 01:0 :::::x ::::: I} = -n
so that IIIn - I IIA --+ O.Therefore (In) is uniformly convergent on A to I.
(b) Let gn(x) := xn for x E A := [0, 1] and n EN, and let g(x) := 0 for 0 ::::: x < 1 and
g(1) := 1.The functionsgn(x) - g(x) are bounded on A and
II - II = su
{
xn for 0:::::x < I
}
= 1
gn gAP 0 for x = 1
for any n EN. Since IIgn- gilA does not converge to 0, we infer that the sequence (gn)
does not converge uniformly on A to g.
(c) We cannot apply Lemma 8.1.8 to the sequence in Example 8.1.2(c) since the function
hn (x) - hex) = x2 In is not bounded on JR.
Instead, let A := [0,8] and consider
IIhn- hilA= sup{x2In : 0 :::::x :::::8}= 641n.
Therefore, the sequence (hn) converges uniformly on A to h.
(d) If we refer to Example 8.1.2(d), we see from (2) that IIFn- FIIR ::::: I/n. Hence (Fn)
converges uniformly on IRto F.
(e) Let G(x) := xn(1 - x) for x E A := [0, 1]. Then the sequence (G/x» converges to
G(x) := 0 for each x E A. To calculate the uniform norm of Gn - G = Gn on A, we find
the derivative and solve
G~(x) = xn-l(n - (n+ l)x) = 0
to obtain the point xn := nl(n + 1). This is an interior point of [0, 1], and it is easily
verified by psing the First Derivative Test 6.2.8 that Gn attains a maximum on [0, 1] at xn'
Therefore, we obtain
1
IIGnliA= Gn(xn)= (1+ I/n)-n. _ 1'n+
which converges to (lie) .0 = O.Thus we see that convergence is uniform onA. 0
- --
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By making use of the unifonn nonn, we can obtain a necessary and sufficient condition
for unifonn convergence that is often useful.
8.1.10 Cauchy Criterion for Uniform Convergence Let (In) be a sequence of bounded
functions on A C JR.Then this sequence converges uniformly on A to a bounded function
I if and only if for each e > 0 there is a number H(e) in N such that for all m, n 2: H(e),
then II 1m - In II A =::: e.
Proof. (:::} ) If In =4 I on A, then givene > 0 there exists a natural numberK (~e) such
that if n > K He) then IIIn - I II A =::: ~ e. Hence,if both m, n > K He), then we conclude
that
Itm(x) - In(x)1 =:::Itm(x) - l(x)1 + I/n(x) - l(x)1 =:::~e + ~e = e
forallx EA. Therefore111m - InliA=:::e,form,n 2: K(~e) =: H(e).
(<=) Conversely, suppose that for e > 0 there is H(e) such that if m, n 2: H(e), then
111m - In II A =::: e. Therefore,for each x E A we have
(8) for m, n 2: ~ (e) .
It follows that (In (x» is a Cauchy sequence in JR;therefore, by Theorem 3.5.5, it is a
convergent sequence. We define I : A ~ JRby
I(x) := lim(ln(x» for x EA.
If we let n ~ 00 in (8), it follows from Theorem 3.2.6 that for each x E A we have
for m 2: H(e).
Therefore the sequence (In) converges uniformly on A to I. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 8.1
1. Showthat lim(xf(x + n» = 0 for all x e JR,x 2: O.
2. Show that lim(nxf(l + n2x2» = 0 for all x e R
3. Evaluat.elim(nxf(l + nx» for x e ~, x 2: O.
4. Evaluate lim(xn f (1 + xn» for x e JR,x 2: O.
5. Evaluate lim«sinnx)f(l + nx» for x e JR,x 2: O.
6. Show that lim(Arctan nx) = (7rf2)sgn x for x e R
7. Evaluate lim(e-nx) for x e JR,x 2: O.
8. Show that lim(xe-nx) = 0 for x e JR,x 2: O.
9. Show that lim(x2e-nx) = 0 and that 1im(n2x2e-nx) = 0 for x e JR,x 2: O.
10. Show that lim (cos 7rx)2n) exists for all x e R What is its limit?
11. Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 1 is uniform on the interval
[0, a], but is not uniform on the interval [0, 00).
12. Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 2 is uniform on the interval
[a, 00), but is not uniform on the interval [0, 00).
13. Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 3 is uniform on the interval
[a, 00), but is not uniform on the interval [0, 00).
r
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Show that if ° < b < 1, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 4 is uniform on the
interval [0, b], but is not uniform on the interval [0, 1].
Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 5 is uniform on the interval
[a, 00), but is not uniform on the interval [0, 00).
Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 6 is uniform on the interval
[a, 00), but is not uniform on the interval (0,00).
Show that if a > 0, then the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 7 is uniform on the interval
[a, 00), but is not uniform on the interval [0, 00).
Show that the convergence of the sequence in Exercise 8 is uniform on [0, 00).
Show that the sequence (x2e-nx) converges uniformly on [0, 00).
Show that if a > 0, then the sequence (n2x2e-nx) converges uniformly on the interval [a, 00),
but that it does not converge uniformly on the interval [0, 00).
Show that if Un)' (gn) converge uniformly on the set A to I, g, respectively,then Un + gn)
converges uniformly on A to I + g.
Showthatif In(x) := x + Iln and I(x) := x forx E JR,thenUn) convergesuniformlyonJR
to I, but the sequence U;) does not converge uniformly on JR.(Thus the product of uniformly
convergent sequences of functions may not converge uniformly.)
Let Un)' (gn) be sequences of bounded functions on A that converge uniformly on A to I, g,
respectively.Showthat Ungn) converges uniformly on A to Ig.
Let Un) be a sequence of functions that converges uniformly to I on A and that satisfies
IIn(x) I ~ M for alln E N and all x EA. If g is continuous on the interval [- M, M], show that
the sequence (g 0 In) converges uniformly to g 0 I on A.
Section 8.2 Interchange of Limits
It is often useful to know whether the limit of a sequence of functions is a continuous
function, a differentiable function, or a Riemann integrable function. Unfortunately, it
is not always the case that the limit of a sequence of functions possesses these useful
properties.
8.2.1 Example (a) Let gn(x) := xn for x E [0, 1] and n EN. Then, as we have noted
in Example 8.I.2(b), the sequence (gn) converges pointwise to the function
g(x) :=
(
o for 0::::x < 1,
1 for x = 1.
Although all of the functions gn are continuous at x = 1, the limit function g is not
continuous at x = 1. Recall that it was shown in Example 8.I.6(b) that this sequence does
not converge uniformly to g on [0, 1].
(b) Each of the functions gn(x) = xn in part (a) has a continuous derivative on [0, 1].
However, the limit function g does not have a derivative at x = 1, since it is not continuous
at that point.
(c) Let In : [0, 1] -+ IRbe definedfor n > 2 by
{
n2x for
fn(x):= _n2 (x - 21n) for
° for
















(SeeFigure 8.2.1.) It is clear that each of the functions In is continuouson [0, 1]; hence
it is Riemann integrable. Either by means of a direct calculation, or by referring to the
significance of the integral as an area, we obtain
11 In (x) dx = 1 for n::: 2.
The reader may show that In (x) ~ 0 for all x E [0, 1]; hence the limit function I vanishes
identically and is continuous (and hence integrable), and Jo1I(x) dx = o. Therefore we
have the uncomfortablesituation that:




Figure 8.2.1 Example 8.2.1(c).
(d) Those who consider the functions In in part (c) to be "artificial" may prefer to consider
the sequence (hn) defined by hn(x) := 2nxe-nx2 for x E [0, 1], n EN. Since hn = H~,
2
where Hn(x) := _e-nx ,the FundamentalTheorem7.3.1 gives
11 hn(x) dx = Hn(l) - Hn(O) = 1 - e-n.
It is an exercise to showthat h(x) := lim(hn(x» = 0 for allx E [0, 1]; hence
11 h(x)dx:/: lim 11 hn(x)dx. 0
Although the extent of the discontinuity of the limit function in Example 8.2.1(a) is
not very great, it is evident that more complicated examples can be constructed that will
produce more extensive discontinuity. In any case, we must abandon the hope that the limit
of a convergent sequence of continuous [respectively, differentiable, integrable] functions
will be continuous [respectively, differentiable, integrable].
It will now be seen that the additional hypothesis of uniform convergence is sufficient
to guarantee that the limit of a sequence of continuous functions is continuous. Similar
results will also be established for sequences of differentiable and integrable functions.
Interchange of Limit and Continuity
8.2.2 Theorem Let (In) be a sequence of continuous functions on a set A c JR and




Proof. By hypothesis, given s > 0 there exists a natural number H := H(ls) such that
if n > H then Ifn(x) - f(x)1 < ls for all x E A. Let c E A be arbitrary; we will show
that f is continuous at c. By the Triangle Inequality we have
If(x) - f(c)1 < If(x) - fH(x) I + IfH(x) - fH(c) I + IfH(c) - f(c)1
::: ls + IfH(x) - fH(c) I + ls.
Since fH is continuous at c, there exists a number 8 := 8Gs, c, fH) > 0 such that if
Ix - cl < 8 and x E A, then IfH(x) - fH(c)1 < ls. Therefore,if Ix - cl < 8 andx E A,
thenwehave If (x) - f (c)I < s. Sinces > 0 is arbitrary,thisestablishesthecontinuityof




Figure 8.2.2 IJ(x) - J(c)1 < s.
Remark Although the unifonn convergence of the sequence of continuous functions
is sufficient to guarantee the continuity of the limit function, it is not necessary. (See
Exercise 2.)
Interchange of Limit and Derivative
We mentionedin Section6.1 thatWeierstrassshowedthat thefunctiondefinedby the series
00
f(x) := L 2-k cos(3kx)
k=O
is continuous at every point but does not have a derivative at any point in JR.By considering
the partial sums of this series, we obtain a sequence of functions (fn) that possess a
derivative at every point and are uniformly convergent to f. Thus, even though the sequence
of differentiable functions (fn) is uniformly convergent, it does not follow that the limit
function is differentiable.
We now show that if the sequence of derivatives (f~) is uniformly convergent, then
all is well. If one adds the hypothesis that the derivatives are continuous, then it is possible
to give a short proof, based on the integral. (See Exercise 11.) However, if the derivatives
are not assumed to be continuous, a somewhat more delicate argument is required.
8.2.3 Theorem Let J c JRbe a bounded interval and let (fn) be a sequence of functions
on J to JR. Suppose that there exists Xo E J such that (fn (xo» converges, and that the
sequence (f~) of derivatives exists on J and converges unifonnly on J to a function g.
Then the sequence (fn) converges unifonnlyon J to a function f that has a derivative
at every point of J and f' = g.
- ----
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Proof. Let a < b be the endpoints of J and let x E J be arbitrary. If m, n EN, we apply
the Mean Value Theorem 6.2.4 to the difference fm - fn on the interval with endpoints xo'
x. We conclude that there exists a point y (depending on m, n) such that
fm(x) - fn(x) = fm(xo)- fn(xo)+ (x - xo){f~(Y) - f~(Y)}.
Hence we have
(1)
From Theorem 8.1.10, it follows from (1) and the hypotheses that (fn (xo» is convergent and
that (f~) is uniformly convergent on J, that (fn) is uniformly convergent on J. We denote
the limit of the sequence (fn) by f. Since the fn are all continuous and the convergence is
uniform, it follows from Theorem 8.2.2 that f is continuous on J.
To establish the existence of the derivative of f at a point c E J, we apply the Mean
Value Theorem 6.2.4 to fm - fn on an interval with end points c, x. We conclude that there
exists a point z (depending on m, n) such that
{fm(x) - fn(x)} - {fm(c) - fn(c)} = (x - c) {f~(z) - f~(z)}.
Hence, if x #- c, we have.
1
fm(x) - fm(c) - fn(x) - fn(c)
I
< Ilf~ - f~"J'x-c x-c
Since (f~) converges uniformly on J, if e > 0 is given there exists H (e) such that if
m, n ::: H(e) and x #- c, then
(2)
1




If we take the limit in (2) withrespect to m and use Theorem 3.2.6, we have
1




provided that x #- c, n ::: H(e). Since g(c) = lim(f~(c», there exists N(e) such that if
n 2: N(e), then If~(c) - g(c)1 < e. Now let K := sup{H(e), N(e)}. Since f~(c) exists,
there exists 0K(e) > 0 such that if 0 < Ix - cl < 0K(e),then
I
fK(x) - fK(c) I ' (
)1
- K c < e.x-c





3- g c < e.x-c
Sincee > Oisarbitrary,thisshowsthat f'(c) existsandequals g(c). Sincec E J is arbitrary,
we conclude that f' =g on J. Q.E.D.
Interchange of Limit and Integral
Wehaveseenin Example8.2.1(c)that if (fn) is a sequence'R.[a,b] that convergeson [a, b]
to a function f in 'R.[a,b], then it need not happen that .
(3) lb f = lim lb f. .a n-.oo a n
--
- - - - - - -. .-..-
;..;,J
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We will now show that uniform convergence of the sequence is sufficient to guarantee that
this equality holds.
8.2.4 Theorem Let (In) be a sequence of functions in 'R.[a,b] and suppose that (In)
convergesuniformlyon [a,b] to I. ThenI E 'R.[a,b] and (3) holds.
Proof. It follows from the Cauchy Criterion 8.1.10 that, given e > 0 there exists H(e)
such that if m > n ::: H(e) then
for x E [a.b].
Theorem 7.1.4 implies that
-e(b - a) :::: ib1m -ib In :::: e(b - a).
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the sequence (f: 1m) is a Cauchy sequence in JRand therefore
converges to some number, say A E JR.
We now show I E 'R.[a, b] with integral A. If e > 0 is given, let K(e) be such that
if m > K(e), then I/m(x) - l(x)1 < e for all x E [a, b]. If P := {([Xi_I'xi]' ti)}7=1is any
tagged partition of [a, b] and if m > K (e), then
n
< L I/m(ti) - l(ti)1 (xi - xi_I)
i=I
n
:::: L e(xi - Xi-I) = e(b - a).
i=l
We now choose r > K(e) such that If:I, - AI< e and we let O"E> 0 be such that
b' .
Ifa I, - S(/,; P)I < e whenever IIPII < O'.E'Then we have
IS(/; p) - AI::::IS(/; p) - S(/,; p)1+ IS(/,;p) -ib 1,1+ lib I, - AI
:::: e(b - a) + e + e = e(b - a +2).
But since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that I E 'R.[a, b] and f:I = A. Q.E.D.
The hypothesis of uniform convergence is a very stringent one and restricts the utility
of this result. In Section 10.4 we will obtain some far-reaching generalizations of Theorem
8.2.4. For the present, we will state a result that does not require the uniformity of the
convergence, but does require that the limit function be Riemann integrable. The proof is
omitted.
8.2.5 Bounded Convergence Theorem Let (In) be a sequence in 'R.[a,b] that con-
verges on [a, b] to a function I E 'R.[a,b]. Suppose also that there exists B > 0 such that
I/n(x)1 < B for all x E [a, b], n EN. Then equation (3) holds.
--------
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Dini's Theorem
We will end this section with a famous theorem due to Ulisse Dini (1845-1918) which
gives a partial converse to Theorem 8.2.2 when the sequence is monotone. We will present
a proof using nonconstant gauges (see Section 5.5).
8.2.6 Dini's Theorem Suppose that (In) is a monotone sequence of continuous functions
on I := [a, b] thatconvergeson I to a continuousfunction I. Then the convergence of the
sequence is uniform.
Proof. We suppose that the sequence (In) is decreasing and let gm := 1m - I. Then (gm)
is a decreasing sequence of continuous functions converging on I to the O-function. We
will show that the convergence is uniform on I.
Given E > 0, tEl, there exists mEtEN such that 0 < g (t) < e/2. Since g is, mE" mE"
continuous at t, there exists 8/t) > 0 such that 0 ~ gm (x) < e for all x E I satisfyingE,'
Ix- tl ~ 8E(t). Thus, 8Eis a gauge on I, and ifP = {(Ij' t)}7=1 is a 8E-finepartition, we
set ME := max{mst ' ..., mE' }. Ifm ~ MEand x E I, then (by Lemma 5.5.3) there existstIt n
an index i with Ix - tj I ~ 8E (tj) and hence .
o ~ gm(x) ~ gm,t.(x) < e.I
Therefore, the sequence (gm) converges uniformly to the O-function. Q.E.D.
It will be seen in the exercises that we cannot drop anyone of the three hypotheses: (i)
the functions In are continuous, (ii) the limit function I is continuous, (iii) I is a closed
bounded interval.
Exercises for Section 8.2
1. Show that the sequence «xn /(1 + xn» does not converge uniformly on [0,2] by showing that
the limit function is not continuous on [0, 2].
2. Prove that the sequence in Example 8.2.1(c) is an example of a sequence of continuous functions
that converges nonuniformly to -acontinuous limit.
3. Construct a sequence of functions on [0, 1] each of which is discontinuous at every point of [0, 1]
and which converges uniformly to a function that is continuous at every point.
4. Suppose Un) is a sequence of continuous functions on an interval I that converges uniformly on
I to a function I. If (xn) ~ I converges to Xo e I, show that limUn(xn» = I(xo)'
5. Let I : R -+ R be uniformly continuous on R and let In(x) := I(x + l/n) for x e R. Show
that Un) converges uniformly on R to I.
6. LetIn(x) := 1/(1 + xt forx e [0,1].FindthepointwiselimitI of the sequenceUn) on [0, 1].
Does Un) converge uniformly to I on [0, I]?
7. Suppose the sequence Un) converges uniformly to I on the set A, and suppose that each In is
bounded on A. (That is, for each n there is a constant Mn such that I/n (x)1 ~ Mn for all x eA.)
Show that the function I is boundedon A.
8. Let In(x) := nx/(1 + nx2) for x e A := [0,00), Show that each In is bounded on A, but the
pointwise limit I of the sequence is not bounded on A. Does Un) converge uniformly to I on A?
---
...
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9. Let In (X) := Xn/n for x E [0,1]. Show that the sequ~nce (In) of differentiable functions con-
verges unifonnly to a differentiable function I on [0, 1], and that the sequence U~) converges
on [0, 1] to a function g, but that g(1) :I: I' (1).
10. Let gn(x) := e-nx /n for x ::: 0, n E N. Examine the relation between lim(gn) and lim(g~).
11. Let I := [a, b] and let Un) be a sequence of functions on I -+ IRthat converges on I to I.
Suppose that each derivative I~is continuous on I and that the sequence U~) is unifonnly
convergentto g on I. Prove that I(x) - I(a) = f:g(t) dt and that I'(x) = g(x) for all x E I.
12. Show that lim fl2 e-nx2 dx = O.
13. If a > 0, show that limL7r(sinnx)/(nx) dx = O.What happens if a = O?
14. Let In(x) := nx/(1 + nx) for x E [0, 1]. Show that Un) converges nonunifonnly to an inte-
grable function I and that fol I (x) dx = lim fol In (x) dx.
15. Letgn(x):= nx(1- x)n for x E [0,1], n EN. Discuss the convergence of (gn) and <folgn dx).
16. Let {rl, r2, . . . , rn . . .} be an enumeration of the rational numbers in I := [0, 1], and let In :
I -+ JRbe definedto be 1 if x = rl, .. " rn and equal to 0 otherwise. Show that In is Riemann
integrable for each n E N, that II (x) ::s 12 (x) ::s .. . ::s In (x) ::s .. . and that I (x) := lim(ln (x»
is the Dirichlet function, which is not Riemann integrable on [0, 1].
17. Let In (x) := 1for x E (0, l/n) and In (x) :=Oelsewherein[O, 1]. Show that Un) isadecreas-
ing sequence of discontinuous functions that converges to a continuous limit function, but the
convergence is not uniform on [0, 1].
18. Let In(x) := xn for x E [0, 1], n EN. Show that Un) is a decreasing sequence of continuous
functions that converges to a function that is not continuous, but the convergence is not uniform
on [0, 1].
19. Let In(x) := x/n forx E [0,00), n EN. Show that Un) is a decreasing sequence of continuous
functions that converges to a continuous limit function, but the convergence is not uniform on
[0,00).
20. Give an example of a decreasing sequence Un) of continuous functions on [0, 1) that converges
to a continuous limit function, but the convergence is not uniform on [0, 1).
Section 8.3 The Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
We will now introduce the exponential and logarithmic functions and will derive some of
their most important properties. In earlier sections of this book we assumed some familiarity
with these functions for the purpose of discussing examples. However, it is necessary at
some point to place these important functions on a firm foundation in order to establish
their existence and determine their basic properties. We will do that here. There are several
alternative approaches one can take to accomplish this goal. We will proceed by first proving
the existence of a function that has itself as derivative. From this basic result, we obtain
the main properties of the exponential function. The logarithm function is then introduced
as the inverse of the exponential function, and this inverse relation is used to derive the
properties of the logarithm function.
The Exponential Function
Webeginby establishingthe key existenceresult for the exponentialfunction.
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8.3.1 Theorem There exists a function E : JR~ JRsuch that:
(i) E' (x) = E (x) for all x E JR.
(ii) E(O) = 1.
Proof. We inductively define a sequence (En) of continuous functions as follows:
(1) E1(x): = 1 +x,
(2) En+l(x) : = 1+ lx En(t)dt,
for all n EN, x E JR. Clearly E1 is continuous on JRand hence is integrable over any
bounded interval. If En has been defined and is continuous on JR,then it is integrable over
any bounded interval, so that En+1 is well-defined by the above fonnula. Moreover, it
follows from the Fundamental Theorem (Second Fonn) 7.3.5 that En+1is differentiable at
any point x E JRand that
(3) for n EN.
An induction argument (which we leave to the reader) shows that
X x2 xn
(4) E (x) = 1+ - + - + . . . + - for x E JR
n l! 2! n! .























Since lim(An In!) = 0, it follows that the sequence (En) converges uniformly on the interval
[-A, A] where A > 0 is arbitrary. In particular this means that (En (x» converges for each
x E JR.We define E : JR ~ JRby
for x E JR.
Since each x E JRis contained inside some interval [-A, A], it follows from Theorem 8.2.2
that E is continuous at x. Moreover, it is clear from (1) and (2) that En (0) = 1 for all n EN.
Therefore E (0) = 1, which proves (ii).
On any interval [-A, A] we have the unifonn convergence of the sequence (En). In
view of (3), we also have the unifonn convergence of the sequence (E~) of derivatives. It
therefore follows from Theorem 8.2.3 that the limit function E is differentiable on [-A, A]
and that
E'(x) = lim(E~(x» = lim(En_1(x»= E(x)
for all x E [-A, A]. Since A > 0 is arbitrary, statement (i) is established. Q.E.D.
8.3.2 Corollary The function E has a derivative of every order and E(n)(x) = E(x) for
all n E N, x E JR.
=-
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Proof. If n = 1, the statement is merely property.(i). It follows for arbitrary n EN by
Induction. Q.E.D.
8.3.3 Corollary lfx > 0, then 1 + x < E(x).
Proof. It is clear from (4) that if x > 0, then the sequence (En (x» is strictly increasing.
Hence E 1(x) < E (x) for all x > O. Q.E.D.
It is next shown that the function E, whose existence was established in Theorem 8.3.1,
is unique.
8.3.4 Theorem The function E : JR-+ JR that satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 8.3.1 is
unique.
Proof. Let Eland E2 be two functionson JRto JRthat satisfy properties (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 8.3.1 and let F := EI - E2. Then
F'(x) = E~(x) - E~(x) = EI (x) - E2(x) = F(x)
for all x E JR ~d
F(O) = E1(0) - E2(0) = 1 - 1 = O.
It is clear (by Induction) that F has derivatives of all orders and indeed that F(n)(x) = F (x)
for n E N, x E JR.
Let x E JRbe arbitrary, and let Ix be the closed interval with endpoints 0, x. Since F
is continuous on Ix' there exists K > 0 such that IF(t)1 :::::K for all t E Ix' If we apply
Taylor's Theorem 6.4.1 to F on the interval Ix and use the fact that F(k)(O) = F(O) =0
for all kEN, it follows that for each n E N there is a point cn E Ix such that
F' (0) F(n-I) F(n) (c )
F(x) = F(O)+ -x + . . . + xn-I + n xn





IF (x)1 ::::: I for all n E N.n.
But since lim(lxln In!) = 0, we conclude that F(x) = O.Sincex E JRis arbitrary, we infer
that EI (x) - E2(x) = F(x) =0 forallx E JR. Q.E.D.
The standard tenninology and notation for the function E (which we now know exists
and is unique) is given in the following definition.
8.3.5 Definition The unique function E : JR-+ JRsuch that E' (x) = E (x) for all x E JR
and E (0) = 1,is calledthe exponential function. The numbere := E (1) is called Euler's
number. We will frequently write
exp(x) := E(x) or eX := E(x) for x E JR.
The number e can be obtained as a limit, and thereby approximated, in several different
ways. [See Exercises 1 and 10, and Example 3.3.6.]
The use of the notation eX for E(x) is justified by property (v) in the next theorem,
where it is noted that if r is a rational number, then E(r) and er coincide. (Rational exponents
.J. - - --- - - ---
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were discussed in Section 5.6.) Thus, the function E can be viewed as extending the idea
of exponentiation from rational numbers to arbitrary real numbers. For a definition of aX
for a > 0 and arbitrary x E JR, see Definition8.3.10.
8.3.6 Theorem The exponential function satisfies the following properties:
(iii) E (x) =1= 0 for all x E JR;
(iv) E(x + y) = E(x)E(y) for allx, y E JR;
(v) E(r) = er for all r E Q.
Proof. (iii) Let a E JRbe such that E(a) = 0, and let Ja be the closed interval with
endpoints 0, a. Let K > IE(t)1 for all t E Ja. Taylor's Theorem 6.4.1, implies that for each
n E N there exists a point cn E Ja such that
E' (a) E(n-l) (a)
1 = E(O) = E(a) + (-a) +... + (_a)n-l
l! (n - I)!
E(n) (a ) E (c )+ (-a t = n (-at.
(n)! n! .
Thus we have 0 < 1 ~ (Kin!) lain for n EN. But since lim(lalnIn!) = 0, this is a con-
tradiction.
(iv) Let y be fixed; by (iii) we have E(y) =1= O.Let G : JR-+ JRbe defined by
E(x + y)
G(x) := for x E JR.
E(y)
EvidentlywehaveG'(x) = E'(x + y)IE(y) = E(x + y)IE(y) = G(x) forallx E JR,and
G(0) = E (0 + y)IE (y) = 1.It follows from the uniqueness of E, proved in Theorem 8.3.4,
that G(x) = E(x) for all x E JR. Hence E(x + y) = E(x)E(y) for all x E JR. Since y E JR
is arbitrary, we obtain (iv).
(v) It follows from (iv) and Induction that if n EN, x E JR,then
E(nx) = E(xt.
If we let x =11n, this relation implies that
whence it follows that E(1ln) = e1/n.Alsowe haveE(-m) = 1IE(m) = 1Iem= e-m
for mEN. Therefore,if m E Z, n EN, we have
E(mln) = (E(lln) r = {e1/n)m= em/n.
This establishes (v). Q.E.D.
8.3.7 Theorem The exponential function E is strictly increasing on JRand has range
equal to {y E JR: y > OJ.Further, we have
(vi) lim E(x) = 0 and lim E(x) = 00.x-+-oo x-+oo
Proof. We know that E (0) = 1 > 0 and E (x) =1= 0 for allx E JR.Since E is continuous
on JR,it follows from Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem 5.3.7 that E(x) > 0 for all
x E JR.Therefore E' (x) = E (x) > 0 for x E JR,so that E is strictly increasing on JR.
~
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It follows from Corollary 8.3.3 that 2 < e and th~t lim E (x) = 00. Also, if z > 0, thenx-+-co
since 0 < E (- z) = 1j E (z) it follows that lim E (x) = O.Therefore, by the Intermediatex-+--co
Value Theorem 5.3.7, every y E JR with y > 0 belongsto the range of E. . Q.E.D.
The Logarithm Function
We have seen that the exponential function E is a strictly increasing differentiable function
with domain JRand range {y E JR: y > OJ. (See Figure 8.3.1.) It follows that JRhas an
inverse function.
Figure 8.3.1 Graphof E. Figure 8.3.2 Graph of L.
8.3.8 Definition The function inverse to E : JR-+ JRis called the logarithm (or the
natural logarithm). (See Figure 8.3.2.) It will be denoted by L, or by In.
Since E and L are inverse functions, we have
(L 0 E)(x) = x for all x E JR
and
(E 0 L)(y) = y for all y E JR,y > O.
These formulas may also be written in the form
In eX = x, e1ny= y.
8.3.9 Theorem The logarithmis a strictly increasingfunction L with domain {x E JR :
x > O}and range JR.The derivative of L is given by
(vii) L'(x) = Ijx for x > O.
The logarithm satisfies the functional equation





L(1) =0 and L(e) = 1,
L(xr) = rL(x) for x > 0, r E (Q.
lim L(x) = -00 and lim L(x) = 00.
x-+-o+ x-+-co
-----
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Proof. That L is strictly increasing with domain {x E IR: x > O}and range IRfollows
from the fact that E is strictly increasing with domain IRand range {y E IR: y > O}.
(vii) Since E'(x) = E(x) > 0, it follows from Theorem 6.1.9 that L is differentiable
on (0, 00) and that .
, 1 1 1
L (x) = I = = - for x E (0,00).
,~ L)(X) (E 0 L)(x) x
(viii) If x > 0, y > 0, let u := L(x) and v := L(y). Then we have x = E(u) and
y = E(v). It follows from property (iv)of Theorem8.3.6 that
xy = E(u)E(v) = E(u + v),
so that L(xy) = (L 0 E)(u + v) = u + v = L(x) + L(y). This establishes (viii).
The properties in (ix) follow from the relations E(O) = 1 and E(1) = e.
(x) This result follows from (viii) and Mathematical Induction for n EN, and is
extended to r E Q by arguments similar to those in the proof of 8.3.6(v).
To establish property (xi), we first note that since 2 < e, then lim(en) = 00 and
lim(e-n) = o. SinceL(en) = nand L(e-n) = -n it followsfromthefactthatL is strictly
increasing that
lim L(x) = limL(en) = 00 and lim L(x)' limL(e-n) = -00. Q.E.D.
x-+oo x-+O+
Power Functions
In Definition 5.6.6, we discussed the power function x H- xr, X > 0, where r is a rational
number. By using the exponential and logarithm functions, we can extend the notion of
power functions from rational to arbitrary real powers.
8.3.10 Definition If CiE IRand x > 0, the number xa is defined to be
xa := ea1nx = E(CiL(x».
The function x H- xa for x > 0 is called the power function with exponent Ci.
Note If x > 0 and Ci= m/n where m E Z, n EN, then we defined xa := (xm)l/n in
Section 5.6. Hence we have lnxa =Cilnx, whence xa = e1nxa= ea1nx.HenceDefinition
8.3.10 is consistent with the definition given in Section 5.6.
We now state some properties of the power functions. Their proofs are immediate
consequences of the properties of the exponential and logarithm functions and will be left
to the reader.
8.3.11 Theorem If CiE IRand x, y belong to (0, 00), then:
(a) la = 1,
(c) (xy)a = xaya,
(b) xa > 0,
(d) (x/y)a =xa/ya.
8.3.12 Theorem If Ci,{3E IR and x E (0, 00), then:
(a) xa+fJ = xa xfJ, (b)
(c) x-a = l/xa, (d)
(xa)fJ = xafJ = (xfJ)a,
if Ci< {3,then xa < xfl for x > 1.
The next result concerns the differentiability of the power functions.
- -
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8.3.13 Theorem Let a E JR. Then the function x ~ xa on (0, 00) to JR is continuous
and differentiable, and
for x E (0,00).
Proof. By the Chain Rule we have
Dxa = Dea1nx = ~alnx . D(a In x)
a
=xa . - = axa-l for x E (0,00).x Q.E.D.
It will be seen in an exercise that if a > 0, the power function x ~ xa is strictly
increasing on (0, 00) to JR,and that if a < 0, the function x ~ xa is strictly decreasing.
(What happens if a = O?)
The graphs of the functions x ~ xa on (0,00) to JRare similar to those in Figure 5.6.8.
The Function loga
If a > 0, a =1= 1, it is sometimes useful to define the function loga'





for x E (0,00).
For x E (0,00), the number loga(x) is called the logarithm of x to the base a. The
case a = e yields the logarithm (or natural logarithm) function of Definition 8.3.8. The
case a = 10 gives the base 10 logarithm (or common logarithm) function loglO often used
in computations. Properties of the functions loga will be given in the exercises.
Exercises for Section 8.3







.Use this fonnula to show that.2~ < e < 2~, hence e is not an integer.
2. Calculate e correct to 5 decimal places.
3. Show that if 0 ::: x ::: a and n EN, then
x xn X xn-l eaxn
1+-+...+- <ex < 1+-+...+ +-.
I! n! - - 1! (n - I)! n!




eo < en! - 1 + 1+ - + .. . + - n! < - < 1.
2! n! n+l
Use this inequality to prove that e is not a rational number.
5. Ifx ~ 0 andn E N, showthat
1
1 2 3 n-l (_x)n-= -x+x -x +...+(-x) +-.x + 1 1+x
Usethisto showthat
x2 x3 xn lx (_t)nIn(x+ 1)= x - - + - - . . . + (_I)n-l- + - dt2 3 n 0 l+t
--






In(x+l)- x__+::' +(_I)n-l_ ~-.
2 3 n n+l
6. Usetheformula in theprecedingexerciseto calculateIn 1.1andIn 1.4accurateto four decimal
places.How largemustonechoosen in this inequalityto calculateIn2 accurateto four decimal
places?
7. Showthat In(e/2) = 1 -In 2. Use this result to calculate In 2 accurate to four decimal places.
8. Let I : JR-+ JR be such that I' (x) = I (x) for all x e JR. Show that there exists K e JRsuch
that I(x) = Kex for allx e JR.
9. Let ak > 0 for k = 1, "', n and let A := (a1+... + an)/n be the arithmeticmean of these
numbers. Foreachk,putxk := ak/ A - tin the inequality 1 + x ~ eX(valid for x ~ 0). Multiply
the resulting terms to prove the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality
( )
l/n 1
(6) a ...a < -(a +...+a).
I n - n I n
Moreover, show that equality holds in (6) if and only if a1 = a2 = . .. = an'
to. Evaluate L'(I) by using the sequence (1 + l/n) and the fact that e = lim((1 + l/n)n).
11. Estaglish the assertions in Theorem 8.3.11.
12.
13. (a)
Establish the assertions in Theorem 8.3.12.
Show that if ex> 0, then the function x 1-+xa is strictly increasing on (0, 00) to JRand that
lim xa = 0 and lim xa = 00.
x-+O+ x-+oo
(b) Show that if ex< 0, then the function x 1-+xa is strictly decreasing on (0,00) to JRand
that lim xa = 00 and lim xa = O.
x-+O+ x-+oo
14. Prove that if a > 0, a =F 1, then alogax= x for all x e (0,00) and logo(aY) = y for all y e R
Therefore the function x 1-+ logo x on (0, 00) to JRis inverse to the function y 1-+aY on R
15. If a > 0, a =F 1, show that the function x 1-+logox is differentiable on (0,00) and that
D logox = 1/(x Ina) forx e (0,00).
16. If a > 0, a =F1, and x and y belong to (0,00), prove that logo(xy) = logox + logoy.
17. If a > 0, a =F 1, and b > 0, b =F 1, show that
(
In b
)logox = In a 10gbx for x e (0,00).
In particular, show that log 10X = (lne/ln to) Inx = (loglOe) Inx for x e (0,00).
Section 8.4 The Trigonometric Functions
Along with the exponential and logarithmic functions, there is another very important
collection of transcendental functions known as the "trigonometric functions". These are
the sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant, and cosecant functions. In elementary courses,
they are usually introduced on a geometric basis in terms of either triangles or the unit
circle. In this section, we introduce the trigonometric functions in an analytical manner
and then establish some of their basic properties. In particular, the various properties of
the trigonometric functions that were used in examples in earlier parts of this book will be
derived rigorously in this section.
It suffices to deal with the sine and cosine since the other four trigonometric functions
are defined in terms of these two. Our approach to the sine and cosine is similar in spirit to
-----
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our approach to the exponential function in that we first establish the existence of functions
that satisfy certain differentiation properties.
8.4.1 Theorem There exist functions C : JR~ JRand S : JR~ JRsuch that
(i) C"(x) = -C(x) and S"(x) = -S(x) for all x E JR
(ii) C(O) = 1, C'(O) = 0, and S(O) = 0, S'(O) = 1.





Sn(x) : = lx Cn(t)dt,
Cn+I(x): = 1 -lx Sn(t)dt,
(3)
for all n EN, x E JR.
One sees by Induction that the functions Cn and Snare continuous on JRand hence they
are integrable over any bounded interval; thuslhese functions are well-defined by the above
fonnulas. Moreover, it follows from the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.5 that Sn and Cn+I are
differentiable at every point and that
(4) S~(x) = Cn(x) and C~+I (x) = -Sn(x) for n EN, x E JR.
Induction arguments (which we leave to the reader) show that
x2 x4 x~
C (x) = 1 - - + - - .. . + (_1)n -
n+l 2! 4! (2n)!'
x3 x5 x~+l
S (x) = x - - + - + (_1)n .
n+l 3! 5! (2n + I)!
Let A > 0 be given.Then if Ixl ~ A and m > n > 2A, we havethat (since A/2n < 1/4):
x2n x2n+2 x2m-2
(5) I C (x ) - C (x ) I = 1 - - + .. . :i:












<- 1+ - +...+ -




)< (2n)! 15 .
Since lim(A2n /(2n)!) = 0, the sequence (Cn) converges uniformly on the interval [-A, A],
where A > 0 is arbitrary. In particular, this means that (Cn(x» converges for each x E JR.
We define C : JR~ JRby
C(x) := lim C (x)n
It follows from Theorem 8.2.2 that C is continuous on JRand, since C (0) = 1for alln E N,n
that C(O)= 1.
If IxI ~ A andm 2:n > 2A, it followsfrom(2)that
Sm(x) - Sn(x) = lx {Cm(t}- Cn(t}}dt.
for x EJR.
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)S x -S x < - -A .I m () n ( ) I - (2n)! 15 '
whence the sequence (Sn) converges uniformly on [- A, A]. We define S : JR~ JRby
S(x):=limSn(x) for xEJR.
It follows from Theorem 8.2.2 that S is continuous on JRand, since Sn(0) = 0 for all n E N,
that S(O) = O.
Since C~(x) = -Sn_l (x) for n > 1, it follows from the above that the sequence (C~)
converges uniformly on [-A, A]. Hence by Theorem 8.2.3, the limit function C is differ-
entiable on [- A, A] and
C'(x) = lim C~(x) = lime -Sn-l (x» = -Sex) for x E [-A, A].
Since A > 0 is arbitrary, we have
(6) C'(x) = -Sex) for x E JR.
. A similar argument, based on the fact that S~(x) = Cn (x), shows that S is differentiable on
JRand that
(7) S'(x) = C(x) for all x E JR.
It follows from (6) and (7) that
C"(x) = -(S(x»' = -C(x) and S"(x) = (C(x»' = -Sex)
for all x E JR.Moreover, we have
C'(O) = -S(O) = 0, S' (0) = C(O) = 1.
Thus statements (i) and (ii) are proved. Q.E.D.
8.4.2 Corollary If C, S are the functions in Theorem 8.4.1, then
(iii) C'(x) = -Sex) and S'(x) = C(x) for x E JR.
Moreover, these functions have derivatives of all orders.
Proof. The formulas (Hi) were established in (6) and (7). The existence of the higher
order derivatives follows by Induction. Q.E.D.
8.4.3 Corollary The functions C and S satisfy the Pythagorean Identity:
(iv) (C(x»2 + (S(x»2 = 1 for x E JR.
Proof. Let f(x) := (C(x»2 + (S(x»2 for x E JR, so that
f'(x) = 2C(x)(-S(x» + 2S(x)(C(x» = 0 for x E JR.
Thus it follows that f (x) is a constant for all x E JR. But since f (0) = 1+ 0 = 1, we
conclude that f(x) = 1 for all x E JR. Q.E.D.
We next establish the uniqueness of the functions C and S.




Proof. Let C1 and Cz be two functions on JR to IRthat satisfy Ci'(x) = -C/x) for all
x E JR and C/O) = 1, Ci(O) = 0 for j = 1,2. If we let D := C1- Cz' then D"(x) =
-D(x) for x E JRand D(O) = 0 and D(k) (0) = 0 for all kEN. .
Now let x E JRbe arbitrary, and let Ix be the interval with endpoints 0, x. Since
D = C1 - Cz and T := Sl - Sz = C~- C~are continuouson Ix' there exists K > 0 such
that ID(t)1 ~ K and IT(t)1 ~ K for all t E Ix' If we apply Taylor's Theorem 6.4.1 to D
on Ix and use the fact that D(O) = 0, D(k) (0) = 0 for kEN, it follows that for each n E N
there is a point cn E Ix such that
D' (O) D(n-l) (0) D(n) (c )
D(x) = D(O)+ -x + . . . + xn-l + n xn
l! (n - I)! n!
= D(n) (cn) xn.
n!
Now either D(n)(cn) = ::I:D(cn)or D(n)(cn) = ::I:T(cn).In either case we have
ID (x)1 ~ K 1~ln.n.
But since lim(lx In/ n!) = 0, we conclude that D(x) = O. Since x E JRis arbitrary, we infer
that C1(x) - Cz(x) = 0 for all x E JR.
A similar argument shows that if S1 and Sz are two functions on JR--+ JRsuch that
Si'(x) = -S/x) for all x E JRand Sj(O) = 0, Si(O) = 1for j = 1,2, thenwe haveSl(x) =
Sz(x) for all x E JR. Q.E.D.
Now that existence and uniqueness of the functions C and S have been established, we
shall give these functions their familiar names.
.
8.4.5 Definition The unique functions C : JR--+ JRand S : JR--+ JRsuch that C" (x) =
-C(x) and S"(x) = -S(x) for all x E JR and C(O) = 1, C'(O) = 0, and S(O)= 0,
S' (0) = 1, are called the cosine function and the sine function, respectively.We ordi-
narily write
cosx := C(x) and sinx := S(x) for x E JR.
The differentiation properties in (i) of Theorem 8.4.1 do not by themselves lead to
uniquelydetennined functions.Wehavethe followingrelationship. .
8.4.6 Theorem If f : JR--+ JRis such that
f"(x) = - f(x) for x E JR,
then there exist real numbers ex,fJ such that
f(x) = exC(x)+ {3S(x) for x E JR.
Proof. Let g(x) := f(O)C(x) + f'(O)S(x) for x E JR. It is readily seen that g"(x) =
-g(x) and that g(O) = f(O), and since
g'(x) = - f(O)S(x) + f'(O)C(x),
that g'(O) = f'(O). Therefore the function h := f - g is such that h"(x) = -h(x) for all
x E JRand h (0) = 0, h' (0) = O.Thus it follows from the proof of the preceding theorem
that h(x) = 0 for all x E JR.Therefore f(x) = g(x) for all x E JR. Q.E.D.
- --- --
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We shall now derive a few of the basic properties of the cosine and sine functions.
8.4.7 Theorem The function C is even and S is odd in the sense that
(v) C( -x) = C(x) and S( -x) = -Sex) for x E JR.
H x, Y E JR,then we have the "additionfonnulas"
(vi) C(x + y) = C(x)C(y) - S(x)S(y), Sex + y) = S(x)C(y) + C(x)S(y).
Proof. (v) If ~(x) := C(-x) for x E JR, then a calculation shows that ~"(x) = -~(x)
for x E JR. Moreover, ~ (0) = 1 and ~/(O) = 0 so that ~ = C. Hence, C(-x) = C(x) for
all x E JR.In a similarway one shows that S(-x) = -Sex) forallx E JR.
(vi) Let y E JRbe given and let f(x) := C(x + y) for x E JR.A calculation shows that
f" (x) = - f (x) for x E JR.Hence, by Theorem 8.4.6, there exists real numbers ex,fJ such
that
f(x) = C(x + y) = exC(x) + fJS(x) and
f'ex) = -sex + y) = -exS(x)+ fJC(x)
forx E JR.If we let x = 0,we obtain C(y) = exaha - S(y) = fJ,whencethefirstformula
in (vi) follows.The secondformula is provedsimilarly. Q.E.D.
The following inequalitieswere used earlier (for example,in 4.2.8).
8.4.8 Theorem If x E JR,x ::: 0, then we have
(vii)
(ix)
-x :S S (x) :Sx;
x - !x3 < Sex ) < X.6 - -,
(viii)
(x)
1 - 4x2 :S C(x) :S 1;
1 - !x2 < C(x ) < 1 - !x2 + ..!.x4.2 - - 2 24
Proof. Corollary 8.4.3 implies that -1 :S C (t) :S 1 for t E JR,so that if x ::: 0, then
-x :Slx C (t) dt :S x,
whence we have (vii). If we integrate (vii), we obtain
_!x2 < lx S (t ) dt < !x22 - - 2 'o
whence we have
_!x2 < -C (x ) + 1 < !x2.2 - - 2
Thus we have 1 - 4x2 :S C(x), which implies (viii).
Inequality (ix) followsby integrating(viii), and (x) followsby integrating(ix). Q.E.D.
The number 1ris obtainedvia the followinglemma.
8.4.9 Lemma There exists a root y of the cosine function in the interval (...(i, .J3).
MoreoverC(x) > 0 forx E [0, y). Thenumber2y is the smallestpositive root of S.
Proof. Inequality (x) of Theorem 8.4.8 implies that C has a root between the positive
root ...(i of x2 - 2 = 0 and the smallest positive root of x4 - 12x2+ 24= 0, which is
J 6 - 2.J3 < .J3. We let y be the smallest such root of C.
. -- -
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It follows from the second fonnula in (vi) with x"= y that S(2x) = 2S(x)C(x). This
relation implies that S(2y) = 0, so that 2y is a positive root of S. The same relation implies
that if 28 > 0 is the smallest positive root 01 S, then C(8) = O.Since y is the smallest
positive root of C, we have 8 = y. Q.E.D.
8.4.10 Definition Let Jr := 2y denote the smallest positive root of S.
Note The inequality.J2 < y < J6 - 2.J3 implies that 2.828 < Jr < 3.185.
8.4.11 Theorem The functions C and S have period 2Jr in the sense that
(xi) C(x + 2Jr)= C(x) and S(x + 2Jr)= S(x) forx E JR.
Moreover we have
(xii) S(x) = C (!Jr - x) = -C (x + !Jr), C(x) = S (!Jr - x) = S (x + !Jr) for all
x E JR.
Proof. (xi) Since S(2x) = 2S(x)C(x) and S(Jr) = 0, then S(2Jr) = O.Further, if x = y
in (vi), we obtain C(2x) = (C(x»2 - (S(x»2. Therefore C(2Jr) = 1. Hence (vi) with
y = 2Jr gives
C(x + 2Jr) = C(x)C(2Jr) - S(x)S(2Jr) = C(x),
and
S(x + 2Jr) = S(x)C(2Jr) + C(x)S(2Jr) = S(x).
(xii) We note that C(1Jr) = 0, and it is an exercise to show that S(!Jr) = 1. If we
employ these together with fonnulas (vi), the desired relations are obtained. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 8.4
1. Calculate cos(.2), sin(.2) and cos 1, sin 1 correct to four decimal places.
2. Show that Isin x I ::: 1 and Icos x I ::: 1 for all x E JR.
3. Show that property (vii) of Theorem 8.4.8 does not hold if x < 0, but that we have Isinxl :::Ixl
for all x E JR.Also show that Isinx - xl ::: Ix13/6 for all x E JR.
4. Showthat if x > 0 then
x2 x4 x6 x2 x4
1 - - + - - - < cosx < 1- - + -.
2 24 720 - - 2 24
Use this inequality to establish a lower bound for 7f.
5. Calculate 7f by approximating the smallest positive zero of sin. (Either bisect intervals or use
Newton's Method of Section 6.4.)
6. Define the sequence (cn) and (sn) inductively by c1(x) := I, Sl(x) := x, and
Sn(X):= 1)( cn(t) dt, cn+!(x) := 1 + 1)( Sn(t) dt
for all n EN, x E JR. Reason as in the proof of Theorem 8.4.1 to conclude that there exist
functions C : JR~ JRand S : JR~ JRsuchthat0) C"(X)= c(x) andS"(X)= s(x) forallx E JR.,
and (jj) c(O) = I, c'(0) = 0 and S(0) = 0, s' (0) = 1. Moreover,c'(x) = S(x) and s' (x) = c(x)
for all x E JR.
- - -- - - - - --
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7. Show that the functions c, s in the preceding 'exercisehave derivatives of all orders, and that they
satisfy the identity (c(x»2 - (s(x))2 = 1for'all x E JR.Moreover, they are the unique functions
satisfying (j) and (jj). (The functions c, s are called the hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine
functions, respectively.)
8. If f : JR-+ JRis suchthat f" (x) = f (x) for allx E JR,showthat there existreal numbersex,f3
such that f(x) = exc(x) + f3s(x) for all x E JR. Apply this to the functions fl (x) := eX and
f2(x) := e-x for x E JR.Show that c(x) = t(eX+ e-X)ands(x) = t (eX- e-X)forx E JR.
9. Show that the functions c, s in the preceding exercises are even and odd, respectively, and that
c(x + y) = c(x)c(y) + s(x)s(y), s(x + y) = s(x)c(y) + c(x)s(y),
for all x, y E JR.
10. Show that c(x) 2: 1 for all x E JR,that both c and s are strictly increasing on (0,00), and that




In Section 3.7 we gave a brief introduction to the theory of infinite series. The reader will
do well to look over that section at this time, since we will not repeat the definitions and
results given there.
Instead, in Section 9.1 we will introduce the important notion of the "absolute conver-
gence" of a series. In Section 9.2 we will present some "tests" for absolute convergence that
will probably be familiar to the reader from calculus. The third section gives a discussion of
series that are not absolutely convergent. In the final section we study series of functions and
will establish the basic properties of power series which are very important in applications.
Section 9.1 Absolute Convergence
We have already met (in Section 3.7) a number of infinite series that are convergent and





is divergent since its sequence of partial sums sn := t+ !+ . . . + ~ (n E N) is un-
bounded. On the other hand, we saw in Example 3.7.6(t) that the alternating harmonic
series:
is convergent because of the subtraction that takes place. Since
(-It+11 1=-,
n I n
these two series illustrate the fact that a series L xn may be convergent, but the series L IXnI
obtained by taking the absolute values of the terms may be divergent. This observation leads
us to an important definition.
9.1.1 Definition Let X := (xn) be a sequence in JR.We say that the series L xn is
absolutely convergent if the series L IXnI is convergent in JR. A series is said to be
conditionally (or nonabsolutely) convergent if it is convergent, but it is not absolutely
convergent.
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It is trivial that a series of positive terms is absolutely convergent if and only if it
is convergent. We have noted above that the alternating hannonic series is conditionally
convergent.
9.1.2 Theorem If a series in IR.is absolutely convergent, then it is convergent.
Proof. Since L Ixnl is convergent, the Cauchy Criterion 3.7.4 implies that, given e > 0
there exists M(e) E N such that if m > n ::: M(e), then
Ixn+ll + IXn+11+... + Ixml < e.
However, by the Triangle Inequality, the left side of this expression dominates
ISm - snl = IXn+l + xn+2 +... + xml.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, Cauchy's Criterion implies that L xn converges. Q.E.D.
Grouping of Series
Given a series L xn' we can construct many other series L Yk by leaving the order of the
terms xn fixed, but inserting parentheses that group together finite numbers of terms. For
example, the series indicated by
1 - ~ + (~ - ~) + (~ - ~ + ~) - ~ + (~ - .. .+ 113)- . . .
is obtained by grouping the terms in the alternating hannonic series. It is an interesting
fact that such grouping does not affect the convergence or the value of a convergent series.
9.1.3 Theorem If a series L xn is convergent, then any series obtained from it by group-
ing the terms is also convergent and to the same value.
Proof. Suppose that we have
Yl := xl + . . . + Xk ' Y2 := Xk +1 + . . . + Xk '1 1 2
If sn denotes the nth partial sum of L xn and tk denotes the kth partial sum of L Yk' then
we have
tl = Yl = Sk ' t2 = Yl + Y2= sk '1 2
Thus, the sequence (tk) of partial sums of the grouped series L Yk is a subsequence of the
sequence (sn) of partial sums of L xn' Since this latter series was assumed to be convergent,
so is the grouped series L Yk' Q.E.D.
It is clear that the converse to this theorem is not true. Indeed, the grouping
(1 - 1) + (1 - 1) + (1 - 1) + ...
produces a convergent series from L~o( _1)n, which was seen to be divergent in Example
3.7.2(b) since the terms do not approach O.
-
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Rearrangements of Series
Loosely speaking, a "rearrangement" of a series is another series that is obtained from the
given one by using all of the tenns exactly once, but scrambling the order in which the
tenns are taken. For example, the harmonic series has rearrangements
1 1 1 1 1 1
2+i+4+3"+...+2n +- . +...,
111 111
-+-+-+-+-+-+....
124 3 5 7
The first rearrangementis obtainedfrom the harmonic seriesby interchangingthe first and
secondtenns, the thirdandfourthtenns, and so forth.The secondrearrangementis obtained
from the harmonic seriesby taking one "odd tenn", two "even tenns", three "odd tenns",
and so forth. It is obvious that there are infinitely many other possible rearrangementsof
the harmonic series.
9.1.4 Definition A series L Yk in JRis a rearrangement of a series L xn if there is a
bijection f of N onto N such that Yk= xf(k) for all kEN. .
While grouping series does not affect the convergence of a series, making rearrange-
ments may do so. If fact, there is a remarkable observation, due to Riemann, that if L sn is a
conditionally convergent series in JR,and if c E JRis arbitrary, then there is a rearrangement
of L xn that converges to c.
To prove this assertion, we first note that a conditionally convergent series must contain
infinitely many positive tenns and infinitely many negative tenns (see Exercise 1), and that
both the series of positive tenns and the series of negative tenns diverge (see Exercise 2).
To construct a series converging to c, we take positive tenns until the partial sum is greater
than c, then we take negative tenns until the partial sum is less than c, then we take positive
tenns until the partial sum is greater than c, then we take negative tenns, etc.
In our manipulations with series, we generally want to be sure that rearrangements
will not affect the convergence or the value of the series. That is why the following result
is important.
9.1.5 Rearrangement Theorem Let L xn be an absolutely convergent series in JR.Then
any rearrangement L Yk of L xn converges to the same value.
Proof. Suppose that L xn converges to x E JR. Thus, if E > 0, let N be such that if
n, q > Nand sn := xl +... + Xn'then
q
and L Ixkl < E.
k=N+I
Let MEN be such that all of the tenns x I' . . . , XN are contained as summands in tM :=
YI + . . . + YM.It followsthatifm 2:M, thentm - Sn is the sum of a finitenumberof tenns
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Therefore, if m ~ M, then we have
Itm -xl ~ Itm -snl + ISn-xl < B +B = 2B.
Since B > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that L Ykconvergesto x. Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 9.1
1. Show that if a convergent series contains only a finite number of negative terms, then it is
absolutely convergent.
2. Show that if a series is conditionally convergent, then the series obtained from its positive terms
is divergent, and the series obtained from its negative terms is divergent.
3. If L: an is conditionally convergent, give an argument to show that there exists a rearrangement
whose partial sums diverge to 00.
4. Where is the fact that the series L: xn is absolutely convergent used in the proof of 9.1.5?
5. If L: an is absolutely convergent, is it true that every rearrangement of L: an is also absolutely
convergent? . .
6. Find an explicit expression for the nth partial sum of L::21n(1 - l/n2) to show that this series
converges to -In 2. Is this convergence absolute?
7. (a) If L:an is absolutely convergent and (bn) is a bounded sequence, show that L:anbn is
absolutely convergent.
(b) Give an example to show that if the convergence of L:an is conditional and (bn) is a
bounded sequence, then L:anbn may diverge.
8. Give an example of a convergent series L: an such that L: a; is not convergent. (Compare this
with Exercise 3.7.8)
9,ij
f If (an) is a.d~ sequence of strictly positive numbers and if L: an is convergent, show
that lim(na ) = O. rn
10. Give an example of a divergent series L: an with (an) decreasing and such that lim(nan) = O.
11. If (an) is a sequence and if lim(n2an) exists in JR,show that L: an is absolutely convergent.









)(b) Doesthe series L:. converge?n=l n
14. If (a ) is a subsequence of (a ), then the series L: a is called a subseries of L: a . Show that
nk n nk n
L:an is absolutelyconvergentif and onlyif everysubseriesof it is convergent.
15. Let a : N x N --+JRand write a.. := a(i, J'). If A. := "~ l a.. for each i eN and if A :=I) I £ J = I)
L:~l Ai' we say that A is an iterated sum of the aij and write A = L:~l L:}:l air Wedefine
the other iterated sum, denoted by L:}:l L:~l aij, in a similar way.
Suppose a.. > 0 for i, J. eN. If (ck) is any enumeration of {a.. : i, j eN}, show that theI) - I)
followingstatementsare equivalent:
(i) The interatedsum L:~l L:}:l aij convergesto B.
(ii) The seriesL:~l ck convergesto C.
In this case,we haveB = C.
-- --
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16. The preceding exercise may fail if the terms are not positive. For example, let aij := + 1 if





both exist but are not equal.
Section 9.2 Tests for Absolute Convergence
In Section 3.7 we gave some results concerning the convergence of infinite series; namely,
the nth Term Test, the fact that a series of positive terms is convergent if and only if its
sequence of partial sums is bounded, the Cauchy Criterion, and the Comparison and Limit
Comparison Tests.
We will now give some additional results that may be familiar from calculus. These
results are particularly useful in establishing absolute convergence.
9.2.1 Limit Comparison Test, II. Suppose that X := (xn) and Y := (Yn)are nonzero




Ir := hm Yn .
(a) If r #-0, then L xn is absolutely convergent if and only if L Yn is absolutely
convergent.
(b) If r = 0 and if L Yn is absolutelyconvergent,then L xn is absolutely convergent.
(1)
Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 3.7.8. Q.E.D.
The Root and Ratio Tests
The followingtest is due to Cauchy.
9.2.2 Root Test Let X := (xn) be a sequence in JR.
(a) If thereexist r E JRwith r < 1 and KEN such that
(2) for n 2: K,
then the series L xn is absolutely convergent.
(b) If there exists KEN such that
(3) IXnIl/n 2: 1 for n > K,
then the series L xn is divergent.
Proof. (a) If (2) holds, then we have IXnI ~ rn for n > K. Since the geometric series L rn
is convergent for 0 < r < 1, the Comparison Test 3.7.7 implies that L Ixnl is convergent.
(b) If (3) holds, then Ixnl 2: 1 for n 2: K, so the terms do not approach 0 and the nth
Term Test 3.7.3 applies. Q.E.D.
In calculus courses, one often meets the following version of the Root Test.
--- -- ---
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9.2.3 Corollary Let X := (xn) be a sequence in JRand suppose that the limit
(4) r := lim IXn11/n
exists in JR.Then L xn is absolutely convergent when r <. 1 and is divergent when r > 1.
Proof. If the limit in (4) exists and r < 1, then there exist r1with r < r1 < 1 and KEN
such that IXn11/n::: r1 for n > K. In this case we can apply 9.2.2(a).
If r > 1, then there exists KEN such that Ixnl1/n > 1 for n 2: K and the nth Term
Test applies. Q.E.D.
Note No conclusionis possible in Corollary9.2.3 when r = 1, for either convergence or
divergence is possible. See Example 9.2.7(b).
Our next test is due to D' Alembert.
9.2.4 Ratio Test Let X := (xn) be a sequence of nonzero realnumbers.
(a) If thereexist r E JRwith0 < r < 1 andKEN such that
(5) IX::'I=" for n? K,
then the series L xn is absolutely convergent.
(b) If there exists KEN such that
(6) IX::'I? 1 for n > K,
then the series L xn is divergent.
-
Proof. (a) If (5) holds, an Induction argument shows that IxK+ml::: IxKlrm for mEN.
Thus, for n 2: K the terms in L IXnIare dominated by a fixed multiple of the terms in
the geometric series L rm with 0 < r < 1. The Comparison Test 3.7.7 then implies that
L IXnI is convergent.
(b) If (6) holds, an Induction argument shows that IxK+mI 2: IxKI for mEN and the
nth Term Test applies. Q.E.D.
Once again we have a familiar result from calculus.
9.2.5 Corollary Let X := (xn) be a nonzero sequence in JRand suppose that the limit
(7) r := JimIX::! I
exists in JR. Then L xn is absolutely convergent when r < 1 and is divergent when r > 1.
Proof. If r < 1 and if r < r1 < 1, then there exists K E JRsuch that IXn+1/xnl< r1 for
n > K. Thus Theorem 9.2.4(a) applies to give the absolute convergence of LXn.
If r > 1, then there exists KEN such thatlxn+1/xn I > 1 for n 2: K, whence it follows
that Ixkldoes not converge to 0 and the nth Term Test applies. Q.E.D.
Note No conclusion is possible in Corollary 9.2.5 when r = 1,for either convergence or
divergence is possible. See Example 9.2.7(c).
----- - -
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Tbe Integral Test
The next test-a very powerful one-uses the notion of the improper integral, which is
defined as follows: If f is in 'R.[a,b] for every b > a and if the limit lim fb f(t) dt exists'b~oo a
in IR,then the improper integral Jaoo f(t) dt is defined to be this limit.
9.2.6 Integral Test Let f be a positive, decreasing function on {t : t > I}. Then the
series L~l f (k) converges if and only if the improper integral
j oo f(t) dt = lim j b f(t) dt1 b~oo 1
exists. In the case of convergence, the partial sum Sn = L~=l f(k) and the sum S =
L~l f(k) satisfy the estimate
(8) 100 f(t) dt ::: S - Sn ::: 1 00 f(t) dt.n+l n
Proof. Since f is positive and decreasing on the interval [k - 1, k], we have
(9) . f(k) :::lk f(t) dt ::: f(k - 1).k-l
By adding this inequality for k = 2, 3, . . " n, we obtain
sn - f(1) ::: inf(t) dt ::: Sn-l'
which shows that either both or neither of the limits
lim sn and lim j n f(t) dtn~oo n~oo 1
exist. If they exist, then on adding (9) for k = n + 1, . . . , m, weobtain
sm- sn ::: 1m f(t) dt ::: Sm-l - Sn-l'





f(t) dt ::: Sm - Sn ::: f(t) dt.
n+l n
If we take the limit in this last inequality as m -+ 00, we obtain (8). Q.E.D.
We will now show how the results in Theorems 9.2.1-9.2.6 can be applied to the
p-series, which were introduced in Example 3.7.6(d,e).
9.2.7 Examples (a) Consider the case p =2; that is, the series L l/n2. We compare





n2 + n(n + 1) = ~ = 1 + ;; -+ 1,
the Limit Comparison Test 9.2.1 implies that L l/n2 is convergent.





nP = (nP)l/n = (nl/n)p'
-- --
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Since (see Example 3. 1.11(d» we know that-n1/n -+ I, we have r = 1 in Corollary 9.2.3,
and the theorem does not give any information.






(n + I)P . nP -, .., n - ,. . . . ,n ,
the Ratio Test, in the form of Corollary 9.2.5, does not give any information.
(d) Finally, we apply the Integral Test to the p-series. Let f(t) := I/tP for t 2: 1 and
recall that
in 1- dt = Inn -In 1,1 t
in 1 1 ( 1 )-dt-- --11 tP - 1 - P nP-1
From these relations we see that the p-series converges if p > 1 and diverges if p ::: I, as
we have seen before in 3.7.6(d,e). 0
for p =fi 1.
Raabe's Test
If the limits lim IXn11/nand lim(lxn+1/xn I) that are used in Corollaries 9.2.3 and 9.2.5
equal I, we have seen that these tests do not give any information about the convergence or
divergence of the series. In this case it is often useful to employ a more delicate test. Here
is one that is frequently useful.
9.2.8 Raabe's Test Let X := (xn) be a sequenceof nonzero realnumbers.






then L xn is absolutely convergent.







then L xn is not absolutely convergent.
(10) for n > K,
Proof. (a) If the inequality (10) holds, then we have (after replacing n by k and multi-
plying)
klxk+11 ::: (k - I)lxkl - (a - I)lxkl
On reorganizing the inequality, we have
(12) (k - I)lxkl- klxk+112: (a - I)lxkl > 0 for k > K,
from which we deduce that the sequence (k Ixk+11)is decreasing for k > K. If we add (12)
for k = K, . . . , n and note that the left side telescopes, we get
for k 2: K.
(K - l)lxKI- nlxn+11:::(a -l)(lxKI +... + Ixnl).
This shows (why?) that the partial sums of L IXnIare bounded and establishes the absolute
convergence of the series.
--
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(b) If the relation (11) holds for n > K, then since a :::: 1, we have
for n 2: K.
Therefore the sequence (n Ixn+ID is increasing for n 2: K and there exists a number c > 0
such that Ixn+II > CIn for n > K. But since the harmonic series L: 1In diverges, the series
L: IXnI also diverges. Q.E.D.
In the application of Raabe's Test, it is often convenient to use the following limiting
form.
9.2.9 Corollary Let X := (xn) be a nonzero sequencein IRandlet
(13)
whenever this limit exists. Then L: xn is absolutely convergent when a > 1 and is not
absolutelyconvergentwhen a < 1.
Proof. Suppose the limit in (13) exists and that a > 1. If al is any number with
a > al > 1, then there exists KEN such that al < n(1-lxn+1lxnD for n > K. There-
fore Ixn+llxnl < 1 - adn for n 2: K and Raabe's Test 9.2.8(a) applies.
The case where a < 1 is similar and is left to the reader. Q.E.D.
.
Note There is no conclusion when a = 1; either convergence or divergence is possible,
as the readercan show.
9.2.10 Examples (a) We reconsider the p-series in the light of Raabe's Test. Applying




en + I)P -np
])a = lim n 1 - (n + 1)P = lim n (n + I)P
.




)= l1. m .11m = p . 1= p.. I/n . (1 + I/n)P
We conclude that if p > 1 then the p-series is convergent,and if 0 < p < 1 then the
series is divergent (since the terms are positive). However, if p = 1 (the harmonic series!),
Corollary,9.2.9yields no information.
00
(b) We now consider L -; .
n=1 n + 1
An easy calculation shows that lim(xn+1lxn) = 1, so that Corollary 9.2.5 does not
apply. Also, we have lim(n(1 - xn+1lxn» = 1, so that Corollary 9.2.9 does not apply
either.However,it is an exercise to establish the inequalityxn+llxn 2: (n - 1)ln, whence
it follows from Raabe's Test 9.2.8(b) that the series is divergent.(Of course, the Integral
Test,or the Limit ComparisonTestwith (Yn) = (lln), can be appliedhere.) 0
Although the limiting form 9.2.9 of Rabbe's Test is much easier to apply, Example




Exercises for Section 9.2
1. Establish the convergence or the divergence of the series whose nth tenn is:
1 n
(a) , + l)(n +2)' (b)"" -.,
(c) 2-I/n, (d) n/2n.
2. Establish the convergence or divergence of the series whose nth tenn is:
(a) (n(n + 1»-1/2, (b) (n2(n + 1»-1/2,
(c) n!/nn, (d) (_1)nn/(n + 1).








4. Discuss the convergence or the divergence of the series with nth tenn
(a) 2ne-n, (b) nne-n,
(c) e-1nn, .' (d) (Inn)e--.,.Iii,
2
(e) n!e-n, (f) n!e-n.
5. Show that the series 1/12 + 1/23 + 1/32 + 1/43 +... is convergent, but that both the Ratio
and the Root Tests fail to apply.
6. If a and b are positive numbers, then ~)an + b)-P converges if p > 1 and diverges if p ::: 1.
7. Discuss the series whose nth tenn is
n! (n!)2
(b) (2n)!'
2 .4 .. . (2n)
(d) 5. 7.. . (2n+ 3).
(a) - ,
3 . 5 . 7 .. . (2n + 1)
2 . 4 .. . (2n)
(c) ,
3 .5 .. . (2n + I)
8. Let 0 < a < 1 and consider the series
a2 + a + a4 + a3 +... + a2n+ a2n-1 +....
Show that the Root Test applies, but that the Ratio Test does not apply.
9. Ifr E (0, 1) satisfies (2) in the Root Test9.2.2, show that the partial sums sn of L xn approximate
its limits accordingto the estimateIs - sn I :::rn+! / (I - r) for n ~ K.
to. Ifr E (0, 1) satisfies (5) in the Ratio Test 9.2.4, show that Is - snI ::: r IXn1/ (1 - r) for n ~ K.
11. If a > 1 satisfies (to) in Raabe's Test 9.2.8, show that Is - sn I :::n IXn I / (a - 1) for n ~ K.
12. For each of the series in Exercise 1 that converge, estimate the remainder if only four tenns are
taken. If only ten tenns are taken. If we wish to determine the sum of the series within 1/1000,
how many tenns should be taken?
13. Answer the questions posed in Exercise 12 for the series given in Exercise 2.
14. Show that the series 1 + ! - ~ + 1 + k - ~ + + - ... isdivergent.
15. For n EN, let cn be defined by cn := t + ! +... + l/n -Inn. Show that (cn) is a decreasing
sequence of positive numbers. The limit C of this sequence is called Euler's Constant and is
approximately equal to 0.577. Show that if we put
111 1
b := - - - + - - ... - -
n 1 2 3 2n'
then the sequence (b ) converges to In 2. [Hint:b = C2n - C + In2.]n n n
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16. Let {nl, n2, ...} denote the collection of natural numbers that do not use the digit 6 in their
decimal expansion. Show that L 1Ink converges to a number less than 80. If {mI' m2, . . .} is
the collection of numbers that end in 6, then L I/mk diverges. If {PI' P2' ... , } is the collection
of numbers that do not end in 6, then L II Pk diverges.
17. If P > 0, q > 0, show that the series
L (p + l)(p + 2)... (p + n)(q + l)(q + 2) . . . (q + n)
convergesfor q > P + 1 and divergesfor q ~ P + 1.
18. Suppose that none of the numbersa, b, e is a negativeintegeror zero. Provethat the hyper-
geometric series
ab a(a + l)b(b + 1) a(a + l)(a + 2)b(b + l)(b + 2)-+ + +...
l!e 2!e (e + 1) 3!c(e + l)(e + 2)
is absolutelyconvergentfor e > a + b and divergentfor e < a + b.
19. Let an > 0 and suppose that L an converges. Construct a convergent series L bn with bn > 0
such that lim(anlbn) = 0; henceL bn converges less rapidly than L an' [Hint: Let (An) be the
partial sums of Lan and A its limit. Definebl :=,.fA - JA - AI andbn:= JA - An_I-
J A - An forn ~ 1.]
20. Let (an) be a decreasing sequence of real numbers converging to 0 and suppose that Lan
diverges. Construct a divergent series L bn with bn > 0 such that lim(bnlan) = 0; hence L bn
diverges less rapidly than Lan' [Hint: Let bn := an/A where An is the nth partial sum of
Lan']
Section 9.3 Tests for Nonabsolute Convergence
The convergence tests that were discussed in the preceding section were primarily directed
to establishing the absolute convergence of a series. Since there are many series, such as
00 (_1)n+l 00 (-It+1
(1) L' L~'n=1 n n=1 n
that are convergent but not absolutely convergent, it is desirable to have some tests for this
phenomenon. In this short section we shall present first the test for alternating series and
then tests for more general series due to Dirichlet and Abel.
Alternating Series
The most familiar test for nonabsolutelyconvergentseriesis the one due to Leibniz that is
applicable to series that are "alternating" in the followingsense.
9.3.1 Definition A sequenceX := (xn) of nonzeroreal numbersis saidto be alternating
if the tenns (_I)n+1xn' n E N, are allpositive(or all negative)realnumbers.If the sequence
X = (xn) is alternating, we say that the series L xn it generates is an alternating series.
In the case of an alternating series, it is usefulto setxn = (_I)n+1 zn [orxn = (_1)n zn]'
where Z > 0 for all n E N.n
9.3.2 Alternating Series Test Let Z := (zn) be a decreasingsequenceof strictlypositive
numbers with lim(zn) = O. Then the alternating series L( _1)n+1zn is convergent.
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Proof. Since we have
SZn= (Zl - ZZ) + (Z3 -Z4)+... + (ZZn-1- zZn)'
and since zk - zk+1 ~ 0, it follows that the subsequence (sZn)of partial sums is increasing.
Since
SZn= zl - (zz - z3) - . . . - (z2n-Z- zZn-l) - zZn'
it also follows that sZn ~ zl for all n E N. It follows from the Monotone Convergence
Theorem 3.3.2 that the subsequence (sZn)converges to some number S E JR.
We now show that the entire sequence (sn) converges to s. Indeed, if E > 0, let K be
such that if n ~ K then ISzn- S I ~ !E and IZ2n+11< !E. It follows that if n > K then
ISZn+1- S I = ISzn+ zZn+1- S I
~ ISzn- sl + IZzn+11~!E +!E = E.
Therefore every partial sum of an odd number of terms is also within E of S if n is large
enough. Since E > ° is arbitrary, the convergenceof (sn) and hence of L (_1)n+1 zn is
established. . . Q.E.D.
Note It is an exercise to show that if S is the sum of the alternating series and if sn is its
nth partial sum, then
(2)
It is clear that this Alternating Series Test establishes the convergence of the two series
already mentioned, in (1).
The Dirichlet and Abel Tests
We will now present two other tests of wide applicability. They are based on the following
lemma, which is sometimes called the partial summation formula, since it corresponds
to the familiar formula for integration by parts.
9.3.3 Abel's Lemma Let X := (xn) and Y := (Yn) be sequences in JRand let the partial
sums of L Yn be denoted by (sn) with So := 0. Ifm > n, then
(3)
m m-l
L xkYk = (xmsm - xn+lsn) + L (xk - xk+1)sk'
k=n+l k=n+l
Proof. Since Yk = sk - sk-l for k = 1,2, . . " the left side of (3) is seen to be equal to
L~=n+l xk(sk - sk-l)' If we collect the terms multiplying sn' sn+1'. . . ,sm' we obtain the
right side of (3). Q.E.D.
We now apply Abel's Lemma to obtain tests for convergence of series of the form
LXnYn,
9.3.4 Dirichlet's Test If X := (xn) is a decreasing sequence with limxn = 0, and if the
partial sums (sn) of L Yn are bounded, then the series L xnYn is convergent.
-- -
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Proof. Let ISn 1 ::::B for all n E N. If m > n, it follows from Abel's Lemma 9.3.3 and the
fact that xk - xk+1 ::: 0 that
m-l
:::: (xm + xn+1)B+ L (xk - xk+1)B
k=n+l
= [(xm+ xn+1)+ (xn+1- xm)]B
=2xn+1B.
Since lim(xk) = 0, the convergence of LXkYk follows from the Cauchy Convergence
Criterion3.7.4. Q.E.D.
9.3.5 Abel's Test If X := (xn) is a convergentmonotone sequence and the series L Yn
is convergent, then the series L xnYn is also convergent.
Proof. If (xn) is decreasing with limit x, let un := Xn - x, n EN, so that (un) decreases
to O.Then xn = x + un' whencexnYn = xYn + unYn' It follows from the Dirichlet Test
9.3.4 that L unYn is convergent and, since L xYn converges (because of the assumed
conve~gence of the series L yn), we conclude that L xnYn is convergent.
If (xn) is increasingwith limit x, let vn := x - xn' n E N, so that (vn) decreases to O.
Here xn = x - vn' whence xnYn = xYn - vnYn' and the argument proceeds as before.
Q.E.D.
9.3.6 Examples (a) Since we have
2 (sin! x) (cos x + . . . + cos nx) = sin (n + !) x - sin !x,
it follows that if x #- 2br (k EN), then
I sin (n + D x - sin! x I 1









2 sm2:x sm 2:x
Hence Dirichlet's Test implies that if (an) is decreasing with lim (an) = 0, then the series
L~ 1an cOSnx converges provided x #- 2br.
(b) Since we have
2 (sin !x) (sin X +... + sinnx) = cos!x - cos (n + D x,





smx+...+smnx < - .
- Isin!xl
As before,if (an)is decreasingandiflim(an) = 0, then the series L~l ansinnx converges
for x #- 2br (and it also convergesfor these values). 0
Exercises for Section 9.3
1. Test the following series for convergence and for absolute convergence.
00 (_1)n+l 00 (_1)n+l
(a) n~ n2+ 1 ' (b) El n + 1 '
00 ( 1)n+l n 00 In
(c) L - , (d) L (_1)n+I ~.




2. If sn is the nth partial sum of the alternating series L~l (_1)n+l zn' and if S denotes the sum
of this series, show that Is - sn I :::zn+l'
3. Give an example to show that the Alternating Series Test 9.3.2 may fail if (zn) is not a decreasing
sequence.
4. Show that the Alternating Series Test is a consequence of Dirichlet's Test 9.3.4.
5. Consider the series
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 +-+ ++--...
2 345 67'
where the signscomein pairs.Doesit converge?
6. Let an e JRfor n e N and let p < q. If the series L anInP is convergent,showthat the series
L anlnq is also convergent.
7. If p and q are positive numbers, show that L ( _1)n (In n)P Inq is a convergent series.
8. Discuss the series whose nth term is:
nn nn
(a) (_1)n. Hn+l' (b) _ _ '"
(c) (-1)n (n +nl)n , (d) (n ++~)n.n nn
9. If the partial sums of L an are bounded, show that the series L~l ane-nt converges for t > O.
10. If the partial sums sn of L~l an are bounded, show that the series L~l anIn converges to
L~l snln(n + 1).
11. Can Dirichlet's Test be applied to establish the convergence of
1 1 1 1 1
1 +-+-+--...
2 345 6
where the number of signs increases by one in each "block"? If not, use another method to
establish the convergence of this series.
12. Show that the hypotheses that the sequence X := (xn) is decreasing in Dirichlet's Test 9.3.4 can
be replacedby the hypothesisthat L~l IXn- xn+ll is convergent.
13. If (an) is a bounded decreasing sequence and (bn) is a bounded increasing sequence and if
xn := an + bn for n eN, show that L~llxn - xn+ll is convergent.
14. Show that if the partial sums sn of the series L~l ak satisfy ISnI ::: Mnr for some r < I, then
the series L:=l anln converges.
15. Suppose that L a is a convergent series of real numbers. Either prove that L b converges orn . n
give a counter-example,whenwe definebn by
(a) anln,
(c) a sin n,n
(e) n1/nan,
(b) .;a;ln (an 2: 0),
(d) Janln (an 2: 0),
(f) ani (1 + IanI).
Section 9.4 Series of Functions
Because of their frequent appearance and importance, we now present a discussion of infinite
series of functions. Since the convergence of an infinite series is handled by examining
the sequence of partial sums, questions concerning series of functions are answered by
examining corresponding questions for sequences of functions. For this reason, a portion
of the present section is merely a translation of facts already established for sequences
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we discuss power series, some new features arise because of the special character of the
functions involved.
9.4.1 Definition If (In) is a sequence of functions defined on a subset D of IRwith values
in IR,the sequence of partial sums (sn) of the infinite series L In is definedfor x in D by
sl (x) .:= II (x),
s2(x) := sl (x) + 12(x)
..
.
In case the sequence (sn) of functions converges on D to a function I, we say that the
infinite series of functions L In converges to I on D. We will often write
or
to denote either the series or the limit function, when it exist$.
If the series L IIn(x) I converges for each x in D, we say that L In is absolutely
convergenton D. If the sequence(sn)of partialsumsis uniformlyconvergenton D to
I, we say that L In is uniformly convergent on D, or that it converges to I uniformly
onD.
One of the main reasons for the interest in uniformly convergent series of functions is
the validity of the following results which give conditions justifying the change of order of
the summation and other limiting operations.
9.4.2 Theorem If In is continuouson D C IRto IRforeachn E N and if L In converges
to I unifonnly on D, then I is continuous on D.
This is a direct translation of Theorem 8.2.2 for series. The next result is a translation
of Theorem 8.2.4.
9.4.3 Theorem Supposethatthereal-valuedfunctionsIn' n EN, areRiemannintegrable






a I =~ a In'
Next we turn to the corresponding theorem pertaining to differentiation. Here we
assume the uniform convergence of the series obtained after term-by-term differentiation
of the given series. This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.2.3.
9.4.4 Theorem For each n EN, let In be a real-valuedfunction on J := [a,b] thathas
a derivative I~ on J. Suppose that the series L In converges for at least one point of J and
that the series of derivatives L I~ converges unifonnly on J.
Then there exists a real-valued function I on J such that L In converges unifonnly
on J to I . In addition, f has a derivativeon J and I' = L I~.
- -
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Tests for Uniform Convergence
Since we have stated some consequencesof unifonn convergenceof series, we shall now
present a few tests that can be used to establishunifonn convergence.
9.4.5 Cauchy Criterion Let (in) be a sequence offunctions on D C JRto JR.The series
L in is unifonnly convergent on D if and only if for every e > 0 there exists an M (e) such
thatifm > n ~ M(e), then
foral1 xED.
9.4.6 Weierstrass M-Test Let (Mn) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that
I in (x) I < Mn for xED, n EN. If the series L Mn is convergent,then L in is unifonnly
convergent on D.
Proof. If m > n, we have the relation
lin+1(x) +... + im(x)1 ::: Mn+1+... + Mm
Now apply 3.7.4, 9.4.5,and the convergenceof L Mn.
for xED.
Q.E.D.
In Appendix E we will use the Weierstrass M -Test to construct two interesting exam-
ples.
Power Series
We shall now turn to a discussionof power series. This is an important class of series of
functions and enjoyspropertiesthat are not validfor general series of functions.
9.4.7 Definition A series of real functions L in is said to be a power series around
x =c if the function in has the fonn
in (x) = an(x - c)n,
where an and c belong to JRand where n = 0,1,2, ....
For the sake of simplicity of our notation, we shall treat only the case where c = o.
This is no loss of generality,however, since the translation x' = x - c reduces a power
series around c to a power series around O.Thus, whenever we refer to a power series, we
shall mean a series of the fonn
(2)
00
L anxn = ao + al x + . . . + anxn + . . . .
n=O
Even though the functions appearing in (2) are defined over all of JR,it is not to be
expected that the series (2) will converge for all x in JR.For example, by using the Ratio




converge for x in the sets
{OJ, {x E JR: Ixl < I}, IR,
- -
-- --- - -.- -- -- ----
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respectively. Thus, the set on which a power series converges may be small, medium, or
large. However, an arbitrary subset of JRcannot be the precise set on which a power series
converges,as we shall show. .
If (bn) is a bounded sequence of nonnegativereal numbers, then we define the limit
superior of (bn) to be the infimum of those numbers v such that bn < v for all sufficiently
large n EN. This infimum is uniquely determined and is denoted by lim sup(bn). The only
facts we need to know are (i) that if v > limsup(bn), then bn < v for all sufficiently large
n EN, and (ii) that if w < lim sup(bn), then w :::: bn for infinitely many n EN.
9.4.8 Definition Let L anxn be a power series. If the sequence (Ian,l/n) is bounded, we
set p := lim sup (Ian11/n);if this sequence is not bounded we set p = +00. We define the





if p = +00,
if 0 < p < +00,
if p = O.
The interval of convergence is the open interval (- R, R).
We shall now justify the term "radius of convergence".
9.4.9 Cauchy-Hadamard Theorem H R is theradiusof convergenceof thepower series
L anxn, then the series is absolutelyconvergentif IxI < R and is divergentif IxI > R.
Proof. We shall treat only the case where 0 < R < +00, leaving the cases R = 0 and
R = +00 as exercises. If 0 < IxI < R, then there exists a positive number c < 1 such
that IxI < cR. Therefore p < cl IxI and so it follows that if n is sufficiently large, then
Ian 11/n :::: c I IxI. This is equivalent to the statement that
(3)
for all sufficientlylarge n. Since c < 1, the absoluteconvergenceof L anxn follows from
the ComparisonTest3.7.7.
If IxI > R = IIp, then there are infinitely many n E"N for which lanl1/n > l/lxl.
Therefore, lanxnI > 1 for infinitelymanyn, so that the sequence (anxn)does not converge
to zero. Q.E.D.
Remark It will be noted that the Cauchy-Hadamard Theorem makes no statement as to
whether the power series converges when IxI= R. Indeed, anything can happen, as the
examples
show. Since lim(n1/n) = 1, each of these power series has radius of convergence equal to 1.
The first power series converges at neither of the points x = -1 and x = + 1; the second
series convergesat x = -1 but divergesat x = + 1;andthe thirdpowerseries convergesat
both x = -1 and x = + 1. (Find a power series with R = 1 that converges at x = + 1 but
divergesat x = -1.)
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It is an exercise to show that the radius of convergence of the series L anxn is also
given by
(4)
provided this limit exists. Frequently, it is more convenient to use (4) than Definition 9.4.8.
The argument used in the proof of the Cauchy-Hadamard Theorem yields the uniform
convergence of the power series on any fixed closed and bounded interval in the interval of
convergence (-R, R).
9.4.10 Theorem Let R be the radius of convergenceof L anxn and let K be a closed
and bounded interval contained in the interval of convergence (- R, R). Then the power
series converges uniformly on K.
Proof. The hypothesis on K c (- R, R) implies that there exists a positive constant
c < 1 such that IxI < cR for all x E K. (Why?) By the argument in 9.4.9, we infer that
for sufficiently large n, the estimate (3) holds for all x E K. S~nce c < 1, the uniform
convergence of L anxn on K is a direct consequence of the -Weierstrass M -test with
Mn := cn. Q.E.D.
9.4.11 Theorem The limit of a power series is continuous on the interval of convergence.
A power series can be integrated tenn-by-tenn over any closed and bounded interval
contained in the interval of convergence.
Proof. If IxoI < R, then the preceding result asserts that L anxn converges uniformly on
any closed and bounded neighborhood of Xo contained in (-R, R). The continuity at Xo
then follows from Theorem 9.4.2, and the term-by-term integration is justified by Theorem
9.4.3. Q.E.D.
We now show that a power series can be differentiated term-by-term. Unlike the
situation for general series, we do not need to assume that the differentiated series is
uniformly convergent. Hence this result is stronger than Theorem 9.4.4.
9.4.12' Differentiation Theorem A power series can be differentiated tenn-by-tenn
within the interval of convergence. In fact, if
00






for Ixl < R.
Both series have the same radius of convergence.
Proof. Since lim(n l/n) = 1, the sequence (Inan11/n)is bounded if and only if the sequence
(IanII/n) is bounded. Moreover, it is easily seen that
limsup (Inanll/n) = limsup(lanll/n).
Therefore, the radius of convergence of the two series is the same, so the formally differen-
tiated series is uniformly convergent on each closed and bounded interval contained in the
interval of convergence. We can then apply Theorem 9.4.4 to conclude that the formally
differentiated series converges to the derivative of the given series. Q.E.D.
---
--- -- ---_.-
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Remark It is to be observed that the theorem makes no assertion about the endpoints of
the interval of convergence. If a series is convergent at an endpoint, then the differentiated
series mayor may not be convergent at this point. For example, the series E~l xn /n2
converges at both endpoints x = -1 and x = +1. However, the differentiated series given
by E~l xn-l / n convergesat x = -1 but divergesat x = +1.
By repeated application of the preceding result, we conclude that if kEN then
E:'o anxn can be differentiatedterm-by-termk times to obtain
00 ,
'"" n. n-k
f::k (n - k)!anx .
Moreover,thisseriesconvergesabsolutelyto I(k)(x) for IxI < R anduniformlyoverany
closed and bounded interval in the interval of convergence. If we substitute x = 0 in (5),
we obtain the important formula
(5)
9.4.13 Uniqueness Theorem If E anxn and E bnxn converge on some interval
(-r, r), r > 0, to the same function I, then
for all n EN.
Proof. Our preceding remarks show that n Ian = I(n) (0) = n!bn for all n EN. Q.E.D.
Taylor Series
If a function I has derivatives of all orders at a point c in JR,then we can calculate the
Taylorcoefficientsbyao:= I(c),an := I(n)(c)/n!forn E N and in this way obtain apower
series with these coefficients. However, it is not necessarily true that the resulting power
series converges to the function I in an interval about c. (See Exercise 12 for an example.)




I (x) = L , (x- c)n
O n.n=
for Ix - cl < R if and only if the sequence (Rn(x» of remaindersconvergesto 0 for each
x in some interval {x: Ix - cl < R}. In this case we say that the power series (6) is the
Taylor expansion of I at c. We observe that the Taylor polynomials for I discussed in
Section 6.4 are just the partial sums of the Taylor expansion (6) of I. (Recall that O! = 1.)
9.4.14 Examples (a) If I (x) := sinx, x E JR, we have 1(2n)(x) = (_1)n sin x and
1(2n+1) (x) = (_1)n cos x for n E N, x E JR.Evaluating at c = 0, we get the Taylor coeffi-
cients a2n= 0 and a2n+1= (-It /(2n + I)! for n EN. Since Isinxl :::: 1 and Icosxl < 1
for all x, then IRn(x)1 ::::IxlnIn! for n EN and x E JR.Since lim(Rn(x» = 0 for each




for all x E JR.
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An application of Theorem 9.4.12 gives us the Taylor expansion
00 (_l)n
cosx = L x2n for all x E JR.
n=O (2n)!
(b) If g(x) := eX,x E JR,then g<n)(x) = eXfor all n E N, and hence the Taylor coefficients
are given by an = 1/n! for n EN. For a given x E JR,we have IRn(x)1 ~ e1x1lxlnIn! and
therefore (Rn(x)) tends to 0 as n --+ 00. Therefore, we obtain the Taylor expansion
00 1
eX = L _xn
n=On!
(7) for all x E JR.
We can obtain the Taylor expansion at an arbitrary C E JRby the device of replacing x by
x - c in (7) and noting that
for x E JR. o
Exercises for Section 9.4
1. Discuss the convergence and the uniform convergence of the series L In' where In (x) is given
by:
(a) (x2 + n2)-I, (b) (nx)-2 (x i= 0),
(c) sin(xln2), (d) (xn + 1)-1 (x i= 0) ,
(e) xn I(xn + 1) (x ~ 0), (f) (_1)n(n +X)-I (x ~ 0).
2. If L an is an absolutely convergent series, then the series Lan sinnx is absolutely and uni-
formlyconvergent.
3. Let (en) be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers. If L en sin nx is uniformly convergent,
then lim(nc ) = o.n
4. Discuss the cases R = 0, R = +00 in the Cauchy-HadamardTheorem9.4.9.
5. Show that the radius of convergence R of the power series L anxn is given by 1im(lanlan+1/)
wheneverthis limitexists.Give an exampleof a powerserieswherethis limitdoes not exist.
6. Determine the radius of convergence of the series L anxn, where an is given by:
(a) linn, (b) nUIn!,
(c) nnIn!, (d) (lnn)-I, n ~ 2,
(e) (n!)2"1(2n)!, (f) n-.Jn.
7. If a := 1 when n is the Square of a natural number and a := 0 otherwise, find the radius ofn n
convergence of '" a xn. If b := 1 when n = m! for mEN and b := 0 otherwise, find theL.-Jn n n
radius of convergence of the series L bnxn.
8. Prove in detail that 1imsup(lnan Il/n) = lim sup(lan Il/n).
9. If 0 < p ~ IanI ~ q for all n E N, find the radius of convergence of L anxn.
10. Let I(x) = LanXn for Ixl < R. If I(x) = I(-x) for alllxl < R, show that an = 0 for all
oddn.
11. Prove that if I is defined for IxI < r and if there exists a constant B such that I I(n) (x) I ~ B for
alllxl < rand n EN, then the Taylor series expansion
00 I(n) (0)L xn
n=O n!
convergesto I (x) for IxI < r.
--- -
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12. Prove by Induction that the function given by f(x) :.: e-1/x2 for x =/:.0, f(O) := 0, has deriva-
tives of all orders at every point and that all of these derivatives vanish at x = O. Hence this
function is not given by its Taylor expansion about x = O.
13. Give an example of a function which is equal to its Taylor series expansion about x = 0 for
x ~ 0, but which is not equal to this expansion for x < O.
14. Use the Lagrange fonn of the remainder to justify the general Binomial Expansion
(1 + x)m = ~ (:) xn for O:s x < 1.
15. (Geometric series) Show directly that if IxI < 1, then 1/(1 - x) = L:o xn.





17. Show that if Ixl < 1, then Arctan x = L 2 x2n+l.n=O n +
(X) 1. 3. . . (2n- 1) x2n+l
18. Show that if Ixl < 1, then Arcsin x = L 2 4. . - .n=O . 2n 2n + 1
lx 219. Find a series expansion for 0 e-t dt for x e IR.
20. If exe IRand Ikl < 1, the integral F(ex,k) := la (1 - k2(sinx)2r'/2 dx is called an elliptic
integral of the first kind. Show that
F (7r,k ) =7r~ (
1.3...(2n-l)




In Chapter 7 we gave a rather complete discussion of the Riemann integral of a function
on a closed bounded interval, defining the integral as the limit of Riemann sums of the
function. This is the integral (and the approach) that the reader met in calculus courses; it is
also the integral that is most frequently used in applications to engineering and other areas.
.' We have seen that continuous and monotone functions on [a, b] are Riemann integrable, so
most of the functions arising in calculus are included in its scope.
However, by the end of the 19th century, some inadequacies in the Riemann the-
ory of integration had become apparent. These failings came primarily from the fact that
the collection of Riemann integrable functions became inconveniently small as mathe-
matics developed. For example, the set of functions for which the Newton-Leibniz for-
mula:
lb F' = F(b) - F(a)
holds, does not include all differentiable functions. Also, limits of sequences of Riemann
integrable functions are not necessarily Riemann integrable. These inadequacies led others
to invent other integration theories, the best known of which was due to Henri Lebesgue
(1875-1941) and was developed at the very beginning of the 20th century. (For an account
of the history of the development of the Lebesgue integral, the reader should consult the
book of Hawkins given in the References.)
Indeed, the Lebesgue theory of integration has become pre-eminent in contemporary
mathematical research, since it enables one to integrate a much larger collection of functions,
and to take limits of integrals more freely. However, the Lebesgue integral also has several
inadequacies and difficulties: (1) There exist functions F that are differentiable on [a, b]




do not exist as Lebesgue integrals. (3) Most treatments of the Lebesgue integral have
considerable prerequisites and are not easily within the reach of an undergraduate student
of mathematics.
As important as the Lebesgue integral is, there are even more inclusive theories of
integration. One of these was developed independently in the late 1950s by the Czech
mathematician Jaroslav Kurzweil (b. 1926) and the English mathematician Ralph Henstock
(b. 1923). Surprisingly, their approach is only slightly different from that used by Riemann,
yet it yields an integral (which we will call the generalized Riemann integral) that includes
hnth tnp R;pm::ln.!'::InrLt~ T,ehesQ"ueintegrals as sDecial cases. Since the approach is so
- -. -+-- -- - - - .-- . -. --- .
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Ralph Renstock and Jaroslav Kurzweil
Ralph Henstock (pictured on the left) was born on
June 2. 1923. in Nottinghamshire. England. the son of
a mineworker. At an early age he showed that he was a
gifted scholar in mathematics and science. He entered
St. John's College. Cambridge. in 1941. studying with
J. D. Bernal. G. H. Hardy. and J. C. Burkhill and was
classified Wrangler in Part II of the Tripos Exams in
1943. He earned his B.A. at Cambridge in 1944 and his
Ph.D. at the University of London in 1948. His research
is in the theory of summability.linear analysis. and inte-
gration theory. Most of his teaching has been in Northern
Ireland. He is presently an Emeritus Professor at the Coleraine Campus of the University of Ulster.
Jaroslav Kurzweil (pictured on the right) was born on May 7. 1926. in Prague. A student of
V.Jarnfk. he has done a considerable amount of research in the theory of differential equations and
the theory of integration. and also has had a serious interest in mathematical education. In 1964 he
was awarded the Klement Gottwald State Prize. and in 1981 he was awarded the Bolzano medal
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Since 1989 he has been Director of the Mathematical
Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague and has had a profound influence on the
mathematicians there.
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similar to that of Riemann. it is technically much simpler than the usual Lebesgue integral-
yet its scope is considerably greater; in particular. it includes functions that are derivatives.
and also includes all "improper integrals".
In this chapter. we give an exposition of the generalized Riemann integral. In Sec-
tion 10.1. it will be seen that the basic theory is almost exactly the same as for the ordinary
Riemann integral. However. we have omitted the proofs of a few results when their proofs
are unduly complicated. In the short Section 10.2. we indicate that improper integrals on
[a. b] are included in the generalized theory. We will introduce the class of Lebesgue in-
tegrable functions as those generalized integrable functions f whose absolute value If I is
also generalized integrable; this is a very different approach to the Lebesgue integral than
is usual. but it gives the same class of functions. In Section 10.3. we will integrate functions
on unbounded closed intervals. In the final section. we discuss the limit theorems that hold
for the generalized Riemann and Lebesgue integrals. and we will give some interesting ap-
plications of these theorems. We will also define what is meant by a "measurable function"
and relate that notion to generalized integrability.
Readers wishing to study the proofs that are omitted here. should consult the first
author's book, A Modern Theory of Integration. which we refer to as [MTI]. or the books
of DePree and Swartz. Gordon. and McLeod listed in the References.
Section 10.1 Definition and Main Properties
In Definition 5.5.2. we defined agauge on [a. b] to be a strictly positive function 8 : [a. b] ~
(0.00). Further, a tagged partition P := {(Ii' t)}7=1of [a. b].where Ii := [Xi_I'Xi]'is said
to be 8-fine in case
(1) ti E Ij C [tj -8(tj).tj +8(t)] for i = 1. n.
This is shown in Figure 5.5.1. Note that (i) only a tagged partition can be 8-fine,and (ii)
...L-_ ('I ~__'I"'Ioc..~_o.f...a..taoopti..n.at:tit;nn ~.o :J -- .'-- _L _£..t :J "~-..r..o.h.:.~..CI.U'*- \
- - - - -_.- - -- - -- --- - - -- - ---
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In Examples 5.5.4, we gave some specific examples of gauges, and in Theorem 5.5.5
we showed that if 8 is any gauge on [a, b], then there exist 8-fine tagged partitions of [a, b].
We will define the generalized Riemann (or the "Henstock-Kurzweil") integral. It
will be seen that the definition is very similar to that of the ordinary Riemann integral,
and that many of the proofs are essentially the same. Indeed, the only difference between
the definitions of these integrals is that the notion of smallness of a tagged partition is
specified by a gauge, rather than its norm. It will be seen that this-apparently minor-
difference results in a very much larger class of integrable functions. In order to avoid some
complications, a few proofs will be omitted; they can be found in [MTI].
Before we begin our study, it is appropriate that we ask: Why are gauges more useful
than norms? Briefly, the reason is that the norm of a partition is a rather coarse measure
of the fineness of the partition, since it is merely the length of the largest subinterval in the
partition. On the other hand, gauges can give one more delicate control of the subintervals
in the partitions, by requiring the use of small subinterals when the function is varying
rapidly but permitting the use of larger subintervals when the function is nearly constant.
Moreover, gauges can be used to force specific points to be tags; this is often useful when
unusual behavior takes place at such a point. Since gauges are more flexible than norms,
their use permits a larger class of functions to become }ptegrable.
10.1.1 Definition A function I : [a, b] ~ 1Ris said to be generalized Riemann inte-
grable on [a, b] if there exists a number L E 1Rsuch that for every 8 > 0 there exists a
gauge 8£on [a, b] such that ifP is any 8£-finepartition of [a, b], then
IS(/; P) - LI < 8.
The collection of all generalized Riemann integrable functions will usually be denoted by
R*[a, b].
It will be shown that if I E R*[a, b], then the number L is uniquely determined; it will
be called the generalized Riemann integral of lover [a,b]. It will alsobe shownthat if
I E R[a, b], then I E R*[a, b] and the value of the two integrals is the same. Therefore,
it will not cause any ambiguity if we also denote the generalized Riemann integral of
I E R*[a, b] by the symbols
or
lb I(x) dx.
Our first result gives the uniqueness of the value of the generalized Riemann integral.
Although its proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 7.1.2, we will write it out to show
how gauges are used instead of norms of partitions.
10.1.2 Uniqueness Theorem If I E R*[a, b], then the value of the integral is uniquely
detenruned.
Proof. Assume that L' and L" both satisfy the definition and let 8 > o. Thus there exists
a gauge 8;/2 such that if PI is any 8;/2-fine partition, then
IS(f; PI) - L'I < 8/2.
Also there exists a gauge 8~/2 such that if P2 is any 8~/2-fine partition, then
IS(f; P2) - L"I < 8/2.
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We define ~£by ~£(t) := min{~;/2(t), ~:/2(t)} for t E [a, b], so that ~£is a gauge on [a, b].
If P is a ~£-fine partition, then the partition P is both ~;/2-fine and ~:/2-fine, so that
IS(f; p) - L'I < £/2 and IS(f; p) - L"I < £/2,
whence it follows that
IL' - L"I ::: IL' - S(f; P)I + IS(f; p) - L"I
< £/2 + £/2 = £.
Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that L' = L". Q.E.D.
We now show that every Riemann integrable function f is also generalized Riemann
integrable, and with the same value for the integral. This is done by using a gauge that is a
constant function.
10.1.3 Consistency Theorem If f E R[a, b] with integral L, then also f E R*[a, b]
with integral L.
Proof. Given £ > 0, we need to construct an appropriate gauge on [a, b]. Since
f E R[a, b], there exists a number ~£ > 0 such that if P is any tagged partition with
IIPII < ~£' then IS(f; p) - LI < £. We define the function ~;(t) := !~£ for t E [a, b], so
that~: is a gaugeon [a,b].
If P = {(Ii' ti) }7=1'where Ii := [Xi-I' Xi]' is a ~;-fine partition, then since
Ii C [ti - ~:(ti)' ti + ~:(t)] = (ti - !~£' ti + !~£],
it is readilyseenthat0 < Xi - xi_1 < 4~£< ~£for all i = 1, .. . , n.Thereforethispartition
also satisfies IIPII< ~£ and consequently IS(f; p) - LI < £.
Thus every ~;-fine partition P also satisfies IS(f; p) - LI < £. Since £ > 0 is arbi-
trary, it follows that f is generalized Riemann integrable to L. Q.E.D.
From Theorems 7.2.5, 7.2.6 and 7.2.7, we conclude that: Every step function, every
continuous function and every monotone function belongs to R*[a, b]. We will now show
that Dirichlet's function, which was shown not to be Riemann integrable in 7.2.2(b) and
7.3. 13(d), is generalized Riemann integrable.
10.1.4 Examples (a) The Dirichlet function f belongs to R*[O, 1] and has integral O.
We enumerate the rational numbers in [0, 1] as {rk}~I' Given £ > 0 we define
~e<rk):= £/2k~2 and ~£(x) := 1 when X is irrational. Thus ~£ is a gauge on [0, 1] and
if the partitionP := {(Ii' t)}7=1is ~£-fine, then we havexi - Xi_1 ::::2~£(ti)'Sincethe only
nonzerocontributionsto S(f; p) come from rational tags ti = rk, where
2£ £
o < f(rk)(xi - Xi_I) = 1 . (xi - Xi_I) :::: 2k+2 = 2k+I'
and since each such tag can occur in at most two subintervals, we have
. 00 28 00 8
o ::: S(f; P) < L k+1 =L k =£.
k=1 2 k=12
Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, then f E R*[O, 1] and 11 f = o.---
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(b) Let H : [0, 1] ~ JRbe definedby H(1/ k) := k for kEN and H(x) := 0 elsewhere
on [0, 1].
. Since H is not bounded on [0, 1], it follows from the Boundedness Theorem 7.1.5 that
it is not Riemann integrable on [0, 1]. We will now show that H is generalized Riemann
integrable to O.
In fact, given E > 0, we define 8£(1/ k) := E/(k2k+2) and set 8/x) := 1 elsewhere on
[0, 1], so 8£is a gauge on [0, 1]. If 'P is a 8£-fine partition of [0, 1] then Xi - Xi_I ~ 28£(ti)'
Since the only nonzero contributions to S(H; 'P) come from tags ti = 1/ k, where
2E E
o < H(1/ k)(xi - xi_I) = k . (Xi - Xi_I) < k. k2k+2= 2k+1 '
and since each such tag can occur in at most two subintervals, we have
. 00 E
O~ S(H;P) < Lk =E.
k=12
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, then H E n*[O, 1] and 11 H = O.
o
The next result is exactly similar to Theorem 7.1.4.
10.1.5 Theorem Suppose that1 and g are in n*[a, b]. Then:
(a) Ifk E JR,the function kl is in n*[a, b] and
lbkl = k lbI.
(b) Thefunction 1 + g is in n*[a, b] and
lb (I + g) = lb 1 + lb g.
(c) If I(x) < g(x) lor all X E [a, b], then
[ I ~ [ g.
Proof. (b) Given E > 0, we can use the argument ~ the proof of the Uniqueness Theorem
10.1.2 to construct a gauge 8£on [a, b] such that ifP is any 8£-finepartition of [a, b], then
and
Since S(I + g; 'P) = S(/; 'P) + S(g; 'P), it followsas in the proof of Theorem 7.1.4(b)
that
IS(f+g;p) - ([ I +[g) I ~ IS(f;p) - [II+ IS(g;p) - [gl
< E /2 + E /2 = E.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary,then 1 + g E n*[a,b] and its integral is the sum of the integrals
of 1 and g.
The proofs of (a) and (c) are analogous and are left to the reader. Q.E.D.
- - -
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It might be expected that an argument similar to that given in Theorem 7.1.5 can be
used to show that a function in R*[a, b] is necessarily bounded. However, that is not the
case; indeed, we have already seen an unbounded function in R*[O, 1] in Example 10.1.4(b)
and will encounter more later. However, it is a profitable exercise for the reader to determine
exactly where the proof of Theorem7.1.5 breaksdownfor a functionin R *[a, b].
The Cauchy Criterion
There is an analogous fonn for the Cauchy Criterion for functions in R *[a, b]. It is important
because it eliminates the need to know the value of the integral. Its proof is essentially the
same as that of 7.2.1.
10.1.6 Cauchy Criterion A function f : [a, b] --+ JRbelongs to R*[a, b] if and only if
for every E > 0 there exist a gauge 17s on [a, b] such that if 'P and Q are any partitions of
[a, b] that are 17s-fine, then
IS(f; 'P) - S(f; Q)I < E.
.
Proof. (=» If f E R*[a, b] with integral L, let os/2 be a gauge on [a, b] such that if 'P
and Q are oS/2-finepartitions of [a, b], then
IS(f; P) - LI < E/2 and IS(f; Q) - LI < E/2.
We set 17s(t):= 0s/2(t) for t E [a, b], so if'P and Q are 17s-fine, then
IS(f; 'P) - S(f; Q)I ~ IS(f; 'P) - LI + IL - S(f; Q)I
<E/2+E/2=E.
({=) For each n EN, let Onbe a gauge on [a, b] such that if 'P and Q are partitions
that are On-fine, then
IS(f; 'P) - S(f; Q)I < l/n.
We may assume that 0n(t) ::: 0n+1(t) for all t E [a, b] and n EN; otherwise, we replace on
by the gauge o~(t) := min{o}(t), "', 0n(t)} for all t E [a, b].
For each n E N, let 'P"be a partition that is on-fine. Clearly, if m > n then both 'Pm and
'P" are On-fine, so that
(2) IS(f; 'P,,) - S(f; 'Pm) 1 < l/n for m > n.
Consequently, the sequence (S(f; 'Pm))~=}is a Cauchy sequence in JR,so it converges to
some number A. Passing to the limit in (2) as m --+ 00, we have
IS(f; 'P,,) - AI ~ l/n for all n E N.
To see that A is the generalized Riemann integral of f, given E > 0, let KEN satisfy
K > 2/E. If Q is a oK-finepartition,then
IS(f; Q) - AI ~ IS(f; Q) - S(f; 'PK)I+ IS(f; 'PK) - AI
~ 1/K + 1/K < E.
Since E > 0 is arbitrary,then f E R*[a, b] with integralA. Q.E.D.
-- -
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10.1.7 Squeeze Theorem Letf: [a, b] ~'JR. Thenf E R*[a, b]ifandonlyifforevery
£ > 0 there exist functions el£and w£ in R*[a, b] with
for all x E [a, b],
and such that
The proof of this result is exactly similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2.3, and will be
left to the reader.
The Additivity Theorem
We now present a result quite analogous to Theorem 7.2.8. Its proof is a modification of
the proof of that theorem, but since it is somewhat technical, the reader may choose to omit
the proof on a first reading.
. 10.1.8 Additivity Theorem Let f : [a, b] ~ JRand let c E (a, b). Then f E R*[a, b]
if and only if its restrictions to [a, c] and [c, b] are both generalized Riemann integrable.
In this case
(3) [f=[f+[f.
Proof. C~) Suppose that the restriction fl of f to [a, c], and the restriction f2 of
f to [c, b] are generalized Riemann integrable to LI and L2' respectively. Then, given
£ > 0 there exists a gauge 8' on [a, c] such that if PI is a 8'-fine partition of [a, c] then
15(f1;PI) - LII < £/2. Also.there exists a gauge 8" on [c,b] such that if P2 is a 8"-fine
partition of [c, b] then 15(f2; P2) - L21< £/2.
We now definea gauge8£on [a, b] by
{
min{8'(t), !(c - t)}
8/t):= min{8'(c),8"(c)}
min{8"(t), !(t - c)}
for t E [a, c),
for t = c,
for t E (c, b].
(This gauge has the property that any 8£-fine partition must have c as a tag for any subinterval
containing the point c.)
We will show that if Q is any 8e-fine partition of [a, b], then there exist a 8'-fine
partition QI of [a, c] and a 8"-fine partition Q2 of [c, b] such that
(4)
Case (i) If c is a partition point of Q, then it belongs to two subintervals of Qand is
the tag for both of these subintervals. If QI consists of the part of Q having subintervals in
[a, c], then QI is 8' -fine. Similarly, if Q2 consists of the part of Q having subintervals in
[c, b], then Q2 is 8"-fine. The relation (4) is now clear.
Case (ii) If c is not a partition point in Q = {(Ij' tj) }~I' then it is the tag for some
subinterval, say [xk_l, xk]. We replace the pair ([Xk_l, xk], c) by the two pairs ([Xk_l, c], c)
and ([c, xk], c), and let QI and Q2 be the tagged partitions of [a, c] and [c, b] that result.
Since f(c)(xk - xk_l) = f(c)(c - Xk_l) + f(c)(xk - c), it is seen that the relation (4)
also holds.
~-
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In either case, equation (4) and the TriangleInequality imply that
IS(/; Q) - (LI + L2)1= I(S(/; QI) + S(/; Q2»)- (LI + L2)1
< IS(/; QI) - LII + IS(/; Q2) - L21.
Since QI is 8'-fine and Q2is 8"-fine,we conclude that
IS(/; Q) - (LI + L2) I < £.
Since £ > 0 is arbitrary,we infer that I E 'R.*[a,b] and that (3) holds.
(~) Suppose thatl E 'R.*[a,b] and, given £ > 0, let the gauge TIesatisfy the Cauchy
Criterion. Let II be the restriction of I to [a, c] and let PI' QI be TIe-fine partitions of
[a, c]. By adding additional partition points and tags from [c, b], we can extend PI and
QI to TIe-fine partitions P and Q of [a, b]. If we use the same additional points and tags in
[c, b] for both P and Q, then
S(/; p) - S(/; Q) = S(/I; PI) - S(/I; QI).
Since both P and Q are TIe-fine, then IS (II; PI) - S (II; QI) I < £ also holds. Therefore
the Cauchy Condition shows that the restriction II of I to [a, c] is in 'R.*[a,c]. Similarly,
the restriction 12 of I to [c, d] is in 'R.*[c,d].
The equality (3) now follows from the first part of the theorem. Q.E.D.
It is easy to see that results exactly similar to 7.2.9-7.2.12 hold for the generalized
Riemann integral. We leave their statements to the reader, but will use these results freely.
The Fundamental Theorem (First Form)
We will now give versions of the Fundamental Theorems for the generalized Riemann
integral. It will be seen that the First Form is significantly stronger than for the (ordinary)
Riemann integral; indeed, we will show that the derivative of any function automatically
belongs to 'R.*[a,b], so the integrability of the function becomes a conclusion, rather than
a hypothesis.
10.1.9 The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (First Form) Suppose there exists a
countable set E in [a, b], and functions I, F : [a, b] ~ JRsuch that:
(a) F is continuous on [a, b].
(b) F'(x) = I(x) for all x E [a,b]\ E.
Then I belongs to 'R.*[a,b] and
(5) lb I = F(b) - F(a).
.
Proof. We will prove the theorem in the case where E = 0, leaving the general case to
be handled in the Exercises.
Thus, we assume that (b) holds for all x E [a, b]. Since we wish to show that I E
'R.*[a,b], given £ > 0, we need to construct a gauge 8e; this will be done by using the
differentiability of F on [a, b]. If t E I, since the derivative I(t) = F'(t) exists, there
exists 8e(1) > 0 such that if 0 < Iz - tl :s 8e(1),z E [a, b], then
I




If we multiply this inequality by Iz - tl, weobtain
IF(z) - F(t) - I(t)(z - t)1< !£Iz - tl
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whenever Z E [t - 0/1), t + 0e(t)] n [a, b]. The function 0e is our desired gauge.
Now let u, v E [a,b] with u < v satisfy t E [u,v] C [t - 0/1), t + 0e(t)].lfwe sub-
tract and add the term F(t) - f(t) . t and use the Triangle Inequality and the fact that
v - t 2: 0 and t - u 2: 0, we get
IF(v) - F(u) - f(t)(v - u)1
< IF(v) -,-F(t) - f(t)(v - t)1 + IF(t) - F(u) - f(1)(t - u)1
~ 1B(v - t) + 1B(t - u) = 1B(v - u).
Therefore, if t E [u, v] C [t - 0e(t), t + 0e(t)], then we have
(6) IF(v) - F(u) - f(t)(v - u)1 ~ 1B(v - u).
We will show that f E R*[a, b] with integral given by the telescoping sum
(7)
n
F(b) - F(a) = L)F(x) - F(xi_I)}.
i=1
For, if the partition P := {([xi-I' Xi]' t)}?=1is 0e-fine,then.
for i = 1, .. " n,
and so we can use (7), the Triangle Inequality, and (6) to obtain
n .
IF(b) - F(a) - S(f; P)I = II: {F(xi) - F(xi_l) - f(t)(xi - Xi_I)} Ii=1
n
~ I: IF(xi) - F(xi_I) - f(t)(xi - xi_I)1
i=1
n
< I:1B(Xi - Xi-I) < B(b - a).
i=I
Since B > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that f E R*[a, b] and (5) holds. Q.E.D.
10.1.10 Examples (a) If H(x) := 2"JX for X E [0, b], then H is continuous on [0, b]
and H'(x) = 1/"JX for X E (0, b]. We define h(x) := H'(x) for X E (0, b] and h(O) := O.
It follows from the Fundamental Theorem 10.1.9 with E := to} that h belongs to R*[O, b]
and that I: h = H(b) - H(O) = H(b), which we write as
lb 1- dx =2../b.o"JX
(b) More generally, if a > 0, let Ha(x):= xa la = ealnxla for X E (0, b] and let
Ha(O) := 0 so that Ha is continuous on [0, b] and H~(x) = xa-I for all X E (0, b]; see
8.3.10 and 8.3.13. We define ha(x) := H~(x) for X E (0, b] and ha(O) := O.
Then Theorem 10.1.9 implies that ha E R*[O, b] and that Itha = Ha(b)- Ha(O)=
Ha(b), which we write as
lb a-I d baX X=-.o a
(c) Let L(x) := x Inx - x for x E (0, b] and L(O) := O.Then L is continuous on [0, b]
(use l'Hospital's Rule at x = 0), and it is seen that L'(x) = Inx for x E (0, b].
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It followsfromTheorem 10.1.9with E = {OJthat the unbounded function I(x) := lnx
for x E (0, b] and 1(0) := 0 belongs to R*[O, b] and that f:I = L(b) - L(O), which we
write as
lb lnxdx = blnb - b.
(d) Let A(x) := Arcsinx for x E [-1, 1] so that A is continuous on [-1,1] and
A'(x) = 1/../1- x2 for x E (-1,1). We define s(x) := A'(x) for x E (-1,1) and let
s(-I) = s(l) := O.
Then Theorem 10.1.9with E = {-I, I} implies that s E R*[-I, 1] and that f~1 s =
A(l) - A( -1) = Jr, which we write as
11 dx = Arcsin 1 - Arcsin(-I) = Jr. 0-1 ../1 - x2
The Fundamental Theorem (Second Form)
We now turn to the Second Form of the Fundamental Theorem, in which we wish to
differentiatethe indefinite integral F of f, definedby:
(8) F(z) := lz f(x) dx for z E [a, b].
10.1.11 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (Second Form) Let f belong to R*[a, b]
and let F be the indefiruteintegralof f. Then wehave:
(a) F is continuous on [a,b].
(b) There exists a null set Z such that if x E [a, b] \ Z, then F is differentiable at x and
F'(x) = f(x).
(c) Iff is continuous at c E [a, b], then F'(c) = f(c).
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) can be found in [MTI]. The proof of (c) is exactly as the
proof of Theorem 7.3.5 except that we use Theorems 10.1.8 and IO.1.5(c). Q.E.D.
We can restate conclusion (b) as: The indefinite integral F of f is differentiable to f
almost everywhere on [a, b].
Substitution Theorem
In viewof the simplicityof the FundamentalTheorem 10.1.9,we can improvethe theorem
justifying the "substitution formula". The next result is a considerable strengtheningof
Theorem7.3.8. The reader shouldwrite out the hypothesesin the case Ef = E",= E = 0.
10.1.12 Substitution Theorem (a) Let I := [a, b] and J := [a, ,8], and let F : I ~ 1R
and rp: J ~ 1Rbe continuous functions with rp(J) C I.
(b) Suppose thereexist sets Ef C I and E",C J such that f(x) = F'(x) forx E 1\ Ef'
thatrp'(t) exists fort E J \ E"" and that E := rp-l(Ef) U E", is countable.
(c) Setf(x) :=Oforx E Ef andrp'(t) :=Ofort E E",.







(f 0 rp) .q/ = F 0 rp = f.
a a "'~
(9)
-------- - - - -
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Proof. Since ({Jis continuous on J, Theorem 5.3.8 implies that ({J(J)is a closed interval
in I. Also ({J-l(Ef) is countable, whence Ef n ({J(J)= ((J«({J-l(Ef» is also countable.
Since f(x) = F'(x) for all x E ((J(J) \ Ef' the Fundamental Theorem 10.1.9 implies that





f = F = F(({J(f3») - F «((J(a» .
tp(a) tp(a)
If t E J \ E, then t E J \ Etp and ({J(t)E 1\ Er Hence the Chain Rule 6.1.6 implies
that
for t E J \ E.
Since E is countable, the Fundamental Theorem implies that (f 0 ({J) . ({J'E R*(J) and that
113 (f 0 ({J) . ({J' = F 0 ({JI: = F(({J(f3») - F(({J(a»).
The conclusion follows by equating these two terms. Q.E.D.
10.1.13 Examples (a) Considerthe integral14 cosfi dt.
Since the integrandis unboundedas t -+ 0+, there is some doubt about the existence
of the integral.Also, we haveseenin Exercise7.3.19(b)that Theorem7.3.8 doesnot apply
with ({J(t):= ~. However, Theorem 10.1.12 applies.
Indeed, this substitution gives ((J'(t) = 1/(2~) for t E (0,4] and we set ((J(O):= 0.1f
we put F (x) := 2 sinx, then f (x) = F' (x) = 2 cosx and the integrandhas the form
f «({J(t». ({J'(t) = (2cosv't)(2~) for t #-O.
Thus, the SubstitutionTheorem10.1.12with Etp:= to}, Ef := 0, E := {OJimplies that
It=4 cos ~ l
x=2





(b) Considerthe integral r:--7i = r: r;--;.
o V t - t2 0 v tv 1 - t
Note that this integrand is unbounded as t -+ 0+ and as t -+. 1-. As in (a), we let
x = ({J(t) :=~ fort E [0, 1] so that ((J'(t)= 1/(2~) for t E (0, 1]. Since ~ =
J 1 - x2, the integrand takes the form
2 1 2 ,. - = . ({J (t),
~ 2~ Jl-x2
which suggests f(x) =2/Jl - x2 for x #- 1. Therefore, we are led to choose F(x) :=
2 Arcsinx for x E [0, 1], since
~ = F'(x) = (2Arcsinx)' for x E [0,1).
J 1 - x2
Consequently,we have Etp= {OJand Ef = {I}, so that E = to, I}, and the Substitution
Theorem yields
It=1 dt lx=1 2 dx 1 1r: {"1"-; = = 2 Arcsinx = 2 Arcsin1 = 1f. 0t=O vtv 1 - t x=O Jl - x2 0
- _A. __________
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Other formulations of the Substitution Theorem are given in [MTI].
The Multiplication Theorem
In Theorem 7.3.16 we saw that the product of two Riemann integrable functions is Rie-
mann integrable. That result is not true for generalized Riemann integrable functions; see
Exercises 18 and 20. However, we will state a theorem in this direction that is often useful.
Its proof will be found in [MTI].
10.1.14 Multiplication Theorem If f E n*[a, b] and if g is a monotone function on
[a, b], then the product f . g belongs to n*[a, b].
Integration by Parts
The followingversionof the formulafor integrationby parts is useful.
10.1.15 Integration by Parts Theorem Let F and G be differentiableon [a, b]. Then
F'G belongsto n*[a, b] if and only if FG' belongsto n*[a, b]. In this case we have
lb b l
b
(10) . a F'G = FGL - a FG'.
The proof uses Theorem 6.1.3(c); it will be left to the reader. In applications, we usually
have F'(x) = f(x) and G'(x) = g(x) for all x E [a, b]. It will be noted that we need to
assume that one of the functions fG = F'G and Fg = FG' belongs to n*[a, b].
The reader should contrast the next result with Theorem 7.3.18. Note that we do not
need to assume the integrability of f(n+l).




f(b) = f(a) + _I' (b - a) +... + (b - a)n + R ,. n! n
where theremainderis given by
1 l
b
Rn= ,. f(n+l)(t) . (b - t)" dt.n. a
(12)
Proof. Since f(n+l) is a derivative, it belongs to n*[a, b]. Moreover, since t 1-+ (b - t)"
is monotone on [a, b], the Multiplication Theorem 10.1.14 implies the integral in (12)
exists. Integrating by parts repeatedly, we obtain (11). Q.E.D.
Exercises for Section 10.1
1. Let ~ be a gauge on [a, b] and let P = {([xj_l, Xj]' tj)}?=1be a ~-fine partition of [a, b].
(a) Show that 0 < xj - xj_1 ~ 2~(tj) for i = 1, "', n.
(b) If~"':= sup{~(t) : t E [a, b]} < 00, show that IIPII~ 28*.
(c) If 8 := inf{~(t) : t E [a, b]} satisfies ~ > 0, and if Q is a tagged partition of [a, b] such*. . ...
that we have IIQII ~ ~...'showthat Q is ~-fine.
(d) If e = 1, show that the gauge ~I in Example lO.1.4(a) has the property that inf{~1(t) : t E
[0, I]} = O.
---
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2. (a) IfP is a tagged partition of [a, b], show that each tag can belong to at most two subintervals
in P.
(b) AIe there tagged partitions in which every tag belongs to exactly two subintervals?
3. Let 0 be a gauge on [a, b] and let P be a o-fine partition of [a, b].
(a) Show that there exists a o-fine partition Q. such that (i) no tag belongs to two subintervals
in Q., and (ii) S(f; Q.) = S(f; p) for anyfunctionI on [a,b].
(b) Does there exist a o-fine partition ~ such that (j) every tag belongs to two subintervals in
Qz, and (jj) S(f; ~) = S(f; p) for any function I on [a, b]?
(c) Show that there exists a o-fine partition Q3 such that (k) every tag is an endpoint of its
subinterval, and (kk) S(f; Q3) = S(f; p) for any function I on [a, b].
4. If 0 is defined on [0,2] by o(t) := ~It - 11for x :f: 1 and 0(1) := 0.01, show that every o-fine
partition P of [0, 2] has t = 1 as a tag for at least one subinterval, and that the total length of
the subintervals in P having 1 as a tag is ::: 0.02.
5. (a) Construct a gauge 0 on [0,4] that will force the numbers 1,2,3 to be tags of any o-fine
partition of this interval.
(b) Given a gauge o. on [0,4], construct a gauge Ozsuch that every 0z-fine partition of [0, 4]
will (i) have the numbers 1,2,3 in its collection of tags, and (ii) be o.-fine.
6. Show that I E R*[a, b] with integral L if and only if for every E > 0 there exists a gauge Ye
on [a, b] such that ifP = {([xi_., Xi]' ti)}7=. is any tagged partition such that 0 < xi - xi_. :::
y/ti) for i = 1, ..., n, then IS(f; p) - LI < E. (This provides an alternate-but equivalent-
way of defining the generalized Riemann integral.)
7. Show that the following functions belong to R*[O, 1] by finding a function Fk that is continuous
on [0, 1] and such that F~(x) = Ik(x) for x E [0, 1] \ Ek, for some finite set Ek'
(a) II (x) := (x + 1)/.jX for x E (0, 1] and II (0) := O.
(b) Iz(x):= x/.Jf=X for x E [0, 1) and Iz(1) := O.
(c) 13(x):= .jXlnx for x E (0, 1] and 13(0) := O.
(d) 14(x):= (lnx)/.jX for x E (0, 1] and 14(0) := O.
(e) 15(x):= .J(1 + x)/(1 - x) for x E [0, 1) and 15(1) := O.
(f) 16(x):= 1/(.jX.J2 - x) for x E (0, 1] and 16(0) := O.
8. Explain why the argument in Theorem 7.1.5 does not apply to show that a function in R*[a, b]
is bounded.
9. Let I(x) := l/x for x E (0,1] and 1(0) := 0; then I is continuous except at x = O. Show that
I does not belong to R*[O, 1]. [Hint: Compare I with sn(x) := 1 on (1/2,1], sn(x) := 2 on
(1/3,1/2], sn(x) := 3 on (1/4,1/3]"", sn(x) := n on [0, l/n].]
10. Let k : [0, 1] -+ IRbe defined by k(x) := 0 if x E [0, 1] is 0 or is irrational, and k(m/n) := n
if m, n EN have no common integer factors other than 1. Show that k E R*[O, 1] with integral
equal to O.Also show that k is not continuous at any point, and not bounded on any subinterval
[c, d] with C < d.
11. Let I be Dirichlet's function on [0, 1] and F(x) := 0 for all x E [0, 1].Since F'(x) = I(x) for
allx E [0, 1]\ Q, showthat the FundamentalTheorem10.1.9impliesthat I E R*[O, 1].
12. Let M(x) := In Ixl for x :f: 0 and M(O) := O.Show that M'(x) = l/x for all x :f:O.Explain
why it does not follow that J~z(1/x) dx = In1- 21-ln2 = O.
13. Let L. (x) := x In Ixl - x for x :f: 0 and L. (0) := 0, and letl. (x) := In Ixl if x :f: 0 and I. (0) :=
O.If [a, b] is any interval,show that I. E R*[a, b] and thatJ: InIxldx = L. (b)- L. (a).
14. Let E := {c.' cz''''} and let F be continuous on [a, b] and F'(x) = f(x) for x E [a,b]\ E
and I(ck) := O.We want to show that I E R*[a, b] and that equation (5) holds.
(a) Given E > 0 and t E [a, b] \ E, let o/t) be defined as in the proof of 10.1.9. Choose
0e(ck) > 0 such that if Iz - ckl < 0e(ck) and Z E [a, b], then IF(z) - F(ck)1 < E/2k+2.
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(b) Show that if the partition P is eSe-fineand has a tag tj = ck' then we have
IF(xj) - F(xj_l) - f(ck)(xj - xj_I)1 < E/2k+1.
(c) Use the argument in 10.1.9 to get IS(f; ,p) - (F(b) - F(a»1 < E(b - a + 1).
15. Show that the function gl (x) := x-I/2 sin(l/x) for x E (0, 1] and gl (0) := 0 belongs to
'R.*[O,1]. [Hint: Differentiate CI (x) := x3/2 cos(l/x) for x E (0, 1] and CI (0) := 0.]
16. Show that the function g2(x) := (l/x) sin(l/x) for x E (0, 1] and g2(0) := 0 belongs to
'R.*[O,1]. [Hint: Differentiate C2(x) := x cos(l/x) for x E (0, 1] and C2(0) := 0, and use the
result for the cosine function that corresponds to Exercise 7.2.12.]










(c) ~=2Arctan2, (d) ~dt.It t-l 0
18. Give an example of a function f E 'R.*[O,1] whose square f2 does not belong to 'R.*[O,1].
19. Let F(x) := x cos(Tl/x) for x E (0, 1] and F(O) := O.It will be seen that f := F' E 'R.*[O,1]
but that its absolute value If I = IF'I ft 'R.*[O,1]. (Here f(O) := 0.)
(a) Show that F' and IF'I are continuous on any interval [c, 1],0 < c < 1 and f ~.'R.*[O,1].
(b) Ifak:= 2/(2k+ l)andbk:= l/kfork E N,thentheintervals[ak,bk]arenon-overlapping
and 1/ k ~ I;k Ifl.k
(c) Since the series L~I 1/ k diverges, then If I ft 'R.*[O,1].
20. Let f be as in Exercise 19 and let m(x):= (_1)k for x E [ak,bk](k EN), and m(x) :=0
elsewherein [0, 1].Showthat m . f = 1m . fl. Use Exercise7.2.11to showthat the bounded
functions m and Iml belong to'R.[O, 1]. Conclude that the product of a function in 'R.*[O,1] and
a bounded function in 'R.[O,1] may not belong to 'R.*[O,1].
21. Let <I>(x):= x Icos(Tl/x)I forx E (0, 1] and let <1>(0):= O.Then <I>is continuous on [0, 1] and
<I>'(x)exists for x ft E := {OJU {ak : kEN}, where ak := 2/(2k + 1). Let qJ(x) := <I>'(x)for
x ft E and qJ(x) := 0 for x E E. Show that qJis not bounded on [0, 1]. Using the Fundamental
Theorem 10.1.9 with E countable, conclude that qJE 'R.*[O,1] and that I;qJ = <I>(b) - <I>(a)
for a, bE [0, 1]. As in Exercise 19, show that IqJlft 'R.*[O,1].
22. Let \II(x) := x21cos(Tl/x)I for x E (0, 1] and \11(0):= O.Then \II is continuous on [0, 1] and
\f1'(x) exists for x ftEI:= {ak}. Let 1/1(x) := \II'(x) for x ft EI and 1/1(x):= 0 for x EEl'
Show that 1/1is bounded on [0, 1] and (using Exercise 7.2.11) that 1/1E 'R.[O,1]. Show that
I: 1/1= \II(b) - \f1(a) for a, b E [0, 1]. Also show that 11/11E 'R.[O, 1].
23. If f : [a, b] -+ JRis continuous and if p E 'R.*[a,b] does not change sign on [a, b], and if fp E
'R.*[a, b], then there exists ~ E [a, b] such that I;fp = f(~) I;p. (This is a generalization of
Exercise 7.2.16; it is called the First Mean Value Theorem for integrals.)
24. Let f E 'R.*[a,b], let g be monotone on [a, b] and suppose that f ~ O. Then there exists
~ E [a, b] such that I;fg = g(a) If f + g(b) I: f. (This is a form of the Second Mean Value
Theorem for integrals.)
Section 10.2 Improper and Lebesgue Integrals
We have seen in Theorem 7.1.5 that a function f in R[a, b] must be bounded on [a,b]
(although this need not be the case for a function in R *[a, bD. In order to integrate certain
functions that have infinite limits at a point c in [a, b], or which are highly oscillatory
-- - -- - - - - -
--
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at such a point, one learns in calculus to take limits of integrals over subintervals, as the
endpoints of these subintervals tend to the point c.
For example, the function h(x) := 1/ vii for x E (0, 1] and h(O):= 0 is unbounded on
a neighborhood of the left endpoint of [0, 1]. However, it does belong to R[y, 1] for every






o -yX y_O+ y -yX
We would treat the oscillatory function k(x) := sin(1/x) for x E (0, 1] and k(O) := 0 in
the same way.
One handles a function that becomes unbounded, or is highly oscillatory, at the right
endpoint of the interval in a similar fashion. Furthermore, if a function g is unbounded, or
is highly oscillatory, near some C E (a, b), then we define the "improper Riemann integral"
to be
(1) lb g:= lim lexg + lim (b g.a ex_c- a fJ-c+ JfJ
These limiting processes. are not necessary when one deals with the generalized
Riemann integral.
For example, we have seen in Example 10.1.lO(a) that if H(x) := 2v1i for x E [0, 1]
then H'(x) = l/vii =: h(x) for x E (0, 1] and the Fundamental Theorem 10.1.9 asserts
that h E R*[O, 1] and that
1
1 1
o vii dx = H(1) - H(O) = 2.
This example is an instance of a remarkable theorem due to Heinrich Hake, which we now
state in the case where the function becomes unbounded or is oscillatory near the right
endpoint of the interval.
10.2.1 Rake's Theorem If f : [a, b] -+ JR, then f E R*[a, b] if and only if for every
y E (a, b) the restriction of f to [a, y] belongs to R*[a, y] and
(2) lim ly f = A E JR.y_b- a
In thiscaselb f = A.
The idea of the proof of the (<=) part of this result is to take an increasing sequence
(Yn) converging to b so that f E R*[a, Yn] and limn f:n f = A. In order to show that
f E R*[a, b], we need to construct gauges on [a, b]. This is done by carefully "piecing
together" gauges that work for the intervals [Yi-l' Yi] to obtain a gauge on [a, b]. Since the
details of this construction are somewhat delicate and not particularly informative, we will
not go through them here but refer the reader to [MTI].
It is important to understand the significance of Hake's Theorem.
· It implies that the generalized Riemann integral cannot be extended by taking limits as
in (2). Indeed, if a function f has the property that its restriction to every subinterval
[a, y], where y E (a, b), is generalizedRiemannintegrableand such that (2) holds, then
f already belongs to R*[a, b].
-- --- ------
- ~ ..... :....
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An alternative way of expressing this fact is that the generalized Riemann integral does
not need to be extended by taking such limits.
· One can test a function for integrability on [a, b] by examining its behavior on subin-
tervals [a, y] with y < b. Since it is usually difficult to establish that a function is in
R*[a, b] by using Definition 10.1.1, this fact gives us another tool for showing that a
function is generalized Riemann integrable on [a, b].
· It is often useful to evaluate the integral of a function by using (2).
We will use these observations to give an important example that provides insight into
the set of generalized Riemann integrable functions.
10.2.2 Example (a) Let L~1 ak be any series of real numbersconveringto A e JR.
We will construct a function cpe R*[O,1] such that
1
1 00
cp=L ak = A.
o k=1
Indeed, we define cp: [0, 1] -+ JRto be the function that takes the values 2a1' 22a2,
23a3,... on the intervals [0, ~), [~, ~), [~, ~), . . '. (See Figure 10.2.1.)For convenience,




for ck_1 < x < ck (k eN),
for x = 1.
1
"2
o 1.. T 2.
ill
Figure 10.2.1 The graph of lp.
Clearly the restriction of cpto each interval [0, y] for y e (0, 1), is a step function and
therefore is integrable. In fact, if y e [cn'cn+1)then
1Y cp= (2a1) . (~) + (22a2). (;2) +... + (2nan). (;n) + ry
= a1+ a2+... + an + ry,
where Iry I < lan+il. But since the series is convergent,then ry -+ 0 and so
1
y n
lim cp= lim Lak = A.y_l- 0 n_oo k=1
-- - - - - - - ---
--
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(b) If the series L~ 1ak is absolutely convergent in the sense of Definition 9.1.1, then it
follows as in (a) that the function IqJlalso belongs to R*[O, 1] and that
1 00'
llqJl = L lakl.o k=l
However, if the series L~l lakI is not convergent, then the function IqJIdoes not belong to
R*[O, 1].
Since there are many convergent series that are not absolutely convergent (for example,
L~l (_l)k / k), we have examples of junctions that belong to R*[O, 1] but whose absolute
values do not belong to R*[O, 1]. We have already encountered such functions in Exercises
10.1.19 and 10.1.21. 0
The fact that there are generalized Riemann integrable functions whose absolute value
is not generalized Riemann integrable is often summarized by saying that the generalized
Riemann integral is not an "absolute integral". Thus, in passing to the generalized Riemann
integral we lose an important property of the (ordinary) Riemann integral. But that is the
price that one must pay in order to be able to integrate a much larger class of functions..
Lebesgue Integrable Functions
In viewof the importanceof the subsetof functionsin R*[a, b] whoseabsolutevaluesalso
belong to R*[a, b], we will introducethe followingdefinition.
10.2.3 Definition A function f E R*[a, b] such that If I E R*[a, b] is said to be
Lebesgue integrable on [a, b]. The collection of all Lebesgue integrable functions on
[a, b] is denoted by .c[a, b].
Note The collection of all Lebesgue integrable functions is usually introduced in a
totally different manner. One of the advantages of the generalized Riemann integral is
that it includes the collection of Lebesgue integrable functions as a special-and easily
identifiable--collection of functions.
It is clear that if f E R*[a, b] and if f(x) ;: ° for all x E [a, b], then we have
If I= f E R*[a, b], so that f E £[a, b]. That is, a nonnegative function f E R*[a, b]
belongs to £[a, b]. The next result gives a more powerful test for a function in R*[a, b] to
belong to .c[a, b].
10.2.4 Comparison Test If f, wE R*[a, b] and If(x)1 :s w(x) for all x E [a, b], then
f E £[a, b] and
(3)
PartialProof. ThefactthatIf I E R*[a,b]isprovedin[MTI].SinceIf I ::::0, this implies
that f E £[a, b].
To establish (3), we note that -If I :s f :s If I and 10.1.5(c) imply that
- till::; t I ::;till.
- - -
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whence the first inequality in (3) follows. The second inequality follows from another
application of 10.1.5(c). Q.E.D.
The next result shows that constant multiples and sums of functions in £[a, b] also
belong to £[a, b].
10.2.5 Theorem Iff, g E £[a, b]andife E JR,then ef andf + g alsobelongto£[a, b].
Moreover
(4) 1b cf = C 1b f
and
Proof. Since lef(x)I = Icllf(x)I for all x E [a,b], the hypothesis that If I belongs to
'R*[a, b] implies that ef and lefl also belong to 'R*[a, b], whence ef E £[a, b].
The TriangleInequalityimplies that If(x) + g(x)1 < If(x)1 + Ig(x)1 for all x E
[a, b]. But since w := If I+ Igi belongs to 'R*[a,b], the Comparison Test 10.2.4 implies
that f + g belongs to £[a, b] and that
_ lbIf + gl :s lb(If I+ Igl)= lb If I+ lb Igi. Q.E.D.
The next result asserts that one only needs to establish a one-sided inequality in order
to show that a function f E 'R*[a, b] actually belongs to £[a, b].
10.2.6 Theorem Iff E 'R*[a, b], the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) f E £[a, b].
(b) There exists wE £[a, b] such that f(x) < w(x) for all x E [a, b].
(c) There exists exE £[a, b] such thatex(x) :s f(x) for all x E [a, b].
Proof. (a) => (b) Let w := f.
(b) => (a) Note that f = w - (w - f). Since w - f ~ 0 and since w - f belongs
to 'R*[a, b], it follows that w - f E £[a, b]. Now apply Theorem 10.2.5.
We leave the proof that (a) <==> (c) to the reader. Q.E.D.
10.2.7 Theorem Iff, g E £[a, b], then the functions max{f, g} and min{f, g} also be-
long to £[a, b].
Proof. It followsfromExercise2.2.16 that if x E [a, b], then
max{f(x),g(x)} = !(f(x) + g(x) + If(x) - g(x)l),
min{f(x), g(x)} = !(f(x) + g(x) - If(x) - g(x)l).
The assertionsfollowfrom theseequationsand Theorem 10.2.5. Q.E.D.
In fact, the preceding result gives a useful conclusion about the maximum and the
minimum of two functions in 'R*[a, b].
10.2.8 Theorem Suppose thatf, g, exand w belong to 'R*[a,b]. If
f :s w, g :s w or if ex:::: f, ex< g,
then max{f, g} andmin{f, g} also belong to 'R*[a, b].
- --- - - -- - - - - - - -- -
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Proof. Suppose that f < wand g ::: w; then max{f, g} ::: w. It follows from the first
equality in the proof of Theorem 10.2.7 that
0::: If - gl = 2max{f, g} - f - g < 2w - f - g.
Since 2w - f - g 2:0, this functionbelongsto .c[a,b]. The ComparisonTest 10.2.4
implies that 2 max{f, g} - f - g belongs to .c[a, b], and so max{f, g} belongs to R*[a, b].
The second part of the assertion is proved similarly. Q.E.D.
The Seminorm in .c[a, b]
We will now define the "seminorm" of a function in .c[a, b] and the "distance between"
two such functions.
10.2.9 Definition If f E .c[a, b], we define the seminorm of f to be
IIfll := lb Ifl.
If f, g E .c[a, b], we define the distance between f and g to be
dist(f, g) := IIf - gll= lb If - gl.
We now establish a few properties of the seminorm and distance functions.
10.2.10 Theorem The serninonn function satisfies:
(i) IIfll 2: 0 for all f E .c[a, b].
(ii) If f(x) = 0 for x E [a, b], then IIfll = O.
(iii) Iff E .c[a, b] and c E JR,then IIcfll = Icl. IIfli.
(iv) Iff, g E .c[a, b], then IIf + gll ::: IIfll + IIgli.
Proof. Parts (i)-(iii) are easily seen.Part (iv) followsfrom the fact that If + gl ::: If I+
Igi and Theorem 10.1.5(c). Q.E.D.
10.2.11 Theorem The distance function satisfies:
(j) dist(f, g) 2: 0 for all f, g E .c[a, b].
(jj) If f(x) = g(x) forx E [a,b], thendist(f, g) = O.
(ill) dist(f, g) = dist(g,f) for allf, g E .c[a,b].
(jv) dist(f, h) < dist(f, g) + dist(g, h) for all f, g, h E .c[a, b].
These assertions follow from the corresponding ones in Theorem 10.2.10. Their proofs
will be left as exercises.
Using the seminorm (or the distance function) we can define what we mean for a
sequence of functions (fn) in .c[a, b] to converge to a function f E .c[a, b]; namely, given
any s > 0 there exists K(s) such that if n 2: K(s) then
IIfn - fll = dist(fn, f) < s.
This notion of convergence can be used exactly as we have used the distance function in JR
for the convergence of sequences of real numbers.
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We will conclude this section with a statement of the Completeness Theorem for
£[a, b] (also called the Riesz-Fischer Theorem). It plays the same role in the space £[a, b]
that the Completeness Property plays in JR.
10.2.12 Completeness Theorem A sequence (In) of functions in £[a, b] converges to
a function I E £[a, b] if and only if it has the property that for every e > 0 there exists
H(e) such thatifm, n ::::H(e) then
111m - In II = dist(lm, In) < e.
The direction (=» is very easy to prove and is left as an exercise. A proof of
the direction (~) is more involved, but can be based on the following idea: Find a
subsequence (gk) := (In) of (In) such that IIgHI - gkll < 1/2k and define I(x) :=k
g. (x) + L::I (gHI(x) - gk(x»),wherethisseriesisabsolutelyconvergent,andI(x) := 0
elsewhere. It can then be shown that I E £[a, b] and that II/n - III ~ O.(The details are
given in [MTI].)
Exercises for Section 10.2
1. Show that Hake's Theorem 10.2.1can be given the following sequential formulation: A function
1 E n * [a, b] if and only if there exists A E IRsuch that for any increasing sequence (en) in (a, b)
with c -+ b, then I E n*[a, c ] and j,cn 1 -+ A.n "a
2. (a) Apply Hake'sTheorem to conclude that g(x) := l/x2/3forx E (O,I]andg(O) :=Obelongs
to n*[O, 1].
(b) Explain why Hake's Theorem does not apply to I(x) := I/x for x E (0. 1] and 1(0) := 0
(which does not belong to n*[O, 1]).
3. Apply Hake's Theorem to g(x) := (1 - x)-1/2 for x E [0. 1) and g(1) := O.
4. Suppose that 1 E n*[a,c]forallc E (a, b) andthatthereexistsy E (a,b)andw E £[y,b] such
that I/(x)1 ::: w(x) for x E [y, b]. Show that 1 E n*[a, b].
5. Show that the function gl(x) :=x-I/2sin(1/x) for x E (O,I]andgl(O) :=Obelongsto£[O, 1].
(This function was also considered in Exercise 10.1.15.)




(a) _1 2' () _I '+x nx
Inx
(d) r;--'j'
v 1 - x2
7. Determine whether the following integrals are convergentor divergent. (Define the integrands to
be 0 where they are not already defined.)
1
1 sinx dx




o xJ 1 - x2
(e) 11 (lnx)(sin(1/x» dx,
8. If 1 E n[a, b], showthat1 E £[a, b].
9. If 1 E £[a, b], showthat 12 is notnecessarilyin £[a, b].
(c) (Inx)(ln(1 - x»,
1
1 cosxdx







(t) 0 JX(1 - x>,
------
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10. If I, g E £[a, b] and if g is bounded and monotone, show that Ig E £[a, b]. More exactly, if
Ig(x)1 ~ B, show that II/gll ~ BII/II.
11. (a) Give an example of a function I E R*[O, 1] such that max{f,O} does not belong to
R*[O, 1].
(b) Can you give an example of I E £[0, 1] such that max{f, O}~ £[0, I]?
12. Write out the details of the proofthat min{f, g} E R*[a, b] in Theorem 10.2.8 when ex~ I and
ex~ g.
13. Write out the details of the proofs of Theorem 10.2.11.
14. Givean I E £[a, b] with I not identically0, but suchthat 11/11 = O.
15. If I, g E £[a, b], show that 111/11- IIglll~ 1I/:l: gll.
16. Establish the easy part of the Completeness Theorem 10.2.12.
17. If In(x) := xn for n E N, show that In E £[0, 1] and that IIIn II ~ O. Thus II/n - 011 ~ 0,
where 0 denotes the function identically equal to O.
18. Let gn(x) := -1 for x E [-1, -I/n), let gn(x) := nx for x E [-I/n, I/n] and let gn(x) := 1
for x E (1In, 1]. Show that IIgm - gn II ~ 0 as m, n ~ 00, so that the Completeness Theorem
10.2.12 implies that there exists g E £[-1, 1] such that (gn) converges to gin £[-1,1]. Find
such a function g.
19. Lethn(x) :=nforx E (0, I/n)andhn(x) :=Oelsewherein[O, 1]. Does there exist h E £[0,1]
such that IIh - hll ~ O?n
20. Let kn(x) := n for x E (0, II n2) and kn(x) := 0 elsewhere in [0, 1]. Does there exist k E £[0, 1]
such that IIkn- kll ~ O?
Section 10.3 Infinite Intervals
In the preceding two sections, we have discussed the integration of functions defined
on bounded closed intervals [a, b]. However, in applications we often want to integrate
functions defined on unbounded closed intervals, such as
[a, 00), (-oo,b], or (-00,00).
In calculus, the standard approach is to define an integral over [a, 00) as a limit:
tX) f:= lim {Y f,
Ja y-+ooJa
and to define integrals over the other infinite intervals similarly. In this section, we will
treat the generalized Riemann integrable (and Lebesgue integrable) functions defined on
infinite intervals.
In defining the generalized Riemann integral of a function f on [a, 00), we will adopt a
somewhat different procedure from that in calculus. We note that if Q := {([xo,Xl]' tl), . . . ,
([Xn_l, Xn], tn), ([Xn' 00], tn+I)} is a tagged partition of [a, 00], thenxo = a andxn+l = 00
and the Riemann sum corresponding to Q has the fonn:
(1) f(tIHx1 - xo) +... + f(tnHxn - xn_l) + f(tn+IHoo - xn).
Since the final tenn f(tn+IHoo - xn) in (1) is not meaningful, we wish to suppress this
tenn. We can do this in two different ways: (i) define the Riemann sum to contain only the
first n tenns, or (ii) have a procedure that will enable us to deal with the symbols :I:00 in
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We choose to adopt method (i): instead of dealing with partitions of [a, (0) into a
- finite number of non-overlapping intervals (one of which must necessarily have infinite
length), we deal with certain subpartitions of [a, (0), which are finite collections of
non-overlapping intervals of finite length whose union is properly contained in [a, (0).
We define a gauge on [a, 00] to be an ordered pair consisting of a strictly positive
function d defined on [a, (0) and a number d* > o. When we say that a tagged subpartition
P := {([Xo' xl]' tl), . . . , ([Xn_l' xn], tn)} is (d, d*)-fine, we mean that
(2)
n
[a, 00) = U[xj_l, Xj] U [Xn' 00),
i=l
- that
(3) for i = 1, .. . , n,
and that
(4) [Xn, 00) C [l/d*, 00)
or, equivalently, that
(4') .
-Note Ordinarily we consider a gauge on [a, 00] to be a strictly positive function d with
domain [a, 00] := [a, 00) U {oo}where d(OO):= d*.
We will now define the generalized Riemann integral over [a, 00).
10.3.1 Definition (a) A function I : [a, 00) -+ JRis said to be generalized Riemann
integrable if there exists A E JRsuch that for every E > 0 there exists a gauge de on [a, 00]
such that ifP is any de-fine tagged subpartition of [a, 00), then IS(/; p) - AI ::::E.In this
case we write I E n*[a, 00) and
100 1:= A.
(b) A function I : [a, 00) -+ JRis said to be Lebesgue integrable if both I and IIIbelong
to n*[a, 00). In this case we write I E £[a, 00).
Of particular importance is the version of Hake's Theorem for functions in n*[a, (0).
Other results for functions in £[a, 00) will be given in the exercises.
10.3.2 Bake's Theorem If I : [a, 00) -+ JR,then I E n*[a, 00) if and only ifforevery
y E (a, 00) therestrictionof I to [a,y] belongston*[a, y] and
(5) lim (Y I = A E JR.
y_oo 1a
In this case 100 1= A.
The idea of the proof of Hake's theorem is as before; the details are given in [MTI].
The generalized Riemann integral on the unbounded interval [a, 00) has the same
properties as this integral on a bounded interval [a, b] that were demonstrated in Section
- - - ---
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10.1. They can be obtained by either modifying the proofs given there, or by using Rake's
Theorem. We will give two examples.
10.3.3 Examples (a) If I, g E R*[a, 00), then I + g E R*[a, 00) and
If E > 0 is given let 8f be a gauge on [a, 00] such that ifP is 8rfine, then IS(/; p) -
faoo II :::: E/2, andthereexistsa gauge8gsuchthat ifP is 8g-fine,then IS(g; p) - faoogl :5
E/2.Nowlet8E(t):= min(8f(t), 8g(t)} fort E [a, 00]andargueasintheproofoflO.1.5(b).
(b) Let I: [a,00) ~ JRandletc E (a, 00). Then IE R*[a, 00) if and onlyifitsrestric-
tions to [a, c] and [c, 00) are integrable. In this case,
(6)
We will prove ({=) using Rake's Theorem. By hypothesis, the restriction of I to
[c,oo) is integrable. Therefore, Rake's Theorem implies that for every y E (c, 00), the
restriction of I to [c, y] is integrable and that
100 I = lim 1 Y f.c Y_OO c
If we apply the Additivity Theorem 10.1.8 to the interval [a, y] = [a, c] U [c, y], we
conclude that the restriction of I to [a, y] is integrable and that
whence it follows that
lim ly I = lc I + l~ 1y I = lc I + 1 00 I.YOOa a yooc a c
Another application of Rake's Theorem establishes (6). o
10.3.4 Examples (a) Let ex> 1 and let la(x) := l/xa for x E [1,00). We will show
that la E R*[I, 00).
Indeed, if y E (1, 00) then the restriction of la to [1, y] is continuous and therefore
belongsto R *[1, y]. Moreover,we have
ly ~dx = ~ .xl-aI Y = ~. [1- ;-1 ] 'I X I-ex I ex-I y
But since the last term tends to l/(ex - 1) as y ~ 00, Rake's Theorem implies that la E




I xa ex - 1
(b) Let L~I ak be a series of real numbers that converges to A E JR.We will construct a
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Indeed,wedefines(x) :=akforx e [k-l,k), k e.N.Itisclearthattherestrictionof
s to every subinterval [0, y] is a step function, and therefore belongs to R*[O, y]. Moreover,
if y e [n, n + 1), then
lY S= al +... + an + ry,




lim s. lim '" ak = A.
y-+oo 0 n-+oo ~
(c) If the function s is defined as in (b), then IsI has the value lakI on the interval
[k - 1, k), keN. Thus s belongs to £[0, (0) if and only if the series L~llakl is conver-
gent; that is, if and only if L~l ak is absolutely convergent.








Since the restriction of D to every interval [0, y] is continuous, this restriction belongs
toR*[O, y]. To see that It D(x) dx has a limit as y ~ 00, we let ° < {3< y. An integration





l y sinxD(x)dx - D(x)dx = -dxo 0 13 x
= _ cosx
I
y - {y co~x dx.
x 13 113 x
But since Icosxl ~ 1, it is an exercise to show that the above terms approach ° as {3< y
tend to 00. Therefore the Cauchy Condition applies and Hake's Theorem implies that
D e R*[O, (0).
However, it will be seen in Exercise 13 that IDI does not belong to R*[O, (0). Thus
the function D does not belong to £[0, (0). 0
We close this discussion of integrals over [a, (0) with a version of the Fundamental
Theorem (First Form).
10.3.5 Fundamental Theorem Suppose that E is a countable subset of [a, (0) and that
I, F : [a, (0) ~ IRare such that:
(a) F is continuous on [a, (0) and lim F(x) exists.
x-+oo
(b) F'(x) = I(x) for all x e (a, (0), x f. E.
Then I belongs to R*[a, (0) and
(7) 100 I = lim F(x) - F(a).a x-+oo
Proof. If y is any number in (a, (0), we can apply the Fundamental Theorem 10.1.9 to
the interval [a, y] to conclude that I belongs to 'R.*[a, y] and
1Y I = F(y) - F(a).
--- ----
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Letting y ~ 00, we conclude from Hake's Theorem that f E 'R*[a, 00) and that equation
(7) holds. Q.E.D.
that
Integrals over (-00, b]
We now discuss integration over closed intervals that are unbounded below.
Let b E 1Rand g : (-00, b] ~ 1Rbe a function that is to be integrated over the infinite
interval (-00, b]. By a gauge on [-00, b] we mean an ordered pair consisting of a number
d* > 0 and a strictly positive function 8 on (-00, b). We say that a tagged subpartition
















(-00 X ] c (-00 -l id ], 0 , *
or, equivalently, that
Note Ordinarily we consider a gauge on [-00, b] to be a strictly positive function 8 with




Here the Riemann sum of g for Pis S(g; p) = L g(ti)(Xi - xi_I)'
i=1
Finally, we say that g : (-00, b] ~ JRis generalized Riemann integrable if there
exists B E 1Rsuch that for every s > 0 there exists a gauge 8 on [-00, b] such that if. . e
P is any 8e-fine subpartition of (-00, b], then IS(g; P) - BI ::: s. In this case we write





lb g = B.-00
Similarly, a fpnction g : (-00, b] ~ 1Ris said to be Lebesgue integrable if both g and IgI
belong to 'R*( -00, b]. In this case we will write g E £(-00, b].
In this c.
The theorems valid for the integral over [a, 00] are obtained in this case as well. Their





Let h : (-00, 00) ~ 1Rbe a function that we wish to integrate over the infinite interval
(-00,00). By a gauge on (-00, (0) we mean a triple consisting of a strictly positive
function 8 on (-00, 00) and two strictly positive numbers d*, d*. We say that a tagged sub-
partition P := {([xo'xd, tl), ([xI' x2],t2), . . . , ([xn_l, xn], tn)} is (d*, 8, d*)-fine in case
that
n
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that
for i = 1, "', n,
and that
(-00, xo] c (-00, -lld*]
or, equivalently, that
and [Xn' (0) c [lld*, (0)
and
Note Ordinarily we consider a gauge on [-00,00] to be a strictly positive function 0 with
domain [-00, 00] := {-oo} U (00, (0) U {oo}where 0(-00) := d* and 0(00) := d*.
n
Here the Riemann sum of h for Pis S(h; p) = L h(t) (xi - Xi_I)'
i=1
Finally, we say that h : (-00, (0) --+ JRis generalized Riemann integrable if there
exists C E JR such that for every 8 > 0 there exists a gauge Os on [-00,00] such that if .
P is any os-fine subpartition of (-00, (0), then IS(h; p) - CI ::: 8. In this case we write
h E R*( -00, (0) and
100 h = C.-00
Similarly, a function h : (-00, (0) --+ JRis said to be Lebesgue integrable if both h and
Ihl belong to R*( -00, (0). In this case we write h E .c( -00, (0).
In view of its importance, we will state the version of Hake's Theorem that is valid for
the integral over (-00, (0).
10.3.6 Hake'sTheorem Ifh: (-00, (0) --+ JR, thenh E R*(-oo, oo)ifandonlyiffor
every p < y in (-00, (0), the restriction of h to [P, y] is in R*[P, y] and
lim {Yh = C E JR.
fJ-+-oo 18/3y-++oo
In this case i: h = C.
As before, most of the theorems valid for the finite interval [a, b] remain true. They
are proved as before, or by using Hake's Theorem. We also state the first form of the
Fundamental Theorem for this case.
10.3.7 Fundamental Theorem Suppose that E is a countable subset of (-00, (0) and
that h, H : (-00, (0) --+ JRsatisfy:
(a) H is continuous on (-00, (0) and the limits lim H(x) exist.
x_:i:oo
(b) H'(x) = h(x) fora1lx E (-00, oo),x ~ E.
Thenh belongs to R *( -00, (0) and
(8) 100 h = lim H(x) - lim H(y).-00 x_oo y--oo
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10.3.8 Examples (a) Let h(x) := If(x2 + 1) for x E (-00, (0). If we let H(x) :==
Arctanx, thenH'(x) = h(x) forallx E (-00, (0). Further, we have lim H(x) =!]l' andx-+-oo 2
lim H (x) = -! 7r.Therefore it follows that .x-+--oo
1
00 1 1 ( 1 )2 dx = 27r - -27r =7r.
-00 X + 1
2 1 2
(b) Let k(x) := Ixle-x for x E (-00, (0). If we let K(x) := 2(1- e-x ) for x ~ 0 and
K(x) := -!(1- e-X2) for x < 0, then it is seen that K is continuous on (-00,00) and





-00Ixle dx = 2 - (-2) = 1.
o
Exercises for Section 10.3
1. Let 8 be a gauge on [a, 00]. From Theorem 5.5.5, every bounded subinterval [a, b] has a 8-fine
partition. Now show that [a, 00] has a 8-fine partition.
2. Let I E 'R.*[a, y] for all y ::: a. Show that I E 'R.*[a, 00) if and only if for every s > 0 there
exists K(s) ::: a such that if q > p ::: K(s), then IJ: II < s.
3. Let I and III belong to 'R.*[a, y] for all y ::: a. Show that I E .e[a, 00) if and only if for every
s > 0 there exists K(s) ::: a such that if q > p > K(s) then J: III < s.
4. Let I and III belong to 'R.*[a,y] for every y ::: a. Show that I E .e[a, 00) if and only if the
set V := U: III : x :::a} is bounded in IR.
5. If I, g E .e[a,00), show that 1+ g E .e[a,00). Moreover,if IIhll:= faooIhl for any hE
.e[a,00),showthatIII + gll ::::: 11/11 + IIgli.
6. If I(x) := l/x for x E [1,00), show that I ft 'R.*[I, 00).
7. If I is continuous on [I, 00) and if I/(x)1 ::::: Klx2 for x E [1,00), show that IE .e[1, 00).
8. Let I(x) := cosx for x E [0,00). Show that I ft 'R.*[O, 00).
9. If s > 0, let g(x) := e-sx for x E [0,00). '..
(a) Use Hake's Theorem to show that g E .e[O, 00) and Joooe-sx dx = lis.
(b) Use the Fundamental Theorem 10.3.5.
10. (a) Use Integration by Parts and Hake's Theorem to show that Joooxe-sx dx = I/s2 for s > O.
(b) Use the Fundamental Theorem 10.3.5.
11. Show that if n E N, s > 0, then Joooxne-sx dx = n!1sn+1.
12. (a) Show that the integral Jloox-IInx dx does not converge.
(b) Show that if a > 1, then Jloox-a Inx dx = I/(a - 1)2.
13. (a) Show that Jn~+1)TrIx-I sinxl dx > 1/4(n + 1).
(b) Show that IDI ft 'R.*[O,00), where D is as in Example 10.3.4(d).
14. Show that the integral Jooo(1/.../X)sinx dx converges. [Hint: Integrate by Parts.]
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16. Establish the convergence or the divergenceof the following integrals:
(a) rJO 1nt dx , (b) roo lnx dx ,
10 x + 1 10 J x2+ 1
roo dx roo x dx





(e) ~~' (f) 3/2 1
.
o V 1 + x- 0 x +
17. Let f, qJ: [a, 00) -+ JR.Abel's Test asserts that if f E 'R.*[a,00) and qJis bounded and mono-
tone on [a, 00), then fqJ E 'R.*[a,00).
(a) Show that Abel's Test does not apply to establish the convergence of Jooo(1/ x) sin x dx by
taking qJ(x) := l/x. However, it does apply if we take cp(x) := 1/.JX and use Exercise 14.
(b) Use Abel's Test and Exercise 15 to show the convergenceof Jooo(xl(x + 1» sin(x2) dx.
(c) Use Abel's Test and Exercise 1~to show the convergenceof Jooox-3/2(x + 1) sin x dx.
(d) Use Abel's Test to obtain the convergenceof Exercise 16(f).
18. With the notation as in Exercise 17, the Chartier-Dirichlet Test asserts that if f E 'R.*[a,y]
for all y ::: a, if F(x) := J: f is bounded on [a, 00), and if cpis monotone and 1im qJ(x) = 0,. x~oo
then fcp E 'R.*[a, 00]. .
(a) Show that the integral Jooo(1Ix) sin x dx converges.
(b) Show that Jt (1I 10x) sin x dx converges.
(c) Show that Jooo(1 I .JX) cos x dx converges.
(d) Show that the Chartier-Dirichlet Test does not apply to establish the convergence of
Jooo(xl(x + 1» sin(x2) dx by taking f(x) := sin(x2).
- 19. Show that the integral Jooo.JX .sin(x2) dx is convergent, even though the integrand is not
bounded as x -+ 00. [Hint:Make a substitution.]
Establish the convergence of the following integrals.
(a) i: e-ixi dx, (b)
1
00 2
(c) -00 e-x dx, (d)
i: (x - 2)e-lxl dx,
100 2xdx .-00 eX - e-X
Section 10.4 Convergence Theorems
We will conclude our discussion of the generalized Riemann integral with an indication of
Jhe convergence theorems that are available for it. It will be seen that the results are much
~tronger than those presented in Section 8.2 for the (ordinary) Riemann integral. Finally,
we will introduce a "measurable" function on [a, b] as the almost everywhere limit of a
equence of step functions. We will show that every integrable function is measurable, and
that a measurable function on [a, b] is generalized Riemann integrable if and only if it
~atisfies a two-sided boundedness condition.
We proved in Example 8.2.1(c) that if (Ik) is a sequence in R[a, b] that converges on
la, b] to a function I E 'R[a, b], then it need not happen that
(1) Ib I = lim Ib Ik'a k-+oo a
- - -
---
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However, in Theorem 8.2.4 we saw that uniform convergence of the sequence is sufficient
to guarantee that this equality holds. In fact, we will now show that this is even true for a
sequence of generalized Riemann integrable functions.
10.4.1 Uniform Convergence Theorem Let (fk) be a sequence in R *[a, b] and suppose
that (fk) converges uniformly on [a, b] to f. Then f E R*[a, b] and (1) holds.
Proof. Givene > O,thereexists K(e) suchthatifk ~ K(e) and X E [a,b],thenwehave
Ifk(x) - f(x)1 < e. Consequently, if h, k ~ K(e), then
-2e < fk(x) - fh(x) < 2e for x E [a, b].
Theorem 10.1.5 implies that
-2e(b - a) < 1b fk -1b fh < 2e(b ~a).
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the sequence (I: fk) is a Cauchy sequence in JRand therefore
converges to some number, say A E JR.We will now show that f E R*[a, ~] with integral
A. For, if e > 0 is given, let K (e) be as above. If P := {([xi-I' xi]' ti)}?=1is any tagged
partition of [a, b] and if k ~ K(e), then
n
IS(fk; p) - S(f; p)1 = I I)fk(ti) - f(ti)}(Xi - Xi-I) I
i=l.
n
::: L Ifk(t) - f(ti)I(Xi - xi-I)
i=1
n
< L e(xi - Xi_I) = e(b - a).
i=1
Now fix r ~ K(e) such that II: fr - AI < e and let Dr,£be a gauge on [a, b] such that
b . .
Iia fr - S(fr; P)I < e whenever Pis Dr,£-fine.Then we have
IS(f; p) - AI ::: IS(f; p) - S(fr; p)1 + IS(fr; p) -1b frl + 11b fr - AI
< e(b - a) + e + e = e(b - a + 2).
But since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that f E R*[a, b] and I: f = A. Q.E.D.
It willbe seenin Example1O.4.6(a)that the conclusionof 10.4.1is falsefor an infinite
interval.
Equi-integrability
The hypothesis of uniform convergence in Theorem 10.4.1 is a very stringent one and
restricts the utility of this result. Consequently, we now show that another type of uniformity
condition can be used to obtain the desired limit. This notion is due to Jaroslav KurzweiI,
as is Theorem 10.4.3.
10.4.2 Definition A sequence (fk) in R*(I) is said to be equi-integrable if for every
e > 0 there exists a gauge D£on I such that if P is any D£-fine partition of I and kEN,
then IS(fk; p) - II fkl < e.
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-10.4.3 Equi-integrability Theorem If (Ik) E R*(I) is equi-integrable on I and if
I(x) = limlk(x) for a11X E I, then IE R*(I) and
(2) i l = lim i lk'I k_oo I
Proof. We will treat the case I = [a, b]; the general case can be found in [MTI].
Given E > 0, by the equi-integrability hypothesis, there exists a gauge 8£on I such that
ifP := {([Xi-I' Xi]' t)}?=1 is a 8£-finepartition of I, then we have IS(lk; p) - II Ikl < E
for all k E N. SinceP has only a finite number of tags and since Ik(t) ~ I(t) fort E [a,b],
there exists a K £ such that if h, k ::: K £' then
n
(3) IS(lk; p) - S(lh; p)1 ::: L I/k(ti) - Ih(ti)l(xi - xi-I) ::: E(b - a).
i=1
If we let h ~ 00 in (3), we have
(4) IS(lk; p) - S(/; p)1 ::: E(b - a) for k::: K£.
Moreover, if h, k ::: K£, then the equi-integrability hypothesis and (3) give
111k -1 Ihl :::111k - S(lk; p)1 + IS(lk;p) - S(lh; p)1
+ IS(lh; p) -1 Ih I :::E+ E(b - a) + E= E(2+ b - a).
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, then (II Ik) is a Cauchy sequence and converges to some A E JR.
If we let h ~ 00 in this last inequality, we obtain
(5) 111k - AI ::: E(2 + b - a) for k::: K£.
We now show that IE R*(I) with integralA. Indeed,givenE > 0, ifP is a 8£-fine
partition of I and k ::: K£' then
IS(/; p) - AI ::: IS(/; p) - S(lk; p)1 + IS(lk; p) -1 Ikl + 11 Ik - AI
::: E(b - a) + E + E(2+ b - a) = E(3+ 2b - 2a),
where we used (4) for the first term, the equi-integrabilityfor the second,and (5) for the
third. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, I E:. 'R,*(I) with integral A. Q.E.D.
The Monotone and Dominated Convergence Theorems
Although the Equi-integrability Theorem is interesting, it is difficult to apply because it is
not easy to construct the gauges 8£.We now state two very important theorems summarizing
the most important convergence theorems for the integral that are often useful. McLeod
[pp. 96-101] has shown that both of these theorems can be proved by using the Equi-
integrability Theorem. However, those proofs require a delicate construction of the gauge
functions. Direct proofs of these results are given in [MTI], but these proofs also use results
not given here; therefore we will omit the proofs of these results.
Wesay that a sequenceof functionson an intervalI C JRis monotone increasing if it
satisfies II (x) ::: 12 (X) ::: . .. ::: Ik (X) ::: Ik+1 (X) ::: .. . for all kEN, X € I. It is saidto be
monotone decreasing if it satisfies the opposite string of inequalities, and to be monotone
if it is either monotone increasing or decreasing.
-- - - - - - --- - - -
.
.
--. ... -~ - - CJ'
in n*(/) such that I(x) = lim Ik(x) almost every~here on I. Then I E n*(/) if and only
if the sequence of integrals (II Ik) is bounded in JR,in which case
(6) 1 1 = 1im 1 1k'I k_oo I
J.l1C JIC:;A.lIC~UI" 1~ Ul\" J..l1V.3&.J.J.ll}lV"',U.I.J...U.I v...""' 0 --- - --. --g- -- - - - - c...-...........
functions. It is an extension of the celebrated "Lebesgue Dominated ConvergenceTheorem"
from which it can also be proved.
10.4.5 Dominated Convergence Theorem Let (In) be a sequence in n*(/) and let
I(x) = 1imIk(x) almost everywhere on I. If there exist functions a, (J)in n*(/) such that
(7) a(x) :::: Ik(x) :::: w(x) for almost every x E I,
then I E n*(/) and
(8) 1 1 = lim 1 1k'I k_oo I
Moreover, if a and w belong to £(/), th~n Ik and I belong to £(/) and
(9) II/k - III= jl/k - II ~ o.
Note If a and (J)belong to £(/), and we put qJ:= max{lal, Iwn, then qJE £(/) and we
can replace the condition (7) by the condition
(7') for almost every x E I.
Some Examples
10.4.6 Examples (a) Ifk E N, let Ik(x) := Ilk forx E [0, k]andlk(x):= o elsewhere
in [0, (0).
Then the sequence converges uniformly on [0, (0) to the O-function.However 1000Ik =
1 for all kEN, while the integral of the O-functionequals O.It is an exercise to show that
the function sup{/k(x) : kEN} does not belong to n*[O, (0), so the domination condition
(7) is not satisfied.
.
1
1 xk + 1
(b) We have lim k dx = l.k_oo 0 X + 3
For, if gk(x) := (xk + 1)/(xk + 3), then 0:::: gk(x) ::::1 and gk(x) ~ 1/3 for x E







(c) Wehave 1im 1+ -
k
e-ax dx = - if a > 1.
k-oo 0 a-I
Let hk(x) := (1 + xl k)ke-ax forx E [0, k] and hk(x) := 0 elsewhere on [0, (0). The
argument in Example 3.3.6 shows that (hk) is an increasing sequence and converges to
eXe-ax = e(l-a)x on [0, (0). If a > 1 this limit function belongs to £[0, (0). Moreover, if
F (x) := e(l-a)xI (1 - a), thenF' (x) = e(l-a)xsothattheMonotoneConvergenceTheorem ,







lim hk = e(l-a)x dx = F(x) = -.
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(d) If f is bounded and continuous on [0,00) and if ~ > 0, then the function defined by
L(I) := 1000e-rx f(x) dx is continuous for t E Ja := (a, 00).
Since le-rx f(x)1 :::: Me-ax for t E Ja, if (tk) is any sequence in Ja converging to
toE Ja, the Dominated ConvergenceTheorem implies that L(tk) -+ L(to)' But since the
sequence (tk) -+ to is arbitrary, then L is continuous at to'
(e) The integral in (d) is differentiable for t > a and
L'(t) = 100 (_x)e-rx f(x)dx,
(10)
which is the result obtained by "differentiating under the integral sign" with respect to 1.
Fix a number to E Ja. If t E Ja, then by the Mean Value Theorem applied to the
function t ~ e-rx, there exists a point tx between to and t such that we have e-rx - e-tox =




:::: xe-txx :::: xe-ax.
t - to
Since w(x) := xe-ax f(x) belongs to £[0,00), then for any sequence (tk) in Ja with
to:/:.tk -+ to' the Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that
.
[






hm k 0 = lim f(x)dx
k-oo tk - to 0 k-oo tk - to
= 100 (_x)e-tox f(x) dx.
Since (tk) is an arbitrary sequence, then L'(to) exists and (10) is proved.
(k (
SinX
)(I) Let Dk(t) := 10 e-rx ~ dx for kEN, t ::: o.




Dk(O) = -dx.o x
We want to show that Dk(O) -+ !Jl' as k -+ 00. By Example 1O.3.4(d), this will show
that 1000(sin x) j x dx = !Jl'. The argument is rather complex, and uses the Dominated
Convergence Theorem several times.
SincethepartialderivativesatisfiesI :t (e-tx ;inx) I = I- e-txsinx I :::: 1for1 ::: 0,
x ::: 0, an argument as in (e) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem imply that
D~(t) = -ik e-tx sinx dx
for kEN, t ::: O.
. . . a
(
e-tx (t sinx + CoSX»
)
.
Smcea routinecalculatIonshowsthat - 2 = _e-tx smx, then anax t + 1
application of the Fundamental Theorem gives
D' (t) = e-tk(t sink + cosk) _ 1 .
k t2 + 1 t2 + 1
- ----- -- -
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e-tk(t sink + cosk)






lk dt(11) Dk(k) - Dk(O) = D~(t) dt = gk(t) dt - ~o 0 ot+l
= 100 gk(t) dt - Arctank.
If we note that gk(t) ~ 0 for t > 0 as k ~ 00 and that (since k ::::1)
e-tk(t + 1)
Igk(t)1 :::: 2 _ ::::2e-t for t:::: 0,t +
then the Dominated Convergence Theorem gives fooogk(t) dt ~ O.







IDk(k)1 = 10 e-kx Sl:X dx ::::10 e-kx dx = e k x=o
1 - e_k2 1
- < - ~ O. . .
k - k
Therefore, as k ~ 00, formula (11) becomes
0- lim Dk(O)= 0 - lim Arctank = -~7l'.k-+oo k-+oo
As we have noted before, this gives an evaluation of Dirichlet's Integral:
1
00 sinx 1
(12) - dx = 27l'.o X
o
Measurable Functions
We wish to characterize the collection of functions in 'R*(/). In order to bypass a few minor
details, we will limit our discussion to the case I := [a, b]. We need to introduce the notion
of a "measurable function"; this class of functions contains all the functions the reader is
ever likely to encounter. Measurable functions are often defined in terms of the notion of
a "measurable set". However, the approach we will use is somewhat simpler and does not
require a theory of measurable sets to have been developed first. (In fact, the theory of
measure can be derived from properties of the integral; see Exercises .15and 16.)
We recall from Definition 5.4.9 that oilfunction S : [a, b] ~ 1Ris a step function if
it has only a finite number of values, each value being assumed on a finite number of
subintervals of [a, b].
10.4.7 Definition A function f : [a, b] ~ 1Ris said to be (Lebesgue) measurable if
there exists a sequence (Sk)of step functions on [a, b] such that
(13) f(x) = lim sk(x) for almost every x E [a, b].k-+oo
We denote the collection of all measurable functions on [a, b] by M[a, b].
We can reformulate the definition as: A function f is in M [a, b] if there exists a null
set Z C [a, b] and a sequence (sk) of step functions such that
(14) f(x) = lim sk(x)k-+oo for all x E [a, b] \ Z.
- -- -
;.j
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It is trivial that every step function on [a, b] is a measurable function. By Theorem
5.4.10, a continuous function on [a, b] is a uniform limit of a sequence of step functions;
therefore, every continuous function on an interval [a, b] is measurable. Similarly, every
monotone function on [a, b] is a uniform limit of step functions (see the proof of Theorem
7.2.7); therefore, every monotone function on an interval is measurable.
At first glance, it might seem that the collection of measurable functions might not be
so very large. However, the requirement that the limit (13) is required to hold only almost
everywhere (and not everywhere), enables one to obtain much more general functions. We
now give a few examples.
10.4.8 Examples (a) The Dirichlet function, f(x) := 1 for x E [0, 1] rational and
I(x) := 0 for x E [0, 1] irrational, is a measurable function.
Since Q n [0, 1] is a null set, we can take each sk to be the O-function. We then obtain
sk(x) -+ f(x) for x E [0, 1] \ Q.
(b) Thomae's function h (see Examples 5.1.5(h) and 7.1.6) is a measurable function.
Again, take sk to be the O-function.Then sk(x) -+ h(x) for x E [0, 1] \ Q.
(c) The function g(x) := l/x for x E (0, 1] and g(O) := 0 is a measurable function.
This can be seen by taking a step function sk(x) := 0 for x E [0, 1/ k) and (using
5.4.10) such that Isk(x) - l/xl <.::'1/k for x E [1/k, 1]. Then sk(x) -+ g(x) for all x E
[0, 1].
(d) If f E M[a, b] and if 1/1: [a, b] -+ JR is such that 1/1(x)= f(x) a.e., then 1/1E
M[a, b].
For, if f(x) = limsk(x) for x E [a, b] \ Zl and if 1/1(x) = f(x) for all x E [a, b] \ Z2'
then 1/1(x)= limsk(x) for all x E [a, b] \ (Zl U Z2). Since Zl U Z2 is a null set when Zl
and Z2 are, the conclusion follows. 0
The next result shows that elementary combinations of measurable functions lead to
measurable functions.
10.4.9 Theorem Let I and g belong to M[a, b] and let C E JR.
(a) Then thefunctionscf, III, f + g, f - g and I. g also belong to M[a, b].
(b) If qJ: JR-+ JRis continuous,then thecompositionqJ0 I E M[a, b].
(c) I£(fn) is a sequence in M[a, b] and f(x) = lim In (x) almost everywhere on I, then
f 'E M[a, b].
Proof. (a) We will prove that III is measurable. Let Z C [a, b] be a null set such that
(14) holds. Since Isklis a step function, the Triangle Inequality implies that
o ~ Ilf(x)I-lsk(x)11 ~ If(x) - sk(x)l-+ 0
for all x E [a,b] \ Z. ThereforeIII E M[a, b].
The other assertions in (a) follow from the basic properties of limits.
(b) If sk is a step function on [a, b], it is easily seen that qJ0 sk is also a step function
on [a, b]. Since qJis continuous onJRand f(x) = limsk(x) for all x E [a, b] \ Z, it follows
that (qJ0 I)(x) =qJ(/(x» = limqJ(sk(x» =lim(qJ0 sk)(x) for allx E [a,b] \ Z. There-
fore qJ0 I is measurable.
(c) This conclusion is not obvious; a proof is outlined in Exercise 14. Q.E.D.
- --
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The next result is that we can replace the step functions in Definition 1004.7by
continuous functions. Since we will use only one part of this result, we content ourselves
with a sketch of the proof of the other part.
10.4.10 Theorem A function I: [a, b] -+ JRis in M[a, b] if and only if there exists a
sequence (gk) of continuous functions such that








Proof. ({:::) Let Z C [a, b] be a null set and (gk) be a sequence of continuous functions Me
such that f(x) = limgk(x) for x E [a, b] \ Z. Since gk is continuous, by 5.4.10 there exists
a step function Sk such that Pro
for all x E [a, b].
Therefore we have
.
O:s II(x) - sk(x)1 :s II(x) - gk(x)1 + Igk(x) - Sk(X) I
:s II (x) - gk(x)1+ I/k,
whence it follows that I(x) = limgk(x) for all x E [a, b] \ Z.
Sketchof (=» Let Z be a null set and (sk) be a sequenceof step functionssuchthat
I(x) = lim sk (x) for all x E [a, b] \ Z. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
eachskis continuousat theendpointsa, b. Sinceskis discontinuousat onlya finitenumber
of pointsin (a, b), whichcan be enclosedin a finiteunion Jk of intervalswith total length
:s 1/ k, we can constructa piecewise linear and continuous function gk which coincides
with sk on [a,b] \ Jk. It can be shown that gk(x) -+ I(x) a.e. on I. (See [MTI] for the
details.) Q.E.D.
Functions in R*[a, b] are Measurable
We now show that a generalized Riemann integrable function is measurable.
10.4.11 Measurability Theorem If I E R*[a, b], then I E M[a, b].
Proof. Let F : [a, b + 1] -+ JRbe the indefinite integral
F(x) := lx I if x E [a, b],
and let F (x) := F (b) for x E (b, b + 1]. It follows from the Fundamental Theorem (Second
Form) 1O.1.II(a) that F is continuous on [a, b]. From 1O.1.II(c), there exists a null set Z
such that the derivative F'(x) = I(x) exists for x E [a, b] \ Z. Therefore, if we introduce
the difference quotient functions
F(x + 1/ k) - F(x)
gk(x) := 1/ k for x E [a, b), kEN,
then gk(x) -+ I(x) for all x E [a, b] \ Z. Since the gk are continuous, it follows from the
part of Theorem 1004.10we have proved that I E M[a, b]. Q.E.D.
Are Measurable Functions Integrable?
Not every measurable function is generalized Riemann integrable. For example, the function
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however it is not in n*[a, b] because it is "too large" (as x ~ 0+). However, if the graph of
a measurable function on [a, b] lies between two functions in n*[a, b], then it also belongs
to n*[a, b].
10.4.12 IntegrabilityTheorem Letl e M[a, b].ThenI e n*[a, b]ifandonlyifthere
exist functionsa, we n*[a, b] such that
(16) a(x) :::: I(x) ::::w(x) lor almost every x e [a, b].
Moreover, if either a orw belongs to £[a, b], then I e £[a, b].
Proof. (=}) This implication is trivial, since one can take a =w = I.
({:::)Since Ie M[a, b], there exists a sequence (sk) of step functions on [a, b] such
that (13) holds. We define sk := mid{a, Sk' w} for keN, so that sk(X) is the middle of the
numbers a(x), Sk(x) and w(x) for each x e [a, b]. It follows from Theorem 10.2.8 and the
facts
mid{a, b, e} = min{max{a, b}, max{b, e}, max{e, an,
min{a', b', e'} = min{min{a', b'}, e/},
.
- that sk e n*[a, b] and that a ::::sk :::: w. SinceI = limsk = limsk a.e., the Dominated
Convergence Theorem now implies that I e n*[a, b].
If either a or w belongs to £[a, b], then we can apply Theorem 10.2.6 to conclude that
I belongs to £[a, b]. Q.E.D.
- A Final Word
In this chapter we have made frequent reference to Lebesgue integrable functions on an
- interval I, which we have introducedas functions in n*(l) whose absolute value also
belongs to n*(l). While there is no single "standard approach" to the Lebesgue integral,
- our approach is very different from any that are customary. A critic might say that our
approach is not useful because our definition of a function in £(l) is not standard, but that
would be wrong.
After all, one seldom uses the definition to confirm that a specific function is Lebesgue
integrable. Instead, one uses the fact that certain simpler functions (such as step functions,
?olynomials, continuous functions, bounded measurable functions) belong to £(l), and
ihat more complicated functions belong to £(l) by taking algebraic combinations or vari-
_ous limiting operations (e.g., Hake's Theorem or the Dominated Convergence Theorem).
<\ famous analyst once said, "No one ever calculates a Lebesgue integral; instead, one
calculates Riemann integrals and takes limits".
It is the same as with real numbers: we listed certain properties as axioms for IRand
Lhenderived consequences of these properties which enable us to work quite effectively
with the real numbers, often by taking limits.
~xercises for Section 10.4
Consider the following sequences of functions with the indicated domains. Does the sequence
converge? If so, to what? Is the convergence uniform? Is it bounded? If not bounded, is it
dominated? Is it monotone? Evaluate the limit of the sequence of integrals.
----
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kx xk
(a) ... [0, 1], (b) r [0,2],l+x
1 1
(c) r [0, 1], (d) r [0,2].l+x l+x
2. Answerthequestionsposedin Exercise1forthefollowingsequences(whenproperlydefined)
kx 1 .
(a) jX [0, 1], (b) .jX(1. I.. [0, 1],
1 1
(C).jX k [1,2], (d).jX k [0, 1].x(1 + x ) x(2 - x )
3. Discuss the following sequences of functions and their integrals on [0, 1]. Evaluate the limit of
the integrals, when possible.
(a) e-kx, (b) e-kx lx,
(c) kxe-kx, (d) k2xe-kx,
k2 2 k 2





4. (a) Show that lim 2 = 0. (b) Showthat lim - = !.
k-+oo0 (1 + x) k-+oo0 1 + x
5. If ik(x) := k forx E [II k, 21k] and ik(x) := 0 elsewhereon [0,2], showthat ik(x) ~ 0 but
that f; ik = 1. . .
6. Let Uk) be a sequence on [a, b] such that each fk is differentiable on [a, b] and i:(x) ~ g(x)
with li:(x)1 ~ K for all x E [a, b]. Show that the sequence Uk (x» either converges for all
x E [a, b] or it diverges for all x E [a, b].
7. If ik are the functions in Example 10.4.6(a), show that suP{fk} does not belong to n*[O, 00).
8. Show directly that foooe-tx dx = lit and foooxe-tx dx = 11t2 for t > 0, thus confirming the
results in Examples 10.4.6(d,e) when f(x) := 1.
9. Use the differentiation fonnula in 1O.4.6(t) to obtain foooe-1x sinx dx = 1/(t2 + 1).
10. If t > 0, define E(t) := fooo[(e-'Xsinx)lx] dx.







(b) Since - ~ e-ax for t 2:a > 0, showthat E'(t) = ~ for t > 0.ot x t + 1
(c) Deduce that E(t) = !1r - Arctant for t > O.
(d) Explain why we cannot use the fonnula in (c) to obtain equation (12).
11. In this exercise we will establish the important fonnula:
(00 2
(17) 10 e-X dx = !.J]r.
(a) Let G(t) := fOI[e-12(X2+1}l(x2 + 1)]dx for t 2: O.Since the integrand is dominated by
1/(x2 + 1) for t 2: 0, then G is continuous on [0, 00). Moreover, G(O) = Arctan 1 = ~1r
and it follows from the Dominated ConvergenceTheorem that G(t) ~ ° as t ~ 00.
(b) The partial derivative of the integrand with respect to t is bounded for t 2: 0, x E [0, 1],
, 12 (1 12 2 2 (I 2
so G (t) = -2te- Jo e- x dx = -2e-' Joe-u duo
(c) If we set F(t) := [f~ e-x2 dx r, then the FundamentalTheorem10.1.11yieldsF'(t) =
2e-12f~e-x2 dx for t 2: 0, whence F'(t) + G'(t) = ° for all t 2:0. Therefore,F(t) +
G(t) = C for all t 2: 0.
(d) Using F(O) =0, G(O) = ~1rand limHoo G(t) =0,weconcludethatlimHooF(t) = ~1Z",
so that fonnula (17) holds.
12. Suppose I ~ IR is a closed interval and that f: [a, b] x I ~ JR is such that ai/at ex-
ists on [a, b] x I, and for each t E [a, b] the function x 1-+f(t, x) is in n*(/) and there
exist a, wE n*(/) such that the partial derivative satisfies a(x) ~ of(t, x)lot ~ w(x) for
-- -
1(;
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a.e.x E I. If F(t):= JI i(t,x)dx, show that F is differentiable on [a,b] and that F'(t):=
JI oi(t, x)/ot dx.
13. (a) If i, g E M[a, b], showthat max{f, g} and min{f, g} belongto M[a, b].
(b) If i, g, h E M[a, b], show that mid{f, g, h} E M[a, b].
14. (a) If Uk) is a bounded sequence in M[a, b] and ik ~ i a.e., show that i E M[a, b]. [Hint:
Use the Dominated Convergence Theorem.]
(b) If (gk) is any sequence in M[a, b] and if ik := Arctan 0 gk' show that Uk) is a bounded
sequence in M[a, b].
(c) If (gk)is a sequencein M[a, b] and if gk ~ g a.e., showthatg E M[a, b].
15. A set E in [a, b] is said to be (Lebesgue) measurable if its characteristic function IE (defined
by 1E(x) := 1 if x E E and 1E(x) := 0 if x E [a, b] \ E) belongs to M[a, b]. We will denote
the collection of measurable sets in [a, b] by M[a, b]. In this exercise, we develop a number of
properties ofM[a, b].
(a) Showthat E E M[a, b] if andonlyif IE belongsto R*[a, b].
(b) Show that 0 E M[a, b] and that if [e, d] S; [a, b], then the intervals [e, d], [e, d), (e, d]
and (e, d) are in M[a, b].
(c) Show that E E M[a, b] if and only if E' := [a, b] \ E is in M[a, b].
(d) If E and F are in M[a, b], then E U F, E n F and E \ F are also in M[a, b]. [Hint: Show
that 1EUF= max{lE, IF}' etc.]
(e) If (Ek) is an increasing sequence in M[a, b], show that E := U~I Ek is in M[a, b]. Also,
if (Fk) is a decreasing sequence in M[a, b] show that F := n~1 Fk is in M[a, b]. [Hint:
Apply Theorem IOA.9(c).]
(f) If (Ek) is any sequence in M[a, b], show that U~I Ek and n~1 Ek are in M[a, b].
l6. If E E M[a, b], we define the (Lebesgue) measure of E to be the number m(E) := J: IE. In
this exercise, we develop a number of properties of the measure function m : M[a, b] ~ IR.
(a) Showthatm(0) = 0 and 0:::: m(E) ::::b - a.
(b) Show that m([e, d]) = m([e,d» = m«e, d]) = m«e, d» = d - e.
(c) Showthatm(E') = (b - a) - m(E).
(d) Show that m(E U F) + m(E n F) = m(E) + m(F).
(e) If E n F = 0, show that m(E U F) = m(E) + m(F). (This is the additivity property of
the measure function.)
(f) If (Ek) is an increasing sequence in M[a, b], show that m(U~1 Ek) = limkm(Ek). [Hint:
Use the Monotone Convergence Theorem.]
(g) If (Ck) is a sequence in M[a, b] that is pairwise disjoint (in the sense that Cj n Ck = 0
whenever j :/=k), show that
(18) m( Q Ck) = ~m(ck).
(This is the countable additivity property of the measure function.)
CHAPTER 11
A GLIMPSE INTO TOPOLOGY
For the most part, we have considered only functions that were defined on intervals. Indeed,
for certain important results on continuous functions, the intervals were also assumed to
be closed and bounded. We shall now examine functions defined on more general types
of sets, with the goal of establishing certain important properties of continuous functions
in a more general setting. For example, we proved in Section 5.3 that a function that is
continuous on a closed and bounded interval attains a maximum value. However, we will
see that the hypothesis that the set is an interval is not essential, and in the proper context
it can be dropped.
In Section 11.1 we define the notions of an open set, and a closed set. The study
of open sets and the concepts that can be defined in terms of open sets is the study of
point-set topology, so we are in fact discussing certain aspects of the topology of IR.(The
mathematical area called "topology" is very abstract and goes far beyond the study of
the real line, but the key ideas are to be found in real analysis. In fact, it is the study of
continuous functions on IRthat motivated many of the concepts developed in topology.)
The notion of compact set is defined in Section 11.2 in terms of open coverings.
In advanced analysis, compactness is a powerful and widely used concept. The compact
subsets of IRare fully characterized by the Heine-Borel Theorem, so the full strength of the
idea is not as apparent as it would be in more general settings. Nevertheless, as we establish
the basic properties of continuous functions on compact sets in Section 11.3, the reader
should begin to appreciate how compactness arguments are used.
In Section 11.4 we take the essential features of distance on the real line and introduce
a generalization of distance called a "metric". The much-used triangle inequality is the key
property in this general concept of distance. We present examples and show how theorems
on the real line can be extended to the context of a metric space.
The ideas in this chapter are somewhat more abstract than those in earlier chapters;
however, abstraction can often lead to a deeper and more refined understanding. In this
case, it leads to a more general setting for the study of analysis.
Section 11.1 Open and Closed Sets in IR
There are special types of sets that playa distinguished role in analysis-these are the open
and the closed sets in R To expedite the discussion, it is convenient to have an extended
notion of a neighborhood of a point.
(
11.1.1 Definition A neighborhood of a point x E IR is any set V that contains an
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While an E-neighborhood of a point is required to be "symmetric about the point", the
idea of a (general) neighborhood relaxes this particular feature, but often serves the same
purpose.
11.1.2 Definition (i) A subset G of IRis open in IRif for each x E G there exists a
-neighborhoodV ofx suchthatV C G. --
(ii) A subset F of IRis closed in IRif the complement C(F) := IR\F is open in IR.
To show that a set G C IRis open, it suffices to show that each point in G has an
B-neighborhoodcontainedin G. In fact,G is openif andonlyif foreachx E G, there exists
-Bx > 0 such that (x - Ex' X + Ex) is contained in G.
To show that a set F C IRis closed, it suffices to show that each point y f/.F has an
B-neighborhood disjoint from F. In fact, F is closed if and only if for each y f/.F there
~xistsEy > 0 such that F n (y - Ey' Y + By) = 0.
11.1.3 Examples (a) The entire set IR= (-00, 00) is open.
For any x E IR,we may take E := 1.
~b) The set G := {x E IR:0 < x < I} is open.
For any x E G we may take Ex to be the-smaller of the numbers x, 1 - x. Weleaveit
to the reader to show that if lu - xl < Bxthen u E G.
c) Any open interval I := (a, b) is an open set.
In fact, if x E I, we can take Ex to be the smaller of the numbers x - a, b -x.
'1]}e reader can then show that (x - Ex' X + Ex) ~ I. Similarly, the intervals (-00, b) and
\a, 00) are open sets.
(d) The set I := [0, 1] is not open.
This followssinceeveryneighborhoodof 0 E I containspointsnot in I.
(e) The set I := [0, 1] is closed.
To see this let y f/.I; then either y < 0 or y > 1. If y < 0, we take Ey := Iyl, and if
y > 1 we take E := y - 1. We leave it to the reader to show that in either case we havey
J n (y - By' Y + By) = 0.
\J:) The set H := {x : 0 ~ x < I} is neither open nor closed. (Why?)
j~) The empty set 0 is open in IR.
In fact, the empty set contains no points at all, so the requirement in Definition 11.1.2(i)
is vacuously satisfied. The empty set is also closed since its complement IRis open, as was
:en in part (a). 0
In ordinary parlance, when applied to doors, windows, and minds, the words "open"
_.ld "closed" are antonyms. However, when applied to subsets of IR,these words are not
antonyms. For example, we noted above that the sets 0, IRare both open and closed in IR.
"'hereader will probably be relieved to learn that there are no other subsets of IRthat have
both properties.) In addition, there are many subsets of IRthat are neither open nor closed;
:-fact, most subsets of IRhave this neutral character.
The following basic result describes the manner in which open sets relate to the
""'erations of the union and intersection of sets in IR.
IJ.l.4 Open Set Properties (a) The union of an arbitrary collection of open subsetsin
, is open.
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Proof. (a) Let {GA: A E A} be a family of sets in IRthat are open, and let G be their
union. Consider an element x E G; by the definition of union, x must belong to G. forA
some AOE A. Since GA is open, there exists a neighborhood V of x such that V ~ G. .
But GA 5; G, so that VO5; G. Sincex is an arbitraryelementof G, we concludethat G"iso
open in R
(b) Suppose G I and G 2 are open and let G := Gin G 2' To show that G is open, We
consider any x E G; then x E GI and x E G2. Since GI is open, there exists e) > 0 such
that (x - eI' X + eI) is contained in GI' Similarly, since G2 is open, there exists e., > 0
such that (x - e2, x + e2) is contained in G2' If we now take e to be the smaller -of E
and e2, then the e-neighborhood U := (x - e, x + e) satisfies both U 5; GI and U 5; G.,I.
Thus,x E U C G. Sincex is an arbitraryelementof G, we concludethat G is open in ::f
It now follows by an Induction argument (which we leave to the reader to write out)
that the intersection of any finite collection of open sets is open. Q.E.D
The corresponding properties for closed sets will be established by using the general
De Morgan identities for sets and their components. (See Theorem 1.1.4.)
.
11.1.5 Closed Set Properties (a) The intersection of an arbitrary collection of closed
sets in IRis closed.
(b) The union of any finite collection of closed sets in IRis closed.
Proof. (a) If {FA: A E A} is a family of closed sets in IRand F := n FA' then C(F) =
AeA
U C(FJ is the union of open sets. Hence, C(F) is open by Theorem 11.1.4(a), and
AeA
consequently, F is closed.
(b) Suppose FI' F2' .. " Fn are closed in IRand let F := FI U F2 U . . . U Fn' By thl:
De Morgan identity the complement of F is given by
Since each set C(Fj) is open, it follows from Theorem 11.1.4(b) that C(F) is open. Hence
F is closed. Q.E.D,
The finiteness restrictions in 11.1.4(b) and 11.1.5(b) cannot be removed. Consider the
following examples:
11.1.6 Examples (a) Let Gn := (0, 1 + 1In) for n EN. Then Gn is open for each
00
n EN, by Example 11.1.3(c). However, the intersection G := n Gn is the interval (0, 1]
n=1
which is not open. Thus, the intersection of infinitely many open sets in IRneed not be open.
00
(b) Let Fn := [l/n, 1]for n E N. Each Fn is closed,but the union F := U Fn is the seln=1
(0, 1] which is not closed. Thus, the union of infinitely many closed sets in IRneed not be
closed. 0
The Characterization of Closed Sets
We shall now give a characterization of closed subsets of IRin terms of sequences. As we
shall see, closed sets are precisely those sets F that contain the limits of all convergent
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11.1.7 Characterization of Closed Sets Let F C JR;then the following assertions are
equivalent.
(i) F is a closed subset of JR.
(ii) If X = (xn) is any convergent sequence of elements in F, then UrnX belongs to F.
Proof. (i) => (ii) Let X = (xn) be a sequence of elements in F and let x := lim X; we
wish to show that x E F. Suppose, on the contrary, that x f/.F; that is, that x E C(F)
the complementof F. Since C(F) is open and x E C(F), it follows that there exists an
s-neighborhood Ve of x such that Ve is contained in C(F). Since x = lim(xn), it follows
that there exists a natural number K = K(e) such that xK EVe' Therefore we must have
x K E C(F); but this contradicts the assumption that xn E F for all n E N. Therefore, we
conclude that x E F.
(ii) => (i) Suppose, on the contrary, that F is not closed, so that G := C(F) is not
open. Then there exists a point YoE G such that for each n EN, there is a number Yn E
C(G) = F such that IYn - Yol < 1/n. It follows that Yo := lim(yn), and since Yn E F for all
n EN, the hypothesis (ii) implies that Yo E F, contrary to the assumption Yo E G = C(F).
Thus the hypothesis that F is not closed implies that (ii) is not true. Consequently (ii)
implies (i), as asserted. Q.E.D.
The next result is closely related to the preceding theorem. It states that a set F is
closed if and only if it contains all of its cluster points. Recall from Section 4.1 that a point
x is a cluster point of a set F if every e-neighborhood of x contains a point of F different
from x. Since by Theorem 4.1.2 each cluster point of a set F is the limit of a sequence
of points in F, the result follows immediately from Theorem 11.1.7 above. We provide a
second proof that uses only the relevant definitions.
.
11.1.8 Theorem A subset of JRis closed if and only if it contains all of its clusterpoints.
Proof. Let F be a closed set in JRand let x be a cluster point of F; we will show that
x E F. If not, then x belongs to the open setC(F). Therefore there exists an e-neighborhood
Ve of x such that Ve C C(F). Consequently Ve n F = 0, which contradicts the assumption
that x is a cluster point of F. /
Conversely, let F be a subset of JRthat contains all of its cluster points; we will show
that C(F) is open. For if Y E C(F), then Y is not a cluster point of F. It follows that there
exists an s-neighborhood Ve of Y that does not.,contain a point of F (except possibly y).
But since Y E C(F), it follows that Ve ~ C(F). Since y is an arbitrary element of C(F), we
deduce that for every point in C(F) there is an s-neighborhood that is entirely contained in
C(F). But this means that C(F) is open in JR.Therefore F is closed in JR. Q.E.D.
The Characterization of Open Sets
The idea of an open set in JRis a generalization of the notion of an open interval. That this
generalization does not lead to extremely exotic sets that are open is revealed by the next
result.
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are not empty. (Why?) If the set Ax is bounded below, we set ax := infAx; if Ax is not
bounded below, we set ax := -00. Note that in either case ax ~ G. If theset Bx is bounded
above, we set bx := sup Bx; if Bx is not bounded above, we set bx := 00. Note that in either
case bx ~ G. .
We now define Ix := (ax' bx); clearly Ix is an open interval containing x. We claim
that Ix C G. To see this, let y E Ix and supposethat y < x. It followsfromthe definition
of ax that there exists a' E Ax with a' < y, whence y E (a', x] £ G. Similarly, if y E I
and x < y, there exists b' E Bx with y < b', whence it follows that y E [x, b') S;; G. Sinc~
y E Ix is arbitrary, we have that Ix C G.
Since x EGis arbitrary, we conclude that U Ix C G. On the other hand, since for each
xeG
X E G there is an open interval Ix with x E Ix S;; G, we also have G S;; U Ix' Therefore
xeG
we concludethat G = U Ix'
xeG
We claim that if x, y E G and x =/: y, then either Ix = Iy or Ix n Iy =0. To prove
this suppose that Z E Ix n Iy, whence it follows that ax < Z < by and ay < z < bx' (Why?)
We will show that ax = ay. If not, it follows from the Trichotomy Property that either (i)
ax < ay, or (ii) ay < ax' In case (i), then ay E Ix = (ax' bx) S;; G, which contradicts the
fact that ay ~ G. Similarly,in case (ii), then ax E Iy = (ay, by) S;; G, whichcontradicts
the fact that ax ~ G. Therefore we must have ax = ay and a similar argument implies that
bx = by' Therefore, we conclude that if Ix n Iy =/: 0, then Ix = I .
It remains to show that the collection of distinct intervals (Ix : x E G} is countable.
To do this, we enumerate the set Q of rational numbers Q = {'p '2' . ", 'n' ...} (see
Theorem 1.3.11). It follows from the Density Theorem 2.4.8 that each interval Ix contains
rational numbers; we select the rational number in I that has the smallest index n inx
this enumeration of Q. That is, we choose, ( ) E Q such that Ir = Ix and n(x) is then x n(x)
smallest index n such that Ir = I . Thus the set of distinct intervals Ix' x E G, is put inton x
correspondence with a subset of N. Hence this set of distinct intervals is countable. Q.E.D.
It is left as an exercise to show that the representation of G as a disjoint union of open
intervals is uniquely determined.
It does not follow from the preceding theorem that a subset of JRis closed if and only if
it is the intersection of a countable collection of closed intervals (why not?). In fact, there
are closed sets in JRthat cannot be expressed as the intersection of a countable collection of
closed intervals in JR.A set consisting of two points is one example. (Why?) We will now
describe the construc~ionof a much more interesting example called the Cantor set.
The Cantor Set
The Cantor set, which we will denote by 1F,is a very interesting example of a (somewhat
complicated) set that is unlike any set we have seen up to this point. It reveals how in-
adequate our intuition can sometimes be in trying to picture subsets of JR.
The Cantor set 1Fcan be described by removing a sequence of open intervals from the
closed unit interval I := [0, 1]. We first remove the open middle third U,n of [0, 1] to
obtain the set
Fl := [0, l] u [j, 1].
We next removethe open middlethird of each of the two closedintervalsin Fl to obtain
the set ,
F2 := [0, ~] U [~, l] u [j, ~] u [~, 1]. r
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- We see that F2 is the union of 22 = 4 closed intervals, each of which is of the fonn
[k/32, (k + 1)/32]. We next remove the open middle thirds of each of these sets to get F3'
which is union of 23 = 8 closed intervals. We continue in this way. In general, if Fn has
been constructed and consists of the union of 2n intervals of the fonn [k/3n, (k + 1)/3n],
then we obtain the set Fn+I by removing the open middle third of each of these intervals.




.. .. .. ..
Figure 11.1.1 Construction of the Cantor set.
~ 11.1.10 Definition The Cantor set JFis the intersection of the sets F , n EN, obtainedn
by successive removal of open middle thirds, starting with [0, 1].
Since it is the intersection of closed sets, JFis itself a closed set by 11.1.5(a). We now
list some of the properties of JFthat make it such an interesting set.
- (1) The total length of the removed intervals is 1.
We note that the first middle third has length 1/3, the next two middle thirds have
lengths that add up to 2/32, the next four middle thirds have lengths that add up to 22/33,
and so on. The total length L of the removed intervals is given by





L = 3 + 32+ . . . + 3n+1+... = 3 L 3 .n=O
Using the fonnula for the sum of a geometric series, we obtain
1 1 =1.
L = 3 . 1 - (2/3)
Thus JFis a subset of the unit interval [0, 1] whose complement in [0, 1] has total length 1.
Note also that the total length of the intervals that make up Fn is (2/3)n, which has
-limit ° as n ~ 00. Since JFS; Fn for all n E N, we see that if JFcan be said to have "length",
it must have length 0.
-(2) The set JFcontains no nonempty open interval as a subset.
Indeed, if JFcontains a nonempty open interval J := (a, b), then since J S; Fn for all
n E N, we must have ° < b - a ::::: (2/3)n for all n E N. Therefore b - a = 0, whence J is
empty, a contradiction.
(3) The Cantor set JFhas infinitely (even uncountably) many points.
- The Cantor set contains all of the endpoints of the removed open intervals, and these
are all points of the fonn 2k/3n where k = 0, 1, . . . , n for each n EN. There are infinitely
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The Cantor set actually contains many more points than those of the form 2k/3n; in fact,
IFis an uncountable set. We give an outline of the argument. We note that each x E [0, 1]
can be written in a ternary (base 3) expansion
where each an is either ° or 1 or 2. (See the discussion at the end of Section 2.5.) Indeed,
each x that lies in one of the removed open intervals has an = 1 for some n; for example,
each point in (l, ~) has a} = 1. The endpoints of the removed intervals have two possible
ternary expansions, one having no Is; for example, 3 = (.100. . ')3 = (.022. . ')3' If we
choose the expansion without Is for these points, then IFconsists of all x E [0, 1] that have
ternary expansions with no Is; that is, an is ° or 2 for all n E N. We now define a mapping
q>of IFonto [0, 1] as follows:
for x E IF.
That is, q>(.a}az" ')3) = (.b}bz" .)z where bn = an/2 for all n EN and (.b}bz" .)z de-
notes the binary representation of a number. Thus q>is a surjection of IF onto [0, 1].
Assuming that IFis countable, Theorem 1.3.10 implies that there exists a surjection 1/1of
N onto IF,so that q>0 1/1 is a surjectionof N onto [0, 1].Anotherapplicationof Theorem
1.3.10 implies that [0, 1] is a countable set, which contradicts Theorem 2.5.5. Therefore IF
is an uncountable set.
Exercises for Section 11.1
1. If x e (0, 1), let Exbe as in Example 11.1.3(b). Show that if lu - xl < Ex' then u e (0,1).
2. Show that the intervals (a, 00) and (-00, a) are open sets, and that the intervals [b, 00) and
(-00, b] are closed sets.
3. Write out the Induction argument in the proof of part (b) of the Open Set Properties 11.1.4.
4. Prove that (0, 1] = n:, (0, 1 + I/n), as asserted in Example 11.1.6(a).




Show that A = {l/n: n eN} is not a closed set, but that A U (OJis a closed set.
Show that the set Q of rational numbers is neither open nor dosed.
Show that if G is an open set and F is a closed set, then G\F is an open set and F\G is a closed
set.
9. A point x e R is said to be an interior point of A ~ R in case there is a neighborhood V of x
such that V ~ A. Show that a set A ~ R is open if and only if every point of A is an interior
point of A.
10. A point x e R is said to be a boundary point of A ~ R in case every neighborhood V of x
contains points in A and points in C(A). Show that a set A and its complement C(A) have exactly
the same boundary points.
11. Show that a set G ~ R is open if and only if it does not contain any of its boundary points.
12. Show that a set F ~ R is closed if and only if it contains all of its boundary points.
13. If A ~ JR,let A 0 be the union of all open sets that are contained in A; the set A 0 is calledthe
interior of A. Show that A 0 is an open set, that it is the largest open set contained in A, and that




















14. Using the notation of the preceding exercise, let A, B be sets in R Show that AO~ A, (AO)O=
AO,and that (A n Bt = AOn BO.Show also that AOU BO~ (A U B)O, and give an example
to show tbat the inclusion may be proper.
15. If A ~ JR,let A-be the intersection of all closed sets containing A; the set A-is called the
closure of A. Show that A-is a closed set, that it is the smallest closed set containing A, and
that a point w belongs to A-if and only if w is either an interiorpoint or a boundary point of A.
16. Using the notation of the preceding exercise, let A, B be sets in R Show that we have A ~
A-, (A-)- =A-, and that (A U B)- =A- UB-. Showthat (A n B)- ~ A- n B-, andgive
an example to show that the inclusion may be proper.
17. Give an example of a set A ~ JRsuch that A° = 0 and A - = R
18. Show that if F ~ JRis a closed nonempty set that is bounded above, then sup F belongs to F.
19. If G is open andx E G, showthat the sets Ax and Bx in the proofof Theorem11.1.9are not
empty.
20. If the set Ax in the proof of Theorem 11.1.9 is bounded below,show that ax := infAx does not
belong to G.
21. If in the notation used in the proof of Theorem 11.1.9,we have ax < y < x, show that y E G.
22. If in the notation used in the proof of Theorem 11).9, we have Ix n Iy =/: 0, show that bx = by.
23. Show that each point of the Cantor set IFis a cluster point of IF.
24. Show that each point of the Cantor set IFis a cluster point of C(IF).
Section 11.2 Compact Sets
In advanced analysis and topology, the notion of a "compact" set is of enonnous importance.
This is less true in JRbecause the Heine-Borel Theorem gives a very simple characterization
of compact sets in JR.Nevertheless, the definition and the techniques used in connection
with compactness are very important, and the real line provides an appropriate place to see
the idea of compactness for the first time.
The definition of compactness uses the notion of an open cover, which we now define.
11.2.1 Definition Let A be a subset of JR.An open cover of A is a collection 9 = {Ga}
of open sets in JRwhoseunioncontainsA; that is,
A c UGa.
a
If g' is a subcollection of sets from 9 such that the union of the sets in g' also contains
A, then g' is calleda subcover of g. If g' consists of finitely many sets, then we call g' a
finite subcover of g.
There can be many different open covers for a given set. For example, if A := [1, (0),
then the reader can verify that the following collections of sets are all open covers of A:
go := {(O,oo)},
gl := {(r- 1,r + 1) : r E Q, r > O},
g2 := {(n - 1,n + 1) : n EN},
93 := {(O,n) : n EN},
94 := {(O,n) : n E N, n 2: 23}.
.&
- -~ ------.-----
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We note that g2 is a subcover of g l' and that g4 is a subcover of g3' Of course, many other
open covers of A can be described.
11.2.2 Definition A subset K of JRis said to be compact if every open cover of K has a
finite subcover.
In other words, a set K is compact if, whenever it is contained in the union of a
collection g = {Ga} of open sets in JR,then it is contained in the union of some finite
number of sets in g.
It is very important to note that, in order to apply the definition to prove that a set K
is compact, we must examine an arbitrary collection of open sets whose union contains
K, and show that K is contained in the union of some finite number of sets in the given
collection. That is, it must be shown that any open cover of K has a finite subcover. On
the other hand, to prove that a set H is not compact, it is sufficient to exhibit one specific
collection g of open sets whose union contains H, but such that the union of any finite
number of sets in g fails to contain H. That is, H is not compact if there exists some open
cover .of H that has no finite subcover.
11.2.3 Examples (a) Let K := {xl' X2' . . . , xn} be a finite subset of JR.If g = {Ga} is
an open cover of K, then each x. is contained in some set G in g. Then the union of the
I a;
sets in the collection {Ga ' Ga ' . . . , Ga }contains K, so that it is a finite subcover of g.I 2 n
Since g was arbitrary, it follows that the finite set K is compact.
(b) Let H := [0, (0). To prove that H is not compact, we will exhibit an open cover that
00
has no finite subcover. If we let Gn := (-1, n) for each n E N, then H £ U Gn' so that
n=l
g := {G : n EN} is an open cover of H. However, if {Ga ,Ga ' ..., Ga } is any finiten I 2 n
subcollection of g, and if we let m := sup{nl' n2, . . . , nk}' then
Gn UGn U...UGn =Gm=(-I,m).I 2 k
Evidently, this union fails to contain H = [0, (0). Thus no finite subcollection of g will
have its union contain H, and therefore H is not compact.
(c) Let J := (0, 1). If we let Gn := (1/n, 1) for each n E N, then it is readily seen that
00
J = U G .Thus g := {Gn : n E N}is an open cover of J. If {Gn ' Gn ,"', Gn }is any
n=l n I 2 r
finite subcollection of g, and if we set s := sup {n1, n2, . . . , n,} then
Gn U Gn U... U G = G = (1/s, 1).
I 2 nr S
Since 1/s is in J but not in Gs' we see that the union does not contain J. Therefore, J is
not compact. 0
We now wish to describe all compact subsets of JR.First we will establish by rather
straightforward arguments that any compact set in JRmust be both closed and bounded.
Then we will show that these properties in fact characterize the compact sets in JR.This is
the content of the Heine-Borel Theorem.
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Proof. We will first show that K is bounded. For each mEN, let Hm := (-m, m). Since
00
each Hm is open and since K c U Hm = JR, we see that the collection {Hm.: mEN} is an
m=1
open cover of K. Since K is compact, this collection has a finite subcover, so there exists
MEN such that
M
K ~ UHm= HM= (-M, M).
m=1
Therefore K is bounded, since it is contained in the bounded interval (- M, M).
We now show that K is closed, by showing that its complement C(K) is open. To do
so, let u E C(K) be arbitrary and for each n EN, we let Gn := {y E JR: Iy - ul > I/n}.
00
It is an exercise to show that each set Gn is open and that JR\ {u}= U Gn' Since u fj K,
n=1
00
we have K c U Gn' Since K is compact, there exists mEN such that
n=1
m
KC UG=G.- n m
n=1
Now it follows from this that K n (u - 11m,u + 11m)= 0, so that the interval (u - 11m,
u + 11m) ~ C(K). But since u was an arbitrary point in C(K), we infer that C(K) is
open. Q.E.D.
We now prove that the conditions of Theorem 11.2.4 are both necessary and sufficient
for a subset of JRto be compact.
11.2.5 Heine-Borel Theorem A subset K of IRis compa~ only if it
bounded.
closed and
Proof. We have shown in Theorem 11.2.4 that a compact set in JRmust be closed and
bounded. To establish the converse, suppose that K is closed and bounded, and let g = {Ga}
be an open cover of K. We wish to show that K must be contained in the union of some
finite subcollection from g.The proof will be by contradiction. We assume that:
(1) K is not contained in the union of any finite number of sets in g.
By hypothesis, K is bounded, so there exists r >'0 such that K ~ [-r, r]. We let II :=
[-r, r] and bisect II into two closed subintervals I; := [-r, 0] and I;' := [0, r]. At least
one of the two subsets K n I;,and K n I;' must be nonvoid and have the property that
it is not containedin the union of any finitenumberof sets in g. [Forif bothof the sets
K n I; and K n I;' are containedin the unionof somefinitenumberof sets in g, then K
= (K n I;) U (K n I;') is contained in the union of some finite number of sets in g, con-
trary to the assumption(1).] If K n I; isnotcontainedin theunionof somefinitenumber
of sets in g, we let 12 := I;; otherwise K n Ir has this property and we let 12 := I;'.
We now bisect 12 into two closed subintervals I~ and I;. If K n I~ is nonvoid and is
not contained in the union of some finite number of sets in g, we let 13:= I~;otherwise
K n I; has this property and we let 13:= I;.
Continuing this process, we obtain a nested sequence of intervals (In)' By the Nested
IntervalsProperty2.5.2, there is a point z that belongsto all of the In' n E N.Sinceeach
interval In contains infinitely many points in K (why?), the point z is a cluster point of K.
Moreover, since K is assumed to be closed, it follows from Theorem 11.1.8 that z E K.
- ..- --
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Therefore there exists a set GAin g with z e GA'Since GAis open, there exists e > Osuch
that .
(z-e,z+e) C GA'
On the other hand, since the intervals In are obtained by repeated bisectionsof I. ==
[-r, r], the length of In is r/2n-2. It follows that if n is so large that r/2n-2 < e, then
In C (z - e, z + e) C GA'But this meansthat if n is suchthat r/2n-2 < e, then K n In is
contained in the single set GAin g, contrary to our construction of In' This contradiction
shows that the assumption (1) that the closed bounded set K requires an infinite number of
sets in g to cover it is untenable. We conclude that K is compact. Q.E.D.
Remark It was seen in Example 11.2.3(b)that the closed set H := [0, (0) is not compact;
note that H is not bounded. It was also seen in Example 11.2.3(c) that the bounded set
J := (0, 1) is not compact; note that J is not closed. Thus, we cannot drop either hypothesis
of the Heine-Borel Theorem.
We can combine the Heine-Borel Theorem with the. Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem
3.4.8 to obtain a sequential characterization of the compact subsets of JR.
11.2.6 Theorem A subset K ofJR is compact if and only if every sequence in K has a
subsequence that converges to a point in K.
Proof. Suppose that K is compact and let (xn) be a sequence with xn e K for all n eN. By
the Heine-Borel Theorem, the set K is bounded so that the sequence (xn) is bounded; by the
Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem 3.4.8, there exists a subsequence (x ) that converges. Since
nk
K is closed (by Theorem 11.2.4), the limit x := lim(xn ) is in K. Thus every sequence ink
K has a subsequence that converges to a point of K.
To establish the converse, we will show that if K is either not closed or not bounded,
then there must exist a sequence in K that has no subsequence converging to a point of K.
First, if K is not closed, then there is a cluster point c of K that does not belong to K. Since
c is a clusterpointof K, thereis a sequence(xn)withxn e K andxn :/: c for alln e N such
that lim(xn) = c. Then every subsequence of (xn) also converges to c, and since c ~ K,
there is no subsequence that converges to a point of K.
Second, if K is not bounded, then there exists a sequence (xn) in K such that IXnI > n
for all n e N. (Why?) Then every subsequence of (xn) is unbounded, so that no subsequence
of it can converge to a point of K. Q.E.D.
Remark The reader has probably noticed that there is a similarity between the compact-
ness of the interval [a, b] and the existence of o-fine partitions for [a, b]. In fact, these
properties are equivalent, each being deducible from the other. However, compactness
applies to sets that are more general than intervals.
Exercises for Section 11.2
1. Exhibit an open cover of the interval (1, 2] that has no finite subcover.
2. Exhibit an open cover of N that has no finite subcover.
3. Exhibit an open cover of the set {I/ n: n e N}that has no finite subcover.
. - -------
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4. Prove, using Definition 11.2.2, that if F is a closed subset of a compact set K in JR,then F is
compact.
5. Prove, using Definition 11.2.2, that if K1and K2 are compact sets in JR,then their union K 1U K2
is compact.
6. Use the Heine-Borel Theorem to prove the following version of the Bolzano-Weierstrass The-
orem: Every bounded infinite subset of JRhas a cluster point in JR.(Note that if a set has no
cluster points, then it is closed by Theorem 11.1.8.)
00
7. Find an infinite collection {Kn : n E N} of compact sets in JRsuch that the union U Kn is notn=l
compact.
8. Prove that the intersection of an arbitrary collection of compact sets in JRis compact.
9. Let (Kn : n E N) be a sequence of nonempty compact sets in JRsuch that Kl ;2 K2 ;2 ... ;2
K ::> Prove that there exists at least one Point x E IRsuch that x E K for all n EN ,' thatn - n
00
is, the intersection n Kn is not empty.
n=l
10. Let K :f:0 be a compact set in IR.Show that inf K and sup K exist and belong to K.
11. Let K :f: 0 be compactin IRand let e E JR.Prove that there exists a point a in K such that
Ie- al = inf{le - xl : x E K}.
12. Let K :f:0 be compact in JRand let e E IR.Prove that there exists a point b in K such that
le-bl =sup{le-xl:x E K}.
13. Use the notion of compactness to give an alternative proof of Exercise 5.3.18.
14. If K, and K2 are disjoint nonempty compact sets, show that there exist kj E Kj such that
0< Ik, - k21 = inf{lx, - x21 : xj E Kj}
15. Give an example of disjoint closed sets Fl' F2 such that 0 = inf{lx, - x21 : xj E Fj}'
- Section 11.3 Continuous Functions
In this section we will examine the way in which the concept of continuity of functions can
be related to the topological ideas of open sets and compact sets. Some of the fundamental
properties of continuous functions on intervals presented in Section 5.3 will be established
in this context. Among other things, these new arguments will show that the concept
of continuity and many of its important properties can be carried to a greater level of
abstraction. This will be discussed briefly in the next section on metric spaces.
----
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11.3.1 Lemma A function I : A ~ R is continuous at the point e in A if and only if for
every neighborhood U of I (c), there exists a neighborhood V of e such that if x E V n A,
then I(x) E U.
Pr£
Proof. Suppose I satisfies the stated condition. Then given e > 0, we let U = Ve(/(e»
and then obtain a neighborhood V for which x E V n A implies I (x) E U.1f we choose <5>
° such that VeS(e) C V, then x E VeS(e) n A implies I (x) E U; therefore I is continuous at
e according to Theorem 5.1.2.
Conversely, if I is continuous at e in the sense of Theorem 5.1.2, then since any
neighborhood U of I(e) contains an e-neighborhood Ve(/(e)), it follows that taking the
<5-neighborhoodV = VeS(e)of e of Theorem 5.1.2 satisfies the condition of the lemma.
Q.E.D.
We note that the statement that x E V n A implies I (x) E U is equivalent to the
statement that./(V n A) ~ U; that is, that the direct image of V n A is containedin U.
Also from the definition of inverse image, this is the same as V n A ~ 1-1 (U). (See
Definition 1.1.7 (or the definitions of direct and inverse images.) Using this observation,
we now obtain a condition for a function to be continuous on its domain in terms of open
sets. In more advanced courses in topology, part (b) of the next result is often taken as the












11.3.2 Global Continuity Theorem Let A ~ R and let I : A ~ R be a function with
domain A. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) I is continuous at every point of A.
(b) For every open set G in R, thereexists anopen set H in R such thatH n A = 1-1(G).
Fro]
Sin<
Proof. (a) => (b). Assume that I is continuous at every point of A, and let G be a
given open set in R. If e belongs to l-l(G), then I(e) E G, and since G is open, G is a
neighborhood of I(e). Therefore, by the preceding lemma, it follows from the continuity
of I that there is an open set V (e) such that x E V (e) implies that I (x) E G; that is, V (e)
is contained in the inverse image 1-1 (G). Select V(e) for each e in I-I (G), and let H be
the union of all these sets V (e). By the Open Set Properties 11.1.4, the set H is open, and
we have H n A = l-l(G). Hence (a) implies (b). .
(b) => (a). Let e be any point A, and let G be an open neighborhood of I(e). Then
condition (b) implies that there exists an open set H in R such that H n A = l-l(G).
Since I(e) E G, it follows that e E H, so H is a neighborhood of e. If x E H n A, then
I(e) E G, and therefore I is continuous at e. Thus (b) implies (a). Q.E.D.














11.3.3 Corollary A function I: R ~ R is continuous if and only if l-l(G) is open in







It must be emphasized that the Global Continuity Theorem 11.3.2 does not say that if
I is a continuous function, then the direct image I (G) of an open set is necessarily open. In
general, a continuous function will not send open sets to open sets. For example, consider
the continuousfunctionI : R ~ R definedby
I(x) := x2 + 1 for x E R.
- - -- - -
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If G is the open set G := (-1, I), then the direct image under f is f(G) = [1,2), which
is not open in JR.See the exercises for additional examples.
Preservation of Compactness
In Section 5.3 we proved that a continuous function takes a closed, bounded interval [a, b]
onto a closed, bounded interval [m, M], where m and M are the minimum and maximum
values of f on [a, b], respectively. By the Heine-Borel Theorem, these are compact subsets
of JR,so that Theorem 5.3.8 is a special case of the following theorem.
11.3.4 Preservation of Compactness If K is a compact subset of JRand if f : K -+ JR
is continuous on K, then f(K) is compact.
Proof. Let g = {GJ be an open cover of the set f(K). We must show that g has a finite
subcover.Sincef(K) c UG}",it followsthat K c Uf-l(G},,). By Theorem11.3.2,for
each G}"there is an open set H}"such that H}"n K = f-l(G},,). Then the collection {HJ
is an open cover of the set K. Since K is compact, this open cover of K contains a finite
subcover {H}",H}" ,..., H}"}.Then we have1 2 n .
n n
Uf-1 (G}"J=WH}"j nK;2 K.i=1 1=1
n
From this it follows that U G}". ;2 f(K). Hence we have found a finite subcover of g.
i=1 I
Since g was an arbitrary open cover of f(K), we conclude that f(K) is compact. Q.E.D.
11.3.5 Some Applications We will now show how to apply the notion of compactness
- (and the Heine-Borel Theorem) to obtain alternative proofs of some important results that
we have proved earlier by using the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem. In fact, these theorems
remain true if the intervals are replaced by arbitrary nonempty compact sets in JR.
(1) The Boundedness Theorem 5.3.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.3.4
and the Heine-Borel Theorem 11.2.5. Indeed, if K ~ JRis compact and if f: K -+ JRis
continuous on K, then f(K) is compact and hence bounded.
(2) The Maximum-Minimum Theorem 5.3.4 also is an easy consequence of Theorem
- 11.3.4 and the Heine-Borel Theorem. As before, we find that f(K) is compact and hence
bounded in JR,so that s* := sup f(K) exists. If f(K) is a finite set, then s* E f(K). If
f(K) is an infinite set, then s* is a cluster point of f(K) [see Exercise 11.2.6]. Since
f(K) is a closed set, by the Heine-Borel Theorem, it follows from Theorem 11.1.8 that
s* E f(K). We conclude that s* = f(x*) for some x* E K.
(3) Wecan alsogivea proofof theUniformContinuityTheorem5.4.3basedonthenotion
of compactness.Todo so, let K c JRbe compactandlet f : K -+ JRbe continuouson K.
-ThengivenE > 0 and U E K, thereis a number8u := 8 (!E, u) > 0 suchthat if x E K and
Ix - ul < 8u then If (x) - f(u)1 < !E. For each u E K,let Gu := (u - ~8u'u + ~8J so
.that Gu is open; we consider the collection g = {Gu : u E K}. Since u E Gu for u E K,
it is trivial that K c U Gu' Since K is compact, there are a finite number of sets, say
ueK
Gu ' ..., Gu whose union contains K. We now define1 M
8(E):=~inf{8u,...,8u },1 M
-- - -- ----
so that 8(s) > O. Now if x, UE K and Ix - ul < 8(s), then there exists some uk with
k = 1,..., M such that x E G ; therefore I x - Ukl < -218u . Since we have 8(s) < 18
Uk k - 2 ukit followsthat
Iu - ukl ::: Iu -xl + Ix - ukl < 8uk'





Therefore we have I/(x) - l(u)1 < s.
We have shown that if s > 0, then there exists 8(s) > 0 such that if x, u are any points
in K with Ix - ul < 8(s), then I/(x) - l(u)1 < s. Since s > 0 is arbitrary, this shows that
I is unifonnly continuous on K, as asserted. 0
We conclude this section by extending the Continuous Inverse Theorem 5.6.5 to func-




11.3.6 Theorem If K is a compact subset of IRand I : K -+ IRis injective and contin-
uous, then 1-1 is continuous on I(K).
8.
Proof. Since K is compact, then Theorem 11.3.4 implies that the image I (K) is compact.
Since I is injective by hypothesis, the inverse function 1-1 is defined on I(K) to K. Let
(yn) be any convergent sequence in I(K), and let Yo = lim(yn).To establishthe continuity
of I-I, we will show that the sequence (/-1 (yn» converges to 1-1 (Yo)'
Let xn := 1-1 (yn) and, by way of contradiction, assume that (xn) does not converge to
Xo:= 1-1 (Yo)'Thenthereexistsan s > 0 and a subsequence(x~)such that Ix~- xol :::: E
for all k. Since K is compact, we conclude from Theorem 11.2.6 that there is a subsequence
(x;) of the sequence (x~) that converges to a point x* of K. Since Ix* - XoI :::: E, we
have x* =/: xo' Now since I is continuous, we have lim(f(x;» = I(x*). Also, since the
subsequence (y;) of (Yn) that corresponds to the subsequence (x;) of (xn) must converge
to the same limit as (yn) does, we have
lim(/(x;» = lim(y;) = Yo = f(xo)'
Therefore we conclude that I(x*) = I(xo)' However, since f is injective, this implies that
x* = xo' which is a contradiction. Thus we conclude that 1-1 takes convergent sequences















Exercises for Section 11.3
lJ
Sl
1. Let I: JR~ JRbe defined by I(x) = x2 for x e R
(a) Showthat the inverseimage I-I (I) of an open interval 1 := (a.b) is either an open interval,
the union of two open intervals, or empty, depending on a and b.
(b) Show that if 1 is an open interval containing 0, then the direct image 1(1) is not open.
2. Let I: JR~ JRbe defined by I(x) := 1/(1 + x2) for x e R
(a) Find an open interval (a, b) whose direct image under I is not open.
(b) Show that the direct image of the closed interval [0, 00) is not closed.
3. Let 1 := [1,00) and let I(x) :=.JX=l forx e I. For eachE-neighborhoodG = (-E, +E) of
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4. Let h : JR~ JRbe definedby h(x) := 1if 0 ~ x ~ I, h(x) := 0 otherwise.Findan openset G
such that h -1 (G) is not open, and a closed set F such that h-1 (F) is not closed.
5. Show that if I : JR~ JRis continuous, then the set (x e JR: I(x) < a} is open in JRfor'each
a e JR.
6. Showthat if I: JR~ JRis continuous,thenthe set (x e JR:I(x) ~ a} is closedin JRfor each
aeR
7. Show that if I : JR~ JRis continuous, then the set (x e JR: I(x) = k} is closed in JRfor each
k eR
8. Give an example of a function I : JR~ JRsuch that the set (x e JR: I(x) = I} is neither open
nor closed in R
9. Prove that I : JR~ JRis continuous if and only if for each closed set F in JR,the inverse image
1-1 (F) is closed.
-10. Let I := [a, b] and let I : I ~ JRand g : I ~ JRbe continuous functions on I. Show that the
set (x e I : I(x) = g(x)} is closed in R
-Section 11.4 Metric Spaces
This book has been devoted to a careful study of the real number system and a number of
different limiting processes that can be defined for functions of a real variable. A central
topic was the study of continuous functions. At this point, with a strong understanding of
analysis on the real line, the study of more general spaces and the related limit concepts
can begin. It is possible to generalize the fundamental concepts of real analysis in several
different ways, but one of the most fruitful is in the context of metric spaces, where a metric
is an abstraction of a distance function.
In this section, we will introduce the idea of metric space and then indicate how certain
areas of the theory developed in this book can be extended to this new setting. We will
_ discuss the concepts of neighborhoodof a point, open and closed sets, convergenceof
sequences, and continuity of functions defined on metric spaces. Our purpose in this brief
discussion is not to develop the theory of metric spaces to any great extent, but to reveal how
- the key ideas and techniques of real analysis can be put int~ a more abstract and general
framework. The reader should note how the basic results of analysis on the real line serVe
_ to motivate and guide the study of analysis in more general contexts.
Generalization can serve two important purposes. One purpose is that theorems derived
in general settings can often be applied in many particular cases without the need of a
separate proof for each special case. A second purpose is that by removing the nonessential
(and sometimes distracting) features of special situations, it is often possible to understand
- the real significance of a concept or theorem.
- Metrics
On the real line, basic limit concepts were defined in terms of the distance Ix - y Ibetween
- two points x, y in JR,and many theorems were proved using the absolute value function.
Actually, a careful study reveals that only a few key properties of the absolute value were
required to prove many fundamental results, and it happens that these properties can be
- extracted and used to define more general distance functions called "metrics".
--- ----
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11.4.1 Definition A metric on a set S is a function d : S x S ~ JRthat satisfies the
following properties:
(a) d(x, y) ::::° for all x, yES (positivity);
(b) d(x, y) = ° if and onlyif x = y (definiteness);
(c) d(x, y) = d(y, x) for all x, yES (symmetry);
(d) d(x, y) :::: d(x, z) + d(z, y) forallx, y, z E S (triangleinequality).









11.4.2 Examples (a) The familiar metric on JRis defined by
d(x, y) := Ix- yl for x, y E JR. N
T:
thProperty 11.4.1(d) for d follows from the Triangle Inequality for absolute value because
we have
d(x, y) = Ix- yl = I(x - z) + (z - y)1 .
:::: Ix- zl+ Iz- yl =d(x, z) +d(z, y),
11
a.
for all x, y, z E JR.
(b) The distance function in the plane obtained from the Pythagorean Theorem provides
one example of a metric in JR2.That is, we define the metric d on JR2as follows: if
PI := (xl' YI) and P2 := (x2' Y2) are points in JR2,then }. '111 ~, 7 _ . \r
d(PI' P2) := J(xI - x2)2 + (YI - Y2)2
(c) It is possible to define several different metrics on the same set. On JR2,we can also
define the metric dl as follows:
dl (PI' P2) := IXI- x21 + IYI- Y21
Still another metric on JR2is doodefined by










The verifications that dl and doosatisfy th~ properties of a metric are left as exercises.
(d) Let C[O, 1] denote the set of all continuous functions on the interval [0, 1] to IR.For
/, g in C[O, 1], we define
doo(/' g) := sup{I/(x) - g(x)1 : x E [0, I]}.
Then it can be verified that doois a metric on C[O, 1]. This metric is the uniform norm of
/ - g on [0, 1] as defined in Section 8.1; that is, doo(/, g) = II/ - g II, where II/ II denotes
the uniform norm of / on the set [0, 1].
(e) We again consider C[O, 1], but we now define a different metric dl by
dl(/, g) := 111/ - gl for /, g E C[O, 1].
The properties of the integral can be used to show that this is indeed a metric on C[O,1].
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(I) Let S be any nonempty set. For s, t E S, we define
d( )
{
o if s = t;
s, t := 1 if s =/:t.
It is an exerciseto showthatd is a metric on S. This metric is called the discrete metric
on the set S. 0
We note that if (S, d) is a metricspace, and if T C S, then d' definedby d'(x, y) :=
d(x, y) for all x, yET gives a metric on T, which we generally denote by d. With this
understanding, we say that (T, d) is also a metric space. For example, the metric don JR
defined by the absolute value is a metric on the set Q of rational numbers, and thus (Q, d)
is also a metric space.
The basic notion needed for the introduction of limit concepts is that of neighborhood, and
- this is defined in metric spaces as follows.
_ 11.4.3 Definition Let (S, d) be a metric space. Then for e > 0, the e-neighborhood of
a point Xo in S is the set
V£(xo) := {x E S: d(xo' x) < e}.
A neighborhood of Xo is any set U that contains an e-neighborhood of Xo for some e > O.
Any notion defined in terms of neighborhoods can now be defined and discussed in
the context of metric spaces by modifying the language appropriately. We first consider the
convergence of sequences.
A sequence in a metric space (S, d) is a function X : N -+ S with domain N and range
in S, and the usual notations for sequence are used; we write X = (xn), but now xn E S for
all n EN. When we replace the absolute value by a metric in the definition of sequential
convergence, we get the notion of convergence in a metric space.
11.4.4 Definition Let (xn) be a sequence in the metric space (S, d). The sequence (xn)
is said to converge to x in S if for any e > 0 there exists KEN such that xn E V£(x) for
alln ~ K.
Note that since xn E V/x) if and only if d(xn, x) < e, a sequence (xn) converges to x
_if and only if for any e > 0 there exists K such that d (xn' x) < e for all n ~ K. In other
words, a sequence (xn) in (S, d) converges to x if and only if the sequence of real numbers
(d(xn, x)} converges to O.
11.4.5 Examples (a) Consider JR2with the metric d defined in Example 11.4.2(b). If
Pn= (xn' Yn) E JR2for each n EN, then we claim that the sequence (Pn) converges to
P = (x, y) with respect to this metric if and only if the sequences of real numbers (xn) and
(Yn)converge to x and y, respectively.
- First, we note that the inequality IXn- xl ::::d(Pn, P) implies that if (Pn) converges
to P with respect to the metric d, then the sequence (xn) converges to x; the convergence
- of (Yn)followsin a similar way.The conversefollows from the inequality d(Pn, P) ~
IXn - xl + IYn- yl, which is readily verified. The details are left to the reader.
- - - - - --- ---- -- - - - - - -
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(b) Let doobe the metric on C[O, 1] defined in Example 11.4.2(d). Then a sequence (I. )
in C[O, 1] converges to I with respect to this metric if and only if (In) converges to i
uniformly on the set [0, 1]. This is established in Lemma 8.1.8 in the discussion of the
uniform norm. 0
Cauchy Sequences
The notion of Cauchy sequence is a significant concept in metric spaces. The definition is
formulated as expected, with the metric replacing the absolute value.
11.4.6 Definition Let (S, d) be a metric space. A sequence (xn) in S is said to be a
Cauchy sequence if for each E > 0, there exists HEN such that d(xn, xm) < E for all
n,m 2: H.
The Cauchy Convergence Theorem 3.5.5 for sequences in JRstates that a sequence in
JRis a Cauchy sequence if and only if it converges to a point of JR.This theorem is not true
for metric spaces in general, as the examples that follow will reveal. Those metric spaces
for which Cauchy sequences are convergent have special importance.
11.4.7 Definition A metric space (S, d) is said to be complete if each Cauchy sequence
in S converges to a point of S.
In Section 2.3 the Completeness Property of JRis stated in terms of the order properties
by requiring that every nonempty subset of JRthat is bounded above has a supremum in IR.
The convergence of Cauchy sequences is deduced as a theorem. In fact, it is possible to
reverse the roles of these fundamental properties of JR:the Completeness Property of JR
can be stated in terms of Cauchy sequences as in 11.4.7, and the Supremum Property can
then be deduced as a theorem. Since many metric spaces do not have an appropriate order
structure, a concept of completeness must be described in terms of the metric, and Cauchy
sequences provide the natural vehicle for this.
11.4.8 Examples (a) The metric space (Q, d) of rational numbers with the metric
defined by the absolute value function is not complete.
For example, if (xn) is a sequence of rational numbers that converges to ..ti, then it is
Cauchy in Q, but it does not converge to a point of Q. Therefore (Q, d) is not"a complete
metric space.
(b) The space C[O, 1] with the metric doodefined in 11.4.2(d) is complete.
To prove this, supposethat (In) is a Cauchysequencein C[O,1] with respect to the
metric doo' Then, given E > 0, there exists H such that
(1)
for all x E [0, 1] and all n, m 2: H. Thus for each x, the sequence (In (X» is Cauchy in JR,
and therefore converges in JR.We define I to be the pointwise limit of the sequence; that is,
I(x):= lim(/n(x» for each x E [0, 1]. It follows from (1) that for each x E [0, 1]and each
n 2: H, we have I In (x) - I (x) I ::: E.Consequently the sequence (In) converges unifonnly
to I on [0, 1]. Since the uniform limit of continuous functions is also continuous (by 8.2.2),
the function I is in C[O, 1]. Therefore the metric space (C[O, 1], doo)is complete.
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To prove this statement, it suffices to exhibit a Cauchy sequence that does not have a
limit in the space. We define the sequence (In) for n ::: 3 as follows (see Figure 11.4.1):
{
I. for 0:::: x :::: 1/2,
In(x) := 1 + n/2 - nx for 1/2 < x ::::1/2 + l/n,
o for 1/2 + l/n < x ::::1.
Note that the sequence (In) converges pointwise to the discontinuous function I(x) := 1
for 0:::: x ::::1/2 and I(x) := 0 for 1/2 < x ::::1. Hence I ~ C[O, 1]; in fact, there is no
function g E C[O, 1] such that d}(In' g) ~ O. 0
.
Figure 11.4.1 The sequence Un)
Open Sets and Continuity
With the notion of neighborhood defined, the definitions of open set and closed set read the
same as for sets in IR.
11.4.9 Definition Let (S, d) be a metric space. A subset G of S is said to be an open set
in S if for everypoint XES there is a neighborhoodU of x such that U C G.A subsetF
of S is said to be a closed set in S if the complement S\F is an open set in S.
Theorems 11.1.4 and 11.1.5 concerning the unions and intersections of open sets
and closed sets can be extended to metric spaces without difficulty. In fact, the proofs
of those theorems carry over to metric spaces with very little change: simply replace the
e-neighborhoods (x - e, x + e) in IRbye-neighborhoods Ve(x) in S.
We now can examine the concept of continuity for functions that map one metric space
(SI' d}) into another metric space (S2' d2). Note that we modify the property in 5.1.2 of
continuity for functions on IRby replacing neighborhoods in IRby neighborhoods in the
metric spaces.
11.4.10 Definition Let (S}' d}) and (S2' d2) be metric spaces, and let I : S} ~ S2be a
function from S} to S2' The function I is said to be continuous at the point c in S} if for
every e-neighborhood V/I(c)) of I(c) there exists a 8-neighborhood V6(c) of c such that
if x E V6(c), then I(x) E Ve(/(c)).
The e-~ fonnulation of continui~ can be stated as follows: f : S} ~ S2is continuous
at c if and only if for each e >.0 there exists 8 > 0 such that d}(x, c) < 8 implies that
d2(/(x), I(c)) < e.
11.4.11 Global Continuity Theorem If (SI' dl) and (S2' d2) are mernc spact:~,wen a
function I: SI ~ S2is continuouson SI if andonly if I-I (G) is openin S wheneverG
is open in S2'
IS sall1\l(lWJi20Iat'i.~tpR~a~.~s~:~!e",~~s",~~~~~~!ely to metric spaces. A metric space (S, d). -" ---- ..J:.c:_ _ ..L_
proof of 11.3.4, we obtain the following result.
11.4.12 Preservation of Compactness If (S, d) is a compact metric space and if the
function I : S ~ JRis continuous, then I(S) is compact in JR.
The important properties of continuous functions given in 11.3.5 then follow imme-
diately. The Boundedness Theorem, the Maximum-Minimum Theorem, and the Uniform
Continuity Theorem for real-valued continuous functions on a compact metric space are
all established by appropriately modifying the language of the proofs given in 11.3.5.
Semimetrics
11.4.13 Definition A semimetric on a set S is a function d : S x S ~ JRthat satisfies
all of the conditions in Definition 11.4.1,except that condition (b) is replaced by the weaker
condition
(b') d (x, y) = 0 if x = y.
A semimetric space (S, d) is a set S together with a semimetric don S.
Thus every metric is a semimetric, and every metric space is a semimetric space.
However, the converse is not true. For example, if PI := (XI' YI) and P2 := (x2' Y2) are
points in the space JR2,the function dl defined by
dl (PI' P2) := IXI- x21,
is easily seen to be a semimetric, but it is not a metric since any two points with the same
first coordinate have "dl-distance" equal to O.
Somewhat more interestingly, if I, g are any functions in .c[a, b], we have defined (in
Definition 10.2.9) the distance function:
dist(/, g):= lb II - gl.
Here it is clear that any two functions that are equal except at a countable set of points will
have distance equal to 0 from each other (in fact, this is also true when the functions are
equal almost everywhere).
The reader can retrace the discussion in the present section and see that most of what
we have done remains true for semimetrics and semimetric spaces. The main difference
is that a sequence in a semimetric space does not necessarily converge to a unique limit.
While this seems to be rather unusual, it is actually not a very serious problem and one
can learn to adjust to this situation. The other alternative is to "identify" points that have
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is dealing with "equivalence classes" rather than individual points. Often this cure is worse
than the malady.
Exercises for Section 11.4
1. Show that the functions d1 and doodefined in 11.4.2(c) are metrics on ~.z.
2. Show that the functions dooand d1 defined in 11.4.2(d, e) are metrics on C[O, 1].
3. Verify that the discrete metric on a set S as defined in 11.4.2(f) is a metric.
4. If Pn := (xn' Yn) e JR2anddoois themetricin 11.4.2(c),showthat(Pn)convergesto P := (x, Y)
withrespectto this metricif andonlyif (xn)and (yn)convergeto x andy, respectively.
5. Verify the conclusion of Exercise 4 if doois replaced by d1.
6. Let S be a nonempty set and let d be the discrete metric defined in 1l.4.2(f). Show that in the
metric space (S, d), a sequence (xn) in S converges to x if and only if there is a KEN such that
x =x for alln > K.n -
7. Show that if d is the discrete metric on a set S, then every subset of S is both open and closed
in (S, d).
8. Let P := (x, y) and ° := (0,0) in JR2.Draw the following sets in the plane:
(a) {P e JR2: d1(0, P) ::: I},
(b) {P e JR2: doo(O, P) ::: I}.
9. Prove that in any metric space, an s-neighborhood of a point is an open set.




If (S, d) is a metric space, a subset A S; S is said to be bounded if there exists Xo e S and a
number B > 0 such that A S; (x e S: d(x, xo) ::: B}. Show that if A is a compact subset of S,




Natural science is concerned with collecting facts and organizing these facts into a coherent
body of knowledge so that one can understand nature. Originally much of science was
concerned with observation, the collection of information, and its classification. This clas-
sification gradually led to the formation of various "theories" that helped the investigators
to remember the individual facts and to be able to explain and sometimes predict natural
phenomena. The ultimate aim of most scientists is to be able to organize their science into
a coherent collection of general principles and theories so that these principles will enable
them both to understand nature and to make predictions of the outcome of future experi-
ments. Thus they want to be able to develop a system of general principles (or axioms) for
their science that will enable them to deduce the individual facts and consequences from
these general laws.
Mathematics is different from the other sciences: by its very nature, it is a deductive
science. That is not to say that mathematicians do not collect facts and make observations
concerning their investigations. In fact, many mathematicians spend a large amount of time
performing calculations of special instances of the phenomena they are studying in the
hopes that they will discover "unifying principles". (The great Gauss did a vast amount of
calculation and studied much numerical data before he was able to formulate a conjecture
concerning the distribution of prime numbers.) However, even after these principles and
conjectures are formulated, the work is far from over, for mathematicians are not satisfied
until conjectures have been derived (Le.,proved) from the axioms of mathematics, from the
definitions of the terms, and from results (or theorems) that have previously been proved.
Thus, a mathematical statement is not a theorem until it has been carefully derived from
axioms, definitions, and previously proved theorems.
A few words about the axioms (i.e., postulates, assumptions, etc.) of mathematics are
in order. There are a few axioms that apply to all of mathematics-the "axioms of set
theory"-and there are specific axioms within different areas of mathematics. Sometimes
these axioms are stated forinally, and sometimes they are built into definitions. For example,
we list properties in Chapter 2 that we assume the real number system possesses; they are
really a set of axioms. As another example, the definition of a "group" in abstract algebra
is basically a set of axioms that we assume a set of elements to possess, and the study of
group theory is an investigation of the consequences of these axioms.
Students studying real analysis for the first time usually do not have much experience
in understanding (not to mention constructing) proofs. In fact, one of the main purposes
of this course (and this book) is to help the reader gain experience in the type of critical
thought that is used in this deductive process. The purpose of this appendix is to help the
reader gain insight about the techniques of proof.
Statements and Their Combinations
All mathematical proofs and arguments are based on statements, which are declarative
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not necessary that we know whether a given statement is actually true or false, but it must
be one or the other, and it cannot be both. (This is the Principle of the Excluded Middle.)
For example, the sentence "Chickens are pretty" is a matter of opinion and not a statement
in the sense of logic. Consider the following sentences:
· It rained in Kuala Lumpur on June 2, 1988.
· Thomas Jefferson was shorter than John Adams.
· There are infinitely many twin primes.· This sentence is false.
The first three are statements: the first is true, the second is false, and the third is either true
or false, but we are not sure which at this time. The fourth sentence is not a statement; it
can be neither true nor false since it leads to contradictory conclusions.
Some statements(such as "1 + 1= 2") are always true; they are called tautologies.
Some statements (such as "2 = 3") are always false; they are called contradictions or
falsities. Some statements (such as "x2 = I") are sometimes true and sometimes false
(e.g., true when x = 1 and false when x =3). Or course, for the statement to be completely
clear, it is necessary that the proper context has been established and the meaning of the
symbols has been properly defined (e.g., we need to know that we are referring to integer
arithmetic in the.preceding examples).
Two statements P and Q are said to be logically equivalent if P is true exactly when
Q is true (and hence P is false exactly when Q is false). In this case we often write P =Q.
For example, we write
(x is Abraham Lincoln) = (x is the 16th president of the United States).
There are several different ways of forming new statements from given ones by using
logical connectives.
If P is a statement, then its negation is the statement denoted by
not P
which is true when P is false, and is false when P is true. (A common notation for the
negation of Pis --P.) A little thought shows that
P = not(not P).
This is the Principle of Double Negation.
If P and Q are statements, then their conjunction is the statement denoted by
P and Q
which is true when both P and Q are true, and is false otherwise. (A standard notation for
the conjunction of P and Q is P /\ Q.) It is evident that
(P and Q) =(Q and P).
Similarly, the disjunction of P and Q is the statement denoted by
Por Q
which is true when at least one of P and Q is true, and false only when they are both false.
In legal documents "or" is often denoted by "and/or" to make it clear that this disjunction
is also true when both P and Q are true. (A standard notation for the disjunction of P and
Q is P v Q.) It is also evident that
(P or Q) =(Q or P).
---- ---
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To contrast disjunctive and conjunctive statements, note that the statement "2 < ..fi and
,J2 < 3" is false, but the statement "2 < ,J2or,J2 < 3" is true (since,J2 is approximately
equal to 1.4142. . .).
Some thought shows that negation, conjunction, and disjunction are related by DeMor-
gan's Laws:
not (P and Q) = (not P) or (not Q),
not (P or Q) = (not P) and (not Q).
The first of these equivalencies can be illustrated by considering the statements
P:x =2, Q: YEA.
The statement (P and Q) is true when both (x = 2) and (y E A) are true, and it is false
when at least one of (x = 2) and (y E A) is false; that is, the statement not(P and Q) is
true when at least one of the statements (x =I- 2) and (y fj.A) holds.
Implications
A very important way of forming a new statement from given ones is the implication (or
conditional) statement, denoted by
(P => Q), (if P then Q), or (P implies Q).
Here P is called the hypothesis, and Q is called the conclusion of the implication. To help
understand the truth values of the implication, consider the statement
If I win the lottery today, then I'll buy Sam a car.
Clearly this statement is false if I win the lottery and don't buy Sam a car. What if I don't
win the lottery today? Under this circumstance, I haven't made any promise about buying
anyone a car, and since the condition of winning the lottery did not materialize, my failing
to buy Sam a car should not be considered as breaking a promise. Thus the implication is
regarded as true when the hypothesis is not satisfied.
In mathematical arguments, we are very much interested in implications when the
hypothesis is true, but not much interested in them when the hypothesis is false. The
accepted procedure is to take the statement P => Q to be false only when P is true and Q
is false; in all other cases the statement P => Q is true. (Consequently, if P is false, then
we agree to take the statement P => Q to be true whether or not Q is true or false. That
may seem strange to the reader, but it turns out to be convenient in practice and consistent
with the other rules of logic.)
We observe that the definition of P => Q is logically equivalent to
not (p and (not Q)),
because this statement is false only when P is true and Q is false, and it is true in all other
cases. It also follows from the first DeMorgan Law and the Principle of Double Negation
that P => Q is logically equivalent to the statement
(not P) or Q,
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Contrapositive and Converse
As an exercise. the reader should show that the implication P => Q is logically equivalent
to the implication
(not Q) => (not P).
which is called the contrapositive of the implication P => Q. For example.if P => Q is
the implication
If I am in Chicago. then I am in Illinois.
then the contrapositive (not Q) => (not P) is the implication
If I am not in Dlinois. then I am not in Chicago.
The equivalence of these two statements is apparent after a bit of thought. In attempting
to establish an implication. it is sometimes easier to establish the contrapositive. which is
logically equivalent to it. (This will be discussed in more detail later.)
If an implication P => Q is given. then one can also form the statement
Q=> p.
which is called the converse of P => Q. The reader must guard against confusing the
converse of an implication with its contrapositive. since,they are quite different statements.
While the contrapositive is logically equivalent to the given implication. the converse is
not. For example. the converse of the statement
If I am in Chicago. then I am in Dlinois.
is the statement
If I am in Dlinois. then I am in Chicago.
Since it is possible to be in Dlinois but not in Chicago. these two statements are evidently
not logically equivalent.
There is one final way of forming statements that we will mention. It is the double
implication (or the biconditional) statement. which is denoted by
or P if and only if Q.
and which is defined by
(P => Q) and.(Q => P).
It is a straightforward exercise to show that P <==>Q is true precisely when P and Q are
both true. or both false.
Context and Quantifiers
In any form of communication. it is important that the individuals have an appropriate
context in mind. Statements such as "I saw Mary today" may not be particularly informative
if the hearer knows several persons named Mary. Similarly. if one goes into the middle of
a mathematical lecture and sees the equation x2 = 1 on the blackboard. it is useful for the
viewer to know what the writer means by the letter x and the symbol 1. Is x an integer? A
function? A matrix? A subgroup of a given group? Does 1 denote a natural number? The
identity function? The identity matrix? The trivial subgroup of a group?
Often the context is well understood by the conversants. but it is always a good idea to
establish it at the start of a discussion. For example. many mathematical statements involve
-- - --
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one or more variables whose values usually affect the truth or the falsity of the statement,
so we should always make clear what the possible values of the variables are.
Very often mathematical statements involve expressions such as "for all", "for every",
"for some", "there exists", "there are", and so on. For example, we may have the statements
For any integer x, x2 = 1
and
There exists an integer x such that x2 = 1.
Clearly the first statement is false, as is seen by taking x = 3; however, the second statement
is true since we can take either x = 1 or x = -1.
If the context has been established that we are talking about integers, then the above
statements can safely be abbreviated as
For any x, x2 = 1
and
There exists an x such that x2 = 1.
The first statement involves the universal quantifier "for every", and is making a statement
(here false) about all integers. The second statement involves the existential quantifier
"there exists", and is making a statement (here true) about at least one integer.
These two quantifiers occur so often that mathematicians often use the symbol 'Vto






While we do not use these symbols in this book, it is important for the reader to know how
to read formulas in which they appear. For example, the statement
(i) ('Vx) (3 y)(x + y = 0)
(understood for integers) can be read
For every integer x, there exists




(3 y)('Vx)(x + y = 0)
There exists an integer y, such that
for every integer x, then x + y = O.
These two statements are very different; for example, the first one is true and the second one
is false. The moral is that the order of the appearance of the two different types of quantifiers
is very important. It must also be stressed that if several variables appear in a mathematical
expression with quantifiers, the values of the later variables should be assumed to depend on
all of the values of the variables that are mentioned earlier. Thus in the (true) statement (i)
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It is important that the reader understand how to negate a statement that involves
quantifiers. In principle, the method is simple.
(a) To show that it is false that every element x in some set possesses a certain property
p, it is enough to produce a single counter-example (that is, a particular element in
the set that does not possess this property); and
(b) To show that it is false that there exists an element y in some set that satisfies a certain
property p, we need to show that every element y in the set fails to have that property.
Therefore, in the process of forming a negation,
not (Vx)P becomes (3x) not P
and similarly
not (3 y)P becomes (Vy) not P.
Whenseveralquantifiersare involved,thesechangesarerepeatedlyused.Thusthenegation
of the (true)statement (i) givenpreviouslybecomesin succession
not (Vx) (3 y) (x + y = 0),
(3x) not (3 y) (x + y =0),
(3x) (Vy) not (x + y = 0),
(3x) (Vy) (x + y ¥= 0).
The last statement can be rendered in words as:
There exists an integer x, such that
for everyintegery, thenx + y ¥= o.
(This statement is, of course, false.)
Similarly, the negation of the (false) statement (ii) given previously becomes in suc-
cession
not (3 y) (Vx) (x + y = 0),
(Vy) not (Vx) (x + y = 0),
(Vy) (3x) not (x + y = 0),
(Vy) (3x) (x + y ¥= 0).
The last statement is rendered in words as
, ,
For every integer y, there exists
an integer x such that x + y ¥= o.
Notethat this statementis true,and thatthe value(or values)of x thatmakex + y ¥= 0
depends on y, in general.
Similarly, the statement
For every 8 > 0, the interval (-8,8)
contains a point belonging to the set A,
can be seen to have the negation
There exists 8 > 0 such that the interval
(-8, 8) does not contain any point in A.
- --- - - ----
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The first statement can be symbolized
("18 > 0)(3 y E A)(y E (-8,8»,
and its negation can be symbolized by
(38 > 0) (Vy E A) (y f/. (-8,8»
or by
(38 > 0) (A n (-8, 8) =0).
It is the strong opinion of the authors that, while the use of this type of symbolism
is often convenjent, it is not a substitute for thought. Indeed, the readers should ordinarily
reason for themselves what the negation of a statement is and not rely slavishly on symbol-
ism. While good notation and symbolism can often be a useful aid to thought, it can never
be an adequate replacement for thought and understanding.
Direct Proofs
Let P and Q be statements. The assertion that the hypothesis P of the implication P => Q
implies the conclusion Q (or that P => Q is a theorem) is the assertion that whenever the
hypothesis P is true, then Q is true.
The construction of a direct proof of P => Q involves the construction of a string of
statements R) , R2' . . . , Rn such that
P => R), R) => R2. .. . , Rn => Q.
(The Law of the Syllogism states that if R) => R2 and R2 => R3 are true, then R) => R3
is true.) This construction is usually not an easy task; it may take insight, intuition, and
considerable effort. Often it also requires experience and luck.
In constructing a direct proof, one often works forward from P and backward from Q.
We are interestedin logicalconsequencesof P; that is, statementsQI' . ", Qk such that
P => Qi' And we might also examine statements PI' "', Pr such that Pj => Q. If we
can work forward from P and backward from Q so the string "connects" somewhere in
the middle, then we have a proof. Often in the process of trying to establish P => Q one
finds that one must strengthen the hypothesis (Le., add assumptions to P) or weaken the
conclusion (that is, replace Q by a nonequivalent consequence of Q).
Most students are familiar willi "direct" proofs of the type described above, but we
will give one elementary example here. Let us prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The square of an odd integer is also an odd integer.
If we let n stand for an integer, then the hypothesis is:
P : n is an odd integer.
The conclusion of the theorem is:
Q : n2 is an odd integer.
We need the definition of odd integer, so we introduce the statement
Rl : n = 2k - 1 for some integer k.
- -- -- - - --- - --
.
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Then we have P ~ RI. We want to deduce the statement n2 = 2m - 1 for some integer
m, since this would imply Q.We can obtain this statement by using algebra:
R2 : n2 = (2k - 1)2 = 4k2 - 4k + I,
R3 : n2 = (4k2 - 4k + 2) - I,
R4 : n2 = 2(2k2 - 2k + 1) - 1.
If weletm =2k2 - 2k + 1,then m is an integer (why?), and we have deduced the statement
Rs : n2 = 2m - 1.
ThuswehaveP ~ RI ~ R2 ~ R3 ~ R4 ~ Rs ~ Q, and the theoremis proved.
Of course, this is a clumsy way to present a proof. Normally, the formal logic is
suppressed and the argument is given in a more conversational style with complete English
sentences. We can rewrite the preceding proof as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. If n is an odd integer, then n = 2k - 1 for some integer k. Then
the square of n is given by n2 = 4k2 - 4k + 1 = 2(2k2 - 2k + 1) - 1. If we let m =
2k2 - 2k + 1, then m is an integer (why?) and n2 = 2m - 1. Therefore, n2 is an odd
integer. . . Q.E.D.
At this stage, we see that we may want to make a preliminary argument to prove that
2k2 - 2k + 1 is an integer whenever k is an integer. In this case, we could state and prove
this fact as a Lemma, which is ordinarily a preliminary result that is needed to prove a
theorem, but has little interest by itself.
Incidentally, the letters Q.E.D.stand for quod erat demonstrandum, which is Latin for
"which was to be demonstrated".
Indirect Proofs
There are basically two types of indirect proofs: (i) contrapositive proofs, and (ii) proofs by
contradiction. Both types start with the assumption that the conclusion Q is false, in other
words, that the statement "not Q" is true.
(i) Contrapositive proofs. Instead of proving P ~ Q, we may prove its logically equiv-
alent contrapositive: not Q ~ not P.
Consider the following theorem.
Theorem 2 [fn is an integer and n2 is even, then n is even.
The negation of "Q : n is even" is the statement "not Q : n is odd". The hypothesis
"P : n2 is even" has a similar negation, so that the contrapositive is the implication: If n is
odd, then n2 is odd. But this is exactly Theorem 1, which was proved above. Therefore this
provides a proof of Theorem 2.
The contrapositive proof is often convenient when the universal quantifier is involved,
for the contrapositive form will then involve the existential quantifier. The following theo-
rem is an example of this situation.
Theorem 3 Let a ~ 0 be a real number. If, for every E > 0, we have 0 :5 a < E, then
a =0.
- --
. .-- --.._---- - --- - - -- - - -----
Proof. If a = 0 is false, then since a > 0, we must have a > O.In this case, if we choose
EO=!a, then we have EO> 0 and EO< a, so that the hypothesis 0 :S a < E for all E > 0
is false. Q.E.D.
Here is one more example of a contrapositive proof.
-
Theorem 4 If m, n are natural numbers such that m + n ~ 20, then either m ~ 10 or
n ~ 10.
Proof. If the conclusion is false, then we have both m < 10 and n < 10. (Recall De-
Morgan's Law.)Then additiongives us m + n < 10+ 10 = 20,so that the hypothesis is
false. Q.E.D.
(ii) Proof by contradiction. This method of proof employs the fact that if C is a contra-




(p and (not Q)) => C, P=>Q
B.
in
are logically equivalent. Thus we establish P => Q by showing that the statement
(p and (not Q)) implies a contradiction.
Theorem 5 Let a > 0 be a real number. If a > 0, then 1/a > O. g(
Proof. We suppose that the statement a > 0 is true and that the statement 1/a > 0 is false.
Therefore, 1/a :S O.But since a > 0 is true, it follows from the order properties of IRthat
a(l/a) :S O.Since 1 = a(l/a), we deduce that 1 :S O.However, this conclusion contradicts
the known result that 1 > O. Q.E.D.
There are several classic proofs by contradiction (also known as reductio ad absurdum)
in the mathematical literature. One is the proof that there is no rational number r that
satisfies r2 = 2. (This is Theorem 2.1.4 in the text.) Another is the proof of the infinitude
of primes, found in Euclid's Elements. Recall that a natural number P is prime if its only
integer divisors are 1 and P itself. We will assume the basic results that each prime number









Theorem 6 (Euclid's Elements, Book IX, Proposition 20.) There are infinitely many
prime numbers.
Proof. If we suppose by way of contradiction that there are finitely many prime numbers,
then we may assume that S = {Pi' . . . , Pn} is the set of all prime numbers. We let m =
Pi . . .Pn' the product of all the primes, and we let q = m + 1. Since q > Pi for all i, we
see that q is not in S, and therefore q is not prime. Then there exists a prime P that is a
divisor of q. Since P is prime, then P = Pj for some j, so that p is a divisor of m. But if P
divides both m and q = m + 1, then P divides the difference q - m = 1. However, this is









FINITE AND COUNTABLE SETS
We will establish the results that were stated in Section 1.3without proof. The reader should
refer to that section for the definitions.
The first result is sometimes called the "Pigeonhole Principle". It may be interpreted as
saying that if m pigeons are put into n pigeonholes and if m > n, then at least two pigeons
must share one of the pigeonholes. This is a frequently-used result in combinatorial analysis.
It yields many useful consequences.
B.1 Theorem Let m, n E N with m > n. Then there does not'exist an injection from Nm
into Nn.
Proof. Wewill provethisby inductionon n. .
If n = 1 and if g is any map of Nm(m > 1) into Nt, then it is clear that g(1) = . .. .
g(m) = 1, so that g is not injective.
Assume that k > 1 is such that if m > k, there is no injection from Nm into Nk. We
will show that if m > k + I, there is no function h : Nm ~ Nk+t that is an injection.
Case 1: If the range h(Nm) 5; Nk C Nk+1'then the induction hypothesis implies that his
not an injection of Nm into Nk, and therefore into Nk+1'
Case 2: Suppose that h(Nm) is not contained in Nk. If more than one element in Nm
is mapped into k + I, then h is not an injection. Therefore, we may assume that a single
p E Nmis mappedinto k + 1by h. Wenowdefineht : Nm_t~ Nk by
h (q) :=
(
h(q) if q = I, "', p - I,
I h(q + 1) if q =p, ..., m - 1.
Since the induction hypothesis implies that hi is not an injection into Nk, it is easily seen
that h is not an injection into Nk+I' Q.E.D.
We now show that a finite set determines a unique number in N.
1.3.2 Uniqueness Theorem If S is a finite set, then the number of elements in S is a
unique number in N.
Proof. If the set S has m elements, there exists a bijection II of Nm onto S. If S also
has n elements, there exists a bijection 12 of Nm onto S. If m > n, then (by Exercise 19
of Section 1.1) 12-10 II is a bijection of Nm onto Nn, which contradicts Theorem B.1.
If n > m, then 11-1012 is a bijection of Nn onto Nm, which contradicts Theorem B.1.
Therefore we have m =n. Q.E.D.
B.2 Theorem If n E N, there does not exist an injection from N into Nn.
Proof. Assumethat I : N ~ Nnis an injection,andlet m := n + 1.Then therestriction
of I to NmC N is also in injectioninto Nn.But this contradictsTheoremB.1. Q.E.D.
-- ----
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1.3.3 Theorem The set N of naturalnumbers is an infinite set. Usir
mea:
Proof. If N is a finite set, there exists some n E N and a bijection I of Nn onto N. In this
case the inverse function 1-1 is a bijection (and hence an injection) of N onto Nn. But this
contradicts Theorem B.2. Q.E.D.
We will next establish Theorem 1.3.8 by defining a bijection of N x N onto N. We
will obtain an explicit formula for the counting procedure of N x N that is displayed in
Figure 1.3.1; the reader should refer to that figure during the ensuing discussion. The set
N x N is viewed as a collection of diagonals; the first diagonal has 1 point, the second
has 2 points, ..., and the kth diagonal has k points. In view of Example 1.2.4(a), the total
number of points in diagonals 1 through k is therefore given by
1/1(k):= 1 + 2 + ... + k = ~ k(k + 1).







(1) 1/1(k+ 1) = 1/1(k)+ (k + 1) for kEN. Proo.
ofN
The point (m, n) in N x N lies in the kth diagonal when k =m + n - 1, and it is the
mth point in that diagonal as we move downward from left to right. (For example, the point
(3,2) lies in the 4th diagonal (since 3 + 2 - 1 = 4) and is the 3rd point in that diagonal.)
Therefore, in the counting scheme shown in Figure 1.3.1,we count the point (m, n) by first
counting the points in the first k - 1 = m + n - 2 diagonals and then adding m. According
to this analysis, our counting function h : N x N ~ N is given by
elem
wher
(2) hem, n) := 1/1(m+ n - 2) + m for (m, n) EN x N.
(For example, the point (3, 2) is counted as number h(3, 2) = 1/1(5 - 2) + 3 = 1/1(3)+ 3 =
6 + 3= 9, as in Figure 1.3.1.Also, the point (17,25) is countedas numberh(17, 25) =
1/1(40)+ 17= 837.) While this geometric argument has been suggestive and has led to the








injec,Proof. We will show that the function h defined in (2) is a bijection.
(a) We first show that h is injective. If (m, n) '# (m', n'), then either (i) m + n '#
m' + n', or (ii) m + n = m' + n' and m '# m'.
In case (i), we may suppose m + n < m' + n'. Then, using formula (1), the fact that 1/1
is increasing, and m' > 0, we have
and\'
Indet
hem, n) = 1/1(m + n - 2) + m ::: 1/1(m+ n - 2) + (m + n - 1)
=1/1(m + n - 1) ::: 1/1(m'+ n' - 2)
< 1/1(m' + n' - 2) + m' = hem', n').
In case (ii), if m + n = m' + n' andm '# m', then
hem, n) - m = 1/1(m + n - 2) = 1/1(m'+ n' - 2) = hem',n') - m',
whence hem, n) '# hem', n').
(b) Next we show that h is surjective.
Clearly h(1, 1) = 1. If pEN with p 2: 2, we will find a pair (mp' np) EN x N with
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Using the Well-Ordering Property 1.2.1, we let k > 1 be the least element in E . (This
means that p lies in the kpth diagonal.) Since p ~P2, it follows from equation (1) iliat
1/f(kp - 1) < p ~ 1/f(kp)= 1/f(kp - 1) + kp'
Let m := p -1/f(kp - 1) so that 1 ~ mp ~ kp' and let np := kp - mp + 1 so that 1 ~
n < k andm + np .,..-1 = kn ' Therefore,p - p p
h(mp' np) = 1/f(mp + np - 2) + mp = 1/f(kp - 1)+ mp = p.
Thus h is a bijectionand N x N is denumerable.
The next result is crucial in provingTheorems 1.3.9and 1.3.10.
Q.E.D.
B.3 Theorem If A C N and A is infinite, there exists a function cp: N ~ A such that
cp(n+ 1) > cp(n) ~ n for all n EN. Moreover, cpis a bijection of N onto A.
Proof. Since A is infinite, it is not empty. We will use the Well-Ordering Property 1.2.1
of N to give a recursive definition of cpo
Since A =/: 0, there is a least element of A, which we define to be cp(1);therefore,
cp(1) ~ 1.
Since A is infinite, the set Ai := A \{cp(1)} is not empty, and we define cp(2)to be least
element of Ai' Therefore cp(2) > cp(1) ~ 1, so that cp(2) ~ 2.
Suppose that cphas been defined to satisfy cp(n+ 1) > cp(n) ~ n for n = 1, .. " k - I,
whence cp(k) > cp(k- 1) ~ k - 1 so that cp(k) ~ k. Since the set A is infinite, the set
Ak := A \{cp(1), . ", cp(k)}
is not empty and we define cp(k+ 1) to be the least element in Ak' Therefore cp(k+ 1) >
cp(k), and since cp(k) ~ k, we also have cp(k+ 1) ~ k + 1. Therefore, cpis defined on all
of N.
We claim that cp is an injection. If m > n, then m = n + r for some r EN. If
r = 1, then cp(m) = cp(n+ 1) > cp(n). Suppose that cp(n+ k) > cp(n);we will show that
cp(n+ (k + 1» > cp(n).Indeed, this follows from the fact that cp(n+ (k + 1» = cp«n+
k) + 1) > cp(n+ k) > cp(n). Since cp(m) > cp(n) whenever m > n, it follows that cpis an
injection.
We claim that cpis a suIjection of N onto A. If not, the set A := A \cp(N) is not empty,
and we let p be the least element in A.We claim that p belongs to the set {cp(1),..., cp(p)}.
Indeed, if this is not true, then
pEA \ {cp(1),. . " cp(p)} =Ap'
so that cp(p+ 1), being the least element in Ap' must satisfy cp(p + 1) ~ p. But this
contradicts the fact that cp(p + 1) > cp(p) ~ p. Therefore A is empty and cpis a suIjection
onto A. Q.E.D.
B.4 Theorem If A c N, then A is countable.
_ Proof. If A is finite, then it is countable, so it suffices to consider the case that A is infinite.
In this case, Theorem B.3 implies that there ~xists a bijection cpof N onto A, so that A is
denumerable and, therefore, countable. Q.E.D.
--- - --
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1.3.9 Theorem Suppose that S and T are sets and that T c S.
(a) If S is a countable set, then T is a countable set.
(b) If T is an uncountable set, then S is an uncountable set.
Proof. (a) If S is a finite set, it follows from Theorem 1.3.5(a) that T is finite, and
thereforecountable.If S is denumerable,thenthereexists a bijection 1/fof S ontoN.Since
1/f(S)c N, TheoremB.4 impliesthat 1/f(S)is countable.Sincethe restrictionof 1/fto T is
a bijection onto 1/f(T) and 1/f(T) C N is countable, it follows that T is also countable.















We will givehere proofs of the Riemann and Lebesgue Criteria for a function to be Riemann
integrable. First we will give the Riemann Criterion, which is interesting in itself, and also
leads to the more incisive Lebesgue Criterion.
C.I Riemann Integrability Criterion Let f : [a, b] -+ IRbe bounded. Then the follow-
ing assertions are equivalent:
(a) f E 'R[a, b]. .'
(b) For evezy £ > 0 there exists apartition ~ such thatif ~,~ are any tagged partitions
having the samesubintervalsas~, then
(1) 18(f; ~) - 8(f; ~)I < £.
(c) For evezy £ > 0 there exists a partition ~ = {Ij }f=1 = ([xj_1, xj]}f=1 such that if
mj := inf{f(x) : x E Ij} and Mj := sup{f(x) : x E Ij} then
(2)
n
"(M. - m.)(x. - x. 1) < 2£.L I I I 1-
j=1
Proof. (a) =* (b) Given £ > 0, let TJe> 0 be as in the Cauchy Criterion 7.2.1, and let
~ be any partition with II~ II < TJe.Then if ~,~ are any tagged partitions with the same
subintervals as~, then II~ II < TJeand II~II < TJeand so (1) holds.
(b) =* (c) Given £ > 0, let ~ = {Ij}f=1be a partition as in (b) and let mj and Mj be
as in the statement of (c). Since mj is an infimum and Mj is a supremum, there exist points
u. and v. in I. withI. I I
£
f(u) < mj +
so that we have
and
£
Mj - "\I'L _\ < f(v),
£
Mj - mj < f(v) - f(u) + (b _ a)
for i = 1, .. . , n.
If we multiply these inequalities by (xj - xj_1) and sum, we obtain
n n" (M. - m.)(x. - x. 1) < "( f (v.) - f (u.»(x. - x. 1) + £.L I I I 1- L I I I 1-
j=1 j=1
We let Ql := {(lj' uj)}7=1and Q2 := {(lj' V)}7=1'so that these tagged partitions have the
same subintervals as ~ does. Also, the sum on the right side equals 8(f; Q2) - 8(f; Ql)'
Hence it follows from (1) that inequality (2) holds.
347
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(c) => (a) Define the step functions Cieand we on [a, b] by
Cie(X):= mj and We(x) := Mj for x E (xj_l, Xj)'
and Cie(X) := f(x) =: We(x) for i = 0,1, ..., n; then Cie(X)::::f(x) ::::We(x) for x E
[a, b]. Since Cieand we are step functions, they are Riemann integrable and
l
b n
Ci = ~ m.(x. -x. I)e ~ 1 1 1-
a j=1
and
Therefore it follows that
l
b n
(we - Cie) = L (Mj - mj)(xj - Xj_I).
a j=1
If we apply (2), we have that
lb (we - Cie)< 28.
Since8 > 0 is arbitrary,the SqueezeTheoremimplies that f E 'R[a, b]. Q.E.D.
We have already seen that every continuous function on [a, b] is Riemann integrable.
We also saw in Example 7.1.6 that Thomae's function is Riemann integrable. Since
Thomae's function has a countable set of points of discontinuity, it is evident that con-
tinuity is not a necessary condition for Riemann integrability. Indeed, it is reasonable to
ask "how discontinuous" a function may be, yet still be Riemann integrable. The Riemann
Criterion throws some light on that question in showing that sums of the fonn (2) must be
arbitrarily small. Since the tenns (Mj - mj)(xj - Xj_l) in this sum are all ::: 0, it follows
that each of these tenns must be small. Such a tenn will be small if (i) the difference
Mj - mj is small (which will be the case if the function is continuous on the interval
[xj_l, Xj])' or if (ii) an interval where the difference Mj - mj is not small has small length.
The Lebesgue Criterion, which we will discuss next, makes these ideas more precise.
But first it is convenient to have the notion of the oscillation of a function.
C.2 Definition Let f : A --+ JRbe a bounded function. If S C A C JR,we define the
oscillation of f on S to be
(3) W(f; S) := sup{lf(x) - f(y)1 : x, YES}.
It is easily seen that we can also write
W(f; S) = sup{f(x) - f(y) : x, yES}
= sup{f(x) : XES} - inf{f(x) : XES}.
It is also trivial that if S ~ T C A, then
0::::W(f; S) ::::W(f; T) ::::2. sup{lf(x)1 : x E A}.
If r > 0, we recall that the r-neighborhood of c E A is the set
Y,.(c) := {x E A : Ix - cI < r}.
C.3 Definition If c E A, we define the oscillation of f at c by
(4) w(f; c) := inf{W(f; y,.(c» : r > O}= lim W(f; y,.(c».r-+O+
- -- ---
- - - ----
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Since r t-+ W(I; ~(c» is an increasing function for r > 0, this right-hand limit exists and
equals the indicated infimum.
C.4 Lemma HI: A -+ JRis bounded and c E A, then f is continuous at c if and only
if the oscillation w(f; c) = o.
Proof. (:::}) If f is continuous at c, given B > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that if x E ~(c),
then If (x) - f (c)I < B/2. Therefore,ifx, y E ~(c), wehave If (x) - f (y) I < B,whence
0::::w(f; c) ::::W(f; ~(c» ::::B. Since B > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that w(f; c) = o.
({=) If w(f; c) = 0 and B > 0, there exists s > 0 with W(f; "::(c» < B. Thus, if
Ix - cl < s then If (x) - f(c)1 < B, and f is continuous at c. Q.E.D.
We will now give the details of the proof of the Lebesgue Integrability Criterion. First
we recall the statement of the theorem.
Lebesgue's Integrability Criterion A bounded function f : [a, b] -+ JR is Riemann
integrable if and only if it is continuous almost everywhere on [a, b].
Proof. (:::}) Let B > 0 be given and, for each kEN, let Hk := {x E [a, b] : w(f; x) >
1/2k}. We will show that Hk is contained in the union of a finite number of intervals having
total length < e/2k .
By the Riemann Criterion, there is a partition Pk = {[Xf-l' xf]}7~i such that if m~
(respectively, Mf) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of f on the interval [Xf-l' xf], then
n(k)
2:, (Mf - m~)(xf - xLI) < e/4k.
i=1
If x E Hk n (Xf-l' xf), there exists r > 0 such that ~(x) c (Xf-l' xf), whence
1/2k :::: w(f; x) :::: W(f; ~(x» :::: Mf - m~.
If we denote a summation over those i with Hk n (xf-1' xf) =/: 0 by L:',then
n(k)
(l/2k) 2:,' (xf - XLI}:::: 2:, (Mf - mf)(xf - Xf~l) ::::B/4k,
i=1
whence it follows that
~' (x~ - x~ ) < B/ 2k.L- I 1-1-
Since Hk differs from the union of sets Hk n (xf - xf -1) by at most a finite number of
the partition points, we conclude that Hk is contained in the union of a finite number of
intervals with total length < e/2k .
Finally,since D := {x E [a, b] : w(f; x) > O}= U~1 Hk' it follows that the set D
of points of discontinuity of f E R[a, b] is a null set.
({=) Let If(x)1 ::::M for x E [a, b] and suppose that the set D of points of discon-
tinuity of f is a null set. Then, given e > 0 there exists a countable set {Jk}~1 of open
intervals with D c U~1 Jk and L:~1 I(Jk) < B/2M. Following R. A. Gordon, we will
define a gauge on [a, b] that will be useful.
..
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(i) If t fI. D, then f is continuous at t and there exists 8(t) > 0 such that if x E ~(t)(t)
then If(x) - f(t)1 < Ef2, whence
O::s Mt - mt := sup{f(x) : x E ~(t)(t)} - inf{f(x) : x E ~(t)(t)} ::s E.
(ii) If tED, we choose 8(t) > 0 such that ~(t)(t) £;Jk for some k. For these values of
t, we have 0 ::s Mt - mt ::s 2M.
Thus we have defined a gauge 8 on [a, b]. If P= {([Xj-I' xj], tj)}7=1is a 8-fine
partitionof [a,b],we dividethe indicesi into twodisjointsets
;
and Sd := {i : tj ED}.
If P is 8-fine, we have [Xj_I' Xj] £; "d(t.)(t), whence it follows that Mj - mj ::s Mt. -
mt.' Consequently,if i E Sc then Mj -';'j ::sE, while if i E Sd we have Mj - mj ::s 2M.
I
However, the collection of intervals [Xj-1' xj] with i E Sd are contained in the union of the
intervals {Jk} whose total length is < Ef2M. Therefore
n
L (Mj - mj)(xj - Xj_I)
j=I
=L (Mj - mj)(xj - Xj_I)+ L (Mj - mj)(xj - Xj-I)
jeSc jeSd
::s L E(Xj - Xj_I) + L 2M(xj - Xj-I)
jeSc jeSd
::sE(b - a) + 2M. (Ef2M) ::sE(b - a + 1).
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that f E R[a, b]. Q.E.D.
APPENDIX D
APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION
We will supply here the proofs of Theorems 7.4.3, 704.6and 704.8.We will not repeat the
statement of these results, and we will use the notations introduced in Section 7A and refer
to numbered equations there. It will be seen that some important results from Chapters 5
and 6 are used in these proofs.
Proof of Theorem 7.4.3. If k = 1,2, . . . , n, let ak := a + (k - l)h and let q;k : [0, h] ~
- IRbe defined by
lOk+tq;k(t):= !t [f(ak) + f(ak + t)] - f(x) dx
Ok
for t E [0, h]. Note that q;k(O)= 0 and that (by Theorem 7.3.6)
q;{(t) = ! [f(ak) + f(ak + t)] + ! tf'(ak + t) - f(ak + t)
= ! [f(ak) - f(ak + t)] + ! tf'(ak + t).
Consequently q;{(0) = 0 and
q;i'(t) = -! f'(ak+ t) + ! f'(ak+ t) + ! tf"(ak+ t)
= ! tf"(ak + t).
Now let A, B be defined by
A := inf{f"(x) : x E [a,b]}, B := sup{f"(x) : x E [a, b]}
so that we have !At ~ q;{'(t) ~ !Bt for t E [0, h], k = 1,2, ..., n. Integratingandapply-
~ ing Theorem 7.3.1, we obtain (since q;{(0) = 0) that lAt2 ~ q;{(t) ~ lBt2 for t E [0, h],
k = 1,2, "', n. Integrating again and taking t = h, we obtain (sinceq;k(O)= 0) that
112Ah3 ~ q;k(h) ~ 112Bh3




(;q;k(h) = Tk(f) - ° f(x)dx,
we conclude that 112Ah3n~ Tn(f) - J: f(x) dx ~ 1~Bh3n. Since h = (b - a)/n, we
have
l~A(b - a)h2 ~ Tn(f) -lb f(x)dx ~ 112B(b- a)h2.
~ Since I" is continuouson [a,b], it followsfrom the definitionsof A and B and Bolzano's
Intermediate Value Theorem 5.3.7 that there exists a point c in [a, b] such that equation (4)
in Section 7A holds. Q.E.D.
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ProofofTheorem 7.4.6. Ifk = 1,2,..., n,letck := a + (k - !)h, and 1/Ik: [0, !h] ~ JR
be definedby
lCk+t1/Ik(t) := f(x) dx - f(ck)2tck-t
for t E [0, !h]. Note that 1/Ik(0)= 0 and that since
lck+t lck-t1/Ik(t) := f(x) dx - f(x) dx - f(ck)2t,Ck Ck
we have
1/I~(t)= f(ck + t) - f(ck - t)(-1) - 2f(ck)
=[f(ck + t) + f(ck - t)] - 2f(ck).
Consequently 1/1~(0) = 0 and
1/1;(t) = f'(ck + t) + f'(ck - t)(-1)
= f'(ck + t) - f'(ck - t).
By the Mean Value Theorem 6.2.4, there exists a point Ck,twith ICk- Ck,t I < t such that
1/1;(1) = 2tf"(ck,t). If we let A and B be as in the proof of Theorem 7.4.3, we have
2tA =::: 1/1;(t) < 2tB for t E [0, h/2], k = 1,2, ..., n. It followsas before that
!At3 < ./, (t ) < !Bt33 - 'Yk - 3
for all t E [0, !h], k = 1,2, "., n. If weputt = !h, weget
2-Ah3 < ./, (!h ) < 2-Bh3.24 - 'Yk 2 - 24
If we add these inequalitiesand note that
we conclude that
1 lb 124 Ah3n =::: a f(x) dx - Mn(f) =::: 24 Bh3n.. .
If we use the fact that h = (b - a)/n and apply Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem
5.3.7 to f" on [a, b] we conclude that there exists a point y E [a, b] such that (7) in
Section 7.4 holds. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 7.4.8. If k = 0, 1,2, ..., !n - 1, let ck := a + (2k + l)h, and let
CPk: [0, h] ~ IRbe defined by
lck+tCPk(t):= tt [f(ck - t) + 4f(ck) + f(ck + t)] - f(x) dx.ck-t
Evidently CPk(0) =0 and
cp£(1)= tt [- f'(ck - t) + f'(ck + 1)] - ~ [f(ck - t) - 2 f(ck) + f(ck + 1)],
so that cP;(0) = 0 and
cp£'(t)= tt [f"(ck- t) + f"(ck + 1)] - t [-f'(ck - t) + f'(ck + 1)],
-- - --
so that cp£' (0) =0 and
CPt(t) = tt [fill(ck + t) - f'" (ck - t)] .
Hence it follows from the Mean ValueTheorem 6.2.4 that there is a Yk,twith ICk- Yk,t I :::t
such that CPt(t) = ~t2f(4) (Yk,t)'If we let A and B be definedby
A := inf{f(4)(x) : x e [a,b]} and B := SUp{f(4)(x) : x e [a,b]},
then we have
~At2 < mlll (t ) < ?:Bt23 - Tk - 3
for t e [0, h], k =0, 1, ..., !n - 1.Afterthreeintegrations,thisinequalitybecomes
1 1
-At5 < mk( t) < -Bt590 -T -90
- forallt e [O,h],k =0, 1, ...,!n -1.lfweputt =h, we get
1 1
-Ah5 < (Ilk (h) < -Bh590 _T -90
for k = 0, 1, . . . , !n - 1. If we add these !n inequalities and note that
!n-l b
{; cpk(h) = Sn(f) -1 f(x)dx,
we conclude that
1 5n lb 1 5n-Ah - < S (f) - f( x ) dx < -Bh -90 2 - n - 90 2'a
Since h = (b - a) / n,it follows from Bolzano' s Intermediate ValueTheorem 5.3.7 (applied
to f(4» that there exists a point C e [a,b] suchthat the relation(10)in Section7.4 holds.
Q.E.D.




In this appendix we will give an example of a continuous function that has a derivative at
no point and of a continuous curve in R2 whose range contains the entire unit square of R2.
Both proofs use the Weierstrass M-Test 9.4.6.
w
an
A Continuous Nowhere DitTerentiable Function
The example we will give is a modification of one due to B. L. van der Waerden in 1930.
Let 10 : R -+ R be definedby lo(x) := dist(x, Z) = inf{lx- kl : k E Z}, so that 10 is a
continuous "sawtooth" function whose graph consists of lines with slope :i::1on the interv31s
[kIZ, (k + 1)/2], k E Z. For eachmEN, let 1m(x) := (l/4m)/o(4mx), so that 1mis also
a continuous sawtooth function whose graph consists of lines with slope :i::1 and with









Figure E.I Graphs of 10,11' and 12.
who
the
We now define g : R -+ R by g(x) := L~=o 1m(x). The Weierstrass M-Test implies
that the series is uniformly convergent on R; hence g is continuous on R. We will now
show that g is not differentiable at any point of R.
Fix x E R. Foreachn EN, let hn := :i::1/4n+1,with the sign chosen so that both 4nx
and 4n(x + hn) lie in the same interval [kI2, (k + 1)/2]. Since 10 has slope :i::l on this
interval, then
._ In (x + hn)- In (x) _ 10(4nx + 4nhn) - 10(4nx) _E .- - - :i::1.
n h ~hn n
In fact if m < n, then the graph of 1m also has slope :i::l on the interval between x and
x + hn and so
for m < n.
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On the other hand, if m > n, then 4m(x + hn) - 4mx = ;::I:4m-n-lis an integer, and since
fo has period equal to 1, it follows that
fm(x + hn) - fm(x) = O.
Consequently, we have
g(x + hn) - g(x) =~ fm(x + hn) - fm(x) = ~ £ ,
h L h Lmn m=O n m=O
whence the difference quotient (g(x + hn) - g(x))/ hn is an odd integer if n is even, and
an even integer if n is odd. Therefore, the limit
I' g(x + h) - g(x)1m
h-+O h
doesnot exist, so g is not differentiableat the arbitrarypointx E JR.
A Space-Filling Curve
We will now give an example of a space-filling curve that was constructed by I. J. Schoenberg
in 1936. Let qJ : JR~ JRbe the continuous, even function with period 2 given by
{
o for 0 ~ t ~ 1/3,
qJ(t):= 3t - 1 for 1/3 < t < 2/3,
1 for 2/3 ~ t ~ 1.
(See Figure E.2.) For t E [0, 1], we define the functions
00 qJ(32kt) 00 qJ(32Hlt)
f(t) := L HI and g(t) := L . . . ,
k=O 2 k=O 2
Since 0 ~ qJ(x) ~ 1 and is continuous, the Weierstrass M-Test implies that f and g are
continuous on [0, 1]; moreover, 0 ~ f(t) ~ I and 0 ~ g(t) ~ 1. We will now show that an
arbitrary point (xo' Yo) in [0, 1] x [0, 1] is the image under (f, g) of some point to E [0, 1].
Indeed, let Xo and Yo have the binary (= base 2) expansions:
ao a2 a4 al a3 as
x =-+-+-+.., and y =-+-+-+...
o 2 22 23 0 2 22 23 '
where each ak equals 0 or 1. It will be shown that xQ= f(to) and Yo =g(to)' where to has
the ternary (= base 3) expansion
~ 2ak 2ao 2al 2a2 2a3







Figure E.2 Graph of qJ.
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First, we note that the above formula does yield a number in [0, 1]. We also note that
if ao= 0, then0 :::: to :::: 1/3 so that qJ(to)= 0, andif ao= 1,then2/3 :::: to :::: 1 so that
qJ(to)= 1; therefore, in both cases qJ(ao)=ao. Similarly, it is seen that for each n E N there
exists mn EN such that . .
2a 2a
3n t = 2m + ---1!. + ---2!:!:!.+ . . .
o n 3 32 '






00 qJ(32k+1t ) 00 a
g(to) =L 2k+1 0 =L ;:11 = Yo.k=O k=O
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HINTS FOR SELECTED EXERCISES
Reader: Do not look at these hints unless you are stymied. However, after putting a consid-
erable amount of thought into a problem, sometimes just a little hint is all that is needed.
Many of the exercises call for proofs, and there is usually no single approach that is correct,
so even if you have a totally different argument, yours may be correct. Very few of the
following hints give much detail, and some may seem downright cryptic at first. Somewhat
more detail is presented for the earlier material.
Section 1.1
1. Showthat if A f; B, thenA = An B. Nextshowthatif A = An B, thenA f; B.
2. Showthat if x E A \ (B n C), then x E (A \ B) U (A \ C). Next showthat if y E (A \ B) U
(A \ C), then yEA \ (B n C). Since the sets A \ (B n C) and A \ (B n C) contain the same
elements, they are equal.
5. (a) Al n A2 = {6, 12, 18,24,"'} = {6k : kEN} = As'
(b) UAn=N\{1}andnAn=0.
7. No. For example, both (0,1) and (0, -1) belong to C.
9. (a) I(E) = [2,3], so h(E) = g(f(E» = g([2, 3]) = [4,9].
(b) g-I(G) = [-2, 2], soh-I(G) = [-4,0].
13. If x E I-I (G) n I-I (H), then x E I-I(G) and x E I-I (H), so that I(x) E G and
I(x) E H. Then I(x) E G n H, and hence x E I-I(G n H). This shows that I-I (G) n
I-I (H) f; I-I (G n H).
15. Onepossibilityis I(x) := (x - a)/(b - a).
19. If g(f(xl» = g(f(x2», then I(xl) = l(x2), so that xI = x2' which implies that go I is
injective. If W E C, there exists y E B such that g(y) = w, and there exists x E A such that
I(x) = y. Then g(f(x» = w, so that go I is surjective. Thus go I is a bijection.
20. (a) If I(xl) = l(x2), then g(f(xl» = g(f(x2», which implies XI = x2' since go I is injec-
tive.ThusI is injective.
Section 1.2
1. Notethat 1/(1 .2) = 1/(1 + 1).Alsok/(k + 1) + l/[(k + l)(k + 2)] = (k + l)/(k + 2).
2. [tk(k + 1)]2+ (k + 1)3= [t(k + l)(k + 2)f.
4. t(4k3 - k) + (2k + 1)2= H4(k + 1)3- (k + 1)].
6. (k + 1)3 + 5(k + 1) = (k3 + 5k) + 3k(k + 1) + 6 and k(k + 1) is always even.
8. 5k+1- 4(k + 1) - 1 = 5 .5k - 4k - 5 = (5k - 4k - 1) + 4(5k - 1).
13. If k < 2k, then k + 1 < 2k + 1 < 2k + 2k = 2(2k) = 21+1.
16. It is true for n = 1andn :::5, but falseforn =2,3,4.
18. ../k+ 1/../kTI = (../k../kTI + 1)/v'k+1 > (k+ 1)/v'k+1 =v'k+1.
359
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Section 1.3
2
1. Use Exercise 1.1.19(= Exercise 19 of Section 1.1).
2. Part (b) Let f be a bijection of Nmonto A and let C = {f(k)} for some k E Nm. Define g on
Nm_1by g(i) := f(i) for i = I, ..., k - 1, and g(i) := f(i + 1) for i = k, .. . ,m - 1. Then
g is a bijection of Nm_1onto A \ C.
3. (a) There are 6 = 3 .2. 1 different injections of S into T.
(b) There are 3 surjections that map a into 1, and there are 3 other surjections that map a
into 2.
2
7. If Tl is denumerable, take T2= N. If f is a bijection of Tl onto T2' and if g is a bijection of T2
onto N, then (by Exercise 1.1.19)g 0 f is a bijection of Tl onto N, so that Tl is denumerable.
9. If S n T = 0 and f : N ~ S, g : N ~ T are bijections onto S and T, respectively, let h(n) :=
f«n + 1)/2) if n is odd and h(n) := g(n/2) if n is even.
10. (a) P({1,2}) = {0, {I}, {2}, {I, 2}} has 22 = 4 elements.
(c) P({I, 2, 3, 4}) has 24 = 16 elements.
11. Let Sn+l := {xI' "', xn' xn+1} = Sn U {xn+1}have n + 1 elements. Then a subset of Sn+1either
(i)con!~nsxn+1,or(ii)doesnotcontainxn+1. Thereisatotalof2n + 2n = 2. 2n = 2n+l subsets
of Sn+I'





1. (a) Justify the steps in: b = 0 + b = (-a + a) + b = -a + (a + b) = -a + 0= -a.





-(a + b) = (-I)(a + b) = (-I)a + (-I)b = (-a) + (-b).







6. Note that if q E Z and if 3q2 is even, then q2 is even, so that q is even.
7. If pEN, then there are three possibilities: for some mEN U (OJ,(i) p = 3m,
(ii) p = 3m + 1, or (Hi) p = 3m + 2.
10. (a) If e = d, then 2.1.7(b) implies a + e < b + d. If e < d, then a + e < b + e < b + d.
13. If a -10, then 2.1.8(a) implies that a2 > 0; since b2 2: 0, it follows that a2 + b2 > O.
15. (a) If 0 < a < b, then 2.1.7(c) implies that 0 < a2 < ab < b2. Then by Example 2.1.13(a),
we infer that a =N < M < N = b.
16. (a) {x: x > 4 or x < -I}. (b) {x: 1 < x < 2 or - 2 < x < -I}.
(c) {x: -1 < x < 0 or x > I}. (d) {x: x < 0 or x > I}.
19. The inequality is equivalent to 0.::: a2 - 2ab + b2 = (a - b)2.
20. (a) Use 2.1.7(c).
21. (a) Let S := {n EN: 0 < n < I}. If S is not empty, the Well-Ordering Property of N implies
there is a least element m in S. However, 0 < m < 1 implies that 0 < m2 < m, and since





Letx := e - 1 > 0 andapplyBernoulli'sInequality2.1.13(c).
If m > n, then k := m - n E N, and ek 2: e > 1 which implies that em > en. Conversely,
the hypotheses that em > en and m .:::n lead to a contradiction.
------- - -- - -
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25. Let b := cl!mn and show that b > 1. Exercise 24(a) implies that cl!n = bm > bn = cl!m if and
only ifm > n.
26. Fix mEN and use Mathematic.alInduction to prove that am+n= aman and (am)n = amnfor all
n EN. Then, for a given n EN, prove that the equalities are valid for all mEN.
Section 2.2
1. (a) If a ~ 0, then lal = a = N; if a < 0, then lal = -a = N.
(b) It suffices to show that 11/bl = 1/lbl for b :f:0 (why?). Consider the cases b > 0 and
b < O.
3. If x ::::y ::::z, then Ix - yl + Iy- zl = (y - x) + (z - y) =z - x = Iz- xl. To establishthe
converse, show that y < x and y > z are impossible. For example, if y < x ::::z, it follows from
what we have shown and the given relationship that Ix - y I= 0, so that y = x, a contradiction.
6. (a) -2:::: x ::::9/2 (b) -2:::: x ::::2.






(a) x < 0
{x : -3 < x < -5/2 or 3/2 < x < 2}.
{x : 1 < x < 4}.
(a) {(x, y) : y = :i: x}. (c) The hyperbolas y = 2/x and y = -2/x.
(a) If y ~ 0, then -y ::::x ::::y and we get the region in the upper half-plane on or between
the lines y = x and y = -x.
16. (a) Supposethata ::::b.
17. If a ::::b ::::c, then mid{a, b, c} = b =min{b, c, c} = min{max{a,b}, max{b, c}, max{c, aH.
The other cases are similar.
(b) -3/2 < x < 1/2.
Section 2.3
1. Since 0 ::::x for all x E SI' then u = 0 is a lower bound of SI' If v > 0, then v is not a lower
bound of SI because v/2 E SI and v/2 < v. Therefore inf SI = O.
3. Since l/n ::::1 for all n EN, then 1 is an upper bound for S3'
4. sup S4 = 2 and inf S4 = 1/2.
6. Let u E S be an upper bound of S. If v is another upper bound of S,.thenu ::::v. Hence u = supS. .
9. Let u := supA, v := supBand w := sup{u,v}. Thenw is anupperboundof AU B, because
if x E A, then x ::::u ::::w, and if x E B, then x ::::v ::::w. If z is any upper bound of AU B,
then z is an upper bound of A and of B, so that u ::::z and v ::::z. Hence w ::::z. Therefore,
w = sup(A U B).
11. Consider two cases: u ~ s* and u < s*.
- -Section 2.4
1. Since 1 - 1/n < 1 for alln EN, 1is an upperbound.Toshowthat 1is the supremum,it must
be shown that for each E > 0 there exists n E N such that 1 - 1/ n > 1 - E, which is equivalent
to I/n < E. Apply the Archimedean Property 2.4.3 or 2.4.5.
2. inf S = -1 and supS = 1.
4. (a) Let u := sup S and a > O.Then x ::::u for all XES, whence ax ::::au for all XES, whence
it follows that au is an upper bound of as. If v is another upper bound of as, then ax ::::v
- ---
------
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for all xeS, whence x ::: v/a for all xeS, showing that v/a is an upper bound for S so
that u ::: via, from which we conclude that au ::: v. Therefore au = sup(aS).
5. Let u := sup f(X). Then f(x) ::: u for all x e X, so that a + f(x) ::: a + u for all x eX,
whence sup{a + f(x) : x eX} ::: a + u. If w < a + u, then w - a < u, so that there exists
Xw e X with w - a < f(xw)' whencew < a + f(xw)' and thus w is not an upperboundfor
{a + f(x) : x eX}.
7. Ifu:= sup f(X) and v := sup g(X), then f(x) ::: u andg(x) ::: v for all x e X, whence f(x) +
g(x) ::: u + v for all x e X.
9. (a) f(x) = 1 for x eX. (b) g(y) =0 fory e Y.
11. Let S:= {h(x, y) : x eX, y e Y}. We have h(x, y) ::: F(x) for all x eX, y e Y so that
sup S ::: sup{F(x) : x e X}. If w < sup{F(x) : x e X}, then there exists Xo e X with w <
F(xo) = sup{h(xo' y) : y e Y}, whence there exists Yo e Y with w < h(xo' Yo)' Thus w is not
an upper bound of S, and so w < sup S. Since this is true for any w such that w < sup{F(x) :
x e X}, we conclude that sup{F(x) : x e X} ::: sup S.
13. Note that n < 2n (whence 1/2n < l/n) for any n eN.
14. Let S3 := {s e IR.: 0 ::: s, s2 < 3}. Show that S3 is nonempty and bounded by 3 and let y :=
sup S3' If y2 < 3 and l/n < (3 - y2)/(2y + 1) show that y + l/n e S3' If y2 ::: ;3and l/m <
(y2 _ 3)/2y show that y - l/m e S3' Therefore i = 3.
17. If x < 0 < y, then we can take r = O.If x < y < 0, we apply 2.4.8 to obtain a rational number





Because z is neither a lower bound nor an upper bound of S.
If z e JR.,then z is not a lower bound of S so there exists Xz e S such that Xz ::: z. Similarly,
there exists yz e S such that z ::: yz'
8. If x > 0, then there exists n eN with l/n < x, so that x ~ In' If y ::: 0, then y ~ 11,
10. Let 1J:= inf{bn : n eN}; we claim that an ::: 1Jfor all n. Fix n e N; we will show that an is a
lower bound for the set {bk : keN}. We consider two cases. G> If n ::: k, then since In 2 Ik' we
have an ::: ak ::: bk. (jj) If k < n, then since Ik 2 In' we have an ::: bn ::: bk. Therefore an ::: bk
for all keN, so that an is a lower bound for {bk : keN} and so an ::: 1J.In particular, this shows
that 1J e [an' bn] for all n, so that 1Je n In'.
12. i = (.011000. . ')2 = (.010111 . . ')2' {6= (.0111000. . ')2 = (.0110111. . .)2'
13. (a) t ~ (.0101)2' (b) t =(.010101.. ')2' theblock01repeats.
16. 1/7 = .142857..., the block repeats. 2/19 = .105263157894736842..., the block repeats.
17. 1.25137.. .137... = 31253/24975, 35.14653...653... = 3511139/99900.

























1. (a) 0,2,0,2,0 (c) 1/2, 1/6, 1/12, 1/20, 1/30
3. (a) 1,4,13,40,121 (c) 1,2,3,5,4.
5. (a) We have 0 < n/(n2 + 1) < n/n2 = 1/n. Given s > 0, let K(s) ::: l/s.
(c) We have 1(3n+ 1)/(2n + 5) - 3/21 ;::: 13/(4n + 10) < 13/4n. Given
K(s) :::13/4s.
l/..jn + 7 < 1/,./n













(b) 12n/(n + 2) - 21= 4/(n + 2) < 4/n
(d) 1(-l)nn/(n2 + 1)1::: l/n.
- - - -
... ~
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9. 0 < A < E<===}O < Xn < E2.
11. 11/n - 1/(n + 1)1= l/n(n + 1) < l/n2 ::: l/n.
13. Let b := 1/(1 + a) where a > O.Since (1 + at > tn(n - l)a2, we have that
o < nbn :::n/[tn(n - l)a2] :::2/[(n - l)a2].Thus lim(nbn) = O.
15. Ifn > 3, then0 < n2/n! < n/(n - 2)(n -1) < 1/(n - 3).
Section 3.2
Section 3.3
1. (xn) is a bounded decreasing sequence. The limit is 4.
2. The limit is 1. 3. The limit is 2. 4. The limit is 2.
5. (yn) is increasing. The limit is y = t(1 + ~1 + 4p).
7. (xn) is increasing.
10. (sn) is decreasing and (tn) is increasing. Also tn ::: xn ::: sn for n e N.
11. Note Yn= 1/(n+ 1)+ 1/(n+ 2)+... + 1/2n < 1/(n + 1)+ 1/(n + 1)+... + 1/(n+ 1)
=n/(n + 1) < 1.
13. (a) e (b) e2 (c) e (d) l/e.
14. Note that if n ::: 2, then 0 ::: sn - .,fi :::s; - 2.
15. Notethat0::: sn - ~ :::(s; - 5)/~ :::(s; - 5)/2.
16. e2 =2.25, e4= 2.441406, es = 2.565785, el6= 2.637928.
17. eso= 2.691588, elOO= 2.704814, e1000= 2.716924.
Section 3.4
1. For example x2n_1 := 2n - 1 and x2n := 1/2n.
3. L = t(1 +~).
7. (a) e (b) e1/2
-------
1. (a) lim(xn) = 1 (c) xn :::n/2, so the sequencediverges.
3. Y = (X + Y) - X.
6. (a) 4 (b) 0 (c) 1 (d) O.
8. In (3) the exponent k is fixed, but in (1 + l/n)n the exponent varies.
9. lim(yn) = 0 and lim(y'nYn) = t.
11. b.
13. (a) 1 (b) 1.
1;, (a) L=a (b) L = b/2 (c) L = l/b (d) L = 8/9.
18. (a) Converges to 0 (c) Converges to O.
20. (a) (1) (b) (n).
21. Yes. (Why?)
22. From Exercise 2.2.16, u = t(x + y + Ix - y I).n n n n n
23. Use Exercises 2.2. 16(b), 2.2.17, and the preceding exercise.
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8. (a) 1 (b) e3/2.
12. Choose n l ~ 1 so that Ix I > 1, then choose n2 > n l so that Ix I > 2, and, in general, choosen1 n2
nk > nk_1 so that IXn I > k.
k
13. (X2n_l) = (-1, -1/3, -1/5,.. .).
14. Choosenl ~ 1 sothatxn ~ S -1, thenchoosen2 > nl sothatxn > S -1/2,and,ingeneral,1 2
choose nk > nk_1 so that xnk > S - II k.
Section 3.5
1. For example,« _l)n).
3. (a) Notethat 1(-I)n - (_l)n+11= 2 for alln EN.
(c) Take m = 2n, so xm - xn = x2n - xn = In2n -Inn = In2 for all n.
5. lirn(.JnTI - .j1i)= O.But, if m = 4n,thenAn- .j1i= .j1iforalln.
8. Let u := sup{xn : n EN}. If 8 > 0, let H be such that u - 8 < xH ~ u. If m ~ n ~ H, then
u - 8 < X < X < Uso that Ix - x I < 8.n- m- m n
10. lim(xn) = (1/3)xl + (2/3)x2. 12. The limit is v'2- 1.
13. Thelimitis 1+ v'2.
14. Fouriterationsgiver = 0.20164 to 5 places.
Section 3.6
1. If {xn : n E N} is not bounded above, choose nk+1 > nk such that xn ~ k for kEN.k
3. Note that IXn- 01< 8 if andonlyif l/xn > 1/8.
4. (a) [.j1i> a] {::::::::} [n > a2] (c) .;n=I ~ ../n/2 whenn ~ 2.
8. (a) n < (n2 + 2)1/2.
(c) Sincen < (n2+1)1/2,thennl/2 < (n2+1)1/2/nl/2.
9. (a) SincexnlYn -+ oo,thereexistsKI suchthatifn ~ Kl'thenxn ~ yn.NowapplyTheorem
3.6.4(a).
Section 3.7
1. The partial sums of L bn are a subsequence of the partial sums of L an.
3. (a) Since I/(n + l)(n + 2) = l/(n + 1) - I/(n + 2), the series is telescoping.
6. (a) The sequence(cosn) doesnotconvergeto O.
(b) Since I(cos n) I n 21 ~ 1I n2 , the convergence of L (cos n) I n 2 follows from Example 3.7 .6( c)
and Theorem 3.7.7.
7. The "even" sequence (s2n) is decreasing, the "odd" sequence (s2n+I) is increasing, and -1 ~
sn ~ O.Also 0 ~ s2n- S2n+1= 1/../2n + 1.
9. L I/n2 is convergent, but L I/n is not.
11. Show that bk ~ all k for kEN, whence bl + ... + bn ~ al (1 + ... + I/n).
12. Evidently2a(4) ~ a(3) + a (4) and 22a(8) ~ a(5) +... + a(8), etc. Alsoa(2) + a(3) ~. 2a(2)
and a(4) + ... + a(7) ~ 22a(22), etc. The stated inequality follows by addition. Now apply the
Comparison Test 3.7.7.
14. (a) The tenns are decreasing and 2n12nIn(2n) = 1I (n In 2). Since L 1In diverges, so does
L I/(n Inn).
- ----- - - - -
(:
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15. (a) The tenns are decreasing and 2n/2n(ln2n)C = (l/nC). (l/ln2)c. Now use the fact that
E(l/nC) converges when c > 1.
Section 4.1
1. (a-c) If Ix -11 ~ 1, then Ix + 11~ 3 so that Ix2-11 ~ 31x-11. Thus, Ix - 11< 1/6 assures
that Ix2 - 11 < 1/2, etc.
(d) If Ix - 11< 1, then Ix3 - 11~ 71x- 11.
2. (a) Since I.JX - 21= Ix - 41/(.JX+ 2) ~ 41x- 41,then Ix- 41< 1 impliesthat we have
I.JX-21 < 4.
(b) If Ix - 41 < 2 x 10-2 = .02, then I.JX - 21 < .01.
5. If 0 < x < a, then 0 < x + c < a + c < 2a, so that Ix2- c21 = Ix+ cllx- cl ~ 2alx - cl.
Given8 > 0, take8 := 8/2a.
8. If c i=0, show that I.JX-.JCI ~ (l/.JC)lx - cl, so we can take8 := 8.JC.If c = 0, we can
take8 := 82.
If Ix - 21 < 1/2 show that 11/(l - x) + 11= I(x - 2)/(x - 1)1~ 21x- 21.Thus we can
take 8 := inf{I/2, 8/2}.
If x i=0, then Ix2/Ixl- 01= Ixl. Take 8 := 8. .
If Ix- 21 < 1, then Ix2+ 4x - 121= Ix+ 611x- 21 < 91x - 21. We may take 8 :=
inf{I,8/9}.
If Ix + 11< 1/4, then I(x + 5)/(3x + 2) - 41= 71x+ 11/12x+ 31< 141x+ 11,and we
may take 8 := inf{I/4, 8/14}.
11. (a) Letxn:= l/n. (c) Letxn:= l/n andyn:= -1/n.
13. (b) If f(x) := sgn(x), then lim(f(x»2 = 1,but lim f(x) does not exist.x~o x~o
14. (a) Since If(x) - 01 ~ lxi, we have lim f(x) = O.
x~o
(b) If c i=0 is rational, let (xn) be a sequence of irrational numbers that converges to c; then
f(c) = c i= 0 = lim(f(xn». Whatif c is irrational?


















Multiply the numerator and denominator by ";1 + 2x + ~1 + 3x.
Consider xn := 1/27rn and cos(l/xn) = 1. Use the Squeeze Theorem 4.2.7.
If Ixl ~ I, keN, then Ixkl = Ixlk ~ 1, whence _x2 ~ xk+2~ x2.
(a) No limit (b) 0 (c) No limit (d) O.
Section 4.3
2. Let f(x) := sin(l/x) for:x < 0 and f(x) := 0 for x > O.
3. Given a > 0, if 0 < x < l/a2, then.JX < l/a, and so f(x) > a.
5. (a) If a > 1 and 1 < x < a/(a - 1), then a < x/(x - 1), hence we have
lim xf(x - 1) =00.
x~l+
(c) Since (x + 2)/.JX > 2/.JX, the limit is 00.
(e) If x > 0, then 1/.JX < (.JXTI)/x, so the right-hand limit is 00.
(g) 1 (h) -1.
-
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8. Note that I/(x) - LI < Efor x > K if and only if 1/(1/z) - LI < E for 0 < z < II K.
9. Thereexistsex> 0 suchthat Ixl(x) - LI < 1 wheneverx > ex.Hence I/(x)1 < (ILl+ 1)lx
forx > ex.
12. No. If h(x) := I(x) - g(x), then lirn h(x) = 0 and we havex~oo
l(x)lg(x) = 1+ h(x)lg(x) ~ 1.
13. Suppose that I/(x) - LI < Efor x > K, and that g(y) > K for y > H. Then
110g(y) - LI < E for y > H.
Section 5.1
4. (a) Continuous if x ::f.0, ::I:1, ::I:2, ... (b) Continuous if x ::f. ::I:1, :!: 2, ...
(c) Continuous ifsinx ::f.0,1 (d) Continuous if x ::f.0, :!: I, :!: 1/2,....
7. Let E := l(c)/2, and let ~ > 0 be such that if Ix - cl < ~, then I/(x) - l(c)1 < E, which
implies that I(x) > I(c) -'-E = l(c)f2 > O.
8. Since I is continuous at x, we have I(x) = lim(f(xn» = O.ThusxeS.
10. Note that Ilxl-l.c.11 ::: Ix - cl.
13. Since Ig(x) - 61:::sup{l2x- 61,Ix - 31}=21x- 31,g is continuous at x = 3. If c =I- 3, let
(xn) be a sequence ofrational numbers converging to c and let (Yn) be a sequence of irrational
numbers converging to c. Then lim(g(xn» ::f.lim(g(yn»
Section 5.2
1. (a) ContinuousonIR (c) Continuousfor x ::f.O.
2. Use5.2.1(a)andInduction;or,use 5.2.8withg(x) := xn.
4. Continuousateverynoninteger.
7. Let I (x) := 1 if x is rational, and I (x) := -1 if x is irrational.
12. First show that 1(0) = 0 and I (-x) = - I (x) for all x e IR; then note that I (x - xo) =
I(x) - I(xo)' Consequently I is continuous at the point Xoif and only if it is continuous at O.
Thus,if I is continuousatxo' thenit is continuousat 0, andhenceeverywhere.
13. First showthat 1(0) = 0 and (by Induction) that I (x) = cx for x e N, and hence also for x e Z.
Next show that I (x) = cx for x e Q. Finally, if x rt Q, let x = lim(r n) for some sequence in Q.
15. If I(x) ~ g(x), then both expressions giveh(x) = I(x); and if I(x) ::: g(x), then h(x) = g(x)
in both cases.
Section 5.3
1. Apply either the BoundednessTheorem5.3.2 to III, or the Maximum-MinimumTheorem
5.3.4to concludethatinf l(l) > O.
3. Choosea sequence(xn) such that I/(xn+1)1::: 41/(xn)1::: (4tl/(x1)1. Apply the Bolzano-
Weierstrass Theorem to obtain a convergent subsequence.
4. Suppose that p has odd degree n and that the coefficient an of xn is positive. By 4.3.16,
lim p(x) = 00 and lirn p(x) = -00.x~oo x--oo
5. In the intervals [1.035,1.040] and [-7.026, -7.025].
7. In the interval [0.7390,0.7391].
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9. (a) 1 (b) 6.
10. 1/2n < 10-5 impliesthatn > (51nl0)/ln2 ~ 16.61. Taken = 17.
11. If I (w) < 0, then it follows from Theorem 4.2.9 that there exists a a-neighborhood V&(w) such
that I(x) < 0 for all x E V&(w).
14. Apply Theorem 4.2.9 to P - I(x).
15. If 0 < a < b ::: 00, then I«a, b» = (a2, b2); if -00::: a < b < 0, then I«a, b» = (b2, a2).
If a < 0 < b, then I«a, b» is not an open interval, but equals [0, c) where c:= sup{a2,b2}.
Images of closed intervals are treated similarly.
16. For example, if a < 0 < b and c := inf{I/(a2 + 1), 1/(b2 + I)}, then g«a, b» = (c, 1]. If
0< a < b, then g«a, b» = (l/(b2 + 1), 1/(a2 + 1». Also g([-I, 1])= [1/2, 1]. If a < b,
then h«a, b» = (a3, b3) and h«a, b]) = (a3, b3].
17. Yes. Use the Density Theorem 2.4.8.
19. Considerg(x) := l/x forx E J := (0, 1).
Section 5.4
1. Since l/x - l/u = (u - x)/xu, it follows that 11/x - l/ul ::: (l/a2)lx - ul forx, u E [a, 00).
3. (a) Letxn:= n + l/n, un := n.
(b) Letxn:= 1/2n1C,Un:= 1/(2n1C+ 1C/2).
6. If M is a bound for both I and g on A, show that I/(x)g(x) - l(u)g(u)1 :::MI/(x) -
l(u)1 + Mlg(x) - g(u)1 for all x, u E A.
8. Given E > 0 there exists af > 0 such that Iy - vi < af implies I/(y) - l(v)1 < E.Now choose
ag > 0 so that Ix - ul < ag implies Ig(x) - g(u)1 < af'
11. If Ig(x) - g(O)1 ::: Klx - 01for all x E [0, 1], then ~ ::: Kx forx E [0, 1].Butif xn := l/n2,
then K must satisfy n ::: K for all n EN, which is impossible.
14. Since I is bounded on [0, p], it follows that it is bounded on JR. Since I is continuous on
J := [-1, p + 1], it is uniformly continuous on J. Now show that this implies that I is
uniformly continuous on R
Section 5.5
1. (a) The a-intervals are [-~, ~], [~, ~], and [~, ~].
(b) The third a-interval does not contain [!' 1].
2. (a) Yes. (b) Yes.
3. No. The first a2-interval is [- I~' I~] and does not contain [0, ~].
4. (b) 1ft E (!' 1) then [t - a(t), t + a (t)] = [-! + ~t,! + !t] C (~, 1).
6. We could have two subintervals having c as a tag with one of them not contained in the a-interval
around c.
. .,
7. IfP:= {([a, xI]' tl)' ... ([xk_l, c], tk), ([c, xk+1]'tk+I)' "', ([xn' b], tn)} is a.-fine, then P :=
{([a, xI]' tl)' . .. , ([xk_l, c], tk)} is a a' -fine partition of [a, c] and P" := {((c, xk+I]' tk+I)' .. . ,
([xn' b], tn)} is a a"-fine partition of [c, b].
9. The hypothesis that I is locally bounded presents us with a gauge a. If {([xj...,I'Xj]' tj)}?=1is a
a-fine partition of [a, b] and Mj is abound for III on [xj_l, Xj]'let M := sup{Mj : i = 1, "', n}.
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Section 5.6
1. If x e [a,b], then f(a) ::: f(x).
4. If 0::: f(xl) ::: f(x2) and0::: g(xl) :::g(x2), then f(xl)g(xl) ::: f(x2)g(xl) ::: f(x2)g(x2).
6. If f is continuous at c, then lirn(f(xn» = f(c), since c = lirn(xn). Conversely,since
0::: jf(c) ::: f(x2n) - f(x2n+1)' it follows that jt<c) = 0, so f is continuous at c.
7. ApplyExercises2.4.4,2.4.5and the Principleof the IteratedInfima(analogousto theresultin
Exercise 2.4.11).
8. Let xI e I be such that y = f(xl) and x2 e I be such that y = g(x2). If x2 ::: xl' then y =
g(Y2) < f(x2) ::: f(xl) = y, a contradiction.
11. Note that f-I is continuous at every point of its domain [0, 1] U (2, 3].
14. Lety:= xl/n andz:= xl/q so that yn = x = zq, whence (by Exercise 2.1.26) ynp = xp = zqp.
Since np = mq, show that (xl/n)m = (xl/q)P, or xm/n = xp/q. Now consider the case where
m,peZ.
15. Use the preceding exercise and Exercise 2.1.26.
Section 6.1
.
1. (a) f'(x) = lim[(x + h)3 - x3]/ h = lim(3x2+ 3xh + h2) = 3x2,
h~O h~O
, . ...!x+h-y'X. 1 1
(c) h (x) = hm h = lim ~ r= = r='h~O h~O '" x + h + '" x 2", x
4. Notethat If(x)/xl ::: Ixlforx e R
5. (a) f'(x) = (1 - x2)/(1 + x2)2
(c) h'(x) = mkxk-I(cosxk)(sinxk)m-I
(b) g'(x) = (x - l)/J5 - 2x + x2
(d) k'(x) = 2x sec2(x2).
6. The function f' is continuous for n 2: 2 and is differentiable for n 2: 3.
8. (a) f'(x) = 2 for x > 0, f'(x) = 0 for -1 < x < 0, and f'(x) = -2 for x < -1,
(c) h' (x) = 21xlfor all x e R,
10. If x :f:0, then g'(x) = 2x sin(1/x2) - (2/x) cos(1/x2). Moreover,
g'(O)= limh sin(1/h2) =O.Considerx := 1/...!2n7r.h~O n
11. (a) f' (x) = 2/(2x + 3) (b) g'(x) = 6(L(x2»2/x
(c) h'(x) = l/x (d) k'(x) = 1/(xL(x».
14. l/h'(O) = 1/2, l/h'(1) = 1/5, and l/h'(-I) = li5.








Increasing on [3/2, 00), decreasing on (-00,3/2],
Increasing on (-00, -1] and [1, 00)
Relative minimum at x = 1; relative maximum at x = -1,
Relative maximum at x = 2/3.
Relative minima at x = ::i::1; relative maxima at x = 0, ::i::4,
Relativeminimaatx = -2,3; relativemaximumat x = 2.
6. If x < y there exists c in (x, y) such that Isin x - sinyl = Icosclly- xl.
9. f(x) = x4(2 + sin(1/x» > 0 for x :f:0, so f has an absoluteminimumat x =O. Show that
f'(1/2n7r) < 0 for n 2: 2 and f'(2/(4n + 1)7r) > 0 for n 2: 1.
- - -- -
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10. g'(O)= lim(1 + 2x sin(1/x» = 1+ 0 = 1, and if x::/:0, then g'(x) = 1+ 4x sin(1/x) -x_o
2cos(1/x). Now show that g'(l/2mr) < 0 and that we have g'(2/(4n + 1)1l')> 0 for n EN.
14. Apply Darboux's Theorem 6.2.12.
17. Apply the Mean ValueTheorem to the function g - 1 on [0, x].
20. (a, b) Apply the Mean ValueTheorem.
(c) Apply Darboux's Theorem to the results of (a) and (b).
1. 1(2n-I)(x) = (-l)na2n-1 sinax and 1(2n)(x) = (_l)na2n cosax for n EN.
4. Apply Taylor's Theorem to I(x) := .Jf+'X at Xo := 0 and note that RI (x) < 0 and R2(x) > 0
for x > O.
5. 1.095 < .j[2 < 1.1 and 1.375 < -J2 < 1.5.
6. R2(0.2) < 0.0005 and R2(l) < 0.0625.
11. With n = 4, In 1.5 = 0.40; with n = 7, In 1.5 = 0.405.
17. Apply Taylor's Theorem to 1 atxo = c to show that I(x) ~ I(c) + I'(c)(x - c).
19. Since1(2) < oand1(2.2) > 0,thereisazeroof1 in[2.0,2.2].Thevalueofx4is approximately
2.0945515.
20. rl ~ 1.45262688and r2 ~ -1.16403514.
22. rl ~ 0.15859434 and r2 ~ 3.14619322.
24. r ~ 0.73908513.
21. r~1.32471796.
23. rl ~ 0.5 andr2 ~ 0.80901699.
Section 7.1 t"
1. (a) II'PI II= 2 (b) 1I'P211= 2 (c) 1I'P31i"= 1.4 (d) 1I'P411= 2.
2. (a) 02. 1+ 12. 1+ 22. 2 = 0 + 1+ 8 = 9
(b) 37 (c) 13 (d) 33.
5. (a) If U E [xj_l, Xj]' then xj_1 ::: U so that ci ::: tj ::: xj ::: xj_1 + IIPIIwhen~e c1 - IIPII:::
xj_1 :::u. Alsou :::xj so thatxj - IIPII:::xj_1 ::: tj ::: c2' whence U ::: xj ::: c2 + IIPII.
to. g is notbounded.Takerationaltags.
12. Let 'Pn be the partition of [0, 1] into n equal parts. If Pn is this partition with rational tags, then
S(f; Pn) = 1,while if Qn is this partition 'with irrational tags, then S(f; Qn) = O.
13. Argue as in Example 7.1.3(d).
- - - ---
Section 6.3
1. A = B(lim I(x)/g(x» = o.x_c
4. Note that 1'(0) = 0, but that f'(x) does not exist if x ::j:O.
6. (a) 1 (b) 1 (c) 0 (d) 1/3.
7. (a) 1 (b) 00 (c) 0 (d) O.
8. (a) 0 (b) 0 (c) 0 (d) o.
9. (a) 1. (b) 1 (c) e3 (d) O.
to. (a) 1 (b) 1 (c) 1 (d) o.
Section 6.4
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15. If 111'11 < l>£:= 8/4a, then the union of the subintervals in l' with tags in [c, d] contains
the interval [c + l>£,d -l>£] and is contained in [c -l>£, d + l>£].Therefore a(d - c - 2l>£) ~
S(f{J;1') ~ a(d - c + 2l>£),whence IS(f{J;1') - a(d - c)1 ~ 2al>£< 8.
16. (b) In fact, (xl + XjXj_1+ xl_I) . (xj - Xj_l)= xl- xLI'
(c) The termsin S(Q; Q) telescope.
18. Let l' = {([xj_I' Xj]' tj) };=I be a tagged partition of [a, b] and let
Q := {([xj_1 + C, xj + c], tj + c) };=I so that Q is a tagged partition of [a + c, b + c] and.. " . b . b
IIQII = II 'P II. Moreover, S(g; Q) = S(f; 'P) so that IS(g; Q) - Jafl = IS(f; 'P) - Ja fl < 8
when II QII < l>£.
Section 7.2
2. If the tags are all rational, then S(h; p) 2: 1, while if the tags are all irrational, then S(h; 1') = o.
3. Let Pn be the partition of [0,1] into n equal subintervals with tl = l/n and Qn be the same
subintervals tagged by irrational points.
5. If cI' . . . .Cn are the distinct values taken by f{J,then f{J-I (cj) is the union of a finite collectionr.
{Jjl,..., Jjr} of disjoint subintervals of [a, b]. We can write f{J= LJ=IL/=I Cjf{JJ.k'J J
6. Not necessarily.
8. If f(c) > 0 for some C E (a, b), there exists 8 > 0 such that f(x) > !f(c) for Ix - cl ~ 8.
Then J: f 2: J:~~ f 2: (2l»!f(c) > O. If cis an endpoint, a similar argument applies.
10. Use Bolzano's Theorem 5.3.7.
12. Indeed, Ig(x)1 ~ 1 and is continuous on every interval [c, 1] where 0 < c < 1. The preceding
exercise applies.
13. Let f(x) := l/x for x E (0, 1] and f(O) := O.
16. Let m := inf f(x) and M := sup f. By Theorem 7.1.4(c), we have
m(b - a) ~ J: f ~ M(b - a). By Bolzano'sTheorem5.3.7, thereexistsc E [a, b] such that
f(c) = <I: f)/(b - a).
. ., .
19. (a) Let 'Pn be a sequence of tagged partitions of [0, a] with lI'Pnll-+ 0 and let 'Pn be the
corresponding "symmetric" partition of [-a, a]. Show that S(f; 1':) = 2S(f; pn)-+
2J; f. '.
21. Note that x ~ f(x2) is an even continuous function.
22. Letxj := ; (1T/2) for; = 0, 1, . .. , n. Thenwehavethat
(1T/2n) L7':-ci f(cosxj) = (1T/2n)L~=I f(sinxk).
Section 7.3
1. Suppose that E := {a = Co< CI< ... < Cm = b} contains the points in [a, b] where the
derivative F'(x) either does not exist, or does not equal f(x). Then f E 'R.[cj_l,cj] and
J2 f = F(cj) - F(cj_I). Exercise 7.2.14 and Corollary 7.2.10 imply that f E 'R.[a,b] and,-I
that J: f = L~=I (F(cj) - F(cj_I»)= F(b) - F(a).
2. E = 0. 3. Let E := {-I, I}.1fX ~ E, G'(x) =g(x).
4. Indeed,B'(x)= Ixiforallx. 6. F = F - rcf .c a Ja
7. Let h be Thomae's function. There is no function H : [0, 1] -+ IR such that H'(x) = h(x)
for x in some nondegenerate open interval; otherwise Darboux's Theorem 6.2.12 would be
contradicted on this interval. - -
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9. (a) G(x) = F(x) - F(c),
10. UseTheorem7.3.6and the ChainRule6.1.6.
11. (a) F'(x) = 2x(1 +x6)-1
13. g'(x) = f(x + c) - f(x - c).
16. (a) Take 'fJ(t) = 1+ t2 to get! (23/2 - 1).
(b) Take 'fJ(t)= 1+ t3 to get l'
(c) Take'fJ(t)= 1+ ,.fi toget 1 (33/2 - 23/2).
(d) Take 'fJ(t) = tl/2 to get 2(sin2 - sin 1).
18. (a) Take x = 'fJ(t) = tl/2, so t = t/f(x) = x2 to get4(1-In(5/3».
(b) Takex = 'fJ(t) = (t + 1)1/2,sot = t/f(x)= x2- 1togetIn(3+ 2.J2)-In 3.
(c) Take x = 'fJ(t) = t1/2 to get 2(3/2 + In 3/2).
(d) Take x = 'fJ(t) = t1/2 to get Arctan 1 - Arctan(1/2).
19. In (a) - (c) 'fJ'(0) does not exist. For (a), integrate over [c,4] and let c -+ 0+. For (c), the
integrand is even so the integral equals 2 Jo1(1 + t)I/2 dt.
20. (b) U Zn is contained in U k J: and the sumof the lengthsof theseintervalsisn n.
~ Ln 8/2n = 8.
21. (a) TheProductTheorem7.3.16applies.
(b) We have 1=2tJ: fg ~ t2 I: f2 + J: g2.
(c) Let t -+ 00 in (b).
( )
1/2
(d) If J: f2 ¥= 0, let t = I: g2/ I: f2 in (b).
22. Note that sgn 0 h is Dirichlet's function, which is not Riemann integrable.
(b) H(x) = F(b) - F(x), (c) S(x) = F(sinx) - F(x).
.
Section 7.4
1. Use (4) withn = 4, a = 1, b = 2, h = 1/4. Here 1/4 ~ f"(c) ~ 2, so T4~ 0.69702.
3. T4~ 0.78279.
4. The index n must satisfy 2/12n2 < 10-6; hence n > 1000/.J6 ~ 408.25.
5. S4~ 0.78539.
6. The index n must satisfy 96/180n4 < 10-6; hence n ~ 28.
12. The integral is equal to the area of one quarter of the unit circle. The derivatives of h are
unbounded on [0,1]. Sinceh"(x) ~ 0, the inequality is Tn(h) < 1r/4 < Mn(h). See Exercise 8.
13. Interpret K as an area. Show that h"(x) = :"'(1- x2)3/2 and that
h(4)(x) = -3(1 + 4x2)(1 - x2)-7/2. To eight decimal places, 1r = 3.14159265.
14. Approximately 3.65348449. 15. Approximately 4.82115932.
16. Approximately 0.83564885. 17. Approximately 1.85193705.
18. 1. 19. Approximately 1.19814023.
20. Approximately 0.904 524 24.
Section 8.1
1. Note that 0 ~ fn(x) ~ x/n -+ 0 as n -+ 00.
3. If x > 0, then Ifn(x) - 11< I/(nx).
5. If x > 0, then Ifn(x)1 ~ 1/(nx) -+ O.
7. Ifx > 0, then 0 < e-x < 1.
- --
-- - - --
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If x E Z, the limit equals 1. If x fj Z, the limit equals O.
If x E [0, a], then Ifn(x)1 :::a/no However, fn(n) = 1/2.
14. If x E [0, b], then Ifn(x)1 ::: bn. However, fn(2-I/n) = 1/3.
15. If x E [a,00),thenIfn(x)1:::1/(na).However,fn(1/n) = 4 sin1 > O.
18. The maximum of fn on [0, 00) is at x = l/n, so IIfn11[0.00)= 1/(ne).
20. Ifnissufficientlylarge,II1.II [ ) = n2a2/ena. However, 111.11[0 ) =4/e2.n a,co n ,00
23. Let M be a bound for (fn(x» and (gn(x» on A, whence also If(x)1 ::; M. The Triangle
Inequality gives Ifn(x)gn(x) - f(x)g(x)1 :::M<lfn(x)- f(x)1 + Ign(x)- g(x)1) for x E A.




1. The limit function is f(x) := 0 for 0::: x < 1, f(1) := 1/2, and f(x) := 1 for 1 < x ::; 2.
4. If 8 > 0 is given, let K be such that ifn 2: K, then IIfn - fill < 8/2. Then Ifn (xn) - f(xo)1 ::;
Ifn(xn) - f(xn)1 + If(xn) - f(xo)l::; 8/2+ If(xn) - f(xo)l. Sincef is continuous(byThe-
orem8.2.2)andxn ~ xo't!1enIf(xn) - f(xo) I < 8/2forn 2: K', so that Ifn(xn) - f(xo)1 < 8
for n 2: max{K, K'}.
6. Here f(O) = 1 and f(x) = 0 forx E (0, 1]. The convergenceis not unifonn on [0, 1].
7. Given 8 := 1, there exists K > 0 such that if n 2: K and x E A, then Ifn(x) - f(x)1 < 1, so
that Ifn(x)1 ::: IfK (x)1+ 1 for all x EA. Let M := max{lIfIIlA,"', IIfK-IIIA, IIfKIIA+ I).
8. fn (1/ -In) = -In/2.
10. Here (gn) converges uniformly to the zero function. The sequence (g~) does not converge
uniformly.
11. Use the Fundamental Theorem 7.3.1 and Theorem 8.2.4.
13. If a > 0, then IIfnII[a.1I"]::: I/(na) and Theorem 8.2.4 applies.
15. Here IIgn11[0.1]::; 1 for all n. Now apply Theorem 8.2.5.
20. Let fn(x) := xn on [0,1).
Section 8.3
1. Let A := x > 0 and let m ~ 00 in (5). For the upper estimate on e, take x = 1 and n = 3 to
obtain Ie - 2jl < 1/12, so e < 2~.
2. Note that if n 2: 9, then 2/(n + I)! < 6 x 10-7 < 5 X 10-6. Hence e :::::2.71828.
3. EvidentlyEn(x) ::;eXfor x 2:O.Toobtainthe otherinequality,applyTaylor'sTheorem6.4.1
to [0,a].
5. Notethat0::: tn/(1 + t) :::tn for t E [0,x].
6. In1.1~ 0.0953andIn1.4~ 0.3365.Taken > 19,999.
7. In2:::::0.6931.
10. L'(1) = lim[L(1 + l/n) - L(1)]/(1/n) = limL«1+ l/n)n) = L(lim(1+ l/n)n) =
L(e) = 1.
11. (c) (xy)a = E(cxL(xy» = E(cxL(x)+ cxL(y» = E(cxL(x» . E(cxL(y» = xa . ya.
12. (b) (xa)p = E(f3L(xa» = E(f3cxL(x» = xap,andsimilarlyfor (xP)a.
15. Use8.3.14and8.3.9(vii).
-
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17. Indeed, we have loga x = (Inx)j(lna) = [(Inx)j(lnb)] · [(1nb)j(lna)] if a :I: I, b # 1. Now
take a = 10, b = e.
Section 8.4
1. If n > 21xl, then Icosx - Cn(x)1 ::s (16j15)lx12n j(2n)!, so cos(0.2) ~ 0.980067, cos 1 ~
0.549302. Similarly, sin(O.2) ~ 0.198669 and sin 1 ~ 0.841471.
4. We integrate 8.4.8(x) twice on [0, x]. Note that the polynomial on the left has a zero in the
interval [1.56, 1.57], so 1.56 ::s1fj2.
5. Exercise 8.4.4 shows that C4(x) ::s cos x ::s C3(x) for all x E JR.Integrating several times, we get
S4(x)::s sinx::S Ss(x) for all x > 0.ShowthatS4(3.05) > OandSs(3.15) < O.(Thisprocedure
can be sharpened.)
6. If Ixl ::SA and m > n > 2A, then Icm(x) - cn(x)1 < (16jI5)A2nj(2n)!, whence the conver-
gence of (cn) to Cis uniform on each interval [-A, A].
7. D[(c(x»2- (s(x»2]= 0 for allx E JR.For uniqueness, argue as in 8.4.4.
8. Let g(x) := f(O)c(x) + f'(O)s(x) for x E JR,so that g"(x) = g(x), g(O) = f(O) andg'(0) =
f'(O). Therefore h(x) := f(x) - g(x) has the property that h"(x) = h(x) for all x E JRand
h(O) =0, h'(O)= O.Thusg(x) = f(x) for allx E JR,so that f(x) = f(O)c(x) + f'(O)s(x).
9. If q1(x) := c(-x), show that q1"(x)= q1(x) and q1(0)= I, q1'(O)= 0, so that q1(x)= c(x) for
all x E JR.Therefore c is even.
Section 9.1
1. Let sn be the nth partial sum of L:fan' let tn be the nth partial sum of L:f lanl,and suppose
that a > 0 for n > P. If m > n > P, show that t - t = s - s . Now apply the Cauchyn- m n m n
Criterion.
If n 2: 2, then sn = -In 2 -Inn + In(n+ 1).Yes.
Wehaves2n-sn 2:na2n= 4(2na2n),ands2n+l-sn 2: 4(2n+l)a2n+1.Consequently
lim(na ) = O.n
11. Indeed, if In2anI ::SM for all n, then IanI ::SM jn2.
13. (a) Rationalize to obtain L:xn wherexn := [..jn(.Jn+1 + ..jn)r1 and note thatxn ~ Yn :=
Ij(2n). Now apply the Limit Comparison Test 3.7.8.
(b) Rationalize and compare with L: Ijn3/2.
14. If L: an is absolutely convergent, the partial sums of L: IanI are bounded, say by M. Evidently.
the absolute value of the partial sums of any subseries of an are also bounded by M.
Conversely, if every subseries of L: an is convergent, then the subseries consisting of the
strictly positive (and strictly negative) terms are absolutely convergent, whence it follows that
L: an is absolutely convergent.
3. Takepositiveterms until the partial sum exceeds I, then take negativetermsuntil the partial





1. (a) Convergent; compare with L: Ijn2. (c) Divergent; note that 21/n -+ 1.
2. (a) Divergent; apply 9.2.1 with bn := Ijn.
(c) Convergent; use 9.2.4 and note that (nj(n + 1»n -+ Ije < 1.
3. (a) (In n)P < n for large n, by L'Hospital's Rule.
--- -
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(c) Convergent; note that (Inn)Inn > n2 for large n.
(e) Divergent; apply 9.2.6 or Exercise 3.7.12.
4. (a) Convergent (b) Divergent (c) Divergent
(d) Convergent;note that (Inn) exp(_nl/2) < n exp(-nl/2) < l/n2 forlargen, byL'Hospital's
Rule.
(e) Divergent (f) Divergent.
6. Apply the Integral Test 9.2.6.
7. (a, b) Convergent (c) Divergent (d) Convergent.
9. If m > n 2: K, then ISm- snl :s Ixn+11+... + Ixml< rn+I/(1 - r). Now let m -+ 00.
12. (a) A crude estimate of the remainder is given by s - S4 < It x-2 dx = 1/5. Similarly
S - SIO< 1/11 ands - sn < 1/(n + 1),sothat999termssufficetogets - s999< 1/1000.
(d) If n 2: 4, then xn+l/xn :s 5/8 so (by Exercise 10) Is - S41 :s 5/12. If n 2: 10, then
xn+1/xn :s 11/20 so that Is - slOl :s (10/210)(11/9) < 0.012. If n = 14, then Is - Sl41 <
0.00099.
13. (b) Here L::::I< Inoox-3/2dx = 2/.;ii, so Is - slOl< 0.633 and Is - snI < 0.001 when
n > 4 x 106.
(c) If n 2: 4, then Is - sn I :s (0.694)xn so that Is - S41< 0.065. If n 2: 10, then
Is - snl :s (0.628)xn so that Is - slOl < 0.000023.
14. Note that (s3n)is not bounded.
16. Note that, for an integer with n digits, there are 9 ways of picking the first digit and 10 ways of
picking each of the other n - I digits. There is one value of mk from 1 to 9, there is one value
from 10 to 19, one from 20 to 29, etc.
18. Here lim(n(1 - xn+l/xn» = (c - a - b) + I, so the series is convergent if c > a + b and is
divergent if c < a + b.
Section 9.3
1. (a) Absolutely convergent (b) Conditionally convergent
(c) Divergent (d) Conditionally convergent.
2. Show by induction that s2 < s4 < s6 < . .. < Ss < s3 < SI' Hence the limit lies between sn and
sn+1 so that Is - sn I < ISn+1 - sn I= zn+I'
5. Use Dirichlet's Test with (Yn) := (+1, -1, -1, +1, +1, -I, -1", .). Or, group the terms in
pairs (after the first) and use the Alternating Series Test.
7. If f(x) := (lnx)P /xq, then F(x) < 0 for x sufficiently large. L'Hospital's Rule shows that the
terms in the alternating series approach O.
8. (a) Convergent (b) Divergent (c) Divergent (d) Divergent.
11. Dirichlet's Test does not apply (directly, at least), since the partial sums of the series generated
by (1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, . . .)are not bounded.
15. (a) Use Abel's Test with xn := l/n.
(b) Use the Cauchy Inequality with xn := ;a:" Yn := l/n, to get
L: ;a:,/n :s (L: an)I/2(L: l/n2)1/2, establishing convergence.
(d) Let an := [n(lnn)2rl, which converges by the Integral Test.However,bn := [.;iilnnrl,
which diverges.
Section 9.4
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(c) Since Isinyl ~ Iyl, theseries converges for all x. But it is not uniformly convergent on JR.
If a > 0, the series is uniformly convergent for Ixl ~ a.
(d) If 0 ~ x ~ 1, the series is divergent.If 1 < x < 00, the series is convergent. It is uniformly
convergent on [a, 00) for a > 1.However, it is not uniformly convergent on (1,00).
4. If p =00, then the sequence (IanII/n) is not bounded. Hence if IXol > 0, thenthereareinfinitely
many keN with lakl> 1/lxol so that lakx~1> 1. Thus the series is not convergentwhen
Xo#0.
5. Suppose that L := lim(lan1/lan+1Dexists and that 0 < L < 00. It follows from the Ratio Test
that L:anxn converges for Ixl < L and diverges for Ixl > L. The Cauchy-Hadamard Theorem
implies that L = R.
6. (a) R = 00
(d) 1
8. Uselim(nl/n) = 1.
10.
(b) R = 00
(e) R = 4
(c) R = l/e
(t) R = 1.
By the Uniqueness Theorem 904.13, an = (_1)nan for all n.
12. If n eN, there exists a polynomial Pn such that f(n) (x) = e-l/x2 Pn(1/x) for x # O.
13. Let g(x) := 0 for x ~ 0 and g(x) := e-l/x2 for x < O.Show that g(n)(0) = 0 for alln.
16. Substitute -y for x in Exercise 15 and integrate from y = 0 to Y = x for Ixl < 1, which is
justified by Theorem 904.11.
19. f:e-t2dt = L::;:o (_1)nx2n+1/n!(2n + 1) for x e JR.
/2 :rr 1. 3 .5 . . . (2n- 1)
20. Apply Exercise 14 and f; (sinx)2ndx = _2 . 6 .2.4. ...2n
Section 10.1
1. (a) Since t. - O(t.) < x. l and x. < t. + O(t. ), then 0 < x. - X. 1 < 20 (t. ) .1 I - 1- I - 1 I - 1 1- - 1
(b) Apply (a) to each subinterval.
2. (b) Consider the tagged partition {(CO,1], I), ([1,2], I), ([2,3],3), ([3,4], 3)}.
3. (a) If P = {([Xi-I' Xi]' t) }7=1and if tk is a tag for both subintervals [xk_l, xk] and [xk' xk+I],
we must have tk = Xk' We replace these two subintervals by the subinterval [xk-I ' Xk+I]
with the tag tk, keeping the o-fineness property.
(b) No.
(c) If tk e (Xk_I, xk), then we replace [Xk_l,xk] by the two intervals [xk_l, tk] and [tk' xk] both
tagged by tk, keeping the o-fineness property.
4. If xk_1 ~ I ~ xk and if tk is the tag for [xk_l, xk], then we cannot have tk > 1, since then tk -
o(tk) = 4 (tk + 1) > 1. Similarly, we cannot have tk < 1, since then tk + 0(tk) = 4 (tk + 1) < 1.
Therefore tk = 1.
5. (a) Leto(t) := 4 min{lt - II, It - 21,It- 31}if t # 1,2,3 ando(t) := 1fort = 1,2,3.
(b) Let 02(t) := min{o(t), 01(t)}, where 0 is as in part (a).
7. (a) FI (x) := (2/3)x3/2 + 2x 1/2,
(b) F2(x):= (2/3)(1 - x)3/2 - 2(1 - X)I/2,
(c) F3(x):= (2/3)x3/2(lnx - 2/3) for x e (0, 1] and F3(0) := 0,
(d) F4(x):= 2x1/2 (lox - 2) for x e (0,1] and F4(0) := 0,
(e) Fs(x):= -~ + Arcsinx.
(t) F6(x):= Arcsin(x - 1).
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9. If f were integrable, then Jol f ~ JolSn = 1/2 + 1/3 +... + 1/(n + 1).
10. Weenumeratethenonzerorationalnumbersasrk = mk/nk anddefine8/mk/nk) := s/(nk2k+l)
and 8/x) := 1 otherwise.
12. The function M is not continuous on [-2,2].
13. LI is continuousandL; (x) = II(x) for x ¥= 0, soTheorem10.1.9applies.
15. We have C~(x) = (3/2)xl/2 cos(1/x) + x-I/2 sin(1/x) for x > O.Since the first term in C~has
a continuous extension to [0, 1], it is integrable.
16. We have C;(x) = cos(1/x) + (1/x) sin(1/x) for x > O.By the analogue of Exercise 7.2.12,
the firstterm belongsto R[O,1].
17. (a) TakeqJ(t):= t2 + t - 2 so E = 0 to get 6.cp
(b) Take qJ(t) := ..fi so Ecp= {O}to get 2(2 + 103).
(c) Take qJ(t) :=.Jt=l so E = {I} to get 2 Arctan 2.cp
(d) Take qJ(t) := Arcsint so Ecp= {I} to get i1l'.
19. (a) In fact f(x) := F'(x) = cos(1l'/x) + (1l'/x) sin(1l'/x) for x > O. We set f(O) := 0,
F'(O) := O. Note that f is continuous on (0,1].
(b) F(ak) = 0 and F(bk) = (-ll/k. Apply Theorem 10.1.9.
(c) If If I E R*[O,1],then L~=I 1/k ::: L~=I J:k If I :::JolIf I for alln E N.
k
20. Indeed, sgn(f(x» = (_1)k = m(x) on [ak'bk] so m(x). f(x) = Im(x)f(x)1 for x E [0,1].
Since the restrictions of m and Iml to every interval [e, 1] for 0 < e < 1 are step func-
tions, they belong to R[e, 1]. By Exercise 7.2.11, m and Iml belong to R[O, 1] and Jo1m =
L~I(-I)k/k(2k + 1) and Jo1lml= L~ll/k(2k + 1).
21. Indeed, qJ(x)= <I>'(x) = Icos(1l'/x)I+ (1l'/x)sin(1l'/x),sgn(cos(1l'/x»for x ~ E by Exam-
ple 6.1.7(c). Evidently qJ is not bounded near O. If x E [ak' bk], then qJ(x) = Icos(1l'/x)I+
(1l'/x)1 sin(1l'Ix) I so that J~k IqJl= <I>(bk) - <I>(ak) = 1/ k, whence IqJl~ R*[O, 1].
22. Here 1/f(x)= W'(x) = 2xlcos(1l'/x)I+ 1l'sin(1l'/x), sgn(cos(1l'/x» for x ~ {O}U EI by Ex-
ample6.1.7(b).Since 1/1is bounded,Exercise7.2.11applies.WecannotapplyTheorem7.3.1
to evaluate J: 1/1since E is not finite, but Theorem 10.1.9 applies and 1/1E R[O, 1]. Corollary
7.3.15 implies that 11/11E R[O, 1].
23. If p ~ 0, then mp ::: fp ::: Mp, where m and M denote the infimum and the supremum of f
on [a, b], so that m J: p ::: J: fp ::: M J: p. If J: p = 0, the result is trivial; otherwise, the
conclusion follows from Bolzano's Intennediate ValueTheorem 5.3.7.
24. By the MultiplicationTheorem10.1.14,fg E R*[a,b].Ifg is increasing,theng(a)f :::fg :::
g(b)f so that g(a) J: f :::J: fg :::g(b) J: f. Let K(x) := g(a) J: f + g(b) J: f, so thatK




2. (a) If G(x) := 3xl/3 for x E [0, 1] then t g = G(1) - G(e) ~ G(1) = 3.
(b) We have t (1/ x) dx = Ine, which does not have a limit in JRas e ~ O.
3. HereJ; (1 - X)-1/2dx = 2 - 2(1 - e)I/2 ~ 2 as e ~ 1-.
5. Because of continuity, gl E R*[e, 1] for all e E (0, 1). If w(x) := x-I/2, then Ig1(x)1 ::: w(x)
for all x E [0, 1]. The "left version" of the preceding exercise implies that gl E R*[O, 1] and
the above inequality and the Comparison Test 10.2.4 imply that gl E £[0, 1].
6. (a) The function is bounded on [0, 1] (use I'Hospital) and continuous in (0, 1).
(c) If x E (0, 4] the integrand is dominated by 1(104)loxl. If x E [4,1) the integrand is
dominated by l(1n4) 10(1- x)l.
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10. By the Multiplication Theorem 10.1.4, f8 e 1(.*[a, b]. Since If(x)8(x)1 ::: Blf(x)l, then f8 e
Lea, b] and IIf811::: Bllfll.
11. (a) Let f(x) := (-ll2k / k for x e [ck_l, ck) and f(1) := 0, where the ck are as in Example
1O.2.2(a).Then f+ := max{f, O}rf.1(.*[0,1].
(b) Use the first formula in the proof of Theorem 10.2.7.
13. (jj) If f(x) = 8(X) for all x e [a, b], then dist(j, 8) = J: If - 81= o.
(ill) dist(j,8) = J: If - 81= J: 18- fl = dist(8,f).
(jk) dist(j, h) = J: If - hi :::J: If - 81+ J: 18- hi = dist(j, 8) + dist(8, h).
16. If (jn) converges to f in Lea, b], given e > 0 there exists K(e/2) such that if m, n ~ K(e/2)
then IIfm - fll < e/2and IIfn - fll < e/2. Therefore IIfm - fnll:::IIfm- fll + IIf - fnll <
e/2 + e/2 = e. Thus we may take H(e) := K(e/2).
18. Ifm > n, then 118m- 8nll ::: l/n + l/m -+ O.One can take 8 := sgn.
19. No.
20. We can take k to be the O-function.
Section 10.3
1. Let b ~ max{a, 1/8(00)}. IfP is a 8-fine partition of [a, b], show that P is a 8-fine subpartition
of [a, 00).
3. If f e Lea, 00), apply the preceding exercise to If I. Conversely, if JpqIf I < e for q > p ~
K (e), then IJaqf - J: f I :::J: If I < E so both limy J: f and limy J: If I exist; therefore
f, If I e 1(.*[a,00) and so f e Lea, 00).
5. If f, 8 e Lea, 00), then f, If I,8 and 18/belong to 1(.*[a, 00), so Example 10.3.3(a)implies that
f + 8 and If I + 181belong to 1(.*[a, 00) and that .l:oo(lfl + 181)= JaooIf I+ .1:00181.Since
If + 81::: If I + 181,it follows that J: If + 81 ::: J: If I + J: 181::: JaooIf I + Jaoo181,whence
IIf + 811::: IIfll + 11811.
6. Indeed,Ji(1/x) dx = In y, which does not have a limit as y -+ 00. Or, use Exercise 2 and the
fact that J:P (1/x) dx = In 2 > 0 for all p ~ 1.
8. If y > 0, then Jtcos x dx = sin y, which does not have a limit as y -+ 00.
9. (a) We have Jte-sx dx = (1/s)(1 - e-sy) -+ l/s.
(b) Let G(x) := -(1/s)e-SX forx e [0,00), so G is continuouson [0,00) and G(x) -+ 0 as
x -+ .00. By the Fundamental Theorem 10.3.5, we have Jooo8 = -G(O) = l/s.. .
12. (a) If x ~ e, then (lnx)/x ~ l/x.
(b) Integrate by parts on [1, y] and then let y -+ 00.
13. (a) Isin xl ~ 1/../2 > 1/2 and l/x > 1/(n + 1)1Tfor x e (n1T+ 1T/4, n1T+ 31T/4).
(b) If y > (n + 1)1T,then Jt IDI ~ (1/4)(1/1 + 1/2 + . . . + 1/(n + 1».
15. Let U = (/J(x) = x2. Now apply Exercise 14.
16. (a) Convergent (b, c) Divergent
(t) Convergent.
17. (a) If fl (x) := sinx, then fl rf.1(.*[0,00). In Exercise 14, take f2(x) := x-I/2 sinx and
(/J2(x):= 1/.jX.
Take f(x) := x-I/2 sinx and (/J(x) := (x + 1)/x.
f(x) := sinx is in 1(.*[0,y], and F(x) := J: sint dt = 1 - cosx is bounded on [0, 00),
and (/J(x) := l/x decreases monotonely to O.
(c) F(x):= J: cost dt = sinx is bounded on [0,00) and (/J(x):= x-I/2 decreases mono-
tonely to O.
.
(d) Convergent (e) Divergent
(c)
18. (a)
-- - - --- ---
-------
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19. Let u = q1(x) := x2.
20. (a) If y > 0, then fci e-x dx = 1 - e-Y -+ 1 so e-x e 'R.*[O,00). Similarly e-ixi =
eX e 'R.*(-oo, 0].
2 2







Converges to 0 at x = 0, to 1 on (0, 1]. Not unifonn. Bounded by 1. Increasing. Limit = 1.
Converges to 1on [0, 1), to 4 at x = 1.Not unifonn. Bounded by 1.Increasing. Limit = 1.
Converges to -IX on [0, 1]. Unifonn. Bounded by 1. Increasing. Limit = 2/3.
Converges to 4 at x = 1, to 0 on (1, 2]. Not unifonn. Bounded by 1. Decreasing.
Limit= O.
Converges to 1 at x =0, to 0 on (0, 1].Notunifonn.Boundedby 1.Decreasing.
Limit = O.
Converges to O. Not unifonn. Bounded by l/e. Not monotone. Limit = O.
Converges to O. Not unifonn. Bounded by 1/,J2e. Not monotone. Limit = O.
(c)
(e)
4. (a) The Dominated Convergence Theorem applies.
(b) Ik(x) -+ 0 for x e [0, 1), bu.t (fk(1» is not bounded. No obvious dominating function.
Integrate by parts and use (a). The result shows that the Dominated Convergence Theorem
does not apply.
6. Suppose that (fk(C» converges for some C e [a, b]. By the Fundamental Theorem, Ik(x) -
Ik(c) = J: I;. By the Dominated ConvergenceTheorem, J: I; -+ J: g, whence (fk(x» con-
verges for all x e [a, b]. Note that if Ik(x) := (_1)k, then (fk(x» does not converge for any
x e [a, b].
7. Indeed, g(x) := suP{fk(x) : keN} equals 1/ k on (k - 1,k], so that Jong = 1+ 4 +... + ~.
Hence g rf.'R.*[O,00).
10. (a) If a > 0, then I(e-tx sinx)/xl ::::e-ax for t e Ja := (a, 00). If tk e Ja and tk -+ to e Ja,
then the argument in 1O.4.6(d)shows that E is continuous at to' Also, if tk 2: 1, then
I(e-tkx sinx)/xl ::::e-x and the Dominated ConvergenceTheorem implies that E(tk) -+ O.
Thus E(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00.
(b) It follows as in lOA.6(e) that E'(to) = - Joooe-tox sinx dx = -1/(t6 + 1).
(c) By 10.1.9, E(s) - E(t) = J/ E'(t) dt = - J/ (t2+ 1)-ldt = Arctant - Arctans for
s, t > O.But E(s) -+ 0 and Arctans -+ 1r/2 as s -+ 00.
(d) We do not know that E is continuous as t -+ 0+.
12: Fix x e I. As in lOA.6(e), if t, to e [a, b], there exists tx between t, to such that I(t, x)-
I (to, x) = (t - to) * (tx' x). Therefore a(x):::: [f(t, x) - l(to' x)]/(t - to) :::: w(x) when
t =1= to' Now argue as before and use the Dominated Convergence Theorem 1004.5.
13. (a) If (sk) is a sequence of step functions converging to I a.e., and (tk) is a sequence of
step functions converging to g a.e., Theorem 10A.9(a) and Exercise 2.2.16 imply that
(max{sk' tk}) is a sequence of step functions that converges to max{f, g} a.e. Similarly,
for min{f, g}.
14. (a) Since Ik e M[a, b] is bounded, it belongs to 'R.*[a,b]. The Dominated Convergence
Theorem implies that I e 'R.*[a,b]. The MeasurabilityTheorem 1004.11now implies that
I e M[a, b].
(b) Since t ~ Arctant is continuous,Theorem lOA.9(b)impliesthat Ik := Arctan0 gk e
M[a, b].Further,I/k(x)1 :::: 41rforx e [a,b].
(c) If gk -+ g a.e., it follows from the continuity of Arctan that fk -+ f a.e. Parts (a,b) imply



















Since IE is bounded, it is in n*[a, b] if and only ifit is in M[a, b].
IE' = 1- IE'
lEUF(x) = max{IE(x), IF(x)} and lEnF(x) = min{IE(x), IF(x)}. Further, E \ F =
EnF'.
(e) If (Ek) is an increasing sequence in M[a, b], then (IE) is an increasing sequence ink
M[a, b] with IE (x) = lim IE (X), and we can apply Theorem 1O.4.9(c).Similarly, (IF)
is a decreasingsequencein ;Cha,b] and IF(x) = lim IF (X). kk
(f) Let An := U~=l Ek' so that (An) is an increasing sequence in M[a, b] with U:'l An = E,
so (e) applies. Similarly, if Bn := n~=l Fk' then (Bn) is a decreasing sequence in M[a, b]
with n~l Bn = F.
16. (a) m(0) =J: 0 = 0 and 0 ~ IE ~ 1 implies 0 ~ m(E) = I: IE ~ b - a.
(b) Since l[c.d] is a step function, then m([c, d]) = d - c.
(c) Since IE' = 1 -IE' wehavem(E') = 1:(1 -IE) = (b - a) - m(E).
(d) Note that lEUF + lEnF = IE + IF'
(f) If (Ek) is increasing in M[a, b] to E, then (IE) is increasing in M[a, b] to IE' The. k
Monotone Convergence Theorem 10.4.4 applies.
(g) If (Ck) is pairwise disjoint and En := U~=l Ck for n EN, then m(En) = m(C1) +... +
m(Cn). Since U~l Ck = U:'l En and (En) is increasing, (f) implies that m(U~1 Ck) =
limn m(En) = limn I:~=l m(Ck) = I::'l m(Ck).
Section 11.1
1. If Ix - ul < infIx, I-x}, thenu < x + (1-x) = 1 andu > x -x = 0, so that 0 < u < 1.
3. Since the union of two open sets is open, then G I U . . . U Gk U Gk+l = (G 1 U . . . U Gk) U Gk+l
is open.
5. The complement of N is the union (-00, 1) U (1,2) U . . . of open intervals.
7. Corollary 2.4.9 implies that every neighborhood of x in Q contains a point not in Q.
10. x is a boundary point of A {::::=>every neighborhood V of x contains points in A and points in
C(a) {::::=>x is a boundary point of C(a).
12. The sets F and C(F) have the same boundary points. Therefore F contains all of its boundary
points {::::=>C(F) does not contain any of its boundary points {::::=>C(F) is open.
13. x E A 0 {::::=>x belongs to an open set V ~ A {::::=>x is an interior point of A.
15. Since A-is the intersection of all closed sets containing A, then by 11.1.5(a) it is a closed
set containing A. Since C(A -) is open, then Z E C(A -) {::::=>Zhas a neighborhood V/z) in
C(A -) {::::=>z is neither an interior point nor a boundary point of A.
19. If G ¥= 0 is open and x E G, then thereexistse > 0 such that V£(x) ~ G, whenceit follows
that a := x - e is in Ax'
21. Ifax < Y < x then since ax := inf Ax there exists a' E Ax such that ax < a' ~ y. Therefore
(y.x] ~ (a', x] ~ Gandy E G.
23. If x E JFandn EN, the intervalIn in Fncontainingx has length Ij3n. LetYnbe anendpointof
In with Yn ¥=x. Then Yn E JF(why?) and Yn -+ x.
24. As in the preceding exercise, take zn to be the midpoint of In' Then zn ~ JF(why?) and zn -+ x.
Section 11.2
1. Let Gn := (1 + Ijn, 3) forn EN.
3. LetGn := (1j2n, 2) for n E N.--- - - ----
-- -. - .-
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5. If 9 I is an open cover of K I and 92 is an open cover of K2' then 9 lUg 2 is an open cover of
KI UK2.
7. Let Kn := [0,n] forn E N.
10. Since K =1= 0 isbounded, it follows that inf K exists in R If Kn := {k E K : k ~ (inf K) + 1/n},
then Kn is closed and bounded, hence compact. By the preceding exercise nKn =1=0, but if
XoEn Kn' then XoE K and it is readilyseen that Xo= inf K. [Alternatively,use Theorem
11.2.6.]
12. Let 0 =1=K ~ JRbe compact and let e E R If n EN, there exists xn E K such that
sup{le - xl : x E K} - I/n < Ie- xnl. Nowapplythe Bolzano-WeierstrassTheorem.
IS. Let FI := {n : n EN} and F2 := {n + I/n : n EN, n 2: 2}.
Section 11.3
1. (a) If a < b ~ 0, then f-I(I) = 0. If a < ° < b, then f-I(I) = (--Ib, -Ib).IfO ~ a < b,
then f-I (I) = (--Ib, -..;a) U (..;a, -Ib).
3. f-I(G) = f-I([O, E»~= [I, I + S2) = (0, I + S2) n I.
4. Let G := (1/2,3/2). Let F:= [-1/2, 1/2].
8.
9.
Let f be the Dirichlet Discontinuous Function. .
First note that if A ~ R and x E JR,then we have x E f-I (JR\ A) {:=} f(x) E JR\ A {:=}
f(x) ~ A {:=} x ~ f-I(A) {:=} x E JR\ f-I(A); therefore, f-I(JR \ A) = JR\ f-I(A).
Now use the fact that a set F ~ JRis closed if and only if JR\ F is open, together with
Corollary11.3.3.
Section 11.4
1. If Pi := (Xi' Yi) for i = 1,2,3, then dl (PI' P2) ~ (IxI - xJI + IXJ - x21)+ (IYI- YJI+ IYJ-
Y21) = dl (PI' PJ) + dl (PJ, P2). Thus dl satisfies the Triangle Inequality.
2. Since If (x) - g(x)1 ~ If (x) - h(x)1 + Ih(x) - g(x)1 ~ doo(f, h) + doo(h,g) for all x E [0, I],
it follows that doo(f, g) ~ doo(f, h) + doo(h, g) and doo satisfies the Triangle Inequality.
3. We have s =1= t if and only if d(s, t) = 1. If s =1=t, the value of d(s, u) + d(u, t) is either lor 2
depending on whether u equals s or t, or neither.
4. Since doo(Pn'P) = sup{lxn- xl, IYn- yl}, if doo(Pn'P) -+ ° thenit followsthatboth
IXn- xl -+ 0 and IYn- yl -+ 0, whence xn -+ x and Yn -+ y. Conversely, if xn -+ X and
Y -+ Y, then Ix - xl -+ 0 and Iy - yl -+ 0, whence d (P, P) -+ O.n n 11 00 n
6. If a sequence (xn) in S convergesto x relative to the discrete metric d, then d(xn, x) -+ 0 which
implies that xn = x for all sufficiently large n. The converse is trivial.
7. Show that a set consisting of a single point is open. Then it follows that every set is an open set,
so that every set is also a closed set. (Why?)
10. Let G ~ S2 be open in (S2' d2) and let x E f-I(G) so that f(x) E G. Then there exists an
s-neighborhood VE(f (x» ~ G. Sincef is continuousatx, thereexistsa 8-neighborhoodVeS(x)
such that f(VeS(x)) ~ V/f(x)). Since x E f-I(G) is arbitrary, we conclude that f-I(G) is
open in (SI' dI)' The proof of the converse is similar.
II. Let 9 = {Ga} be a cover of f (S) ~ JRby open sets in R It follows from 11.4.11 that each
set f-I(Ga) is open in (S, d). Therefore, the collection {f-I(GaH is an open cover of S.
Since (S, d) is compact, a finitesubcollection {f-I (G ),"', f-I (G )} covers S, whence it
a1 aN
follows that the sets {Ga ' . . . ,G }must fonn a finite subcover of 9 for f (S). Since9 wasan1 aN
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Improper integrals, 259, 274, 287 ff.
Increasing function, 149, 170
sequence, 69
Indefinite integral, 212, 217, 283
Indeterminate founs, 176 ff.
Indirect proofs, 341







Infinite limits, 114 ff.









generalized Riemann, 274 ff.
improper, 259, 287 ff.
indefinite, 212, 217, 283
Lebesgue, 193,274,290 ff.
Riemann, 196 ff.
Test, for series, 259
Integration by parts, 216, 285
Interchange Theorems:
relating to continuity, 234
relating to differentiation, 235
relating to integration, 237, 301 ff.
--
.
relating to sequences, 233 ff.
relating to series, 267 ff.
Interior Extremum Theorem, 168











partition of, 145, 194
Preservation of, 135





















































form of remainder, 185
Least upper bound (= supremum),35
Lebesgue, Henri, 193,214,274,349




Leibniz, Gottfried, 97, 157, 193
Alternating Series Test, 263
Rule, 191
Lemma, 341
Length, of an interval, 44
L'Hospital, G. F., 176
Rules, 176 ff.
Limit:
Comparison Test, 93, 257













of a sequence, 54









M (= collection of measurable sets), 311
M -Test, of Weierstrass, 268, 354 ff.
Mapping, see Function
Mathematical Induction, 12 ff.
Maximum, absolute, 130
relative, 168




for derivatives, 169 ff.
for integrals, 209, 287
Measurability Theorem, 308
Measurable function, 306 ff.
set, 311
Measure, Lebesgue, 311
zero, see Null set
Meat grinder, 6
Member of a set, 1




Midpoint Rule, 222 ff., 352
Minimum, absolute, 130
relative, 168




Multiple of a sequence, 61
Multiplication Theorem, 285
N
N (= collection of natural numbers), 2
Natural numbers, 2
Negation, 335
- -- -- -
INDEX 385
Negative numbers, 25
Neighborhood, 33, 312, 329
Nested Intervals Property, 46,80
Newton, Isaac, 96, 157, 193
Newton-Leibniz Formula, 274
Newton's Method, 189 ff.
Nondifferentiable functions, 159,354
Norm of a function, 230, 292








real, 2, 22 ff.
o








Set Properties, 313, 315




IP(= positive class), 25





















Positive class P, 25




of Compactness, 325, 332
of Intervals, 135
Primitive of a function, 210



















Q (= collection of rational numbers), 2
Q.E.D., 341
Quantifiers, 337 ft.






JR(= collection of real numbers), 2, 22 ft.
Raabe's Test, 260
Radius of convergence, 269
Range, of a function, 5
Rational numbers Q, 2, 24
function, 126
power, 154
Ratio Test, 66, 258
Real numbers JR,2, 22 ft.
power' of, 154, 244
Rearrangement Theorem, 255
Reciprocal,23
Reductio ad absurdum, 342
Remainder in Taylor's Theorem:
integral form, 217, 285
Lagrange form, 185
Repeating decimals, 49
Restriction, of a function, 10
Riemann,Bernhard,193,274
Integrability Criterion, 347





existence of, 42, 152 ft.
functions, 10, 42
Location of, 132, 147




Schoenberg, I. J., 355
Schwarz inequality, 219




























unifonn convergence of, 229
Series, 89 ff., 253 ff.
absolutely convergent, 253
alternating, 263
alternating hannonic, 92, 253
conditionally convergent, 253
convergent, 89











unifonnly convergent, 267 ff.
Set(s):
boundary point of, 318
bounded, 35,333
Cantor ]F,317
Cartesian product of, 4
closed, 313, 331
closure of, 319














interior point of, 318













union of, 2, 3
void, see Empty set
Shuffled sequence, 80
Signum function, 102, 122








Square root function, 10, 42
Squaring function, 10
Squeeze Theorem, 64, 108, 204, 280
Statement, 334




















Syllogism, Law of, 340
Symmetric difference, 11
T
Tagged partition, 145, 195










for absolute convergence, 257 ff.





Trapezoidal Rule, 221 ff., 351
Triangle Inequality, 31, 328
Trichotomy Property, 25





Uncountability ofIR, 47, 50
Uniform continuity, 136 ff., 148
Uniform convergence:
of a sequence, 229 ff., 302




Union of sets, 2, 3
Uniqueness Theorem:
for finite sets, 17, 343
for integrals, 196, 276
for power series, 271
Universal quantifier V, 338
Upper bound, 35
V
Value, of a function, 6
van der Waerden, B. L., 354
Vertical Line Test, 5, 8
Void set, see Empty set
W
Well-ordering Property of N, 12
Weierstrass, Karl, 96, 119, 159
Approximation Theorem, 143
M -Test, 268, 354 ff.
nondifferentiable function, 159,354
Z
Z (= collection of integers), 2
Zero element, 23
Zero measure, see Null set
- -- -~
